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Foreword
University of Brawijaya hosted the 1st APMBA (Asia Pacific
Management and Business Application) International Conference
on Management and Business Science (1st AICMBS 2013) in BatuMalang on 5-6 September 2013. The papers selected to appear in this
proceeding were first presented at the conference. This year conference
theme was initiated by one of the international advisory board members
of APMBA Journal, Dr. Phil Ramsey, namely “Powerful Practices: New
directions in Management and Business research for the Asia-Pacific
Region”.
The response to the conference call was great and the conference
featured about 57 participants who presented their current research
work in the management and business science. Ten best papers were
selected to appear in the 2014 APMBA Journal edition in order to give
broader impact to the academic society.
The editor appreciated the work of all reviewers of the received
submissions particularly for their thorough and constructive comments
and for their willingness to review the papers. The conference featured
two keynote speakers. The first keynote speaker echoing a title of “Low
Level Inference and Management Research: Leveraging the consultant’s
perspective” was presented by Dr. Phil Ramsey (Massey University,
New Zealand). The following day, the 2nd keynote speaker addressed
by Professor Robert Jones (Swinburne University, Australia) addressing
the title of “Globalization and The Nature of Justice: An analysis with
regard to the philosophy of lean thinking”.
On behalf of all staff who helped the conference to run successfully
and more importantly in making this proceeding available in the e-book
and printed format, I as the Editor wish all readers of this proceeding
to have pleasant reading and use it for strengthening the research in the
Asia-Pacific region.

Editor and Conference Program Chair
Dodi W. Irawanto, PhD
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Office Politics:

The Reduction of Need for Power
among Officers
Zulkiflee Daud, Mohd Faizal Mohd Isa, Wan Shakizah Wan
Mohd Nor and Zairani Zainol
Human Resource Management Studies School of Business Management, College of
Business Universiti Utara Malaysia 06010, Sintok, Kedah Malaysia

Abstract - This study examines
the relationship between the need of
power and personal attributes with
the perception on office politics. It
involves 103 government officers
who are in grade 41 to 44 and serve
in government agencies in Northern
Region of Peninsular Malaysia. They
are selected by using proportionate
stratified random sampling method. In
measuring perception of office politics,
this study has adopted Kachmar and
Carlson’s (1997) perception of politics
measurement. In addition, personal
attribute is measured by adopting
Personal Attributes Questionnaire
developed by Spence and Helmreich
(in Ward, Thorn, Clements, Dixon,
and Sanford, 2006) and the researcher
has utilized Needs Assessment
Questionnaire (NAQ) constructed by
Heckert, Cuneio, Hannah, Adams,
Droste, Mueller, Wallis, Griffin, and
Roberts (1999) to measure need of
power. Correlation analysis result has
exhibited that both factors of need for

power, namely need for dominating and
need for authority, have a significant
negative relationship with perception
on office politics. This result has
carried evidence that when employees
feel that politics become a game in an
office, they tend to reduce their need
for dominating and need for authority
in making decisions implementing
their job in order to reduce workplace
conflict.
Keywords: Office Politics, leaders’
attributes, leaders’ need for power
Introduction - Organizational
politics or office politics are really
about manipulating power and
authority to build relationship to get
things done. In other words, it is about
“stabbing” people to achieve objectives.
Organizational politics are the use of
one's individual or assigned power
within an employing organization for

Author correspondence to Zulkiflee Daud;
Email : zulkiflee@uum.edu.my
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the purpose of obtaining advantages
beyond one's legitimate authority.
Those advantages may include access
to tangible assets or intangible benefits
such as status or pseudo-authority
that influences the behavior of others.
Both individuals and groups may
engage in organizational politics
(Weissenberger, 2010). Organizational
politics, sometimes referred to as office
politics (which strictly only includes
office workers, although the meaning
is usually intended in the wider
sense) is the use of one's individual or
assigned power within an employing
organization for the purpose of
obtaining advantages beyond one's
legitimate authority (Parker, Dipboye,
and Jackson, 1995). This definition
is in line with the definition of office
politics brought by Dhar (2009) where
he defines office politics as the exercise
of power to negotiate different interests
amongst members while maintaining
one’s interests in certain organizational
issues. Hence, in office politics game,
conflict always exists due to power
competition.
This present study attempts to
examine the relationship between
leaders’ attributes and need of power in
organizational politics. Due to limited
study on organizational politics which
has been performed in Malaysian
government agencies. This study will
evaluate the relationship between
understudied variables amongst officers
in government agencies.

P. 12

Statement of the Problem
- An organizational politic is a major
issue in today’s organizational behavior
because it involves individuals who
manipulate their working relationships,
consume time and resources for their
own gain at the expense of the team
or company. This situation causes
problems for the individuals who work
together, thus the end result can be
far more devastating. Employees and
managers who concentrate on the
political aspects of work may have less
time to pay attention to their jobs. A
study by Ferris and Kachmar (1992)
have shown that perception of politics
created job dissatisfaction among
employees. This study has exhibited that
negative influence between relationship
with supervisor and organizational
politics perception. Dhar (2009) has
stated that organizational politics
produced a threat on staff retention
and work productivity.
In Malaysia, few cases that have
been heard in Industrial Court
were involving office politics. For
example, in Ahmad Tajudin Ishak Vs
Suruhanjaya Pelabuhan Pulau Pinang
([1997] 2 CLJ 225), the claimant
claimed that his dismissal was in the
basis of office politics where he argued
that he has been discriminated. In the
Pan Pacific Resort Pangkor Vs Raja
Letchmi G Sundra Rajoo (Award 989
of 2008), the claimant has claimed
that the General Manager has used his
power to discredit her performance. In
Dr Chandra Muzaffar Vs Universiti
Malaya (Originating Summons No:
R2-25-36-1999), the claimant has
prosecuted that his contract was not
renewed because of political reasons.

Powerful Practices:
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As being exhibited by the judge in
Puan Low Pak Chan Vs Hitachi High
– Technologies IPC (M) Sdn. Bhd.
(Award 1183 of 2009), office politics
may create employee’s resistance. This
study tends to examine the relationship
between employees’ need for power
and their perceptions on organizational
politics.
SIGNIFICANT OF THE STUDYPower competition and manipulation
have become the essence in office
politics. Organizational politics has
been discussed literally in 1970’s
with a focus on aspects of power and
bureaucracy (Drory and Romm,
1988). The practice of organizational
politics can have an even more serious
effect on major business processes such
as strategy formation, budget setting,
performance
management,
and
leadership. This occurs because when
individuals are playing organizational
politics, they are interfered by the
information flow of a company.
The information can be distorted,
misdirected, or suppressed, in order
to manipulate a situation for short
term personal gain. Besides causing
problems for the individuals who work
together, the end result can be far more
devastating. Employees and managers
who are ought to concentrate on the
political aspects of work may have less
time to pay attention to their jobs. This
is translated into financial loss which
may in turn be translated into job
loss. Kacmar, Bozeman, Carlson, and
Anthony (1999) exhibit that intention
to turnover and job satisfactions are
among the consequent outcomes
from organizational politics. As most
Powerful Practices:

of the office political games occur in
managerial level, therefore it becomes
vital to study the relationship between
leaders’ attributes and need for power
with office politics.
Literature Review - Organizational politics - It was
indicated that in an organization, politicking activities may create conflicts.
The stress and social exchange perspectives are useful to understand reactions
to perceptions of organizational politics (Chang Rosen, Levy, 2009). This
is due to political behavior as a fact of
life in organization which encompasses
those activities that are not required as
part of one’s formal role in the organization. Data analysis from an organizational climate survey performed by
Parker, Dipboye, and Jackson (1995)
suggested that organizational politics
is an important dimension of people’s
perception of the work environment.
As maintained by Chang Rosen, Levy’s
(2009) perceptions of organizational
politics had a stronger relationship with
role conflict. The authors also revealed
that perceptions of organizational politics have strong, positive relationship
with strain and turnover intention and
also strong, negative relationships with
job satisfaction and affective commitment. In particular, perceptions of
organizational politics were associated
with increased psychological strain,
which is associated directly with reduced performance, as well as indirectly with increased turnover intentions
through reduced morale.
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Personal attribute - Appropriate personal attributes amongst
leader are important in managing their
subordinates. By using Delphi method,
a study on personal attributes needed
by professionals has been conducted
by Wakou, Keim, and Williams (2003)
who list seven important attributes
ranked by professionals. These attributes were independent, strong ethic,
bilingual, has persuasive ability, loyal,
persistent, and courageous. A study regarding affinities for personal attributes
by Hartz, Watson, and Noyes Jr. (2005)
has found that a person’s well-being is
strongly influenced by the attributes of
close associates such as family or close
friends. Spence and Helmreich (in
Ward, Thorn, Clements, Dixon, and
Sanford, 2006) have measured personal attributes with three dimensions
namely Masculinity (scale describes
such traits as self-confidence and competitiveness), Femininity (scale items
pertain to kindness and interpersonal
warmth), and Masculinity-Femininity
(scale has a mixture of masculinity and
femininity).
Studies
regarding
personal
attributes have shown that in achieving
particular objectives, individuals’
personalities and their strategy to gain
power will influence their attributes to
control and influence other parties.
Need for power - The need of
power is more associated with leaders.
As mentioned by McClelland and
Boyatzis (1982), need of achievement
is associated with lower level workers,
while leaders are more involved in need
for power which is associated with

P. 14

influencing others. Need for power
refers to the ability to influence others,
defeating an opponent or competitor,
winning and arguing or attaining a
position of greater authority (Yulk,
1989). McClelland (1970) has divided
need for power into two dimensions,
which are socialized power and
personal power. Socialized power
(including influencing others for the
sake of organizational goals) is the
characteristic of effective manager. On
the other hand, personal power portrays
personal dominance or aggression
(Harrel and Stahl, 1981). Therefore,
in utilizing politics in organization,
employees will utilize or manipulate
their power to win the competition
among themselves.
Research
Methodology
- This study is categorized as correlational study because it examines the
relationship between leaders’ attributes
and need for power as independent
variables and organizational politics as
dependent variable. The total of 130
respondents has been selected by using proportionate stratified random
sampling. Questionnaires were distributed to respondents to evaluate their
perception on items that measured
each variable. Instruments involved in
this study were adopted from various
sources. In measuring perception of
politics (POPS), this study has adopted
instrument constructed by Ferris and
Kachmar (1994). Needs Assessment
Questionnaire (NAQ) constructed
by Heckert, Cuneio, Hannah, Adams, Droste, Mueller, Wallis, Griffin,
and Roberts (1999) has been used in
examining need for power variable.
Powerful Practices:
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This needs assessment test’s explicit
motivation that encompasses four
type of motivation including need for
achievement, need for affiliation, need
for dominance (power) and need for
autonomy. According to this present
study, only need for power items being
considered to be used. To measure personal attribute, this study has adopted
Personal Attributes Questionnaire developed by Spence and Helmreich (in
Ward, Thorn, Clements, Dixon, and
Sanford, 2006). This measurement has
three scales namely Masculinity (scale
describes such traits as self-confidence
and competitiveness), Femininity
(scale items pertain to kindness and
interpersonal warmth), and Masculinity-Femininity (scale has a mixture of
masculinity and femininity).
A pilot test is performed in order to
examine the reliability of items consist
in instruments used in this study. Table
1 indicates the Cronbach Alpha value
for every variable.
Table 1: Reliability test results
Variables

Dimensions

Perception of
a.General Political
Politics (POPS)
Behavior
b.Go ahead to get
along
c. Pay and promotion
policies
Need For Power a. Need for authority
Need for
b. b. dominating
Personal
a. Masculinity
attribute
b. Femininity
c. MasculinityFemininity

Powerful Practices:

No of
Items

15

10

According to Sekaran (2003), all
variables considered reliable as the
Cronbach Alpha values are exceeding
.60.
Before pursuing further analysis,
this study executes data screening
which involves normality, linearity,
and outliers’ tests. For normality test,
examination of skewness and kurtosis
is performed where both values must
score ±1.96. Scree plot test is executed
in determining linearity and this study
performs multivariate outlier for outlier
identification.
To identify dimensions of each
variable involved in this study, factor
analysis is carried out. Number of
factors will be determined by eigenvalue;
factor with eigenvalue equal or greater
than 1 will be accepted. In identifying
the relationship between variables
understudied, correlation analysis
has been performed. In this analysis,
the value of correlation coefficient
(r) is examined. The value range for
correlation coefficient is from -1 to
+1, with +1 indicates a perfect positive
relation, 0 indicates
Cronbach
no relationship, and
Alpha (α)
-1 indicates a perfect
negative or reverse
relationship (Hair. Jr,
et al., 1998). Meyers,
.609
et al. (2006) have
categorized correlation
coefficient value of .5,
.3, and .1 as large,
.728
moderate, and small.

24
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Data Analysis - In data screening, need for power, namely, need for authe scree plots for all variables show that thority and need for dominating are
they were linear. Normality test has ex- significantly related with perception of
hibited that the skewness and kurtosis politics at ρ≤0.05.
values for all variables fall within accepted value (±1.96). To indicate outliers, this present study has performed Table 3: Correlation Analysis Result
multivariate outlier test where MaCorrelations
halonobis Distance Value has been
Need_
AttriNeed_for_
used. In this test, the value of chi
for_dom- bute_Feauthority
inating
male
squared (λ = 18,467) was referred.
From this test, two cases have been Percep- Pearson
tion_
-.056
eliminated from further analysis as of_poli- Correla- -.298** -.185**
tion
these cases scored λ values that are tics
Sig.
greater than 18,467.
.003
.024
.578
Factor analysis has been
executed to determine the total of
dimensions consisted in understudied
variables of this study. The following
is the result from factor analysis using
varimax rotation.

(2-tailed)
N

128

128

128

** Correlation is significant at the 0.05
level (2-tailed).

The result from this study shows
that when employees perceived that
office politics occurs in their organization, they will reduce their power and
Table 2: Factor Analysis Result
they will just follow the direction
KMO Value/ Reliability made by their superior. This pheFactor
Dimensions Bartlett test test (alpha
nomenon will direct to reduction of
value)
creativity and innovative thinking
Perception a. POPS
.806 / .000
.834
amongst employees (Dhar, 2009). In
of Politics
organizational politics, manipulation
(POPS)
of power is exercised where parties
Need for
a. Need for
.764 / .000
.734
will compete for power by playing
Power
dominating
.738
b. Need for
the politicking game. To those who
authority
don’t have good tactics will lost the
Personal
a. Femininity
.778 / .000
.919
game and may be jeopardizing his
Attribute
b. Masculinity
.768
position in organization. Hence, he
might be discriminated. This situaRelationship between Per- tion will reduce employees’ motivation
ception of Politics, Need and morale (Chang, Rosen and Levy,
for Power, Personality, 2009).
and Personal Attribute
An organizational politics must be
- Correlation analysis has been per- seen as a positive agenda where politics
formed in examining the relationship must be used by superior to gain power
between variables understudied. Table in order to influence and control
3 exhibits that only dimensions for
P. 16
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Male
.002
.981
128
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subordinates to execute tasks ethically.
Without politics (manipulation of
power), officers cannot get a support
from their employees in executing
works. Therefore, organizational
politics must be performed wisely in
order to create a harmonious industrial
relations environment and to eliminate
worker’s discrimination.
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The Role of Entrepreneurial
Education in Determining
the Entrepreneurial Intention
Anik Kusmintarti
State Polytechnic, Malang, Indonesia
Abstract - ntrepreneurial edu-

cation can increase personal characteristic related to entrepreneur
(Bonnett & Furnham, 1991;
Rasheed, 2003). Other researcher
suggests that personal characteristic
can affect entrepreneurial intention
(Luche & Franke, 2003). Related
to intention, Bird’s Concept (1988)
suggests that determinant factors of
entrepreneurial intention are personal and environmental factors.
Thereafter, theory of planned behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1991)
reveals that intention is determined
by the attitude, and the attitude is
affected by individual and contextual variables. This article uses a
literature study that is focused on
entrepreneurial intention among
students.
Higher level education asks all
students to take entrepreneurship
course and follow variety of activities
related to entrepreneurship. In reality,

there are a lot of graduates that start
new business, but in the same condition
there are also graduates that do not
want to start a business. Therefore, it
seems important for the researcher to
answer the questions as follows:
1. Is entrepreneurial education an antecedent of entrepreneurial characteristic?
2. Is attitude toward entrepreneurship
a mediator influence of entrepreneurial characteristic on the entrepreneurial intention?
Keywords: entrepreneurial education, entrepreneur characteristic,
attitude towards entrepreneurship,
entrepreneurial intention
INTRODUCTION - A country that
has a lot of entrepreneurs has a potential
to develop rapidly and becomes a prosperous country (McClelland in Nugroho, 2010). Therefore, Indonesian
government pays attention to increase
the number of entrepreneurs. One of
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the government’s concerns in order to
increase the number of entrepreneurs
is by creating programs that are related
to entrepreneurship. This program is
called the National Entrepreneurship
Movement. Through the Directorate
of Higher Education, the government
launched the Student Entrepreneur
Program to be developed and implemented by higher education.

self-employment careers at university
facilitates the process of business
creation because it helps to raise
students’ awareness of the viability
of self-employment as a professional
option. Hatten and Ruhland (1995)
state that formal education will increase
students’ positive attitude toward
entrepreneurship as an alternative
professional career.

Entrepreneurial
intention
is
defined as a cognitive representation
of the actions to be implemented by
individuals to either establish new
independent ventures or create new
value within existing companies. Bird
(1988) in Mazzarol, Volery, Dossand
Thein (1999) states that entrepreneurial
intention is influenced by two
factors: personal and environmental
characteristics. Personal characteristic
covers traits and background, while
environmental characteristic covers
social, economy, politics, and
infrastructure development.

An entrepreneur has a number
of characteristics that make him
different from ordinary people.
Gartner (1989) writes about the
characteristics that describe the entity
called
entrepreneurship.
Morris’
conceptual frame describes that the
entrepreneurship talent is given.
Gorman and Hanlon (1997) in
Henderson and Robertson (2000) state
that entrepreneurial attributes can be
positively influenced by educational
programs.
Previous
researchers,
Rasheed (2003), Hatten and Ruhland
(1995), and Chen, et al (2010) state
that entrepreneurship education can
improve entrepreneurial characteristics.
Ibrahim and Soufani (2002) state
that faculties and educational system
play an important role to establish
entrepreneurial characteristics.

Entrepreneurial intention among
students should always be maintained
so that more students will choose
entrepreneurship as their career in
the future. Gorman et al. (1997)
and Kourilsky and Walstad (1998)
in Indarti and Rostiani (2008) state
that entrepreneurial intention among
students is the source of entrepreneurs
in the future. Kourilsky and Walstad
(1998) in Indarti and Rostiani (2008)
state that entrepreneurial education is
one of the important factors to create
and develop passion, motivation,
and entrepreneurial behavior among
young men. Vesper (1990) in Li n,
Mariano, and Zarnowska (2006)
states that formal education about
P. 20

Winkel (2012) states that behavior
reflects someone’s tendency to accept
or to reject an object based on his/
her judgment to that object. Students’
behavior toward entrepreneurship
depends on their judgment to it. If
they think that entrepreneurship gives
them benefits, they will have a positive
view. On the contrary, if they think that
entrepreneurship does not give them
any benefits, they will have a negative
view to it. Someone who has a positive
Powerful Practices:
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view to entrepreneurship tends to have
a motivation to be an entrepreneur.
Ajzen’s (1991) Theory Planned
Behavior explains that intention is as
the function of three elements: attitude
toward the behavior, the subjective
norm, and the perceived control.
In Indonesia, Student Entrepreneur
Program was started in 2009. It means
that students had gotten several kinds
of entrepreneurial education programs
at that time. This article is aimed at
identifying the role of entrepreneurial
education toward the students’
entrepreneurial intention.
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE - Entrepreneurial education
develops significantly throughout the
world. Morris’ conceptual frame states
that entrepreneurial talent is given.
But, in general, people think that it can
be developed through education. Gorman and Hanlon (1997) in Henderson
and Robertson (2000) state that entrepreneurial attributes can be positively
influenced by educational programs.
Entrepreneurial education can increase
personal characteristic related to entrepreneur (Bonnett & Furnham, 1991;
Rasheed, 2003).
The simplest definition of
entrepreneurship is stated by Li n,
Moriano, and Zarnowska (2008).
They define entrepreneurship as a
training to create a new business.
European Commission (2003) in Li
n, et al. (2008) defines entrepreneurial
education as activities of teaching and
learning about entrepreneurship that
involve development of knowledge,
skills, attitude, and personal qualities
Powerful Practices:

appropriate for the age and development
of the pupils or students.
In
general,
entrepreneurship
education is aimed at increasing
the awareness of entrepreneurship
as a career option and enhancing
the understanding of the process
involved in initiating and managing
a new business enterprise (Lee and
Wong, 2007 in Arasti, Falafarjani, and
Imanipor, 2012).
Entrepreneurial characteristic - The
trait approach states that an entrepreneur is assumed to be a particular personality type, a fixed state of existence
(Gartner, 1989). Researchers have tried
to identify the personality factors that
differ an entrepreneur from non-entrepreneurs (Basu and Altinay, 2002),
Kruger (2000) in Chen, et al (2010).
Thereafter, Gartner (1989) states that
most researchers on entrepreneurship
have been trying to enumerate a set
of characteristics describing this entity
known as the entrepreneur.
Researchers have spent a lot of
time to have a definite description of
an entrepreneur. So far, they have not
come to an agreement on the permanent
characteristics of an entrepreneur. A
number of writers on entrepreneurship,
for example: David E. Rye (1996) in
Sunarya, et al., (2011) states that the
characteristics are high achievement,
risk taker, problem solver, status seeker,
high-level energy, self confident,
avoiding emotional relationship, and
demanding self-satisfaction. Zimmerer,
et al. (2008) mentions a number of
entrepreneurial characteristics, such
as: desire for responsibility, preference
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for moderate risk, confidence in their
ability to succeed, desire for immediate
feedback, high level of energy, future
orientation, value of achievement over
money, high degree of commitment,
tolerance for ambiguity, flexibility,
tenacity.
Kemendiknas
(2010:10-11)
explains about some values of
entrepreneurship as the followings:
independent, creative, risk taking,
action-oriented, leadership, hard
work, honest, discipline, innovative,
responsible, cooperative, never gives
up commitment, realistic, curious,
communicative, highly motivated to
succeed.
The Relationship between Entrepreneurial Education and Entrepreneurial Characteristic. - Previous researchers who studied the relationship
between entrepreneurial education and
entrepreneurial characteristics state
that personal characteristics related
to entrepreneurship can be developed
through entrepreneurial education.
Rasheed (2003) states that the students trained in entrepreneurship and
who are engaged in a classroom-based
enterprise have a higher sense of personal control and self-esteem than a
comparable cohort. Hatten and Ruhland (1995) state that students who
take part in Small Business Institute
have higher internal locus of control
than those who do not take part in that
program. Chen, et al. (2010) in their
research found that students of College of Humanities and Applied Life
Science got the highest average scores
on CEAS. Meanwhile, students of
College of Business Administration got
P. 22

the lowest average scores. Ibrahim and
Soufani (2002) state that faculties and
educational system play an important
role in identifying and establishing entrepreneurial characteristics.
Attitude toward Entrepreneurship
and Entrepreneurial Intention - Attitude is defined as how someone
judges an object positively or negatively. Berkowitz in Azwar (2011) states
that someone’s attitude to an object
is a feeling to support (favorable) or
a feeling not to support (unfavorable)
to that object. Attitude is someone’s
tendency to accept or to reject an object based on his/her judgment on that
object. If he/she thinks that the object
gives benefits to him/her, he/she will
have a good view. On the contrary, if
he/she thinks that the object does not
give him/ her benefits, he/she will have
a negative view on that object (Winkel,
2012).
Luthje and Franke (2003) state
that risk taking propensity and internal
locus of control have a strong and
significant influence on the attitude
toward
entrepeneurship.
Yusof,
Sandhu and Jain (2007) state that the
characteristics of propensity to risk and
innovativeness, need for achievement,
and tolerance for ambiguity have a
positive and significant influence on
entrepreneurial inclination.
Entrepreneurial
intention
is
defined as a cognitive representation
of the actions to be implemented by
individuals to either establish new
independent ventures or to create new
value within existing companies (Fini,
Grimaldi, Marzocci and Sobrera, 2009).
Powerful Practices:
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Bird (1988) in Mazzarol, Volery, Doss
and Thein (1999) states that personality
and environmental factors determine
the entrepreneurial intention. Some
models have been developed to explain
entrepreneurial intention but Ajzen‘s
(1991) Theory of Planned Behavior
has been mostly used by researchers
on entrepreneurial intention. The TPB
theoretical framework explains that
intention is as the functions of three
elements: attitude toward the behavior,
subjective norm, and perceived control.
Luthje and Franke (2003) state that the
attitude toward entrepreneurship has
been a strong and significant influence
on the entrepreneurial intention.
DISCUSSION - Entrepreneurship
can be trained and pushed through entrepreneurial education. Some researchers state that entrepreneurial education
can increase entrepreneurial characteristic (Rasheed, 2003; Hatten and Ruhland, 1995; Chen, et al., 2010; Ibrahim and Soufani, 2002). Thereafter,
empirical studies on the relationship
between entrepreneurial characteristic
and the attitude toward entrepreneurship found that entrepreneurial characteristics have become a strong and
significant influence on the attitude
toward entrepeneurship (Luthje and
Franke, 2003; Yusof, Sandhudan Jain,
2007). The relationship between the
attitude toward entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurial intention is explained
in the Theory of Planned Behavior
(TPB). It is stated that attitude toward
the behavior is one of the elements that
determines the intention to behavior.
Empirical studies also revealed that the
attitude toward entrepreneurship has
Powerful Practices:

been a strong and significant influence
on the entrepreneurial intention (Luthje and Franke, 2003).
Since 2009, higher education
as the institution that is responsible
for the implementation of the
Student Entrepreneur Program has
implemented and developed several
kinds of entrepreneurial education. The
purpose of entrepreneurial education
in higher education is to give a better
understanding about entrepreneurship
and to improve the students’ awareness
of entrepreneurship as a professional
choice.
Hence, the statements of the
problems are as follows.
1. Is entrepreneurial education an antecedent of entrepreneurial characteristic?
2. Is attitude toward entrepreneurship
a mediator influence of entrepreneurial characteristic on the entrepreneurial intention?
CONCLUSIONS - Many researchers
have explained a set of characteristics
describing the entity known as the
entrepreneur (Gartner, 1989). Entrepreneurial education can improve students’ entrepreneurial characteristics.
The relationship between attitude and
intention is explained in Ajzen’s (1991)
Theory Planned Behavioral; that attitude is one of determining elements of
entrepreneurial intention. Bird (1988)
states that personality and environment factors determine entrepreneurial intention.
Hence, this article offers a
research that studies entrepreneurial
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education as an antecedent of
entrepreneurial characteristic. In
the next step, a research on the
attitude toward entrepreneurship as a
mediator influence of entrepreneurial
characteristic on entrepreneurial
intention will be conducted.
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The Application of Delone and
Mcleon Model For Measure
The Success of Financial
Management Information
System of Local Government
(A Case Study in Local Government
District of Malang)
Siti Amerieska and Nurhidayah
State Polythecnic of Malang, Malang, Indonesia

ABSTRACT - The purpose of this
research is to measure the success of
a system that uses the measurement
which is conducted by Delone and
Mclean. The research by Delone and
Mclean tries to establish a taxonomy
that consists of six dimensions of the
success of information system, among
of them are: System Quality, Information Quality, Use, User Satisfaction,
and Individual Impact. The result of
this research shows that, among the six
taxonomies, it is evident that they have
relationship and dependence from
which then can be seen whether a system is successful or not.

The population is the staff in local
government district Malang.Purposive
sampling is used as sampling method,
with following citeria;staff which has
experiance use application SIMKDA.
To analyse the data, SmartPLS software
is used by using Partial least Square
(PLS) approach.
These findings imply indicate that
there is a positive relationship between
system quality with users satisfaction.
The measure of users’ satisfaction on
computer system is reflected by the
quality of system possessed. The higher
the result of information quality from
information system status,it is predicted
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that it will influent toward the higher
users’ satisfaction of the status of
information system. The impact of
using information system toward
individual performance with the level
of user satisfaction has a relationship
with a reciprocal characteristic.
Keywords: System Quality,
Information Quality, Use, User
Satisfaction, Individual Impact
INTRODUCTION - E-Gov has
been known in Indonesia since 2001.
It has been since the emergence of
the President Instruction number 6
of 2001 (April 24, 2001) about “telematika” (Tele-communication, Media
and Information). It states that the
govermental aparatus should use, ‘telematika’ technology to support a good
government and to speed up the democratic process. However, in its journey, the central government’s initiative
does not have enough support as well
as response from people who have the
competence needed by government
that is characterized by using minimal
agricultural information.
In 2003, in the era of the
president Megawati Soekarno Putri,
the Government published the policy
which was more focused toward the
implementation of e-Gov, through the
President Instruction number 3 of 2003.
This president instruction contains the
Strategy of the Development e-Gov
which is also supplemented by various
guides about e-Gov such as: The Guide
of Portal Development Infrastructure
Government, A Guide of Electronic
Document System Management of
P. 28

the Government, A Guide of the Local
Government Implementor’s Web Sites
(http://kepriprov.go.id). Various guides
are also issued by the Department
of Depkominfo (the Department of
Communication and Information) in
2004 which basically has been referred
to by implementor of the e-Gov in
central and at the local areas. In this
“Inpres”, the President commanded
to all of the ministries, the Governors,
the Mayors, the Municipals to build
e-Government by coordinating with
the Ministry of Communications and
Information.
By evaluating the implementation
of e-Gov after the publications of
this Inpres, it can be said that the
development of the implementation
of e-Gov is far from what is expected.
The data from ‘Depkominfo’ or the
Department of Communication and
Information (2005) showed that up to
the end of 2005 Indonesia still has:
1.

564 domains of go.id

2.

295 webstites of the central and
local government

3.

226 websites have been started to
provide public services through
websites

4.

198 websites of the local
government were still actively
managed

The institutional development of
Regulation and Policy and the ‘telematika’ establishment entered a new scene
in the beginning of 2005 with the integration of Drectorate General of Post
and Telecommunication that formerly
under the Department of Communication into ‘Depkominfo’. Satriya
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(2005) sees the integrated is better to
be able to speed up the movement of
the implementation of e-gov application. In overall, in our country, it is
able to be used as optimal as possible
in providing the infrastructure which
is synchronized with the various priority of application.
The same thing can be viewed from
the regulation. There is a President
Instruction (Inpres) number 3 of 2003
about the Strategical Development
of e-Gov that is also supplemented
by various Guides such as: a Guide
of Infrastructure Establishment of
Government Portal, a Guide of the
Government Electronic Document
System Management, a Guide of
the Implementation of the Local
Gocernment Websites and others. The
same as various guides that have been
issued by Depkominfo in 2004, there
basically have been references for the
implementor of e-Gov in the central
and local government.
The existence of e-Gov in the
governmental
organization
has
changed the processes pattern of data
to become information that formerly
in manual environment to electronics.
The same change can be seen from the
users who operate it. This change could
also emerge as a cultural shock that
requires a sufficient training from the
quantity and quality sides to be able
to be used on the new environment.
Meanwhile, it is difficult to measure
the success of a system application
which become a reason why many
reseaches in information system use
measurements Romney (2006). The
purpose of this research is to measure
the success of a system that uses the
Powerful Practices:

measurement which is conducted
by Delone and Mclean (1992). The
research by Delone and Mclean tries
to establish a taxonomy that consists
of six dimensions of the success of
information system, among of them
are: System Quality, Information
Quality, Use, User Satisfaction, and
Individual Impact. The result of this
research shows that among the six
taxonomies, it is evident that they have
relationship and dependence. And
then it can be seen whether a system is
successful or not.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
AND HYPOTHESIS - It is important to discuss some factor related to
the research problem and the ways to
look at it. First of all, it is salient to
discuss the development related to performance measurement and utilization
of the performance of information system. Secondly, the use of performance
information system in E-gov is related
to all other topics which are asserted.
Here are the factor in details.
Financial
Management
Information System of
Local Government (SIMKDA) as an Application of
E-Government - Electronic-based
“SIMKDA” comprises of budget elements
(e-budget), the use of budget through
acquisition process (e-procurement), government financial recording (e-accounting), taxes (e-tax), and money controling
and evaluating (e-auditing). (summary
of http://www.anggaran.depkeu.go.id;
Laundon & Laudon, 2007); and
Brigham and Houston, 2009). Van
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Grembergen, De Haes & Guldentops,
as well as Peterson (2004) in Putra
& Sensuse (2008) state that the application of Information Technology
Management needs structure combination, process, and mechanism of the
relationship for both (structure and
process). Each organization is surely
different each others in structure application, process, and its relationship
mechanism. It depends on the conditions, the situation and the challenges
faced by each of the organization. The
element of “SIMKDA” is a department or function within the organization of “Kemenkeu” (the Ministry of
Financial). Based on the aspect above,
each element of SIMKDA also has the
limitation, purpose, structure, and the
partial process, but all of them can be
related to the relationship mechanism.
DeLone and McLean Model - Delone and Mclean try to establish a taxonomy that consists of six dimensions
of the success of information system.
They are: System Quality, Information Quality, Use, User Satisfaction,
Individual Impact and Organizational
Impact. The result of this research
shows that among the six taxonomies,
it is evident that they have relationship
and dependence with then can be seen
whether a system is successful or not
(Almutairi: 2005).
Picture I: DeLone and McLean Model
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The Information System
Quality and The Users’ Satisfactions - The information
system quality defined by Davis et al.
(1989) and Chin and Todd (1995) in
Komara (2005) perceives ease of use
to the extent of which the computer
technology relatively feel easy to understand and to use. It is exposed that
when the information users are able to
use it easily, they do not need many efforts to use it and they are able to do
other activities in short of times which
are possibly to increase their overall
performances. In their examination,
Seddon and Kiew (1996) in Bokhari
(2005) discover that there is a positive relationship between infomation
system quality and users’ satisfaction
which is also conducted by McGill et
al. (1998). Their research is conducted
in the environment where the users
are also the developers of the system.
Based on the examination, they conclude that, in fact, there is a positive relationship between system quality and
users satisfaction. The measure of users’ satisfaction on computer system is
reflected by the quality of system possessed (Guimaraes, Igabaria, and Lu
1992; Yoon, Guimaraes and O’Neal,
1995) in Kukarni (2006). When the
information system quality is good according to the users’ perception, they
will be satisfied to use the system. The
higher the information system quality, it is predicted that it will influent
toward the higher
level of last users’
satisfaction. Based
on the discussion
above, this research
assumes in the first
hypothesis that the
Powerful Practices:
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higher application quality of SIMKDA
used, the higher the increase of the users’ satisfaction according to them.
H1: The quality of information
system positively influences users’
satisfaction.
Information Quality and
Users’ Satisfaction - Information quality is the quality of output
which is the information resulted by
the used information system, Istianigih
(2008). There are some dimensions to
assess this information quality, which
are: authencity, accuracy, completeness,
uniqueness (nonredundancy), timeliness, relecance, comprehensibility,
precision, conscienceness, and infomative-ness (Weber, 1999). The better the
information quality, the more accurate
the decision made. If the information
produced has a low quality, it will have
a negative influence towards the users’
satisfaction. Seddon and Liew (1996)
has conducted the examination of the
influence of this information quality
towards the users’ satisfaction of the information system. Information system
users, of course, expect that by using
the system they will get information
they need. The resulted characteristic of a certain information, could be
different from the information from
other information system. Information system, which is able to produce
the accurate time, accuracy, in accordance with the needs, and relevant as
well as to fulfil the criterion and other
measurement about the infirmation
quality, will influent toward user’s satisfaction, Livari (2005). The higher the
Powerful Practices:

information quality produced by information system status, it is predicted
that it will influence the higher last users’ satisfaction of the status of information system.
H2: The information quality
has positive influence towards user’s
satisfaction.
User’s Satisfaction and Individual
Impact - The impact of an information system towards user individually (individual impact) is defined as
a level where someone believes that by
using a certain system it can increase
his or her performance (Davis, 1989).
Meanwhile, Seddon (1997) defines
the individual performance as users’
opinion about the special application
system which is used to increase their
performance in an organization. Davis
(1989) also conducts a research with a
purpose to develop the valid scale measurement to measure individual impact related to individual performance
which uses this information system.
The relationship between the last user
satisfaction of information system with
individual performance has been examined by DeLone and McLean (1992)
in the success of information system
they have made. They stated that, between the impact of using information
system toward individual performance
and the level of user satisfaction, there
is a relationship with a reciprocal characteristic Baraudi (1986).
This research will focus to know
how far the impact of user satisfaction
of information system towards their
performance is. If someone feels
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satisfied with the information system
he/she uses, they will be inclined to
to feel satisfied and safe because they
feel helped to finish their job. It is
predicated that the higher the level
of of user satisfaction of information
system, the higher their performance
is.
H3: User satisfaction positively
influences individual impact.
RESEARCH METHOD - Research
Design This research is a type of confirmatory study as it tests the hypothesis or answers research questions,
Sitinjak (2006). This is also a survey
research by using questionnaires as its
research instrument in gathering data
from sample.
Tabel 1
Description Variabel and Indicators
Variabel
Indicator
No

1

System
Quality

2

Information
Quality

3
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User’s
Satisfaction

1. Usefulness
2. Ease of Use
3. Ease of Learning
4. Help Facility
5. Reliability
6. Flexibility
1. Accuracy
2. Timeliness
3. Relevance
4. Informativene
5. Competitivness
1. Content
2. Accuracy
3. Format
4. Ease of Use
5. Timeliness

4

1.Accomplish task more
quickly
2.Improve job perforIndividual mance
Impact 3.Increase productivity
4.Easier undertake task
5.Useful in job

Sampling and Data Collection - The
population are the staffs in local government of district Malang. Purposive
sampling is used as sampling method,
with criteria: a staff who has experienced in using application SIMKDA.
Data Collection Procedure - Primary
data which is used in this research is
obtained from questionnaires to 68
staffs. Questionnaires are directly sent
to the respondents directly. Thus, it
would result in higher response rate
from respondents.
DATA ANALYSIS - To analyse the
data, SmartPLS software is used by using Partial least Square (PLS) approach.
PLS is a component or a variance-based
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM),
Ghozali (2006). There are few reasons
why it is necessary to use PLS analysis
technique in this research, they are (1)
this research will use relatively small
size sample which is 45 respondents,
(2) all contructs in the research are to
measure indirectly through indicators.
RESULT AND REVIEW - Respondents Description This research was
conducted at the local government
district of Malang with research object
involving the overal department which
has used the application of SIMKDA.
Powerful Practices:
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The questionnaires is directly within
time period of May 2013 until June
2013. The research obtained 45 returned questionnaires with respon rate
at 79 %.

Validity Test; Discriminant Validity
with AVE - Discriminant validity of a
construct is obtained by comparing the
square root value of Average Variance
Extracted (AVE) with inter-construct
correlation value. If the square root
AVE is higher than inter-construct
Table 2
correlation value, then it is concluded
Questionnaires Distribution and Return
that a construct has high discriminant
validity. Below
Returned
is a table that
Department
Respondents
Questionnaires explains interconstruct corre7
Local Government Office
10
lation and AVE
18
DPPKA
25
value.
5
BAPPEDA
8
From table
4
BAWASDA
8
4 and table 5, it
2
DPRD Secretariat
6
is obtained that
the square root
Dinas Pekerjaan Umum (Public
5
6
value of AVE
Works)
all constructs
4
Office Investment
5
is higher than
45
TOTAL
68
correlation
value between
one construct to
Table 3
another. AVE value of system quality
Respondents’ Characteristics
is 0.994 higher than the correlation
of system quality to other
construct. AVE value of
Respondents
%
information quality is 0.945
Level of Education Senior High School
6 13% higher than the correlation
Diploma 3
14 31% of information quality to
other construct. AVE value
S1
21 47%
of user satisfaction is 0.992
S2
4
9%
higher than the correlation
S3
0
0%
of user satisfaction to other
Years of Service
> 20 years
8 18% construct. Therefore, it is
10 - 19 years
15 33% concluded that the square
< 10 years
22 49% root value of AVE of each
construct is higher than each
construct correlation value to
other constructs. Thus, the constructs
results in high discriminant validity.
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higher than 0.6. System quality 0.990,
information
quality 0.960, user
satisfaction
0.991.
Information User Satis- Individual
Thus, all constructs
Quality
faction
Impact
have high value of
composite reliability.

Table 4
Inter-construct Correlation

System Quality
Information
Quality
User Satisfaction
Individual Impact

System
Quality
0.994
0.979

0.945

0.983
0.876

0.953
0.931

0.992
0.992

Table 6
Composite Reliability

Source: Output SmartPLS
Table 5
Average Variance Extract

System Quality

System Quality

Average
Variance
Extracted
(AVE)
0.971

Information Quality

0.889

User Satisfaction

0.972

Individual Impact
Source: Output SmartPLS
Composite Reliability - The
examination toward outer model is
conducted by observing composite
reliability value of construct. Below is
table to show composite reliability results for each construct.
The output table below concludes
that each contruct has an appropriate
composite reliability with the value
above 0.6 as stated by Ghozali (2006:
133), that is construct is reliable if its
composite reliability results in point
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0.000

Composite
Reliability
0.990

Information Quality

0.960

User Satisfaction

0.991

Individual Impact

Source: Output SmartPLS
Test of Hypothesis - The purposed
hypothesis in this research is tested by
observing its t-statistic value. Below is
result table of significance Test among
Path and results of t-statistic estimation.
Table 7
R-square Value

R-square
User Satisfaction
Individual Impact

0.878
0.146

Source: Output SmartPLS
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Table 8
Parameter Significant Test of Path

Direct Effect
User Satisfaction
Individual Impact
(X3)
(Y)
Koefisien

T-Stat

Koefisien

T-Stat

Total Effect
Individual Impact
(Y)
Koefisien

T-Stat

System Quality

X1

0.478

5.177

0.484

2.354

0.483

2.648

Information
Quality

X2

0.491

4.945

-0.875

3.131

-0.928

2.923

X3

-

0.662

1.758

User Satisfaction

Source: Output SmartPLS
The Influence Information System
Quality toward Users’ Satisfactions The first hypothesis states that system
quality influences toward users’ satisfactions. Test result upon coefficient
parameter between system quality and
users’ satisfactions reveals a value at
0.478, with t-statistic value 5.177 and
significant at 0.05. This result concludes that first hypothesis is accepted
or, in another word, there is a significant influence of information system
quality toward users’ satisfactions.
The result of this study supports
theoritical view that is conducted
in the environment where the users
are also the developers of the system.
Based on the examination, they
conclude that, in fact, there is a positive
relationship between system quality
and users satisfaction. The measure of
users’ satisfaction on computer system
is reflected by the quality of system
possesses (Guimaraes, Igabaria, and Lu
1992; Yoon, Guimaraes and O’Neal,
1995). When the information system
quality is good according to the users’

Powerful Practices:
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perception, they will be satisfied to use
the system.
The Influence Information Quality
toward Users’ Satisfaction - Second
hypothesis stated that information
quality influences toward users’ satisfactions. Test result upon coefficient
parameter between information quality and users’ satisfactions reveals a
value at -0.875, with t-statistic value
3.131 and significant at 0,05. This result concludes that second hypothesis
is accepted or in another word, there is
a significant influence of information
quality toward users’ satisfactions.
Based on estimation parameter
of the structural model, it is known
that value of coefficient of information
quality
influences
significantly
toward users’ satisfactions. This result
supports research that Seddon and
Liew (1996) have conducted: the
examination of the influence of this
information quality towards the users’
satisfaction of the information system.
Information system users, of course,
expect that by using the system they
will get information they need. The
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higher the information quality resulted
of information system status, it is
predicted that it will influent toward
the higher users’ satisfaction of the
status of information system.
The Influence User’s Satisfaction toward Individual Impact - Third hypothesis states that users’ satisfactions
influences toward individual impact.
Test result upon coefficient parameter
between users’ satisfactions and individual impact reveal a value at 0.662,
with t-statistic value 1.758 and significant at 0,05. This result concludes that
second hypothesis is accepted or in another words there is a significant influence of information quality toward users’ satisfactions.
Based on estimation parameter
of structural model, it is known
that value of coefficient of users’
satisfactions influences significantly
toward individual impact. This result
supports a research that Seddon (1997)
and Davis (1989) have conducted.
They stated that between the impact
of using information system toward
individual performance and the level
of user satisfaction has a relationship
with a reciprocal characteristic
Conclusion, Implication and Limitation - Based on the result above, it
can be concluded as the following.
1. It is accepted that system quality
influences users’ satisfactions
2. It is accepted that information
quality
influences
users’
satisfactions.
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3. It is accepted that users’ satisfactions
influences individual impact
The results presented above indicate
that there are positive relationships
between system quality and users
satisfaction. The measure of users’
satisfaction on computer system is
reflected by the quality that the system
possesses. The higher the information
quality produced by information
system status, it is predicted that
it will influent toward the higher
users’ satisfaction of the status of
information system. The impact of
using information system toward
individual performance and the level
of user satisfaction has a relationship
with a reciprocal characteristic.
It should be considered for local
government district Malang to develop
SIMKDA more seriously to increase
utilization of performance information.
It is necessary to implement SIMKDA
in all department.
Several limitation of this study are
as follows:
The relatively small size of
respondents who participated in this
study which is 45 respondents as staff
in few department local government
district Malang.
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The Importance of Strategic
Plan for Preventing Flood in
Jakarta
Hary Agus Rahardjo and Budiartho Saada

Engineering Faculty, Universitas Persada Indonesia Y.A.I, Jakarta, Indonesia.
Abstract - Floods that hit several
places in Jakarta area have caused loss
of life, property, objects, comforts, and
interfere with community activities in
daily life. Repeated flooding events that
happen in almost every 5 years should
have given serious consideration. Flood
mitigation measures which are too focused on technical aspects such as only
carrying out the construction of flood
control, proved ineffective. It needs a
significant integrated step to reduce
the area of inundation in the city. This
paper will address the strategic plan to
prevent flooding by digging on strategic issues, and the causes root. The
aim is to support the achievement of
development goals through the drainage plans, programs and integrated activities. Interests of the strategic plan
will also relate to the determination of
priorities for the management of urban
drainage in flood control efforts in urban areas. Strategic plan involves not
only technical devices in flood control

planning, but also involves the operation and maintenance of existing technical devices effectively and efficiently.
Therefore the strategic plan will include various aspects, such as institutional aspects, regulatory aspects and
regulations, financing aspects, aspects
of community empowerment, and cooperation with the private sector. Study
methods used in the analysis of the importance of the strategic plan are done
through the study of literature, the
study of existing laws and regulations,
interviews with experts and officials of
relevant agencies and field observations
in the flood-affected areas. In conclusion, the Strategic Plan is very important and can be a model for a systematic effort in the flood management in
other urban areas in Indonesia.
Keywords: Strategic Plan, Flood,
operation, maintenance
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Introduction - Floods, that hit
parts of the Jakarta city for many years
from 1997 until January 2013, give the
same effect. Number of inundated area
is still not diminished. At least there are
78 inundation areas that occurred on
a rainy day for 5 years time of period,
as shown in Figure 1 below. Flooding
and inundation situation that occurred
in January 2013 is shown in Figure 2
below.

However, the situation is not only
occurring during heavy rains. Due
to rain ephemeral, at least 5 districts,
7 villages, and 48 RT - 28 RW
submerged. (Kompas May 21, 2013)
This is because of the width and depth
of the channel is reduced, so is the
sloping channel, so consequently the
speed water flow becomes slower.
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JATI PINGGIR
TELUK BETUNG; KB
KACANG; BUND HI
PEJOMPONGAN
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G. SAHARI
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KEMBAR
YON ANG MOR /
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ABRI
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PD KELAPA
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TEGAL AMBA
CIPULIR, CILEDUK
RAYA
TEGAL PARANG
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Figure 1. Puddle locations in Jakarta (2013)

Figure 2. Flood situation in Jakarta (in 2013)
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At the time of heavy rains, massive
flooding is characterized by water
surface elevation from 40 cm to 120 cm
that occurred in the Kampung Melayu
villages (East Jakarta) due to the rain
that lasts for a while. In general, water
levels reached 5-300 cm (Kompas, 17
January 2013).

the models of strategic planning are
employed by public organizations
within the Government of DKI
Jakarta. In addition, this permits
further discussion of whether other
City Government in Indonesia does
indeed think and act strategically.

During the floods in January 2013,
as many as 64,336 residents were
affected by floods, 9,374 residents
displaced, scattered in 367 RT and
131 RW. Besides there are 2 people
died. This situation resulted in loss of
life, property, objects, comforts, and
interfered with community activities
in daily life. Flood mitigation has been
done by setting up flooding tackling
post, in a number of points made by
pumping and just be curative.

Study Methods - Study methods used
in the analysis of the importance of
the strategic plan is done through the
study of literature, the study of existing
laws and regulations, interviews with
experts and officials of relevant agencies and field observations in the flood
affected areas.

Flood
mitigation
measures
roommates that are too focused
on technical aspects, such as only
carrying out the construction of
flood control, proved ineffective. It
needs a significant step to reduce the
integrated area of inundation in the
city, such as the preparation of strategic
planning. This strategic plan involves
not only technical devices in flood
control planning, but also involves the
operation and maintenance of existing
technical devices effectively and
efficiently. Therefore, the strategic plan
will include various aspects, such as
institutional aspects, regulatory aspects
and regulations, financing aspects,
aspects of community empowerment,
and cooperation with the private
sector.
The primary objective of this
study is to explore the extent to which

Powerful Practices:

Result and Discussion - Strategic planning is a managerial process designed
to provide outcomes that lead to an
organization’s improved functioning.
Strategic planning will have an impact,
to some degree, on all stakeholders. It
is meant to help public and nonprofit
organizations (and communities) create public value through meeting their
mandates and fulfilling their missions.
In order to do so it must produce fundamental decisions and actions that
shape and guide what the organization is, what it does, and why it does
it. Producing those decisions requires
an interconnected set of activities that
organize participation, create ideas for
strategic action, build a winning coalition, and implement strategies (Bryson
(2004).
Strategic planning is widely used by
organizations at international level, as it
is an integral part of strategy. Strategic
Planning is the formal consideration
of an organization’s future course. All
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strategic planning deals with at least
one of three key questions: 1) what
we do? 2) For whom do we do it?
3) How do we excel? (Bradford and
Duncan, 2000). However, in seeking
to obtain a better fit between the
models and the organizations within
the public sector, it is the models that
must be adapted rather than twisting
the reality of the actual organizations
(Poister and Streib, 2005). There are
a variety of perspectives, models and
approaches used in strategic planning.
The way that a strategic plan is
developed depends on the nature of
the organization’s leadership, culture
of the organization, complexity of the
organization’s environment, size of the
organization, expertise of planners, etc.
(McNamara, 2000).

important, of course, for planners to be
very careful about how they engage in
strategic planning, since every situation
is at least somewhat different and since
planning can be effective only if it is
tailored to the specific situation in
which it is used. Conclusively, strategic
planning is not a static product, which,
once being set, stays as it is throughout
the implementation of the strategy. It
is a constantly evolving process, trying
to follow the continual changes in the
environment (Stopford, 2001). The
Government of DKI Jakarta may
develop their own model of strategic
planning, often by selecting a model or
a combination of models in accordance
with their own needs.

For the nonprofit organization such Strategic Planning Model - Flood and
as the Government of DKI Jakarta, it inundation mitigation in Jakarta can
is essential to consider the client served be approximated by preparation of the
tegic Planning or
Model
customer as an essential stakeholder, strategic planning models as indicated
in this case is the Jakarta’s resident in the following chart.
od and inundation
mitigation in Jakarta can be approximated by preparation of the strategic
(Lake, 2011). Strategic planning for

ning models as indicated in the following chart.










 


































Figure
3. Strategic
PlanningisModel for Flood Mitigation
public
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Figure 3. Strategic Planning Model for
important and probably will become Flood Mitigation
tegic issues related
to flood
part of the standard repertoire of
public and non-profit planners. It is

ociated flooding that periodically hit Jakarta, raises several strategic issues that need
ntion. The issues are among others: Land usage change in the city area, the phenomenon of
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Strategic issues related to flood - Associated flooding that periodically hit
Jakarta, raises several strategic issues
that need attention. The issues are
among others: Land usage change in
the city area, the phenomenon of global climate change, the need of integrated drainage management and lack of
public awareness in the maintenance of
drainage facilities.
The problems and their roots - Land
usage change that occurred in Jakarta
marked by covering green open space
by buildings and roads massively. This
reduces the water recharge areas, which
is only 9.8%, and the wetland that
serves as a water storage area so that
the resulting increases in the volume of
surface water runoff during rainy season. Land usage change is related to the
population growth in Jakarta during
recent decades. Increasing the number
of residents increased soil water extraction used for daily purposes, causing
land subsidence around 4 to 20 cm
per year (Bappeda DKI Jakarta, 2013).
The land subsidence enlarges the basin
area into a pool area. Moreover, the
lack of public awareness in maintaining the drainage channel as evidenced
by throwing garbage into drainage system causing buildup and blockage of
drainage channels. Meanwhile the occurrence of global climate change has
led to increased floods and increased
rainfall that exceeds the capacity of the
existing drainage channel.
Preparation of flood mitigation policy - Flooding and inundation mitigation policies tailored to the Vision and
Powerful Practices:

Mission of DKI Jakarta government in
managing the city. Policies taken may
include strengthening the integration
of drainage management; establishing
the optimization of existing drainage
facilities, developing the law and regulation related to drainage management;
institutional capacity building and human resource quality; alternative development financing, as well as private
and community empowerment in the
management of drainage facilities.
Preparation of flood prevention policy and inundation - Flooding and inundation prevention policies tailored
to the Vision and Mission DKI Jakarta
government in managing the city. Policies taken may include strengthening
the integration of drainage management; establishing the optimization
of drainage facilities, developing the
law and regulation related to drainage
management; institutional capacity
building and human resource quality;
developing financial resources alternatives, as well as private and community
empowerment in the management of
drainage facilities.
Preparation of Strategic Plan - The
strategic plan itself consists of longterm plans and short-term plans, both
structural and non-structural. Strategies adopted must be in accordance
with established policy. This strategy
may include: organizing the preparation of Spatial Planning and public
works activities including drainage
and flood control facilities as provided
for in article 7, paragraph 2 of Government Regulation No. 38 of 2007.
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Besides supplementing existing laws
and regulations on the management of
drainage and flood control as well as its
application in the field. Then increase
the capacity of existing institutions, including the quality of human resources
management related to drainage and
flood control. In the aspect of funding, it is necessary to create alternative
funding opportunities, such as to increase community and private sector
participation, including for the maintenance of drainage facilities.
Preparation of Action Plan - Action
plan can be drawn up structural and
non-structural. Non-structural measures include institutional aspects,
about who is in charge and responsible
for the management of drainage facilities in urban areas, especially in the city
of Jakarta. Later, it is confirmed by the
preparation of Law and regulation governing how to manage drainage facilities. Furthermore, it is also necessary to
develop community and private sector
empowerment programs, primarily to
contribute to maintaining and keeping the channels (Rahardjo, 2005).
This empowerment program is also
intended to contribute to financing
the management of drainage facilities.
Moreover, it can be made preventing
flood damages done by the flood early
warning system.
Structural
measures
include
technical planning such as the study
of development alternatives ponds,
infiltration or recharge wells, channel
normalization, making deep tunnel,
making intersection between the
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Ciliwung River and Cipinang River.
Engineering design should consider
the economic factor of the constructed
facility and the ease aspect of operation
and maintenance. Operation method
involves cleaning the pump house, river
dredging, cleaning of waste streams that
are closely related to the technology
used during the maintenance, both
routine and periodic.
Conclusion - Strategic planning
model showed any importance on
the preparation of a strategic plan to
tackle flooding and inundation in Jakarta. Strategic plan prepared referring
to policies taken, who have noticed
problems and root causes that lead to
strategic issues relating to flooding and
inundation. Strategic Plan was also followed by a detailed action plan and
mapped according to problems that
need to be addressed. Thus, any single
action taken is intended to resolve existing problems.
Strategic planning may help
public and government organization
to think and act strategically.
There appears to be an ever increasing
interest in this area, and further studies
could prove to be beneficial. Further
research should explore a number
of theoretical and practical issues
in order to advance the knowledge
and practice of strategic planning for
public and government organization
within the flood infrastructure sector.
In particular, more detailed models of
strategic planning should specify key
situational factors governing their use.
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The Transformation of the
Traditional Balinese House
for Tourist Facilities:

Managing a Home-Based Enterprise and
Maintaining an Architectural Identity
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University of Udayana Bali, Indonesia and Deakin University, Australia.
Abstract - As a tourist destination,
Bali relies on its culture, which includes socio-cultural activities and the
architectural form of the traditional
Balinese house inspired by the Hindu
Balinese religion, as the main core to
attract tourists. The increasing number
of tourist arrivals has motivated people
to transform their traditional houses become tourist facilities to improve their
economic condition. The traditional
house-compound becomes a homebased enterprise with the construction
of new buildings in their house. This
construction has changed the setting,
spaces and forms of the house, which
are components of an architectural
identity. This phenomenon encouragesquestions about the new relationship between a home-based enterprise
and an architectural identity. Is there a
conflict between a home-based enterprise as a strategy to gain an economic

benefit and an architectural identity as
an expression of Balinese culture? Is
there an interdependent relationship
between them? By examining the setting, forms and transformation process of the traditional Balinese house,
this study discusses the continuity
of an architectural identity alongside
home-based enterprises in the physical
transformation of tourist villages. In
tourist villages, the architecture identity and home-based enterprise have
an interdependent relationship where
the architectural identity is an asset to
attract tourists and, by running tourist
facilities as home-based enterprises, the
Balinese people maintain the architectural identity of their houses.
Keywords: home-based enterprise,
traditional Balinese house, transformation, architectural identity
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Introduction - Bali is a major
tourist destination in Indonesia that
relies on its culture, which includes
socio-cultural activities and the architectural form of the traditional Balinese house, to attract tourist arrivals
(Prameswari, 2005; Ardika, 2007).
The house-compound is a walled enclosure constructed to accommodate
domestic and cultural activities related
to the human lifecycle, including birth,
marriage and death (Hobart, 1978).
Balinese cultural activities constituting
regular rituals can be easily witnessed
by tourists in the villages and traditional Balinese houses, and in some cases,
tourists can be directly involved.
The intensive interaction with
tourists influences the culture of Bali,
including the traditional Balinese
house, as the people build tourist
facilities to gain economic benefits.
New buildings have been constructed
which has resulted in a transformation
of the house-compound that describes
the history and evolution of the
dynamic household lifestyle and
identity (Ahmadi 2007). The house
was only a place to perform domestic
and socio-cultural activities, now has
an additional function, namely tourist
activities. The trading activities that
used to be carried out in the market,
now also take place in the traditional
Balinese house. Many kinds of tourist
facilities have been built in the houses
to anticipate the increase in the number
of tourists, which has nearly doubled in
a decade from 1.4 million in 2000 to
2.6 million in 2010 (Statistic Bureau
of Bali, 2011). The house has become
a home-based enterprise where new
buildings have been constructed either
adjacent to existing pavilions, around
P. 48

a courtyard (by demolishing old
pavilions), in a front of the house, or in
a back yard. These constructions have
changed the setting, space and form of
the house which are components of an
architectural identity into an asset to
attract tourists. This is a dilemma for
people: where the traditional house is
a potential asset to obtain economic
benefit from tourist activities; on the
other hand, the transformation could
potentially alter the physical identity
of the house.
This paper explores the strategies
conducted by the Balinese to
transform their traditional houses to
obtain economic benefit from tourist
activities. To achieve this purpose,
749 houses in four tourist villages:
Sanur, Kuta, Ubud and Kamasan; were
recorded by visual documentation in
streets and within the compounds.
While Sanur, Kuta and Ubud are
popular tourist villages in Bali (Picard
1996), Kamasan is not considered
a popular tourist village. The form
and style of the houses were analysed
visually, to understand the texture of
the condition of the houses and villages.
Information obtained from nine home
owners,about the process of physical
transformation and the activities in
the house, was investigated to establish
a correlation between architectural
identity and strategies of the people in
managing their tourist facilities. This
paper initially describes the influences
of tourism on the traditional house
in the four tourist villages. The
components of the houses that change
in the house transformation are then
presented and finally the attempts of
the people to manage their business in
the transformed house are discussed.
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The Tourist’sArrival, the
Traditional
Balinese
House are Transformed
for Tourist Facilities - The
Balinese village is generally divided
into three parts: parahyangan, pawongan and palemahan respectively associated with the divine, human beings
and environment (Ashrama, Pitana
and Windia, 2007; Hobart, Ramseyer
and Leemann, 2001). The traditional
Balinese house is a part of pawongan,
alongside a palace called puri (in some
villages), village facilities including a
meeting room called wantilan, traditional neighbourhood community
buildings called bale banjar and a market called peken where all of them have
particular functions. Traditionally, the
market was the only place for economic transactions in a village where people brought the goods they produced
and sold or bartered them to obtain other goods
(Krause,
1988).
On the other
hand, the house
compound was a
place that accommodated the domestic and sociocultural activities
of the occupants
(Oliver, 1997; Lim
and Beng, 1998).
A traditional
house has been
defined as an
artefact produced by the collaboration
of many people over many generations
and handed down by previous
generations
(Rapoport,
1969;
Kowaltowski, Watrin and Pina, 2007).
Powerful Practices:

It describes traditions, social systems,
family systems, traditional values
and beliefs (Kostof, 1995, Wang,
1997; Gelebet, 1998). In Bali, based
on people’s beliefs, the traditional
houses, described as a number of
pavilions enclosed by walls, is related
to a human body where it has a head
represented by a family temple, a body
represented by a series of pavilions
and feet represented by a back yard
(teba) (Covarrubias, 1974, Hobart,
Ramseyer, Leemann, 2001). Walls
called tembok pekarangan, a gate called
angkul-angkul, a small wall behind the
angkul-angkul called aling-aling and
a space between a front wall and the
road called telajakan are traditional
components that express the image
of the traditional house and village
landscape (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The angkul-angkul,tembok
penyengker, and telajakan in the traditional
house

The development of tourism has
changed many aspects of some villages,
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including its pattern as well as the
family house compound (Sukawati
2004). The houses have been
transformed for tourist facilities in
order to accommodate tourist activities.
Many facilities, including homestays, art shops, restaurants, cafes,
moneychangers and laundries have
been built. The dwelling zones along
the main streets of the transformed
villages have mixed with tourist
facilities so that the trade activities
today can also be seen in the houses.
The traditional settlements that were
previously represented by the presence
of traditional walls, gates and the
spaces between the wall and the road
have been now supplanted by tourist
facilities. By visual documentation in
four villages and counting the houses
both transformed and untransformed
for tourist facilities, this study noted
that Kuta, a very popular coastal
tourist destination, has undergone
massive transformation where 69%
of the houses have been transformed
for tourist facilities. This percentage is
the highest of the four villages, while
Kamasan that is not a popular tourist
destination has the lowest percentage
(13%). These figures indicate how
the number of tourists has influenced
the level of traditional house
transformation. The more popular
the tourist destination, the greater
the number of traditional houses
transformed for tourist facilities.
The tourist activities in inland
Ubud, regarded as the cultural capital
of Bali, are in the centre of the village,
where there is an enclave of traditional
Balinese houses. There is an intense
interaction between tourists and
house owners, which has resulted in
P. 50

the transformation of 61% of the
traditional houses for tourist activities.
On the other hand, the centre of
tourist activities in Sanur is not in the
centre of the village but on the beach,
on the outskirts of the village. Here,
the percentage of transformedhouses
for tourist facilities is much lower
(31%) than the percentage in Kuta and
Ubud. The people in Kuta and Ubud
have more opportunities to utilize
their traditional houses as an asset to
obtain economic benefits than those in
Sanur. Therefore, the location of tourist
activities has influenced the degree of
transformation so that the closer the
tourist activities are to the location
of the traditional Balinese houses,the
greater the level of transformation.
The Transformation of
the Traditional Balinese
House - The transformation of traditional houses has changed the image of the houses themselves, as well
as the villages. The front wall and the
telajakan have changed enormously as
a result of the tourism development in
the villages. Some of them have now
vanished or transformed to such an extent that greater than 50% houses have
no front wall and telajakan in Kuta,
Sanur and Ubud. On the other hand,
Kamasan, which is a less popular tourist village, has fewer houses (17%) that
have no front wall and telajakan. This
shows that tourism directly influences
the presence of the wall and the telajakan.
The other front component of the
house is the traditional gate (angkulangkul), and this is the visual identity
of the house. Even though the house
Powerful Practices:
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is hidden behind tourist facilities, the
angkul-angkul is a sign to recognize
the house as a traditional Balinese
dwelling. This phenomenon can be
seen in Ubud where most (79%) of
the traditional gates still exist. From
the gates, people can easily identify the
presence of a group of the traditional
houses among the tourist facilities. On
the other hand, without the angkulangkul, the presence of the house is
hard to recognize, and is the case in
most (64%) houses in Kuta and Sanur.
The entrance of the house is a space
between the tourist facilities which
makes it hard to recognize the presence

of the houses from the street. One
needs to physically enter the house and
observe the various components of the
house such as a courtyard, pavilions, a
family temple and a back yard.
The pavilions, the courtyardand the
back yard have also been transformed.
New pavilions are being built by
demolishing the existing pavilions
and also in available spaces between
pavilions (Figure 2). Others are being
built adjacent to the existing buildings
(Figure 3). All of these have changed
the setting of the house and influenced
the form of the courtyard.

New pavilion(s) for tourist facilities were built in the
available spaces (teba and spaces between pavilions).

An existing plan

A new pavilion was
built by demolishing an
old pavilion.

Plan after transformation

Figure 2. The new pavilionswerebuilt by demolishing old pavilions and in available space.
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An existing plan

A plan after transformation
New pavilionswere built
adjacent to old pavilions

Figure 3. The new pavilionswerebuilt near
the existing pavilions.

Architectural Identity as
a Strategy to Obtain Economic Benefit - The setting of
the traditional Balinese house has been
transformed to fulfil the demand of
tourist activities. This phenomenon
encourages questions about the new
relationship between a home-based
enterprise and architectural identity;
is there a conflict between a homebased enterprise as a strategy to gain an
economic benefit and an architectural
identity as an expression of Balinese
culture?
An identity expresses people’s
understanding of the ‘sameness’ of
the tradition and culture among
the members of society, as well as
‘otherness’ or sharp distinctiveness
from
non-members
(Brubaker
and Cooper, 2000). Based on the
philosophy of tri hita karana, the
Balinese people express their identity
through their traditions and cultural
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activities which are different from
others. Architecture, as one of those
traditions, is a medium for the Balinese
to show their identity that is different
from other societies. The philosophy
inspires concepts related to landscape
of Bali from the universe physic to
the human physic division. As a part
of universe, the landscape of Bali is
dividedin three parts called tri loka: the
upper world for God (swah loka), the
intermediate world for human beings
(bwah loka) and the lower world for
demons (bhur loka) (Meganada, 1990;
Hobart, Ramseyer, Leemannn, 2001;
Eiseman 1989). The tri loka concept
then inspires a tri angga concept as a
human physic division. Based on this
concept, the world is divided into
three traditional values such as utama,
madia and nista, or a head, a body and
feet. Utama or the head means high,
lofty or most sacred value, madia or
the body means middle or neutral
and nista or the feet means below or
most profane value (Gelebet 1986,
Meganada, 1990; Hobart, Ramseyer,
Leemannn, 2001; Eiseman 1989).
Powerful Practices:
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Based on this concept, every part of a
building is divided into a head, called
hulu, a body, called pengawak and feet
called suku, constituting the feature
of the Balinese architectural form
and style(Gelebet, 1986). Moreover,
the style is also presented through the

and preserve the architectural identity
of their houses. This awareness can
be seen further in the transformation
process that changes over time to meet
the demands of residents and tourists.

Head

Head

Body
Body

Feet
Gates apply tri angga concept (head, body and feet)
and use a number of natural materials.

use of natural materials (Putra, 2003;
Budihardjo, 1998). The form and
natural materials express the identity
of the Balinese architecture applied
in many parts of the traditional house
including the pavilions, the walls and
the traditional gate.
Some
traditional
houses
transformed for tourist facilities still
have walls and traditional gates that
can express their identity (see Section
3). Most of the houses, 75 % in Sanur,
73% in Kuta and 96% in Ubud, still
apply the Balinese architectural style in
which they are divided into the three
parts (a head, a body and feet) and use
a number of natural materials (Figure
4). These conditions are different in
the less popular tourist destination of
Kamasan. In Kamasan, 45% of walls
and gates in the house are not in the
traditional style. This phenomenon
shows that tourism influences the
awareness of the people to maintain
Powerful Practices:

A gate does not apply tri angga
concept and does not use natural
materials

Figure 4. Traditional gates (angkul-angkul)
in tourist villages

The physical transformation is
the historical process of the house
changing from the old to the new.
A new pavilion in Kuta, shown in
Figure 5, standing side-by-side with
an old pavilion demonstrates this
phenomenon. The ownerbuilt new
building uses a number of natural
materials including brick, sandstone
and wood to show the identity of the
traditional style. The old, that was a
bale daja of the house where the owner
performed rituals related to a human
lifecycle, uses plaster with cement and
painted walls for both the interior and
exterior parts of the building. The walls
do not apply the tri angga concept
where they are not divided into three
parts representing a head, a body and
feet of the walls. This style had been
a prestigious style during the period
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of colonial era and 1970s. At that
time, applying this style expressed the
dignity, social and economic status of
the owner in the village.

Figure 5. The old (left) and new pavilion
(right)showing the process of transformation in Kuta

Along with the increase of the
tourist activities in the village, the
owner built a new bale daja next to
the old one. The old pavilion now no
longer functions as the bale daja and
has been replaced by the new one.
The ‘new’ applies the traditional form,
including the proportion applying the
tri angga concept and uses a number
of natural materials such as red bricks,
sandstone, wooden columns and clay
roof tiles, especially on the exterior
of the building. The demands of a
modern lifestyle and maintenance have
influenced the use of materials for the
floor and the interior of the pavilion,
and many manufactured materials
including plaster with cement and
paint for the interior walls, gypsum for
ceiling and ceramic for floor are used.
The pavilion has now become a hybrid
building that combines the elements of
traditional architecture represented by
its external appearance and proportions,
and the elements of advanced building
P. 54

materials used for the interior and
the floor. The expression of the new
building is now more luxurious than
the old one to meet the demands of
the modern lifestyle of the occupants
and tourists. The building,
however, still applies the
traditional
expressions
to meet the traditional
activities. In this pavilion,
the occupants can perform
ceremonial activities as
always, conduct daily
activities, chat with friends
and relatives and welcome
tourists.
Tourist activities have influenced
the owner to substitute the style of
the old pavilion called kekantoran
to the traditional architectural style
for the new pavilion. From this, the
attempt of the owner to go forward to
the traditional architectural style as a
strategy to attract tourists can be seen.
In this process, the traditional Balinese
architectural style is undergoing a
process of continual transformation
that is parallel to the development
of modernity of the culture in
communities. It is influenced by many
factors such as advance of economic
activities, technology and tourism (Lim
and Beng, 1998, Logan 1994). The
style undergoes a journey, as suggested
by Appadurai (2006), from commodity
to singularity and back, where the style
has experienced the transactions with
social relations. Using Appadurai’s
terminology, the traditional Balinese
architectural style has undergone the
journey from singularity in the precolonial era to junk during the colonial
era and recently back to commodity
for tourists. In the pre-colonial era,
Powerful Practices:
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the house applied the traditional style
to accommodate domestic and sociocultural activities. During the period
of the colonial era and the 1970s, the
traditional style had been left behind
and was seen as primitive or old style
by the people who had adjusted their
house by applying the modern style.
Along with the increase in tourism
development, the traditional style has
been seen as a commodity and an asset
that expresses a transaction between
the people and the tourists. To attract
tourists, the traditional architectural
style has been reinvented and reapplied
in the house so that the house can
accommodate domestic and sociocultural activities as well as meeting

the demands of the modern lifestyle
for the occupants and tourists.
Similar phenomena have also
occurred in Sanur and Kamasan where
the modern style has been changed
to a traditional style. For example,
the owner of one house in Sanur
demolished the old pavilions and built
the new one that now expresses the
traditional style, by applying Balinese
architectural form and using a number
of natural materials for the exterior
and using manufactured materials for
the interior and the floor (Figure 6, 7
and 8).

a. The old building applying modern style
a.
b. The new building
applying traditional style
Figure 6. The old and new pavilionsshow the process of transformation in Sanur.
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While the people in Kuta, Sanur
and Kamasan gradually go forward,
applying the traditional Balinese
architectural style to new buildings, the
people in Ubud still apply the traditional
style from the past to the present day.
The style and setting of the house,
inherited from their predecessors, are
still preserved. They reconstruct the
house by applying the form, appearance
and setting of the traditional style. The
proportion, ornaments and details of
the pavilions are the same as always,
but for maintenance and the demands
of the modern lifestyle, the pavilions
use manufactured materials for their
interiors and floors. The interior walls

are plastered with cement and painted
while the floor uses ceramic tiles.
In some pavilions, for commercial
purposes, some people have used
furniture to create an extended space
for a restaurant or an art gallery (Figure
9). Others use the pavilions for tourist
accommodation, so that the tourists
can easily come in and out of the
house and even into the back part of
the house (Figure 10). In this example,
people have reconstructed their house
to accommodate the domestic, sociocultural and tourist activities so that the
house becomes a potential economic
asset.

The traditional
architectural
style

Figure 7. The old building
(left) applying kekantoran
style and new pavilion
(right)applying traditional
style show the process of
transformation in Kamasan

Figure 8. The new gate
applying traditional style and
old wall applying modern style
shows the process of
transformation in Kamasan

The
kekantoran
style

Figure
9. The
traditional
pavilion
used for
tourist
facilities
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New pavilion (s) for tourist facilities built in the teba

A new pavilion by demolishing an old pavilion for
domestic activities

An existing plan

Figure 10. The new pavilions in the teba for
tourist facilities

Conclusion - The tourist activities in the village have stimulated people to transform the traditional house
becomes tourist facilities. There is a
difference between the percentage of
the number of houses transformed in a
popular and a non-popular tourist village, with the former being higher than
the latter. This difference indicates that
the popularity of the villages has influenced the level of transformation. People in popular tourist destinations have
greater opportunities to use their house
as potential assets to attract and benefit
financially from tourists than those in
non-popular locations. Therefore, the
more popular the location, the greater
the number of traditional houses transformed.
The Balinese people have built
new pavilions, by demolishing the
old pavilions or utilising undeveloped
spaces in their house as tourist
facilities, and the house has become a
Powerful Practices:

Plan after transformation

home-based enterprise. This physical
transformation describes the historical
process of the transformation of the
house from the old to the new. This
process also shows the change in the
architectural style of the house, where
the style evolves from the traditional
style in the pre-colonial era, to the
modern style in the colonial erato the
1970s. It shows the recently trend back
to the traditional style, with some
adjustment to accommodate domestic
and cultural activities as well as to meet
the demands of the modern lifestyle
for occupants and tourists. The house
has become a hybrid that combines
the traditional style as an identity,
represented by its external appearance
and elements of advances in building
materials used for the interior and the
floor. The process of transformation
and the application of traditional
style indicate that tourists, who want
to see the original culture in the place
they visit, have motivated the Balinese
people to reconstruct or reinvent the
traditional style in their houses.
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A Case Study of Personal
Financial Planning at State
Polytechnic of Malang
Atika Syuliswati

Accounting Departement, State Polytechnic of Malang, Indonesia.

Abstract - The aim of this research
is examine the attitudes of the employees at the state polytechnic of Malang
toward personal financial planning.
This research integrated case study
with survey study. A survey data was
obtained from 571 employees by using
a set of structured questionnaire. This
research is expected to theoretical and
empirical analysis. Theoretically, the
research result can be explained that
personal financial planning attitudes
are money management, insurance
planning, retirement planning, and
estate planning. Finding of empirical
analysis showed that the job status of
a respondent is the primary factor influencing attitudes towards personal
financial planning.
Keywords: Personal financial
planning.

Introduction - The good life
is having the flexibility to pursue our
dream and goal in life such as owning
a home in a certain part of town, starting a company, being debt free, driving
a particular type of car, taking luxury
vacations or having a large investment
portfolio. Today’s complex, fast paced
world offers a bewildering array of
choices. Rapidly changing economic,
political, technological, and social environments make it increasingly difficult to develop solid financial strategies
that are guaranteed to improve your
lifestyle.
Moreover, the recent financial crisis
dramatizes the need to plan for financial
contingencies. Today a couple may
need two incomes just to maintain an
acceptable standard of living, and they
may have to wait longer to buy a home.
Clearly, no matter how you define it,
the good life requires sound planning
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to turn financial goals into reality. The
best way to achieve financial objectives
is through personal financial planning,
which help us define our financial goals
and develop appropriate strategies to
reach them. We cannot depend on
employee or government benefits such
as steady salary increases or adequate
funding from employee paid pensions
or social security to retire comfortably.
Creating flexible plans and
regularly revising them is the key to
building a sound financial future.
Succesful financial planning also
brings rewards that include greater
flexibility, an improved standard of
living, wise spending habits, and
increased wealth. Of course, planning
alone does not guarantee success, but
having an effective, consistent plan
can help you use your resouces wisely.
Carefull financial planning increases
the chance that your financial goals
will be achieved and that you will have
sufficient flexibility to handle such
contingencies as illness, job loss, and
even financial crisis.
Financial planning become the
attention of many researchers because
the knowledge is able to guidance for
a person to realize his goals. Planning
is done earlier will be better. Financial
planning is growing very fast. Formerly
it was used by company for future
financial planning. Nowdays, the
current financial planning is not just
for the company. It also needed by
small industries, cottage industries,
even for individuals, and households.
Research on financial planning
begun to receive attention. Most
research focuses on personal financial
planning for marriage status. Have not
P. 62

been many studies that investigated
the personal financial planning for
individual. Financial planning is
needed to determine a clear direction to
personal or family financial planning.
Without financial planning will tend
to waste money that has been earned.
Spend money today to meet the needs
of today. The employee with a monthly
salary tends behave like this, because
they believe that the next month will
earn a salary.
There are many employees who
have not planned their finances. This
causes employees waste and spend
money without thinking about the
next day. The facts above that the only
companies that absolute manage their
finances better, the family and idividual
must be able in handling finances so
that revenues and expenditures balance
can be arranged. Personal and family
financial planning must be carried out
so that the next life journey will be save
(Robert and Bruce, 2005).
Financial planning is the process of
achieving life goals through well plan
financial management. The purpose
of life are buying a home, saving for
children’s education or planning for
retirement. (Robert and Bruce, 2005)
explained the reasons why financial
planning should be done by individuals
or families. In essence it can be said that
financial planning is important because
without proper planning, then life for
most members of the public will be
a tough. Increasing the suffering that
could be avoided with good financial
planning and direction.
Nobody wants to badly financial
condition. However many people do
not realize the importance of financial
Powerful Practices:
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management in the financial life. One
of the goals of financial management
is to avoid financial deficit, because of
family financial planning is not only
for those with large incomes, but every
person, rich or poor need to plan their
lives in order to realize the purpose of
life, but the difference is only in the
allocation and management of money
each individual.
Many financial problems that occur
on the employee such as running out
of money monthly, can not meet the
personal needs, and late repayments.
This is because employees are using
cash payments to meet their needs,
because employees believe next month
will get a salary, and pay off the debt
by handing over the most cash salaries
should be used as possible on this
month. So the problem is not going to
way out, other than as set financially.
With good planning, problems in the
financial problems will not occur.
Knowledge of personal financial
management is not only because habit
but also environmental support factors,
but it can also be obtained through
formal education. Employees should
do financial planning well and wise,
in addition to the financial planning
is a process of learning to self-regulate
the whole finances in the present and
the future. Through many problems
that have been encountered so now
an employee at stake because basically
an employee has studied economic
sciences and well implemented into
daily life especially in managing and
planning the personal financial.
Employee is investing their own
assets and personal income efficiently
to ensure that their economic security
Powerful Practices:

can be guaranteed, not only during
their working life but also after
retirement. The gradual increase in the
aged population, together with a longer
life expectancy, points to the need and
importance of well planned personal
financial planning. Nonetheless, little
attempt have been conducted to
provide comprehensive evidence in
measuring attitudes toward personal
financial planning. Based on the above
problems, the researchers are interested
in doing research with the title: A Case
Study of Personal Financial Planning
at State Polytechnic of Malang.
Literature Review - Ming –
Ming Lai et al. (2009) examined the
attitudes of the Malaysians toward
personal financial planning, which
encompasses money management,
insurance planning, investment planning, retirement planning, and estate planning. A survey data was obtained from 400 Malaysians by using
a set of structured questionnaire. Associated personal financial planning
efforts with three measures: attitudes
towards personal financial planning,
factors influencing various aspects of
personal financial planning decision,
and frequency of managing for various
aspects of personal financial planning.
The overall results revealed that the job
status of an individual serves as the primary factor in influencing the attitudes
and management of personal financial
planning. Self-employed and employed respondens showed statistically
significant higher in their mean values
as compared to unemployed respondents. Employed and self-employed
respondents appear to be more positive
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and active in money management, insurance, and investment planning. The
lack of active involvement in personal
financial planning by individuals implies that there is a great need of awareness of well-planned and sophisticated
financial planning. Demographic characteristics such as age, race, marital status, gender, and education level are the
secondary factors where concerned.
This paper has implications on financial planners in formulation strategies
on how to successfully deploy a personal financial planning programme
for their customers.
Tang et al. (2002a) examined on
people’s endorsement of the money
ethic across Taiwan, United States
(USA), and the United Kingdom
(UK). The respondents comprised
78 full-time employees in Taiwan,
137 employees in the USA, and
93 professional in UK. Data were
measured through exploratory factor
analysis, confirmatory factor analysis,
multivariate analysis of variance, and
multiple regression analysis. American
men considered money as their success,
in contrast, British men considered
money as evil. As for British women,
they budgeted their money carefully.
Tang et al. (2002b) studied the
money ethic scale (budget, evil, equity,
success, and motivator), self-reported
income, demographic variables, and
life satisfaction among 207 professors
in the USA and 102 professors in Spain.
American faculty reported higher scores
on factors budget, equity, and success,
and lower scores on factor evil than their
Spanish counterparts. Further, gender
(male), budget, education, and work
experience were predictors of American
P. 64

professors’ income, while work
experience, gender (male), education,
and factor motivator were predictors
of Spanish professors’income. For
the American sample, marital status
(married), budget, gender (male), a
low level of education, and a low level
of factor success were predictors of life
satisfaction, whereas for the Spanish
sample, marital status (married), young
age, and budget were predictors of life
satisfaction. There is no difference
in money as a motivator between
professors in these two samples. It is
also interesting to note that income was
not related to life satisfaction in both
samples. This is because most of the
professors in higher education are less
interested in making money, compared
to those (with the same qualifications)
working in industry and business. It is
in line with the process of self-selection
in the teaching profession.
Financial planning can be
defined conceptually as a process that
accomplishes both of the following:
ascertaining the client’s financial goals
and providing a plan (not necessarily
written) for achieving the client’s
goals (Robert and Bruce, 2005). The
financial planning process are: 1)
Financial plans, 2) Financial actions
include money management, basic
asset, credit, insurance, investment,
retirement and estate, 3) Financial
result. Whether used by advisors or
self-planning individuals, the financial
planning process has six steps: (1)
establish financial goals, (2) gather
relevant data, (3) analyze the data, (4)
develop a plan for achieving goals, (5)
implement the plan, and (6) monitor
the plan.
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The financial planning process
translates personal financial goals into
specific financial plans and strategies,
implements them, and then uses
budgets and financial statemens to
monitor, evaluate, and revise plans and
strategies as needed (Gittman, 2011).
This process typically involves the six
steps: (1) define financial goals, (2)
develop financial plans and strategies to
achieve goals, (3) implement financial
plans and strategies, (4) periodically
develop and implement budgets to
monitor and control progress toward
goals, (5) use financial statements to
evaluate results of plans and budgets,
taking corrective action as required,
(6) Redefine goals and revise plans and
strategies as personal circumstances
change.
Financial goals are the results
that an individual wants to attain,
such as buying a home, building a
college fund, or achieving financial
independence. We need to know
where we are going, in financial sense,
to effectively meet the major financial
events in our lives. Perhaps achieving
financial independence at a relatively
early age is important to you. If so,
then activities such as saving, investing,
and retirement planning will be an
important part of your financial life.
Your financial goals or preferences must
be stated in monetary terms because
money, and the satisfaction it can buy,
is an integral part of financial planning.
Financial goals are most effective when
they are set with goal dates. Goal
dates are target points in the future
when you expect to have achieved or
completed certain financial objectives.
Financial goals are not static, they are
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continually over a lifetime. Here are
some typical long term, intermediate,
and short term goals.
Financial planning is a dynamic
process. As you move through different
stages of your needs and goals will
change. Yet certain financial goals are
important regardless of age. Typical
personal financial planning life cycle
as they relate to these different life
stages: early childhood, high school
and college, family formation, career
development, pre retirement, and
retirement. As you moved through
life and your income patterns change,
you’ll typically have to pursue a variety
of financial plans. For instance, after
graduating from college your focus
will be on buying a car and a house,
and you’ll be concerned about health
and automobile insurance to protect
again loss.
Reaching your particular goals
requires different types of financial
planning. One of the first categories
of financial planning we typically
encounter is asset acquisition. Another
category of financial planning is liability
planning. As ypur income begins to
increase, so does the importance of
savings and investment planning.
Managing your employee benefit
plans and coordinatig them with your
other plans is an important part of the
overall financial planning process. Tax
planning considers all these factors and
more. Managing retirement and estate
planning become more important
today.
Personal financial planning is the
process of formulating, implementing,
and monitoring multifunctional
decisions that enable an individual
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or family to achieve financial goals.
Personal financial planning is the process
of managing your money to achieve
personal economic satisfaction. This
planning process allows you to control
your financial situation. Every person,
family, or household has a unique
financial position, and any financial
activity therefore must also be carefully
planned to meet specific needs and
goals. A comprehensive financial plan
can enhance the quality of your life and
increase your satisfaction by reducing
uncertainty about your future needs
and resources. We all make hundreds
of decisions each day. Most of these
decisions are quite simple and have few
consequences. Some are complex and
have long-term effects on our personal
and financial situations.
The specific advantages of personal
financial planning include: 1)
Increased effectiveness in obtaining,
using, and protecting your financial
resources throughout your lifetime.
2) Increased control of your financial
affairs by avoiding excessive debt,
bankruptcy, and dependence on others
for economic security. 3) Improved
personal
relationships
resulting
from well-planned and effectively
communicated financial decisions. 4) A
sense of freedom from financial worries
obtained by looking to the future,
anticipating expenses, and achieving
your personal economic goals.
Data and Method - The case
study approach refers to a group of
methods which emphasize qualitative
analysis (Yin, 2012). Data are collected
from a small number of organizations
through methods such as participantP. 66

observation, in depth interviews, and
longitudinal studies. The case study
approach seeks to understand the
problem being investigated. It provides
the opportunity to ask penetrating
questions and to capture the richness
of organizational behavior, but the
conclusions drawn may be specific to
the particular organizations studied
and may not be generalizable.
Fervent critics of qualitative
methods are many, and hail largely
from the physical sciences. More
objective criticism has come from the
social sciences. Yin (2012) identifies
three major weaknesses of qualitative
research: (1) the inability to manipulate
independent variables, (2) the risk
of improper interpretation, and (3)
the lack of power to randomize.
Yin identifies four corresponding
problems with case study research - a
lack of: Controllability, Deductibility,
Repeatability and Generalizability,
where the latter two limitations stem
largely from the aforementioned lack
of power to randomize. While Yin goes
on to defend the case study method
suggesting that these problems are not
endemic nor insurmountable, they
nonetheless remain relative to other
research methods.
The survey approach refers to a
group of methods which emphasize
quantitative analysis, where data
for a large number of organizations
are collected through methods such
as mail questionnaires, telephone
interviews, or from published statistics,
and these data are analyzed using
statistical techniques. By studying a
representative sample of organizations,
the survey approach seeks to discover
Powerful Practices:
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relationships that are common across
organizations and hence to provide
generalizable statements about the
object of study. However, often the
survey approach provides only a
“snapshot” of the situation at a certain
point in time, yielding little information
on the underlying meaning of the data.
Moreover, some variables of interest to
a researcher may not be measurable by
this method (cross-sectional studies
offer weak evidence of cause and
effect).

single, exploratory, in-depth pilot case
study. Problems and issues identified in
the exploratory pilot case study point
to important variables for further
investigation. Using the classifications,
it can be stated that the Explanatory
survey was preceded by an Exploratory,
Longitudinal, Observational single
Pilot Case Study. Single pilot case
studies indicates (1) the number of
cases: one, (2) unit of analysis: State
polytechnic of Malang, (3) major
objectives:
exploration/description,
(4) dependent
variable:
Figure
Research
Figure11 Methodology
Methodology Research
attitudes
toward financial
planning, and
Pilot Case
A Priori
Survey
(5)
primary
Study
Model
method
of
analysis for the
pilot case study:
Figure 1 is a flow diagram of the Description.
overall reference study methodology.
The case from this study are the
In the diagram, round-cornered black
attitudes
of the employees at the state
boxes represent processes or stages of
polytechnic
of Malang toward personal
the research study. The two stages of
financial
planning.
Research question
the case study phase are highlighted.
is:
How
do
employees
attitudes toward
Information flows are represented by
personal
financial
planning
in state
grey squares. The main objective of the
polytechnic
of
Malang?
diagram is to depict inputs and outputs
of the case study stages in order to
In the terminology, the survey
better understand how the case studies conducted can be described as an
are integrated with the subsequent Explanatory,
Statistical,
Crosssurvey.
sectional, Ex Post Facto, Field Survey
of 571 employees, the primary intent
In order to further explore the ways
of which was to test the existence of
in which case studies can compliment
statistical associations between various
and be integrated with the survey
factors and the level of workers in state
method, a recently conducted study
polytechnic of Malang. Descriptive
involving such an integrated design
findings were documented throughout
was analyzed. The reference study
the study. The research can be considered
design includes: (1) a single pilot case
Experimental (a field experiment) to
study (2) model specification and (3) a
the extent that confounding variables
survey. The case study design includes a
Powerful Practices:
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are identified and controlled.
A series of questions on a five – point
likert – type scale concerning attitudes
towards various aspects of personal
financial planning. Respondents
indicated whether each response
was “strongly disagree”, “disagree”,
“neither agree nor disagree”, “agree”,
or “strongly agree” on their attitudes
towards money, insurance, retirement,
and estate planning.
Hypothesis:
H01: There will be no difference
between individuals’s gender in the
attitude toward financial planning.
H02: There will be no difference
between individuals’s age in the attitude
toward financial planning.
H03: There will be no difference
between individuals’s job status in the
attitude toward financial planning.
H04: There will be no difference
between individuals’s marital status in
the attitude toward financial planning.
Analysis and Discussion
- One of the first categories of financial planning we typically encounter is
money management. The things that
we own throughout our lives. About
80% of Indonesians believe that money is power, and about 75% say that
it is freedom. Money is the medium
of exchange used to measure value in
financial transactions. It would be difficult to set specific personal financial
goals and to measure progress toward
achieving them without the standard
unit of exchange provided by the rupiah. Money, as we know it today, is
P. 68

the key consideration in establishing
financial goals. Yet it’s not money, as
such, that most people want. Rather, we want the utility, which is the
amount of satisfaction received from
buying certain types or quantities of
goods and services, that money makes
possible.
The attitudes toward money
influence how we spend, save, and
invest: (1) The spender: you only
live once, spenders see shopping as
entertainment. They would rather
have something tangible than
something intangible like savings or an
investment. Spenders have a hard time
saving money. (2) The builder: make it
so, builder see money as a tool. They
use money to achieve their goals and
dreams. Examples include self-made
millionaires, entrepreneurs, corporate
leaders, and dedicated hobbyists.
Builders can miscalculate risks or
ignore the need for a margin error.
They may start projects simply for the
challenge but not finish them as the
next new things beckons.
(3) The giver: it’s better to give
than receive, givers enjoy taking care of
other people. They volunteer and give
to charities. Givers commit their time,
energy and money to their beliefs.
Most givers simply enjoy making other
people happy and doing good deeds.
Givers sometimes ignore their own
needs and their long term financial
plans can suffer as a result. (4) The saver:
a bird in the hand is worth two in the
bush, savers can accumulate significant
wealth even on a modest income. They
tend to be organized and to avoid
money wasting activities. Although
savers can be good investors, they can
Powerful Practices:
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be too risk averse and prefer holding
too much cash. Such conservatism
means that their investments often
grow too slowly.
Obtaining adequate insurance
coverage is also essential. Like borrowing
money, obtaining insurance is generally
something that’s introduced relatively
early in our life cycle (usually in the
family formation stage). Insurance is a
way to reduce financial risk and protect
both income (life, health, and disability
insurance) and assets (property and
liability insurance). Most consumers
regard insurance as absolutely essential
and for good reason. Life insurance
helps replace lost income if premature
death occurs, providing funds so that
your loved ones can keep their home,
maintain an acceptable lifestyle, pay
for education, and meet other special
needs. Hospitalization and health
insurance covers medical costs when
you get sick or injured, and disability
insurance protects your income while
you’re ill.
Disability
income
insurance
provides a regular income while the
insured is unable to work because of
illness or injury. The various definitions
of disability are “any occupation,”
“own occupation,” and a combination
of the two. A person insured under the
any occupation clause is considered
totally disabled if he cannot perform
the duties of any occupation for
which he is qualified by experience,
education, and training. The own
occupation definition states that the
insured must be unable to perform the
substantial and major duties of his own
occupation.
Premature

death,
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catastrophic

illness, disability, and the cost of longterm care are reasons for life insurance.
Financial planners recognize two
fundamental needs for the capital
generated by a life insurance policy:
replacing income and preserving
assets. The three recognized methods
for measuring the needs related to
premature death are the needs approach,
the human life value approach,
and the capital retention approach.
Specific needs make up the financial
needs approach to the amount of life
insurance are (1) Income during the
readjustment period, (2) Final expense
fund, (3) Life income to widow(er), (4)
Education funds for dependents, (5)
Emergency funds, and (6) Retirement
funds.
Term insurance is payable only if
the insured dies within the designated
number of years, or term, of the
contract. Whole life insurance provides
protection for the insured’s entire life,
whereas term insurance expires after
a certain number of years. Term life
is pure death protection and tends to
be quite affordable in the early years of
the policy. Perhaps the most notable
limitation of term insurance is the
increase in premiums based on age,
making term insurance impractical for
many older people. Term insurance
should never be viewed as a form of
lifetime protection because it generally
may not be renewed after age 65 or
70.
Unlike term insurance, which exists
solely to provide death protection, a
whole life policy may be purchased as
a low-risk investment. Unlike term life,
in which premiums increase with age,
a whole life policy is based on a level
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premium throughout the payment
period. Because of the savings feature
attached to whole life, many consumers
may be attracted to the policy. However,
the problem of inadequate coverage
exists when people can afford only a
certain amount of whole life when
they really need to purchase more to
cover the family’s needs. Universal life,
unlike term and whole life insurance,
allows for flexible premium payments
and flexible death benefit coverage
within limits. Also, in many cases,
universal life may provide a higher cash
value than a whole life policy because
interest rates credited are often higher
than those of whole life policy.
The major types of individual
health coverage are hospital expense
insurance, surgical expense insurance,
and physician’s expense insurance.
The major types of employer-provided
group health insurance coverage are
basic and major medical, dental and
vision, and managed care. Disability
income insurance provides a regular
income while the insured is unable to
work because of illness or injury. The
various definitions of disability are “any
occupation,” “own occupation,” and
a combination of the two. A person
insured under the any occupation
clause is considered totally disabled
if he cannot perform the duties of any
occupation for which he is qualified by
experience, education, and training.
The own occupation definition states
that the insured must be unable to
perform the substantial and major
duties of his own occupation.
The major types of disability
coverage is a person covered by the “any
occupation” definition is considered
P. 70

totally disabled if he cannot perform
the duties of any occupation. The
“own occupation” definition is much
more liberal. Most policies include a
combination of the two definitions.
Typically, the “own occupation” will
apply only during the early years of the
policy. After that, the “any occupation”
definition applies.
The benefit period can provide for
short-term (up to two years) or longterm coverage. The elimination period
is a waiting period before disability
payments begin. Benefit payments may
be made for partial disability. Waiver
of premium removes the requirement
that the policyowner make premium
payments after the insured has been
disabled for 90 days, or the elimination
period, if shorter. The cost-of-living
rider preserves the purchasing power
of the insured’s disability income
benefits. Under the future increase
option, potential monthly benefits
can be increased regardless of any
health changes. The automatic increase
rider raises the total monthly benefit
coverage each year for a specific number
of years, with no increase thereafter.
Some policies integrate with Social
Security. Under residual benefits, the
policyowner receives a percentage
of the disability benefit based on the
percentage of income lost due to illness
or injury.
Many individuals in society
either own or rent a dwelling.
Within that dwelling are various
personally owned possessions. In
addition, most individuals own at
least one automobile. Both of these
property types represent a substantial
portion of most people’s assets. Thus,
Powerful Practices:
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insurance on each is a critical concern
in financial planning. Homeowners
and automobile insurance are package
policies that provide both property
and liability coverage in one contract.
The personal umbrella policy provides
a layer of personal liability protection
above the coverages provided in the
homeowners and automobile policies
in the unfortunate event that those
policies do not provide adequate
compensation to injured parties.
While you’re still working, you
should be managing your finances to
attain those goals you feel are important
after you retire. These might include
maintaining your standard of living,
extensive travel, visiting children,
frequent dining at better restaurants,
and perhaps a vacation home or boat.
Retirement planning should begin
long before you retire. As a rule, most
people don’t start thinking about
retirement until well into their 40s
or 50s. This is unfortunate, because
it usually result in a substantially
reduced level of retirement income.
The sooner you start, the better off
you’ll be. Accumulating assets to enjoy
in retirement is only part of the long
term financial planning process. As
people grow older, they must also
consider how they can most effectively
pass their wealth on to their heirs, an
activity known as estate planning.
Qualified retirement plans are
either employer or self-employed
sponsored plans. The word qualified
means that the plan meets Internal
Revenue Service requirements for such
plans. Advantages include employer
contributions are not subject to
federal income tax or payroll tax when
Powerful Practices:

contributed, employee contributions
are not subject to federal income tax
when earned, earnings are tax deferred,
special income tax averaging may be
available, distributions of employer
securities may be eligible for net
unrealized appreciation tax treatment,
and special protection is available.
Disadvantages include the costs to
qualify the plan, costs to fund the plan,
costs of administering the plan, the
annual compensation limit, eligibility
requirements, coverage requirements of
employees, vesting requirements, topheavy rules, disclosure requirements,
and annual testing of qualified
retirement plans.
Vesting is the process by which
employees increase their nonforfeitable
right to benefits provided by an
employer’s contribution. The standard
vesting schedules preapproved by the
Internal Revenue Service for defined
benefit plans that are not top-heavy are
5-year cliff and 3-to-7-year graduated
vesting. If a defined benefit plan is topheavy, it must use one of the accelerated
vesting schedules. Vesting schedules
for all employer contributions made
to defined contribution plans must use
one of the accelerated vesting schedules,
either the 3-year cliff or 2-to-6-year
graduated vesting, or a more liberal
vesting schedule.
Government created or approved
qualified retirement plans (qualified
means that the plan meets Internal
Revenue Service requirements) to
encourage retirement savings. The
benefits of tax deferral in a qualified
retirement plan and how can they
be calculated? Assets contributed to
a qualified retirement plan are held
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in trust for the benefit of the plan
participants or their beneficiaries.
Qualified retirement plan trusts are
tax-exempt entities. Earnings accruing
from contributions from both
employers and employees grow income
tax deferred until distributed. The taxdeferred growth of both contributions
and earnings is a major benefit that
qualified retirement plans provide.
The tax savings can be calculated easily
by calculating the future value of all
payments on an after-tax basis.
Qualified retirement plans include
defined benefit plans, cash-balance
plans, money-purchase pension plans,
target benefit plans, profit-sharing
plans, stock bonus plans, employee
stock ownership plans, and age-based
profit-sharing plans.
Table 1 Differentiation between pension
plans and profit sharing plans
Plan Features

Pension
Plans

Profit
Sharing
Plans

In-service
withdrawals

Permitted
only for
Permitted
employees
after 2
age 62 and
Mandatory
years
over
funding
Percentage
Yes
No
of employer
10%
100%
stock permit- 25% of cov25% of
ted in the
ered comcovered
plan
pensation
compensa(defined
Employer
tion
contribution contribution
plans)
limit

Under a defined benefit plan,
the contributions are actuarially
determined to produce a
certain series of future benefit
payments at retirement. Defined
P. 72

contribution plans specify the annual
employer current contribution (as
opposed to an ultimate future benefit).
The amount of benefit an employee
receives depends on the account balance
at retirement. The employee makes
contributions to contributory plans;
conversely, the employer makes all
contributions under noncontributory
plans.
Estate planning is the process
of
accumulation,
management,
conservation, and transfer of wealth
considering legal, tax, and personal
objectives. The objectives of estate
planning include: (1) transferring/
distributing property to particular
persons or entities consistent with
client wishes; (2) minimizing all taxes
(income, gift, estate, state inheritance,
and generation-skipping taxes); (3)
minimizing the transaction costs
associated with the transfer (costs of
documents, lawyers, and the legal
probate process); and (4) providing
liquidity to the estate of the decedent
at the time of death to pay for costs,
which commonly arise, such as taxes,
funeral expenses, and final medical
costs.
The risks associated with failing
to plan for an estate transfer include
the following: (1) Client’s property
transfer wishes go unfulfilled. (2)
Taxes are excessive. (3) Transfer costs
are excessive. (4) Client’s family not
properly provided for. (5) Insufficient
liquidity to cover client’s debts and
taxes. There are eight basic steps to
the estate planning process: (1) Gather
client information, including the
client’s current financial statements. (2)
Establish the client’s transfer objectives,
Powerful Practices:
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including family and charitable
objectives. (3) Define any problem
areas, such as the disposition of assets,
liquidity issues, excessive taxes or costs,
and other situational needs, such as
disability of an identified heir. (4)
Determine the estate liquidity needs
now and at five-year intervals for the life
expectancy of the transferor, including
estate transfer costs. (5) Establish
priorities for all client objectives. (6)
Develop a comprehensive plan of
transfer consistent with all information
and objectives. (7) Implement the
estate plan. (8) Review the estate plan
periodically, and update the plan when
necessary (especially for changes in
family situations).

respondents.
Table 2 Demographic Characteristics of the
Survey Participants

The profile of the respondents
is shown in Table 4.2. Overall, 571

Respondents Respon(n)
dents (%)

Variables
Gender:
Female
Male
Age:
25 – 50
51 – 65
Job status:
Lecturer
Non lecturer
Marital
Status:
Married
Single

150
421

26,3
73,7

316
255

55,3
44,7

382
189

66,9
33,1

536
35

93,9
6,1

Table 3 Respondent’s Demographics and Attitudes Toward
Personal Financial Planning
Items
Money Management
1. I spend my money very carefully
2. I budget my money very well
3. Money is a symbol of success
4. Money represents one’s achievement
Insurance Planning
5. Insurance is my major investment
6. Insurance is a form of retirement savings plan
7. Insurance is a form of forced savings to ensure
a continual stream of income to family in event of
death or accidents
8. I have an adequat insurance program
9. If i should ever become disabled a replacement
income insurance would be essential
10. I often have difficulty making decisions about
purchasing insurance
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Mean

Standard
deviation

3.51
3.41
3.40
3.42

1.31
1.29
1.18
1.25

2.80
3.45
3.72

1.23
1.16
1.17

3.12
3.49

1.25
1.27

3.09

1.22
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Retirement Planning
11.etirement causes people to suffer from mental
problems
12. I am afraid i will become useless man
13. I am afraid i will feel lonely after i retire
14. Retirement is a difficult adjusment on lifestyle
15. Retirement will give me new opportunities to do
things that i was not able to do while i was working
Estate Planning
16. I know what income my family will receive from
the proceeds of my estate
17. I understand how taxes will be applied to my
estate
18. My estate plan provides for inflation and standard
of living changes that will occur over time

Female use money for selfcelebration and spend money in
order to reduce stress. Females have a
conservative attitude toward money
and are secure minded about money
issues. It can be concluded that female
have a more positive attitude toward
money than male. Both male and
female perceive money differently,
which may be due to differences in
the socialization process and past
experiences about money or may even
be related to the differences in financial
skills and knowledge between male
and female. However, it is acceptable
among researchers that differences in
money attitude may result in different
financial management.
Job status may influence financial
attitudes and behaviors. The employee
with more years of work experience
were more knowledgeable than those
with less experience. It is possible that
employee work experiences enhance
their financial knowledge. The
employee with have more child and
need were more likely to be working
more hours per week.
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3.21

1.21

3.38
3.40
3.13
3.82

1.31
1.27
1.32
1.00

3.46

1.18

3.29

1.28

3.40

1.27

Table 3 reports the attitudes and
significant differences of the respondents
towards
money
management,
insurance, investment, retirement, and
estate planning. First of all, the results
show that respondents demonstrated
positive attitude towards money. This
finding is consistent with Tang et al.
(2002a) in which people have positive
attitude towards money. People viewed
money as budget factor in which they
spend their money very carefully and
budget them very well. The results are
also consistent with Tang et al. (2002a),
Tang et al. (2002b), Ming – Ming Lai
(2009) in which money are a symbol
of success and achievement.
We move the discussion to the
respondents’ attitude toward insurance.
The result indicates that insurance is
served as a protective mechanism rather
than as an investment instrument.
This can be seen from Chow-Chua
and Lim (2000) when they pointed
out that insurance is a common way
to reduce personal exposure to loss by
guaranteeing a specific sum of money
when a particular event occurs.
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On the other hand, respondents
held a rather negative attitude with
regard to the prospect of retirement.
The survey results suggest that
respondents were anxious about
certain aspects of retirement and it is
a difficult adjustment on lifestyle for
respondents. Lastly, the respondents
were reasonably familiar with estate
planning, they understood that estate
planning involves the planning and
documentation of how their assets will
be distributed whey they die. It is also
meant to minimize the taxes on assets
when they ultimately transfer the
assets to their beneficiaries. As a whole,
the respondents have shown positive
attitude with mean scores of more than
3.0. Nonetheless, there are not much
significant statistical differences when
all these items were tested across the
demographic characteristics.
Results show that lecturer
respondents viewed money much more
positively and budgeted their money
very well compared to non lecturer
respondents. This finding is consistent
with Ming – Ming Lai et al. (2009)
that the employed respondents equate
their levels of achievement to money,
because of these attitudes towards
money, and more driven towards
accomplishment. At the same time,
married respondents were more proud
of their investment and let their friends
know about them when compared with
unmarried respondents.

Table 4 Hypothesis (H0) Analysis Results

Hypothesis
(H0)
H01: There will
be no difference
between individuals’s gender
in the attitude
toward financial
planning.
H02: There will
be no difference between
individuals’s age
in the attitude
toward financial
planning.
H03: There will
be no difference
between individuals’s job status
in the attitude
toward financial
planning.
H04: There will
be no difference
between individuals’s marital
status in the attitude toward
financial planning.

Data
Results
Analysis
Indet = 1.655
pendent p ≤ 0.199
sample
t-test
t = 1.990
p ≤ 0,159
Independent t = 2.726
sample p ≤ 0.100
t-test
t = 2.114
Indep ≤ 0.147
pendent
sample
t-test
Independent
sample
t-test

H01: There will be no difference
between individuals’s gender in the
attitude toward financial planning.
For Table 4.4, the hypothesis was
tested by using independent sample
T-test which analyzed the differences in
the attitude toward financial planning
by gender. There was no significant
differences between individuals’s
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Conclusion
Failed
to reject
Failed
to reject
Failed
to reject
Failed
to reject
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gender in the attitude toward financial
planning (t = 1.655, p ≤ 0.199). Thus,
this hypothesis was failed to reject since
the p-value is more than 0.05. The
current result seems consistent with
the previous research which was done
by Ming-Ming Lai and Wei-Khong
Tan (2009).
H02: There will be no difference
between individuals’s age in the
attitude toward financial planning.
This hypothesis was being tested
using independent sample T-test
which analyzed the difference between
individuals’s age in the attitude toward
financial planning. The result displayed
in Table 4.4 showed that there was
no significant difference individuals’s
age in the attitude toward financial
planning (t = 1.990, p ≤ 0.159). Thus,
this hypothesis was failed to reject
since the p-value is more than 0.05.
The current finding seems consistent
with the previous research which
found that individual’s age have no
significant difference in the attitude
toward financial planning.
H03: There will be no difference
between individuals’s job status in the
attitude toward financial planning.
For Table 4.4, the hypothesis was
being tested using independent sample
T-test which analyzed the differences
between individuals’s job status in the
attitude toward financial planning.
From table 4.4 t = 2.726, p ≤ 0.100.
There was no significant difference
between individuals’s job status in the
attitude toward financial planning.
Thus, this hypothesis was failed to
reject since the p-value is more than
0.05. The result obtained seems
P. 76

consistent with the past research where
research studies.
H04: There will be no difference
between individuals’s marital status
in the attitude toward financial
planning.
This hypothesis was being tested
using independent sample T-test
which analyzed the difference between
individuals’s marital status in the
attitude toward financial planning.
The result displayed in Table 4.4
showed that there was no significant
relationship between personal financial
knowledge and credit card practices
(t = 2.114, p ≤ 0.147). Thus, this
hypothesis was failed to reject since
the p-value is more than 0.05. The
current finding seems consistent with
the previous research.
Conclusion - The overall results
revealed that the job status of an individual serves as the primary factor in
influencing the attitudes toward personal financial planning. The lack of
active involvement in personal financial planning by individuals implies
that there is a great need of awareness
of well-planned and sophisticated financial planning. The demand of personal financial planning professional
has opened an additional avenue for
financial practitioners.
The survey results contribute
important implications to the financial
planners in tailoring their customer
needs and achieving personal economic
satisfaction when the customers move
through different stages of their life
cycle. The growth of personal financial
planning as a profession and the
Powerful Practices:
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financial discipline in the financial
services industry are very promising. It
would be of interest that future research
further extend the job status factor in
which examining the personal financial
planning on different professions and
stages of an individual’s career in a
particular industry to gauge further
and different insights.
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Abstract - Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) is a solution to reduce traffic
jam in many big cities. To increase and
retain the passengers, service quality is
an important factor. This study aims
to investigate the role of service quality
in enhancing passenger’s satisfaction
and loyalty as well as the determinants
of the service quality. To test these relationships, this study proposes six hypotheses. These hypotheses are tested
by using Partial Least Squares with
survey data from 152 BRT passengers
in Jakarta Indonesia. This study finds
that outcome quality, physical quality
and interaction quality are the strong
predictors of the service quality that
arereceived by the passengers. In addition, this study explains that service
quality has a significant effect on passenger satisfaction and loyalty. Apart
from service quality that is received
by the passengers, this study also finds
that passenger satisfaction is the essen-

tial determinant of passenger loyalty.
This study contributes to the body of
knowledge by proposing an empirical
model in investigating the role of service quality. Furthermore, the findings
of this study hopefully can be used by
BRT providers and regulators in enhancing service provided.
Keywords: Bus Rapid Transit,
Outcome quality, Interaction quality,
Physical quality, service quality,
satisfaction and loyalty
Introduction - In the domain
of marketing study, service quality
has been recognized widely as an important determinant of customer loyalty (Liao & Hsieh, 2011; Yee et al.,
2010). Yunus et al.(2012) contend
that the service quality is important
not only for service companies but also
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for manufactures. Buttle(1996) suggests that service quality would create
competitive differentiations which will
differentiate a company with others.
In these days, service quality is also
acknowledged as an essential construct
in the area of public transport
management (Chou et al., 2011; Lai
& Chen, 2011;Saha, 2009). Chou et
al. (2011) argue that passengers would
remain to use public transport when
they perceive a high quality of service.
In accordance with Chaou et al. (2011),
Ibeas and Cecin(2011) explain that
the quality of service offered by public
transport plays an important role in
changing people daily transport habits.
For that reason, it is believed that
improving service quality is important
for public transport industry.
Apart from its effect on loyalty,
scholars explain that service quality also
plays an important role in satisfying
passenger of public transport(Park et al.,
2004; Satisfaction, 2007;Tyrinopoulos
& Antoniou, 2008). The higher the
quality of public transport offered,
the more advanced the satisfaction
of passenger. In the field of service
marketing, satisfied customers are
likely to be more loyal then unsatisfied
customer. Therefore, it is important
that public transport providers provide
a high quality of service which can
satisfy the passengers and they can
finally remain to use the public
transport they provide.
Passengers’ perceived value is also
considered as an important factor in
transport management. Lain and Chen
(2011)contend that the value perceived
by passenger would influence their
loyalty towards using public transport.
P. 80

To increase passenger perceived value,
public transport providers should be
able to provide a high quality of service
since service quality positively affects
perceived value (Jen & Hu, 2003).
While service quality has been
understood as an important factor in
service industry, including in public
transport, there is still a debate among
scholars about its dimensions (Brady
& Cronin Jr, 2001). To date, five
dimensions proposed by Parasuramanet
at. (1988)are used extensively by
scholars in analysing service quality.
While these dimensions are used
widely, there are some criticisms
addressed to these dimensions (Cronin
& Taylor, 1994; Shu, 2010).
This study aims to investigate the
effect of service quality on the loyalty
of bus rapid transit passenger in
Indonesia. To extend the discussion,
this study also determines the effects
of service quality on passenger loyalty
antecedents
namely
passengers’
perceived value and satisfaction. Apart
from the comprehensive investigation
relate to the interrelationship among
service quality, passenger perceived
value, passenger satisfaction and
loyalty, this study also investigates
the dimensions of service quality.
Hierarchical framework proposed by
Brady and Cronin Jr(2001) is used
since it measures service quality by
using multidimensional constructs.
Theoretical Background
and Hypotheses - Service Quality - In the area of service marketing
study, Parasuraman et al.(1985) states
that service quality is an elusive conPowerful Practices:
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struct. Furthermore, Rust and Oliver
(1994) contend that service quality is a
subjective manner. Hence, Brady and
Cronin Jr(2001) contend that the construct of service quality is difficult to
grasp.
In these days, SERVQUAL scale is
the instrument which is most widely
used by scholars to measure service
quality (Amin & Isa, 2008; Barroso
et al., 2010; Huang, 2010;Yang et
al., 2006). This scale is developed by
Parasuraman et al. (1988) based on
disconfirmation paradigm. Although
SERVQUAL has been used extensively
in measuring service quality, several
critics are addressed toward this
instrument(Babakus & Boller, 1992;
Carman, 1990).
While there is no agreement
about the conceptualization of service
quality, scholars agree that service
quality is multidimensional (Brady
& Cronin Jr, 2001; Dabholkar et al.,
1995;Parasuraman et al., 1988). The
study of Brady and Cronin Jr (2001)
finds that the overall perception of
service quality is affected by three
dimensions
namely
interaction
quality, physical quality and outcome
quality. This finding is similar with
several studies which also find these
dimensions as the dimensions of service
quality (Clemes et al., 2011; Clemes et
al., 2013; Dabholkar et al., 1995;Shu,
2010).
Therefore,
these
hypotheses are proposed:

following

H1a : interaction quality has a
significant effect on overall perception
of service quality

Powerful Practices:

H1b : physical quality has a
significant effect on overall perception
of service quality
H1c : outcome quality has a
significant effect overall perception of
service quality
In the area of customer
relationship marketing, service quality
is acknowledged as a significant
determinant of customer perceived
value,the higher quality provided
by service provider, the higher value
perceived by customers.Studies in
the area of public transport find that
the quality of service provided by
public transport provider significantly
influences
passengers’
perceived
value (Jen & Hu, 2003; Lai & Chen,
2011).
Apartfrom its effect on customer
perceived value, service quality is also
found to have an essential effect on
customer satisfaction. Customer will
be satisfied toward the service provided
when they perceive that the service has
a high quality. Several studies indicate
that service quality has a significant
effect on passenger satisfaction.
Hence this study proposed:
H2 : service quality has a significant
effect on passenger perceived value
H3 : service quality has a significant
effect on passenger satisfaction
Perceived Value - According to
Zeithaml(1988) perceived value is
the overall assessment of the product’s
utility based on perception about
what is received and what is given. To
purchase products or service, customers
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might cognitively incorporate their
perceptions of benefits and sacrifices
(Choi et al., 2004). Therefore, it can
be said that customer perceived value
is formed by customers’ perception
and not by suppliers’ assumption
(Bhattacharya & Singh, 2008).
Studies find that customer perceived
value is an important construct in
determining customer satisfaction.
The studies on conventional retailers
found that customer satisfaction is
affected by customer perceived value
in the most cases (Cronin Jr et al.,
2000; Eggert & Ulaga, 2002). In
accordance to the studies on the
domain of retail study, the significant
effect of customer perceived value on
customer satisfaction is also found on
the studies of public transport (Lai &
Chen, 2011; Sumaedi et al., 2012).
These studies contend that the higher
value perceived by public transport
passenger, the higher their satisfaction.
As a determinant of customer
satisfaction, perceived value also has a
significant effect on customer loyalty.
H4 : passengers’ perceived value
has a significant effect on passenger
satisfaction
H5 : passengers’ perceived value has
a significant effect on passenger loyalty
Interaction
Physical
Quality
Outcome
Quality

P. 82

Customer Satisfaction - Wang et
al. (2004) argue that in marketing
literature, the conceptualization of
customer satisfaction can be divided
into two types,which are transactionspecific perspective and accepted
cumulative perspective. Fornell et
al. (1996) explain that customer
satisfaction is an important marketing
construct. As an important marketing
factor, the high level of customer
satisfaction would result in the high
level of customer loyalty, a lower
level of customer price sensitivity, a
reduction in failed marketing cost
and new customer creation and an
improvement in the effectiveness of
advertising and business reputation
(Fornell, 1992).
Several studies report a link
between customer satisfaction and
service outcomes such as loyalty,
positive word-of-mouth and purchase
intentions.
Previous studies on
customer
satisfaction-behavioral
consequences explained that customer
satisfaction
directly
influenced
behavioral intention. In the domain
of transport management studies,
passenger satisfaction is found as
a strong predictor of passenger
loyalty(Chen, 2008; Huang, 2010;Jen
& Hu, 2003).
H6 : passenger satisfaction has a
significant effect on passenger loyalty.
Passenger
Satisfaction

Service
Quality

Passenger
Loyalty
Perceived
Value

Figure 1 shows the research model investigate in this study
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Sample - The respondents of this
study are the passengers of Indonesia
Bus Rapid Transit in Jakarta Province,
Indonesia. 152 respondents return the
questionnaires. These respondents are
recruited using convenience sampling
method.
The following demographic profile
emerged from the sample: 80% of
the respondents are aged between
21 and 40 years, 71 % of them have
tertiary education, 88% of them are
worker and 70% of the passengers
have income between Rp 2,000,000
- Rp. 5,000,000. Table 1 presents the
demographic of respondents of this
study.
Table 1. Demographic Sample of Population

Variable

Age

Education

Job
Income

Category

%

Up to 20

2.6

21 – 30

29

31 - 40

51

>40

15

High school or
lower
Diploma

8.5

Bachelor

57

>Bachelor

14

Working

88

Not Working

12

<Rp.1000.000

15

Rp.1000.000 - Rp
2000.000
Rp2000.000 - Rp.
5000.000
>Rp.5000.000

22
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16

48
14

Questionnaire - The questionnaire consists of two parts. The first
part collects information about the
demographic of respondents; and the
second part measures the variables investigated in this study. The measures
used in this study are adapted from
several studies measuring hierarchical
service quality and its effect, especially
on perceived value, satisfaction and behavioural intention or loyalty (Clemes
et al., 2011; Shu, 2010).Likert scales
that strongly disagree = 1 and strongly
agree = 7 are used to measure the variables.
Data Analysis - Generalized
Structured Component Analysis
(GSCA) is used by this study to analyze the data and test the hypotheses.
This technique is used since it can analyze a complex model and provide a
suitable model.
Given that the focus is on the
inner results which directly relate to
H1 to H6, several supporting tests
are employed. Prior to the testing
on inner model and hypotheses,
the psychometric properties of the
scale such as convergent validity,
discriminant validity and reliability are
tested.
For service quality and its
dimensions (i.e. interaction quality,
physical quality and outcome quality),
the convergent validity test indicates
that the score of factor loading for
each construct is above 0.5, the
value of AVEs is also above 0.5 and
statistically significant at α = 0.05. This
measurement means the convergent
validity for service quality and its
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dimensions are acceptable. Table 2
shows the summary of Psychometric
properties test for service quality and
its dimensions
Table 2.Psychometric Properties Test for
Service Quality and its Dimensions
IQ
IQ1 0.765 15.02*
IQ2 0.795 20.18* AVE = Alpha =
0.609 0.780
IQ3 0.754 14.78*
IQ4 0.807 14.66*
PQ
PQ1 0.794 24.06*
PQ2 0.823 25.15*
PQ3 0.545 7.28*
PQ4 0.819 20.88* AVE = Alpha =
0.570 0.839
PQ5 0.917 81.13*
PQ6 0.551 6.97*
OQ
OQ1 0.74 18.08*
OQ2 0.843 25.19* AVE Alpha =
=0.570 0.744
OQ3 0.646 10.88*
OQ4 0.777 20.29*
SQ
SQ1 0.953 122.93*
SQ2 0.944 73.04* AVE = Alpha =
0.902 0.948
SQ3 0.953 89.82*

To ensure that all constructs used
in this study have good measurements,
convergent validity test was also
conducted for other constructs
(passenger satisfaction, perceived
value and passenger loyalty). The
result of convergent validity test for
these construct shows that the factor
loading, AVE and significant level
are acceptable. Table 3 shows the
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summary of convergent validity for
passenger satisfaction, perceived value
and passenger loyalty.
Table 3. Psychometric Properties Test for
Satisfaction, Value and Loyalty
PS
CS1 0.87 36.99*
CS2 0.917 58.06* AVE = Alpha =
0.780
0.906
CS3 0.817 22.25*
CS4 0.925 67.27*
PV
PV1 0.887 56.2*
AVE = Alpha =
PV2 0.614 5.67*
0.653
0.813
PV3 0.825 18.68*
PV4 0.876 41.94*
PL
CL1 0.96
61.3*
CL2 0.988 336.75* AVE = Alpha =
0.957
0.977
CL3 0.986 262.68*

Non-dimensionality test is used to
confirm the internal consistency of the
measurements used in this study. For
this study, the score of Cronbach Alpha
is ranged between 0.744 and 0.977.
Since the value of Cronbach Alpha is
above the cutting value of 0.7, the internal consistency of the items used is
sufficient.
The good research model is a
model which is free from discriminant
validity problem. For this model, the
correlation among construct is below
0.85 which means this model is free
from discriminant validity problem.
Table 4 illustrates the correlation
among constructs.
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Table 4. Correlation among constructs

IQ

PQ

OQ

SQ

PS

PV

PL

IQ

1

0.572
(0.057)*

0.534
(0.075)*

0.635
(0.047)*

0.636
(0.052)*

0.433
(0.090)*

0.644
(0.063)*

PQ

0.572
(0.057)*

1

0.543
(0.070)*

0.729
(0.041)*

0.740
(0.042)*

0.557
(0.058)*

0.615
(0.063)*

OQ

0.534
(0.075)*

0.543
(0.070)*

1

0.621
(0.061)*

0.666
(0.056)*

0.431
(0.080)*

0.498
(0.081)*

SQ

0.635
(0.047)*

0.729
(0.041)*

0.621
(0.061)*

1

0.777
(0.045)*

0.712
(0.045)*

0.663
(0.055)*

PS

0.636
(0.052)*

0.740
(0.042)*

0.666
(0.056)*

0.777
(0.045)*

1

0.741
(0.048)*

0.844
(0.022)*

PV

0.433
(0.090)*

0.557
(0.058)*

0.431
(0.080)*

0.712
(0.045)*

0.741
(0.048)*

1

0.694
(0.055)*

PL

0.644
(0.063)*

0.615
(0.063)*

0.498
(0.081)*

0.663
(0.055)*

0.844
(0.022)*

0.694
(0.055)*

1

After determining the strongest
of the measures, a further phase is to
provide confirmation that supports the
theoretical model as demonstrated by
the structural model. Table 5 shows
the fit score of model tested.
Table 5. Summary of Model Fit Index

Index

Score

FIT

0.628

AFIT

0.623

GFI

0.973

SRMR

0.224

NPAR

64

Powerful Practices:

In this study, the score of FIT,
AFIT and GFI are relatively close to 1
and SRMR is close to 0. Deal (2010)
contends that the score of FIT, AFIT
and GFI should be close to1 and
SRMR should be near to 0 in order to
conclude that the model is fit. Hence,
the model used is strong.
Having established measures and
a strong model, the hypothesis testing
can be proceeded. Table 6 summarizes
the results of hypotheses testing.
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Table 6. Summary of Hypotheses Testing
Estimate

SE

CR

Hypothesis

IQ->SQ

0.244

0.065

3.77*

Supported

PQ->SQ

0.458

0.07

6.56

Supported

OQ->SQ

0.241

0.075

3.23

Supported

SQ->PV

0.712

0.045

15.81*

Supported

SQ->CS

0.506

0.121

4.2

Supported

PV->CS

0.381

0.115

3.31*

Supported

PV->CL

0.153

0.098

1.57

NS

CS->CL

0.731

0.091

8.04*

Supported

*
*

*

*significant at P<0.05
The result of hypotheses testing
indicates that the interaction quality
has a positive significant effect on
overall perception of service quality
(t = 3.77; . It means that hypothesis
1a is supported.
Similar to the
effect of interaction quality on overall
service quality, this study shows that
the quality of physical aspect of BRT
plays an important role in determining
overall perception of service quality (t
= 6.56; which means hypothesis 1b is
supported. As proposed by hypothesis
1c, this study confirms that the outcome
quality has a positive significant effect
on the quality of service provided by
BRT (t = 3.23; .
As proposed by hypothesis 2, the
service quality has a significant positive
effect on passengers’ perceived value (t =
15.81; . Apart from its significant effect
on perceived value, most passengers
perceived service quality is also found
to have a positive significant effect on
passengers’ satisfaction(t = 4.20; . It
means that it supports hypothesis 3.
For this study,passengers’ perceived
value is expected to have a significant
P. 86

effect on passengers’ satisfaction and
loyalty. The result of hypotheses
testing indicates that perceived
value only has a significant effect
on passenger satisfaction (t = 3.31;
. There is no significant relationship
between passengers’ perceived value
and passenger loyalty (t = 1.57; .
Therefore hypothesis 4 is supported
while hypothesis 5 is not supported.
Even thoughpassengers’ perceived
value does not have a significant effect
on passenger loyalty, this study finds
that passengers’ loyalty is significantly
influenced by passengers’ satisfaction
(t = 8.04 ;. This finding supports
hypothesis 6.
Discussion and Conclusion - This study investigates the
dimensions of service quality as well
as the effect of overall service quality
on loyalty and its antecedents, namely
brand image and satisfaction. To get
a comprehensive finding about the
dimensions of service quality, this
study utilizes hierarchical framework
(Brady & Cronin Jr, 2001). Overall,
Powerful Practices:
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this study provides valuable insights
regarding to the dimensions of service
quality and the effect of service quality on passengers’ loyalty, brand image and passengers’ satisfaction in the
context of bus rapid transit industry in
Indonesia. As proposed by Hypothesis
1a,b and c, this study finds that the interaction quality has a significant effect
on overall service quality perception.
This study also indicates that physical
quality and outcome quality are the
essential determinants of the service
quality. Based on these findings, this
study explains that interaction quality,
physical quality, and outcome quality
are the dimensions of service quality as
proposed by the scholars.
As proposed by this study, it is found
that the service quality has a significant
effect on passengers’ perceived value
(Hypothesis 2 is supported). This
finding supports previous studies
which also find a significant effect of
service quality on perceived value (Hu
et al., 2009; Ryu et al., 2012). This
finding means that the value perceived
by passengers about taking BRT as their
means of transportation is significantly
influenced by their perception about
the quality of service provided, the
higher the quality of service perceived,
the higher the value felt.
As an essential construct, service
quality also plays an important role
in shaping customers’ satisfaction
(Hypothesis 3 is supported). The
significant effect of service quality on
passengers’ satisfaction validates the
finding of the previous studies (Jen et al.,
2011; Lai et al., 2009). On the service
gap model proposed by Parasuraman
et al.(1985), people would be satisfied
Powerful Practices:

when their perception toward the
service they receive is higher than they
expect. For that reason, by providing
a high quality of service, a company
might provide a service exceeding
customers’ expectation.
Hypothesis 4 and 5 propose that
passengers’ perceived value has a
positive significant effect on passengers’
satisfaction and loyalty. The finding of
this study indicates that passengers’
perceived value plays an important
role in creating satisfaction. Reflecting
to the result of this study, passengers
will be more satisfied about the BRT
if they perceive higher value offer.
Although perceived value significantly
affects satisfaction, this study does
not find a significant relationship
between perceived value and loyalty.
The possible argument to explain this
insignificant relationship is about the
indirect effect of perceived value on
loyalty through satisfaction. In this
case, value does not directly influence
the loyalty of passengers. However, it
will influence satisfaction which lastly
affects loyalty.
Finally, this study shows that
passengers’ satisfaction is a strong
predictor of passengers’ loyalty
(Hypothesis 6 is supported). Customer
will be loyal to the company if the
company can satisfy their needs. For
that reason, every business organization
must be able to satisfy the customers in
order to create customers’ loyalty.
The primary limitation of this
study is that it does not measure the
actual behavioural loyalty. This study
only investigates behavioural intention
to loyalty. For that reason, the next
study is recommended to measure
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actual behaviour to capture the real
phenomenon. This study identifies
several important factors thataffect
the passengers’ perception of service
quality. However, apart from the
factors acknowledged in this study,
there are other factors that should be
included in the model such as brand
image, attitude, and self-efficacy. Thus,
further research should include those
variables in the research model.
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The Principal’s Instructional
Leadership in Relation to
Teachers’well-Being and
Commitment in The workplace
MohdNor bin Jaafar and Mohamad Haris bin Shakroni
Universiti Utara Malaysia

ABSTRACT - The main objective of
this research is to compare the instructional leadership attitude of the school
principal and the well-being of teachers at SekolahMenengah Agama Bantuan Kerajaan (SMABK) with Sekolah
Menengah Agama Rakyat (SMAR) in
the districts of Kota Setar and KubangPasu, Kedah. Since the main focus
of this research is the instructional
leadership aspect, this research also
aims to identify the extent of the relationship between the principal’s instructional leadership attitude and the
teachers’well-being. The instrument
for the research of Instructional Leadership attitude is taken from MohdNorJaafar (2004) which is organised
based on the Principal Instructional
Management Rating Scale(PIMRS) by
Hallinger and Murphy (1987). The
instrument for the Teachers’ well being
is based on the Workplace Well-Being
Index (WWBI; Page, 2005). This re-

search has 225 respondents. They consist of 124 teachers from SMABK and
101 teachers from SMAR in the districts of Kota Setar and KubangPasu.
The data from these respondents is
analysed using SPSS 19.0version. Independent sample t-test shows significant differences between the Principal’s
Instructional Leadership attitude at
SMABK and SMAR. The mean of the
Principal’s Instructional Leadership attitude at SMABK (3.67) is higher compared to the Principal’s Instructional
Leadership attitude at SMAR (3.43).
The results from Pearson’s correlation
analysis show that the Principal’s Instructional Leadership attitude has a
significant positive correlation with the
teachers’well-being in both categories.
Keywords: Leadership, relation,
commitment, workplaces, well-being.
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Introduction - The Malaysian
Ministry of Education through the Education Development Plan 2013-2025
has outlined eleven thrusts to transform the country’s education system.
“Ensuring that high level leadership is
placed at every school” is one of the 11
thrusts (MOE, 2012).This effort given
by the government clearly shows how
important the quality of the leaders
is placed in educational institutions,
especially in every school in Malaysia. The previous studies (Hallinger,
2003; Mortimore, 1993; Rohmad,
2012; Ross & Gray, 2006) show that
the leaders play an important role in
ensuring the success of a school, either
directly or indirectly.
The previous studies (Andi
Audryanah, 2007; Robinson, Lloyd &
Rowe, 2008; Sazali, Rusmini, Abang
Hut, & Zamri, 2007) also discover that
schools’ effectiveness is the result of the
instructional leadership characteristics
of
the
schools’principals
and
headmasters. However, the principals
focus on administrative duties better
instead of on instructional leadership.
A study conducted by NUTP on the
principal’s workload finds that 75
percent of principals in the country
prioritize office administration duties
such as staff and financial management,
correspondence, entertaining visitors,
and maintenance compared to duties
as an instructional leader (Utusan
Borneo, Februari 8, 2012, B4).
According to Azlin (2004), meeting
activities dominate the principal’s
daily routine. This study discovers
that the focus of the principal’s work
is more towards management and
administration to the extent that sees
the duties as an instructional leader are
P. 94

neglected. These findings are supported
by Jefri (2004) who reports that studies
conducted in the United States of
America show that the principal’s focus
is more on administrative duties.
Other than the principal’s leadership
that significantly relates to the school’s
effectiveness and excellence, the
teachers also play a part in elevating
the quality of education in schools.
There are a lot of previous studies that
try to connect principal’s leadership
with the teachers’ well-being factors
such as teachers’satisfaction (Frederick,
2007; Mohd Nor, 2004;Sukarmin,
2010),teachers’ commitment (Bakker
& Bal, 2010; Keow & Abdul Ghani,
2006; Noija, 2010),teachers’ efficacy
(Clark 2009; Marhaida Mahmud;
2009; Ryan, 2007) and organizational
climate (Dollah, 2004; DuPont,
2009; Grizzard, 2007), but not
many studies that relate the principal
leadership with the teachers’wellbeing in the workplaceare conducted.
In Malaysia, the phenomenon of
stress among teachers now becomes a
great discussion and scholarly research
materials.EsahSulaiman (2003) sets
out the current teacher not only teaches
but so far covering aspects such as
handling student records management,
collecting fees, textbook loan scheme,
student attendance and student
performance report.
In addition,
teachers also have committee works in
their respective subjects to distribute
and monitor the implementation of the
curriculum and syllabus. Additionally,
teachers involve in controlling extracurricular activities, attending courses,
conducting research and others. All of
these tremendous tasks force teachers
to divide their time and energy into
Powerful Practices:
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various types of commitment that may
affect their teaching and professional
development which can lead to the
occurrence of work stress.
According to SaporaSipon (2007),
there are several key factors that cause
job stress for teachers. The factore
meant here are the workload, work
environment, discipline problems,
appreciation needs, time and resource
constraints,
personal
problems
and geographical factors. All this
might create problems in terms of
physiological and psychological shocks
that will interfere teachers’ well-being.
According to Girdanoand Everly
(1979), individuals may not be ableto
function effectivelyandproductivelyif
when they are under stressful situations. When teachersexperiencelowwell-being, theywill also experience
low self-efficacy that could eventuallylead to’burnout’ (SchwarzerandHallum, 2008). Thepressure may lead
someone to become irrational, anxious
and tense, unable to focus and pay attentionto the workload andfail toenjoy
the result of their works. The pressures
that arefaced by the teacherswillalso
lead toimpairedperformanceat workand thuswill be likelytoaffect their
teaching and lifeperformance. This
willpreventsomeonefrom creating positivepersonal traits, toleranceand love.
As the result,the teacher may suffer
froma lowwell-being, whichwill negativelyimpactthe students.
Even though there are studies that
relate to the principal’s leadership
with the well-being factors (Dollah,
2004; DuPont, 2009; Frederick, 2007;
Grizzard, 2007; Lord, 2001; Sukarmin,
2010), the relationship between themis
Powerful Practices:

is not clear because there are not
many similar studies are conducted,
especially in religious secondary
schools in Malaysia. Therefore, this
study is conducted.
Objectives:
1. To identify the differences between
the
principal’s
instructional
leadership behavior and the
teachers’ well being in the workplace
at SMABK and SMAR.
2. To identify the relationship
between
the
principal’s
instructional leadership behavior
with the teachers’ well being in the
workplaceat SMABK.
3. To identify the relationship
between
the
principal’s
instructional leadership behavior
with the teachers’ well being in the
workplaceat SMAR.
4. To identify the difference in the
relationship between the principal’s
instructional leadership behavior
and the teachers’ well being in the
workplaceat SMABK and SMAR.
Operational Definition Instructional leadership refers to the
principal’s role that consists of three
dimensions which are determining the
school’s mission and vision, managing
teaching programmes and creating a
learning environment to improve effective teaching and learning (Hallinger&
Murphy, 1985).
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Workplace - Well-being in the workplace refers to the feeling of well-being
that employees gain from their work
that consists of happiness and satisfaction from extrinsic and intrinsic work
values (Page, 2005).
Sekolah Menengah
(SMAR)

Agama

Rakyat

SekolahMenengah Agama Rakyat
(SMAR) is as secondary school
that offers religious and academic
curriculum for students. This type
of school is placed under the the
administration of each state’s Islamic
religious authority.
Sekolah Menengah Agama Bantuan
Kerajaan (SMABK)
SekolahMenengah
Agama
BantuanKerajaan (SMABK) is a
government
sponsored
religious
secondary school. It is a school that
was previously a community religious
school that changed status after
registering with Malaysian Ministry of
Education. This school receives various
facilities provided by the Malaysian
ministry of Education. However, the
state’s property and building ownership
as well as curriculum are retained.
Methodology - This study utilises the quantitative approach with a
research design of comparative and
correlative analysis. The population
of the study is the teachers at SMABK
and SMAR in Kota Setar and Kubang
Pasu district. There are 5 SMABK in
Kota Setar and Kubang Pasu with the
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population of 150 teachers. Meanwhile, there are 8 SMAR in Kota Setar
and Kubang Pasu with the population
of 121 teachers. The total number of
the respondents is 225 teachers that
are 124 teachers in SMABK and 101
in SMAR.
The instrument of this study
consists of three parts; A, Band C.
Part A has 8 questions that determine
the teachers’ demographics. Part B
contains 59 questions that measure
the principal’s instructional leadership
behaviour that is taken from Mohd
Nor (2004) and arranged based on the
Principal Instructional Management
Rating Scale (PIMRS)by Hallinger and
Murphy (1987) with a Cronbach alpha
coefficient of 0.96. Part C contains
16 questions that measure teachers’
well-being in theworkplace and is
taken from Tuanpah Syams (2011)
with a Cronbach alpha coefficient of
0.91. This instrument is based on the
Workplace Well-Being Index (WWBI;
Page, 2005)
Findings - The Comparisonof the
Levels of Instructional Leadership Behaviour between SMABK and SMAR
Table 1: The Results of T-Test on the Difference Between Principals’ Instructional
Leadership Behaviour at SMABK and SMAR
School Mean Variance
SMABK 3.67
SMAR

3.43

0.80

T

Sig.
(2-tailed)

2.45

0.02

0.68
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Independent samples t-test shows
that the t value is 2.45 with the p value
of 0.02 which is smaller than 0.05. The
results show that there is a significant
difference between the instructional
leadership behaviour of the principals
from SMABK and SMAR. The mean
score of the instructional leadership
behaviour of the principals from
SMABK (3.67)is higher than the
instructional leadership behaviour of
the principals from SMAR (3.43).

The Relationship between Principals’
Instructional Leadership Behaviour
with Teachers’ Well-being in the
Workplace at SMABK and SMAR
Table 3: The Results of Correlation Test between Principals’ Instructional Leadership
Behaviour with Teachers’ Well-being in the
Workplace at SMABK and SMAR

School
The Comparison between the Levels
of Workplace Well-being of Teachers
at SMABK and SMAR

SMABK
SMAR

Table 2: The Results of t-test on the
difference of Teachers’ Well-being in the
Workplace at SMABK and SMAR
School Mean Variance
SMABK 3.96
SMAR

3.76

0.65

T
2.50

Wellbeing
Wellbeing

Instructional
Leadership
(r value)

p

0.55

0.00

0.48

0.00

			
The results of the correlation test

above show that there is a significant
Sig.
(2-tailed) relationship between the principals’
0.01

0.57

Independent
samples
t-test
showsthat the t value is 2.50 and the
p value is 0.01 which is smaller than
0.05. The results show that there is a
significant difference between the level
of well-being in the workplace between
teachers at SMABK and SMAR. The
mean score of teachers’ well-being in
the workplace at SMABK(3.67) is
higher than those at SMAR (3.43).

instructional leadership behavior and
teachers’ well-being in the workplace at
SMABK and SMAR. The results also
show that the relationship between
the principal’s instructional leadership
behavior with teachers’ well-being in
theworkplace in SMABK is stronger
than SMAR.
The
Conclusion
ofResearch Findings - The study
shows these results:
1. The
principal’s
instructional
leadership behavior at SMABK is
better than that at SMAR.
2. The teachers’ well-being in the
workplace at SMABK is better
than at SMAR.
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3. There is a significant positive
relationship between the principals’
instructional leadership behavior
with teachers’ well-being in the
workplace at SMABK and SMAR
4. The relationship between the
principals’ instructional leadership
behavior with teachers’ well-being
in the workplace at SMABK is
stronger than at SMAR.
Discussion - The Comparison of
the Level of the Principals’ Instructional Leadership Behaviorbetween
SMABK and SMAR - The findings of
this research show that there is a significant difference between the principals’ innstructional leadership behavior
at SMABK and SMAR. It is discovered that the mean of the principal’s
instructional leadership at SMABK
(3.67) is higher than the principal’s instructional leadership at SMAR (3.43).
From the results acquired, this study
shows that SMABK in Kota Setar and
Kubang Pasu generally have a better
practice in terms of instructional leadership although both schools have fundamentally high levels of instructional
leadership.
The higher mean at SMABK is
caused by the level of awareness of
principals at SMABK in terms of
receiving the same facilities asother
schools. The principals at SMABK also
receive the same leadership training
as the principals at other government
schools. Joriah Md Saad (2009),
who studies the level of instructional
leadership of senior principals and
ordinary principals in top government
secondary schools in Kedah, discovers
P. 98

that the level of instructional leadership
between both categories are at a higher
level. Mohd Nor (2005), who conducts
a study on government schools, also
discovers that the level of instructional
leadership at effective schools is
higher than in less effective schools.
This clearly proves that instructional
leadership in SMABK isadministered
better compared to SMAR because of
the facilities provided to government
assisted schools, such as quality
leadership training.
The Comparison of the Level of
Workplace Well-being of Teachers
between SMABK and SMAR - The
research findings of this study show
that there is a significant difference
between the teachers’ well being in the
workplace at SMABK and SMAR. The
mean of the level of teachers’ well being
in the workplace at SMABK(3.96) is
higher than that at SMAR (3.76).
Based on the results, this study shows
that generally SMABK in Kota Setar
and Kubang Pasu have a higher level of
well being in the workplace although
both schoolshave high levels of well
being in the workplace. This is also due
to the fact that SMABK receives various
facilities just like national schools that
certainly leed to a higher level of well
being in the workplace. The teachers at
SMABK are paid more competitively,
entitled to various benefits such as
promotion, pension, training, housing
loan, etc. that contribute to a higher
level of well being in the workplace.
The previous studies show that the
level of security, environment, and
culture of the school are also high at
government schools. Jazmi Md Isa
Powerful Practices:
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(2009), for instance, finds that the level
of job satisfaction among teachers at
Religious Secondary Schools in Kedah
is high. Marhaida Mahmud (2009),
who doesa study on Organisation
Culture: The relationship with teachers’
commitment and efficacy at secondary
schools in Pendang, Kedah, finds that
the level of culture organization as a
whole and teachers’ efficacy are high.
The Comparison of Relationship
between Principals’ Instructional
Leadership
Behavior
and
Teachers’Well-being
between
SMABK and SMAR - The results of
the analysis of correlation test show that
the principals’ instructional leadership
behavior has a significant positive
relationship with the well being in the
workplace in both categories of school,
SMABK and SMAR.
However, if seen from the difference
of the r values, which areSMABK
(.55) and SMAR (0.48), they
show that the relationship between
Principals’ Instructional leadership
and Teachers’Well-being at SMABK is
at an average level compared to SMAR
which is at a low level.
In
conclusion,
both
schoolscontribute to the same result
which is principals’ instructional
leadership behavior positively and
significantly relates to teacher’s wellbeing. This means that SMABK and
SMAR in Kota Setar and Kubang
Pasu, whose principals practice is
more instructional leadership, also
have higher teachers’well-being in the
workplace. Meanwhile, the schools
whose principals practice is less
Powerful Practices:

instructional leadership have lower
levels of teachers’well-being in the
workplace.
The results of this study are parallel
to the results of the study done by
Sukarmin (2010), Lord (2001) that
find the instructional leadership has
a significant direct relationship with
school’swell-being. DuPont (2009)
finds that the principals’ instructional
leadership has a very strong influence
on the school culture. Meanwhile,
Frederick (2007) and Kelley et al.
(2005) find that the principals’ effective
leadership has an effect on the schools’
health.
RECOMMENDATIONS
AND
CONCLUSION - The results of the
study show that the principals who do
more instructional leadership behavior
will cause well-being in the workplace
to be high and then it can consequently
improve the schools’ effectiveness and
excellence. This study also finds that
SMABK, which receives government
aid, is generally better than SMAR in
terms of the principals’ instructional
leadership behavior. Hopefully with
this study, more SMAR will consider
changing their status to SMABK in
order to enjoy the same quality of educational facilities as national schools.
This study is also very useful for District Education Office, State Education
Department, and Malaysian Ministry
of Education to consider instructional
leadership factors in preparing trainings, courses and seminars to school
principals and administrators. This is
because focusing only on school administration and management courses
is not enough; knowledge of instruc-
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tional leadership should also be part
of the curriculum taught in courses
for principals. Ministry of Education’s
agencies such as Institute Aminudin
Baki, Teacher Educational Institutions,
and National Senior Principals Council (Majlis Pengetua Kanan Kebangsaan, MPKK) should be given this task
in order to improve the excellence of
every religious schools in Malaysia.
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The Role of Consumer
Perceptionon Service
Performance (Case Study,
Mall “X”, Tangerang)
Tiara Turay
STIE Dharma Andalas, Padang, Indonesia.
Abstract - Service performance is
one ofcritical factorsofcustomer evaluation as determination of good service
quality. As Corin and Taylor (1994)
stated that service performance is the
performance of service that received
by customers and customers make the
judgment of the actual service that
they received.
Everycustomer has expectation
and perception toward the service
performance that they suppose to get
from the company or organization.
Customers will do some evaluation
between actual perceived service
that they had experienced with their
expectation ofservice quality. In
reality, customers expectation often
do not match with their perception.
The gap that widening customers
expectation and perception of
servicecreatesdissatisfaction for the
customers.

In this article, the writerdescribe
the importance ofthe five dimensions
SERVQUAL,
Parasuraman(1988)
studies in retaliation to customer
perception on service performance.
The five dimensions of Service quality
are, Reliability, Assurance, Tangible,
Emphaty, and Responsiveness, which
as the parameter for the companies or
organizations to deliver high standard
service quality.
KeyWords:Consumer Perception,
Consumer Expectation, Consumer Perceived Service, Service Performance.
Introduction - Shopping malls
are typically known as indoor shopping centerThis idea came from theold covered marketplaces that were
popular between the 10th and 15th
centuries, and are even still around
today. Though some have outdoor ar-
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eas with the shops having their own
indoor space (http://www.ehow.com/
about_4570916_history-shoppingmall.html).
In http://www. retrothing.com,
stated that the pioneered of modern
shopping malls in the world is
located in Edina Minnesota, called
Southdale Center. The malllaunched
in 1956, designed by Victor Gruen, a
commercial architect whoimmigrated
from Austria right before World War
II. Gruen’s aimed to design central
activity of a community by bringing
people together to shop, chat at cafes
and spend time with friends (Grahame,
2008).
In recent times, mall has
transformed it function from the
conventional shopping area to a
public space where people can do
many activities within. The shifting
behaviourand people’s life style from
simple life to complex modernism and
consumerism, leads to the growth of
mall businessindustry.As the reflection
to the situation manydevelopers in
themall industry see this sector as the
good business opportunity.
The behaviour of Indonesians
people who tend to do activities
and spend long hour in the mall,
has lead the developers to take
advantages of this situation. Theysee
this as the opportunity for them to
dobusiness expansion to many cities
all over Indonesia. Heru Wijayanto,
the Assosiate Dean III for student
Council IEU Surabaya mentioned
that the growth rate number of
mall development in Indonesia has
increased up to 25% every year. The
services and facilities, that the malls’
P. 108

management offer have made the
mall become more attractive (http://
siheyu.info).
As reported in wordpress.com,
qouting from the Shoping Mall &
Society Behaviour Seminar, stated that
the execive numbers of malls growth
rate in Indonesia , has lead Indonesia
become the country that owned the
biggest numbers of malls in the world
(Ivan Kurniawan Nasution dan Rizky
Supratman, 2011). Up to this time
Indonesia has almost 300 malls spread
all over Indonesia(detik, wikipedia)
The excessive growth of mall
industries in Jakarta, Surabaya,
Tangerang, Bandung, require the
developers or malls managements to
build good strategy in service to make
the customers snf tenants satisfy with
their service deliveryMost of the time
the bankcruptcy were caused by the
tight competition and the lack of service
quality and performance that delivered
by building management,According to
Ahmad Muhammad Hasan Assyarkhan
stated that if the rate of mall occupancy
up to 30%, that meant mall could be
closed down because can not afford
the operational cost (OPINI, 02 April
2011).
Problem Formulation:
1. To know whether there are any gaps
occur between Mall X employees’
service performance delivery with
tenants’ expectation and actual
perceived service.
2. To know the gap level of
SERVQUAL dimension (Reliabil-
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ity, Assurance,Tangible, Emphaty,
Responsiveness)
3. To know which dimension of
Service quality that has the widest
gap on service performance
Literature Review - Service
marketing derive from word service
and marketing. Words service define
as deeds, process, and performance
provided or coproduced by one entity
or person for another entity or person
(Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremier 2009:
111)
In illustration of the definition
service, Mal X offered service that
intangible as the primary deeds and
performance deliver to its customers
(tenants) who buy the business space
in the mall.
The Expanded Mix For Services - Marketing Mix, according
to Kotler and Armstrong (2001: 67)
is the set of controllable tactical marketing tools; product, price, place,
and promotion that firm blends to
produce the response it wants in the
target market.However the “four P’s”
of marketing mix need to be modify
into the extended of service marketing.
As Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler
(2009:24) explained that the each of
four Ps are about managing the price,
product, place, promotion will clearly
also be essential to the successful marketing services. Acknowledgment of
the importantace of these additional

Powerful Practices:

variables has led services marketer to
adopt the concept of expanded marketing mix for services. In addition
to the traditional four Ps, the services
marketing mix includes people, physical evidence, and process
Customer Perception - According to Schiffman and kanuk(2009)
the meaning of perception is the process by which individuals select, organize, and interpret stimuli into a
meaningful and coherent picture of the
world. Perception has strategy implications for marketers because consumers make decision based on what they
perceive rather than on the basis reality
(Consumer Behavior:175).
Perceived quality is the consumer’s
judgment about entity’s overall
excellence or superiority (Zeithmal
1987: Parasuraman, Zethmal, Berry
1988). On the other hand customer
perception is subjective assessments of
actual service experience (Zeithmal,
Bitner, Gramler, 2009)
As it shown in figure 2.4, Perceived
quality is a component of customer
satisfaction since service quality is
focused specifically on dimensions of
service. Whereas, satisfaction influences
by perception of service quality,
product quality, and price, as well as
with situational factors and personal
factors
(Parasuraman,
Ziethaml,
Berry,”Reassessment of expectations:
Ziethaml, Bitner,Gramler,2009:Service
Marketing).
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Perceived quality is the consumer’s judgment about entity’s overall excellence or
superiority (Zeithmal 1987: Parasuraman, Zethmal, Berry 1988). On the other hand customer
perception is subjective assessments of actual service experience (Zeithmal, Bitner, Gramler,
2009)
As it shown in figure 2.4, Perceived quality is a component of customer satisfaction since
1st AICMBS
2013,
BATU,
MALANG,
service quality is focusedPROCEEDING
specifically on dimensions
of service.
Whereas,
satisfaction
influencesINDONESIA
by perception of service quality, product quality, and price, as well as with situational factors and
personal factors (Parasuraman, Ziethaml, Berry,”Reassessment of expectations:
Ziethaml,Bitner,Gramler,2009:Service Marketing).

Customer Satisfaction- Customer
satisfaction is one of
Reliability
the important factors
Responsiveness


that influence a longrun



Assurance

business of a company.
Many companies relEmphaty

ize that a series of con
Tangibles

tinuity profit can be
achieved only by underFigure 1.
standing what customFigure 2.2
CustomerPerception
Perception Of
Customer
Of Quality
Quality And
AndCustomer
Cus- Satisfaction
ers wants and needs along with the
Source: Service Marketing, 2009:103,Figure 5.1
tomer Satisfaction
establishment of long-term customers
Interm of customer
of service at
Mall X, as it is pictured
in Figure 2.4,
the
Source:perceptions
Service
Marketing,
relationship
through
delivering good
service quality of the Mall is judge on attributes of the physicall appearance and well maintained
2009:103,Figure 5.1
service
that match with
facilities within. The responsiveness of the staff toward customer’s needs
and performance
complain, and
how skillfull are the employees will be the critical customer’s judgment customer
of perceived service.
expectation and perception
Interm of customer perceptions
of
adequate
service quality.
2.2.1 Customer
Expectation
of service at Mall X, as it is pictured






Ziethmal,Bitner and Gramler (2009) stated that Customer expectation are standards or
in that
Figure
2.4,
serviceexperience,whereas
quality of (ServiceInapplication
reference points
customer
bringthe
into Service
Marketing, P. 32).of service quality of
In retaliation
to customer
expectation
in service quality
the Mall
is judge
on attributes
of literature,
Mall
X, Parasuraman,
customers will do evaluation
Ziethmal, and Berry(1988) stated,”expectations are as desires or wants of customers, such as
physicall
appearance
andwould
well
what they feelthe
a service
provider should
offer rather than
offer”. of service quality by judging how

maintained facilities within. The
responsiveness of the staff toward
customer’s needs and complain,
and

how skillfull are the employees will
be the critical customer’s judgment of
perceived service.

2. 2. 2 Customer Satisfaction



Customer
ExpectationZiethmal, Bitner and Gramler (2009)
stated that Customer expectation are
standards or reference points that customer bring into Service experience,whereas
(Service Marketing, P. 32).
In retaliation to customer
expectation in service quality
literature, Parasuraman, Ziethmal,
and Berry(1988) stated,”expectations
are as desires or wants of customers, such
as what they feel a service provider should
offer rather than would offer”.
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responsive is the employee in
understanding customers needs and
expectation. Tenants will do evaluation
on the skill and response of employees
in handling customer’s complaints
and service inquiry. Beside of doing
evaluation, tenants are also make
judgment on how reliable are the
employees in performing their task
in contribution of service quality to
tenant. When a tenants decided to
buy or rent the kiosk at the mall, they
must have excpectation of quality of
service of the mall suppose to be or as
it promised by the marketing team and
management.

Service Quality - Service quality is defined as customer’s perception
of how well a service meets or exceeds
their expectation (Zeithamal, Parasuraman, and Berry, 1990). also, as critical
element of customer perceptions that
Powerful Practices:
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link customer satisfaction and dominant elements in customer’s evaluation (Ziethmal, Bitner, and Gremler,
2009:111).
Schiffman & Kanuk (2010: 198)
explained that, “The SERVQUAL scale
was design to measure the gap between
customer’s expectations of services and
their perceptions of the actual service
delivered based on five dimensions
(ConsumerBehavior,P.198).
In
addition, Servqual it is an efficient
model in helping an organization
shape up their efforts in bridging the
gap between perceived and expected
service
(http//:conceptmethods_
zeithamal_servqual.html).
The five dimensions of service
quality are as reference point of
customers’ perception in judging
the gap on service that creates
dissatisfaction (Parasuraman,Zethaml,
and Berry (1998) in Journal of Retailing
64,pp. 12-40).
The dimension of Servqual are
divided in to two groups: the outcome
dimension, which focus on the reliable
delivery of the core service, and the
process dimension, which focuses
on how core service is
delivered
(employees’
responsiveness,
assurance,and emphaty
in handling customers)
and the service tangible
aspects (Schiffman and
Kanuk, 2010:198).
Tjiptono
(2009)
mentioned about three
first fundamental of
service quality (Tjiptono
2009: 252).
Powerful Practices:

1. The service quality is more difficult
to be evaluated than goods
2. The service quality is as the result
from the differentiation between
the customer expectation and
perception of service
3. The evaluation of service quality
is not only based on the outcome
of service, but also the service
delivery
Gaps Model Of Service
Quality - In Kotler Keller (2012),
there are five gaps of Service quality
that causes unsuccessful service Delivery; those gaps are:
1. Gap between consumer expectation
and management perception
2. Gap
between
perception and
specifications

management
service-quality

3. Gap
between
service-quality
specifications and service delivery
4. Gap between service delivery and
external communication
5. Gap between perceived service and
expected service

Figure 2.
The Gaps Model Of Service Quality Parasuraman 1985
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Zeithmal, Bitner, Gramler, Service
Marketing, taken from Kotler Keller
2012

cary out the service design (Ziethaml,
Bitner, Gremler, 2009).
Conceptual Frame work

Service Performance Gap
(GAP 3) - Service performance gap is
the gap 3 from the service quality gaps
model. Zeithaml, Pasuraman, Berry
(1990) found that a “Service Performance Gap” occurred when employees
were unable or unwilling to perform
the service at the desired level.
Even when guidelines exist for
performing service well and treating
customer correctly, high quality
service performance is not certainty.
Standard will be backed by appropriate
sources such as people, system, and
technology, and the employees must
be measured and compensated on the
basis performance( Ziethaml, Bitner,
and Gramler,2009: 38-39).
According to Tjiptono (2009:259),
there are several factors that lead to the
service performance gap. Those factors
are:
1. Untrained employee or the
employee cannot handle their
tasks
2. The employee unable to perform
the service performance standard
3. The employees are not following
the service standard design by
company
4. Too many tasks that the employees
must handle.
In orderto perform good quality
standard in service performance a
company must involve the people,
process, and system that enable to
P. 112

Methodology Research Mix Methods Research - As
a methodology, it involves philosophical assumptions that guide direction of
the collection and analysis of data and
the mixture of qualitative and quantitative approaches in many phases in the
research process. As method; it focuses
on collecting, analyzing, and mixing
both quantitative and qualitative data
in a single study or series of studies. Its
central premise is that the use of quantitative and qualitative approaches in
combination provides a better understanding of research problems than either approach alone (Creswell,2007:5)
Population and Sampling
Technique - This research used
limited population technique.Limited
population is the population which
have clear source of limit data in quantitative aspect (Bungin, 2005). In this
research, the population is limited only
the tenants and emlployees of Mall X.
Source of Data - This research
using secondary and primary data,
According to Kotler and Armstrong
(2001), secondary data is the information that already existsomewhere,having
been collected for another purpose.
Primary data is Information collected
for the specific purpose at hand ( Kottler & Armastrong (2001:141)or data
gathered from the origin source where
the data resulted(Bungin,2005:122).
Powerful Practices:
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Semantic
Differential
Scale - Sekaran(2006) mentioned
that several bipolar attribute identified
with extreme scale and the respondent
is asked to show their attitude about
the subject called as semantic space toward individu, object, or certain things
happen to each attribute.

SERVQUAL
Dimensions
Reliability
Assurance
Tangible
Emphaty
Responsiveness

Number of
Statements
5
4
5
4
5

Semantic
Differential
Scale - Source adapted from Sekaran, Uma, Research Method For Business, 2009: 32.

SERVQUAL
Dimensions
Reliability
Assurance
Tangible
Emphaty
Responsiveness

Number of
Statements
4
4
4
3
5

Ziethmal, Bitner, Gremler, Service
Marketing, 2009: 152.
In Depth Interview - In Depth
interview, frequently reffered to as”one
on one” interview, is a somewhat lengthy
nonstructured interview (often 20 to 60
minutes in duration) The strategy of the
interviewers is to minimize her or his
own talking time in order to provide as
much as time for the consumer to express
his or her thoughts and behaviours, and
respond to specific verbal and materials.
The researcher also must establish an atmosphere that encourages the consumer
respondent to relax and open up in order
to provide valuable insight(Schiffman
and Kanuk, Consumer Behavior,
2010:47).

Reliability Test
Table 1. Reliability Statistic

Tenant’s Perception

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.611

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.893

N of
items
5

Mean
Table 2. Statistic Mean Test

Dimension
Research Analysis - Through
The validity test, all the statements
related to tenant’s expectation and perception of service performance were
all valid. In validity test on employees judgment on their service performance, there are 2 statements are invalid (rel-1, tangible 1, Emphaty 1)
Powerful Practices:

Employee
service performance
CronN of
N of
bach’s
Items
Items
Alpha
5
.841
5

Tenants Expectation

New Directions in Management and Business Research for
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Reliability
Assurance
Tangible
Emphaty
Responsiveness

Tenants
Expectation

Tenants
Perception

28.02
22.81
28.22
22.14

11.27
10.70
17.32
10.76.

Employee
Service
Performance
17.36
18.36
17.14
13.73

29.42

11.17

24.23
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Based on the table above, Tenants
have high expectation on what service
should be delivered. The majority of
tenants repond to number 6 and 5 on
responding statement in expectation.
In perception . tenants have low
perception in reliability. Assurance,
emphaty, and responsiveness
on
service performance that they received
from the employees. The majority of
the tenants had responded number
2 to the statements being asked. Only
in Tangible dimension the majority
of tenants had responded number 4 .
While the employees have confidence
on their service performance majority
of the employees had responded to
number 4.
4.3 T-Test On Tenant’s Expectation
and Perception Of Actual Perceived
Service
Based on In one sample t- test
statistic tpoeach dimension (RATER).
With sg(2-tailed) in 95 % confidence
interval of the difference and with N
111, the result stated that with the
degree of freedom (df ) 109 and level
of significance 5%(both tail), the t
value>2.000 ( Bungin 2005). Shows
that there is significant distance of
tenant’s perception and expectation
with Service performance delivery by
employee’s Mall X.

Table 4. T-test

Dimension
Reliability
Assurance
Tangible
Emphaty
Responsiveness

Employee’s
service
Performance
nilai t
36.758
33.468
30.015
23.904
31.353

Qualitative Analysis - Indepth Interview with Tenant’s Relation
Manager Division. In-Depth Interview with HRD Manager of management Mall X. All interview questions
are based on The five Dimension of
Servqual.
SERVQUAL
Dimensions
Reliability
Assurance
Tangible
Emphaty
Responsiveness

Number of interview questions
TR
HRD
6
7
5
5
2
2
3
3
5
3

Table 3. T-test

Tenant’s
Tenant’s
PercepDimension Expectation
tion
nilai t
nilai t
Reliability
Assurance
Tangible
Emphaty
Responsiveness

P. 114

128.799
183.331
142.785
176.731

25.560
35.574
31.487
32.345

273.709

24.446
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Conclusion and Recommendation - Problem –Answer
Table 5. Problem- Answer

No

1

2

3

Problem Statement
To know is there are any gaps
occur between Mall X employees’
service performance delivery with
tenants’expectation and actual perceived
service?

To know the gap level of
SERVQUAL dimension (Reliability,
Assurance,Tangible, Emphaty,
Responsiveness)

To know which dimension of Service
quality that has the widest gap on Service
Performanceresponsiveness is the widest
gap on Service Performance.

Result
Yes between , there is the
gap occur between service
performance delivery with
tenants actual perceived
service at the mall X
Reliability3
Assurance2
Tangible5
Emphaty4
Responsiveness1
It is revealed that
responsiveness has the
widest gap between
employees service
performance delivery with
tenant actual perceived
service

6. Tenant’s Perception On Actual
Perceived Service
Table 6. Tenants perception On Actual
Perceived Service

Dimension

Accepted

Reliability
Assurance
Tangible

Rejected
Rejected
Accepted (Statement 1
and 4)

Emphaty
Responsiveness

Powerful Practices:

Rejected
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Rejected
Rejected
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Tenants of Mall X, Tangerang had
rejected the majority statements from
5 dimensions of SERVQUAL which
is as the standard refference point of
service quality.Tenants only accepted
the statements number 1 and 4 from of
tangible dimension.Tenants of the Mal
X have low perception on the actual
perceived service that the employee
delivered to them.
Table 7. Conclusion on Service Performance Gap and Rank

Dimension
Reliability
Assurance
Tangible
Emphaty
Responsiveness

Tenants
Mean
11.27
10.70
17.32
10,76
11.17

As it is stated in table 7,
Responsiveness is become the widest
gap that occur in Service Performance
that deliver by PT. X of the mall
management employees. Tenants have
low perception on employees service
delivery in responsiveness dimension.
The tenants’low perception is indicated
by tenants’ mean 11.17 which describe
that majority of the tenants hadagreed
to choose number 2 and 1; or more
to strongly disaggree attitude on their
respond from the statements being
asked in responsiveness dimension.
On the other hand, the employees
had confidence with their service
performance delivery, it shows that
employees’ mean of 24.23, indicates
that majority of the employees who
involved in this survey had responded
to number 5, 4, and 6, which mean

P. 116

that they had strongly aggree attitude
toward the statements being asked.
Assurance dimension hold the
2nd place of the gap rank in service
performance gap in Mal X. The
tenants have low confidence with the
employees knowledge and courtesy, so
the tenant’s have lost trust on them. In
contrast, employees believe that they
had knowledge and courtesy to inspire
the trust and confidence to the tenants.
The negative difference between
Employee
Mean
17,36
18,36
17.14
13,73
24,23

Distance
(GAP)
-6.09
-7.66
-0.02
-2.97
-13.06

Rank
3
2
5
4
1

tenant’s perception and employees
perception have created the gap.
The distance in assurance between
employees judgment on their service
delivery with tenant’s actual perceived
service is 7.66.
In reliability dimension, employees
confidence about their ability to
perform the job well and dependably.
In reality, tenants have low judgment on
the employees reliability. The reiability
is the third widest gap occur in Mall
X, Tangerang.service performance. The
discrepancy betweenthe employees
service delivery with tenants’ actual
perceived service is 6.09.
Emphaty placed the fourth rank
of service performance gap that
negatively
effcting the consumer
perception of service performance at
Mall X, Tangerang. From the table
Powerful Practices:
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above there is 2.97 distance between
service performance delivery with
the actual service that tenants received
from the employees
In tangible dimension,
many
tenants have the same perception with
employees related to the mall’s building
appearance, and to the statement
regarding to the tidyness ofMall X.
Tangible dimension has the lowest
gap in employees’ service performance
in Mall X, Tangerang.
Recommendation - Service
performance is one of critical factors
of customer evaluation on what good
service quality is .A company must
understand its customers expectation
and perception toward company product or services quality. Understanding
the service quality gaps that influence
the service quality performance is necessary.

division since there are only 7
persons who handle 600 tenants.
2. Avoid matrix job, so the employee
only focus on their main duty that
should be done.
3. The management need to put on
intensive control on the employees
to have job done right in time.
4. It is better to provide special
number (Call Center) to handle
tenant’s complaint and inquiry,
fastly.
Assurance Dimension:
1. Improving service performance
quality in all elements of the
organization, such as improving
people, process, and system.
2. Improving employee’s skill in using
advance technology to make their
job faster and accurate.

To have good quailty service
performance, management’s Mall
X needs to close all the gaps that
negatively influence the service
perfomance evaluation. In addition,
the management of Mall X needs
toimprove several aspects of its peolple
in organization interm of improving
their skills and ability. Here are
several recommendations that the
writer suggest for the company of
Mall X in order to improve its service
performance.

3. Improve the employee performance
in service , through training and
skills development in order to
provide better service quality.

Responsiveness:

3. Avoid role ambiguity among employees and management so the
employees can perform the job
confidently and dependably.

1. The management need to add
more personals in Tenant Relation

Powerful Practices:

Reliability Dimension:
1. The employees must clear about
what their managers or supervisors
expected from them and how they
can fulfil those expectation.
2. Communicate to the employees
that their performance would be
evaluated and rewarded, fairly.
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4. Set standard of employee’s recruitment and selection in order to have
good quality employees so they can
perform their job professionaly.

Asforth, Blake E. And Fred Mael
(1989), “Social Identity Theory
and The organization,” academy
Management Review, 14(1), 2039.

Emphaty:

Berry, leonard L.(1995),”Relationship
Marketing
of
Service:
Growing
Interest,
Emenrging
perspectives,”Journal
of
the
Academy of marketing Science,
23(4) 236-45.

1. The employees must be rewarded
fairly so they have motivation to
work and to perform the job well.
2. Employees must be compenaste on
their overtime work, occupational
work and health.
3. The managers must remind the
employees that they need to pay
attention on the tenants need and
complaints.
Tangible Dimension:
1. Equiped the employees with advance Tecnology to support their
job
2. Employees must have good performance in service and appearance
3. Mall’s must have modern appearance and well maintain facilities
4. The support materials such as signage, direction, other written materials must easy to read
5. Mall need to be clean and tidy
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Investigating the Other Use
of Micro-Blog Postings
to Projectthe Government
Bond Auctions

Carlina Andriana Novryanti and Deddy Priatmodjo K
School of Business and Management Institute of Technology
Bandung, Indonesia.
ABSTRACT - Social media becomes
an integral part of people’s lives and
truly a global phenomenon. The useof
the social media varies to be an analytic
tool for predicting trends. A theory of
behavioral finance says that individuals’ behaviors and decisions are significantly influenced by emotions and
opinions of others. Therefore, because
of its ease of use, ability to reflect real
time events and set trends, this research
uses social media activities, especially
from Twitter, as the data source which
focuses on postings related to SuratUtang Negara (SUN) which is issued by
government through auctions to support government spending.The bids
to cover ratio of SUNauctionsover the
last few years tend to be unpredictable.
Therefore, this research attempts to
evaluate whether micro-blog activities
in Twitter have correlation with and/
orcan be used to projectthe result of
SUN auction.

This research collects 1116 microblog postings in 2012 containing topics
related to SUN. The methods used are
structural analysis, sentiment analysis,
linear regression, and event analysis.
Among all independent variables of
features and sentiment scores, the
researcher finds that only one variable
that has a significant correlation with
bid to cover ratio which is a cumulative
number of different users who post a
tweet at the day of auction. However,
the variable only represents 22.4%
of bid to cover ratio while the other
77.6% is affected by other factors
outside micro-blog activities of Surat
Utang Negara. The result of this
research indicates that micro-blog
activity related to SUN is still weak to
be used as projecting tool towards the
result of SUN auction.
Keywords: Behavioral Finance,
Surat Utang Negara, SocialMedia,
Twitter, Bid to Cover Ratio, Structural
Analysis, Sentiment Analysis, Linear
Regression, Event Analysis
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INTRODUCTION - According to
the theory of behavioral finance, empirical patterns within efficient market
framework can be seen based on human behavior, both individual and
groups. Within behavioral finance, it
is assumed that information structure
and characteristics of market participant systematically influence individuals’ investment decisions as well as
market outcomes. It is a quick expanding field that seeks to provide explanations whether societies can experience
public mood that affects their decision
making processes and whether or not
the correlation between public mood
and financial indicators does exist.
This issue attracts the researchers and
practitioners to examine the questions
above. By using social media activity,
they analyze its profound correlation
with stock market outcomes.
Social media becomes an integral
part of many people’s lives and truly a
global phenomenon. Over the last few
years, the use of social media by various
societies indicates significant increases.
One of many kinds of social media that
becomespopular is Twitter. Because of
its ease of use, low cost, and ability to
reflect real time events and set trends,
this research uses social media activity,
specifically from Twitter, as the data
source which focuses on the postings
related toSuratUtang Negara (SUN)
or government debt securities. For
the last couple of years, government
funds from debt issuance contributed
for 75.1% in required total funds on a
net basis. The nominal of tradable debt
securities denominated in rupiah also
possessesa significant increase for 52%
along with the escalation of its role as
fiscal and financial instrument.
P. 122

The current method used by debt
management institution to project the
result of auction is done by seeking
for debt issuance whose criterias can
acommodate market demand as well as
consider the cost of debt and actively
convince market participants to the
economic resilience in Indonesia.
Therefore, they need to gather
information and data on the most
actual financial market conditions
more intensively to see the latest
developments and outlook for financial
markets in the future.
The problem is the result of
SUNauctionsover the last few years
have been unpredictable. Therefore,
this research attempts to analyze how
micro-blogging activity works in
Indonesia’s bond market, whether or
not informations provided by Twitter
postings have correlation with and have
projecting power to the result of SUN
auction; undersubscribed, on target, or
oversubscribed sales. If the outcome
indicates strong correlation, social
media can be used as a new method
for debt management institution to
manage and monitor more profitable
SUN issuance and obtain more
accurate sales target of government
debt securities in Indonesia.
According to the background of
this study,the objective of this research
is to evaluate the correlation of microblog activity from Twitter with the
government debt securities auction
results by using several models of
analysis:
•

To extract variables of micro-blog
postings to be used as predictors
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towards the result of SUN auction
by using structural analysis.
•

To
evaluate
public
mood
represented in Twitter feeds and
find out how well the postings can
reflect purchasing power or mood
of public towards the government
bond by using sentiment analysis.

•

To investigate the correlation
between Twitter postings and
auction result, the most correlated
micro-blog feature, and how
profound the correlation from
different time lags by using multiple
linear regression.

•

To identify Twitter influencer
in relation with postings about
SUN in Indonesia by using event
analysis.

•

To examine whetheror not microblog activity in Indonesia can
be used as a new method for
debt management institutionto
maintain strategic management of
government debt securities issuance
and auction thus more accurate
sales target can be achieved.

LITERATURE REVIEW - Behavioral finance has increasingly become
part of mainstream finance by helping
to provide explanations for investors’
decisions by combining behavioral and
cognitive psychological theory with
conventional economics and finance
(Baker, Nofsinger, 2010). Behavioral
finance shows that emotions can severely influence individuals’ behaviors
and decision making of investment activities. There has been a large number
of previous researches using behavioral
Powerful Practices:

finance as the basis of the research and
phenomenon of social media as the
data source. Thus, this research attempts to investigate whether the theory of behavioral finance is applicable
in capital market in Indonesia.
According to its usability as
real time post, Twitter potentially
becomes a reliable source of public’s
level of interest in any topic which is
seen from their postings. People tend
to seek for others’ opinions before
making decision to purchase a product
including investment product which
can be found in tweet sentiment.
Sentiment is defined as opinion,
feeling, and subjectivity contained in
a text toward certain topic or event.
Within 140 characters of tweets, it
is considered to be either positive,
neutral, or negative sentiments toward
specific topics that can be used to
predict future outcomes.
There has been a large amount
of research in the area of sentiment
classification.
Most
of
recent
researches have conducted sentiment
classification using OpinionFinder,
Google-Profile of Mood States
(GPOMS), Alex Davies’ Word List,
Hu and Liu’s List, and SentiWordNet.
However, implementing those tools
in conducting sentiment classification
in Indonesia will be quite difficult
due to the language gap. Most of the
tools provide word list in English
which will be a great disadvantage
for sentiment analysis towards tweets
written in Bahasa. The weakness is
less comprehensive analysis since
the postings are written in Bahasa.
Thus, they need to be translated into
English. The translated messages are
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likely to lose its exact meanings due
to incompatible word list that have
corresponding meanings. Therefore,
this research will not use any of those
recent tools, but it will try to construct
qualitative approach to be compatibly
implemented for research in Indonesia.
This research also adapts one recent
model of structural analysis by Ruiz et al.
(2012) that uses constrained subgraph
to show the linkage or relationships
between one Twitter activity to another.
Constrained subgraph is an interaction
graph between nodes and edges from
tweets during a time interval.
The author has not found similar
study in the area of bond market
in Indonesia. In relation with this
research, by knowing sentiments of
tweets government can use sentiment
analysis to monitor thoughts and
buying interests of societies toward
government debt securities. Thus, this
research seeks to investigate whether
micro-blogging activities from Twitter
performs the same way as in previous
research to the future outcome of
government bond sales by combining
several methods from previous
researches.
DATA COLLECTION - Data collection of this research contains two sets
of data, which are both secondary data.
The first set is obtained from official
website of Directorate General of Debt
Management,
www.djpu.kemenkeu.
go.id, which provides bid to cover ratio
per auction held in 2012. While the
second set is 1,116 Twitter feeds with
relevant topics to Surat Utang Negara
from http://pro.topsy.com which are established in Indonesia within the time
P. 124

period of January to December 2012.
Data mining from Topsy Pro Analytics
requires filtering approaches to obtain
the most related postings only, such as
these keywords: ‘Surat Utang Negara’,
‘SUN’, ‘#SUN’, and ‘lelang. It also
provides time and location limitation,
which are Indonesia and 2012 in relation to those used in this research. The
selected tweets must at least containone keyword as well as posted within the
selected time and location limitation.
METHODOLOGY - The main analysis is conducted by using linear regression. For linear regression data processing, the incoming bids of auctions are
used as dependent variable, while Twitter feeds that have been gathered are
processed through two methods to obtain independent variables which are:
•

Features of micro-blog messages by
using structural analysis.

•

Sentiment score of micro-blog
messages by using sentiment
analysis.

Thereafter, each type of variable
will be processed through statistical
data tests to find out the reliability
and validity. Finally, event analysis
is conducted to seek for underlying
events of the peaks and the downturns
trends of micro-blogging activity in
relation with SUN.
Structural Analysis - Structural analysis in this research covers the processes
of data coding, features extraction/
categorization, and constrained subgraphs. The result of data coding will
be used to list a set of Twitter features
Powerful Practices:
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that can be used as independent variables. After extracting the features,
constrained subgraphs of representative tweets are created to show the interaction of Twitter activities in data
set. From the constrained subgraphs,
the most influential tweets, users, etc.
can be identified. Thereafter, the author calculates number of each feature
for each day within the time interval
that has been determined.
This research uses three different
lags (in a week) which are lag 0, lag-1,
and lag -2. Lag 0 is the number of
features on the day of auction, lag -1
is the number of features within one
week before the day of auction, while
lag -2 is the number of features within
two weeks before the day of auction.
The calculation above will obtain
result that is processed in two different
calculation methodsto find out which
method is the most reliable and valid
as follows:
•

•

Sentiment Analysis - Thisresearchuses
direct observation for measurement
of tweets’ sentiments for initial tweets
by using questionnaires. The scoring
process involved approximately 50 respondents from various backgrounds
− experts in financial field, employees
in financial institutions, lecturers, and
college students − to put the most representative score for the initial tweets’
contents based on their own perceptions. The initial tweets arescored into
five sentiment categories; -2. -1, 0, +1,
+2. Each category reflects different
mood of the author as defined below.
Table 1. Sentiment Scoring Criteria Used in
Questionnaires
Score

+2

Total weekly features per lag:
number of features for each lag (0,
-1, -2).

+1

Cumulative weekly features per lag:
cumulative number of features.

0

For example: number of features
within one week before the day of
auction aggregated with number of
features on the day of auction will
generate cumulative features for lag
-1.

-1

-2

The results then will be used as
independent variables (y1) for multiple
linear regression.

Description
Indicates
clearly
positive
sentiment and very high
buying interest towards SUN,
very potential to influence
others to buy SUN
Indicates positive sentiment
and high buying interest
towards SUN, potentially
influence others to buy SUN
Neutral sentiment towards
SUN and author aims only to
spread news/information
Indicates negative sentiment
and low buying interest towards
SUN, potentially influence
others not to buy SUN
Indicates clearly negative
sentiment and very low buying
interest towards SUN, very
potential to influence others
not to buy SUN

The result of the questionnaires
will be 50 sentiment scores for
selected tweets. After all scores from
Powerful Practices:
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questionnaires are being inputted,
average score and variance for each
tweet among 50 scores are calculated.
Variance (σ2) is used to measure the
variation or dispersion of sentiment
valuation. The higher the variance
means the better spread apart the
data that valued based on different
perceptions. If high variance is
generated (≥2), the tweet must be
deleted and the research requires
more data of tweets. Thereafter, the
author processes the result into several
calculation methods to find out which
method is the most reliable and valid
to be used as independent variables (y2)
in linear regression. The calculations
are distinguised as follows:
•

Average score for each day

•

Average cumulative score for each
day

•

Sum score for each day

•

Sum cumulative score for each day

Statistical Data Tests - Independent
variables obtained from previous
steps – features and sentiment scores
– then will be tested using reliability
test and validity test in order to ensure
the consistency and accuracy of data.
The measurement for reliability test is
Cronbach’s alpha and for validity test is
Pearson correlation. The tests are done
by using SPSS Statistics.
Linear Regression - For features variables, SPSS calculation uses stepwise
method of linear regression, while calculation of sentiment scores variablesuses enter method of linear regression.
P. 126

The differences between two methods
are:
•

Stepwise method will first select
the independent variable that has
the strongest Pearson correlation.If
none of the independent variables
has a statistically significant
relationship to the dependent
variable, SPSS will display a
warning says ‘No variables were
entered in the equation’.

•

Enter method will force all variables
in regression model and detail
information about variables with
highest and lowest significance.

Then, statistical measurement is
conducted by using correlation coefficient, coefficient of determination, and
p-value.
Event Analysis - The process of event
analysis works as follows:
1. Construct timeplots of aggregate
number of tweets and total sentiment scores for each day to see the
trends of Twitter activities related
to topics of SUN.
2. Plot the highest and the lowest
point of number of tweets posted
and sentiment scores.
3. Conduct information mining
about events in a specific period in
accordance with the highest or the
lowest point in timeplot graphs.
4. Find the linkages between the
trends and the events occur at
that time within the peaks and the
downturns in timeplot graphs.
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5. Specify the influencer within constrained subgraphs that has connections with other users at the
most.
The result of event analysis can
be used by government or other debt
management parties to arrange and
to control the sales of Surat Utang
Negara.
DATA ANALYSIS- Structural Analysis - All tweets in data set are given
some codesin accordance with ascending sort of date. After preparing nodes
and edges of micro-blog messages
from the coding process, the features
ofa group of activity are extracted. The
extractionconsists of seven particular
features.

Table 2. List of Features Extracted From
Constrained Subgraphs

Feature

Description

Quantity

TTWT

Number of tweets

1116

TURL

Number of different
users that posted a
tweet
Number of tweets
with URLs

THTG

Number of tweets
with hashtags

207

TRTW

Number of retweets

183

TUSR

620
912

Number of differ160
ent users that have
retweeted
Number of tweets
TTMU that mention any user 45
TURT

Then, the representative tweets
along with the features are composed
intofeatures
constrained
subgraph:into constrained
Then, the representative tweets along with the
are composed
subgraph:

Figure 5.1 Illustration of Representative Tweets’ Nodes and Edges
From the results of coding and process of features
categorization,
the calculation for the
Figure 1.
Illustration of Representative
number of features in three time lags can be obtained.
quantity
of features in each lag is
Tweets’Each
Nodes
and Edges
also calculated in cumulative forms, therefore thereFrom
will bethe
weekly
features
and cumulative
results
of coding
and
weekly features. Thereafter, weekly and cumulative weekly features in each lag will be
process
of
features
categorization,
the
processed in SPSS.
2. Sentiment Analysis

calculation for the number of features
in three time lags can be obtained.
Each quantity of features in each lag

The sentiment scoring by 50 questionnaires’ respondents for 1,116 tweets has been carried
out with cleaning process to ensure the assessment distribution, using the calculation of
Powerful
Practices:
variance
for each
tweet’s scores. The calculation of the overall variances for the dataP.is127
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is also calculated in cumulative forms,
therefore there will be weekly features
and cumulative weekly features.
Thereafter, weekly and cumulative
weekly features in each lag will be
processed in SPSS.

not necessary to collect more data of
tweets. The highest variance is 1.919,
while the lowest variance is 0.152.
50 scores for a single tweet then will
be averaged to get average score per
tweet. The average score for each tweet
will be processed to generate average
score (Avg), cumulative average score
(CumAvg), sum score (Sum), and cumulative sum score (CumSum) per
day. Four calculation methods of scores
in specific three time lags will be used
for next calculation.

Sentiment Analysis - The sentiment
scoring by 50 questionnaires’ respondents for 1,116 tweets has been carried
out with cleaning process to ensure
the assessment distribution, using the
calculation of variance for each tweet’s
scores. The calculation of the overall
variances for the data is below 2.00
which means there are not any tweets
that need to be eliminated, thus it is

Statistical Data Tests - In short, the
result of reliability and validity tests are
shown in table below:

Table 2. The Reliability and Validity Test Results

Reliability
Weekly features lag 0
Weekly features lag -1
Weekly features lag -2
Cumulative weekly
features lag 0
Cumulative weekly
features lag -1
Cumulative weekly
features lag -2
Average sentiment
score
Sum sentiment score
Cumulative average
sentiment score
Cumulative sum
sentiment score
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Highly reliable, α: 0.846

Validity
All variables are valid

Highly reliable, α: 0.865

All variables are valid,
except TTMU -1
All variables are valid,
except TURT -2

Highly reliable, α: 0.846

All variables are valid

Highly reliable, α: 0.822
Highly reliable, α: 0.862

All variables are valid,
except TTMU -1
All variables are valid,
except TRTW -2, TURT
-2, and TTMU -2

Not reliable, α: 0.192

All variables are valid

Highly reliable, α: 0.847

All variables are valid

Highly reliable, α: 0.820
Not reliable, α: 0.122

Only sum sentiment
score lag -2 is valid

Reliable, α: 0.698

All variables are valid
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Variables that do not pass either
reliability or validity test will not be
included in next calculation using
linear regression.
Linear Regression
Table 3. The Summary of Reliability and
Validity Test Results

Regression Model

According to the previous results,
cumulative weekly features in lag
0 is the only model that results in
variable with lower p-value than the
predetermined significant level. It
generatesR2 value of 0.224 by excluding
six variables in equation (only TUSR 0
is included), which means only 22.4%

Method

Weekly features lag 0

Stepwise

Weekly features lag -1

Stepwise

Weekly features lag -2

Stepwise

Cumulative
features lag 0

weekly

Stepwise

Cumulative
features lag -1

weekly

Cumulative
features lag -2

weekly

r

Excluded
Variable(s)

R²

No variables were entered into the
equation
No variables were entered into the
equation
No variables were entered into the
equation
TTWT
0,
TURL
0,
THTG
0,
0.473
0.224
TRTW
0,
TURT
0,
TTMU 0

Stepwise

No variables were entered into the
equation

Stepwise

No variables were entered into the
equation

Cumulative
average
Enter
sentiment score lag 0

0.194

0.038

-

Cumulative
average
Enter
sentiment score lag -1

0.2

0.04

-

Cumulative
average
Enter
sentiment score lag -2

0.02

0.0004

-

Cumulative
sum
Enter
sentiment score lag 0

0.414

0.171

-

Cumulative
sum
Enter
sentiment score lag -1

0.398

0.158

-

Cumulative
sum
Enter
sentiment score lag -2

0.024

0.001

-
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of bid to cover ratio of SUN that can
be represented by the equation of:
y = 49.373 - 0.534 TUSRlag o
While the other 77.6% of bid to
cover ratio result might be influenced
by other factors outside micro-blogging
activities of Surat Utang Negara. It
is considered as a small proportion
to predict the bid to cover ratio as a
whole since every change in TUSR lag
0 only influences small part of bid to
cover ratio.
Event Analysis - Most Twitter users’ activities in 2012 were triggered
by announcements of SUN auction
plan, news of increasing or decreasing
demand of SUN and investors’ confidence level, and so on. The topics were
brought by influential users that are
potential to make broad information
distribution. From constrained subgraphs, Twitter influencers in terms of
topic about SuratUtang Negara in Indonesia are identified as follow:
•

@hotradero: posted 14 tweets about
SUN and got 39retweets from
approximately 39,000 followers
during 2012

•

@tvonenews: posted 1 tweet about
SUN and got 59 retweets from
approximately 1 million followers
during 2012

•

@benny_israel: posted 1 tweet
about SUN and got 11 retweets
from
approximately
56,000
followers during 2012

•

@antaranews: posted 1 tweet about
SUN and got 2 retweets from

P. 130

approximately 85,000 followers
during 2012
•

@bisniscom: posted 59 tweets
about SUN and got 19 retweets
from
approximately
26,000
followers during 2012

•

@pakarsaham: posted 9 tweets
about SUN and got 21 retweets
from
approximately
62,000
followers during 2012

The result of Twitter influencers
will be useful if implemented in debt
securities management, especially for
SuratUtang Negara, in order to establish
more efficient method to attract public
attention by using them as buzzers of
topics or information. Besides, there is
other factor need to be considered, peak
time of Twitter activities for instance. If
the influencer posts a tweet in the peak
time of Twitter, there will be broader
distribution of information.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION - Among all regression
models, cumulative number of different users who post a tweet on D-day
possess the highest value of R2which
is 0.224 or the most significant determinant as the result of the regression
equation as follows:
In other words, only 22.4% of the
change in number of different users
who post a tweet in the day of auction
contributes to the result of bid to cover
ratio of SUN auction. However, the
coefficient of determination of the
only one equation resulted in this
research is still low. To conclude, the
researcher finds that sentiment score
is not reliable to be used as predictor,
Powerful Practices:
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while tweet features are still weak as
predictors of bid to cover ratio of Surat
Utang Negara. Micro-blog postings
about SUN in Indonesia are still weak
to represent public sentiments or mood
states that affect their investment
decision making in government bonds.
However, those variables can be useful
to analyze the underlying events of
peak times of Twitter activities and
who are the influencers that can be
used to spread information about SUN
to attract public interests. Therefore,
analysis of underlying events toward
Twitter activity is necessary to
maximize the influence possessed by
micro-blogging variables due to low
correlations that might be caused by
the fact that micro-blog postings about
SUN in Indonesia do not adequately
represent public sentiments or mood
states that affect their investment
decision making. The result of event
analysis shows that most SUN-related
tweets posted in 2012 were triggered
by announcements of SUN auction
plan, news of increasing or decreasing
demand of SUN and investors’
confidence level. Furthermore, it has
been specified that there are several
Twitter influencers who had the
most interaction with other users in
relation with SUN topics, which are
@hotradero, @tvonenews, @benny_
israel, @antaranews, @bisniscom, and
@pakarsaham. The influencers can
be used as tools or buzzers to spread
information in Twitter, to broaden the
distribution of information among
public in order to manage more
profitable auction thus more accurate
sales target can be obtained.

interested in conducting research in
similar topics and area. The main
suggestion is to expand the data; the
features extracted to be used in linear
regression, the number of respondents
to fill the sentiment valuation, and to
augment the time lags thus the data may
perform better accuracy, consistency,
and favorability of the result.
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The Analysis of Corporate
Sustainability Practice at the Oil
Company in South Kalimantan
Asfida Parama Rani and Budi Rofelawaty
STIE Indonesia Kayutangi Banjarmasin, Indonesia.
STIE Nasional Banjarmasin, South Kalimantan, Indonesia.
ABSTRACT - Industrial world has a
major contribution to earth or environmental damage around the company. Therefore the company should
make a pattern work which focuses on
the preservation of the environmental
in order to decrease the level of environmental damage, and responsible to
the welfare and health of the community around the factory. If the company
does not take that responsibility, it will
impact the reputation and value of the
company. Also it will impact the sustainability of the company. Solutions
that can be offered are to work the
patterns and applications of sustainable corporate strategies, attention to
ethics in business by working patterns
and strategy of the company’s work
or the implementation of sustainable
management like the implementation
of CSR program.
Now, stakeholders want the
companies to follow the rules that

have been established. The companies
have the capable of providing welfare
for public around it, and they are able
to process environmentally friendly
production, so it does not damage the
environment. All of those issues are
called Corporate Social Responsibility.
This research explores accountability
for corporate sustainability practice
at the oil company in the context of
governmental company in South
Kalimantan. The analysis was through
the implementation of Corporate
Social Responsibility program for
the community at Tanjung, a local
area in South Kalimantan. This
study is a qualitative research with
54 respondents. The samples are
in 6 villages at ring one around the
exploration and production area of Oil
Company and 3 assistant managers of
that company. The result showed that
the implementation of CSR program
has not worked yet. CSR program
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does not run according to the main
objectives of CSR program which are
economic development, welfare and
public health around the company.
The implementation of CSR program
is only the evidence that the company
has met or liability regulations in
implementing CSR. CSR program
is not implemented properly because
the program is a grand strategy that
is determined by the central office in
Jakarta, without adjustment process
and assessment with local values.
Keywords: Corporate Sustainability,
sustainability corporate strategy, Corporate Social Responsibility, Corporate Social Responsibility Program,
accountability.
INTRODUCTION - Industrial
world has a major contribution on
earth or environmental damage around
the company. For that the company
should make a pattern work that focuses on the preservation of the environment. Where its operation decreases
the damage level of the environment,
and will be responsible for the welfare
and public health issues around the
company. If these responsibilities are
not carried out, it will have a negative
impact on the reputation and value of
the company, which will impact the
sustainability of the company’s operations. Solutions that can be offered are
to work the patterns and application
of sustainable corporate strategies, operational processes which care about
the environment and the community
around the company.
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In the old paradigm, a business
entity is established only to maximize
a profit and maximize shareholder
wealth. However, in the future the
company should pay attention to ethics
in business, with working patterns
and strategies of the company’s work
or the implementation of sustainable
management. According to the Law
No. 40 of 2007 on limited liability
Company, it states that the company
that runs its business activities in the
field and/or related to the resources
required to carry out social and
environmental responsibility. These
activities are budgeted and reckoned
as the implementation cost of the
company’s attention to proprietary and
fairness. The Company which is not
the subject of law will have the sanction
such as obligations in accordance to
the provisions of the legislation.
Seeing the importance of the
implementation of a sustainable pattern
of corporate work (sustainability
practices) to the company, this study
aims to analyze the implementation
of sustainability development which
is reflected in the sustainability of oil
companies operating in PT. Pertamina.
The reason to choose PT. Pertamina as
an object of this research because this
company business activities is related
to natural resources, and this company
also as a public company which can
serve as an example for the other private
companies whose have the same major
and orientation.
This research was conducted using
qualitative methods to dig deeper into
the implementation of sustainability
practices especially with regard to
the implementation of its Corporate
Powerful Practices:
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Social Responsibility (CSR), the
corporate responsibility to social and
environmental issues. Respondents as
the informants in this study are the
community around the company to
experience and feel the presence of this
company.
THEORETICAL REVIEW - The
operational management on business
conditions now is not just to know how
to generate profit oriented or to improve the welfare of apprentice stock,
but more oriented on how the company’s sustainability efforts (Corporate
Sustainability Practice). In discourse
of sustainability effort, orientation of
the growth company is not only on the
issue of corporate economic performance, but also on social and environmental problems which are caused by
the company’s operations.
The emergence of the discourse
of corporate sustainability requires
a management to improve the
company’s performance. It is not only
economic performance but also social
and environmental performance with
operational company and to produce
environmentally friendly products,
reducing pollution which is caused
by the production process and others
exploitation of nature.
Economy and industrialization
activities are not matched concerning
to the environment. The weak
on monitoring and enforcement
of the government will gradually
give negative impact to the
preservation of the environment,
and lead to social problems.
Much of the evidences about the
Powerful Practices:

manufacturing industry which have
resulted in environmental degradation
and social problems are quite severe,
such as exploiting manufacturing
industry. Manufacturing industry
which dumps waste into the production
process results to the environment
(such as spill expired chemicals, waste
packaging, and waste products that do
not meet quality specifications).
In order to prevent environmental
damage which is caused by manufacturing industries from getting worse,
government policies are required to organize all the licensing and supervision
of the implementation of exploitation.
To supervise the implementation of
manufacturing industry that has an
exposure to the environment is a necessary rule or standard that governs
how the exploitation and management
of the company (especially regard to
environmental and social issues) that
should be done by the company. As
provided in article 74 of Act No.40 of
2007 on Limited Liability Company
states that a company which runs its
business activities in the field and/or
related to the resources are required to
carry out social and environmental responsibility.
Then Elkington (1997) states that
sustainable development requires an
entity that is capable of operating
companies that pays attention on
economic performance, environmental,
and social and communicated
to stakeholders in a company
statement (triple bottom line).
Implementation of the triple bottom
line is capable of operating companies
with respect to three aspects:
economic, social and environmental.
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Present information that enables other
parties to assess the sustainability
of the operation of an entity or
organization. Sustainable organization
is an organization of guaranteed
financial aspects, as evidenced by the
measurement of profitability, minimize
(or ideally eliminated) negative impact
on the environment, and operations in
accordance with the expectations of the
community or communities in which
the organization operates. This means
that companies have a responsibility
on social and environmental issues as
a result of the company’s operations.
On going operational process and
presented in the form of the report
is the corporate responsibility to
stakeholders
for
sustainability
development company, and it is a
principle of implementation of Good
Corporate Governance (GCG).
The concept of sustainability is
related to how the company considers
the sustainability activities, and also
provides guidance on how to use
current resources while considering and
taking into account the ability of future
generations to come. That is, the spin
alignments and sustainability efforts
of how people use resources to keep
attention to the generation to come.
In order to maintain sustainability, the
company has a responsibility to social
and environmental problems or the socalled Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR).
CSR is a corporate social
responsibility in the form of action that
departs from the ethical considerations
the company, ranging from economic
improvement company, and coupled
with an increase in the quality of life
P. 136

for employees and their families, as
well as improving quality of life around
the company and, more broadly,
as well as improving the quality of
the environment. Holme and Watts
(2006) define CSR as the continuing
commitment by business to behave
ethically and contribute to economic
development while improving the
quality of life of the workforce and
their families as well as of the local
community and social at large”.
Kotler and Lee (2005) also state that
“corporate social responsibility is a
commitment to improve community
well being discretionary business
practices and contribution of corporate
resources”.
Toms (2002) suggested that CSR
program is the company’s strategy
to gain legitimacy and create the
reputation of the company. According
to Barnet et al. (2006) the company’s
reputation is the opinion of a group
of people on an assessment that is
based on the integration of financial,
social, and environmental impact. A
positive corporate reputation reflects
a management commitment to ethical
principles of accounting and business
practices which are implemented. This
reputation will increase the company’s
value in the eyes of stakeholders.
Basic theory which is used to
justify the analysis of the researcher in
this study is the theory of economic
policy, particularly the stakeholder and
legitimacy theories. Political economic
theory according to Gray et al. (1995) is
a great theory that lowering stakeholder
theory and legitimacy theory. The
theory of economic policy is defined
as a framework of social, political,
Powerful Practices:
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and economic activities of human
life. Social perspective, politics, and
economics by Gray et al. (1995) cannot
be separated, because in an economic
analysis it cannot be meaningful if it
does not consider the political, social,
and institutional framework where
economic activity is located.
The use of stakeholder theory
and legitimacy theory is also based
on the Deegan’s opinion (2004). It
states that social and environmental
research is more appropriate to use
stakeholder theory and legitimacy
theory in justifying the results of the
study. Both of these theories assume
that the disclosure of accounting
policy is considered as a strategy to
influence others such as integration
organizations. Social and environmental
issues are more links the organization
with community organizations and
neighborhood activities.
The concept of stakeholder theory
states that management has a fiduciary
relationship with all stakeholders,
not just shareholders (stockholders).
A management must be an equal
consideration to the interests of
stakeholders, and all stakeholders have
a right that should not be violated at
least, that will give information about
how the impact on an organization on
their well-being, safety, and security are
related to the social and environmental
(Deegan, 2004). Thus, the annual
report presented by the corporate
is to inform stakeholders about the
extent of the work they do, which is
considered to be a responsibility that
must be met.
Theory of legitimacy rested the
notion that there is a social contract
Powerful Practices:

between the organization and the
communities in which the organization
operates. Social contract according to
Mathews (1993) will take place between
the corporation and the individual
members of the public. Society as a
collection of individual gives corporate
power and authority of law in order
to make use of natural resources and
hiring employees. Legitimacy theory
emphasizes that organizations consider
the rights of the public at large, not
just investors only. Failure to meet the
expectations of people (fulfilling the
social contract), the organization will
receive sanctions as determined by the
community, for example in the form
of legal restrictions on the operation
of the organization, restriction of
resources (e.g. capital, finance, and
labor) are given, and the reduction
in demand for products generated.
The organization is responsive to
adjust their activities with the social
values and norms of behavior that are
acceptable to the larger social system
where the organization is devided.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY The object of this study is CSR program at PT. Pertamina EP. Tanjung,
South Kalimantan. The reason to
choose CSR program at PT. Pertamina
as an object of this research is to look
at the implementation of CSR and its
impact on the communitiy around the
company. The goal is to see the social
and environmental responsibilities as a
corporate business sustainability practices in the area of public acceptability
aspects as corporate stakeholders.
This study used a qualitative
approach with a qualitative descriptive
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method that aims to understand the
social phenomenon from the point of
view or perspective of informants. The
technique to gather information as the
research data is by in-depth interviews
with the informants, and by doing field
observations to see the implementation
of CSR programs in the community as
a respondent, as well as library research
to provide an understanding of the
phenomenon under study compared
with the results of previous studies.
Informants in this study are those
who are directly or indirectly related to
the implementation of CSR programs
on PT. Pertamina, as well as a
stakeholder. The criteria for a resource
person who becomes the informant in
this study are:
1. People who have direct or
indirect connection with the
implementation of CSR program
in PT. Pertamina EP. Tanjung,
South Kalimantan
2. A stakeholder who is directly or
indirectly has a public program
target on CSR PT. Pertamina EP.
Tanjung, South Kalimantan
Based on the above criteria, the
number of respondents or informants
in this study are 54 people and divided
into 6 regions around PT. Pertamina
EP. Tanjung, South Kalimantan. Each
region consists of 9 people as the
informants.
This study uses a phenomenological
approach to look at the symptoms
that appear on informants which are
organized in units of the region as an
attempt to understand the informants
from the perspective of the informants
themselves
without
limiting
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interpretation. The researchers in this
study emphasize on subjective thinking
to get the meaning of interpretation
relating to the subject matter of
research. So it can see the phenomena
that occur in the field, experienced,
felt, and thought informants as the
source of data.
Validity and reliability of the data
in this study tested the credibility
using triangulation of data collection
techniques, using the combination
of observation, interview, and
documentation. This triangulation
process was to determine the focus of
research which was conducted through
preliminary observation, followed by
an interview process that aimed to
dig the information deeper after the
specified research focuses. To support
and demonstrate the credibility of the
obtained data, it would be compared
with the documentation technique.
RESULTS - The Master plan of CSR
Program of. PT. Pertamina EP. Tanjung, South Kalimantan
CSR program of PT. Pertamina EP.
Tanjung, South Kalimantan focuses on
socio-economic development of society.
The program design is made with
proper implementation techniques, so
hopefully it will help to meet the goals
by building relationships with the
environment and other stakeholders.
The design of CSR program aims to:
a. Improve the well-being of
communities around companies
b. Enhance the role of local
stakeholders
in
economic
development activities, with the
Powerful Practices:
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support from key stakeholders that
aim to build a good relationship
between the communities and the
company
c. Activities are participatory and
make communities not only as
objects of development, but also
as a subject for improving program
efficiency and avoid bias aspirations
of the people who will be targeted
in the development
d. Get the appreciation and support
of the public or main stakeholders
in an enterprise environment
Sustainable CSR programs are
implemented from 2010 until 2014.
A CSR program is the design of
Pertamina EP. Tanjung is divided
into 10 programs and implemented
in six villages in phases, and the
implementation is begun in 2010
through 2014. Ten CSR programs are
implemented and will be implemented
as follows:
a. Conservation of energy with a
biogas stove will be held in Masukau
Village and Syuhada Village

e. Traders coaching for the shop at
Park 10 K, and the construction of
shop in Kapar Village
f. Cultivation of vegetables and
fruits with hydroponic system in
Tamiyang Village and Syuhada
Village
g. Installation of street lights with
solar cells in Kapar Village
h. Procurement of a dental clinic
for elementary school students in
Belimbing Raya Village and Kasiau
Raya Village
i. Coaching for the Taylor group in
Kasiau Raya Village
j. Repair fences and trenches in the
elementary school of Belimbing
Raya Villarge and Kasiau Raya
Village
Description of Respondents - Data
respondents by type of work can be
seen in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Data respondents

b. Development,
coaching
and
development
for
Posyandu
(community health and nutrition
centers) in Belimbing Raya Village
c. Development for Poskamling in
Masukau Village, Kapar Village,
and Tamiyang Village
d. Cultivation of Nile Tilapia fish in
fish pen in Masukau Village and
Kapar Village
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No

Job Type

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Rubber farmers
Farmers
Teachers
Retired of PNS (civil servants)
Housewives
Entrepreneurs
Private employees
Others

7
9
3
2
4
23
2
4

Total

54
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Table 2: Data respondents by age
No
1
2
3

Age classification

Number

< 40 years
40 – 55 years
Ø55 years

20
28
6

Total

54

Table 3: Data respondents based on educational background
No

Level of Education

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Not study
Elementary school
Intermediate school
High school
Diploma 2
Fresh Graduate
Graduate
Others

3
13
4
25
1
4
2
2

Total

54

The implementation of CSR
programs in PT. Pertamina EP.
Tanjung is as the Sustainability
Principle Practice - In general,
sustainability is a principle of the
implementation of CSR program.
A CSR is about how the program is
implemented with the capability of
existing resources. The implementation
will continue to increase and remain
pro as the target program. Sustainable
CSR gives the benefits not only for the
community but also for the company,
if it is implemented consistently and
sustainably for a long term. CSR is
implemented with consistency and
continuity and expected to produce
breakthroughs in innovative business
of long-term oriented. Hence, the
P. 140

existence of a business can be properly
maintained, and shows the active role
that the company would be useful for
the development of local communities
and the State. The implementation
of sustainable CSR program will also
enhance the value of the company and
the company’s reputation
The implementation of CSR
programs as the principle of
sustainability practices at a company
is assessed based on several indicators,
namely the availability of resources,
commitment and support, and
community involvement in the
implementation of CSR program.
The availability of resource in the
implementation of CSR program is
related to the availability of human
resources to handle the implementation
of CSR program directly, and capital
resources in the form of a number
of funds must be distributed by the
company in CSR program.
Looking from the master of CSR
programs which are delivered by the
company later. CSR programs that
have been and will be implemented
and the number of allocated funds,
this indicator seems to have been
met. However, once confirmed to the
public there are many programs that
are not in accordance with the master
plan of CSR program. In fact, based
on interviews with informants, many
states will not know CSR program,
and who know only a small part of
society or only a certain group. Then
confirmed with field observations,
there are only four are implemented
CSR programs. Namely, the provision
of cages, Poskamling construction,
installation of solar cell street lights,
Powerful Practices:
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and the provision of shop in the Park
10K.
Most of the informants stated
that CSR programs do not run on
a target, the implementation is not
done by the company’s supervision,
so the objective of CSR programs
undertaken for the purpose of welfare
of the people which is not reached.
Indicator of commitment and support
is one of the important points for the
sustainability of a program or activity
of a company. Commitment and
support include a firm commitment to
implement CSR programs, and social
support from the company to the
public through CSR programs, such
as the guarantee of comfort, attention,
awards, and other forms of assistance
received by individuals or groups of
people, such as the provision of clean
water, meat, as well as other incidental
relief, which is outside of the program
activities planned by the company.
The extent of commitment
and support of PT. Pertamina in
implementing CSR programs, most
informants stated that the program
was not carried out in accordance
with the demands of society, there
are problems associated with the
procedure which are not aid directly
to individual communities. System
management is performed by the
wrong company, because the program
is not planned carefully. Do not involve
the community in developing the
program, so many programs that are
not well targeted, and do not supervise
the implementation of the activities.

planning, program implementation,
and management of the program
outcomes. Form of community
involvement in the planning, program
implementation,
and
program
management particularly with respect
to the results of the CSR program itself,
is the driving factor for the realization
of sustainable CSR programs.
Based on these three indicators,
namely the availability of resources,
commitment and support, and
community involvement, sustainability
practices in the implementation of CSR
programs on PT. Pertamina still have
not done well, it still doesn’t show the
realization of most of the programs that
have been prepared by management
of CSR PT. Pertamina. As well as the
number of complaints against this
CSR program, here are some examples
of informant complaints about the
implementation of CSR programs:
a. Most of the informants (35% of
the sample) claimed do not to
know of the existence of CSR
programs.
b. Some had claimed that the
dissemination of information to
the CSR program was not good or
uneven.
c. Some of them who know and feel
the presence of CSR program
states:

Indicators of community that are
involved in the management of CSR
programs are derived from the program
Powerful Practices:
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-

An assistance is provided in
accordance to the request or
not on target

-

Assistance is provided only by
a desire or a survey firm, so it
is not in accordance with the
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-

-

needs of the community, and
help is not on target.

d. Preparation programs
involve the community

Help plan programs that are
informed only shaped but no
realization

e. Assistance or programs should be
sustainable

There are problems associated
with aid procedures, because it
is not delivered directly into the
hands of the public, and do not
control the delivery process.

-

The provided assistance is
not celebrated, so not all
communities enjoy their CSR
program.

-

The provided assistance for the
development of its business,
cannot be expected to remedy
the source of income, or it
doesn’t able to improve the
welfare of society as a CSR
program that proclaimed goals.

-

Help has many incidentals
unsustainable.

Some of people’s expectations
relating to the implementation of CSR
programs which are implemented by
the company based on interviews with
informants were:
a. CSR programs must comply with
the environmental conditions and
the desires of the community
b. CSR programs in the form of
aid must be transparent and well
informed to the whole society, so
that all citizens know and be able to
utilize the program, and can be used
as monitoring the implementation
of the program
c. Given program aims to build
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should

f. Assistance program is given not
only to the special but also for the
whole community
g. Aid should be given directly to
public, and conducted surveillance
for implementation
h. Should aid in the form of venture
capital, so aim to improve people
welfare can be achieved.
DISCUSSION - CSR is a program
that presents the company’s activities as well as the role and shapes the
company’s concern for social and environmental aspects, and the activity
will have good or bad impacts for the
environment and socio-economic conditions of the community especially
for communities around the company.
This is in accordance to the opinion
of Tom (2002) which states that CSR
program is the company’s strategy to
gain legitimacy and create the reputation of the company.
As occurred in PT. Pertamina EP.
Tanjung, since the implementation of
CSR programs are not implemented.
There are many complaints which
are addressed to the company. Some
statements from the informants are:
1. CSR is not well targeted aid.
2. Corporate existence causes air
pollution, and noise pollution
around companies
3. Disturb people’s comfort around
the company, due to noise, dust,
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and bad roads, and the fears of an
explosion of resource exploitation.
4. Surrounding communities were
not given the opportunity to work
or be an employee of the company.
Based on some of these statements,
we illustrate that the existence of the
company is not a positive impact
on people life around the company.
Social awareness companies should be
sensitive to face potential environmental
damage caused by the exploitation of
the company. And the company must
use all available resources to exploit
not only the interests of the company
and its shareholders but also the
interests of other stakeholders. As the
concept of stakeholder theory which
states that management have fiduciary
relationship with all stakeholders, not
just shareholders, and management
must have equal consideration to the
interests of stakeholders that should not
be violated, such as the improvement
of welfare, safety assurance, security
and social issues and the environment
(Deegan, 2004).
In addition, if we see at the aspects
of the theory of legitimacy which
rest the notion that there is a social
contract between the organization
and the communities in which the
organization operates. Social contract
according to Mathews (1993) will take
place between the corporation and
the individual members of the public.
Society as a collection of individual
gives corporate power and authority of
the law in order to make use of natural
resources and hiring employees. The
legitimacy theory emphasizes that
organizations should consider not
only the right of investors but also the
Powerful Practices:

rights of public. Failure to meet the
expectations of the people (fulfilling the
social contract), the organization will
receive sanctions as determined by the
community, for example in the form
of legal restrictions on the operation
of the organization, restriction of
resources (e.g. capital, finance, and
labor) are given, and the reduction in
demand for generated products.
What is happened to PT. Pertamina
EP. Tanjung, several informants stated
that there are some demos that people
have on the company, by revealing
some complaints from public, will be
social problems that occur. Such as
air pollution, noise pollution, and the
sense of comfort disturbed. If this is
not treated properly, it will interfere the
corporate sustainability in the future.
CONCLUSSION - The implementation of CSR programs as the principle
of sustainability practices at a company
is assessed based on several indicators,
namely the availability of resources,
commitment and support, and community involvement in the implementation of CSR program. Based on the
results of the respondents, information
was obtained later by the observation
of the researchers on the study object.
Analysis of the documents is obtained
by researchers to show that some CSR
programs have been implemented by
PT. Pertamina EP. Tanjung are not executed, the execution of the program
is not well targeted, and there is no
monitoring about the implementation
of CSR program.
Some statements of the informants
illustrate that the existence of the
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company has no positive impact on
people’s life around the company.
Social awareness companies should
be more sensitive to potential
environmental damage which is caused
by the exploitation of the company. The
company must use all available resources
to exploit not only the interests of the
company and its shareholders but also
the interests of other stakeholders.
If the problems were caused by the
company to the people around are not
addressed properly by the company. It
is possible to interfere the company’s
sustainability in the future. Therefore
the company should make changes to
its corporate strategy, operations focus
on the interests of society and the
environment around the company.
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The Analysis of the Growth
of Rubber Industry in South
Kalimantan, Indonesia
Fadma Yulianti, Rofiqah Wahdah and Lydia Goenadhi.

STIEI Kayutangi Banjarmasin, Indonesia.

ABSTRACT - The growth of rubber
commodities in South Kalimantan
increased rapidly by the end of 2007.
It was indicated by 192,142 hectares
of plantation area coverage, consisting of three management systems: (1)
Smallholders, covering 166,069 ha
(86.43%), (2) Large Estates (PBN),
covering 13,879 ha (7.22%), and (3)
Private Estates (PBS) that covers 12,194
ha (6.35%). The average production
of dry rubber in South Kalimantan is
equivalent to 113,252.08 tons per year,
harvested from 118,248 hectares plantation area (Plants Product); with crop
productivity level of 1,082.03 kg/ha/
yr in average. The commodity prices
are fluctuating with a tendency to improve. The value of exports in 2006 had
reached $ 94,138,060. The prospective
demands for rubber products continue
to increase, while the management of
intermediate goods to finished goods

in South Kalimantan remains undeveloped. South Kalimantan has established 11 Crumb Rubber Factories, 3
Scoot mills, and 1 mill with a capacity
of Concentrated Latex raw material
rubber equivalent to ± 192,700 tons of
dry rubber (South Kalimantan Plantation Office, 2010).
This study is aimed to analyze the
contribution of farmer’s strategy to the
growth of rubber industry in South
Kalimantan. The result of the test will
increase standard of living of farmers
as well as sustainability of rubber and
rubber industry will ultimately improve
the economic level, especially for South
Kalimantan. The results indicated that
the rubber farmers had only thought
about weight without concerning the
quality as demanded by international
trade. Therefore, the quality of rubber
from Indonesia is less than other
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countries in region (Malaysia and
Thailand). The productivity of gum
rubber is low due to the average age of
trees are out of productivity period. The
quality of material used and the rubber
seeds used by farmers do not meet the
international standard. Institutional
structures such as farmer groups or
cooperatives do not well organized.
So, they have difficulties to access big
distribution channel. Farmers got a
lack of access to financial institution
to get a capital to replace their rubber
trees with new plants to increase the
productivity.
Keywords: the Growth of
Industrial Rubber, Rubber Farmers,
Productivity,
Capital.
INTRODUCTION - Rubber development in South Kalimantan is relatively rapid. By the end of 2007, the
planted area reached 192,142 ha, that
consist of three patterns of utilization: (1) Smallholders at 166,069 ha
(86.43%), (2) a large country estates
(PBN) of 13,879 ha (7.22%) and (3)
private estates (PBS) for 12,194 ha
(6.35%). The average production of
dry rubber in South Kalimantan is
equivalent to 113,252.08 tons per year
and is harvested from 118,248 ha rubber plantation area (crops to produce),
with productivity levels of 1082.03kg/
ha/yr in average. Commodity prices
are fluctuating but tend to be better,
the value of exports in 2006 reached
$ 94,138,060.00. The demand outlook of rubber production of finished
goods continue to increase, while the
P. 146

management of intermediate goods to
finished goods in South Kalimantan remains undeveloped. South Kalimantan
has established 11 factories of Crumb
Rubber fruit, 3 fruit plant Scoot, and
1 Concentrated Latex with rubber feed
stock capacity equivalent if ±192,700
tons of dry rubber (South Kalimantan
Plantation Office, 2010).
Table 1. Rubber Production Growth in
South Kalimantan

Years
2008
2009
2010
2011

Quantity
of Rubber
Commodities
108.992
98.479
108.553
124.724

Growth
-9,64%
10,23%
14,90%

Source: Direktorat Jenderal Perkebunan
(Data processed), year 2013
Considering the increase of global
demand for rubber commodity in the
future, the efforts to increase farmers’
income through the expansion and
rejuvenation of rubber plantation
can be effective to be implemented.
To support this, there should be
assistances that could provide
guidance to farmers or private estates
and rubber plantations to manage
plant maintenance intensively.
South Kalimantan as the center
of rubber plantations in Indonesia
has the breadth of 300 thousand
hectares. Today’s record is 178
thousand hectares. Rubber plantations
in South Kalimantan is 178 thousand
hectares consisting of 154 thousand
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hectares of smallholders plantation
with production of 79,552 tons
per year, estate plantations (PBS) is
13.9 thousand hectares, producing
4,267 tons per year, and Estates State
plantations (PBN) with 9.9 thousand
hectares can produce 7,585 tons per
year. This did not stop the opportunities
of natural rubber processing business.
Various types of natural rubber
processing company (rubber industry)
grow in South Kalimantan.
BASIC KNOWLEDGE - A company that has a competitive advantage,
whenever having an edge over its competitors in attracting customers will
withstand the forces of competition.
A company is said to have a competitive advantage if its profit rate is higher
than the average industry, and is able
to maintain a competitive advantage
(sustained competitive advantage) after
it maintains the profit level for several
years. Companies that have and able to
develop competitive advantage will be
able to create and keep customers for a
profit. Because it has a strong market
position, and hence the total profit and
total revenues on investment will increase. In other words, only companies
that have strong competitive advantage
will develop rapidly.
A company that develops
competitive advantage will be able
to accurately predict the potential
of growth and profit in short and
long terms. The companies that
fail the classification due to low
enrollment or negative profit
are at disadvantage to compete
(competitive disadvantage).

Powerful Practices:

Basically, developing competitive
advantages value can be created by
a company to its customers that
exceed the cost of creating it. Value
is what buyers are willing to pay, and
bigger value derived from bid prices
lower than competitors for the same
or greater benefits in order to offset
the higher prices. There are two basic
types of competitive advantages of a
company which are the advantages in
cost and differentiation. The decrease
of cost and the increase perceived
value through differentiation of a
process is described by Porter value
chain (value chain), which is a chain
of activities for transforming inputs
into outputs rerated by consumers.
The value chain consists of its own
value chain and the value chain of
suppliers and distributors, and every
activity in the overall value chain is
a source of cost and differentiation,
and therefore the success of a
company in determining control
costs (cost drivers) and/or manipulate
the unique determinant (uniqueness
driver) of any particular value chain
that will determine the competitive
advantages in low cost and/or
differentiation from its competitors.
Classify a firm chain of activities
into primary activities (researches
and developments, productions,
marketing and sales, and services)
and supporting activities (materials
managements, human resources,
and infrastructure companies). Each
chain activity can create efficiency
in the transformation process
(cost reduction) and increases the
value that can be perceived by the
consumer products company.
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Getting
to
know
your
competitors is crucial for an effective
marketing planning. A company
should regularly compare products,
prices, and distributions of owned
brand promotion channels with its
competitors. In this way, they can
identify the areas of competitive
advantages
and
disadvantages.
Companies need to know five
things about competitors: who our
competitors are, what their strategy
is, what their goals are, what their
strengths are, and what their reaction
patterns are (Kotler, 2009).
RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY
- Research Location - The research
location is in the district of Banjar
(Especially Karang Intan, Matraman
Subdistrict, Simpang Empat District).
This location is chosen because it is an
area of Banjar Regency that produces a
big amount of rubbers for many farmers in South Kalimantan.
Population and Sample - The population in this study was a rubber farmer
in the district of Banjar. Because the
population is not known exactly, then
determined total samples are 150 farmers; 50 farmers were taken for each of
the sampling district (3 districts). This
amount is determined according to
Malhotra (2005: 368-369), that the
sample size or population respondents
with an unlimited amount of at least
four or five times the number of sub
variables studied. Sampling was done
by purposive sampling method on the
basis of clear criteria for the consider-
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ation of the sample, selected in accordance with the research objectives.
Source of Data:
a. Primary data; primary data in this
study were drawn from interviews
and questionnaires that were
conducted in the field directly for
the rubber farmers, agencies, and
rubber industries.
b. Secondary
Data;
constitutes
supporting data for this study,
published data from a related
department.
Data Collection Techniques:
a. An observation is a data collection
technique that is done by making
observations in the field.
b. An interview is a data collection
technique done by asking questions
orally, usually done if you want to
know in-depth things better.
c. A questionnaire is a technique
of data collection that is done by
giving a set of questions or a written
statement to the respondent to
answer.
CONCLUSION - Rubber is the main
source of farmers’ income to survive
in their life. Every family at least has
about one hectare of rubber plantation.
Every morning, the husband and wife
go to the garden to tap. By irregular
system, they make a “V”-shape slice,
with about 5 mm thickness in average.
Tapped rubber that flows on the field
is later collected in a coconut shell or
Powerful Practices:
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another container which is known as a
lumb. In dry season, they tap five to six
days in each week. Lumb is then collected on a container box. In one box,
approximately 50-100 kg of wet rubbers will able to be fitted. Acetic acid is
added to coagulate the rubber.

growers, the reason is not only they
do not have an adequate storage space
but they also are afraid that the gum
will shrink; the shrinkage will affect
the selling price of the plumb. Selling
price of the collector to the distributor
is different, and more expensive.

Most farmers sell rubber products
according to “the quantity of rubber”
instead of “the quality of rubber”.
Farmers who sell rubber by weight will
just rubber immersion in water, such as
in rivers, swamps, and others. Usually,
farmers like to sell their rubber products
to middlemen (pedagang pengumpul)
in villages, with a low level of price.

In this area, it can be said that there
are two kinds of rubber distribution
systems of agricultural products,
namely; lane (1) rubber farmers as
producers who produce products
such as latex rubber or lumb, which
was later purchased by the dealers
or collectors and then distributed to
distributors in this warehouse, and then
exported or sold to business customers;
and Pathway (2) rubber farmers as
producers of rubber latex who sell their
products to the agency or collector to
be sold directly to business consumers.

Rubber farmers can sell their
products through rubber buyers, who
are commonly called as collectors. The
gathering is held only once in a week,
on Saturday, and just traded gum in
the form of lumb. In addition to the
weekly collection, there are collectors
who can buy lumbs everyday; but, the
purchase price they are offering is a
bit cheap. Rubber farmers usually sell
fruit once every 3 days or once a week.
There is no special places or deals;
farmers can wait for the collectors to
come to trade their products or directly
visit daily collection.
From farmers, collectors then bring
it to the warehouse to be processed into
semi-finished raw materials and then
export it to companies in the industry.
But there are also some collectors who
directly sell to industrial consumers.
For the transportation to warehouse,
distributors use the collector’s cars.
This warehouse is a distributor as well
as a repository of the lumb sap. The
collectors do not want to keep the
plumb they had bought from rubber
Powerful Practices:

Lumb is a product of industrial
goods that cannot be stored in a long
time (easily shrinkage) unless it has
been processed into semi-finished raw
materials, so that it is necessary to
have proper and effective distribution
channels. Lane (1) can be said as
two-tier distribution channel, the
distribution channels are using two
intermediary sales, where the use of
these channels into account that the
unit sales are too small to be sold
directly. In addition, safety factors need
to be considered as very important
(Tjiptono, 2008). Pathway (2) is also
called the level of the distribution
channel by using a single intermediary
sales, this channel is selected because
manufacturers do not have marketing
department (Tjiptono, 2008).
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The Potential of Rubber Industry in
South Kalimantan - Rubber processing industry cluster development
has been done by rubber processing industry in several areas, ranging from the upstream industry till
the potential rubber plantation,
the downstream rubber processing
industry. It is expected to be similar industries and to encourage the
growth of the downstream industry
of rubber goods.
The main result is latex from
rubber trees can be sold/traded by
public in the form of fresh latex, slab/
coagulation, or smoke crunches/sit
breeze. Following that such products
as raw material factory Crumb
Rubber/Rubber Crumb that produce
raw materials for downstream
industries such as tires, rubber boots,
gloves, and so forth.
The products of rubber are
rubber wood trees that can be
derived from the rehabilitation of
garden or rejuvenated old rubber/
latex that does not produce
anymore. Generally, traded rubber
wood is from old rubber plantation
rejuvenation
associated
with
planting new rubber again. Rubber
woods can be used as home building
materials, firewood, charcoals, or
sawn timber for household items
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(furniture). Utilization of rubber
wood from old rubber plantation
rejuvenation activities can be carried
out simultaneously related to forest
planting programs such as sengon or
acacia, as pulp/papermaker materials.
The planting area is in land around
settlements.
As one of the commodities industry, rubber production is highly
dependent on technology and management systems that implemented
in the production process. Industrial
rubber products need to be tailored
to the needs of the ever-changing
market. Indonesian rubber industry’s status will change from being
a supplier of raw materials or semifinished goods suppliers to higher
value, added by doing further processing of the rubber. All of this
requires a complete industrial technology support, which is obtained
through research and technology development. Indonesia has had rubber research institutes that provide
science, technology, and innovation
in the field of rubber.
The potential and current
condition of rubber industry in
South Kalimantan in the future
can be illustrated in the following
diagram:
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Productivity Barriers - Considerable distance from the capital
city also inhibits the progress of the
distribution, where the rubber farmers cannot sell it directly to warehouse
distributors. This warehouse is located
in the middle of the capital city, so they
have to wait until collectors came to
the village to sell their products. There
are some collectors who come to the
village. Some of them are coming every day and the others are coming once
a week. The purchase price offered by
collector is different; weekly collectors’
Powerful Practices:

purchase price is slightly more expensive than the daily collectors’, thus, the
rubber farmers prefer the weekly collectors, despite having to wait a little
longer.
The absence of a special place
to make transactions complicates
collectors to meet the farmers who want
to sell their rubber products. Collectors
often come to rubber’s farmhouses,
or rubber farmers themselves come
to the collector. Sale and purchase
transactions between collectors and
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farmers are done in each and every yard
of rubber farmers’ plantation.
Technology used in the processing
of rubber latex is not maximal, causing
the sap processing less optimal. In
addition in the form of lumb, latex
rubber can also be processed into
several forms, like bars and sheets
form. Although it takes a bit longer
than processing lumb, if it has been
processed into the form of bars and
sheets, the selling price becomes
higher.
Rubber commodity is superior
commodity after palm oil in Indonesia.
Until now Indonesia’s natural rubber
quality is very good. Rubber is the
commodity in Indonesia but not the
superior productivity of rubber farmers
in Indonesia which is alarming. Rubber
farmers today are satisfied easily with
their achievements. They have had
enough with their accomplishment.
While global demand needs them to
increase the productivity and quality.
So far, farmers just think weighting
regardless of the quality of the
international trade in line. Therefore,
the quality of rubber in Indonesia is
less competitive than the neighboring
countries (Malaysia and Thailand).
So far, Indonesia’s natural rubber
products are mostly exported in the
form of raw processed material. Exports
of processed rubber materials account
for about 85% of the total national
rubber products. Only about 15% of
natural rubber production is absorbed
by the domestic industry. It indicates
that the proportion of industrial sector
in Indonesia is still weak in exploiting
the potential of the owned natural
P. 152

rubber as well as great opportunity for
investors to invest in rubber processing
industry sector.
It is also supported by the rubber
industry in South Kalimantan that
mostly produces only 20 average SIR,
but a recommendation in the world is
a kind of importer rubbers of RSS1,
RSS3, TSR20. If the rubber industry
only survives under these conditions,
and does not look at the global market
demand, it will be left behind from
the exporting countries, particularly
Malaysia and Thailand.
The largest natural rubber imports
countries from Indonesia so far are
China, USA and Japan. As seen,
Indonesia from 2003 to 2007 had
a value of positive competitiveness.
This shows that Indonesia’s natural
rubber exports can compete with other
exporting countries. If seen from the
distribution of securities markets, the
demand for Indonesia’s natural rubber
from the three destination countries is
decreased. This could be due to the low
quality of exported rubber. Thailand as
the world’s largest exporting country, if
seen from the calculation of CMS in
2004-2007 showed a more fluctuating
pattern. In the years of 2004-2005,
the competitiveness of Thailand’s
natural rubber exports is weaker than
Malaysia and Indonesia. But in the
years afterwards, its competitiveness
increase strongly. Thai rubber exports
are in line with the intensive expansion
of rubber plantations. While the
effect of the distribution of Thailand’s
natural rubber exports to Indonesia
is negative. This indicates that the
demand for Thailand’s natural rubber
is by diminishing the importing
Powerful Practices:
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country. Whereas in 2004-2005, the
market distribution effect is positive,
which means the growth of Thailand’s
demand for natural rubber is quite
good. Malaysia becomes the third
largest exporter country in distribution
effects, composition effects, and good
effects competitiveness compared to
Thailand and Indonesia. From 20042007 the export competitiveness of
Malaysia’s natural rubber is quite
good, except in 2006 which was
weaken. It happened because the
domestic demand of natural rubber
rose in Malaysia. While the effect of
the distribution market in the coming
years is positive. This indicates that the
demand for Malaysia’s natural rubber
production by China, USA, and Japan
are likely to increase. This is due to the
quality of Malaysia’s rubber exports
that is much better than Indonesia and
Thailand (Anwar; 2006).
The drop of raw rubber’s price in
the market resulted on the natural
rubber’s selling price in the area, which
showed no significant reduction and
caused farmers to lose money. But, the
results of rubber plantations are mainly
in raw and semi-finished kinds, like
lumb and latex, and are likely to lower
rubber productivity level at the farm,
because most of them do not want
to wait until harvest time and better
rubber price.
Development of agro-rubber
industry in South Kalimantan requires
the synergy of all business of upstream
to downstream industry, business
partners, and the support of various
parties. Improving the quality of rubber
farmers’ productivity is the key to have
competitiveness to be successful in the
Powerful Practices:

upstream industry. While business
partners, supports from various parties
such as the government is for the
provision of facilities and ease of access,
the financial institutions supports the
funding. That make a strong synergy
in creating a more advanced rubber
industry which is competitive in the
downstream industry. The success of
downstream rubber will make positive
implications on the stability of prices
that will be profitable for the farmers.
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ABSTRACT - Small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) play a key role
in the national and global economy yet
have low competitiveness. Some empirical studies showed that innovation
is one of the predominant bases for
improving competitiveness. Innovation is economically valuable when it
enters the marketplace, and therefore
innovation speed becomes a key success factor. There is a growing recognition that innovation speed is important to a firm’s creating and sustaining
competitive advantage in the rapidly
changing business environment due to
continuous reduction in the product
life cycle time and increase in competition from technological advancements
and globalization. To some extent, an
innovation becomes a creative destruc-

tion especially for SMEs which have
limited access to innovation capabilities. However, there has been a little
discussion regarding when an innovation speed is appropriate, what factors
speed up or hamper innovation, and
how differences in speed affect a firm’s
performance. This article will discuss
these factors in regard to innovation
types that contribute to improve SMEs
competitiveness. Discussion will be
supported by findings from previous
works and studies regarding innovation, creative destruction, and competitiveness of SMEs.
Keywords: innovation speed,
competitiveness, SMEs, creative
destruction, types of innovation
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Introduction - Some empirical studies showed that innovation is
one of the predominant bases for improving competitiveness (Porter, 1980;
Branzei and Vertinsky, 2006; Susman,
2007; Forsman and Temel, 2011). An
innovation is economically valuable
when it enters the marketplace, and
therefore innovation speed becomes
a key success factor. Innovation speed
defined as the time elapsed between
initial conception and ultimate introduction of a new product into the
marketplace (Mansfield, 1988; Murmann, 1994; Kessler and Chakrabarti,
1996). In a broader dimension, Petrick
and Maitland (2007) use the term of
economies of speed, which emphasize
the benefits of rapid innovation and
product delivery, to capture the multidimensional aspects of knowledge creation and sharing as they relate to the
collective ability of a network to learn
or develop new knowledge and then
to translate that knowledge into intellectual capital that can be embodied in
an innovation in a more efficient and
effective manner.
There is a growing recognition
that innovation speed is important
to a firm’s creating and sustaining
competitive advantage in the rapidly
changing business environment due to
continuous reduction in the product life
cycle time and increase in competition
from technological advancements
and globalization (Alloca and Kessler,
2006; Kessler et al., 2007: Zhong
and Ozdemir, 2010). Even Chen et
al. (2012) emphasize that “in today’s
information-rich world, a competitor
response is no longer measured in
days or weeks but rather in minutes
and seconds. Speed has become, if
P. 156

not the critical competency, a critical
competency for companies large and
small, domestic and foreign”.
The importance of small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as an
engine of economic growth has been
widely recognized (Zheng et al., 2010)
but there is limited discussion on the
relationship between innovation speed
and SMEs’ competitiveness (Kessler et
al., 2007). There is increasing number
of studies exploring the impact of
innovation on business performance.
However, there exist several aspects
that demand further studies (Forsman
and Temel, 2011). First, the nature of
innovation (incremental versus radical,
continuous versus discontinuous,
or evolutionary versus revolutionary
innovation) and its links with
performance still become a discourse
as previous studies have indicated
mixed results, some positive, some
negative, and some have indicated no
relationship (Freel, 2000; RochinaBarrachina et al., 2010). Another
aspect is the type of innovation
(product, process, organizational, and
business innovation) and its links with
performance remained unanswered.
This paper aims to fill the gap by
exploring the links between innovation
speed and SMEs competitiveness.
Because the factors influencing
innovation speed are complex, SMEs
should properly manage limited
financial and management resources to
remain competitive.
SMEs are defined varies among
countries. This paper applies the
definition according to Undang-Undang
Nomor 18 Tahun 2008 tentang Usaha
Mikro, Kecil dan Menengah (Indonesian
Powerful Practices:
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law number 8/2008 concerning
Micro, Small, and Medium-Sized
Enperprises). The criteria of SMEs are
(1) total asset in between Rp 50 million
and Rp 10 billion and (2) total sales
value in between Rp 300 million and
Rp 50 billion. Less than those amounts
are categorized as micro enterprise and
more than that are big enterprises or
corporates. Central Statistical Body
defines more practical classification
based on number of employee, that
SMEs have in between 5 and 100
employees; less than 5 employees are
categorized as micro or home industry
and more than 100 employees are
categorized as big company.
This paper is organized as follows.
In the second section, the concept of
innovation is defined and the types
of innovations are reviewed. In the
third section, the relationship between
innovation speed and competitiveness
of SMEs are discussed. The fourth
section identifies impacts of innovation
speed on SMEs’ competitiveness,
both positives and negatives impacts.
The fifth section will discuss factors
affecting innovation speed on SMEs’
competitiveness. In the final section,
conclusions and ideas for further study
are provided.
Innovation Types - An innovation was widely defined by Schumpeter
as new or improved products, production techniques, organization structures, discovery of new markets and
the input of new factors (Forsman and
Temel, 2011). Moreover, Schumpeter
distinguished between five different
types: new products, new methods of
production, new sources of supply, the
Powerful Practices:

exploitation of new markets and new
ways to organize business. In economics, most of the focus has been on the
first two types (Innovation resource,
2013). The terms ‘product innovation’
and ‘process innovation’ have been used
to characterize the occurrence of new
or improved goods and services and
improvements in the ways to produce
these goods and services, respectively.
A product innovation reflects
changes in end products or services,
and method of production or process
innovation represents changes in the
way an enterprise produces products
and services (Dibrell et al, 2008).
The goals of product and process
innovation are divergent. Product
innovations are usually developed
with the aim to improve market
position while process innovations
are introduced for improving costeffectiveness and productivity (Tidd,
2001; Yi-Ying and Hughes, 2012). It is
clear and easy to differentiate between
product and process innovation but
it is difficult to draw a line between
product and service innovation.
Service innovations provided by the
enterprises of the service industries are
frequently considered to be similar to
the product innovations developed by
the enterprises of the manufacturing
industries (McAdam et al., 2004). On
the contrary, the dividing line between
products and services may be blurred
due to the fact that today’s customers
are increasingly seeking solutions to
which manufactured products are
accompanied by services and vice versa
(Miles, 2000).
According to Forsman and Temel
(2011), another common typology
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used in most innovation studies is
the distinction between radical and
incremental innovations. Radical
innovations represent entirely new
and different offerings through which
enterprises aim to get access into
new markets or even try to create
new markets (Garcia and Calantone,
2002). Radical innovations have been
considered as risky actions since they
need time, financial resources and
expensive knowledge (Cainelli et al.,
2006). Instead, incremental innovations
represent minor improvement to the
existing products, services and processes
through which enterprises often pursue
to enhance processes, make operation
more effective, improve the quality and
decrease costs (Dewar and Dutton,
1986).
Besides the examination of the
certain types of innovations, it is
interesting to pay attention to the
diversity of developed innovations.
Avermaete et al. (2003) found that
two out of three small enterprises
had developed more than one type
of innovations. This finding was
supported by Amara et al. (2009), who
recognized high complementarities
between different innovation types and
suggested that the outputs of certain
types of innovation may become the
inputs of other innovation types.
Damanpour et al. (2009) added to
this that the synergy achieved from
innovating across types affects the
ability of an enterprise to introduce
and deliver services to its customers.
Based on these empirical findings,
classification of innovation types by
Rademaker (2005) into product,
process, organizational, and business
innovations can be considered for the
P. 158

next studies. Business innovations are
the combinations of product, process,
and organizational systems.
These types of innovations only
benefits for the enterprises if they
improve the performance and are
able to create competitive advantage
for the enterprises. The criterions of
the degree of newness and differences
make an innovation speed becomes a
critical point for enterprises especially
SMEs.
Innovation
Speed
and
Competitiveness of SMEs Referring to Schumpeter’s wave of accelerate (the Economist, 1999), today
we are at the fifth wave of innovation
that is dominated by digital networks,
softwares, and new media (Figure 1).
Five years later, The Natural Edge Project reports that we have entered on
the sixth wave of innovation which is
characterized by, among others, radical
resource productivity, green chemistry,
renewable energy, and green nanotechnology (Figure 2). These empirical
studies showed that there is a shorten
cycle of an innovation wave since 1785.
The first wave of innovation took 60
years. Then became only 30 years in
the fifth wave, even less than 15 years
in the sixth wave.
In
the
modern
business
environment, increased competitions
and rapid changes in technology,
customer requirements, and business
practices have combined to shorten
product life cycles and put pressure
on organizations, including SMEs,
to innovate more effectively and
efficiently (Huang et al., 2002). Some
Powerful Practices:
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studies (Mansfield, 1988; Vesey,
1991; Murmann, 1994; Kessler
& Chakrabarti, 1996; Allocca and
Kessler, 2006; Kessler et al., 2007;
Zhong and Ozdemir, 2010) showed
that innovation speed has emerged as
an important area to study.

measuring an innovation speed. An
innovation speed is basically related to
time that has been scheduled by project
in an organization or competitor.
Chan (2010) used speed to market as
the dependent variable to analyze the
relationship with community based

Figure 1. Schumpeter’s Wave of innovation (the Economist, 1999).

Figure 2. Waves of Innovation (The Natural
Edge Project, 2004).

Table 1 summarizes different
indicators used by researchers in
Powerful Practices:

innovation. Technical feasibility was
used as an indicator since the object is
new product development.
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Table 1. Indicators of an innovation speed
used by researchers

No.

Researcher(s)

1

Allocca and
Kessler

2

Kessler, Allocca,
and Rahman

3

Chan

Journal, Years of
Publication
Creativity and
Innovation
Management, 2006

Small Enterprise
Research, 2007

1. Faster than schedule
2. Faster than past projects
3. Faster than competition
1. Relative to pre-set schedules
or on-time performance
2. Similar past project
3. Similar competitive project

International Journal 1. Market potential
of Organizational
2. Degree of newness
Innovation, 2010
3. Technical feasibility

Source: compiled from the three
journals.
Competitiveness of SMEs attracts
much attention due to its important role
as an engine of economy domestically
and globally. Data from Badan Pusat
Statistik/BPS (Central Statistical Body
of Indonesia, 2010) showed that
SMEs consist of 99 percent out of
total enterprises in the country, they
absorb 97 percent employment and
contribute approximately 58 percent
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
Nevertheless, SMEs contribute only
17 percent for total export. It is
indicated that Indonesian SMEs has
low competitiveness in the global
market.
Competitiveness or competitive
advantage can be viewed from national
(macro) or individual (micro) level.
This paper emphasizes the micro level.
Black and Porter (2000: 213) defined
competitive advantage as “the ability
of a firm to win consistently over the
long term in a competitive situation”.
P. 160

Indicators of an innovation
speed/speed to market

Furthermore, Black and Porter stated
that competitive advantage can be
created through achievement of the
following: (1) doing things better than
others do them, (2) doing things that
are difficult for others to replicate, (3)
doing things that customers value,
(4) doing things that are difficult to
substitute, and doing things that have
greater than average cost value margin.
Krajewski and Ritzman (2005) added
four factors that have similar results,
which are called priorities of capabilities
that should be developed operationally
by a firm: (1) cost, quality, time, and
flexibility.
The low of Indonesian SMEs’
competitiveness is caused by many
factors. One of the most important
factors is low innovation applied by
Indonesian SMEs that can be observed
from international innovation index.
On the international innovation index
published by the World Economic
Forum by the end of 2011, Indonesian
SMEs’ ranks 41 out of 142 countries
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(WEF, 2012). Based on indicators
commonly used, innovation can
be input and/or output of SMEs
(Hermana, 2008). The examples of
input innovation are (1) investment
on research and development, (2)
intellectual property, (3) costs of
acquisition of new technology, (4) costs
of first production for a new product,
(5) intangible asset i.e. goodwill,
(6) costs of marketing and training
for new product, and (7) change of
organizational and managerial method.
Meanwhile output innovation such
as (1) new products or process being
developed, (2) percentage of sales of
new products or process, (3) intellectual
property produced (patent, brand, or
design), and (4) firm performance.
An
innovation
has
been
identified as one of the main basis of
competitiveness of enterprises, both
SMEs and big companies (Porter,
1992; Dong-Sun and Moon, 2003;
Kushadiani, 2006). Research shows
that if a product is introduced quicker
than a company can reap a number of
potential benefits, it will get a greater
number of customers, increased
more share, enhanced profit margins,
extended sales life, and a more secure
competitive position (Cooper, 1984;
Smith & Reinertsen, 1995).
Impacts of Innovation
Speed on SMEs’ Competitiveness - Previous studies found
mixed results of the relationship between innovation and SMEs performance and competitive advantage,
some positive, some negative, and
some have indicated no relationship
(Freel, 2000; Heunk, 1998; RochinaPowerful Practices:

Barrachina et al., 2010). Innovation
speeds have more specific relationship
with SMEs performance and there is
still limited publication on it. Therefore, some researchers are questioning
on the relationship between an innovation speed and a competitive advantage of SMEs. For example, Chen et al.
(2012) study the aims to examine the
implicit assumption that is faster and
better as it relates to new product success and explicitly questioning “is faster always better?”. Another study on
“is innovation always beneficial?” by
Rosenbusch et al. (2011) based on the
empirical research on the innovationperformance relationship in SMEs
shows controversial results.
This paper identifies positive and
negative impacts of an innovation
speed on SMEs performance and a
competitive advantage.
Positive Impacts - SMEs are increasingly faced with shortening product life cycles and the need to provide a
constant stream of new products to remain competitive (Allocca and Kessler,
2006). As a result, a speed is critical
in their strategy and operations. Some
previous studies concluded that innovation speeds have positive impacts on
firm competitiveness. The ability to develop and launch innovative new products quickly before global competitors
is a key factor for gaining first-mover
advantages (Lieberman and Montgemory, 1988), achieving product success,
capturing market share and extending
life cycles, creating economies of scale
and increasing return on investment
and long-term viability (Ali et al.,
1995).
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First-mover advantages can be
powerful and long-lasting in lockin markets. Establishing an installed
base before the competitions makes it
difficult for later entrants to achieve the
scale economies necessary to compete.
Innovation speed enable SMEs to gain
pricing freedom and economies of
scale, ownership of technology through
patent and licensing, and indirectly
gain brand equity in the market
through their reputation as innovators
(Smith and Reinertsen, 1992). If SMEs
are able to do all of these smoothly
and rapidly, they can greatly increase
short-term profitability and its return
on investment, as well as its long-term
viability. A radical innovation helps
firms to maintain sales growth and
return on sales (Jenny et al., 2008).
Negative Impacts - Faster
not always better and beneficial for
a firm, especially SMEs. Chen et al.
(2012) explained that the notion of
“time compression diseconomies asserts that individuals and organizations
are subject to diminishing rates of returns when faced with time pressure.
They further described that time-compression diseconomies, as a source of
early-mover advantage, share the same
fundamental mechanism with “strictly

convex adjustment costs” in theories of
capital investment: the “law of diminishing returns” occurs when one input
time is held constantly. Time-compression diseconomies may fundamentally
resulted from the limits of human
information-processing
capability.
Barkema and Vermeulen (1998) argued that the learning capability of an
organization is constrained by the flow
of information between individuals in
the firm and subject to organizational
constraints. This in related to absorptive capacity referring to the ability of
a firm to recognize the value of new
external information, assimilate it, and
apply it to commercial ends (Cohen
and Levinthal, 1990).
Some recent empirical evidence
indicate that a new product
development speed has a reverse
U-shaped relationship with a new
product quality (Lukas and Menon,
2004). It leads to a hypothesis that
“a new product development speed
has a curvilinear relationship to a new
product success”. Chen et al. (2012)
exacerbated this hypothesis that “faster
new product development speed has a
linear relationship with new product
success in predictable and certain
contexts, while the relationship is
curvilinear in uncertain contexts” as
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The Relationship between NPD
Speed and Success
under Different Conditions of Uncertainty.
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Time-compression diseconomies
will occur differently under different conditions of uncertainty. Under
conditions of high uncertainty, where
new product development teams or
firms face a more unknown and turbulence context, the limits of team or
firm learning should be more marked;
under conditions of low uncertainty,
where new product development teams
know where they are going, the limits
should not be the evidence (Kessler
and Bierly, 2002). Under conditions of
low uncertainty in which a new product development is relatively a routine
job, new product development teams
or firms know where they are going. A
faster developing product improves the
efficiency of team learning within the
limits of the team’s learning capability.
This may also present a limit, but in
this case the point at which speed is
detrimental is reached later.
In the fast-paced dynamic
contexts, reaching market late can
cost a new product half of its potential
revenues (Uttal, 1987). Therefore, the
primary way for SMEs to survive is to
continually introduce innovative new
products that customers appreciate,
recognizing that product life cycles
will be short and acceptable return
on investment on a per-project basis
will be more difficult to achieve. This
simultaneous requirement of speed and
innovation in particularly difficult for
the SMEs, straining critical resources
that are often in a short supply (Kessler
et al., 2007).
Another negative impact of
innovation speed is related to a creative
destruction. Thesmar and Thoenig
(2000) described creative destruction
Powerful Practices:

as product market instability in which
each innovation creates a temporary
monopoly rent, while destroying the
incumbent’s market power. Bosma et
al. (2009) explained that Schumpeter’s
theory of creative destruction involves
both, creation (new firm formation)
and destruction (firm exit). Firm
exit reflects the selection mechanism
that is a crucial outcome of the
competition process. Bosma et al.
explained further the Schumpeterian
argument on creative destruction runs
as follows. Entrepreneurs introduce
new combinations embodied in new
firms. These innovative entrants
enforce incumbents either to adapt
to the new efficiency standard or to
exit the industry. As a consequence,
a new situation emerges in which
the productivity of the industry
has improved. This improvement
is brought by innovative entrants
which are more productive than the
average incumbent, and the exit of
less productive incumbents via the
competition process. These exits are
important, because resources released
can be reallocated to more productive
activities. The productivity gains might
be reinforced if incumbents are able to
improve their productivity.
The creative actions through
innovation destroy not only other
firms or organizations but also the firm
itself. Carroll and Teo (2012) used
the term of “creative self-destruction”
to describe the lattest case. This selfdestruction is necessarily done to
reduce and overcome imitation for a
new product (Dewett and Williams,
2007). If a firm is able to do “creative
self-destruction” it will create more
distance between subsequent entrants
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in the same industry. Eventually that
a firm can maintain its sustainable
competitive advantage.
Factors Affecting SMEs’
Innovation Speed - Factors
influencing innovation speed are complex (Crawford, 1992; Blau, 1994),
therefore SMEs must properly manage limited financial and management
resources to remain competitive. Alloca and Kessler (2006) proposed the
following factors affecting innovation
speed in SMEs:
(1) strategic orientation, criteriarelated factors will influence the
speed of new product innovations
in SMEs; projects will be faster
when speed is a high priority,
product and project goals are
clear and management support is
strong;
(2) strategic orientation, scopearelated factors will influence the
speed of new product innovations
in SMEs; projects will be faster
when the relationship between
business strategy and product/
technology strategy is welldefined and communicated,
market requirements are wellunderstood, there are few
competing projects, changes are
incremental and outsourcing and
alliances are used;
(3) organizational capability, staffingrelated factors will influence the
speed of new product innovations
in SMEs; project will be faster
when leaders are strong, members
are capable and motivated,
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influential champions are present
and interests are represented;
(4) organizational
capability,
structuring-related factors will
influence the speed of new
product innovations in SMEs;
project will be faster when
teams are empowered, project
are well-integrated, new product
development processes are wellorganized and monitored, there
are clearly defined milestones and
dedicated project teams are used;
(5) antecedents will have different
effects on the speed of radical
and incremental new product
innovation speed in SMEs; and
(6) innovation speed in SMEs will
have a positive relationship with
cost, quality, sales success and
minimal product changes after
launching.
Alloccaa and Kessler (2006) have
also identified a number of antecedents
(32 variables) such as speed culture,
senior management support, good
market
knowledge,
teamwork,
customers involved, and internet used.
In relation to these antecents variables,
Kessler et al. (2007) emphasize that
there are some tradeoffs inherent
for SMEs in selecting these distinct
variables as the vehicles to speed up
innovation process.
Based on the relation between a new
product development and new product
success according to Chen et al. (2012),
uncertainty is a key factor to determine
the optimal point between speed and
success of developing a new product.
Thus, ability of SMEs to identify and
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monitor market and technological
turbulence are necessary.
Some studies found that SMEs
faced barriers to innovate. Guijarro
et al. (2009) found that barriers for
SMEs have a differential impact on
various types of innovations. Product,
process, and management innovation
are affected differently by the different
barriers. The most significant barriers
are associated with costs, whereas
the least significant are associated
with manager/employee resistance.
Additionally, costs which are associated
with innovation have proportionately
greater impact on small than large
firms. Another research by Feldens et al.
(2012) found the following barriers for
SMEs to innovate from the perspective
of entrepreneurs and investors points
of view: (1) difficulties concerning
legal barriers, costs and availability
of capital, (2) the lack of investors
for advanced steps of development
and scarcity of exit modes, raising
the investment cycles compared to
international averages, (3) the investor
participation close to the entrepreneurs
in the business management, (4) the
difficulty to find technical and qualified
management professionals to engage
in new and uncertain businesses, (5)
cultural aversion to risks, inducing
both, the entrepreneurs as the
investors to be more conservative in
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decicion making, and (6) sense of good
perspectives for the future, tied to the
capital availability. The above factors
are similar to barriers faced by SMEs
in most developing countries such as
Indonesia.
Conclusion - An innovation
has been identified as a key factor in
creating and sustaining competitive
advantage of SMEs. If a product is introduced quicker than competitors, it
can reap a number of potentials e.g. a
greater number of customers, increased
market share, enhanced profit margins,
extended sales life, and more secure
competitive position. Therefore, innovation speeds become crucial for SMEs
due to the increase competition in todays’ information-rich world, knowledge-based management, and shorten
product life cycles. Meanwhile, SMEs
have been widely recognize as an engine for economic growth globally and
especially developing countries that
quite often face economic, market, and
technology turbulence.
Nevertheless, faster is not always
better or beneficial for SMEs. Thus,
SMEs should be able to identify
supporting factor to speed up or
hamper innovations, and optimize
tradeoffs among internal and external
factors affecting SMEs performance.
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Projecting the Dynamics
of Stocks with Micro-Blogging
Activity: A Case of Media Nusantara
Citra, Tbk (MNC)

Cut Keumala Intan and Deddy P Koesrindartoto
School of Business and Management Institute of Technology Bandung, Indonesia
ABSTRACT - In recent years, social
media has become omnipresent and
important for sharing and social networking. Social media changes the way
people communicating, sharing, and
discussing particular topics. Due to its
easiness to use, social media becomes a
fast tool in changing public discourse
in society and setting trends in topics ranged from technology, entertainment, environment, and political
industry. Recent research by Ruiz, E.
et al., and Oh. C, and Sheng, O.R.L
show the ability of micro blogging activities in projecting the dynamics of
stock market. They found persistency
and strong relationships between micro blogging activities with dynamics
of trading return and trading volume.
This study aimed at exploring
empirical facts of micro blog activities
with dynamics of trading return and

trading volume, especially MNCN.
MNC (Media Nusantara Citra) is a
media company runs a national FreeTo-Air (FTA) television broadcasting
and its supporting businesses, include
printing, online media and radio.
MNC has been tied up with many
interesting issue notions and has been
discussed intensively in micro blogging
world.
Following up through Ruiz. E et
al. approach, information includes in
micro blogging activities i.e. tweets,
user, number of post, number of retweet, mention, link, hash tag, will be
shown in structural information. It is
followed by assessing the content of
micro blogging activities to represent
the sentiment of Oh. C, and Sheng,
O.R.L. This study will combine
structural information, sentiment, and
event analysis to project the dynamics
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of the stocks market. It is expected
that the proposed technique is able to
improve the power in projecting the
dynamics of stocks market using micro
blogging activities. The result of this
research is not yet powerful and has
weak correlation between return and
the trade volume with independent
variables. This study uses data located
in Indonesia during certain period of
time, from June 7th, 2012 to July 31st,
2012.
Keywords: MNCN, micro-blogging,
sentiment, stock return, volume of
stocks
Introduction - Decision-making and analysis in investment are
two of important topics in finance
that have been discussed for years.
Many theories have been presented to
support and help the analysis process of
the investment to maximize the client’s
wealth or the trader. In addition, unpredictable global economic condition
and the needs of investment product
make education and knowledge about
investment to become important.
There are many selectable options
of investment, especially stock. Stock
is a type of investment that signifies
ownership in a company and represents
a claim on part of the company’s
earnings and assets (Investopedia.com,
2013). From many up to now theories
being used to analyze the stock,
behavioral finance is the one that can
be used to analyze the movement of
stock market. In behavioral finance,
there is an assumption that information
structure and characteristics of market
P. 172

participants systematically influence
individuals’ investment decision as
well as market outcomes. The investor
used many theories and information
to decide what stock to purchase and
to sell. Aside from any technical and
fundamental theories, the investment
decision is also highly influenced by
psychological and emotional factors,
such as fear, anxiety, euphoria, greed,
panic, envy, ambition or vanity (Birau,
2012). Thus, based on the theory, the
author will discuss further about the
effect of social media to the movement
of stock market, in this case is MNCN
(Media Nusantara Citra).
The author chooses MNC as the
subject because of the controversial
news and the influence of the news
to the stocks. MNC is Southeast Asia’s
most integrated media company and
is operating comprehensive media
platform that is capable of delivering
all-inclusive advertising solutions
to the clients. Its main business is
national Free-To-Air (mnc.co.id, 2013)
television broadcasting, while the
secondary businesses include printing,
online media, and radio.
In the preceding month, MNC
was faced with an issue dealing with
embezzlement between Direktorat
Jenderal Pajak and PT MNC Investama
Tbk. PT MNC Investama is subsidiary
company of MNC engaged in capital
market activities. This news was widely
spoken by Internet users, especially in
twitter. As a result, arrestment, process
of investigation, and termination of
punishment influenced the public
opinion in trading activities in regards
to MNCN’s stocks. Furthermore,
during case of embezzlement, the
Powerful Practices:
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subsidiary company of MNC namely
MNC Sky Vision is going to go public
and somehow it affected the return
and volume of trade of MNCN. At the
same time, IPO of MNC sky vision,
MNCN itself was listed as one of
companies included in LQ45, which
was a great news. Therefore, this study
aimed at exploring the empirical facts
of the micro-blogging activity with
the dynamics of return and trading
volume, mainly PT Media Nusantara
Citra Tbk (MNC) regarding the bad
and the good news.
The purpose of the study is to
analyze the effect of micro-blogging
activity on stock returns and trading
volume. MNCN is chosen to be
analyzed due to its controversial and
its good news, while former research
analyzed the stock market index,
highest gainers stocks and highest losers
stocks. The author expects that this
research will be useful in supporting
investment analysis for trader, investor,
and any professional portfolio manager
in the process of decision-making.
MNCN is the stock of PT Media
Citra Nusantara and the news about
its embezzlement is widely spoken by
the society through micro-blogging
activities. The news spoken both
positive and negative which led the
Author to find the correlation between
the news and the return of stocks.
However, the main problems to be
answered in this thesis are:
a. How well micro-blogging activities
project directional stock return
movement and trading volume?
b. What are the variables of microblogging activities that can be used
Powerful Practices:

as predictors toward the return and
volume of trade of MNCN?
c. Who are the influencers in twitter
resulting in significant impact to
the issue and information about
MNCN?
d. Is there any correlation between
the stock price and the volume
to the micro-blogging activity?
Literature Study - Social Media and Micro-blogging Activity Micro-blogging is a platform to people
to interact with each other in which
they share, create, and exchange information and ideas in virtual communities. There are many classifications
of social media including, Internet
forums, weblogs, social blogs, microblogging, wikis, social networks, and
social bookmarking (Wikipedia.com,
2013). The most popular micro-blogging service is twitter. In Indonesia, its
user has reached almost 30,000,000
people. Meanwhile, data released by
www.aworldoftweets.com ranked Indonesia in the third position in twitter
activity with 11.39%. The first place is
USA with 27% and followed by Brazil
with 24%. Twitter is more popular
than any other social media due to
its factual post and opinion created
by the users directly. Nowadays, twitter has drawn more attention from researches from different disciplines and
has correlated the relationship between
micro blogs with future outcomes such
as stock returns, events, and box-office
movies. Twitter has several features,
e.g., user id, re-tweet, mention, reply,
URL, hash tag and tweet content itself.
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Previous research (Bollen, 2010)
used Opinion Finder that measures
positive vs. negative mood and GoogleProfile of Mood States measuring mood
in terms of 6 dimensions from over
9,853,498 tweets. They cross-validate
the resulting mood time series and
compared them to political and social
events, such as presidential election
and Thanksgiving Day in 2008, and
they found significant correlation.
The main research is to predict any
changes in DIJA closing values and
to conclude the accuracy of 87.6% in
predicting the closing values.

are based on the idea that investors
act rationally and deliberate all of
information in the process of decisionmaking and hence investment markets
are efficient, reflecting all available
data or information in security returns.
However, further researches have
documented long-term historical
phenomena in securities markets
that contradict the efficient market
hypothesis and cannot be captured
plausibly in models based on perfect
investor rationality. Investor rationality
is determined by several economics,
demographics, and cognitive factors.

Previous research dealing with
correlating predictors in microblogging activities with future
outcomes, specifically on stocks in
Indonesia is still not being researched
yet. In this study, the Author seeks to
understand the relationship between
sentiment and features in Twitter of
related stocks with future stock return
movement and the trading volume.

Methodology - Research Variables - After creating the research objectives, the next step is conducting the
research variables along with literature
study to make the data collecting
process go along with these phases.
From stated research objectives, the determined variables are as follows:

Behavioral Finance - Behavioral finance is a study in finance that proposes psychology-based theories to explain
stock market anomalies, within behavioral finance it is assumed that the information structure and characteristics
of market participants systematically
influence individuals’ investment decision (Joseph J. Martes, 2010)
The financial theory based on
Capital Asset Pricing Model by Sharpe
(1994) and modern portfolio theory
by Markowitz (1952) are the examples
of traditional finance paradigm, which
are the frequent ways to analyze
investment performance. The theories
P. 174

a. Dependent variable:
• The standardized return of MNCN
and traded volume of MNCN.
Calculation for standardized return
is:
Standardized return = return per
day / ((P7/31/12-P6/7/12)/ P6/7/12))
...… (e.g., 3.1)
• The traded volume is calculated by
dividing the volume of each day
by the mean traded volume
Traded volume = Volume each day/
Average volume from June 7th - July
31st
…. (e.g., 3.2)
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b. Independent variables:

• 1: A user posted a tweet

As mentioned above, this research
is divided into two methods. For
structural analysis, the independent
variables are RTID, RTU, TID,
TUSM, THTG, URL, and UID.

•  2: A user posted a tweet with a URL
included

Constrained Sub-graph - Structural
based method is used to see the correlation between related tweet and
the spreading of the tweet in twitter
related to the return of stock and volume of trading. The author uses structural analysis based on Eduardo J. Ruiz
(2012) that describes the constraint
sub graph as an interaction graph between nodes and edges from tweets
using a time interval. These features
divided into two groups; activity-based
and graph based. Activity based measures quantities such as total of tweets,
hash tags, URL, etc. Graph based presents the link-structure between tweets,
users, URL, re-tweet, etc. Table below
show the features that have been used
by Eduardo J. Ruiz:

• 5: A user posted a tweet and
mentioned other user

•   3: A user posted a tweet with a hash
tag included
• 4: A user posted a tweet with a
URL and a hash tag included

•  6: A user re-tweeted a post
• 7: A user re-tweeted a post and
included comment
•   8: A user replied a tweet from
another user
Statistical Tools - The statistic tool is
used to calculate the structure-based
and sentiment analysis. The statistical
tools used in this research are reliability, validity, and linear regression.

Figure 3.1 Description of Constrained Sub
graph
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correlation
ranges
from -1 for a perfect n
correlation. Perfect positive means if the p
points could be connected with a straight li
Reliability Test - Reliability test is correlation
between
x and y Meanwhile,
or a weak
for y also
increases.
perfect n
used to measure whether a test is stable linear
correlation.
A
value
closes
zero
increases, then the values tofor
y decreases. If
and consistent in measuring what it is indicates that there is a random and
linear correlation between x and y or a w
intended to measure. The higher the non-linear correlation between two
indicates that there is a random and non
reliability, the more reliable the instru- variables. The equation for correlation
of coefficient (r) is:
ment. If the instrument i s more re- ofequation
coefficientfor
(r) correlation
is:
liable, i t w i l l get same results
when used to measure the same object several times. In this research, to
measure reliability the author will use
Cronbach’s Alfa.
Validity Test - Validity is a measurement indicates the level of confidence
of a research instrument (Arikunto,
2002). This validity test refers to the
degree to which the test actually measures what it claims to measure. A
high value of validity identified the
more precise variables.
In this research, the validity test
will be done by comparing between the
instrument value and the total value.
This research uses Pearson Correlation
to measure the test validity.
Pearson Correlation or correlation
of coefficient (r) measures the relative
strength of a linear relationship between
two numerical variables (Levine,
2006). The value of coefficient of
correlation ranges from -1 for a perfect
negative correlation to +1 for a perfect
positive correlation. Perfect positive
means if the points were plotted in a
scatter diagram, all the points could
be connected with a straight line and
if variable for x increases, then the
value for y also increases. Meanwhile,
perfect negative correlation means
that if values for x increases, then the
values for y decreases. If the value of r
is 0 or close to 0, then there is no linear
P. 176

Where:

Where:
r: Pearson correlation coefficient between x

x:r:x variable
Pearson correlation coefficient
y:between
y variable
x and y
n: number of values
x: x variable

y: y instrument
variable
The
is valid if rcount bigger than
data
is declared
to be invalid. Table r can be
n: number
of values

3.3.3
Regression
The Linear
instrument
is valid if rcount
Linear
regression
refers iftorcount
how to develop
bigger than rtable. Meanwhile,
less
than rtable
then the
declaredof one or mo
variable
based
on data
the isvalues
toanalysis,
be invalid.there
Table rare
can two
be seen
on
variables
determ
appendix.
Dependent variable is the variable that th
variable is variables used for prediction. L
mathematical relationship exists between a
3.3.3
the Linear
effect Regression
that changes in the independent v
Linear regression
refers to how to
identify
unusual observation.

develop a model to predict the values
ofThere
a numerical
variable
basedregressions
on the
are simple
linear
and mult
values
of
one
or
more
other
variables
a single numerical independent variable X
(Levine, 2012). In regression analysis,
Y. The simple linear regression formula is:
there are two variables determined as
dependent and independent variable.
Dependent variable is the variable that
Where
= Y intercept
for the
population
the
author expects
to predict,
while
=
Slope
for
the
population
independent variable is variables used
y = Dependent
variable
for prediction.
Linear regression
is able(sometimes r
to identifyx the
type of mathematical
= Independent
variable (sometimes
relationship
exists
between
a
dependent
and one
independent
variable,
The second
is multiple
linear regressions
toindependent
quantify the effect
that changes
in the value of
variables
to predict
the
are:independent variable owned by
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Linear regression refers to how to develop a model to predict the values of a
variable based on the values of one or more other variables (Levine, 2012). In r
analysis,
there
areandtwo
variables determined as dependent and independent
the
dependent
variable,
to identify
y= Dependent variable (sometimes
Dependent
variable
is
the
variable that
theasauthor
expects
to predict, while ind
unusual observation.
referred
the response
variable)
variable is variables used for prediction. Linear regression is able to identify th
x= Independent
variable
mathematical relationship exists between
a dependent
and(sometimes
independent variable, to
referred
as
the
explanatory
theThere
effect
changes
in the independent variable owned by the dependent variab
arethat
simple
linear regressions
variable)
identify
unusual
observation.
and
multiple
linear regressions.
Simple

linear regression is a single numerical
independent
variable linear
X used regressions
to predict and multiple linear regressions. Simple linear reg
There are simple
The use of the equation is to
the
numerical
dependent
variable
a single numerical independentY. variable
X used to predict the numerical dependen
project
The
simple
linearlinear
regression
formulaformula is:the outcomes during certain
Y. The
simple
regression
period of time in the future. This
is:
research
uses
multiple
linear
regressions analysis to seek the most
Where = Y intercept for the population
correlated variable. The author uses
Where:
= Slope for the populationSPSS statistic to calculate the linear
a= Y intercept
for the population
regression.referred as the response variable)
y = Dependent
variable (sometimes

x =for
Independent
variable (sometimes
referred
as the
explanatory
variable)
b= Slope
the population
Equation
obtained
from
linear
regression must be tested first, to
y= Dependent variable (sometimes
The second one is multiple linear regressions.
multiple
linear regression uses tw
determine theThe
existence
of a significant
referred as the response variable)
independent variables to predict thelinear
value of
a dependent
variable.theMultiple linear re
relationship
between
independent and dependent variables,
are:x= Independent variable
(sometimes referred as the
the author will test whether the null
explanatory variable)
hypothesis is being rejected or not. In
this case, the Author will use T-test.
The second one is multiple
linear regressions. The multiple
linear regression uses two or more
T-Test - This test is used to conduct
independent variables to predict the
hypothesis test into independent varivalue of a dependent variable. Multiple
ables. An independent
linear regressions are:
variable is considered to have an

influence
to dependent variable if it

 significantly rejects H0 p- level less
Where:
 

than α level. In this research, α = 5%



is used. The hypothesis is defined as
a= Y intercept


follows:

b1= slope of Y with variable








b2= slope of Y with variable

H0
: = 0 : an 
independent
variable
        

    
holding variables X2, X3, ..., Xk
is
not
partially
significant
            
constant


H1 :
≠ 0 : an independent
variable
is
partially
significant
holding
variables
X
2, X3, ..., Xk
            
constant
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However, the simpler way to
understand which variables that are
capable of rejecting H0 is by looking
at the significant value. If the significant
value of a variable is below 0.05, then
H0 will be rejected because the required
significant level is 95%.
Correlation of Coefficient and Correlation of Determination - The correlation of coefficient (r) as mentioned before measures the strength
and direction of a linear relationship
between independent and dependent
variable. The coefficient of determi2
nation (r ) measures how well the regression line represents the data, if the
regression line passes exactly through
each point on the scatter plot, it will
be able to explain all of the variation
(Levine, 2006) and represents the data
percentage that is closest to the line.
The range of coefficient of determina2
tion is from 0 < r < 1 and refers to
the strength of the linear association
between independent variable and
dependent variable.
For example, if r = 0.95 then
2
r = 0.9025 that means 90.25% of
the total variation in independent
variables (y) can be explained by the
linear relationship between x and
y, while the rest 9.75% of the total
variation in y remains unexplained.
Event Analysis - Event analysis is a
qualitative approach that the author
used to analyze the micro-blogging
activity. The author analyses the peak
of MNCN trading volume as it refers
P. 178

to supply and demand. This methodology can be used to describe and explain
public or people’s behavior in particular
situations. Through this method, the
author will describe the background
of why peak tweets appeared in particular date and why there are only few
tweets on the other date. The author
will provide the graph of the trade volume. Additionally, through this method, the author will also be able to find
out the influencer who can encourage
many people to buy MNCN.
Data Collection and Processing Dataset collection of this research contains two sets of data. The first set is
historical return and volume of trade
that obtained from www.finance.yahoo.com with adjusted closing return
for each day on June 7 t h , 2 0 1 2 until
July 31st, 2012. While the second data
is from www.pro.topsy.com and data
gained from this website requires filtering approaches to get the most related
tweets about MNCN. Www.topsy.pro.
com also provides location limited in
Indonesia. The data summary on return and volume will be provided in
appendix A.
From publicly available twitter
data, the author obtained 4457
tweets posted regarding t o MNCN.
Each tweet provides the tweet
identifier, date and time (GMT +7)
and the text content which is limited
to 140 characters. Firstly, during data
collection, the author set filters to
obtain all relevant tweets (Ruiz, 2012).
In the process of filtering, we use few
regular expressions related to the
stocks, including the company name,
company ticker name, issues about
Powerful Practices:
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stock, 
and hash-tags
associated
Figure 1
is one of the
examples
of  
 the


  


with
MNCN.
For
example,
the
filter
constrained
sub-graph,
in
the
figure
 
expression of MNCN is: “bribery on above, the tweet with code 1 (+1)

MNC, corruption in MNC, tax issue
attached
with
URL and
       is

hash
tag.
  
of MNC, MNCN.” To make the data Furthermore, the tweet code 1 is also
            
acceptable, the tweet has to relate to being posted by user id @13 and RT by
            
the company or mentioning the issue @24 and @31. This figure shows that

of financial situation.
there is connection of every tweet with

the user id, because one user id could

tweet several times with related topic
Data Analysis - Structure Based about MNCN. User id @6 tweeted
Method - Structure based method i s for two different tweets but still in the
used to see the relation between nodes same hash tag. Hash tag code 1 has
 
and edges from each tweet. After pre- been used twice for tweet code 22 and

paring all the tweets, the structure is code 1.

represented
constrained-sub
graph

by
   
        
in Figure 1. From the constrained-sub

graph, the activities features are divid
ed into seven features.

























Figure 1. Illustration of Constrained-Sub
graph
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Table 1. Features from Constrained Sub-graph

Activity Features

Description

RTID
RTU

Number of re-tweets
Number of different users re-tweeted

82
173

TID
TUSM
THTG
TURL
UID

Number of tweets
Number of tweets mentioned any user
Number of hash tag used in all the tweet
Number of tweets with URL
Number of different user posted a tweet

1505
94
36
1210
874

From the total of 1505 tweets
collected from June 7th until July 31st,
the tweets are divided into three time
lags. Each quantity of the features in
each lag is calculated in two different
ways, and therefore, there will be
daily features and cumulative features.
After the constrained-sub graph has
been made, the structure-based model
will be analyzed by using statistical
method.
Reliability Test - The reliability test
will be conducted in three time lags
(D-day, D-1, D-2, and D-3) in daily
features and cumulative. The tested
variables used to measure the reliability test included in all type of lag (Dday, D-1, D-2, D-3) are RTID, RTU,
TID, TUSM, THTG, TURL, and
UID. The result of reliability of each
lag is reliable because the cronbach’s
alfa is bigger than 0.06/
From the reliability test, the
score of Cronbach’s Alfa from daily
features shows that the variables are
very reliable. Similar to cumulative
data, the Cronbach’s alfa is very reliable.
Cumulative data has greater degree of
reliability compared to the daily data.
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As all data has significant reliability,
there is no data to remove and the next
step can be done, it is validity test.
Validity Test - After conducting the
reliability test, the author prepared
the validity test to measure whether
all variables are valid or not. Similar to
the reliability test, the validity test will
also be conducted in two parts, which
are for daily data and cumulative data.
The table below shows the validity test
results.
Multiple Linear Regression - The
multiple regressions will be conducted
to each lag from lag 0 until lag -3, each
dependent variable, each daily and
cumulative. At first, to return as independent variable (Daily Features), the
stepwise only could only be conducted
to Lag 0 and Lag 2. In other words,
Lag 1 and Lag 3 have weak correlation
to return as independent variable (can
be seen in appendix). Furthermore,
the multiple regressions with volume
as the independent variables cannot
be conducted because the correlation
between independent and dependent
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variable is too weak to be done with
stepwise.

The condition
hypothesis are:

From the calculation between Stock
return and Independent variables Lag
0, the equation obtained is,

•   Ho will be accepted if:

to

prove

the

-ttable ≤ tcount ≤ ttable
Level of significance > 0.05

Y = -0.001 + 0.011RTID0

•   Ho will be rejected if:
–tcount < -ttable or tcount > ttable

(e.g., 4.1)

Level of significance < 0.05
This equation can be used to
quantify the effect that changes in
the independent variable within the
dependent variable. This equation
means the change in MNCN return
will be affected by daily number of retweet. Every single change in number
of re-tweet will increase the return of
stocks for 1.1% and this equation has
10.6% of R Square, means 10.6% of
return on MNCN can be represented
by RTID.
The next step after obtaining the
equation is to check the significance
level and to conduct the t-test. Before
analyzing with t-test and significance
level, the hypothesis must be
conducted. Hypothesis in determining
the influence of independent variables
to dependent variable is formulated as
follows,
H0: there is no significant
correlation between independent
variable and dependent variable
H1: there is a significant correlation
between independent variable and
dependent variable.

The score of tcount in return lag 0
is 2,414 and the score of ttable with
degree of freedom 49 (df
= N-2 = 51-2 = 49) is 2, 0096.
With that specification ttable and the
significance level is 0.020 means that
there is significant correlation between
RTID0 and return of stock. Therefore,
according to t-test and significant level
result, H0 is rejected.
For Lag -2
Y = 0.008 TID2 - 0.007 UID2.
The significance level of model
2 below 0.05 means that TID2 and
UID2 have significant correlation.
Furthermore, the ttable for degree of
freedom 51 (df = N-2 = 53-2 = 51)
is 2,0076 and according to hypothesis
that H0 will be rejected if tcount > ttable
or –tcount < -ttable, the value of tcount
for TID2 is 3,487 and the value of
tcount for UID2 is -3,144 which means
that H0 is rejected.
After obtaining the results of each
stepwise, the variables with correlation
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with return will be stepwise for the
second time to find the equation from
variables RTID0, TID2, and UID2.
The combination of two lags.
Therefore, the equation for multiple
linear regression Daily features with
return as the dependent is
y = 0.008TID2 - 0.007UID2.
(e.g., 4.3)
After having the result of return
as the dependent variable in daily
features, analysis about cumulative
features will be conducted. Similar to
daily features, the multiple regressions
that will be used is stepwise method.
The multiple regressions with stepwise
method cannot be conducted in
cumulative features to return as the
dependent variable from lag 0 until
lag -3 and volume as the dependent
variable from lag 2 until lag 3. The
stepwise method only succeeds to be
done in cumulative features for volume
as dependent variable and only for lag
0 and lag 1. Table below will show the
stepwise result of cumulative features
for volume as dependent variable from
lag 0 until lag 1.
Volume as dependent, has the
second highest in correlation of
coefficient and according to the
condition to reject H0, model 4 have
the level of significance below 0.05
and the ttable for degree of freedom
49 in 2.0096 that means tcount for
TID0 is higher than ttable. . For UID0,
–tcount < -ttable
because -4.410<-2,
0096 therefore model 4 rejects the
H0 hypothesis. The equation for
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cumulative features for volume as
independent variable for lag 0 is
Y = 0.780 + 0.02TID0 - 0.021UID0.
(e.g., 4.4)
The equation means, the change
in MNCN volume of stock will be
affected by cumulative features of
number of tweet and user ids. Every
single change in number of tweet will
increase the volume of stock for 2%
and decrease for 2.1% of every user’s
id.
Furthermore, for independent
variable of TUSM1 and TID1, t h e
equation for multiple regressions is
Y = 1.147-0.023TUSM1+0.001
TID1.
(e.g., 4.5)
This equation means, the change
in MNCN volume of stock will be
affected by cumulative number of tweet
that mentions any user and cumulative
number of tweet. Every single change
in number of tweet that mentions any
user will decrease the volume of stock
for 2.3% in standardized value and
increases 0.1% of every tweet posted.
After the equation is made, the next
step is to analyze it using t-test and level
of significance. Level of significance of
TUSM1 and TID1 is below 0.05 and
the ttable for degree of freedom 50 (df
= N-2 = 52-2 = 50) is 2.0086, those
results show that the independent
Powerful Practices:
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variables of model 2 rejected the H0,
and there is a significant correlation
between
independent
variable
(TUSM1 and TID1) and dependent
variable (volume).
The result of each stepwise has
been obtained, and the next step is the
independent variables succeeding in
stepwise method will be stepwise for
the second time. Those independent
variables are TID0, UID0, TUSM1,
and TID1. The second stepwise is to
find a mixed combination from lag
0 until lag 1. Table below will show
the SPSS result of multiple linear
regressions.
From the result of SPSS, Both
independent variables are below 0.05,
tcount of TUSM1 is lower than ttable,
and also tcount of TID1 is greater than
ttable. Therefore, model 2 can be used
to reject H0,
There is significant correlation
between independent variables and
dependent variable. The equation can
be used is:

Y = 1.188 - 0.022TUSM1 +
0.001TID1
(e.g., 4.6)
Therefore, the change in MNCN
Volume of stocks will be affected by
cumulative number of tweet that
mentions any user and cumulative of
number of tweet. Every single change
in number of tweet that mentions any
user will decrease the volume of stocks
for 2.2% in standardized value and
increase up to 0.1% for each tweets.
This equation has 25.3% of R square,
means around 25.3% of volume of
stocks MNCN can be represented by
two independent variables.
To summarize the multiple
linear regressions of daily features
and cumulative features, below table
will show the equation for daily and
cumulative features.

Table 2. Summary of equation on Daily and Cumulative Features

Daily / Cu- Dependent Independent
mulative
Variables
Variable
Daily

Return

Cumulative

Volume
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TID2 and
UID2

Equation
y=0.08TID2-0.07 UID2.

TUSM1 and
y=1.188-0.022TUSM1+0.001TID1
TID1
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As has been explained earlier, in
daily features of return as dependent
variables, only lag 0 and lag 2 that
can be stepwise. For volume in daily
features, there are no lags that could
be stepwise because the correlation
between independent and dependent
variable is too weak. The result
of applied method can be seen in
appendix.
Event Analysis - In this method, the
author will provide the graph for volume as basically, return is resulted in
the supply and demand of the volume.
Table below will show the volume from
June 7th, 2012 until July 31st, 2012.
Figure 2. Trading Volume of MNCN

The average volume from June
7th, 2012 until July 31st, 2012 is
21,681,397. From the graph above,
there are five dates when the volume
reached almost two times of the average
volume.
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The first date is in June 7th, 2012.
It is the first date when the news about
embezzlement being announced and
the time the news announced is when
the stock market was going to be closed.
This is the reason why this news gave
huge impact to the volume of trade
in the next day and only gave little
impact for June 7th, 2012. The news
was published in 16.12 pm through
news and social media, KPK arrested
Tommy (Head of Supervision and
Consultation in Tax Executive Office)
with James who gave the money of
Rp285,000,000 at Sederhana, Tebet.
In this date, all information detail was
just an assumption because KPK
Did not want to give detail
information about the embezzlement

and started to investigate the case.
Furthermore, the rumor that spread
among media was that the money was
given to Tommy from James to stage
the process of examination. It effected
MNCN volume of that day to turn
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to 34,988,000 and the previous day
was 42,004,000, it decreased about
16.7%.
The second date is in June 13 ,
2012 and in that da,y the news
about IPO of MSKY (subsidiary
company of MNC) was spread among
the social media. One of the influencer
namely @pakarsaham said “MNCN
berpotensi menguat jelang IPO
Skyvision” (MNC is potentially to
become stronger by IPO Skyvison) and
affected all followers of @pakarsaham.
Many user ids talked about this
particular topic.
th

The third black circle was in June
15th, 2012 with total of trading volume
of 36,980,500. Similar to June 13th,
2012 that increases the volume because
the issue of IPO sky vision started to be
discussed again in social media. When
in June 14th, 2013 the news about
embezzlement was spoken in social
media and that is why in June 14th,
the volume of trade was decreasing.
One of the main tweest in that day is
from @detikcom: “Bhakti Investama
Lepas Saham MNC Sky Vision
Lewat IPO” (Bhakti Investama drops
the MNC Sky Vision stock through
IPO) and from this main tweet, many
people discussed about this particular
topic and gave a positive impact to
the volume of trade of MNCN on
June 15th, 2012.
June 29th is the first date of offering
period for MNC Sky Vision and from
the graph above, the offering period of
MNC sky vision gave positive impact
to MNCN trade volume. Demand
on shares is $520,000,000 or equal to
Rp4, 68 Trillion. In 29th, 2012 is also
the highest volume of trade from June
Powerful Practices:

7th until July 31st for 42,919,000 trade
volume.
July 26th is the day when MNCN
announced to be part of LQ45 and
gives impact to the volume of stock
in July 27th 2002. LQ45 is a group
of 45 companies have been selected
based on condition; included in the
top 60 companies with the highest
market capitalization and highest
market transaction value in a regular
market the last 12 month, and gave
health financial condition. The
Indonesia Stock Exchange (BEI)
created changes to the composition of
LQ45, six stocks are listed out and six
stocks listed in. MNCN with BHIT,
BKSL, BSDE, BWPT, and INTA was
the six stocks replace the position of
BBTN, DOID, GJTL, KRAS, SIMP,
and UNSP. This was great news for
trader and many user ids that RT
this news and talked about it in twitter.
Compare to yesterday, the stock volume
of 10,142,100 shares and in July 27th
of 39,525,500. The return increased
for 289.72% in July 27th, 2012.
From the table above, the graph
suddenly changes to the highest point
and could drop to the lowest point.
Although that MNCN was having
a problem about embezzlement
but MNCN still have good news
to increasing the volume of trade
such as MNCN listed in LQ45 and
announcement of IPO of MSKY
(subsidiary company of MNC).
Most Twitter users’ activities in 2012
were triggered by announcements of
IPO of MNC Sky Vision and MNCN
listed in LQ45. Next step is to specify
the influencers of MNCN-related
topics in Twitter. Twitter influencers
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can be identified by considering some
criteria, such as:
• Relevance of topic: tweets with
the most related topics with
MNC can influence others’
decisions of trading stock
• Re-tweets: the number of re-tweets
from other users related to original
tweet with MNCN-related topics
posted by a user.
• Tweets: the number of tweets
posted by a user matching the topic
of MNCN
• Followers:
the
number
of
followers of a user determines
how wide will the information
dissemination from the user be.
Based on the tweets, there are
some user ids whose posted tweets
influence other users and those user
ids’ posted tweets are most likely
be re-tweeted by other users.
They are @pakarsaham, @detikcom,
and @billykompas. @pakarsaham
h a s 139,525 followers. Her tweets
c o n t a i n o f guidance about what
stock to b u y or to sell and the
user id also provides seminar about
stock. Her twitter page can be used
as an information source for trader to
generate information. Furthermore, @
detikcom has 5,491,051 followers and
this user id always updates information
about economic, industry, or tourism
in Indonesia. As twitter allows the user
id to re-tweet, comment, reply other
user ids, many user comments on each
tweet that @detikcom h a s posted
and i t becomes a topic to discuss
in twitter.
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@billykompas is a journalist in
Kompas Media and he tends to always
update status about the condition in
Indonesia, e specially when the news
relates to controversial issues. He has
10, 847 followers. Therefore, those
three users can be a guide and
source to seek for information about
MNCN.
Conclusion - Based on the research done by the author, from two different methods; structure analysis and
event analysis, the author concludes
that the correlation between return
and volume of stock with microblogging activity is not yet powerful.
From the result of structure-analysis,
from lag 0 until lag -3 for daily feature,
only return as dependent has a correlation to the independent variables.
Even from seven features in structureanalysis, only 2 of them have correlation with return, they are TID-2 and
UID-2. The number of tweet posted
and number of different users posted
a tweet are correlated with return, but
2
the correlation is weak because the r
only 25.6% that indicates only 25.6%
of the total variation in return can be
explained by the linear relationship between return and TID-2 and UID-2.
Meanwhile, for the cumulative data,
only volume as dependent variable
that has correlation with the features,
the features are TUSM and TID with
2
R of 25.3% that indicates only 25.3%
from total variation in volume can be
explained by linear relationship. In the
process of analysis, all the variables are
reliable and valid but unfortunately the
variables did not have a strong correlation. From structure analysis, the most
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correlated features are TID that indicated posted tweet will give impact to
the return and volume of stock, but the
correlation is not strong yet. Therefore,
there are two equations that can be
used to project the return and volume.
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Unearthing the Ability of
Social Media in Projecting
Inflation Rate
Chesa Desinta Kusumayantie and Deddy Priatmodjo K
School of Business and Management, Institute of Technology Bandung, Indonesia.
ABSTRACT - Along with technological development, nowadays social
media has been used as one of modern
ways to communicate, discuss, or to
form a community. Most of people in
this world have an account on various
kinds of social media. Twitter is one
type of social media that is currently
most widely used, especially in Indonesia. The expansion of communication
tools, which provides internet facility,
such as mobile smartphone, android,
iphone, and others allow people to become more active in virtual world via
Twitter. This paper shows other function that can be utilized from the use
of Twitter. The study tries to explore
the correlation between news information and opinions of people on Twitter
to the projection of the ongoing inflation rate at the end of the month in
DKI Jakarta area. Among the benefits
of using Twitter are real time and virtually no cost to collect, compared to the
current method in acquiring or figuring monthly inflation rate.

The method used in this research
is collecting people’s "tweets" directly
or indirectly related to inflation. Direct
information explained by "tweets"
shows the people perception on
the on going inflation. Meanwhile,
indirect information related to any
"tweet" mentioning the important
factors is directly related to the level
of consumer price index, such as food,
housing, clothing, and miscellaneous
goods and services.
Any
important
information
contained in "tweets" including
hashtag, retweets, reply and additional
comments during period of three
months (from January to March 2013)
will be used as the main data. This study
will create a structural information
diagram that shows the relationships
of “tweeting” activities, i.e.,
the
relationships among users, hashtags,
tweets, retweets, replies as observed
in (Ruiz J.E, et al. 2012). The content
of information within the "tweets"
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will also be assessed to determine its
sentiment. This sentiment analysis
together with structural information
will be used to project the ongoing
inflation rate.
Keywords: social media, inflation,
and sentiment
INTRODUCTION - In this era, human life can not be separated from the
role of the internet and social media.
Both of them have become the primary needs for everyone in this
modern era. Not just to find useful
information and chat or share with distant relatives, the internet, particularly
social media, can also predict events
that will occur in the future. In this
case, the author will discuss the role of
Twitter in projecting inflation rate of
DKI Jakarta Area.
As one of social media types, Twitter
can be used for various purposes.
Not only for sharing opinions or
informations between people, but
it is also one of effective marketing
tools. By using Twitter, people are
able to promote their products,
increase brand awareness, or get
the customer’s feedback. However,
the research conducted by Johan
Bollen and Huina Mao, with the title
of “Twitter Moods Predict the Stock
Market” showed that the statements
on Twitter can actually predict the
movement of stock’s value. According
to their basic principal, behavioral
economic stated that emotion has an
ability to influence individual behavior
and decision making. Therefore,
they use Twitter feeds to investigate
P. 190

whether collective moods have a
correlation with the value of DJIA
(Dow Jones Industrial Average) or not.
To analyse the content of daily tweets,
OpinionFinder is one of the two mood
tracking tools which measures the
positive vs. negative moods. The other
tools used is GPOM (Google Profile of
Moods States). It measures the mood
in six dimensions (Calm, Sure, Alert,
Vital, Kind, and Happy) from over
9,853,498 tweets. The result is they
found an accuracy of 87,6% with a
reduction of Mean Average Percentage
Error greater than 6%. Prior to this
research, they have found significant
correlation from cross-validating
the result of mood time series by
comparing the ability to detect how
the public response to presidential
election and Thanksgiving Day 2008.
Thus, according to their experience
and the result of the previous research,
OpinionFinder and GPOM is reliable
enough to determine the sentiment
analysis result.
After reviewing the previous
research about analysing how
microblogging activities can predict the
future outcomes, in the case of stocks,
the author finds research gap that has
not been researched yet in Indonesia,
especially to predict inflation rate.
Since inflation rate has the same
characteristic with stock, which
can not be predicted without the
previous data, the author thinks that
the research for inflation rate can use
the same method as Bollen has done
with the use of sentiment analysis.
The difference here is, this study will
measure the sentiment analysis from
questionnaires filled by random people,
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who understand Twitter and general
information about inflation.
Inflation is a process of rising prices
in general and persistent (continuous),
correlated to the market mechanism
that can be caused by various
factors, for example the increment
of
private consumption, excess
liquidity in the market that triggers the
consumption or even speculation, or
the disfluencies of goods distribution.
In the calculation of inflation, the main
instrument needed is the consumer
price index. Consumer Price Index
(CPI) is an index, which measures the
average change in prices of collection
of goods and services consumed by
the population or household during
certain time. Therefore, the tweet
content needed in this paper is
related to an increase in the price of
basic goods, such as clothing, food or
food ingredient, housing, and other
products that have been considered as
primary needs.
DATA COLLECTION - To get data
for analysis, the author collects tweets
about inflation rate from Topsy. The
author uses filter program from Topsy
to take more than 2000 influential
tweets, spreaded over the area of DKI
Jakarta from January 1st, 2013 to April
30rd, 2013. This filter is also useful to
separate irrelevant tweets discussing
about the rising prices or inflation fact
and opinions. Therefore, the author
uses related keywords, such as inflation, rising prices, Jakarta inflation,
price of food materials, food prices,
housing prices, fuel prices, clothing
prices, health care fee, education fee,
transportation costs, and many others.
Powerful Practices:

METHODOLOGY - After gathering all relevant influental tweets, the
author collects them into one table,
including the information of published
date, user ID, content of tweets, URLs,
hash tag, re-tweets, reply, mention, and
comments from other users. And the
next step is preparing questionnaire to
get public opinions on the tweet contents. In this case, the author gives respondents five grades score to choose,
ranging from -2 to 2, in which each has
different assessment criteria. Score-2
means that the content difinitely has
no effect on the conditions which
may lead to the inflation increase rate,
so it can predict the decrease of inflation rate. Slightly different, the score
-1 means that the tweet content has
no effect to the conditions that can
cause an increase in the rate of inflation but does not have much effect on
the inflation rate. If the content does
not have any influence on the inflation
rate, then the score is 0. Meanwhile,
the score 1 means the tweet content affects the conditions that can lead to
the increase of inflation rate, but does
not have much effect on the increase in
inflation, and score 2 means that the
content is highly in accordance with
the conditions that can cause the increment of inflation rate so that there
is wide possibility to rise the inflation.
These questionnaires are distributed
to several people from different backgrounds, such as a college students,
teachers, employees, businessmen, and
housewives.
The result of the questionnaires
will be analysed using sentiment
analysis method. Sentiment analysis is
a technique used in natural language
process, text, and computational
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According to the data analysis made by the author, the result of sentiment analysis
reflected
from
thedata
graph
below:made by the author, the result of sentiment analysis
According
to the
analysis

reflected from the graph below:

linguistic to extract and identify
subjective information of source
materials. This technique is able to
determine the attitude of the authors
that shows their judgement or emotional
state when writing a particular topic. It
is very useful to automatically monitor
the characteristic of overall people’s
feeling or mood in social media.
Therefore, in the end of the analysis,
the author will compare the result from
sentiment analysis and the movement
of inflation rate.

According to the data analysis
made by the author, the result of
sentiment analysis can be reflected
from the graph below:






































 

  





























 
Figure
1: Inflation Rate Graph







































   





  
 





 







Figure 2: Monthly Average Sentiment Graph







































   














Figure 3: Cummulative Average Sentiment
Graph



















DATA ANALYSIS - The next step is
converting the questionnaire result
into graph and comparing it with the
movement of inflation rate. In this
study, there are four comparisons that
will be made by the author. First, the
author compares the monthly average
sentiment result of Twitter with the
monthly movement of the inflation
rate. The average result is gained by
adding all average sentiments in each
day and dividing it to the total day in
a month. The second method is comparing inflation rate with cummulative average sentiment. Whereas, the
third method is the author compares
the total sentiment of all tweets per
month with the movement of inflation rate. The last method is comparing inflation rate with cummulative
total sentiment. Afterwards, the author
will compare the graphs whether they
can prove that Twitter has an ability to
project inflation rate or not.
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possibility, while it is likely to be impossible for cummulative average sentiment and
cummulative to get minus value.
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The author concludes that average sentiment is the most favorable method to find the
correlation between sentiment analysis and inflation rate. However, the author still has not
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CONCLUSION - The author concludes that average sentiment is the
most favorable method to find the
correlation between sentiment analysis
and inflation rate. However, the author
still has not found the projecting power yet. Since the similarity of the result
in this research is only 50%, the author
suggests that in the future research, the
data should be added until minimum
one year to find the percentage error.
Besides, the author finds that using
sentiment analysis to find the correla-
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tion and projection of inflation rate is
more advantageous since it does not
require much cost and effort to collect
the goods’ price.
REFERENCES:
Chung, Sang, and Sandy Liu
(2011). Predicting Stock Market
Fluctuations from Twitter. Ruiz,
J. E, et al. (2012). Correlating
Financial Time Series with MicroBlogging Activity.
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The Factors Which Affect
the Bank Intermediation

(A Study on General Government Bank of
South Kalimantan)
Masithah Akbar and Rr. Siti Munawaroh
STIE INDONESIA BANJARMASIN, Banjarmasin, South Kalimantan, Indonesia.
ABSTRACT - The research is to investigate the effects of non performing
loan, SBI, interest rate of saving, intereset rate of loan, inflation, Product
Domestic Regional Bruto (PDRB)
both simultanesously and partially to
the function of intermediary of Goverment Banks in South Kalimantan.
The method used for analysis is multiple regressions, t –Test and F-Test.
Based on the analysis within periode
2009-2011, there are some results.
First, SBI affects negatively to Loans
Deposit Ratio (LDR). It is caused by
the interest rate offered is more interesting that most of the banks allocate
their fund to SBI (Sertificate of Bank
of Indonesia). This result also supports the theory that says, the increase
of SBI will decrease the intermediary
function. Second, the variable of intereset rate of loan dominantly affects
the LDR. Interest Rate the amount of
this loan resulted entrepreneurs / in-

vestors are reluctance to borrow loans
at the bank. Interest rates on loans are
costs to be paid by the borrower on the
loan being received and a return on investment for lenders. Interest Rate of
Loans has a negative relationship with
credit offers. Based on the results of the
research, Loan Interest Rate negatively
affects intermediation (LDR) in which
consistent with the theory saying that
the increase of interest rates will reduce
the amount of commercial bank lending.

Keywords: intermediary, General
Government Banks
INTRODUCTION - In economic
system, the main role of financial institutions is as intermediary function,
to re-channel funds collected from
the public in form of loans or credit

Author correspondence to Masithah Akbar;
Email: masithah@stiei-kayutangi-bjm.ac.id
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to the real sectors of business in their
business development efforts. In other
words, through exercise of intermediation, the financial sector must act as an
agent to accelerate development and
to increase economic growth, which
in turn will improve the welfare of the
community.
In Indonesia, most financial
institution playing a role in the
development process from time to
time is banking, hence, it is not
surprising that blast crisis of the
banking sector in 1998 were much less
pronounced impact on the Indonesian
economy. Seeing this condition, with
the motto "to keep the banks afloat",
the government set up a scenario of
recapitalization with enormous costs
that would have to be borne by the
people in order to save the sector from
the brunt of the crisis. The goal is clear,
to improve the health of banks in micro
that thereby able to restore the basic
functions of a bank as intermediary
strong.
However, it has to be noticed that
efforts to rescue the banking system
are not only accommodated through
recapitalization scenarios that have
been implemented. Macroeconomic
environment, as well as a series of central
bank policy and the accompanying
government also play a very important
role within the framework of the
restructuring effort. After becoming
healthier, such banking sectors are
required to be able to perform the
basic functions of their existence as in
the pre-crisis period, i.e., performing
financial intermediation by mobilizing
factors for the existing production.
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PRELIMINARIES - Banks that dominate the financial sector in the country are expected to contribute a greater
role in the process of creating growth
through their main function, namely
intermediation. On the one hand, we
have seen that the limited bank intermediation and investment climate has
not been conducive to the fundamental factors that inhibit the growth of
higher investment. But on the other
hand, the exchange rate crisis that
spawned the banking crisis of 19971998 leads to a traumatic experience
both for the banks themselves, the real
sector, as well as regulators, especially
the public, so that the concept of "prudent banking" within the framework
of risk management becomes the most
preferred in the operation of the bank
after the financial crisis. The existence
of this concept tends to be associated
with banking intermediation in the
spotlight of various circles. This creates framework of the need for a finetuned policy-oriented health as well as
the smooth functioning of the banking
intermediation itself.
The researcher sees that during
the fourth quarter of 2011, the bank
intermediation of South Kalimantan
has increased, compared to the fourth
quarter of 2010 loans disbursed in
South Kalimantan in the quarter which
reached Rp. 20, 09 trillion, or 14.61%
(yoy), loans extended by commercial
banks in South Kalimantan (credit
according to the location of the bank)
until the end of the fourth quarter of
2011 reached Rp. 20.69 trillion, up
20.93% from the same period in the
previous year. While the outstanding
loans of commercial banks to the entire
South Kalimantan (credit according
Powerful Practices:
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to the project site) during the quarter
reached Rp. 28.28 trillion, growing by
40.20% (yoy), higher than the third
quarter of 2011, which recorded a
growth of 26.69 % (yoy). Judged from
the type of use, the increasing pace
of credit growth mainly occurred in
consumer loans grew up to 46.58%
(yoy), higher than the previous quarter
which only increased 30.19% (yoy).
On the other hand, both earning
credits for working capital and
investment also increased the growth.
Working capital loans increased
31.43% (yoy) higher than the previous
quarter's growth of 16.96% (yoy). The
increase came mainly from working
capital loans in the commercial sector,
agriculture, and mining. Aligned with
working capital loans, investment loans
increased from 34.27% of growth
(yoy) to 43.26% (yoy). This increase
is in line with the positive expectations
of entrepreneurs to the development
of business in South Kalimantan,
especially in agriculture, mining, and
PHR.
Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR)
is used to determine how much
credit financed by a third party plus
borrowings and equity. Loan to Deposit
Ratio (LDR) shows the bank's liquidity
position which is the most commonly
used, especially to determine whether
the funds collected meet the needs
of credit provision (Latumaerissa,
1999:23).
Bank deposit growth rate group
of General Government (BUP) turns
higher, which is influenced by the
intensive fund raising activities of the
government-owned banks during the
year of 2009 and psychological factors
Powerful Practices:

on the economic conditions in early
2009. The global economic crisis and
the emergence of cases of troubled
banks at the end of 2008 seemed to
cause a decline in public confidence in
the performance of private banks.
While the credit risk indicated by
the ratio of NPL, registered a decline
of 2.60% to 1.61%. Judged from the
type of use, the improvement in the
ratio of non-performing loans (NPL) is
primarily due to the decline in the NPL
on productive loans, working capital
loans of good, especially in the mining
and transportation sectors. After
the end of coal mining land dispute,
the debtor's financial problems had
gradually recovered so that the loan
payments turned into delayed start
paying off.
Seeing conditions are getting
better, GDP growth and inflation rates
are declining in South Kalimantan,
and it is still possible for the banks
to give more aggressive loan to the
real sector in order to stimulate the
economy and welfare of the people
of South Kalimantan. Government
Commercial Bank was chosen as the
research object here because data based
on the government's general bank
was the instrumental in running the
bank intermediation seen from the
percentage of loan to deposit ratio
(LDR), the largest commercial banks
held by the Government.
Based on this phenomenon,"Factors
Affecting Bank Intermediation (Studies
in General Government Banks in South
Kalimantan)" needs to be analyzed.
The problems of this research
include: (1) Are the factors such
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as NPL, SBI, Deposit Interest
Rate, Loan Interest Rates, Inflation
and GDP simultaneously affect
government intermediation Banks
in South Kalimantan?; (2) What
factors like NPL, SBI, Deposit
Interest Rate, Loan Interest Rates,
Inflation and GDP partially affect
government intermediation Banks in
South Kalimantan?; (3) What is the
most dominant factor affecting SBI
Commercial Bank intermediation
Government in South Kalimantan?.
CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK
AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
- This study is to examine the factors
that affect the banking intermediation.
Such factors include: credit risk, SBI,
Deposit Interest Rate, Loan Interest
Rates, Inflation and growth investment
climate (GDP).
In the study, these factors NPL,
SBI, deposit interest rates, loan interest
rates, inflation and investment climate
growth (GDP) is the indepedent
variabels. On the other hand, Loan
to Deposit Ratio is the dependent
variabels. Test on the relationships of
independent variable on the dependent
variable will be done either individually
(partial) or jointly against LDR.
Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR)
are used to determine how much
credit financed by a third party plus
borrowings and equity. LDR shows
that the bank's liquidity position is
the most commonly used, especially to
determine whether the funds collected
meet the needs of credit provision
(Latumaerissa, 1999:23)
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Seing that the current economic
conditions and investment climate
less favorable, the banks tends to be
prudent in lending so many banks that
invest excess liquidity in the SBI rate,
due to the magnitude and nature of
the risk free. This suggests the inability
of banks to channel funds into the
shape collected or credit and other
productive assets, so it does not have
funds alternative other than SBI.
Based on the issues that have been
formulated, the results of empirical
research studies and theories that
have been presented above, it can
be formulated as the following
hypothesis:
1. Suspected factors NPL, SBI,
Deposit Interest Rate, Loan
Interest Rates, Inflation and GDP
are jointly significant effect on
intermediation (LDR) Commercial
Bank in South Kalimantan.
2. Suspected factors NPL, SBI,
Deposit Interest Rate, Loan Interest
Rates, Inflation and GDP partially
significant effect on intermediation
(LDR) Commercial Bank in South
Kalimantan.
3. SBI is allegedly a dominant
effect on intermediation (LDR)
Commercial Bank Government in
South Kalimantan. This is because
banking industry tends to prefer
to allocate their funds to Bank
Indonesia Certificates (SBI), this
is because the interest rate offered
is more attractive that no bank
that did not allocate their funds
into Bank Indonesia Certificates
(SBI). In addition, Bank Indonesia
Certificates (SBI) is the instrument
Powerful Practices:
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with most major securities market
as the extent is not limited by
the demand or excess liquidity as
banks.

Research Analysis Unit - The unit of
analysis used in this study is a Government commercial bank performance
reports in South Kalimantan.

6

Chart 1.1 Research Model
Variables that affect Bank intermediation
X1 = Non Perfoming Loan
(NPL)
X2 = Bank Indonesia
Certificates (SBI)

Y = Loan to Deposit
Ratio
(LDR)

X3 = Interest Rate Deposit

X4 = Interest Rate

X5 = Inflation

X6 = PDRB

Description :

Effect of variables simultaneously
Particial effect of variables

Chart 1.1 Research Model

Research Sample - The population in
this study are all performance reports
METHODS - Object and Scope of
of 4 Government Commercial Banks
Research - As described earlier, this
in South Kalimantan, while the samstudy discusses the factors influencing
ple is Commercial Bank performance
the intermediary bank State Bank in
report of the Government of South
South Kalimantan. This research
is a
METHODS
Kalimantan 2009-2011.
case study, and the object in this study
commercial
banks in the GovObjectwere
andall
Scope
of Research
ernment of South Kalimantan.

As described earlier, this study discusses the factors influencing the

intermediary bank State Bank in South Kalimantan. This research is a case study,
and the object in this study were all commercial banks in the Government of
Powerful Practices:
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Research Variables - Based on the
variable-variable functions are classified as follows:
1. Dependent variable (the dependent
variable) is a variable which value is
influenced by other variables. The
dependent variable in this study is
the Loan Deposit Ratio (LDR).
2. Independent
variable
(the
independent variable) is the variable
which value is not influenced by
other variables. In this study, an
independent variable is the Non
Performing Loan (NPL), Bank
Indonesia
Certificates
(SBI),
Deposit Interest Rate, Loan Interest
Rates, Inflation, Gross Domestic
Product (GDP).
Operational Definition of Variables
- An operational definition is a variable element of research that tells how
to measure a variable. In this study,
the measurement variables can be explained as follow:
a. Intermediation (LDR) is a division
between banking credit position
with the position of third-party
funding (TPF), received by the
bank. In the LDR concept, the
credit position is calculated as net
credit (net) which means that bank
lending has been reduced by the
repayment, interest payments, sales
and losses (write-offs).
b. Non Performing Loan (NPL) is a
troubled loans where the debtor
meets his/her obligations to pay
the loan installments with interest
thereon at the same time that is not
in accordance with the agreement
P. 200

that has been approved in the
credit agreement. The amount is
calculated based on the percentage
of NPL NPL.
c. Bank Indonesia Certificates (SBI)
is the bearer securities in rupiah
discount system published by Bank
Indonesia in recognition of its debt.
The percentage of SBI interest rate
set by Bank Indonesia.
d. Interest Rate Deposit is given as
stimulation or fringe benefits for
the customers who keep their
money in the bank. Deposit rates
is the price that must be paid to the
bank's customers (in percentage).
e. Loan Interest Rate is the cost to be
paid by the borrower on the loan
received and a return on investment
for lenders.
f. Inflation is a rise in the prices
prevailing realated to economy
issues. Inflation is a major indicator
of the stability of prices in the
economy. Price stability will be able
to provide assurance to investors to
invest their capital. The inflation
rate is reflected by the change in
the annual Consumer Price Index
(yoy).
g. Gross Regional Domestic Product
(GDP) is the value of goods and
services produced in the area / region
in a given year. GDP calculations is
based on the prevailing prices and
is done by using the growth rate in
percentage.
Data Collection Techniques - The
data collected in this study are secondary data sourced from the Regional
Powerful Practices:
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Economic Studies South Kalimantan
province in form of Governments
commercial bank performance data in
South Kalimantan.
Data Analysis Techniques - To test
the three hypotheses, we used multiple
regression equation. The formula used
is (Sudjana, 2001:69)

or partially on the dependent variable.
The test is done in the following ways:
1. Testing the first hypothesis related to
the effect of independent variables,
includes: NPL, SBI, deposit rates,
interest rates, inflation and GDP
against Intermediation (LDR)
using the F-test with statistical
hypothesis as follows:
Ho: β1 = 0: there is no significant
effect between the variables X1 ...
X6

Y = A0 + + A1X1 A2X2 A3X3 + +
...... + e A6X6
Assumptions: e ~ N (0, ∂ ²)

together to variable Y

X1, X2, ......... Xn independent
from one another

HA: β1 ≠ 0: no significant effect
between the variables X1 ... X6

Description:

with the variable Y

Y = Intermediation (LDR)

accepted the decision whether or
not the research hypothesis is done
by:

X1 = Non Performing Loan (NPL)
X2 = Bank Indonesia Certificates
(SBI)
X3 = Deposit
(percent)

Interest

Rate

X4 = Interest
(percentage)

Rate

Loans

-

Determining the degree of freedom
(df ) = nk to determine the value of
F table with a confidence level of
results is 95%, which means the
possibility of error in applying the
research results to the population
is 5%.

-

Comparing the F calculated
with F table with the following
provisions:

X5 = Inflation (percent)
X6 = Gross Domestic Product
(percent)
A1 S / D A6 = Coefficient
Regression
e = estimation standard error is
normally distributed
By using the above formula, it is
possible to caltulate the regression
coefficients, with the help of SPSS.
Hypothesis testing conducted in this
study involved test on the relationship
of independent variables either along
Powerful Practices:

If Farithmetic> Ftable then Ha is
accepted and Ho is rejected
If F arithmetic <Ftable then Ho is
rejected and Ha is accepted
2. Testing two hypotheses about the
effect of independent variables that
include: NPL, SBI, deposit interest
rates, loan interest rates, inflation
and GDP against Intermediation
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(LDR) using the F-test with
statistical hypothesis as follows:
Ho: β1 = 0: there is no significant
effect between the variables X1 ...
X6
partially to variable Y
HA: β1 ≠ 0: no significant effect
between the variables X1 ... X6
partially to the variable Y

accepted the decision whether or
not the research hypothesis is done by:
-

-

Determining the degree of freedom
(df ) = nk to determine the value of
F table with a confidence level of
results is 95%, which means the
possibility of error in applying the
research results to the population is
5%.
Comparing the F calculated
with F table with the following
provisions:

If Fvalue> Ftable then Ha is
accepted and Ho is rejected
If Fvalue <Ftable then Ho is
rejected and Ha is accepted
3. Testing the third hypothesis about
SBI variable dominant influence on
Intermediation (LDR) using t test
(t test). By using a 95% confidence
level or α = 0.05 and degrees of
freedom (nk), then compared with
the t-test, when t-test > t-table then
Ho is rejected, it means that there
is a significant effect on LDR SBI
variable (Y).
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RESULT - Simultaneous analysis on
the test results (F test) that the independent variables have include NPL,
SBI, Deposit Interest Rate, Loan Interest Rates, Inflation and GDP simultaneously affect banking intermediation
(Loan to deposits ratio). This is indicated by the calculated F value that is
as high as 273,498 greater than the F
table = 2,330 (sig.F <0.05). Six variables simultaneously affect the NPL,
Inflation, SBI, Deposit Interest Rate,
Interest Rate Loans, and significant
effect on GDP Loans to deposits ratio at South Kalimantan government
bank. NPL three variables, GDP, SBI
has a positive effect and the other three
variables, namely Interest Rate Loan,
Deposit Interest Rate and Inflation
negative effect.
The sixth independent variable has a
close relationship with Intermediation,
it can be seen that the Multiple R value
is equal to 0.988 which is close to 1
(one). Furthermore, the coefficient of
determination (R Square or R2) will
note the influence of independent
variables on the dependent variable,
according to table 5.2 that the
coefficient of determination (R2) is
0.976. The coefficient of variation
indicates that the NPL, SBI, Deposit
Interest Rate, Loan Interest Rates,
Inflation and GDP can explain the
variations simultaneously as dependent
variable (Loans to deposits ratio) of
97.6%, while the remaining 2.4% are
influenced by variables other models
that are not included in this study.
Results of data analysis showed
that factors NPL, SBI, Deposit Interest
Rate, Loan Interest Rates, Inflation
and GDP simultaneously affect
Powerful Practices:
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bank intermediation in the General
Government in South Kalimantan.
NPL demonstrates the ability of
the collectibility of a bank in collecting
back credit issued by the bank until
paid off. NPL is the percentage of
non-performing loans (with criteria
substandard, doubtful, and loss) to
total loans issued by banks. NPL
has a negative relationship with
credit offers. Based on the research
results, non-performing loans have
a positive relationship to the Loans
to deposits ratio (LDR) which is in
line with the theory of value caused
NPLs of Commercial Banks in South
Kalimantan government decrease
from 2009-2011, on the other hand,
the Government Commercial Bank
Intermediation in South Kalimantan
works slow because the banks are
still being prudent in lending, thus
resulting in a positive relation to bank
intermediation General Government
in South Kalimantan.
SBI bank intermediation affects
negatively the General Government
in South Kalimantan which is in line
with the theory that when there is an
increase, each SBI would have lower
intermediation. This is because the
interest rate offered is more attractive
so that no bank that did not allocate
their funds into the Bank Indonesia
Certificates (SBI). In addition, Bank
Indonesia Certificates (SBI) is the
instrument of most major securities
market as the extent is limited by
demand or excess liquidity as the banks,
but associated with the government's
monetary targets.
Deposit rates have negative effect
on bank intermediation General
Powerful Practices:

Government in South Kalimantan,
meaning that any rise in interest rates
on deposits will cause a rise in the
amount of public deposits, but in the
unstable status (maturity mismatch).
This allows commercial banks in South
Kalimantan government to distribute
it in form of credit that makes the bank
intermediation General Government
in South Kalimantan decreased.
Deposit interest rate is used by the
government to control the price level,
when the high price level where the
amount of money is circulated in the
community at large, so that higher
consumption would be anticipated
by the government to increase the
interest rates. With high interest rates
it is expected that money supply will
be decreased so that aggregate demand
will decrease and price increase can
be overcome. But the bank will bear
interest expense to be paid, so as to
reduce liquidity.
Partial inflation factors affect bank
intermediation General Government
in South Kalimantan, which is in line
with the theory that the inflationary
impact on the economy, where in
times of inflation and rising interest
rates will reduce the investment. In
the condition of inflation, government
will usually increase the interest rates
to decrease the amount of money
circulating in the community. But
the increase in interest rates will cause
investors reluctant to invest as the to
be paid interest on the loan is higher.
Inflation factors affect the General
Government bank intermediation in
South Kalimantan.
This study is limited to only four
banks including the role of the General
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Government in South Kalimantan on
the supply. To get the results that cover
both sides, the authors also suggests
that further research be done on the
credit demand side (demand side), so
you can find the root of the problem
and to find solution for optimal bank
intermediation General Government
in South Kalimantan. In addition,
problems can arise from the present
factors interval (lag) of monetary policy,
and banking can also be included in
the model for further study. Hence,
it will be able to give a more realistic
policy advice with respect to any issue
within the time (lag).
CONCLUSION - SBI is negative with
intermediation (LDR) government
banks in South Kalimantan which is in
line with the theory that when there is
an increase each SBI would have lower
intermediation. This is due to the interest rate offered is more attractive so
that no bank that did not allocate their
funds into the Bank Indonesia Certificates (SBI).
Inflation, interest rates on
deposits, non-performing loans, and
GDP simultaneously and partially
affect the government's general bank
intermediation in South Kalimantan,
which is in line with the theory
that the inflationary impact on the
economy, where the increase of interest
rates and inflation will reduce the
investment. In the inflation condition,
the government will usually increase
interest rates to reduce the amount of
money circulating in the community.

intermediation that affects the General
Government in South Kalimantan.
Interest Rate and The amount of this
loan makes entrepreneurs/ investors
to become reluctant to borrow loans
at the bank. Interest rates on loans are
costs to be paid by the borrower on the
loan in form of received and return on
investment for lenders. Interest Rate
Loans have a negative relationship with
credit offers. Based on the research
results, Loan Interest Rate negatively
affects intermediation (LDR) which
is consistent with the theory that
increase of interest rates will reduce the
amount of commercial bank lending
Government in South Kalimantan.
To improve the intermediation of
commercial banks in South Kalimantan
government, lending rates should be
lowered by certain calculations to not
harm the bank or the bank gets at least
a minimal profit in accordance with
the standards of the bank. SBI fund
investment banks should be reduced
but keeping business loans in priority
because banks have to lead an increase
in lending.
IMPLICATION - This study describes
the role of commercial banks in South
Kalimantan government on supply.
To get the results that cover both side,
the authors also suggests that further
research be done on the credit demand
side (demand side), so you can find
the root of the problem and the
solution for optimal intermediation of
commercial banks in the government
of South Kalimantan.

Loan Interest Rate factor is
the dominant factor in the Bank's
P. 204
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Mathematical Logic Skills
Correlated with the Decision
to Buy Books For Lectures by
S1 Students of Stie Indonesia
Banjarmasin
Asfida Parama Rani and Siti Munawaroh
STIEI Kayutangi, Banjarmasin, Indonesia.

Abstract - This study intends to
obtain empirical evidence of the influence of mathematical logic skills
against the decision to buy a book for
lecture. The population of this study is
all students of S1 STIE Indonesia Banjarmasin. One hundred S1 students are
taken as samples.
This study is exploratory, that
explores and explains the mathematical
reasoning abilities to influence buying
decisions, using moderator variable
purchase patterns. The method of
analysis used to test the hypotheses is
multiple linear regression models.
The test results prove that the ability
of mathematical logic (modus ponens,
modus tollens, syllogism) significantly
influence the decision to buy a book

for lecture by S1 students. The test also
provides result that buying motive is
not a moderator variable.
Keywords: Mathematical Logic,
Buying Decisions
Introduction - A consumer
decision arises because of the encouragement and motives within the consumer to behave, particularly the decision to purchase a product or service
offered by the manufacturer. Speaking
of consumers,when making purchase
decision, it is certainly not out of the
decision-making process of the consumer (customer decision-process).
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Not in all decision-making
situations, the consumer is in the same
level. If all purchasing decisions require
greater effort, and consumers want to
take that decision, and then even with
a very grueling process, the decision
must still be taken.
Many researchers have encountered
the phenomenon in the field, a lot of
people decide to buy an item based
on emotions (emotionally), prestige,
even without considering to it first,
so it can be said that the decision
was not rational. This often results in
budget becomes not as planned. In the
current economic situation of course
this will further increase the burden
of a problem for a group of people
(especially the middle-to lower),
especially if this happens to a student
who actually has to be very careful in
calculating the spending of money.
Why so? It is because S1 Students
mostly do not have income.
Logic would lead everyone to the
power of reason (brain) rather than
with strength (muscle) or emotion
alone (Copi, 1978 in Pranenza,
2008). Therefore,with logic using
mathematical methods, the researcher
wants to examine whether there is an
influence of mathematical logic ability
to the decision in buying.
Basic Knowledge - Mathematical Logic - The logic of mathematics (Parjono, 2005) provides three
ways in conclusion (decision-making),
namely:
a. Modus ponens,
b. Modus Tollens and
c. The principle of syllogism.
P. 208

Modus ponens -If p ⟹ q (if p then
q) is true and p is true then q is true.
Argument schemes can be written as
follows,
p⟹ q (if p then q). . . . . . . premise 1
p. . . . premise 2

q. . . . . conclusion
Arguments can be written as [(p
⟹ q) Λ p] ⟹ q. The argument is
said to be valid if the implications of
the statement [(p ⟹ q) Λ p] ⟹ q is
a tautology. Tautology is a compound
statement that is always true for all
possible truth values of its component
statements.
Modus Tollens
If p ⟹ q (if p then q) is true and
-q (read not q) is true then -p is true.
Argument schemes can be written as
follows,
p ⟹ q (if p then q) . . . . premise 1
-q (not q) . . . . premise 2

-p (not p) . . . . . conclusion
The principle of modus tollens can
be written as [(p ⟹ q) Λ - q] ⟹ -p.
Syllogism
From the premises p ⟹ q (if p then
q) and q ⟹ r (if q then r) can be drawn
conclusions p ⟹ r (if p then r). Such
inferences are called rules of syllogism.
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Argument schemes can be expressed as
follows,

product to consumers. Factors to
consider may include price, quality,
service, availability, durability, size,
cleanliness, efficiency in use. For
example: on a motorcycle, the
motive to purchase is fuel-efficient,
or a particular brand as the quality
is reliable.

p ⟹ q (if p then q). . . . . premise 1

q ⟹ r (if q then r). . . . . premise 2
p ⟹ r(if p then r). . ...conclusion

d. Emotional Motive

In its implications, the syllogism is
written as [(p ⟹ q) Λ (q ⟹ r)] ⟹ (p
⟹ r).

Emotional buying motive is
related to the individual's feelings
or emotions, such as disclosure of
love, pride, comfort, health, safety
and practicality.

Attitude
According to Basu Swasta and
Handoko (1997), the human motive
in making a purchase is to satisfy the
needs and desires and it can be divided
into:
a. Primary Purchase Motive.
Primary purchase motiveleads to
buying behavior towards general
categories (normal) on a product,
such as buying a television and
clothing. Examples for this motive
include the desire for pleasure,
curiosity, the need to broaden the
horizon.

Consumer Decision to Purchase Speaking of consumers in the purchase
decision, it is certainly related to the
decision-making process of the consumer (customer decision-process).
Stages of buying process consist of
five steps:
a. Analyzing needs and desires

b. Selective Purchase Motive
Selective purchase motive is
amotive that influences the model
and brand of the product classes, or
kinds of sellers selected to purchase
from. Economic motives, status,
security, and performance are few
examples of selective motives
c. Rational Motive
Rational motive is a motive that
is based on the facts shown by a
Powerful Practices:
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Analyzing needs and wants is
intended primarily to determine
the needs and desires that have not
been fulfilled or satisfied. If the
needs and desires have already been
recognized, then the consumer will
try to oblige. From this stage of the
buying process begins. Needs are
triggered by internal and external
stimuli. Internal stimuli arise from
the boost in personality of buyers,
while the external stimuli are the
encouragement that comes from
outside influences of buyers. There
is a need and unmet desires that
are often known abruptly when
consumers were strollingdown or
shopping, through advertising and
P. 209
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other promotional activities, as well
as information from other people.
b. Information
retrieval
assessment resources

and

Once touched by these stimuli, a
consumer will try to find as much
information about the product.
The information could come from
private sources (family, friends,
neighbors), commercial sources
(advertising, salespeople, brokers,
and others), as well as the general
media sources (mass media,
consumer branch organizations)
and source of experience (handling,
inspection, the use of the product).
Consumers who start stirred
intentions may or may not seek
further information. If a strong
impulse consumers and objects that
can satisfy the needs or desires are
available, consumers will be buying
the object. But if not, the need or
desire will remain as memory.
c. Assessment and selection
alternative purchases

of

This stage involves two phases,
namely to set goals and evaluate
the
selection
to
purchase
alternative based on the purpose of
purchase. In identifying alternative
purchases, such purchasescannot
be separated from the influence
of resources such as time, money
and information that has been
obtained. On the basis of the
purpose of purchasing, alternatives
that have been identified, assessed
and selected become an alternative
purchase to meet and satisfy the
desires and needs.
d. The decision to buy
P. 210

The decision to buy is the actual
purchase process as a result of
the assessment and selection of
alternative purchase. In this case,it
becomes their choice among
alternatives.
e. Behavior after purchase
When buying a product, consumers
expect a certain impact of the
purchase. How those expectations
are met determination whether
consumers are satisfied or not with
the purchase. Their behavior can
affect resale and also influence the
response of the purchase of the
product.
Hypothesis and Methods of Research
- The hypothesis of this study is:
It is suspectedthat there is an
influence of mathematical logic
capability to purchasedecision for
alecture bookby S1 students at STIE
Indonesia Banjarmasin.
Research Methodology - Type/ Nature of Research - This research is a
descriptive exploratory study, because
in addition to examining the relationship mathematical logic skills with
buying decisions, apparently investigators have not found similar studies or
previous research which is relevant to
this study.
The Data Used - The data used in this
research is quantitative data (in the interval data type), the author collected
data in the form of absolute figures
from the scoring data by filling out
Powerful Practices:
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the questionnaire done by respondents
(using a Likert scale).
Data Sources - Sources of data used
in this study are primary data. Primary
data is data collected and processed by
the individual directly from the object.
In this study, primary data obtained
from respondents (100 students of
STIE Indonesia Banjarmasin S1) that
are distributed by questionnaires.
Population and Sample - The population in this study is all students of
S1 STIE Banjarmasin Indonesia in
2010,totally 591 students.
The study was not conducted to
all of the population, but most of the
population (sample), which consists
of 100 respondents (i.e., 100 students
STIE Indonesia Banjarmasin S1).
The condition is in accordance
with the opinion Hariadi (2002), the
total sample of 100 respondents were
able to represent the study population.
Method of sampling (sampling) using
combined sampling is proportional
stratified
random
sampling
(SutrisnoHadi, 1991).
Operational Definition of Variables
- The variables in this study consist of
the independent variable (X), moderator variables (M) and the dependent
variable (Y).
Independent Variable - The independent variables used in this study are the
ability of mathematical logic (X) which
has 3 principles:
Powerful Practices:

- Modus ponens (X1)
- Modus Tollens (X2)
- Syllogism (X3)
Moderator Variables - This study uses
moderator variable called motive of
purchase (M) consisting of emotional
motives, selective motives, primary
motive and rational motives.
Dependent Variable - The dependent
variable used in this research is the decision to buy (Y). Stanton (1996:165)
in Muslichah (2009) stated that a purchasing decision is a process in real
purchase after going through the previous stages. After evaluating a number
of alternatives, consumers can decide
whether a product will be purchased
or decided not to buy at all. The indicators used are the consumer decides
whether to buy or not.
Operational Definition of Research
Variables - Ability of Mathematical
Logic (X) - Mathematical reasoning
ability in this study is the ability of S1
studentsof STIE Indonesia Banjarmasin in solving the problems of mathematical logic to a conclusion (decision)
by using principle of Modus ponens,
Modus Tollens or syllogism.
Moderator Variables of PurchaseMotive (M) - The purchase motives in this
study are:
a. Emotional motives (M1) that is
associated with purchasing motives
sense of comfort, practical sense
and a sense of security.
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The indicators used are comfort,
practicality and safety.
b. Selective Motive (M2)is purchase
motivethat is based on economic
motives, status, and achievement.
The indicators used are economic
motives, status, and achievement.
c. Primary Motive (M3) is a purchase
motive to enjoy the fun, curiosity,
and the need to broaden the
horizon.
The indicators used are happiness,
curiosity and insight.

tionship between variables can be described as follows:
Y = β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + β3 X3
+ℰ
Description:

Y = The decision to buy
β0 = constant

βi = regression coefficients

X1 = independent variable modus
ponens
X2 = independent variable modus
tollens

d. Rational
motive
(M4)
is purchasemotive done by
considering the purchase price,
efficiency of use, and quality
factor.

X3 = independent variable syllogism

The indicators used are price,
efficiency and quality.

Regression Analysis with Moderator
Variables - In testing the moderator
variable, regression can be used to test
the interaction or often called as Moderated Regression Analysis (Ghozali,
2005). Test interaction is a special application of linear regression where the
regression equation contains elements
of interaction (multiplication of two or
more independent variables).

Buying Decisions (Y) - The decision
to purchase in this research is the S1
student's decision of STIE IndonesiaBanjarmasin to buy books for lecture.
The indicator used is whether
S1 students of STIE Indonesia
Banjarmasin decide to buy or not to
buy a book for lecture.
DATA ANALYSIS - The analysis
method used is multiple linear regression analysis which is divided into two,
namely regression with moderator and
without moderator.
Regression Analysis Variables without Moderator - Model of the relaP. 212

ℰ = confounding factors

Variable Purchase Motive (M)
Moderating the Relationship between
Variables Modus Ponens (X1) and
Variable of Buying Decisions (Y)
Model of the relationship between
variables can be described as follows:
Y = a + b1 X1 + b2 M + b3 (X1 *
M) + e
Powerful Practices:
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Description:
Y = a buying decision
a = constant
bi = regression coefficients

Variable of PurchaseMotive(M)
Moderating the Relationship between Variables Syllogism (X3) and
the Buying Decision Variables (Y)
- Model of the relationship between
variables can be described as follows:

X1 = independent variable modus
ponens

Y = a + b1 + b2 X3 M + b3 (X3 *
M) + e

M = moderator variable purchase
patterns

Description:
Y = a buying decision

X1 * M = moderating variables

A = constant

e = confounding factors

bi = regression coefficients
X3 = independent variable
syllogism

Variable of PurchaseMotive (M)
Moderating the Relationship between Variable ModusTollens (X2)
and Variable Buying Decisions (Y)
- Model of the relationship between
variables can be described as follows:

M = moderator variable purchase
patterns
X3 * M = moderating variables;
e = confounding factors

Y = a + b1 + b2 X2 + b3 M (X2 *
M) + e
Description:
Y = a buying decision
a = constant
bi =regression coefficients
X2 = independent variable modus
tollens
M = moderator variable purchase
patterns
X2 * M = moderating variables
e = confounding factors

Powerful Practices:

TESTING HYPOTHESIS - The hypothesis test in this study is divided
into two, namely testing without moderator variables and testing with moderator variable.
Testing Without Moderator Variables - Hypothesis test was conducted
using regression test, the F-test. The
confidence level used is 95% with degrees of freedom df = (k-1), (n-k). This
test is used to test the effect of the independent variable (X) is the ability of
mathematical logic to the dependent
variable (Y) that is the decision to buy.
It can also be said that this test is used
to examine the effect of the indepen-
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dent variables modus ponens (X1),
modus tollens (X2) and syllogism (X3)
simultaneously to the decision to buy
(Y)
Testing the Moderator Variables:
a. F Test
F test is used to test whether the
independent variables (respectively
X1, X2, X3), and the Moderating
moderator variables (independent
variables with the variable
multiplication moderator) jointly
influence the buying decision. The
confidence level used is 95%.
b. T test
T-test is used to test whether
the moderator variable purchase
patterns (M) is a moderating
variable or not. The confidence
level used is 95%.
RESULTS - All of indicators used to
measure the variables used in this study
has r counting greater than r table for
a sample of 30 people is 0.361. These
results indicate that all the indicators
are valid.
The test for reliability of this
research is done by using the formula
Cronbach Alpha. Reliability test
results showed that all the variables
have Cronbach Alpha coefficients
above 0.60, so it can be said that of all
the concept of measurement of each
variable is reliable, which means that
the questionnaire used in this study is
a reliable questionnaire.
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TEST RESULTS - Testing Resultswithout Moderator Variables Testing the effect of independent variables against the dependent variable is
done by using the F test. The results
of statistical calculations show that the
value of F count = 3.817 with a significance of 0.012 < 0.05. With a significant value below 0.05 indicates that
jointly mode ponens, modus tollens
and syllogism have a significant impact
on purchasing decisions on lecture
book. It proved that F count > F table
(F count = 3.817 > Ftable = 2.703), so
that hypothesis is accepted.
From the results of the regression
calculation, it can be seen that
the coefficient of determination
(adjusted R2) is 0.079. This means
that a 7.9% tuition book buying
decisions is influenced by the ability
of mathematical logic (modus ponens,
modus tollens, and syllogisms), while
the remaining 92.1% of the buying
decisions is influenced by other
variables that are not examined in this
study.
Test Results by Using Moderator
Variables:
a. Variable of Purchase Motive (M)
Moderating the Relationship
Between Variables ponens Modus
(X1) and Variable Buying Decisions
(Y)
The results of statistical calculations
show that the value of F count
= 8.335 with a significance of
0.000 < 0.05. With a significant
value below 0.05 indicates that
the mode ponens, buying motives
and moderating1 jointly influence
Powerful Practices:
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purchasing decisions on lecture
books. It is proven by F count >
F table (F count= 8.335 > Ftable
= 2.703), so that hypothesis is
accepted.
b. Variable Purchase Motive (M)
Moderating the Relationship
Between Variable Mode Tollens
(X2) and Variable Buying Decisions
(Y)
The results of statistical calculations
show that the value of F count =
8.631 with a significance of 0.000
< 0.05. With a significant value
below 0.05 indicates that the
modus tollens, buying motives
and moderating2 jointly influence
purchasing decisions lecture books.
It is proven by F count >F table (F
count = 8.631 >Ftable = 2.703), so
that hypothesis is accepted.
c. Variable Purchase motive (M)
Moderating the Relationship
Between Variables Syllogism (X3)
and the Buying Decision Variables
(Y)
The results of statistical calculations
show that the value of F count =
8.593 with a significance of 0.000
< 0.05. With a significant value
below 0.05 indicates that the
syllogism, and purchase motives
moderating3 jointly influence
purchasing decisions lecture book.
It is proven by F count > F table (F
count = 8.593 >Ftabel = 2.703), so
that hypothesis is accepted.

Powerful Practices:

DISCUSSION:
a. The results showed that the
variable ability of mathematical
logic (modus ponens, modus
tollens, and syllogisms) together
significantly influence the decision
to buy a book of lectures, with a
correlation of 7.9%. This suggests
that the ability of mathematical
logic is relatively very small in
influencing purchasing decisions
lecture book.
b. Judging from the regression
coefficient, only significant variable
coefficients syllogism, modus
ponens and modus tollens have
significant regression coefficients.
This suggests that the ability of
mathematical logic of S1 Students
of STIE Indonesia Banjarmasin in
making conclusions is based on the
tendency to use the principle of the
syllogism.
c. On the other hand, the results of
the regression test with moderator
purchase motive, show that there
is no significant moderating
coefficient is found. It gives the sense
that the motive for the purchase is
not moderating variables.
CONCLUSION - From the analysis
of data and discussion, it can be concluded that the ability of mathematical
logic (modus ponens, modus tollens
and syllogism) significantly influence
the decision to buy a book for lecture
(with a correlation of 7.9%). In addition, S1 students of STIE Banjarmasin
Indonesia tend to use the principle of
the syllogism in the decision to buy the
course book (because only coefficients
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From the analysis of data and discussion, it can be concluded that the
ability of mathematical logic (modus ponens, modus tollens and syllogism)
significantly influence the decision to buy a book for lecture (with a correlation of
PROCEEDING
1st AICMBS
2013, BATU,
MALANG,
INDONESIA
7.9%). In addition,
S1 students
of STIE
Banjarmasin
Indonesia
tend to use the
principle of the syllogism in the decision to buy the course book (because only
coefficients syllogism variable is significant, while modus ponens variable
coefficients
modus
tollens arenot
significant).
syllogism and
variable
is significant,
while
modus ponens variable coefficients and
modus tollens arenot significant).
Figures
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The Influence of Regional
Financial Management to the
Local Revenue in Banjarbaru,
South Kalimantan
Henny Septiana and Gemi Ruwanti
STIEI Kayutangi, Banjarmasin, Indonesia.
ABSTRACT - A local revenue is an
indicator that ascertains the degree
of self reliance in an area. The bigger
local revenue earned in a region, the
lower level of dependence of the local
government toward the central government. In contrast, the lower local revenue earned in a region, the bigger level
of dependence of the local government
toward the central government. Local
tax and local levies are the main sources of local revenue in a region.
This study aims to determine the
influence of the regional financial
management toward the local
revenue in Banjarbaru, the influence
of retribution against revenue in
Banjarbaru and the influence of local
tax revenues and levies in Banjarbaru.
This research uses a quantitative
approach. In this research, the
researcher describes the way to interpret
the data that has been processed. The
data used in this study is secondary
data taken from 2009 to 2011 starting

from January to December which
includes the data of local taxes, levies
and local revenues in Banjarbaru. The
analysis used in this study is a multiple
linear regression.
The results of multiple linear
regression showed that the positive
effect on local tax revenues amounted
to 1,153 and a positive effect on levy
revenues of 0.952. It means, the local
tax is influential to the local revenue
because of the crucial role of local tax
for regional financial contributions
so that the commonly used finance
expenses. The levies are influential to
the local revenue and it also gives a big
contribution to the local revenue which
would increase the local revenue. In
Banjarbaru, we can see that even local
tax and levies are also influential to the
local revenue.
Keywords: Local Tax, Levies, and
Local Revenue
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Introduction - The success of
regional autonomy is basically meant
to improve public services in order
to accelerate the realization of public
welfare. Autonomy for the region has
to consider some factors such as economic capacity, the potential of the
region, the area, the population and
social balance of the various aspects of
political, social and cultural aspects,
defense and security and other related
factors which enable it to achieve the
success of regional autonomy. In order
to multiply the financial resources of
the region in increasing revenue, local governments should strive to find
potential financial sources, local taxes
and levies. Taxes are the main source
of state revenue, without most of the
activities the State tax is difficult to be
implemented. Likewise with the area,
along with the implementation of regional autonomy the region also has its
own responsibility for managing taxation.
Based on this background, the
authors try to formulate some of the
problems that will be adopted in this
study. The problems are:
1. How is the influence of local tax
revenue to local revenues?
2. How
to
influence
the
income of levies to revenue?
3. How to simultaneously influence
the income of local taxes and levies
to Revenue in Banjarbaru?
Basic Concept - Local Taxes According to Act No. 34 of 2000, the
kinds of local taxes are as follows:
a. Hotel taxes
P. 220

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Restaurant tax
Entertainment Tax
Advertising Tax
Luminaries Road Tax
Intake of Minerals Tax C
Parking Tax
Special taxes and levies, the
legal basis of taxation under the
Act No. 34 of 2000 concerning
amendments to Act No.18 of 1997
on regional taxes and levies.

While the execution of the
Government Regulation No. 65 of
2001on the local tax and Government
Regulation No. 66 of retribution.
Levies - According to article 1, paragraph 28 of Act No. 34 of 2000, levies
are used as payment for certain services
or special permits provided and or
awarded by the local government for
the benefit of the individual or entity.
On Government Regulation No.
20 of 1997, the general provisions
of Article 1, paragraph 2 levies are
grouped into:
1. Public services, divided into 14
kinds of retribution:
a. Retribution Health Services
b. Waste Service Levy/ Hygiene
c. Levies on identity cards of Civil
d. Funeral Service Levy and Cremation
e. Retribution Road Parking Services General
f. Market Service Levy
g. Motor Vehicle Inspection Levy
h. Fire extinguisher inspection
levy
i. Levies on Map
Powerful Practices:
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j. Provision levy and/ or suction
Outhouse
k. Liquid Waste levy
l. Service Levy Tera/ Tera Birthday
m. Retribution of Education
n. Retribution of Control Telecommunication Tower
2. Business Services
a. Levies on the Use of Local
Resources
b. Retribution Wholesale Market
and / or Shopping
c. Levy of Auction
d. Retribution Terminal
e. Special place parking levy
f. Retribution Accommodation/
Guest Houses/ Villa
g. Retribution Slaughterhouse
h. Service Levy port affairs
i. Levy Recreation and Sport
j. Retribution of Water Crossings
k. Retribution of Local Production
Sales.
3. Specific Licensing
a. Building Permits
b. Permits Sales of Alcoholic
Beverages
c. Disturbance Permits
d. Route Permits
e. Business Permits Fisheries
Local Revenue - Local revenue is a
source of income that can be used as
a benchmark for the performance of
the economy of a region. Based on Act
No. 32 of 2004 on Regional Government and Act No. 33 of 2004 concerning the balance between the Central Finance and Local Government,
source revenue is earned income areas
that are levied by local regulations in

Powerful Practices:

accordance with the laws and regulations, including (Prof. DR Adisasmita
Rahardjo, M. Ec, 2009:96):
1. Local Taxes
2. Levies
3. Results separated areas of wealth
management
4. Other legitimate Local Revenue
Research
Methods
The
Scope
of
the
Research
This study examines the effect of local
taxes and levies to revenue in Banjarbaru in the period of 2009 to 2011, either simultaneously or partially in the
form of quantitative research.
Sampling
Techniques
Population in this research is all the
data local taxes, levies and local revenue
of Banjarbaru.
Validity and Data Analysis Methods
The validity of data using statistical
approach as follows:
a. Normality test is testing the
assumption that residuals are
normally distributed
b. Heteroscedasticity test is testing
the assumption of constant residual
variance
c. Autocorrelation test is testing
the residual assumptions that
have a correlation to the period-t
with the previous period (t-1).
d. Multicollinearity test is a test to
determine whether or not there is
a significant correlation between
predictor variables / independent in
a multiple linear regression model.
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are:

And the data used for the analysis

a. Multiple Linear Regression Model
b. Multiple Correlation
c. T test and F
Conclusion - Data obtained
from the results of the independent
variables: local taxes and levies and the
dependent variable is local revenue,
obtained a description as follows:
a. Regression Analysis

= 36 – 2 – 1
= 33
1) Variables
(Local
Taxes)
From the results it is known that f
5.30 when df=33 and a significance
level of 95% or ½α(5%) =2.5%
(two-way test) the obtained t table
is 2.035 so t count>t table. Where
the criteria for this test is the test
of Ho will be rejected if t>t table.
So it can be stated that alternative
hypothesis (Ha) which states local

Regression results when processed
Model Summaryb
R
Adjusted
Square R Square

Model

R

1

.943a

.889

.882

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Change Statistics
R Square F Change df1
Change

2.65494E8

Figure 1.

a. Predictors: (Constant), RD, PD
b. Dependent Variable: PAD

Hypothesis testing:
a. T-test
T-test is a hypothesis test to find
whether the hypothesis is accepted
or rejected. It is also used to test the
significance level of influence of the
dependent variable.
Df = n – k – 1
Description:
Df: degree of freedom
n : number of samples
k : The number of independent
variables
So, df = n – k – 1
P. 222

.889

132.259

2

df2

Sig. F
Change

33

.000

DurbinWatson
1.553

tax variables have an influence on
the regional real to the local revenue
in Banjarbaru is accepted and nil
hypothesis (Ho) is rejected.
2) Variables
(Retribution)
From the results it is known that
t count 2.61 when df = 33 and a
significance level of 95% or ½ α
(5%) = 2.5% (two-way test) is
obtained t tabel is 2,035 so t>tabel.
Where the test criteria for tests this
is Ho will be rejected if t> t table.
So it can be stated that alternative
hypothesis (Ha) which states that
levies a variable has an effect on local
revenues in Banjarbaru is accepted and
nil hypothesis (Ho) is rejected.
b. F-test
From the data it can be seen if the
F-test value of 132.26. So with df
Powerful Practices:
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= 33 and the significance level of
α (5%) = 0.05 then known F tabel
of 3.28 while the F value is 132, 26
so F count> F. Where the criteria
for this test is the test of Ho will
be rejected if the F count> F and
Ho will be accepted if the F value
<F table. So it can be concluded
that the independent variables
(local taxes and levies) jointly
have a significant effect on the
dependent variable (Revenue), so
the hypothesis is acceptable.
c. Autocorrelation test
Equation models are used to
analyze the influence of local
taxes and levies to local revenue in
Banjarbaru which reaches 1,553 in
Durbin-Watson statistic. It is stated
that there was no violation of the
autocorrelation because its value is
near to 2, so that the model is free
from autocorrelation.
Conclusion - In partial more

local taxes affect local revenue
compared with levies. In 2009 to
2010, retribution has a greater total
amount of the local tax. However,
in 2011 the total amount of the
greater area is on the local taxes.
Judging from the trend, levies
tend to be unstable where there is an
increase and a drastic decrease in the
number, the number can be very high
and it can be very low. It is influenced
by the state of the economy at certain
times such as the holiday season,
before the feast or other holy days. For
instance, during the day or week when
the national holiday, in Hull Museum
Powerful Practices:

Mangkurat there are many people visit
it. At times it can increase the amount
of income levy and in particular will
decrease. This is why the trend charges
unstable.
Judging from the number of types
of user charges levied on Banjarbaru,
shows the number of community
activities in the economic traffic.
Therefore, a good atmosphere for
the activity and bureaucracy that
good service pattern, will be a factor
increasing economic growth and
thereby increasing the revenue of the
sector levy Banjarbaru.
Trends in local tax increases and
decreases are affected by tax compliance
in paying taxes. Payments made
taxpayers do not timely, too few taxes
regions affected certain months. As in
Ramadhan, Banjarbaru Tanglong often
hold festivals which attract tourists
from outside the region, affecting the
hotel tax and advertisement tax.
This condition causes a positive
effect to the amount of revenue from
local taxes and levies in Banjarbaru
which is unstable and influenced by the
above factors. It also causes the amount
of tax revenue and retribution in the
area rises and decreases drastically.
Local taxes and levies as sources of
local revenue should be continuously
improved so that the fund on
government administration, public
services, and development activities
each year continues to increase, so that
regional autonomy can be achieved
and possible to implemented. But
now there are many problems faced
by local governments, including the
Local Government in Banjarbaru, in
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this case the Department of Revenue
which associated with achieving the
realization of local taxes and levies.
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The Analysis of Relationship
Maintenance Strategy
Implementation through Social
Media: Study on Twitter of Indonesia
Banking Industry

Rahmatul Jannatin Naimah, M. Riza Firdaus
and Ahmad Rifani
Magister of Management, Graduate Program, University of Lambung Mangkurat,
Banjarmasin, Indonesia.
Abstract - Nowadays, banks are
actively using twitter in order to maintain relationships with customers. Unfortunately, the trend of using social
media as Relationship Maintenance
Strategy (RMS) for banking industry
is not supported by adequate research
in the realm of marketing public relation science. Positivity, openness, task
sharing, networking, access, and assurance are six dimensions that can be
used to measure the implementation
of RMS through twitter. Thus, this
research aims to analyze whether there
are differences in the implementation
of RMS in Indonesia banking industry
through content analysis of its official
twitter. The banks that will be further
investigated are the three top banks
belonging to Indonesia Bank Loyalty
Index (IBLI) and Most Followed Bank
(MFB).

Research findings showed banks
belonging to IBLI and MFB group have
a different level implementation of
RMS through twitter. The overall levels
of implementation were found in two
groups are still very low, especially in
the task sharing dimension. IBLI group
implement the dimension of RMS
more than MFB group. Assurance was
most widely used on the two banking
groups.
Keywords: Relationship
Maintenance Strategy, Marketing
Public Relation, Banking, Twitter.
Introduction - Nowadays, the
development of technology and informatics are becoming more sophisticated, supported by the internet that
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allows us to interact and communicate
without a limited distance. Social media is one kind of new innovation in
the internet technologies that’s becoming a trend in the world today (Auker,
2011). Initially the use of social media
is intended for personal use, but now
it’s currently used by the marketers to
communicate marketing messages to
a target consumer (Auker, 2011). The
most widely used social media based
on the results of Social Media Report
Cards reported by Nielsen in 2012
was Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
Based on market growth, Twitter has
a much better market growth than
the other platform. Nielsen noted that
Twitter as a market challenger were
able to compete with Facebook as the
market leader since its market grew to
13% while Facebook decreased to 4%.
Based on the results of research by
Semiocast in 2012, it has showed that
Indonesia was the fifth country in the
world that had the most twitter account
after the U.S., Brazil, Japan, and the
UK. Number of twitter accounts in
Indonesia is expected to reach nearly
30 million accounts. It also noted
that Jakarta and Bandung was one of
the ten cities in the world with the
most active twitter users. There was
Jakarta in the first position followed
by Bandung in the sixth place. Other
survey conducted by Financial Brand
in 2012 showed that there were more
and more companies using twitter
in the world, including the banking
industry. The survey results stated
that there were 400 banks accounts in
the world are actively using twitter as
social media. In general, the 400 banks
are actively using twitter in order to
increase brand awareness, protect
P. 226

brand reputation, build relationships
with customers, build communities,
manage complaints and encourage
sales.
Currently, almost all banks in
Indonesia have had an official social
media, especially twitter. Pengikut.
com has made a rating on the banking
industry based on the highest number
of followers (Most Followed Bank).
This website had sorted various twitter
accounts that have the most followers
in Indonesia every day based on specific
categories, including banking industry.
The top ten Most Followed Bank
(MFB) according to this site based
on the observation of March 1st, 2013
until April 16th, 2013 were; BNI in the
first position with 120.831 followers,
Mandiri in the second position with
59.915 followers, BII with 35.029
followers in the third position. It
continued by CIMB Niaga with
27.800 followers in fourth positions,
and BCA with 22.077 followers in
the fifth positions. Next in the sixth to
tenth were BRI with 21.080 followers,
OCBC NISP with 15.538 followers,
Bukopin with 15.460 followers,
Danamon with 9.634 followers, and
BTN with 5.931 followers.
In the perspective of marketing,
social media effectively applied as a
tool to maintain relationship with
customers (Miller and Lammas, 2010).
This is consistent with the results of
research conducted by Nielsen in 2012
which found that Twitter as a social
media was effectively used by marketers
to monitor public opinion about the
brand and the company, to learn the
consumer behavior, dissemination of
information to the public, and also
Powerful Practices:
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as a tool for building relationship to
the customers. According to Hon
and Grunig (1999:14) as used in
the research of Ki and Hon (2006),
Williams (2009), Li, (2010), and Zhu
(2011), there are six dimensions used
as strategies to maintain relationships
with
customers
(Relationship
Maintenance Strategy) on online
media, especially twitter. Those six
dimensions are positivity, openness,
task sharing, networking, access, and
assurance.

Bank Loyalty Index in 2012 which
identified by MarkPlus, it was known
that the three top banks which had the
highest loyalty index in Indonesia were
BCA, Mandiri and BRI. Then followed
by BNI, Danamon, BII, BTN, CIMB
Niaga, Permata Bank, and last was
Panin Bank in the bottom place. This
loyalty index was measured using the
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)
based on the value of the transaction,
relationship, and partnership to the
bank.

The trend of using social media
as Relationship Maintenance Strategy
(RMS) on banking industry, as noted
above, is not supported by adequate
research in the academic world,
especially in the realm of marketing
science and public relations (Mangold
and Faulds, 2009). Several empirical
studies showed that there was a new
lead to brand awareness, consumer
engagement,
brand
promotion,
purchase intentions, and electronic
Word of Mouth (Bond, 2010).
Several previous studies that analyzed
the implementation of RMS trough
online media are Ki and Hon (2006),
Williams (2009), Li (2010), and Zhu
(2011) at retail and fashion industries.
There has been no research on RMS
implementation through twitter that
focused on the banking industry,
especially in Indonesia.

As seen on table 1 and 2 below,
it can be concluded that there is a
difference between Indonesia Bank
Loyalty Index (IBLI) and the Most
Followed Bank (MFB). Although there
are some banks that belong to IBLI are
also included in MFB group, but there
is a difference in rank between the two
banking groups. For example, CIMB
Niaga is in the bottom three in the
IBLI group while it is ranked in the
top four on MFB group. Similarly with
the BCA, which is ranked first in the
IBLI group, apparently only takes sixth
place in the MFB group. In addition,
there are some banks that are included
in the IBLI group but excluded in the
MFB group, and vice versa. Those
banks are Permata Bank, Panin Bank,
OCB NISP and Bukopin. This shows
an indication that there are differences
implementation of RMS through
twitter, in which not all banks in IBLI
group found using twitter actively as in
MFB group. So, this is interesting to
be further investigated empirically.

The main objective of customer
relationship management is to create
and maintain the loyal customers
(Kotler, 2008). The best way a company
can do to maintain the loyal customers
is serve effective tools for them to
complain. Social media is one kind of
this alternative. Based on Indonesia
Powerful Practices:
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Table 1
Indonesia Bank Loyalty Index 2012

Bank
BCA
Mandiri
BRI
BNI
Danamon
BII
BTN
CIMB Niaga
Permata
Panin

Loyalty Index
(0-100%)
74,9
74,1
74,0
73,7
73,5
72,3
72,1
71,5
70,3
70,2

Table 2
Most Followed Bank per March 1st – April
16th, 2013

Bank
BNI
Mandiri
BII
CIMB Niaga
BCA
BRI
OCBC NISP
Bukopin
Danamon
BTN

Follower
(persons)
120.831
59.915
35.029
27.800
22.077
21.080
15.538
15.460
9.634
5.931

Based on the results of previous
research conducted by Ki and Hon
(2006), Williams (2009), Li (2010),
and Zhu (2011) that had found that
not all companies investigated are fully
implemented RMS in online media,
although the company actively using
online media to build relationships
with customers and the public. Some
studies even noted that the level
P. 228

implementation of RMS was still very
low. Moreover, the different test results
conducted show the varied findings,
where not all dimensions of RMS
stated in its implementation differ
significantly between the two groups of
companies which were compared. This
provides a gap for further research on
the implementation of RMS in other
industries with different types that
have been examined, whether giving
different results or showed similar
findings.
The banks that will be further
investigated are the three top banks
which are included in the IBLI
group (BCA, Mandiri and BRI). The
findings will then be compared with
the findings of the three top banks in
the MFB group (BNI, BII, and CIMB
Niaga). This comparison objective is to
analyze whether there are differences in
the implementation of RMS on these
two groups of banks.
Literature Review - This section
highlights and review previous theory
related to social media and twitter, social media marketing, and relationship
maintenance strategy (RMS).
Social Media and Twitter - Social media according to Henderson & Bowley
(2010) is a web-based internet applications and technologies with user-based
content that allows the participation
and connectivity for sharing information and collaboration among the users. Mayfield (2008) identified social
media as a new type of online media,
which share some or all of the following
characteristics: participation, openness,
Powerful Practices:
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conversation, community and connectivity. Furthermore, Mayfield (2008)
mentioned that there were six types of
social media; social networking, blogs,
wikis, podcasts, forums/ content communities, and micro-blogging.
Twitter is one kind of microblogging. Twitter is the form of a
social media platform that allows users
to communicate in 140 character
messages or less called tweets (Asur and
Huberman, 2010). Users can connect
by “following” other twitter account.
This feature lets the user to subscribe
the tweets from other users who get
followed. Another feature which
enables interactions among users is
to write a comment with @ symbol
(username) and reposting messages
called RT or ReTweet. Tweets can also
be categorized by specific topics using
the hash-tag (the keyword begins with
“#”).
Twitter users worldwide have
reached 37.033 million people now.
Most twitter users are in the range
between 15-25 years that is equal to
73.7%; the rest is dominated by the
age of 26 to 66 years. In addition,
53% of twitter user s composition
was dominated by female users, and
the remaining 47% is used by men.
Indonesia is one of the 20 countries
with the highest twitter account in
the world. Based on results of research
conducted by Semiocast in 2012, it’s
known that Indonesia was ranked as
the fifth country in the world that has
the most twitter account after the U.S.,
Brazil, Japan, and the UK. Moreover,
Jakarta was in the first rank as the city
with the most active twitter users in
the world.
Powerful Practices:

Social Media Marketing - Social media is a new form of communication
that involves an interactive dialogue
that is more unique than any other
communication channel, so it can be
used as a new alternative marketing
communications to business or consumer (Auker, 2011). Experts have
identified social media as a marketing tool that is used primarily for four
purposes (Thoring, 2011): (1) market
research and feedback more quickly,
(2) publicity brand and reputation
management, (3) business networks,
and (4) customer service and customer
relationship management. These are
some reasons why companies use social media for their business (Collins,
2011):
First, social media is more efficient
in terms of cost. Compared with
expensive advertising in traditional
media, social media can be obtained
for free. The only cost involved is the
time and dedication of the personnel to
make a post on social media. Second,
compared with the use of traditional
media, social media allows the audience
to choose their preferred content.
Furthermore, after the choice is made,
the relationship has built between the
company and potential customers.
Social media also encourages two-way
communication between the company
and the audience, which allows the
company to get feedback from the
audience. In addition, when the
audience interacts with the content,
it is possible to sharing content in the
form of electronic word-of-mouth
(eWOM).
Twitter as a social media platform
has attracted a lot of attention from the
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company because it has great potential
to provide viral marketing. Due to the
wide range and ease of use, twitter is
increasingly being used by a number
of companies and organizations to
advertise products and disseminate
information to stakeholders (Asur
and Huberman, 2010). Something
that differentiates twitter with any
other platform is celeb tweet (a person
or public figure that generally has a
thousands or millions follower) who
often is asked by companies to promote
brand, event, product, and services
to his/her followers (Auker, 2011).
Generally, celebt tweet who promotes
brands, products, or services as a
statement or advertisement, will write
a tweet with the symbol “#” is called
hash-tag. The more responses obtained
from the relevant hash-tag followers
noticed, the greater the chances of
brands, products, and services to
become trending topic as an electronic
Word Of Mouth (eWOM).
Social Media as Relationship Maintenance Strategy (RMS) - Today,
more and more customers are hard to
satisfy. They are more intelligent, more
price conscious, more demanding, less
forgiving, and are approached by many
more competitors with the same bid or
better (Kotler, 2008). It is a challenge
for the company in order to create loyal
customer. Many companies have tried
to develop a stronger bond with their
customers through Customer Relationship Management (CRM). CRM
is the process of managing detailed information about individual customers
and carefully manage all ‘touch points
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in order to maximize customer loyalty
(Kotler, 2008).
The main objective of CRM is to
attract, maintain, and grow a loyal
customer to the company (Kotler,
2008). Many companies are trying to
increase profits and sales have to spend
a lot of time and resources to find new
customers. However, it is not enough
to attract new customers, more than
that, the company should be able to
maintain and improve the existing
customers. Too many companies are
losing money because of the high
turnover of customers who switch to
another company. Therefore, it is very
important for the company to maintain
their customers.
According to Kotler (2008) there
are two ways to maintain customers.
The first is to establish high transition
barriers. Second, is to serve a higher
customer satisfaction. The best solution
related these two things are provide an
effective way for customers to complain.
Suggestion boxes, free-charge telephone
number, website, email address, and
social media are many kinds of this
alternative communication. Efforts to
maintain relationship with customer is
also called as relationship maintenance
strategy (RMS). RMS defined as every
effort to maintain relationship between
the organization and company with
publics or consumers (Ki, 2004).
There are several dimensions can be
implemented to maintain relationship
(Grunig and Hon, 1999):
a. Positivity, defined as company’s
effort to make the relationship
more enjoyable for the parties
involved. This effort can be a
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pleasant behavior, either in gesture
or conversation in a polite way.
b. Openness, defined as company
s effort to make information
more transparent and provide
information
about
finance,
restructuring and other company
s activities. For examples, company
can discuss issues openly with the
various parties involved, giving
advice from past experience,
and listen each other without
judgment.
c. Task sharing, defined as corporate
responsibility towards social issues
such as environment events, social
activities, education activities and
volunteer activities. For examples,
companies and publics can share
tasks such as reducing pollution,
keeping
the
environment,
reforestation, managing public
issues, job vacancies, and so on.
d. Network, defined as company’s
efforts to build networks or
coalitions with the same parties,
individuals or publics, the
environment,
labor
unions,
community groups, celebrities and
opinion leaders in solving problems
together. For example, issues such
as managing people, job vacancies,
profit distributions, sponsored a
charity group or co-hosted the
event with the local community
association.
e. Access, defined as efforts to
encourage communication and
provide other communication
channels through the various
media or other media users. Ki
and Hon (2006) define access as
Powerful Practices:

the company’s efforts to provide a
communication channel or media
that assist the public in obtaining
strategic information.
f. Assurance, defined as company’s
efforts to convince the public that
the company is committed to
maintaining a relationship with
them. Assurance in interpersonal
relations refers to the behavior that
implies the future and affection
between two individuals. Examples
include the guarantee of mutual
support, entertain, satisfy needs,
and the embodiment of love and
affection.
Methods - The method used in
this research is quantitative content
analysis. The procedure is to measure
or calculate the aspect of media content and present it quantitatively using
a coding-sheet (attached). The data
obtained through content analysis will
then analyzed using Mann-Whitney
U test and Chi-Square to determine
whether there are significant differences of RMS implementation through
social media twitter between IBLI and
MFB groups.
Sampling - In this research the sampling technique used was purposive
sampling. This sampling technique
done in stages below:
1. Elections of official twitter account

New Directions in Management and Business Research for
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a. Only banks with an active
twitter account are selected as
the final sample group. Based
on the research design, twitter
bank account is considered
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active if it has at least 100
tweets or posts and recent posts
made in the last week since
April 16th, 2013.

of the official twitter account
banking is made until April
16th, 2013.
b. Samples only taken from the
tweet that was posted by the
bank officially and only tweet
that was posted on a weekday
as a working day.

b. Only one major official twitter
account selected for this
research.
c. Official twitter account selected
must be taken from the top
three positions in the IBLI
and MFB group. It is based on
the consideration that the top
three in each group showed
that the bank is the greatest on
each category. Top three banks
in the IBLI group are BCA,
Mandiri and BRI. Top three
banks in the MFB group are
BNI, BII, and CIMB Niaga.
Mandiri is excluded as the
sample in MFB group because
it is already included in the top
three in IBLI group that have
demonstrated the value of its
loyalty is better than other
banks.
2. Tweet election

One way to calculate the sample size
in content analysis is the calculation
manually or by machine counters. One
of the calculating machines suggested
such as made by the Survey System
on the Survey System Website (http://
www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm).
Sample calculated for this research
based on this electronic calculator are
383 tweets. It means the numbers of
tweets per bank used as a sample are
383/6 = 63.8 tweets bank per bank
or rounded to 64 tweets per bank.
Thus the total of samples counted 384
tweets.
Analysis and Discussion
Bank Characteristics

a. Tweet’s populations are tweet
posted since the beginning

From a total of 192 tweets on each
bank, the characteristics of the two
groups of banks are below:

Table 3
The General Information Bank Examined per 16 April 2013

No

Bank

Twitter ID

Bank
Following Follower
Group

Tweet

1.

BCA

@XpresiBCA

IBLI

204

22.077

7.432

2.

Mandiri

@mandirifiesta

IBLI

2.154

59.915

14.646

3.

BRI

@sahabatBRI

IBLI

674

21.080

15.477

4.

BNI

@BNI46

MFB

27.673

120.831

31.221

5.

BII

@biifriends

MFB

1.258

35.029

13.897

6.

CIMB Niaga @CIMB_assists

MFB

2.214

27.800

13.217
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From Table 3 above, it can be seen
that overall BNI was ranked first as the
biggest follower on twitter. This showed
that BNI official twitter is much more
popular than other banks. In addition,
BNI also doing status update more
than any other bank. It can be seen in
the number of tweets that have been
posted by BNI that is much more than
the other banks. Besides, BNI also
following another twitter account at
the most while other banks are not.
This is consistent with the results from
content analysis which showed that
BNI more interactive with the public
through twitter compared with other
banks. Almost all of tweets that posted
in the form of two-way communication,
using reply, especially to address issues
related to customer complaints. The
same is done by CIMB Niaga and BII.
Thus it can be concluded that in order
to be widely known in social media
twitter, bank should actively interact
with the public primarily through
two-way communication, and actively
follow back twitter accounts which are
also listed as its follower.
These are the analyses of tweet types
used in the two banking groups:

From Table 4 above it can be seen
that the two groups of banks have used
all kinds of tweet types to interact with
customers through twitter. As seen on
the table, IBLI group more optimal
on using all types of tweet than MFB
group. Moreover, we can conclude that
the use of tweet types is different on
each group. Most of the tweets posted
by IBLI group found in the form of
the original tweet (40.1%) and reply
(32.3%). In this case, BCA, Mandiri,
and BRI regularly interact with the
public using original tweet especially
to greet followers, sharing information,
knowledge, and humor, promoted
products and events. Moreover, the
reply is also widely used by IBLI
group as a two way communication
related customer complaints. On the
contrary, most of the tweets posted by
MFB group only found in the form
of reply (65.6%). This reply function
is primarily intended by MFB group
to deal with issues related to customer
complaints. So, it can be concluded
that IBLI group utilize twitter with
the main purpose as a means to build
relationships by way of greeting,
sharing information, knowledge,
humor, product promotion and events,

Table 4
The Frequency of Tweet Type Used In IBLI
and MFB Group

Tweet Type
Original Tweet
Mention
Reply
RT
RT and Comment
Total
Powerful Practices:

IBLI Group
Total Tweet Percentage
77
40,1%
14
7,3%
62
32,3%
29
15,1%
10
5,2%
192
100%
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MFB Group
Total Tweet Percentage
44
22,9%
3
1,6%
126
65,6%
16
8,3%
3
1,6%
192
100%
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and to deal with customer complaints.
On the other side, the MFB group is
more focused to utilize social media
as a means to handled customer
complaints.
Based on the content analysis
of RMS implementation on each
dimensions, it showed that IBLI group
had implement the RMS dimension
better than MFB group. It can be seen
in the average level implementation of
RMS dimensions on IBLI group was
32.1% (21.9% low implementation +
9.5% medium implementation + 0.7%
high implementation). MFB group only
get an average score of in the amount
of 28.5% (18.1% low implementation
+ 9.9% medium implementation +
0.5% high implementation). Overall,
the level implementation of RMS
dimensions is still very low in the two
groups of banks. Furthermore, most of
the tweets in IBLI group implement
assurance dimension (43.2%) and
positivity (41.1%) in the low and
medium levels whereas MFB group
more focused on the implementation
of assurance dimensions (69.8%) in
the low and medium levels. This is
mainly due to the difference focus on
the use of social media twitter on two
groups of banks as mentioned above.
IBLI banks more focused to build
relationships with greeting, sharing
information, knowledge, humor,
product promotions or events, and
to handle customer complaints while
MFB group just focused on handle
customer complaints through twitter.
Task sharing is found as the lowest
dimension which implemented on the
two groups.
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Analysis techniques used in this
research is Mann-Whiney U Test
and Chi-Square. Content validity is
used in this study by comparing the
measurement tool (coding sheet) with
the common standard by the scientific
community. All indicators used in
this study refer to the Guidelines for
Measuring Relationship developed
by Hon and Grunig (1999:14) and
previous research that examines the
implementation of RMS in online
media, especially twitter, as used in
research Ki and Hon (2006), Williams
(2009), Li, (2010), and Zhu (2011).
These Guidelines for Measuring
Relationship have been agreed by
the Commission on Public Relations
Measurement & Evaluation of the
Institute for Public Relations (IPR)
as a Gold Standard Paper and as the
standard guidance in the measurement
and evaluation of relationship
management. Until now the Guidelines
for Measuring Relationship has been
widely used as a reference in the field
of marketing research public relations.
So it can be concluded that the coding
sheet used in this study has met the
criteria of validity.
Reliability types used in this study
is intercoder reliability. There are
only two coders used in this research
with the criteria as follows: economic
graduate, ever take marketing
management courses, and using twitter
actively. Reliability calculations used in
this study is Cohen’s Kappa. Cohen s
Kappa calculating reliability metrics
based on the odds of each category
used in coding sheet. The formula for
calculating the Cohen’s Kappa formula
is below (Eriyanto, 2013):
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Intercoder Reliability =
approval - approval expected
                  1 - approval expected
The minimum reliability value
acceptable according to Riffe et al is
0.80 (Eriyanto, 2013). Intercoder
reliability resulted based on Cohen’s
Kappa value in this research has met
the minimum value, that is equal to
0.86. Thus it can be concluded that the
coding sheet meets reliability criteria.
Afterward, the data then analyzed
using Mann-Whitney U Test and
Chi-Square to test whether there are
differences in the level implementation
of RMS on the two banking groups
The Mann-Whitney U Test used on
positivity, openness, task-sharing,
networking, and assurance dimensions.
Then, the Chi-Square test used only
for access dimension because the data
are nominal. The result summary of
Mann-Whitney U test and Chi-Square
Test related to the level implementation
of RMS on each dimension are below:
Table 5

The Result Summary of MannWhitney U Test and Chi-Square Test
Related To the Level Implementation
of Relationship Maintenance Strategy
on IBLI and MFB Group

From table 5 above can be seen the
comparison between Asymp.Sig with
p-value. By comparing the Asymp.
Sig on each dimension with p-value
(5%) and α (5%), it is known that
Ho is rejected and Ha accepted. Thus,
the research hypothesis is accepted,
that there are differences in the level
implementation of RMS between IBLI
and MFB groups. This hypothesis test
results are supported with the content
analysis results which indicate the
implementation of RMS in then MFB
group lower than IBLI group. This
is consistent with data on Indonesia
Bank Loyalty Index which showed
that BNI, BII, and CIMB Niaga as
the biggest twitter follower just have
a lower loyalty index compared to
Mandiri, BCA, and BRI. Thus it
can be concluded that statistically
and empirically, it has been proven
that the IBLI group which have the
highest loyalty index have much better
implement RMS through twitter than
the other bank. These findings support
the results of research by Ki and Hon
(2006), Williams (2009), Li (2010),
and Zhu (2011) which stated that the
different level implementation of RMS
is based on the companies or industries
characteristic.

Dimensions Asymp. Sig.

Explanation

Significance

Positivity

0,021

Asymp.Sig < p-value

Significance

Openness

0,044

Asymp.Sig < p-value

Significance

0,001

Asymp.Sig < p-value

Significance

0,000

Asymp.Sig < p-value

Significance

Asymp.Sig < Α

Significance

Relationship
Maintenance Task Sharing
Strategy
Networking
Access

0,000

Assurance

0,000
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Implication - In maintaining a
relationship with customers, the both
groups can implement RMS dimensions such as positivity, openness, task
sharing, networking, access, and assurance through twitter. The two groups
are advised to pay more attention on
it and increasing the implementation
RMS dimensions on every tweet that
is posted. For examples; tweeting more
about corporate social responsibilities,
transparency information about the
company, an invitation to participate
in an activity, and tweet about customer service. Every tweet should be
posted in a positive statements and encouraging a two-way communication.
Assurance dimension is mostly
used in two banking groups, but the
level of implementation were found
still very low. The best thing that can be
done by both of the group is to make
sure that the company is committed to
maintain a relationship with the public
in every tweet posted. For example,
by posting the tweets associated
with customer service, tweet about
the handling of customer problems
or complain, reflecting company’s
willingness to assist the difficulties
faced by customers. Moreover, the
company should be able to take
advantage of social media as a means
to help the customer problems directly
with the action (such as answering
questions, forwarding the investigation
to another department, contact the
relevant personnel) or indicates that the
company is committed to maintaining
the relationship. Hoped, customers
feel valued, cared for, and cared by the
company.
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Task sharing was the least found
implemented in the two banking
groups. To increase this dimension,
both of group can post more tweets that
show corporate social responsibility.
For example, routinely posting tweet
about protecting the environment,
supporting community activities,
educational activities, scholarships,
jobs, or volunteer activities. Tweets
related things like this should be
given in a complete way, not just a
statement related to it without giving
details. Hope, publics feel as a valuable
stakeholder in the company.
Conclusion - Research findings
showed banks belonging to IBLI and
MFB group had a different level implementation of RMS through twitter.
The overall level of implementation
were found in two groups are still very
low, especially in the task sharing dimension. IBLI group more implement
the dimension of RMS than MFB
group. Assurance was most widely used
on the two banking groups.
Due to the number of tweets as a
population in this research is continue
to grow; the suggestion for further
research is to increase the sample size
to increase the variety to give a more
representative sample of the entire
population. In addition, the samples
taken at different time and period will
give a different result. Future studies
may also include a mention, hashtag, and conversation as part of the
sample to be studied. Moreover, future
studies can continue this research to
other specific matter. For example,
a future research about the effects of
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RMS implementation through twitter
to customer loyalty. Other example,
the implementation of RMS in other
industries or in various types of social
media, such as Facebook, YouTube,
Tumblr, Instagram, and so on.
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1. Positivity
Level of
Implementation

Indicator

High

Messages
use positive
words
and cheerful, use
smileys, and
show a humor

Moderate

Low

No Implementation

Examples
@sahabatBRI: “Gila! #BRISundayFest rame
Harlem Shake Competition :) datang dan
lihat kegokilan pesertanya ya #sahabatBRI
http://lockerz.com/s/287955077”
@joylivingPB: “Rabu pagi, pasti senyumsenyum pas cek ATM ya? Hihi :D”

@joylivingPB: “Selamat pagi Kamis, mana
Messages
coba senyum manis nya? :D”
use positive
words
and cheerful, use @sahabatBRI: “Thanks untuk semua yang
smileys, but does udah datang buat rame2 dan seru2an di
#BRISuzndayFest next kita akan ketemu di
not show a
#BRISundayFest yang lebih dahsyat :)”
humor.
Messages
with only one
indicator, such
as: uses positive
and cheerful
messages, just
use smiley, or just
showing a humor

Tweet with no single indicator of
positivity dimension.

Powerful Practices:

@KartuBTNku: “Senin = Semangat.
Selamat beraktivitas Nasabah BTN..”

@XpresiBCA: “So, friends, beat a bad day
and turn on your happiness ya. *hip hip
hurrraaay*”

@mandirifiesta: “Rasakan nikmatnya
menggunakan e-tollpass dari Mandiri.
Bayar tol tanpa repot dan bebas antre!”
@CIMB_Assists: “@dematrianikki Transfer
ke sesama rekening tidak ada biaya.”
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2. Openness
Level of
Implementation

High

Moderate

Low

No Implementation

Indicator

Examples

@biifriends: “Nih buat u guys
Provide information related
yang pengen dapat BII Mayto finance, restructuring and Bank scholarship, langsung aja
other company’s activities in daftar di BII: pic.twitter.com/
two-way communication as IFQqUx3Nba RT@felRendapart of the decision-making
hee minta infonya…”

Provide information related to finance, restructuring, and other company’s
activities in two-way communication and support
feedback or participation

@bankocbcnisp: “Hari ini
seminar Dana Bijak OCBC
NISP diadakan untuk warga
Tangerang bersama @QM_Financial. RT yaaa”

@bankocbcnisp: “Pd Mar 13,
CSR Kesehatan ke Jembatan
Lima & Kampung Apung
mengadakan pemeriksaan
Provide information related
kesehatan&bantuan makanan
to finance, restructuring
and other company’s activi- bergizi pic.twitter.com/FBxzYdmTlb”
ties, but in one-way communication and not supported
@sahabatBRI: RT @affana feedback
dimamad Malam ini BRI
menerima International Award
sebagai Best Microfinance Business di Seoul, Korsel.”

Tweet with no single indicator
of openness dimension.

@mandirifiesta: “Rasakan
nikmatnya menggunakan etollpass dari Mandiri. Bayar tol
tanpa repot dan bebas antre!”

@XpresiBCA: “RT @GoodLifeBCA: BCA sendiri menggunakan Flazz untuk e-ticket
TransJakarta.”
P. 240
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3. Task Sharing
Level of
Implementation

High

Moderate

Low

No Implementataion

Indicator
Offers detailed information about corporate social responsibility, such as program,
goals, grants, products
and services, including
program evaluation,
and team reports
Offers detailed information about corporate social responsibility, such as program,
goals, grants, products
and services, but exclude an evaluation

Examples
@bankocbcnisp: “Pembenahan CSR
Go Green Workshop bagi karyawan
Bank OCBC NISP, pelatihan mengolah barang bekas menjadi barang yg
berguna. Check this out: pict.twitter.
com/hm3NmBdu”

@bankocbcnisp: “Beasiswa Pendidikan Bank OCBC NISP untuk Putra/I
Anggota TNI AL sebesar Rp 1,5 Miliar. Klik di sini: ....bit.ly/10thmEm”

@biifriends: “Gerobak Seru SME
Offers only a state- Banking merupakan bagian dr komitment related to cor- men BII u/ memajukan pelaku usaha
porate social respon- kecil / sector ekonomi mikro di Indonesia #biiinfo”
sibility without giving
detailed information
@bankocbcnisp: “Selamat Hari Air
about programs,
Sedunia, 22 Maret. Yuk bijak menggrants, products and gunakan air dan secara bersamaan bsa
services
menolong kita menghemat penggunaan uang :)”

Tweet with no single
indicator of task sharing dimensions

Powerful Practices:

@mandirifiesta: “Rasakan nikmatnya
menggunakan e-tollpass dari Mandiri.
Bayar tol tanpa repot dan bebas
antre!”
@CIMB_Assists: “@dematrianikki:
Transfer ke sesama rekening CIMB
Niaga tidak ada biaya.”
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4. Networking
Most ReTweets are indicator of
networking dimension.

Level of
Implementation

Indicator

Examples

High

@bankocbcnisp: “Beasiswa Pendidikan
Bank OCBC NISP untuk Putra/i AngIdentify partnership or gota TNI AL sebesar Rp 1,5 Miliar. Klik
networking with other
di sini: ....bit.ly/10thmEm”
parties / individu@KartuBTNku:
“@pngeran_galau:
als, and offers a detailed
untuk karir di Bank BTN, rajin2
program.
lihat di sini ya >> …btn.co.id/
ContentPage?Ka....”

Moderate

Identify partnership or @bankocbcnisp: “Hari ini @bankocbcnetworking with other nisp mengadakan Seminar Dana Bijak
parties / individuutk karyawan RS Borromeus, bandung
als, but does not offer a bekerja sama dgn @QM_Financial pic.
detailed program.
twitter.com/RKQeEZZZ”

Low

@joylivingPB: “Have fun yaaaa :D RT@
Retweet from other
dindabohay: Go to Bangkok with Perparties/individual, but mata Bank pic.twitter.com/ob24lKCin”
does not specify a partnership or networking @joylivingPB: “RT@rudylangitan: Motivation Day “change your mind for the
programs.
best” Bank Permata Medan”

Tweet without any
No Imple- indicator of networking
mentation
dimension.
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@mandirifiesta: “Rasakan nikmatnya
menggunakan e-tollpass dari Mandiri.
Bayar tol tanpa repot dan bebas antre!”
@CIMB_Assists: “@dematrianikki:
Transfer ke sesama rekening CIMB
Niaga tidak ada biaya.”
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5. Access

Examples:

In this dimension, the level of
implementation is replaced by a
number of indicators. The indicator is
below:

@kartudanamon:
“@d_r_ferry
untuk informasi tersebut, silahkan hub
DAC di 021 3435 8888 atau email
ke danamon.access@danamon.co.id
Dweep..^^”

-

posting question coded
one (1),

as

-

@ reply / mention coded as
two (2),

-

link coded as three (3),

-

phone number coded as four (4),

-

email coded as five (5),

-

And if there’s no implementation,
coded as zero (0).

@BNI46: “@Venniviorawt Mohon
maaf, kami sarankan menghubungi
BNI Call 500046/021500046 via
ponsel, nanti akan dibantu petugas
perihal permasalahannya”
@KartuBTNku: “Selamat @
Mong_Chantique sbg pemenang kuis
Twitter BTN. Kirimkan nama, alamat
lengkap, no HP & no KTP ke email
btn(dot)Indonesia(at)gmail(dot)com”

6. Assurance
Most posts @reply are indicator of assurance.
Level of Implementation

High

Moderate

Powerful Practices:

Indicator

Examples

@mandiri_info: “@evitasari_ssa
Tweet which aims to help
customers with problems in Mohon segera cek ke cabang atau telp
ke 14000 untuk kepastian. Bila ada
action (such as answering
transaksi mencurigakan segera blokir”
questions, forwarding the
investigation to another
@sahabatBRI: “@bintangk03 silahkan
department, contact the reldatang ke unit kerja BRI terdekat
evant personnel) or indicate dengan membawa surat keterangan kethat the company committed hilangan kepolisian dan buku tabungan
to maintain the relationship.
yang asli”
@sahabatBRI: “@FloSihombing
selamat siang ibu, mohon maaf sebelumnya, bisa di direct message untuk
Tweet that leads customers
nomer telepon ibu agar kami bisa
to do what to do, advohubungi segera.”
cacy feedback or seek further
@KartuBTNku: “@ameldevi yg
information by asking quesmendapatkan cashback 25rb adalah
tions.
kartu baru yg belum pernah sama sekali
bertransaksi sblmnya. Kartu kamu
kartu baru?”
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Low

@mandiri_info: “Selamat sore, kami
Reply or comment other twit- akan sharing terkait keamanan berbeter users (@ Mention) but lanja menggunakan Kartu Kredit/Kartu
without dealing with specific
Debit.”
problems, or tweet which
@kartudanamonku:
“Dweeps yg
showed a willingness
punya saran, complain atau yg lain2
to help, or the emphasis
bisa email ke danamon.access@
on relationship maintenance
danamon.co.id atau langsung telp ke
0213458888 ^^”
@mandirifiesta: “Rasakan nikmatnya
menggunakan e-tollpass dari Mandiri.
Bayar tol tanpa repot dan bebas antre!”

No Implementation

Tweet with no single indicator
of assurance dimension.
@XpresiBCA: “RT @GoodLifeBCA:
BCA sendiri menggunakan Flazz untuk
e-ticket TransJakarta.”

P. 244
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Investment Performance
Evaluation Among Gold,
Stock Index, Property Stock
And Real Property in Indonesia
Nandita EndaninaTarigan and Subiakto Soekarno
School of Business and Management, Institute of Technology Bandung, Bandung,
Indonesia.
Abstract - Indonesia’s remarkable
economic growth story causes an increase in the number of upper middle
class in Indonesia as their income and
buying power increases. With the increasing number of upper middle class
in Indonesia, it can be said that the Indonesian economy will crawl up over
time because it will encourage more
the growth of investment. Therefore,
rising investment among upper middle
groups in Indonesia in one of way to
achieve and keep maintain economic
prosperity. This research aims to provide readers, especially Indonesian
people from upper middle class, with
the guidance and better insights about
an appropriate investment instrument
among other investment options based
on its risk, return and risk adjusted return analysis.The samples used in this
research are monthly prices of gold,
Property stock which have been estab-

lished prior to January 2008 and average yearly price of NilaiJualObjekPajak
(NJOP) data for property investment
in 5 wards of Menteng in the past 4
year’s period (2008-2012).This research also carried optimal portfolio
analysis to obtain a portfolio consisting of the best investment instruments
composition.
Keywords: Investment
Instrument, Risk and Return, Gold,
JKSE, Property Stock, Property,
Optimal Portfolio
Introduction - Indonesia is
experiencing good growth in terms
of economics in recent years. Based
on Organization for Economic Co�operationand Development (OECD)
data, the averageeconomicgrowth inIndonesia in2012-2016was actually

Author correspondence to Nandita EndaninaTarigan;
Email: nandita@sbm-itb.ac.id
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the highest compared with the fiveotherASEANcountries. The averagegrowth inIndonesia during that periodis 6.6percent, which is the highest
among theachievements ofthe others.
Those data above is one of example
that shows Indonesia’s growth performance has remained robust in the
face of global economic weakness. In
fact, Indonesia’s remarkable economic
growth story causes an increase in the
number of upper middle class in the
country as their income and buying
power increases.
With the increasing number of
upper middle-class in Indonesia, it
can be said that Indonesian economy
will crawl up over time due to the
growth of investment. Thus, with
robust investment acting as the engine
for growth combined with domestic
consumption, Indonesian economy
is expected to perform will over the
short to medium term despite it is
still overshadowed by the prolonged
sluggishness in developed countries.
By looking at the condition above,
it can be concluded that one way
toachieve and maintain economic
prosperity is torising investment such
as domestic investment among upper
middle class in Indonesia. Hence, a
research to evaluate several investment
instruments in Indonesia is required in
order to attract the society to invest in
Indonesia and provide them with the
guidance and better insights about an
appropriate investment at a time
From a wide array of investment
instrument, precious metal such as
gold, stock investment and property
market are believed as the most popular
choices among the upper middle class
P. 246

people lately. For that reason this paper
will be focused on several investment
instruments that are believed to be the
most popular choices among upper
middle class in Indonesia as described
above.
Literature Review - Investment - An investment is the current
commitment of money or other resources in the expectation of reaping future benefits. (Bodie and Kane,
2009) In an economic sense, an investment is the purchase of goods that are
not consumed today but are used in
the future to create wealth. In finance,
an investment is a monetary asset purchased with the idea that the asset will
provide income in the future or appreciate and be sold at a higher price. [1]
Investment Product - The definition
of investment product is “A product
purchased with the expectation of earning a favorable return” (Investopedia,
n.d). [2] There exists such a wide variety of investment products and it is
common to distinguish among three
broad type of financial investment
products: fixed income, equity, and
derivatives. Fixed-income or debt securities promise either a fixed stream of
income or a stream of income that is
determine according to a specified formula. Unlike debt securities, common
stock or equity, in a firm represents an
ownership share in the corporation.
Equity holders are not promised any
particular payment. At last, derivative
securities such as options and futures
contracts provide payoffs that are determined by the prices of other assets
Powerful Practices:
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such as bond or stock prices. In addition to these financial assets, individuals might invest directly in some real
assets. For example, real estate or commodities such as precious metals or
property are real assets that might form
part of an investment portfolio.
1. Gold - Gold is defined as a
precious yellow metallic element,
highly malleable and ductile, not
subject to oxidation or corrosion and
is used especially in coins, jewelry, and
dentures [3]. Gold is a foundation
asset within any long term savings or
investment portfolio.
2. Stock - According to
Investopedia, stock is defined as a type
of security that signifies ownership in
a corporation and represents a claim
on part of the corporation’s assets
and earnings [4]. Over the long term,
stocks have advantage of offering
a high earning potential due to its
attractive rate of return. The returns
of stock investment itself are divided
to capital gain (the difference between
the amount you paid for the stocks and
the amount you sold it) and dividends
(profits distributed to shareholders
of the company). But due to a high
return, then it will get a high risk as
well. The stock prices tend to be very
volatile and erratic.

against a base value from a specific
date. Market indexes are intended
to represent an entire stock market,
and for that reason track the market’s
changes over time.
4. Property - “Property is defined as
any physical or intangible entity that is
owned by a person or jointly by a group of
people or a legal entity like a corporation”
(Wikipedia, 2011) [6]. Depending on
the nature of the property, an owner
of property has the right to consume,
sell, rent, mortgage, transfer, exchange
,destroys, or to exclude others from
doing these things.
Risk and Return:
1. Return - Gitman (2009:228)
defined “Return is the total gain or loss
experienced on an investment over a
given periof of time”. [7]Fundamentally,
return is the primary motivating force
that drives investment. It represents
the reward for undertaking investment.
The investment instrument return
is computed from each sub period
for each investment instrument as
follows:

3. Stock Index - “A stock index
or stock market index is a method of
measuring the value of a section of the
stock market” (Wikipedia, n.d) [5]. It
is computed from an aggregate value
produced by combining several stocks
or other investment vehicles together
and expressing their total values
Powerful Practices:
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Rd = NAVt - NAVt-1
NAVt-1		
Rd=Average return for certain
period
NAVt=Net Asset Value at time t
NAVt-1=Net Asset Value at time
t-1
In return concept, there are two size
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of nominal return base on time period
which are Arithmetic and Geometric
Return.
2. Arithmetic Average Rate of Return
- Arithmetic return is usually used
in a single period of investment. It is
computed from the sum of a numbers
divided by the count of numbers. The
formula of finding arithmetic average
return is:
(2)

3. Effective Annual Rate (EAR)
“Effective annual rate is interest rate
being annualized using compound rather
than simple interest” (Bodie, Kane and
J. Marcus, 2009: G-4) [9]. The general
equation of finding effective annual
rate is:
(4)
EAR = ( 1 + r) n - 1
r = Rate of return or interest rate
n = Number of
compounding periods

rarith= arithmetic return per period
n = total numbers of periods
3. Geometric Average Rate of Return - As
explained in Wikipedia, “the geometric
mean is a type of mean or average, which
indicates the central tendency or typical
value of a set of numbers by using the
product of their values (as opposed to the
arithmetic mean which uses their sum).”
[8]. The geometric mean is described
as the n-th root (where n is the count
of series of numbers) of the product of
the numbers. The general equation to
calculate geometric average return is
described as follows:
(3)

In this paper,
the EAR formula is
frequently used to compute annual
return of each investment instrument.
5. Standard Deviation - The standard
deviation is often used by investors
to measure the risk of each single
asset. The formula of finding standard
deviation can be expressed as follows:
(5)

Where:
return for the ith outcome
average return
N = number
considered

rarith= arithmetic return per period
n
P. 248

= total numbers of periods

of

outcomes

Based on the calculation result,
it can be concluded that the higher
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standard deviation, the greater the risk
of an asset.

Where :
Sp

Rp =
Average return of
investment instrument per year

6. Annualized Standard Deviation
or Volatility - Basically, the monthly
standard deviation can be generated by
dividing volatility annual with square
root of time period that is 12, which
go as follows:

Rf = Average Return of risk free
rate per year (BI Rate = 6.93%)
σp = Standard deviation of the
investment instrument

(6)
		
Thus, in order to find the annualized
standard deviation or annualized risk,
the formula turns into
(7)
Volatility annual = Monthly
standard deviation * �12
Portfolio Performance Evaluation To evaluate the performance of an asset
or portfolio, it is best to adjusted return
with risk to be compared. There are
several risk-adjusted performances that
are widely used: Sharpe, Treynor and
Jensen ratio. Until now, sharpe ratio is
the most commonly used risk adjusted
performance in academic literature.
Therefore, in this research Sharpe ratio
will be applied to evaluate the investment instrument performance.
Sharpe Ratio - This ratio is used to
define how well the return of an asset
compensates the investor for the risk
taken. Tocalculate theSharperatio, wecanuse thefollowing equation:

Powerful Practices:

= Sharpe ratio for Portfolio

It can be concluded the higher
Sharperatioof
aportfolioorassetthan
others, the better theperformance of
theportfolioorasset.
Optimal Portfolio - Optimal Portfolio or also known as Markowitz efficient portfolio is a method to optimize
portfolio in which the risk-reward
combination is such that it yields the
maximumreturns (provides the highest utility) possible under the current
and anticipated circumstances (Investorwords, n.d) [9]. Before determining
the asset combination and weight from
all instrument investments through an
optimal portfolio, it is necessary to calculate the portfolio risk and return.
1. Portfolio Risk
As mentioned above, portfolio
risk is needed to be defined in order
to construct an optimal portfolio. The
measure of the portfolio risk is derived
from the portfolio standard deviation.
Below is the general equation to
measure the risk of portfolio:
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stock which have been established
prior to January 2008 from
finance.yahoo.com and Indonesia
Capital
Market
Electronic
Library (ICAMEL) Jakarta Stock
Exchange.

Where :
ωa = Proportion of the portfolio
invested in asset a

σa = Asset a standard deviation of
returns

ra = Correlation coefficient between
the returns of assets in portfolio
Portfolio Expected Return - Besides
Portfolio Risk, The portfolio return is
also necessary to be calculated in creating an optimal portfolio. The formula
for Portfolio expected return can be
expressed as follows:

Where :
E (Rp)
Portfolio

=

Expected

Return

Wi= Weight of asset i
E(Ri) = Expected Return of Asset i
Data and Methodology
- Data Collection Method - In this
research, there are 4 investment instruments that will be analyzed and evaluated; they are Gold, Indonesian Stock
Index called JKSE, Property Stocks
and Real Property. All required data
used for analysis are goes as follows:
•

Monthly Gold prices from 2008
to 2012 from kitco.com with unit
troy ounce.

•

Monthly price data of Property
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•

Average yearly price per m2 of
NilaiJualObjekPajak (NJOP) data
for property investment in 5 wards
of Menteng which are Menteng,
Gondangdia, Cikini, Kebon Sirih
and Pegangsaan periods 20082012 from Dinas Pelayanan Pajak
DKI Jakarta.

•

Monthly price data of IHSG
(IndeksHarga Saham Gabunganor
Jakarta Composite Index) as
the market representation from
finance.yahoo.com

SBI rate will be used as risk free
rate from period of January 2008 until
December 2012. The SBI for 1 month
period is primary used for this research.
But, as SBI for 1 month period was
discontinued in June 2011, the month
after will use SBI for 3 month period.
In this research, Menteng District
NJOP data has been classified based on
the use of land and building and NJOP
prices per m2. First, based on the use
of land and building data, Menteng
district is classified into residential and
business area. Second, residential area
is divided into four sections which are
low class, middle class, middle to high
class and high class while business area
is divided into two sections which are
middle to high and high class based on
their NJOP per m2 prices.
The price of gold is expressed in
rupiahs (IDR) by usingthe average
priceof IDR to USDforeign exchange
Powerful Practices:
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rate stated in’Jakarta dalamAngka’
reportissuedbyBPS.
The selection of property stocks is
narrowed down by CAPM method, so
in short all selected stocks are already
underpriced.
In return analysis for this
paper, geometric return is selected
than arithmetic return due to its
accuracy while monthly return of
NilaiJualObjekPajak (NJOP) data for
property investment is considered
constant each month per year.
Meanwhile, for portfolio rebalancing
strategies,
transactionalcostswhile
selling
investment
instrumentis
consideredas none.
Data Processing Method - Data processing and analyzing will be performed
on instrument Gold, JKSE, Stock
Property and Real Property respectively, divided in 2 sections: Risk and Return and Performance Evaluationbased
on Sharpe ratio and provided with an
optimal portfolio in the end.
Computing Return - The return of
Gold, Property stock and Stock Index
as market representation are computed for each month using formula 1.
Meanwhile, return for real property
per classification is calculated for each
year firstusing formula 1, then finding
the monthly return using formula 4.
Computing Geometric Average and
Annual Return - In order to make general average return of Gold, Property
stock and Stock Index as market representation for the whole research periPowerful Practices:

od, geometric mean is used to compute
the average mean of certain investment
instrument as expressed in formula 3.
After that, formula 4 is used in order
to find investment instrument annual
return. Meanwhile, it is a bit different
for real property; geometric annual return is founded first using formula 3,
then computing the monthly return
using formula 4.
Computing Average Risk and Annual
Risk - In favor to make general average riskof Gold, Property stock and
Stock Index as market representation,
standard deviation is used as expressed
in formula 5. After that, formula 4 is
once again being used for computing
investment instruments annual risk return. In other side, for real property;
geometric annual risk return is founded using annualized volatility formula
as exposed in formula 7.
Analyzing Risk Adjusted Return of
each instrument investment through
Sharpe ratio - To assess each which
investment instrument gives the best
return and risk performance, this research is going to use Sharpe ratio that
are mentioned in formula 8.
Determine the asset combination and
weight from all instrument investments through an optimal portfolio Before constructing optimal portfolio,
firstly, covariance between instruments
investment need to be computed in
order to find portfolio risk as showed
in formula 9. Next,portfolio expected
return based on instrument geometric
average return for 4 years periodis also
need to be defined, as in formula 10.
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The asset contained on the portfolio
will be based on purpose of the portfolio. Three alternatives are given, which
are maximizing the return, minimizing
the risk, or maximizing the Sharpe ratio of the whole portfolio. Afterwards,
to search for the weight of each equity
fund, solver in Microsoft Excel will be
used.
Empirical Result - Risk and
Return - The following table shows
the calculation compilation of all instrument investment Risk and Return
for monthly and annually period.

From the table above, it can be
seen that based on Geometric Average
Return, LPCK stock has the highest
return compared to other investment
instrument, which gives about
2.72% per month and 37.97% per
year. Meanwhile, real property is an
investment instrument that obtains
lowest risk among others with a range
of 0-2% per year. The classification
area of Menteng district that has the
lowest risk goes to Residential-High
class which results in approximately
0,101% monthly and 0,351% yearly.

Table I :Comparison Table between Investment Instrument based on Risk and Return
Calculation
Investment Instrument (2008-2012)

PROPERTY
STOCKS

REAL
PROPERTY

P. 252

GOLD
JKSE Stock Index
ASRI
BIPP
CTRA
CTRS
DART
DILD
DUTI
FMII
GMTD
LAMI
LCGP
LPCK
LPKR
MDLN
MORE
PWON
RBMS
SMDM
SMRA
JRPT
Residential - Low
Residential - Middle
Residential - Middle to High
Residential - High
Business Area - Middle to
High
Business Area - High

Risk and Return
Geometric Average
Risk
Monthly Return
Annual Return
1.15%
14.65%
5.110%
0.85%
10.63%
7.676%
1.87%
24.91%
16.337%
0.63%
7.84%
11.384%
1.37%
17.79%
16.499%
1.71%
22.56%
17.170%
0.60%
7.39%
23.148%
-0.28%
-3.33%
24.072%
1.55%
20.27%
16.079%
1.60%
21.01%
17.108%
0.96%
12.15%
42.699%
0.12%
1.48%
20.074%
1.30%
16.77%
12.819%
2.74%
38.29%
26.415%
0.82%
10.23%
12.261%
0.82%
10.31%
19.475%
-0.21%
-2.53%
17.495%
1.13%
14.44%
16.947%
0.19%
2.33%
26.399%
-0.16%
-1.91%
17.074%
2.19%
29.72%
16.107%
1.40%
18.17%
14.766%
0.574%
7.115%
0.301%
0.499%
6.154%
0.304%

Annualized Risk
17.70%
26.59%
56.59%
39.43%
57.15%
59.48%
80.19%
83.39%
55.70%
59.26%
147.91%
69.54%
44.41%
91.51%
42.47%
67.46%
60.60%
58.71%
91.45%
59.15%
55.80%
51.15%
1.044%
1.052%

0.458%
0.512%

5.639%
6.318%

0.263%
0.101%

0.910%
0.351%

0.423%
0.732%

5.198%
9.147%

0.208%
0.589%

0.720%
2.041%
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Performance Evaluation through
Sharpe ratio - Below is the table that
shows calculation result of Sharpe
measurement with risk free rate per
year (BI rate = 6.93%).

TableI II : Comparison Table between
Investment Instrument based on Sharpe
Measurement

Investment Instrument (2008-2012)
Gold
Stock Index-JKSE
Property Stock

Real Property

ASRI
BIPP
CTRA
CTRS
DART
DILD
DUTI
FMII
GMTD
LAMI
LCGP
LPCK
LPKR
MDLN
MORE
PWON
RBMS
JRPT
SMDM
SMRA
MENTENG RESIDENTIALLOW
MENTENG RESIDENTIALMIDDLE
MENTENG RESIDENTIALMIDDLE TO HIGH

Based on the table above it can
be seen that Menteng Business AreaHigh Class has the highest sharpe ratio
among all of other instruments for
108.65% and for Gold as the second
best 43.59%. If we see from the table
below, there are some instruments that
has Minus Sharpe Ratio, this could
be happen because the excess return
we get from each risk is minus, which
is not suggested to invest to those
instruments.

Sharpe Measurement
Annual
Monthly
Instrument Market (JKSE) Instrument Market (JKSE)
43.59%
13.90%
11.46%
3.72%
13.90%
13.90%
3.72%
3.72%
32.32%
13.90%
8.16%
3.72%
-8.45%
13.90%
-2.33%
3.72%
9.84%
13.90%
2.61%
3.72%
18.85%
13.90%
4.89%
3.72%
-1.64%
13.90%
-0.45%
3.72%
-16.88%
13.90%
-4.88%
3.72%
32.45%
13.90%
8.19%
3.72%
15.94%
13.90%
4.16%
3.72%
13.94%
13.90%
3.48%
3.72%
0.76%
13.90%
0.21%
3.72%
15.87%
13.90%
4.19%
3.72%
34.21%
13.90%
8.24%
3.72%
2.69%
13.90%
0.73%
3.72%
-2.14%
13.90%
-0.58%
3.72%
-8.82%
13.90%
-2.45%
3.72%
7.90%
13.90%
2.11%
3.72%
-9.39%
13.90%
-2.65%
3.72%
15.65%
13.90%
4.11%
3.72%
-19.32%
13.90%
-5.52%
3.72%
37.64%
13.90%
9.40%
3.72%
17.68%

13.90%

0.20%

3.72%

-73.79%

13.90%

-0.99%

3.72%

-141.89%

13.90%

-1.80%

3.72%

MENTENG RESIDENTIALHIGH

-174.26%

13.90%

-0.76%

3.72%

MENTENG- BUSINESS
AREA MIDDLE TO HIGH

-240.47%

13.90%

-2.63%

3.72%

MENTENG- BUSINESS
AREA HIGH

108.65%

13.90%

1.88%

3.72%

Based on the table above it can be seen that Menteng Business Area- High Class has the highest sharpe
ratio among all of other instruments for 108.65% and for Gold as the second best 43.59%. If we see
from the table below, there are some instruments that has Minus Sharpe Ratio, this could be happen
Powerful Practices:
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Optimal portfolio
1. Maximizing Return Portfolio
Table III: Asset Combination using Maximizing Return Portfolio

INVESTMENT INSTRUMENT

WEIGHT

RETURN

GOLD
ASRI
BIPP
CTRA
CTRS
DART
DILD
DUTI
FMII
GMTD
LAMI
LCGP
LPCK
LPKR
MDLN
MORE
PWON
RBMS
JRPT
SMDM
SMRA
RESIDENTIAL-LOW
RESIDENTIAL-MIDDLE
RESIDENTIAL-MIDDLE TO HIGH
RESIDENTIAL- HIGH
BUSINESS - MIDDLE TO HIGH
BUSINESS - HIGH

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%

0.011454895
0.018708919
0.006309034
0.01373474
0.017097559
0.005961172
-0.002789902
0.01550124
0.016021859
0.00960165
0.001226525
0.013001421
0.027384062
0.008152586
0.008212905
-0.002134003
0.011305332
0.001922671
0.014009254
-0.001606067
0.021918777
0.005326059
0.004939869
0.004543111
0.005084463
0.004248208
0.007350429

MAXIMIZING RETURN
Expected Return
Standard Deviation
Sharpe Ratio
Rf

2.738406%
26.190678%
8.318336%
0.559778%

Maximizing
return
portfolio
will give an outcome of a portfolio
with maximize return that can be
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obtained by the list of investment
instruments
which
consist
in
portfolio. The outcome comes with
LippoCikarangTbk. (LPCK) property
stock as the best choice of instrument
for giving the maximum average
monthly return which is 2.72% among
other instruments. This result indicates
that LPCK historical data provide the
best return in 2008-2012 period.
Powerful Practices:
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2. Minimizing Risk Portfolio
Table IV: Asset Combination using Minimizing Risk Portfolio

INSVESTMENT
INSTRUMENT
GOLD
ASRI
BIPP
CTRA
CTRS
DART
DILD
DUTI
FMII
GMTD
LAMI
LCGP
LPCK
LPKR
MDLN
MORE
PWON
RBMS
JRPT
SMDM
SMRA
RESIDENTIAL-LOW
RESIDENTIAL-MIDDLE
RESIDENTIAL-MIDDLE TO
HIGH
RESIDENTIAL- HIGH
BUSINESS - MIDDLE TO
HIGH
BUSINESS - HIGH

WEIGHT

RETURN

0.63%
0.00%
0.00%
0.07%
0.02%
0.12%
0.00%
0.09%
0.00%
0.08%
0.00%
0.24%
0.07%
0.07%
0.00%
0.12%
0.00%
0.00%
0.02%
0.00%
0.00%
16.58%
16.51%

0.011454895
0.018708919
0.006309034
0.01373474
0.017097559
0.005961172
-0.002789902
0.01550124
0.016021859
0.00960165
0.001226525
0.013001421
0.027384062
0.008152586
0.008212905
-0.002134003
0.011305332
0.001922671
0.014009254
-0.001606067
0.021918777
0.005326059
0.004939869

16.17%

0.004248208

16.44%
16.59%

16.19%
100.00%

0.004543111
0.005084463
0.007350429

MINIMIZING RISK
Expected Return
0.533452%
Standard Deviation
0.000119%
Sharpe Ratio
-220.36510999
Rf
0.559778%
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1%-2% per year compared with other
instrument that clearly more risky by
having greater risks.

Based on the data, it shows that
almost all of investment options goes to
real property because these instruments
offers the lower risk which are between
3. Maximizing Sharpe Ratio Portfolio

Table V: Asset Combination using Maximizing Sharpe Portfolio

INVESTMENT INSTRUMENT
GOLD
ASRI
BIPP
CTRA
CTRS
DART
DILD
DUTI
FMII
GMTD
LAMI
LCGP
LPCK
LPKR
MDLN
MORE
PWON
RBMS
JRPT
SMDM
SMRA
RESIDENTIAL-LOW
RESIDENTIAL-MIDDLE
RESIDENTIAL-MIDDLE TO HIGH
RESIDENTIAL- HIGH
BUSINESS - MIDDLE TO HIGH
BUSINESS - HIGH
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WEIGHT
1.72%
0.21%
0.00%
0.12%
0.00%
0.08%
0.00%
0.30%
0.00%
0.10%
0.00%
0.00%
0.12%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.06%
0.00%
0.09%
0.00%
0.06%
52.55%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
44.59%
100.00%

RETURN
0.011454895
0.018708919
0.006309034
0.01373474
0.017097559
0.005961172
-0.002789902
0.01550124
0.016021859
0.00960165
0.001226525
0.013001421
0.027384062
0.008152586
0.008212905
-0.002134003
0.011305332
0.001922671
0.014009254
-0.001606067
0.021918777
0.005326059
0.004939869
0.004543111
0.005084463
0.004248208
0.007350429
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MAXIMIZING SHARPE
Expected Return
Standard Deviation
Sharpe Ratio
Rf

0.006455003
0.001778344
0.482036905
0.005597775

The formula for the sharpe ratio
itself is Mu P/ Sigma P, indicates how
each percent of risks increase, will give
impact on the amount of the excess
return impose from the combination
of stocks in the portfolio. Maximizing
the results will give an outcome of a
portfolio with maximize return and
minimum risk. The outcome comes
with Low class-Menteng Residential
Area as the best combination in
Sharpe Ratio, indicates that Low classMenteng Residential Area historical
data provide the best balance in return
and risk followed by High ClassMenteng Business area as the second
best which provides the best balance in
return and risk.
Conclusion - This research
intends to compare risk, return and
risk-adjusted return among Gold,
Property Stock and Real Property
which are believed as the most popu�lar choices of investment instrument
among the upper middle class people
in Indonesia.This research also carried
optimal portfolio analysis to obtain a
portfolio consisting of the best investment instruments composition. The
purpose of this research is to provide
readers, especially Indonesian people
from upper middle class, with the
guidance and better insights about an
appropriate investment instrument
among other investment options based
on its risk, return and risk adjusted
Powerful Practices:

return analysis.By comparing risk and
return of each investment instrument,
this research will evaluate the Gold,
Property stock and real property performance of the samples. The result
of performance can be seen on Table
I.Based on overall average return, LippoCikarangTbk. (LPCK) stock has
the highest return compared to other
investment instrument which gives
about 2.74% per month and 38.29%
per year, whereas real property is an
investment instrument that obtains
lowest risk by having Menteng Residential Area-High class which results
in approximately 0,101% monthly
and 0,351% yearly as the lowest risk.
On the other hand, according to risk
adjusted return analysis,Menteng Business Area- High Class has the highest
sharpe ratio among all of other instruments for 108.65%.
Based on the average monthly return
given by each investment instrument,
this research constructs portfolios that
consist of all investment instrument
that are selected to determine the
most suitable asset combination and
weight from all instruments based on
3 scenarios which are minimizing risk,
maximizing return and maximizing
Sharpe ratio. Maximizing return
portfolio indicates that LPCK historical
data provide the best return in 20082012 period while Minimizing risk
portfolio stated Mentengreal property
as investment instrument that offers
the lower risk which are between
1%-2% per year. In the end, the
most commonly used portfolio by
maximizing sharpe ratio comes with
Low class-Menteng Residential Area as
the best combination in Sharpe Ratio.
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Risk and Return Analysis and
Optimal Portofolio Development
of Gold, Platinum, Property
in Kecamatan Ilir Timur I
Palembang, and Property Stocks
in LQ45
Griselda Nathania and Subiakto Soekarno
School of Business and Management, Institute of Technology Bandung, Bandung,
Indonesia

Abstract - With many options
of choosing investment instruments,
this study aims to provide information
about the analysis and comparison of
the risk and return of gold, platinum,
property in Palembang based on its
function as either business district or
residential, and property stocks in
LQ45 index in order to gain knowledge of which one can give a balanced
risk and return by using data from the
last 15 years. Moreover, this paper also
includes the optimal portfolio constructed from the variety of investment
instruments mentioned above.
The methods used for answering the
problems above are Risk and Return
Analysis and performance evaluation
using Sharpe Ratio. These calculations

will show which investment instrument
can give the best performance for
fulfilling financial needs.
Keywords: Risk and Return,
Investment, Precious Metals, Real
Property, LQ45 Stocks, Optimal
Portfolio.
INTRODUCTION - Nowadays,
more and more people have realized
the advantages of investment to their
wealth condition. However, the advantage will differ in relation to which investment instrument that the investors
use in multiplying their wealth. The
fact that precious metal, such as gold
and platinum, as well as real property

Author correspondence to Griselda Nathania;
Email: griselda@sbm-itb.ac.id
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can earn continuous, stable returns is
no longer a secret. That is why those
kinds of assets have been popular as
investment instruments since long ago.
These types of investment are especially popular to people with conservative
character who prefer to avoid inflation
and market risk. However, to compensate the low level of risk, the return
gained would be expected to be low as
well.
However, for those who expect
a higher return and can bear higher
risk, there might be other investment
instruments which are more suitable,
such as stocks. This project will compare
the risk and return from real property
in Palembang with property stocks
which are included in LQ45 index as
of February to July 2013. Those stocks
are Alam Sutera Realty Tbk. (ASRI),
Bumi Serpong DamaiTbk. (BSDE),
Lippo Karawaci Tbk. (LPKR), Sentul
City Tbk. (BKSL) and Surya Semesta
Internusa Tbk. (SSIA).
LITERATURE REVIEW - Investment - According to chapter 1 of Investment and Portfolio Management,
“Investment is a current commitment of
money or other resources in the expectation of reaping future benefits.” (Bodie,
Kane, & Marcus, 2011:29). [1]
According to Investopedia (2013),
there are a few types of investment.
One of them is ownership. Ownership
investments are the most volatile but
profitable investment among all. Those
included in this type of investment
are the typical financial investment
that most people would think of
upon hearing the word investment.
P. 260

Here are some examples of ownership
investments:
• Stocks
Stocks are papers of proof of
ownership of a portion of a
company. Any traded securities,
including currency swaps and
futures are also the example of
ownership investment. As a holder
of this contract, the investor would
benefit in two ways. The first one
is when the company is profitable
and distributing dividend. The
second, and more common one,
is when the company is profitable
and many people demand the
shares of the company so that the
price of the stocks will rise. If then
the investors sell their stocks, they
would gain profit from the price
difference.
• Business
In this type of investment, people
put money to start and run a
business. It is considered the most
difficult type of investment because
it requires a lot more things other
than money. Entrepreneurs also
have to devote their time and
thoughts, other than money, while
running a business.
• Real Estates/Property
Investing in property refers to the
activity of buying real estates in
the purpose of renting or selling
them after repairing. That is why
the current residence one lives
in usually is not considered as an
investment, but a fulfillment of
basic need.

Powerful Practices:
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• Precious Object
Precious objects, such as gold,
platinum, and works of art are also
considered as investments if they
are bought with the intention of
selling them. Many conventional
investors prefer this kind of
investment for they are able to
show steady increment in value.
[2]
Precious Metals:
1) Gold
Gold has been one of the most
favorable investments among the
investors for decades because it is
believed to be able to earn steady
return with its ever increasing value.
There would never be a case where
a gold investor wakes up one day
and find his gold worthless since
gold will always hold its value with
the logical reasoning of there would
always be demand for gold while
the supply is limited. As an addition
to its benefit, gold is also high in
liquidity. Moreover, gold has the
characteristic of zero-beta asset and
bears no market risk (McCown,
2006) [3] which makes it even more
appealing to investors. That is also
the reason why gold is commonly
used as a hedge for inflation and
currency depreciation, because its
value usually rises along with the
increasing rate of inflation. Another
benefit of investing in gold is that it
is a good portfolio diversifier. With
a portfolio packed with stocks and
other risky investment, owning a
low-risk investment like gold will
help reducing the exposure to risk.
Powerful Practices:

2) Platinum
The dictionary definition of
Platinum is: “A silver-white metallic
element
occurring
worldwide,
usually mixed with other metals
such as iridium, osmium, or nickel.
It is ductile and malleable, does
not oxidize in air, and is used as a
catalyst and in electrical components,
jewelry, dentistry, and electroplating.”
According to Business Dictionary
(2013), Platinum is the strongest
and has the longest shelf-life,
compared to silver and gold. It
is also the most expensive and
coveted metals due to its limited
production. [4] The benefits
earned from investing in platinum
are similar to those of gold, such as
its function as a hedge for inflation,
its ever-increasing value, and its
low risk. Although platinum retail
demand is not as strong as gold, it
has a high potential because it is
widely used in industry.
Real Property - The Dictionary defines real property as “All land, structures, firmly attached and integrated
equipment (such as light fixtures or a
well pump), anything growing on the
land, and all “interest” in the property
which may be the right to future ownership (remainder), right to occupy for
a period of time (tenancy or life estate)
the right to drill for oil, the right to get
the property back (a reversion) if it is no
longer used for its current purpose (such
as use for a hospital, school or city hall),
use of airspace (condominium) or an
easement across another’s property. Real
property should be thought of as a group
of rights like a bundle of sticks which can
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be divided. It is distinguished from the
other type of property, personal property,
which is made up of movable items.”
In general, real property is divided
into three categories based on its use,
namely residential, commercial, and
industrial. [5]
Stocks - Investorwords
(2013) defines stocks
as a share of a company
held by an individual or
group, which are issued by corporations to raise capital and this entitles
the stock owners (shareholders) to partial ownership of the corporation. [6]
Return - According to Financial Management by Titman et al. (2012:227),
“Return is the measure of the percentage
of change or the ratio of the gain (or loss)
to the cost of the investment.”[7]Return
usually becomes the measure of an asset’s performance in the finance world.
The general arithmetic equation to calculate single period return is as follow:

However, this formula should only be
used in case of independent events.
That is why the use of this formula is to
calculate investment returns which are
dependent to one another might give
unsatisfactory result.
(Eq. 2.2)

2) Geometric Average return
Unlike arithmetic average return,
geometric average return does take
into account of the dependency of
returns to one another so that it can
give a more accurate measurement of
the actual average annual return. The
general equation to calculate geometric
average return is as follow:
(Eq 2.3)

(Eq. 2.1)
Where:
Where:

it = arithmetic return per period

Vf = Investment instrument value at
time t

n = total number of periods

Vi = Investment instrument value at
time t-1
1) Arithmetic Average Return
For multi period investment, the
formula of arithmetic average return
is used in the purpose of generating
the average return over certain period.
P. 262

3) Annualized Average Return
Effective Annual Return (EAR) is
used for converting the holding period
returns to annual returns. It is necessary
to calculate the annualized returns in
order to take the compounding effect
into account. Below is the formula for
Powerful Practices:
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annualized return:

using the following formula:[8]

(Eq 2.4)

(Eq 2.6)
Volatilityannual=Monthly
Deviation x

Where:

Standard
		

r = annual return
j = monthly return
Risk - According to chapter 8 of Financial Management by Titman et. al
(2012:230), “Risk is a measure of the
uncertainty in a set of potential outcomes
for an event in which there is a chance
of some loss.”One of the most common tools to measure risk is by using
standard deviation. Basically, standard
deviation is a way of describing how
spread out a set of numbers or values
is around its mean or average. So, the
higher the number generated from this
formula means the higher the risk is.

Coefficient of Correlation - The coefficient of correlation is a measure to
determine the degree to which two
variable’s movements are associated
(Investopedia, 2013). The positive
result means that the two stocks are
moving in the same direction and vice
versa. For the sake of diversifying portfolio, an investor would expect to have
negative coefficient of correlation. The
formula for calculating the coefficient
of correlation is shown below:
(Eq. 2.7)

(Eq 2.5)
Where:
p = the correlation coefficient between
returns on stock X and stock Y
Cov (X,Y) = the covariance between
the returns on stock X and stock Y
Where:

σX = standard deviation of stock X

x= return for the i outcome
th

σY = standard deviation of stock Y

x= average return
n = number of outcomes considered
1) Annualized Risk
Just like return, the risk should also
be adjusted into annual condition by
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Performance Evaluation - As stated
in Investment and Portfolio Management, Sharpe’s measure or reward-tovolatility divides average portfolio excess return over the sample period by
the standard deviation of returns over
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that period. It is used to rank portfolios in terms of the risk-return trade-off
(Bodie, Kane, & Marcus. 2011:850)
meaning that it is used to define how
well the return of an asset compensates
the investor for the risk taken. Sharpe
is basically used when the portfolio
represents the entire investment. The
higher the number of Sharpe ratio, the
better the performance of an investment instrument is. The Sharpe ratio
is shown below:
(Eq 2.8)

Where:
Rp = return portfolio
RFR = Risk Free Rate
p

= standard deviation

METHODOLOGY
Data
Collection - To compare and evaluate
the performance of gold, platinum,
real property, and property stocks, the
following data are used:
1) Monthly gold and platinum price
from January 1998 to June 2013
2) Monthly historical price of
property stock in LQ45 index as of
February to July 2013, which are
ASRI, BKSL, BSDE, LPKR, and
SSIA from July 2008 to June 2013

Rupiah was obtained from Badan Pusat
Statistik data.
BI rate from July 2008 to June
2013 is used as the risk free rate in the
calculation.
Data Processing:
1) Converting the currency of gold
and platinum price
Since the monthly price of gold and
platinum obtained is in American
Dollar, it is necessary to convert
it first into Indonesian Rupiah for
the sake of comparing it with the
other investment instruments by
using the exchange rate provided
by Badan Pusat Statistik.
2) Categorizing the property
Kecamatan Ilir Timur I

in

Kecamatan Ilir Timur I is divided
based on its function for either
business or residential.
3) Calculating the monthly risk and
return as well as annualized risk
and return
The average monthly returns of
each investment instruments are
calculated using geometric mean
and then annualized using the
effective annual return formula.
The risks are calculated using
standard deviation and annualized
using the formula:

3) Nilai Jual Objek Pajak (NJOP) of
Kecamatan Ilir Timur I Palembang

Volatilityannual= Monthly Standard

The exchange rate used to convert
the gold and platinum price in
American Dollar into Indonesian

4) Evaluating the performance of each
investment instruments

P. 264

Deviation x

After obtaining the risk and return
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of each investment instruments,
then the performance of each is
calculated using the Sharpe ratio.
5) Constructing the optimal portfolio
The optimal portfolio was
constructed with several methods,
such as maximizing mean variance,
maximizing Sharpe, minimizing
risk, and maximizing return.
DATA ANALYSIS - Return - The
data analysis is based on the analysis of
5, 10, and 15 years. Each investment
instrument shows the best result in
the last 10 years. For the 15 years
duration, investing in real property
in residential area in Kecamatan Ilir
Timur I Palembang provides the
highest return, while for the 10 years
duration, investing in gold can give the
highest return. This reason for this is
that the gold price is affected by the
crisis in Indonesia in 1997, while real
property does not decline in price even

in that kind of situation. However,
if compared with stocks in 5-year
duration, the result shows that SSIA
and ASRI earn 4 to 5 times higher
return than gold and even more than
10 times higher than real property.
Risk - Real property, both commercial
and residential area, shows the lowest
risk among other investment instruments over the years.
Sharpe Ratio - The Sharpe measure
shows a very good result for real property in long-term investment. However, it shows negative result for the
5-year duration investment for property in Palembang which means that
the return earned from it is lower than
the risk-free rate which, in this case, is
represented by BI rate. For the last 5
years, ASRI and SSIA stocks proves to
be the best performing investment instruments based on the result of Sharpe
measure.

Table I: 15-years Risk and Return (January 1998 to June 2013)
Date

Gold

Platinum

Business

Residential

Monthly Average
Return
Annualized Average
Return

0.660%

0.554%

0.816%

0.911%

8.216%

6.854%

10.250%

11.492%

Monthly Risk

7.067%

7.868%

0.905%

0.974%

Annualized Risk

24.482%

27.256%

3.135%

3.372%

Sharpe

1.4405%

-0.0555%

28.5209%

36.1884%
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Table II: 10-years Risk and Return (July 2003 to June 2013)

Date
Monthly Average
Return
Annualized Average
Return

Gold

Platinum

Business

Residential

1.260%

0.794%

0.864%

0.950%

5.003%

6.193%

16.217%

Monthly Risk
Annualized Risk

17.332%

Sharpe

14.0302%

9.950%

10.875%

12.012%

21.455%

3.495%

3.430%

3.7992%

1.009%

0.990%

30.2949%

39.5396%

Table III: 5-years Risk and Return (July 2008 to June 2013)
Date

Gold

Plati- Property - -Property
num Business Residential

Monthly
Average 0.87% -0.47%
Return
Annualized Aver- 10.90% -5.50%
age Return

0.27%

0.43%

0.37%

0.53%

3.27%

Monthly
Risk

5.15%

Sharpe

4.35% -13.07% -31.98%

6.63%

Annualized Risk 17.85% 22.97%

1.28%

BKSL

BSDE

3.81% -1.05%

LPKR

SSIA

2.88% 1.61% 3.99%

5.31%

56.64% -11.94% 40.63% 21.11% 60.01%

1.84%

56.34% 80.07% 87.74% 45.60% 64.41%

16.26% 23.11% 25.33% 13.16% 18.59%

-12.97% 20.00% -6.98%

Optimal Portfolio - Based on the
result, an optimal portfolio was constructed by using several methods,
like maximizing mean-variance, maximizing Sharpe, minimizing risk, and
maximizing return. With the purpose
of maximizing mean-variance, it is best
to put most of the fund in real property, while if the purpose is to maximize
Sharpe, the result shows that 57% of
gold, 22% of ASRI stocks and 17% of
SSIA stocks are the best proportion.
The minimized risk proportion is conP. 266

ASRI

9.17% 7.98% 18.48%

strained so that the return earned would
be at least as much as the market return
which is represented by IHSG and
the result is 43% of commercial real
property, 34% of gold, 10% of ASRI
stocks, and 9% of SSIA stocks. The last
method is maximizing return, which is
also constrained to have at least a lower
risk than market and the result shows
45% of gold, 31% of ASRI stocks, and
24% of SSIA stocks.
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Table IV: Optimal Portfolio
Mean Variance

Sharpe Ratio

Required
return =
1.31199%

Maximum
risk =
7.4413%

Maximize
Mean Variance

Maximize
Sharpe

Minimize
Risk

Maximize
Return

11.111%

2.088%

57.004%

34.403%

45.091%

11.111%

47.295%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

11.111%

0.000%

22.345%

0.000%

0.000%

Equal Weight

Gold
Platinum
Business
Residential
ASRI
BKSL
BSDE
LPKR

11.111%
11.111%
11.111%
11.111%

SSIA

11.111%

Total
Portfolio
Return
Portfolio
Risk
Mean Variance
Sharpe
Measure

11.111%

0.000%

0.000%

48.990%
0.000%
1.046%

0.000%

42.740%

0.000%

0.000%

2.983%

100%

0.581%
100%

17.667%

1.37094%
-6.37274%

7.74368%

10.493836%

0.000%
0.000%

10.988%

30.990%

0.000%

0.000%

2.658%

0.000%
0.130%

100%

9.211%
100%

23.788%

0.39697%

2.09884%

1.31199%

2.52374%

-0.04552%

-3.60294%

-1.72706%

-4.93306%

0.44249%

5.70178%

-36.466362% 27.017991%

CONCLUSION - The objective of
this study is to provide information
of which investment instrument can
show the best performance. This is determined by the result of Sharpe measure of each investment instrument in
5, 10, and 15 year duration. In conclusion, for long-term investment, it is
best to choose real property compared
to precious metals as it earns higher
return with significant lower risk. On
the other hand, certain stocks are a better option for short-term investment
because even though they bear higher
Powerful Practices:

0.000%

3.03904%

100%

7.45679%

24.799039% 26.357208%

risk, the return earned can compensate
it.
The optimal portfolio to maximize
mean-variance is by investing mostly
in real property, to maximize Sharpe
measure is by investing a bit more than
50% in gold, to minimize risk is by
investing in commercial real property
and gold, and to maximize return is
by investing in gold, ASRI stocks, and
SSIA stocks.
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APPENDICES - Risk and Return Table
Date

Gold

Platinum

Property Business

Property Residential

Jul-08

104.457%

92.378%

100.000%

100.004%

102.517% 94.737% 105.952% 106.848% 95.577%

Aug-08

89.474%

78.329%

100.000%

100.004%

94.265%

81.481%

86.516%

98.718%

84.617%

Sep-08

100.692%

83.652%

100.000%

100.004%

67.823%

68.182%

77.921%

90.909%

85.457%

Oct-08

116.817%

89.671%

100.000%

100.004%

67.947%

66.667%

39.335%

87.143%

78.727%

Nov-08

104.808% 102.312% 100.000%

100.003%

94.348%

42.500%

88.980% 149.180% 90.531%

Dec-08

96.962%

100.000%

100.003%

100.000% 77.647%

90.474%

Jan-09

105.499% 114.068% 100.000%

100.003%

100.000% 75.758%

93.691% 103.749% 78.728%

Feb-09

116.623% 115.786% 100.995%

101.280%

100.000% 100.000% 85.389%

Mar-09

94.250%

100.400% 100.982%

101.262%

100.000% 100.000% 130.272% 102.439% 119.960%

Apr-09

91.236%

101.853% 100.970%

101.245%

143.988% 164.000% 151.511% 96.429%

May-09

98.893%

92.179%

100.958%

101.228%

158.336% 154.878% 236.664% 92.592% 119.246%

Jun-09

100.952% 106.807% 100.947%

101.212%

95.617% 120.472% 152.111% 89.333% 105.882%

Jul-09

97.256%

101.196%

104.583% 108.497% 118.519% 105.969% 102.801%
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89.813%

93.952%

100.936%

ASRI

BKSL

BSDE

LPKR

SSIA

87.913% 119.438%
98.795%
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Aug-09

101.221% 106.662% 100.925%

101.181%

98.245%

Sep-09

101.643% 100.058% 100.914%

101.166%

101.786% 94.574%

77.711% 104.687% 90.142% 124.341%
95.523% 104.687% 84.770%

Oct-09

103.072% 102.042% 100.904%

101.151%

95.617%

79.508% 115.625% 97.015%

87.161%

Nov-09

106.695% 103.774% 100.894%

101.137%

94.494%

95.876% 110.810% 81.538%

94.118%

Dec-09

100.681% 102.985% 100.885%

101.123%

101.942% 104.301% 107.317% 96.227%

87.500%

Jan-10

96.451%

106.071% 100.875%

101.110%

103.810% 91.753%

95.455% 103.921% 108.973%

Feb-10

98.509%

97.809%

100.417%

101.000%

124.772% 98.876%

72.619%

Mar-10

99.574%

103.066% 100.412%

100.987%

120.585% 113.636% 100.000% 119.999% 124.594%

Apr-10

101.825% 105.856% 100.408%

100.974%

131.096% 163.000% 137.705% 96.667% 107.870%

May-10

108.766%

98.030%

100.403%

100.961%

79.071%

Jun-10

99.227%

92.868%

100.399%

100.949%

107.646% 100.769% 104.347% 117.648% 100.000%

98.059%

79.755%

82.143%

94.340% 100.000%

73.275%

95.123%

Jul-10

96.600%

100.395%

100.937%

112.529% 90.840% 113.338% 96.999% 112.839%

Aug-10

101.185% 100.294% 100.390%

100.925%

86.827%

Sep-10

104.258% 103.000% 100.386%

100.913%

115.171% 111.538% 117.073% 111.998% 111.214%

Oct-10

105.286% 105.795% 100.382%

100.902%

129.270% 100.862% 87.500% 110.715% 113.155%

Nov-10

102.532% 100.689% 100.378%

100.892%

105.658% 89.744% 117.858% 110.068% 112.482%

Dec-10

102.240% 101.612% 100.375%

100.881%

105.358% 103.810% 90.908% 100.000% 147.639%

Jan-11

97.598%

104.696% 100.371%

100.871%

83.053%

80.000%

83.823% 104.300%
94.737% 113.407%

87.395% 101.235% 103.093% 101.127%

90.826%

Feb-11

99.699%

100.661% 100.000%

100.007%

100.000% 105.051% 93.056%

Mar-11

102.287%

95.593%

100.000%

100.006%

116.324% 97.115% 125.372% 112.964% 100.000%

Apr-11

101.972%

99.868%

100.000%

100.006%

103.508% 104.950% 109.524% 127.867% 102.719%

May-11

101.247%

98.234%

100.000%

100.006%

105.086% 109.434% 98.913%

87.180% 117.695%

Jun-11

101.029%

98.950%

100.000%

100.006%

104.836% 102.586% 98.901%

95.588% 102.261%

Jul-11

102.948%

99.564%

100.000%

100.006%

129.832% 161.345% 114.002% 120.000% 124.997%

Aug-11

111.896% 102.766% 100.000%

100.005%

100.000% 153.646% 101.961% 94.872%

98.824%

Sep-11

105.905% 101.680% 100.000%

100.005%

91.668%

85.715%

86.457%

84.746%

83.654%

91.892%

Oct-11

92.521%

100.000%

100.005%

112.987% 114.000% 105.747% 94.698% 109.723%

Nov-11

106.547% 106.134% 100.000%

100.005%

97.700%

Dec-11

96.484%

93.277%

100.000%

100.005%

108.236% 106.000% 115.295% 104.762% 191.999%

Jan-12

98.744%

101.156% 100.000%

100.005%

105.435% 92.453% 107.142% 101.514% 125.000%

Feb-12

104.262% 109.054% 100.000%

100.000%

117.526% 97.959% 109.525% 104.479% 101.112%

Mar-12

97.532%

101.400% 100.000%

100.000%

108.772% 104.167% 112.174% 114.285% 112.088%

Apr-12

98.693%

95.863%

100.000%

100.000%

96.775% 126.000% 110.852% 103.750% 117.647%

May-12

97.291%

93.769%

100.000%

100.000%

90.000%

79.365%

83.916%

Jun-12

102.452% 100.329% 100.000%

100.000%

90.741%

92.000%

98.333% 101.266% 108.303%

Jul-12

99.883%

100.000%

100.000%

94.867%

95.652%

98.153% 111.249% 117.347%

Aug-12

102.481% 102.121% 100.000%

100.000%

95.652%

86.818%

86.957%

98.543%
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Sep-12

108.031% 112.800% 100.000%

100.000%

112.499% 109.948% 113.000% 113.793% 112.821%

Oct-12

100.470% 101.075% 100.000%

100.000%

117.172% 91.905% 109.734% 93.939%

Nov-12

98.837%

96.675%

100.000%

100.000%

105.173% 98.446%

Dec-12

98.288%

101.136% 100.000%

100.000%

98.360% 100.526% 90.909%

Jan-13

99.384%

103.755% 100.000%

100.000%

128.333% 133.508% 127.273% 103.000% 131.132%

89.394%

97.580% 115.054% 94.916%
93.458%

94.643%

Feb-13

97.397%

101.851% 100.000%

100.000%

120.779% 115.686% 114.286% 109.709% 107.913%

Mar-13

98.095%

94.771%

100.000%

100.000%

115.054% 105.085% 109.375% 121.239% 108.000%

Apr-13

93.373%

94.192%

100.000%

100.000%

98.131%

May-13

95.542%

99.422%

100.000%

100.000%

100.952% 107.018% 127.167% 136.296% 106.868%

91.935%

98.858%

98.540%

97.531%

Jun-13
Monthly
Average
Return
Annualized
Average
Return
Monthly
Risk
Annualized Risk

96.142%

98.170%

100.000%

100.000%

71.913%

80.328%

82.409%

82.609%

78.313%

0.866%

-0.470%

0.269%

0.432%

3.811%

-1.054%

2.882%

1.609%

3.995%

10.900%

-5.497%

3.275%

5.310%

56.640% -11.943% 40.629%

21.105%

60.007%

5.154%

6.630%

0.370%

0.531%

16.263%

23.115%

25.327%

13.164%

18.595%

17.852%

22.966%

1.282%

1.838%

56.336%

80.073%

87.737%

45.600%

64.414%

Gold

Platinum

Business

Residential

Gold

0.00261

0.00149

0.00000

0.00001

-0.00186 -0.00154 -0.00367

-0.00046 -0.00232

Platinum

0.00149

0.00432

0.00007

0.00009

0.00175

0.00194

0.00107

0.00076

Business

0.00000

0.00007

0.00001

0.00002

0.00011

0.00014

0.00035

-0.00011 -0.00003

Residential 0.00001

0.00009

0.00002

0.00003

0.00018

0.00020

0.00041

-0.00014

0.00001

B. Covariance Table
ASRI

BKSL

BSDE

LPKR

SSIA

-0.00006

ASRI

-0.00186

0.00175

0.00011

0.00018

0.02601

0.02618

0.02755

0.00581

0.01098

BKSL

-0.00154

0.00194

0.00014

0.00020

0.02618

0.05254

0.03668

0.00088

0.01429

BSDE

-0.00367

0.00107

0.00035

0.00041

0.02755

0.03668

0.06308

0.00412

0.01434

LPKR

-0.00046

0.00076

-0.00011

-0.00014

0.00581

0.00088

0.00412

0.01704

0.00379

SSIA

-0.00232

-0.00006

-0.00003

0.00001

0.01098

0.01429

0.01434

0.00379

0.03400
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The Lecturer Empowerment
Model for Raising Work
Productivity of the Management
Lecturers through the Development
of Teaching Materials Based on
Entrepreneurship Characteristics
in Medan City
Fauzia Agustini
University Negeri Medan, Medan, Indonesia
ABSTRACT - Lecturer is one of the
important factors to create competent
graduates. Therefore, there should be
a way to increase work productivity
of lecturers. Lecturer empowerment is
a way to increase the competency and
work productivity of lecturers. The
main purpose of this research is to find
lecturerempowermentmodel and make
a teaching materials with contain of
entrepreneurship characteristics to
empower lecturers. The method of the
study is descriptive and this research
was conducted by 40 Management
lecturers who officiate at public
universities and private in Medan City
as sample for this research. Research
on lecturer empowerment can not be
separated with empowermentefforts
itself. Therefore, this research has made 
efforts for lecturer empowerment

namely
the
workshop
of
entrepreneurship characteristics in
learning and construct draft of learning
namely the design of implementation
of lecture based on entrepreneurship
characteristics for three subjects,
Introduction
of
Management,
Human Resource Management and
Marketing Management. The lecturer
empowerment model was produced in
this research is the result of activities
that have been described previously.
Through these activities, we get a
model of lecturerempowerment. The
description of these stages is needs,
skills, trust, communication, and
accountability.
Keywords: Lecturer
empowerment model,
workproductivity, entrepreneurship
characteristics
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INTRODUCTION - The management or human resource management
in university, especially for lecturer,
need to be directed at the lecturer
empowerment which aims to maintain and increase the capability, performance and work productivity of
lecturer in its role of academic staff.
Pasaribu (2004) represents that work
productivity is a goals which is expected by of a business enterprise, with
high productivity will give a great benefit to the company. One of the factors
that may encourage the improvement
of work productivity is the empowerment of human resources, as one of the
company’s resources.
In the field of teaching, the work
productivity of a lecturer is closely
related to the ability of lecturer in
preparing of teaching materials.
Lecturers are required to updatea
teaching materials which adjusted
to the needs of learning. However,
actually all this time generally lecturer
only uses textbooks that the material
is not necessarily in accordance with
the environmental conditions, and the
needs of students.This is in accordance
with the research that had been
conducted by researcher in 2007 about
analysis of lecturers’s work productivity
at the State University of Medan based
on a gender perspective (Agustini,
2007). The result of research showed
there is low level of work productivity
where the teaching materials are
more likely based on textbooks so the
teaching materials are not based on
market needs.
The further research had been done
in 2009 by researchers that related to
the development and empowerment
P. 272

of lecturers (Agustini, 2009). The
activities that undertaken at the time are
the survey and evaluation of teaching
materials. The results of research
showed that the teaching materials
are less suitable with market needs at
the time. Besides that, researcher have
distributed questionnaires to graduates
and among those states that still many
theories which taught are not suitable
with the needs of the workforce.
Vincent (2008) states in order to
provide quality graduates, until now
there are still many qualification gaps
of graduates occur with the needs
of industry, especially in terms of
capability of solutions in problems
where the universities or colleges are
still many who are concerned with
the theory. This is one of the causes
that effect in the number of educated
unemployed continues to increase
as the increase of graduates in every
year. Based on this phenomenon, then
education environment must prepare
graduates who are competitive and
have an entrepreneurial culture.
Entrepreneurship is essentially the
nature, characteristics and character
of a person who has desire in realizing
a innovative ideas into real-world
creatively (Suryana, 2006). Therefore,
lecturers are required to develop teaching
materials which is adapted to the needs
of learning because teaching material
is the most important component that
must be prepared by lecturers before
doing a process of learning activities in
the classroom. Teaching materials that
have a good quality should contain
the importance of learning at this the
time with contain the characteristics
of entrepreneurship itself and instilling
Powerful Practices:
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the values of entrepreneurship, which is
a characterforming values and behavior
of a person who is always creative power,
to create, work and unpretentious,
which will assist students in face the
challenges of life like locally, regionally,
nationally and internationally. Thus,
entrepreneurshipcharacteristic is very
important to be instilledin every
student. Instiling of the entrepreneurial
spirit to students is a lecturer’s duty of
doing a coaching to them. Therefore,
the lecturers need to know clearly about
the entrepreneurship characteristics.
To ensure the success of
empowerment process in university
or college, there needs a lecturer
empowerment model that describes
a series of processes that it will done
gradually in order to achieve optimal
results and it will successful in increasing
of work productivity of lecturers
gradually. This research will design a
model of lecturer empowerment which
is the development of human resources
empowerment model that would be
related to the needs of lecturers and
adjusted to lecturer’s duty task in the
field of teaching.
LITERATURE REVIEW - Lecturer
Empowerment - Yazdani, Yaghoubi,
Giri, (2011) stated that empowerment
is a concept which produces a benefits
for organization and makes employees
feel have and be pride in the organization.
The empowerment of employees
has many benefits for the company
which can be eminent of the
competition as proposed by Kahreh,
Ahmadi, Hashemi, (2011) which states
Powerful Practices:

that the empowerment of employees
is positively related to competitive
competition. Empowerment is not only
affect the attitude of the employees but
also the performance and behavior of
employees (Chaijukul, 2010). Niehoff,
Moorman, Blakely, Fuller (2001),
states that empowerment has a positive
effect on loyalty.
Kruja, Oelfke (2009) has conducted
research on Albanian Hotel found
that the empowerment of employees
is an important component of the
service organization, especially in the
hospitality industry and sometimes this
is the only way for an organization to
survive, on a global economy in where
high levels of competition.
According to Barizi (2000),
empowerment of lecturers is an
activity or process that is intended
to maintain and improve the skills,
attitudes, understanding and lecturers’s
performance in its role of faculty
academic personnel on the present and
future.
According to Dee, et al (2003),
empowerment in education refers
to teachers who demonstrate high
commitment to their work and
the organization and the level of
commitment can be seen from their
confidence and the result of their
confidence. The results showed that
empower a positive effect onteachers’s
commitment in schools.
Empowerment of teachers can
also improve satisfaction for the
students. A research conducted by
Yunus, Ishak, Razak (2010) showed
that there is a significant relationship
between the dimensions of motivation,
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empowerment and service quality with
satisfaction level of students at the
Polytechnic of Malaysia.
Human Resources Empowerment
Model - Empowerment’s model of human resource is produced by Syarafat
Khan cited by Rokhman (2003) is a
model of empowerment that developed within an organization to guarantee the success of the process of empowerment in organizations such as in
Figure 2.1 below:
1. Desire
6. Communication

→
←

The next step after any trust each
other is to occur the confidence
of employees with respect to the
capabilities of the employees.
4. Credibility
The fourth step, keep a credibility
with awards and developes a work
environment that encourages
fair competition till creates
an organization that has high
performance.

2. Trust
5. Accountability

Figure1
Empowerment’s model from Syarafat Khan

Sources: Syarafat Khan (in Rokhman,
2003)
The description of each step in the
empowerment’s model are as follows:
1. Desire
The
first
stage
in
the
empowerment’s model is the desire
of the management to delegate and
involve work.
2. Trust
After the desire of the management
to empower, the next step is to
build a trust between management
and employees. With trust each
others among members of the
organization will create good
conditions for the exchange of
information.
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3. Confident

→
←

3. Confident
4. Credibility

5. Accountability
The next stage in the process of
empowerment is the responsibility
of employees to the authority
granted. With setting consistently
and clearly about roles, standards
and objectives of the assessment
of employees’s performance, this
stage as a evaluation’s means from
employees’s performance in the
resolution of the authority and
responsibility which is given.
6. Communication
The final step is the open
communication to create a
understanding each other between
employees and management. This
openness can be realized with the
criticisms and suggestions to the
results and achievement of an
employee.
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Work Productivity - The meaning
of productivity by Kusryanto (2006)
states work productivity is a stance that
always has the view that quality of life
should be better today than yesterday
and tomorrow better than today.
Work productivity according to
Tri Dharma college is closely related
to the number of opportunities in
the implementation of Tri Dharma’s
activities that is related to education
and teaching, research and dedication
to public. According to Anhar (2007)
work productivity of lecturers is
very influenced by several factors:
knowledge, skill, abilitily attitude and
behavior.
Work productivity of lecturers that
associated with this research is more
aimed towards to teaching field. It
is closely related to the ability of the
teaching from lecturers which isdefined
as the ability that can be displayed by
a lecturer during do a job. Ability is
concerned the appearance of specific
skills which is demanded by the activity
or work that had done by a lecturer on
their duty as a education personell.
In the implementation of the
learning process, lecturers must have
the ability and skills in teaching, so
that the activities can be effective.
Teaching and learning process is a
core of the formal education process
with lecturers as the main role holder.
In most of the teaching and learning
process of learners’ learning outcomes
are determined by a lecturer’s role.A
competent lecturers will be able to
create an effective learning environment
and will be able to manage the learning
process, so that the learning outcomes
of students will be at an optimal level.
Powerful Practices:

The Characteristics of Entrepreneurship - Meredith (2005) argues that
entrepreneurs are the ones who have
the ability to see and assess the opportunities that exist; collect the resources
needed to take an advantage thereof,
and to take appropriate action to ensure can be succes. Entrepreneurs are
individuals who are action-oriented,
and highly motivated who take risks in
catching up the goal.
Attitude and behavior are strongly
influenced by the nature and character
of a person. Nature and good character,
oriented and positive progress is the
nature and character that are required
by an entrepreneur in order to an
entrepreneur can be successful.
Scarborough, N. &Zimmerer,
T (2000) suggests the following
characteristics of entrepreneurship:
1. Have a responsibility (desire for
responsibility)
2. Prefer to choose moderate risk, it
means he always avoids a high risk
(preference for moderate risk)
3. Confident in himself/ herself to
succeed (confidence in their ability
to succeed)
4. Requires a feedback (desire for
immediate feedback)
5. Have a high energ (high level of
energy)
6. Oriented to the future (future
orientation)
7. Have skills in organizing resources
(skill at organizing)
8. Achievement as the primary
motivation (value of achievement
over money)
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9. High commitment to work (high
degree of commitment)
10. Tolerance against an uncertainty
(tolerance for ambiguity)
11. Ability to adjust themselves with a
change (flexibility)
12. Ductile (tenacity)
Rasheed (2002) suggested that the
most relevant characteristics of entrepreneurship is creativity and initiative,
acquisition risks, confidence, freedom,
autonomy, motivation, energy, commitment and courage. Whereas the
result of research of Cyril, Subramaniam, Lung (2006) on the characteristics of entrepreneurship in the Chinese community in Sarawak Foochow
found that most of the characteristics
of entrepreneurship in the community
are hard-worker, risk taker, innovation, initiative, creator a good planning, cooperation, adaptable, efficient
, dare to try something new. Successful
entrepreneurs certainly have important personal characteristics that can
contribute to the success of a business
(Trivedi, Stokols, 2011).
METHOD - Research Sites
This research was conducted by
Management lecturers who officiate
at public universities and private in
Medan City.
Population - The population in this
study is all lecturers who officiate at
Management Study Program teach in
universities and colleges or academy
in Medan City, spread in two state
universities, 22 private universities
and 15 academiesthat have ManageP. 276

ment Study Program in Medan City.
The number of lecturers who teach in
the Management Study Program is as
much as 479 people.
Table 1
Number of LecturerManagement Study
Program in Medan City
Number
University/
of UniverAcademy
sities
State
University
Private
University
Academy
Total

Number of
Lecturers
Management Study
Program

2

62 people

22

246 people

15
39

171 people
479 people

Sources: http:www.evaluasi
go.id/ EPSBED

.dikti.

Samples - Types of samples were randomly selected by using convenience
sampling. That istaking proper sample
with the provisions or requirements of
a particular sample of the population
of the most easily accessible or available (Teddlie, Yu, 2007). As the sample
in this research is all lecturers of the
Department / Faculty of Economics,
Management Study Program in State
University of Medan (State University), University of North Sumatra,
University MuhammadiyahofNorth
Sumatra, STIE Harapan, STIE PMCI
and STIE IBBI who teaches the course
on Introduction of Management, Human Resource Management, Management marketing, the number of lecturers who will be selected to sample as
many as 40 people.
Powerful Practices:
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Data Collection Techniques - Data
collection techniques will be carried
out in this research is through:

Data Analysis Techniques - As for the
data analysis techniques used in this research are: descriptive analysis.

a. Survey
Carried out using a questionnaire
that is conducted by asking a few
questions to the respondents to
obtain related-information to the
research is to identify the lecturer
on entrepreneurial characteristics
of the teaching materials.
b. Documentation study, the authors
collected the necessary data
from the internet and literature
pertaining to the research.

RESULT - Personal Data of
Respondents - Samples in this
study amounted to 40 people
consist of lecturers in Department of
Management who teach in state and
private universities Medan City. From
the results of the descriptive analysis
found personal data of respondents as
below:

Table 2
Personal Data of Respondents

Gender
Age
Education Level
Status

Duration of work

The Origin of Colleges
(place of teaching)

Powerful Practices:

Categories

Frequency

Percent

Male
Female
Below 40
40 above
S2
S3
Unmarriage
Marriage
1- 5 years
5-10 years

18
22
16
24
39
1
5
35
6
12

43,9
56,1
39,0
61,0
97,6
2,4
12,2
87,8
14,6
31,7

More than 10
years
FE Unimed
FE USU
STIE IBBI
FE UMSU
STIE PMCI
STIE Harapan

22

53,7

15
3
6
8
1
7

39,0
7,3
14,6
19,5
2,4
17,1
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The Activities of Lecturer Empowerment - Research on lecturer’s empowerment can not be separated with
empowermentefforts itself. Therefore,
this research has made efforts for the
empowerment namely The Workshop
of Entrepreneurship Characteristics
in Learning and compose draft of activity in learning namely planning of
implementation for lecture based on
Entrepreneurship Characteristics. The
activity aims to improve working work
productivity of lecturer.
The description for each of these
activities are as follows:
The Workshop of Entrepreneurship
Characteristics in Learning
This workshop was aimed at
improving lecturer’s knowledge about
entrepreneurship
characteristics
inlearning. This activity has involved
stakeholders as resource persons,
namely Mr. Buchari as Chairman of
the Student Entrepreneurship Centre
(SEC) of University of North Sumatera
and Mr. IndraSiregar is a Human
Resources Manager PT. Sosro Medan.
The number of participants of the
workshop is 40 lecturers from various
state and private universities.

that aims to identify the lecturers of
management department’sknowledge
about entrepreneurship characteristics
on design of learning.
As a basis to know entrepreneurship characteristics researchers have
expressed Zimmerer’s opinion of entrepreneurship characteristics: desire
for responsibility, preference for moderate risk, confidence in their ability to succeed, desire for immediate
feedback, high level of energy, future
orientation, skill at organizing, value of
achievement over money, high degree
of commitment, tolerance for ambiguity, flexibility, tenacity. The answers of
lecturers show that the characteristic of
confidence in their ability to succeed
is an entrepreneurship characteristics
that are generally chosen by lecturersto be embedded in a course that being
taught. Furthermore, a variety of models of learning have been taught during
the lectures on each subject.

The speakers have presented on
the importance of entrepreneurship
characteristicsfor each course so need
to inculcate entrepreneurship characteristics to students in learning and of
course this will be very useful for students in developing themselves in the
working world.

Activityforconstruct draft learningbased on entrepreneurship characteristics - This event was attended
by 15 lecturers from state and private
universities. As for draft learningis the
design of implementation of lecture
based on entrepreneurship characteristics for the three subjects, introduction
of management, human resource management and marketing management.
Group discussion divided into three
teams that are adjusted to the three
courses. The number of participants
for each group consist of fivelecturers
of the same subject.

In this activity, researchers have
distributed questionnaires to lecturers

Before starting the discussion, the
lecturer given knowledge about the
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various models of learning that can
be used to load the entrepreneurial
characteristics in each subject. Speaker
at this event was Dean of the Faculty
of Economicof State University of
Medan.

The description of these stages are
as follows:
1. Needs
The first stage in lecturer
empowerment modelis all lecturers
have the same needs. Lecturer
empowerment is needed to
fulfill needs of life. Needs oflife
consists of several levels. Lecturer
empowerment is self actualization
need. The things that are included
in this are:

The final result of this activity
is the design of implementationof
lecture based on entrepreneurship
characteristics for the three subjects,
introduction of management, human
resource management and marketing
management.

a. Organizational analysis
The Model of Lecturer Empowerment - Research conducted for lecturer empowerment has resulted lecturer
empowerment model (figure 1).

b. Person analysis
c. Task analysis
2. Skills
Expertise is a basic thing that is
needed in empowerment. The
things that are included in this are:
a. Use of Skill
b. Skill enhancing

Skills
Lecturer
Empowement

Trust

Communication

3. Trust

Accountability
Figure 2
Lecturer Empowerment Model
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After develop of knowledge so
is needed to build trust among
lecturers. Being
trust among
lecturers will create good conditions
for exchange information. Trust
forms the foundation for effective
communication. The things that
are included in the trust, among
others:
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a. Capacity for Trusting
b. Transparent communication
4. Communication
The next step is the open
communication to create mutual
understanding among lecturers.
For cooperating with lecturers is
required intense communication
among lecturers to develop
instructional materials that needed
for each subject. The things that are
included in the communication,
among others:
a. Shared meaning
b. Learning with partners.
c. Provide time to obtain
information and discuss issues
openly.
5. Accountability
The next stage in the process of
lecturer empowerment is the
responsibility of lecturers on
assignments that have been given.
The things that are included in
accountability, among others:
a. Provide clear tasks and clear
measure
b. Provides timing tasks.
Discussion - Human resources will
be more valuable if they has attitude,
knowledge, skills, expertise and skills
that is proper with the needs in specific
areas. According to Kasmir (2011), the
quality of human resources, among
others, characterized by creativity and
productivity are realized with the work
or performance either as individuals
P. 280

or groups that is characterized by
productivity and the knowledge skills
and abilities. Empowerment of human
resources is one of the efforts that is
made to increase the productivity of
human resources so that be expected
quality of human resources will also
increase.
The Activities of LecturerEmpowerment - On this research has been carried out the various activities that are
empower lecturer of ManagementDepartment in Medan City. The activities
aimed at increasing the productivity
of the work of lecturers Management
Department in Medan City. Asgarsani,
Duostdar, Rostami (2013) stated that
employee’s empowerment is a new approach for the development of human
resources that can lead to an increasing of productivityemployee’s performance.
The development of lecturer needs
to be done so that there is an increasing
the quality of teaching and of course
the increasing of quality of graduates
and acceptable in the workplace. In
this research has been carried out an
The Workshop of Entrepreneurship
Characteristics in Learning. The
purpose of the workshop was firstly
empower lecturer of Management
Department in Medan City and then
aims to improve the ability of lecturers
in design of learning while the third
aims to increase the skills of graduates
so that they can be accepted in the
workplace. This is necessary due to the
poor quality of university graduates who
can compete in the global marketplace.
Therefore, the lecturers are required to
develop instructional materials that
Powerful Practices:
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adjusted to the needs of learning.
Quality of teaching materials should
load the importance of learning at this
time with load the entrepreneurship
characteristics itself which is a characterforming values and behavior of a
person who is always creative power, to
create, work and unpretentious, which
will assist students in meeting the
challenges of life in local, regionally,
nationally and internationally. Thus, it
is very important this entrepreneurship
characteristics to be instilled in
every student. The cultivation of
entrepreneurship characteristics for the
students is a lecturer’s duty for coaching
to them. Therefore, the lecturers need
to know clearly about entrepreneurship
characteristics.
The results of this workshop is an
increasing of knowledge of management
lecturer
about
entrepreneurship
characteristics and this is of course to
increase work productivity of lecturer.

Lecturer Empowerment Model - Lecturerempowementmodel which is produced from this research isthe result
of activities that have been described
previously. Through these activities, we
can geta lecturerempowerment model.
The steps are as follows:
1. Needs
At this stage, needs to do various
analysis what needs of the
organization, individual and task
as a lecturer. As for needs of the
organization here is the increasing
of productivity of lecturer while
needs of individual in this research
is need for self actualization as a
lecturer who wants to develop their
self so as to make them as qualified
lecturers. Furthermore, needs
for a lecturer task is to prepare a
competitive graduates and have
entrepreneurship characteristic.
2. Skills

The second activity that has been
done is a continuation of the workshop
which is an activity for construct draft
learning based on entrepreneurship
characteristics for the three subjects,
Introduction to Management, Human
Resource Management and Marketing
Management. The activity which is
empower to lecturer aims to improve
work
productivity
management
lecturer. The design of implementation
of lecture is the result of discussion
among lecturers.

Powerful Practices:
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In this research, the lecturers
apply their skills for their self
development so that they can make
the design of implementation of
lecture on the three management
subjects,
Introduction
to
Management, Human Resource
Management and Marketing
Management. Furthermore, the
lecturers develop their expertise
in the design of implementation
of lectures based entrepreneurship
characteristics. Gortani (2011)
stated
empowerment
allows
managers to apply knowledge, skill
and experience of all people in
organization.
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3. Trust
At this stage the lecturer has the
ability to trust each other to cooperate
in the design of implementation
of
lectures
andfurther
a
transparent communication will
form a foundation for building
relationships among lecturers in
doing the task.
4. Communication
Communication is very important in doing activities together.
Before doing adiscussion to arrange the design of implementation of lectures on three management subjects,Introduction to
Management, Human Resource
Management and Marketing Managementbased on the entrepreneurship characteristics, lecturers were
briefed about learning models that
can be adjusted to entrepreneurship characteristics. Communication is one of the important thing
for empowering lecturer. Babayi
(2001) believes that empowering
provides an area of communication
and conversation, critical thinking
and small group activities.
5. Accountability
The lecturer was entrusted to make
the design of implementation of
lectures on three management
subjects,
Introduction
to
Management, Human Resource
Management,
Marketing
Managementbased
on
and
entrepreneurship characteristics.

P. 282

CONCLUSION:
1. Lecturerempowerment
is
an
activity aimed at maintaining
and improving the capabilities,
performance and the work
productivity of lecturer in their
role as an academic staff.
2. The research is about lecturer empowerment can not be separated
with the efforts of lecturer empowerment itself. Therefore, this research has made efforts of empowerment through activity namely
the workshopof entrepreneurship
characteristics in learning and constructdraft learning is the design of
implementation of lecture based on
entrepreneurship characteristics.
3. This workshop aims to improve
lecturer’s knowledge about entrepreneurship characteristics in learning. The number of participants of
the workshop is 40 lecturers from
various state and private universities.
4. Activityfor
construct
draft
learningbased on entrepreneurship
characteristicswas attended by 15
lecturers from state and private
universities. As for draft learning
is the design of implementation of
lecture based on entrepreneurship
characteristics for the three subjects,
introduction of management,
human resource management and
marketing management.
5. Before starting the discussion, the
lecturer given knowledge about the
various models of learning that can
be used to load the entrepreneurial
characteristics in each subject.
Speaker at this event was Dean of
Powerful Practices:
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the Faculty of Economic of State
University of Medan.The final
result of this activity is the design
of implementationof lecture based
on entrepreneurship characteristics
for the three subjects, Introduction
of Management, Human Resource
Management and Marketing
Management.
6. Lecturer empowement model
which is produced from this
research isthe result of activities
that have been described previously.
Through these activities, we can
geta lecturerempowerment model.
The description of these stages is the
needs, skills, trust, communication,
and accountability.
RECOMMENDATION:
1. Lecturer
empowerment
is
crucial for increasing the work
productivity of lecturer. Therefore,
themanagement of university or
college should pay more attention
to the lecturer empowerment in
order to increase the quality of
university or college graduates and
acceptable in the workplace.Gal-Or
et al. (1998) stated empowerment
can help organizations keep their
best employees through better
education and extending their area
of responsibility.
2. The management of the university
or
college
should
provide
opportunities for lecturers to be

Powerful Practices:

able to enhance their skills and
knowledge such as assigning
lecturers to attend workshops,
training and other activities.Miller
(2002) stated the development of
skills and knowledge is undeniably
a major instrument for promoting
decent work measures. The
challenge of skills and knowledge
development is to define new
approaches and to assess emerging
needs
3. The construction of the design of
implementationof lecture based on
entrepreneurship characteristicsis
an efforts to improve the work
productivityof lecturer. Thus, the
management of the university or
college should be able to give a clear
task and size in order to increase
the work productivity of lecturer.
4. In order to empower lecturer, it
needs a cooperation of lecturers in
a team for performing tasks with
discuss together and it produce
better product like drafting a
design of implementation of
lecture which is done together with
lecturer in the same subjects.
5. The management of the university
or college should prepare steps
of lecturer empowerment based
on the needs of the organization,
the lecturer itself and lecturer
tasks so that the efforts of lecturer
empowerment will suit with
needs.
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Discovering The Social
Media Ability in Evaluating
Government’s Plan to
Implement Redenomination
Policy in Indonesia
Rizka Chandra Amorini and Deddy Priatmodjo Koesrindartoto
School of Business and Management Institute Technology Bandung, Bandung,
Indonesia
Abstract - Since the plan on implementing redenomination in Indonesia becomes a prominent issue that
still has no exact decision from government, we find it interesting to do a research on analyzing citizen opinions
on social media regarding this issue
so that we might be able to project
the government future policy in implementing redenomination. Specifically,
we experiment with three analysis in
this research, the sentiment analysis,
the event analysis, and the constrained
sub graph analysis. Those analysis present detailed experimental results using
Twitter as a data source.The authors
have collected 1500 relevant data consisting tweets, hashtag, retweets, reply,
favorite, and link. In the structure
model, we collect messages related to

redenomination in Indonesia, and we
search for correlations between features extracted from the twitter by
Indonesian citizen and the government
future policy.
The event analysis and constrained
sub graph measures the overall activity
in the twitter, such as number of post,
number of re- posts, and so on. It also
measures properties of an induced
interaction graph, for instance and the
number of connected components
to analyze the peak moment occurred in
the research period. Further analysis in
the peak moment will lead to discover
the highly influential users, highly
influential tweets, peak moment, and
any event that can increase positive
or negative interaction in Twitter.
Therefore, it would bring possibility

Author correspondence to Rizka Chandra Amorini;
Email: Rizka.chandra@sbm-itb.ac.id
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to reflect society reaction toward
government action.

Social Media, by Sitaram Asur and
Bernardo A. Huberman.

While in the sentiment model,
we are classifying “tweets” into positive,
negative and neutral
sentiment.
From the 1500 data we have gained,
we arrange them into systematic
questionnaire consist of all tweets,
retweets, reply, and links. We ask 110
respondents to measure each
tweet
on the questionnaire, whether it is
negative, positive or neutral by giving
point to each tweet, -2 for a very
negative sentiment, -1 for a
negative sentiment, 0 for neutral,
1 for positive sentiment, and 2
for a very positive sentiment. Those
point are the numerical data that can
be processed
for finding the real
sentiment weight for each tweet from
110 respondents’ point of views. We
further demonstrate how sentiments
extracted from Twitter
can be
utilized to improve the evaluating
power of social media related to
the socialization of redenomination
policy.

3. Ruiz, E. J., Hristidis , V., Castillo,
C., Gionis, A., & Jaimes, A. (2012).
Correlating Financial Time Series
with Micro-Blogging Activity .

Our results shows that Indonesian
people sentiment on twitter can be
used to evaluate the effectiveness of
government’s socialization program in
implementing redenomination.
Keywords: economy, Social media,
twitter, redenomination, Indonesia
References:
1. Bollen, Johan et al (2010). Twitter
Mood Predicts the Stock Market.
2. Predicting
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the

Future

with

INTRODUCTION - Since the issue of implementing redenomination
evoking various opinions from community, The author found it interesting to analyze the sentiment of the
community regarding this issue. There
are a lot of media that usually use to
deliver and express the community
opinion and aspiration. Moreover, the
author only consider twitter as a well
-used and well -known social media,
which is often used by community
to share any thought, to gather data
for this research. From sharing individual opinions, moods and experiences, Twitter has altered its function
into an extensively used communications channel across a broad range of
applications, from politics, and crisis
communication ( Bruns & Burgess,
2011a; Larsson & Moe, 2011) to a
wide variety of uses for everyday interpersonal communication (Marwick
& boyd, 2011). Similar research using
Twitter as one of micro blog provider
is emerging nowadays. In 2011, Sang
Chung and Sandy Liu examine Twitter’s predictive potential of consumer
purchasing by observing the relationship between societal Twitter trends in
the technology sector and hourly stock
prices of ten companies in technology
sector. The results of their research is
the stock price movements are
more strongly predictive of twitter sentiment movements.
Powerful Practices:
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Refer to the prior research above,
the author saw an opportunity to
develop a variety of methods to process
data derived from public opinion in
twitter into quantitative information
that will be beneficial. In this research,
author applying sentiment analysis,
event analysis, and constrained sub
graph as methods to conceive the
society awareness and sentiment toward
Rupiah redenomination program
through social media. Implementation
of sentiment analysis is aimed to study
the distribution of positive opinion
that supporting and approving
redenomination program, and negative
opinion containing a tendency to
not support government programs to
conduct redenomination. The data
distribution could be a reference in
studying the society sentiment trend in
seeing the effectiveness of government
actions related to redenomination. The
event analysis is a method applied to
see the causal relationship between
each tweet and each response towards
the tweets. By analyzing its causal
relationship, the author will be able
to see what kind of specific event
that may have unique, significant and
complex interaction in Twitter. For
every unique and significant tweets,
author would discover more about
the exposure for any set of terms to
examine the cause behind high growth
points. The constrained sub graph
applied to strengthen the evidence of
correlation between each tweet and
each user account. The event analysis is
useful to discover the highly influential
users, highly influential tweets,
peak moment, and any event that
can increase positive or negative
interaction in Twitter. Therefore, it
Powerful Practices:

would bring possibility to reflect
society reaction toward government
action. In short, this research
could be beneficial for government
as a parameter in the preparation
and implementation process of the
redenomination.
RESULTS - Reliability - Reliability
test aimed to discover whether the
questionnaire can be trusted and used
as a data collection tool. The author
perform reliability test by inputting
the sentiment data, gained from
questionnaires, into SPSS, then
selecting Reliability Analysis. The
following is the result of reliability
test:
Table 1. Cronbach’s Alpha of reliability test

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's
Alpha

Cronbach's
Alpha Based
on
Standardized
Items

N of
Items

.922

.926

2

Since the Cronbach’s Alpha resulted
from this calculation is 0,922, it means
that the questionnaire data is very
reliable. The high Cronbach’s Alpha
value, closer to 1, means that the
questionnaires can be trusted even
when different persons perform the
measurements, on different occasions,
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under different conditions, with
supposedly alternative
instruments
which measure the same thing. Since
the Cronbach’s Alpha number is
0,922, there is stability of measurement
over a various conditions in which
basically the same results will
be obtained.

the questionnaire is valid in measuring
the community sentiment.
Sentiment Analysis

Validity - The validity test
for the questionnaires used
in this research had resulted
several number of questionnaires’ item that considered
as invalid. There are eighteen number of item that
considered invalid. As the
consequences, the author
should delete the item that
considered invalid. After deleting the invalid items, and
redoing the validity test, the
author found that the result
is rcount is greater than rtable, which indicating that

Figure 1. Tracking the community sentiment and the number of tweets posted
each day
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Although the observation period
is held from January 1st 2013 until
April 30th 2013, tweets related to
redenomination is not always posted
every day. In the specified time period,
there are only 34 day where tweets
related to redenomination occurred.
If we observe each day tweets, the
sentiment of the community is varied
and fluctuated. The positive sentiment
shows the community support toward
government’s plan in implementing
redenomination.
Moreover,
the
positive sentiment shows that some
parts already understand about the
need to perform redenomination and
agree to support the government in
implementing the program. However,
the negative sentiment shows that
some part of the community is not
supporting
the
redenomination
program. Based on the observation,
the negative sentiment also occurred
because
community mistakenly
interpret redenomination. Some
people also think that redenomination
program is just for the sake of political
parties and not beneficial to the
country at all.
By analyzing the sentiment
trend through linear regression, the
author discover that the line tends to
be close to zero. This means that the
sentiment distribution tends to be even,
where the number of positive sentiment
are as much as the negative sentiment
. The reason could be caused by the
less directional information related to
redenomination from government.
Furthermore, the less directional
information from government had
caused many opinions appeared in the

Powerful Practices:

community and led to the emergence
of various inconsistent sentiments.

Figure 2. The sentiment trend through linear
regression

If the number of tweets each day
is obviously diminished and causes
changes in the form of graph, the
sentiment graph is not changing
significantly since the beginning.
Nevertheless,
the
community
sentiment has been fluctuating until
the end of the research period. This
fact shows that until April 30th 2013,
the socialization program was not
able to steer the public
opinion.
The undirected sentiment graph
shows that government has not
succeeded in directing public opinion,
where during the socialization period,
government are supposed to generate
more positive sentiment to evoke
community support and awareness of
redenomination policy.
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Event Analysis - Social event - The
author created the tweets cumulative
sum graph to provide the information of the increase in the number of tweets per day. Unfortunately,
there was no significant increase in the
tweets number after January 2013. In
the beginning of January 2013, the
tweets were increasing significantly
from 108 into 464 and keep increasing
continually until February. There was
no significant increase anymore from
February until April 2013.

Figure 3. The tweets cumulative sum from
January 2013 until April 2013

In Indonesia, the statement they
launched through various media
related to
Indonesian economic
policies resulted various reactions from
the public, especially the Twitter user,
which causes the significant increase in
the number of tweets posted.

The finance minister, Agus Marto
Wardoyo, urged the finance ministry
office and Bank Indonesia, located
in any area including the remote
area, to participate in carrying the
public consultation to support the
redenomination policy. The public
consultation is a socialization program
hold by finance ministry office and
Bank Indonesia in all regions in
Indonesia which involved stakeholders
from academia, NGOs, professionals
to community in remote areas.
To succeed this program, Twitter
account owned by finance ministry
was functionalized maximally
by
tweeting many information related
to redenomination, similar to Twitter
account of metro tv, detik.com, and
other news Twitter account, which
were keep providing the latest
information.
The unique, significant and complex
data occurred on January 2013 because
the government begins informing the
community about the redenomination
policy through any media. In this
month, Indonesian finance minister
had declared substantial information
related to redenomination. Similar
to Agus Marto Wardoyo, the
Indonesian finance minister, Darmin
Nasution as the governor of Bank
Indonesia also frequently expressed
his support toward redenomination
policy in Indonesia. Since both figures
have important role as economic policy
determinant

Figure 4. The number of tweets posted
each day
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Figure 5. Tracking the number of tweets
posted and the sentiment sum each day

On January, the socialization
program begins to provide significant
feedback to the government as
expectedly. However, from February
until April, there was no significant
reaction related to redenomination in
Twitter, indicated by the decreased or
the redenomination information posted
in Twitter. Data of the number of
tweets on February shows that there
was no significant increase on that
month, shows that the socialization
program become ineffective.

Figure 6. The number of tweets trend during the research period

As proven by the linear regression
above, the number of tweets are likely to
decrease by the time which shows that
the public awareness were also reduced.
This will impact the public support
Powerful Practices:

toward
government's
plans in implementing
redenomination,
meanwhile, the community
support is necessary to
succeed analysis graph
becomes very high or
very low. The positive
or negative sentiment
also generated by who
begin the interaction. The highly
influential users have the ability to
generate sentiment by intitiating social
interaction on Twitter. To discover the
highly influential users, the author
observe the peak moment occurred
that generating high interaction in
Twitter. The interactions between
users considered as peak moment if the
number of tweets generated are more
than the mean value of the overall
number of tweets significantly, showing
the enhancement of public enthusiasm
and awareness. Socialization program
can be categorized as ineffective if
public response tends to decrease,
which can lead to apathy or
negative sentiment.
The Influencer Effect - The influencer effect shows the event
analysis based on the user influence. This analysis explain
the public behavior, especially
those who interact in Twitter
world, to certain situation by describing how the peak moment occur in the
graph, where the number of tweets increases drastically and the sentiment
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2013.
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This program. Through the analysis
related to all facts above, the author
can recapitulate that the socialization
program has not been established
effectively. Socialization program
should affect the number of
tweets
For further analysis, the author
broke down the information related
to the influential users to describe the
list of users who can generate high
interaction in Twitter as follow:
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Table 3: The user interaction peak moment

Dates

Account
Name

Tweet

23/1/2013 @Gnfi
298.756
Follower
Highly
Influential

Saya mendukung redenominasi rupiah.
Dengan banyak
sekali alasan.
Semoga rupiah
kita mjd mata
uang yg lebih
membanggakan
27/1/2013 @liTernyata Ruputan6dot- piah termasuk
com
salah satu mata
uang yg tak ber617.585
nilai, stlh dolar
follower
Zimbabwe dan
Highly
influential Dong Vietnam?
#Redenominasi http://t.co/
WrODhzLu
29/1/2013 @safirsenduk Safir
204.490
follower
Highly
influential
29/1/2013 @safirsenduk Safir
204.490
follower
Highly
influential
8/2/2013

2/3/2013

Number
Of
Interacti
On
233 retweets
3 favorite

51 retweets
1 reply
4 favorite

Walaupun Gaji 40 retweet
Besar, tapi saat 9 reply
redenominasi,
Gaji Besar akan
terlihat kecil."

Redenominasi
adalah mengurangi jumlah
digit mata uang
tanpa
mengurangi
nilainya.
Yyyyuuukkk
@jokoanwar Ilustrasi
redenomi492.797
nasi Rupiah.
follower
http://t.co/
Highly
influential KJMMehmV
@pervertau- Dukung rededitor
nominasi,
23.157
biar footing
follower
lebih
influential gampang!

91 retweet
7 reply
6 favorite

158 retweet
4 reply

53 retweet
2 reply

Information to other users
who is not following the influential
users but include in friend – list of the
followers. As the example, the user
1 is the influential user who has
P. 294
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298.756 followers. When this user
posted a tweet
containing
link
that
related to redenomination,
information to other users who is not
another users from his followers
following the influential users but include in
down the
list – begin
to followers.
retweetAsittheasexample,
sign of
friend
list of the
users to
theagreement.
user 1 is theThe
influential
user
whofollower
has
user
4
as
the
generate
298.756 followers. When this user posted a
of user
3 but not
tweet
containing
link user
that1 follower,
related toalso
redenomination,
anotherretweeted
users from
his 3,
agree to the tweet
by user
ment
followers
list begin
begin to
it as sign
then he
to retweet
also retweet
it. ofThe
agreement. The user 4 as the follower of user 3
 
user
has,
thetweet
more
butmore
not userfollowers
1 follower,a also
agree
to the

retweeted
by user
3, then also
he begin
also

interaction
obtained
fromtoindirect

retweet it. The more followers a user has, the
followers.

more interaction obtained also from indirect
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\ Figure 7: The constrained sub graph model

Figure 7: The constrained sub graph model
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containing
This kind
interaction
can be effectively
link
implemented
to disseminate the information
related to redenomination. The influential user
can begin to educate the followers or any other
twitter users by tweeting information to
broadenPeople
the community
knowledge
begin to follow
the about
highly
redenomination.
The
socialization
process
influential people because they
want
using this method is considered as informal to
to know
the information
tweeted in by
attract
community
interest and awareness
knowing
supporting
redenomination.
The it,
this and
account,
they
begin to trust
influential account would be able to attract
and agree with it. The high interaction
more response everytime it posts any
created People
by thewill highly
influential
information.
begin generating
interaction
to the posted
If
accountrelatedshows
the information.
engagement
government able to make cooperation with a
userstheandsocialization
the followers.
thebetween
influentialtheusers,
of
redenomination
will be interactively
Since the followers
believe ineffective.
what the
Government
can users
also get posted,
the feedback
influential
they from
begin
community through the interaction among the
to respond
bytheir
replying,
retweeting, or
influential
user with
followers.
making the tweets as favorite. The
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interaction occurred, can disseminate
the main.
This kind of interaction can
be effectively implemented to
disseminate the information related
to redenomination. The influential
user can begin to educate the followers
or any other twitter
users
by
tweeting information to broaden
the community knowledge about
redenomination. The socialization
process using this method is considered
as informal to attract community
interest and awareness in knowing
and supporting redenomination. The
influential account would be able
to attract more response everytime
it posts any information. People will
begin generating interaction related to
the posted information. If government
able to make cooperation with a the
influential users, the socialization of
redenomination will be interactively
effective. Government can also get the
feedback from community through the
interaction among the influential user
with their followers.
CONCLUSION - In this research,
the sentiment analysis
effectively
measures the community tendency
and awareness of redenomination program planned by Indonesian government, though the results still prove
that the socialization program of
redenomination has not been established effectively. The less directional
information from government had
caused many opinions appeared in the
community and led to the emergence
of various inconsistent sentiments.
The number of tweets also likely to decrease over time, which shows that the
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public awareness
also reduced. This
will impact the public support toward
government's plans in implementing
redenomination. Meanwhile, the community support is necessary to succeed
this program. Rationally, socialization
program should affect the number of
tweets significantly, showing the enhancement of public enthusiasm and
awareness, instead of causing a decrease
on number of tweets.

financial ministry Twitter account,
in informing and educating the
community to broaden their view of
redenomination.

The event analysis had described
the five influential Twitter users. Since
tweets posted by those influential users
are able to create high interaction
among users, government could begin
to innovate the socialization program
by involving the influential users.
Cooperation between govenrment and
the influential users, will effectively
educating the community through
social media. Government are also able
to directly monitoring the community
feedback so that the two ways
communication between govrnment
and community can be effectively
implemented.

Predicting the Future with Social
Media, by

In reality, government should
actively keep on informing and
socializing redenomination program to
maintain the number of responds and
interaction in Twitter.

Bollen, Johan et al (2010). Twitter
Mood

Moreover, this research shows the
ablilty of Twitter in providing data to
evaluate government’s socialization of
redenomination program. Government
also able to create the information
direction corresponding to the
government purposes. As the example,
government can begin to devise a
strategy in improving community
positive sentiment by employing the
influential users and optimizing the
P. 296
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Forecasting The Broadcasting
Revenue of Manchester United
Football Club for The Fiscal Year
2014 Using Decision Tree and
Monte Carlo Approach
Raiditya Priatama Roebiono and Budhi Arta Surya
School of Business and Management, Bandung Institute of Technology
Bandung, Indonesia
Abstract - Manchester United is
one of the biggest football club in the
world,and as a football club, their revenue consists of three main revenue
stream, which are: commercial, matchday, and broadcasting revenue. Broadcasting revenue is therevenue obtained
from the payments of Manchester
United Football Club’s performance
in several top European competitions.
These payments are divided into two
kinds of payments: fixed and variable.
The objective of this research is to forecast Manchester United Football club’s
broadcasting revenue. The result of this
research also can further be used for
other related objectives.

European’s top competitions, such
as Barclays Premier League, The FA
Cup, and also UEFA Champions
League, since the club was established
in 1886. The method used is decision
tree and also monte carlo simulation
to assess and predict the amount of
broadcasting revenue Manchester
United Football Club can obtain in
the fiscal year of 2014. From the result
of the calculation using two methods,
the result indicates that: Manchester
United will obtain £133,531,886.76 of
broadcasting revenue for the upcoming
2013-2014 season

The authors collect all of the
data related to the whole history of
Manchester United’s performance in

Keywords: Manchester United;
broadcasting revenue; decision tree,
monte carlo
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INTRODUCTION - Manchester
United is one of the biggest and
also the most widely supported and
decorated football club in the world.
In its history, Manchester United has
won many number of titles, including
English Premier League (a record
winner of 20 times), English FA Cup
(a record winner of 11 times), and
also the UEFA Champions League
(3 times). Furthermore, according
to (Badenhausen, 2013:2), as of July
2013, Manchester United was crowned
as the runner-up for the world’s most
valuable sports team, which worth
US$ 3.165 billion. The rise of the
amount of money that circulates
and can be generated from English
Leagues and clubs has attracted many
foreign investors outside of The United
Kingdom to buy and invest in English
Football Clubs.
Manchester United is currently
owned by The Glazer Family which
led by Malcolm Glazer, an American
businessman and sports team owner.
The Glazer family started to become
the owner of Manchester United
way back in May 2005, when The
Glazer family managed to took 100%
ownership of the club worth almost
£800 million. Manchester United may
have already been able to gradually
reduce their annual debt, however, it is
still necessary to manage the company’s
cash accordingly in order to be able to
pay and at the same time reduce their
annual gross debt. However, in order
to have cash, the club needs revenue,
and as a football club, one of the way
to obtain revenue is by performing well
in all of the competitions followed by
Manchester United to obtain a good
amount of prize money.
P. 298

Therefore, the author of this
thesis aims to conduct a research
about the forecasting of Manchester
United’s broadcasting revenue for
the forthcoming 2013-204 season
using the decision tree and also
montecarlosimulation
approach
according to Manchester United’s
historical performance data. At the
end of this research, the author also
hopes that the result of this research
can be further used for other financial
objectives.
COMPETITION REVIEW - In
the upcoming 2013-2014 footballing
season, Manchester United will be
competing in three domestic competitions (Barclays Premier League, The
FA Cup, and Capital One Cup), and
one continental competition (UEFA
Champions League)
Barclays Premier League (BPL) -The
Barclays Premier League (BPL) adopts
a league system which currently consists of 20 teams. Each of the team play
each other twice during the year – once
at home and once away – to compete
in the total of 38 matches. Whichever
club finishes the league with the most
points at the end of each competition
cycle will be regarded as the champion.
Currently, the prize money of Barclays
Premier League comprised of four different elements, which are domestic
broadcast revenue (facility fees, merit
payment, and equal share) and foreign
broadcast revenue. The merit payments
are identified by clubs’ final league position and the facilityfees distributed
according to the number of matches
Powerful Practices:
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shown on television relating to the
club. Furthermore, the equal share and
the overseas broadcasting revenueis allocated similarly between all 20 clubs.
The following table illustrates and
shows the result of 2012-2013 Barclays
Premier League and also the distribution of its prize money:
Table 1 2012-2013 Barclays Premier
League Final Result and Revenue Distribution in £ (premierleague.com, 2013)
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Teams
Manchester United
Manchester City
Chelsea
Arsenal
Tottenham
Everton
Liverpool
West Brom
Swansea
West Ham
Norwich
Fulham
Stoke
Southampton
Aston Villa
Newcastle
Sunderland
Wigan
Reading
QPR

Equal Share Facility Fee Merit Payment Overseas TV Total Payment
13.803.038 12.961.615
15.117.620 18.931.726
60.813.999
13.803.038 11.047.387
14.361.739 18.931.726
58.143.890
13.803.038
8.654.602
13.605.858 18.931.726
54.995.224
13.803.038 11.525.944
12.849.977 18.931.726
57.110.685
13.803.038 11.047.387
12.094.096 18.931.726
55.876.247
13.803.038
7.697.488
11.338.215 18.931.726
51.770.467
13.803.038 11.525.944
10.582.334 18.931.726
54.843.042
13.803.038
5.783.260
9.826.453 18.931.726
48.344.477
13.803.038
5.783.260
9.070.572 18.931.726
47.588.596
13.803.038
7.697.488
8.314.691 18.931.726
48.746.943
13.803.038
5.783.260
7.558.810 18.931.726
46.076.834
13.803.038
5.783.260
6.802.929 18.931.726
45.320.953
13.803.038
5.783.260
6.047.048 18.931.726
44.565.072
13.803.038
5.783.260
5.291.167 18.931.726
43.809.191
13.803.038
7.697.488
4.535.286 18.931.726
44.967.538
13.803.038
8.654.602
3.779.405 18.931.726
45.168.771
13.803.038
7.697.488
3.023.524 18.931.726
43.455.776
13.803.038
5.783.260
2.267.643 18.931.726
40.785.667
13.803.038
5.783.260
1.511.762 18.931.726
40.029.786
13.803.038
6.261.817
755.881 18.931.726
39.752.482

The FA Cup - The Football Association
Challenge Cup, commonly known as
the FA Cup, is an annual English cup
competition for a silver trophy, eligible

Powerful Practices:

for all members of the English Football
Association. The competition adopts
a knock-out system which means that
whenever a team loses a match will be
immediately eliminated from the tournament with no consolation contest,
while the winner will go through to
the next stage. Teams who compete in
the Barclays Premier League, including Manchester United, will go automatically straight into the third round
in the forthcoming 2013-2014 cycle,

andthe winner of each round will receive a certain amount of prize money. The Complete list of The FA Cup
rounds and its prize money can be seen
on the table below:
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Table 2 CurrentSequence of The FA Cup
and its Prize Money (thefa.com, 2013)

Stages

Prize Money

Extra Preliminary Round

£1,500

Second Round Qualifying

£4,500

Preliminary Round

First Round Qualifying

Third Round Qualifying

Fourth Round Qualifying
First Round Proper

Second Round Proper
Third Round Proper

Fourth Round Proper
Fifth Round Proper

Sixth Round Proper
Semi-Final
Final

£1,925
£3,000
£7,500

£12,500
£18,000
£27,000
£67,500
£90,000

£180,000
£360,000

£900,000 (winner) or £450,000 (loser)
£1,800,000 (winner)
(runners-up)

Capital One Cup - The Capital One
Cup is The Football League’s showpiece cup competition and is one of
the three major accolades of the English footballing season..The Capital
One Cup is the lowest if compared to
the prize money of other competitions,
and unlike The FA Cup, the prize money of the Capital One Cup will only
be given to the teams that managed to
qualify at least to the semi-finals. The
complete list of the Capital One Cup
rounds and its prize money can be seen
on the table below:

£900,000

Table 3 CurrentSequence of The Capital
One Cup and Its Prize Money (leaguecupodds.co.uk, 2013)

Stages
First Round
Second Round
Third Round
Fourth Round
Fifth Round
Semi-Final
Final

P. 300

or

Prize Money
0
0
0
0
0
£25,000 (losing
semi-finalist)
£100,000
(winner)
£50,000
(runners-up)
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UEFA Champions League - UEFA
Champions League is widely considered to be the globe’s leading club competition. It sets 32 of the most successful club teams in European countries,
as identified by their final standing in
their domestic leagues the previous
seasons, to award the champions of the
European continent. The competition
currently functions under a group and
knockout-round structure, beginning
with the 32 groups seeded into eight
four-team groups. Most of the teams
in the group stage were instantly selected (teams that had won, or act as the
runners-up of their previous domestic
league cycleThe fixed TV market pool
bonus will be allocated to Manchester
United according to the final standings
of the 2012-2013 Barclays Premier
League, while the variable TV market
pool bonus will be allocated based on
each of the English clubs’ its competitors progress on the tournament. For
example, if Manchester United competes in 10 matches, and their competitors have a total of 30 matches,
the Manchester United’s share would
be 25% (10 divided by 40. Lastly, the
group stage performance bonus, will be
allocated based on MU’s performance
(the number of wins and draws) in the
UCL group stage.

If a club happens to be
eliminated from the UEFA
Champions League into the
UEFA Europa League, the team
then has to compete straight to
Round of 32 and compete for
UEFA Europa League Trophy
in the final. The list of UEFA
Europa League and its prize
Powerful Practices:

money starting from Round
of 32 can be seen on the table
below:
Table 54 CurrentSequence of The Capital
One Cup and Its Prize Money (uefa.com,
2013)

Stages
Round of 32
Round of 16
Quarter-Finals
Semi-Finals
Finals

Prize Money
€ 350,000
€ 450,000
€ 1,000,000
€ 2,500,000
€ 2,000,000

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
DECISION TREE - This method
will be used to forecast the prize money of competition that adopts tournament system (The FA Cup, The Capital
One Cup, and The UEFA Champions
League). In this research, the author
uses TreePlan software for Microsoft
Excel to support and conduct the decision tree construction and analysis.
Probability - Probability is the
chance that something will occur, or
how likely it is that some event will occurs. Goodwin and Wright (2009:93)
stated that probabilities are calculated
on a range that operates from 0 to 1. If
the prospect of an outcome happening
is zero, then this means that the outcome is impossible to happen, and vice
versa.
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Relative-frequency Probability Approach - According
to Goodwin and Wright (2009:95),
in the relative-frequencyprobability
approach, the probability of an event
occurring is regarded as the percentage
of periods that the events happens in
the long run by repeating a research
many times or by collecting appropriate data.
Determining the Expected
Monetary Value (EMV) Expected Monetary Value (EMV) is
the total of the weighted outcomes
(payoffs) connected with a decision,
the weights showing the probabilities
of the alternative events that generate
the possible payoff (businessdictionary.
com, 2013). It is indicated
mathematically as the product of an
event’s probability of occurrence and
the gain or loss that will result.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION The Monte Carlo simulation method
is a way of solving complicated issues
through approximation using many
random numbers. Paul Goodwin and
George Wright (2009:188) describe
that the application of a Monte Carlo
simulation includes: (1) determining
the aspects that will impact the payoffs
of each course of action, (2) formulating a model to show how the factors are
related, (3) determining the aspects for
which probability withdrawals should
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be evaluated (inputs), (4) evaluating
and assess probability distributions for
the inputs, (5) determining the objective to be sought from the simulation
(output), (6) executing the simulation,
(7) evaluating and analyze the result
of the simulation and (8) applying
sensitivity analysis to the results of the
simulation
DATA - All of the data compiled for
this case study is classified as secondary
data, which can be defined as the data
collected by other parties that are widely published. The main data that were
collected comprised of Manchester
United’s whole historical performance
statistics (shown on Appendix 1),and
the supporting data, which were collected from trusted various internet
sources mainly comprised of the past,
current, and future prize distributions
from each of the competitions that will
be participated by Manchester United.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS Barclays Premier League - Using the
Crystal Ball software, the process of
Monte Carlo simulation was executed
with 10,000 trial runs, which means
there may be 10,000 estimations of
total BPL revenue. The mean of the
distribution then will be taken as the
most probable forecasted 2013-2014
Barclays Premier League revene, which
worth £94,782,849.12. The model of
the simulation can be seen on the table
below:
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Table 5 Simulation Model of the Barclays
Premier League (BPL) Revenue Forecasting
Elements

Amount

£
23.495.526,61
£
Facility Fees
-

Distribution

Equal Share

Merit Payment

£
-

Overseas TV

£
30.331.602,48

Total Forecasted BPL
Revenue

£

Lognormal
Smallest
ExtremeValue

As can be seen on the table above,
the formula, which calculates the
total forecasted BPL revenue adds
two fixed payment elements (equal
share and overseas TV) with two
variable payment elements (facility
fees and merit payment). The number

of fixed payments were calculated by
multiplying the amount of equal share
and overseas TV with the growth of UK
and overseas TV rights worth 70.22%
and 60.21% respectively
On the other hand, the variable
payments were treated as the input
by determining the data spread for
historical MU’s facility fees and merit
payments by putting the amount
of merit payments and facility fees
of 2013-2014 season (generated by
multiplying 2012-2013 BPL payment
on Table 1 with TV right growth in
Table 7 and 8) in Manchester United’s
historical result of BPL and its facility
fees.
The FA Cup - The final construction
of the decision tree can be seen on the
figure below:

Figure 2 Decision Tree Model of The FA Cup
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Table 11 below provides the
summary of the data that were used
in the construction and also the
calculations of the decision tree.
Table 6 FA Cup Data Summary

uses the relative-frequency probability
method, where the number of times
MU has managed to go through or not
from a certain stage of the cup were
divided by the number of times MU
has attended each stage of the cup.

Number of Times

FA Cup
Stages

Prize
Money

Attended

Through

Not
Through

Third Round
Fourth
Round
Fifth Round
Sixth Round

£67,500

88

67

21

0,761363

0,238636

£90,000

67

45

22

0,671641

0,328358

£180,000
£360,000
£900,000
(winner) or
£450,000
(loser)
£1,800,000
(winner) or
£900,000
(runners-up)

45
35

35
27

10
8

0,777777
0,771428

0,222222
0,228571

27

18

9

0,666666

0,333333

18

11

7

0,611111

0,388888

Semi Final

Final

As can be seen on the decision tree
of The FA Cup (figure 2), the sequence
of the tree branch and each of its
monetary value follows the sequence
of the tournament stage and its prize
money shown on the table above.
Moreover, the number of outcome
probabilites of each stage were obtained
from the calculation process which
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P (Not
P (Through) Through)

By having the outcome probabilities
of each stage of The FA Cup, the
construction of the decision tree above
also automatically calculate the total
expected monetary value (EMV) or
the total forecasted prize money from
Manchester United’s participation in
the ucpoming 2013-2014 cycle of The
FA Cup, which worth £806,164.77.
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The Capital One Cup - The
final construction of the decision tree
can be seen on the figure below:

Table 12 below provides the
summary of the data that were used
in the construction and also the
calculations of the decision tree

Table 7 Capital One Cup Data Summary
Number of Times

Capital One
Cup Stages

Prize Money

Attended

Through

Not
Through

P
(Through)

P (Not
Through)

Third Round
Fourth Round
Fifth Round
(QF)

0
0

39
26

26
17

13
9

0,666667
0,653846

0,333333
0,346154

0

17

12

5

0,705882

0,294118

Semifinals

£25,000 (losing semifinalist)
£100,000 (winner) or
£50,000 (runners-up)

12

8

4

0,666667

0,333333

8

4

4

0,5

0,5

Final
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As can be seen on the decision tree
of The Capital One Cup (figure 3), the
sequence of the tree branch and each of
its monetary value follows the sequence
of the tournament stage and its prize
money shown on the table above. By
having the outcome probabilities of
each stage of The Capital One Cup, the
construction of the decision tree above
also automatically calculate the total
expected monetary value (EMV) or
the total forecasted prize money from
Manchester United’s participation
in the ucpoming 2013-2014 cycle of
The Capital One Cup, which worth
£17,948.72

UEFA Champions League - The calculation of the forecasted UCL progress prize money will be using decision tree analysis, while the UCL extra
money bonus will be forecasted using
the montecarlo simulation.
UEFA Champions League Participation Prize Money - The final construction of the decision tree can be seen on
the figure below:

Figure 4 Decision Tree Model of The UEFA Champions League (in €)
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As can be seen on the decision
tree of UEFA Champions League
progress (figure 4), the sequence of the
tree branch and each of its monetary
value follows the sequence of the
tournament stage and its prize money
shown on the table above. Moreover,
the number of outcome probabilites
of each stage were obtained from the
calculation process which uses the
relative-frequency probability method,
where the number of times MU has
managed to go through or not from a
certain stage of the cup were divided by
the number of times MU has attended
each stage of the cup. By having the
outcome probabilities of each stage
of The UEFA Champions League, the
construction of the decision tree above
also automatically calculate the total
expected monetary value (EMV) or
the total forecasted prize money from
Manchester United’s participation
in the upcoming 2013-2014 cycle of
UEFA Chaampions League, which
worth €17,803,558,7

UEFA Champions League (UCL)
Bonus Money - Using the Crystal Ball
software, the process of Monte Carlo
simulation was executed with 10,000
trial runs, which means there may be
10,000 estimations of total forecasted
UCL bonus money. The mean of the
distribution then will be taken as the
most probable forecasted 2013-2014
UCL bonus money, which worth
€27,905,642.31.
From the result, it can be seen
that the formula, which calculates the
total forecasted UCL bonus money
adds one fixed element (fixed market
Powerful Practices:

pool) with two variable elements
(variable market pool and group stage
performance bonus). The number of
fixed payments were calculated by
multiplying Manchester United’s share
of fixed market pool money, which is
40% (because MU were the champions
of 2012-2013 cycle of BPL), with the
total available amount of fixed market
pool payments for English teams, worth
€36.316.000, from the total market
pool of €72.632.000. The other 50%
are distributed as the variable market
pool.
On the other hand, the first variable
payment (variable market pool), will
be calculated by treating the historical
games played by MU and games played
by rest of PL teams in the UCL as the
input, since the variable market pool
obtained by MU will be determined
according to MU’s progress in UCL
and its competitorprogress. The
second variable payment, the group
stage performance bonus, were directly
treated as the input by multiplying
the reward for a win (€1,000,000)
or a draw (€500,000) of the 20132014 UCL group stage payments
with each of MU’s historical group
stage peformance bonus. After that,
the author determine each of inputs’
probability distribution by conducting
a goodness-of-fit test using the MiniTab
software. Lastly, the total forecasted
revenue from UEFA Champions
(UCL) will be calculated by adding
the total forecasted UCL participation
prize money with the total forecasted
UCL bonus money, which resulted in
the amount of €45,709,201.1. This
final amount then will be converted to
BritishPoundsterling, using the annual
average Euro to Poundst exchange rate
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(based on 26 July 2013) data obtained
from oanda.com, which worth 0.8297
poundsterling per euro, which translates
the total amount of forecasted UCL
revenue into £37,924,924.15

forma financial reports, conducting
a company valuation, or to simply
forecast company’s free cash flow which
uses the discounted cash flow method
(DCF).

Conclusion - According to the
forecasting results, The Barclays Premier League, which were forecasted using the montecarlo simulation method,
will give a prize money in the amount of
£94,782,849.12. Meanwhile, The FA
Cup and The Capital One Cup, which
were forecasted using the decision tree,
will give prize money in the amount
of £806,164.77 and £17,948.72 respectively. Therefore, by summing the
forecasted prize money from the Barclays Premier League, FA Cup, and the
Capital One Cup competition, the total amount of forecasted prize money
from Manchester United’s participation in domestic English competitions
is £95,606,962,61 Furthermore, according to the forecast results that were
conducted using the decision tree and
montecarlo simulation, Manchester
United’s participation in continental
football competition (UEFA Champions League) will generate prize money
in the amount of £37,924,924.15.
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APPENDIX
1: HISTORICAL
PERFORMANCE
SUMMARY
OF
APPENDIX
1: HISTORICAL
PERFORMANCE
SUMMARY
OF MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER UNITED
(fchd.info,
2013)
UNITED
(fchd.info,
2013)

Season

Division

1886-87
1887-88
1888-89
1889-90
1890-91
1891-92
1892-93
1893–94
1894–95
1895–96
1896–97
1897–98
1898–99
1899–1900
1900–01
1901–02
1902–03
1903–04
1904–05
1905–06
1906–07
1907–08
1908–09
1909–10
1910–11
1911–12
1912–13
1913–14
1914–15
1915–16
1916-17
1917-18
1918-19
1919–20
1920–21
1921–22
1922–23
1923–24
1924–25
1925–26
1926–27
1927–28
1928–29
1929–30
1930–31
1931–32
1932–33
1933–34
1934–35
1935–36
1936–37
1937–38
1938–39
1939-40
1940-41
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946–47
1947–48
1948–49
1949–50

n/a



Combination
Alliance
Alliance
Alliance
Division 1
Division 1
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Not Held
Not Held
Not Held
Not Held
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 2
Division 1
Division 2
Division 1
Division 1
Not Held
Not Held
Not Held
Not Held
Not Held
Not Held
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
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Games Games Games Games Goals Goals
Final
Played Won Drawn Lost
For Against Points Position

FA Cup

League
Cup

European Competitions

R1
12
22
22
22
30
30
30
30
30
30
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38

6
6
15
15
17
16
19
20
14
11
15
20
24
28
17
23
15
19
22
13
19
15
9

6
2
8
3
5
6
5
4
4
6
8
8
5
6
8
6
7
7
8
11
8
6
12

18
22
7
12
8
8
10
10
16
17
11
6
5
4
13
9
16
12
8
14
11
17
17

50
36
78
66
56
64
67
63
42
38
53
65
81
90
53
81
58
69
72
45
69
52
46

85
72
44
57
34
35
43
27
38
53
38
33
30
28
56
48
68
61
40
60
43
62
62

18
14
38
33
39
38
43
44
32
28
38
48
53
62
42
52
37
45
52
37
46
36
30

16th
16th
3rd
6th
2nd
4th
4th
4th
10th
15th
5th
3rd
3rd
2nd
8th
1st
13th
5th
1st
13th
4th
14th
18th

R1
QR2
QR4
R1
R2
R1
R2
R3
R2
R1
QR3
R1
RInt
R2
R2
R Int
R4
R1
R4
Winners
R1
R3
R4
R3
R1
R1

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
3

13
15
8
17
13
23
19
13
16
14
15
7
17
15
14
23
22
10
22
11
1

14
10
12
14
14
11
6
14
7
13
8
8
8
13
6
4
12
12
9
16
1

15
17
22
11
15
8
17
15
19
15
19
27
17
14
22
15
8
20
11
15
1

54
64
41
51
52
57
66
52
72
66
67
53
71
71
59
76
85
55
82
57
5

50
68
73
36
44
23
73
64
80
76
88
115
72
68
85
55
43
78
50
65
3

40
40
28
48
40
57
44
40
39
41
38
22
42
43
34
50
56
32
53
38
3

12th
13th
22nd
4th
14th
2nd
9th
15th
18th
12th
17th
22nd
12th
6th
20th
5th
1st
21st
2nd
14th
9th

R2
R1
R1
R2
R2
R1
SF
R3
R6
R4
R3
R4
R3
R3
R3
R4
R4
R4
R5
R3
n/a

42
42
42
42

22
19
21
18

12
14
11
14

8
9
10
10

95
81
77
69

54
48
44
44

56
52
53
50

2nd
2nd
2nd
4th

R4
R4
Winners
SF
R6
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1950–51
1951–52
1952–53
1953–54
1954–55
1955–56
1956–57
1957–58
1958–59
1959–60
1960–61
1961–62
1962–63
1963–64
1964–65
1965–66
1966–67
1967–68
1968–69
1969–70
1970–71
1971–72
1972–73
1973–74
1974–75
1975–76
1976–77
1977–78
1978–79
1979–80
1980–81
1981–82
1982–83
1983–84
1984–85
1985–86
1986–87
1987–88
1988–89
1989–90
1990–91
1991–92
1992–93
1993–94
1994–95
1995–96
1996–97
1997–98
1998–99

Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 2
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Division 1
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
40
38
38
38
42
42
42
42
38
38
38
38

24
23
18
18
20
25
28
16
24
19
18
15
12
23
26
18
24
24
15
14
16
19
12
10
26
23
18
16
15
24
15
22
19
20
22
22
14
23
13
13
16
21
24
27
26
25
21
23
22

8
11
10
12
7
10
8
11
7
7
9
9
10
7
9
15
12
8
12
17
11
10
13
12
9
10
11
10
15
10
18
12
13
14
10
10
14
12
12
9
12
15
12
11
10
7
12
8
13

10
8
14
12
15
7
6
15
11
16
15
18
20
12
7
9
6
10
15
11
15
13
17
20
7
9
13
16
12
8
9
8
10
8
10
10
14
5
13
16
10
6
6
4
6
6
5
7
3

74
95
69
73
84
83
103
85
103
102
88
72
67
90
89
84
84
89
57
66
65
69
44
38
66
68
71
67
60
65
51
59
56
71
77
70
52
71
45
46
58
63
67
80
77
73
76
73
80

40
52
72
58
74
51
54
75
66
80
76
75
81
62
39
59
45
55
53
61
66
61
60
48
30
42
62
63
63
35
36
29
38
41
47
36
45
38
35
47
45
33
31
38
28
35
44
26
37

56
57
46
48
47
60
64
43
55
45
45
39
34
53
61
51
60
56
42
45
43
48
37
32
61
56
47
42
45
58
48
78
70
74
76
76
56
81
51
48
59
78
84
92
88
82
75
77
79

2nd
1st
8th
4th
5th
1st
1st
9th
2nd
7th
7th
15th
19th
2nd
1st
4th
1st
2nd
11th
8th
8th
8th
18th
21st
1st
3rd
6th
10th
9th
2nd
8th
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
4th
11th
2nd
11th
13th
6th
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st

1999–2000
2000–01
2001–02
2002–03
2003–04
2004–05
2005–06
2006–07
2007–08

Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League
Premier League

38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38

28
24
24
25
23
22
25
28
27

7
8
5
8
6
11
8
5
6

3
6
9
5
9
5
5
5
5

97
79
87
74
64
58
72
83
80

45
31
45
34
35
26
34
27
22

91
80
77
83
75
77
83
89
87

1st
1st
3rd
1st
3rd
3rd
2nd
1st
1st

2008–09
2009–10
2010–11

Premier League
Premier League
Premier League

38
38
38

28
27
23

6
4
11

4
7
4

68
86
78

24
28
37

90
85
80

1st
2nd
1st

2011–12
2012–13

Premier League
Premier League

38
38

28
28

5
5

5
5

89
86

33
43

89
89

2nd
1st
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R6
R3
R5
R3
R4
R3
Runners-up
Runners-up
R3
R5
R4
SF
Winners
SF
SF
SF
R4
R3
R6
Third place
R3
R6
R3
R4
R3
Runners-up
Winners
R4
Runners-up
R3
R4
R3
Winners
R3
Winners
R5
R4
R5
R6
Winners
R5
R4
R5
Winners
Runners-up
Winners
R4
R5
Winners

European Cup – SF
European Cup – SF

R2
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
R2

European Cup – SF
European Cup – Winners
European Cup – SF

SF
SF
R4
R3
R2
SF
R4
R5
R2
R3
R3
R2
R2
Runners-up
R4
R3
R4
R3
R5
R3
R3
Runners-up
Winners
R3
Runners-up
R3
R2
R4
R3
R5

UEFA Cup – R2

UEFA Cup – R1
UEFA Cup – R1
UEFA Cup – QF

UEFA Cup – R1
Champions League – R2
Champions League – Group
UEFA Cup – R1
Champions League – SF
Champions League – QF
Champions League – Winners
Champions League – QF
Super Cup – Runners-up
n/a
R3
R4
R4
Champions League – QF
R4
R3
Champions League – SF
R5
Runners-up Champions League – QF
Winners
R4
Champions League – R2
Runners-up SF
Champions League – R2
R5
Winners
Champions League – Group
Runners-up R4
Champions League – SF
R6
R3
Champions League – Winners
Champions League – Runners-up
Super Cup – Runners-up
Club World Cup – Winners
SF
Winners
R3
Winners
Champions League – QF
SF
R5
Champions League – Runners-up
Champions League – Group
R4
R5
Europa League – Round of 16
QF
R4
Champions League - R2
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Generating Shareholder
Value through Brand
Equity Performance
Dwinta Astiarini and Reza Ashari Nasution
School of Business and Management Bandung Institute of Technology
Bandung, Indonesia

Abstract - Building a brand is
significantly important for practitioners,
marketing, and financial experts, as
brand is the prior key to increase
shareholder value for a company’s
investment. Since most of brand
valuation models begin the calculation
with brand equity as a source of
brand value, there might be a positive
correlation between brand equity and
shareholder value. Previous researches
have provided not only the evidence to
support a positive relationship between
the two variables, butalso havegiven
insufficient understanding on achieving
shareholder value through brand equity.
This study will give an explanation
on how to increase shareholder value
through leveraging brand equity with
more insight in the most attributable
brand equity dimension to simplify
the evaluation process.This research
chose 10 consumer goods companies
in stock market based on customer
familiarity to establish the correlation
between brand equity in band asset

valuator model and shareholder value
in company’s 4 years time frame.The
result shows that there is a positive and
strong correlation between dimensional
and aggregate value of brand equity to
market to book ratio, as the indicator
of shareholder value with brand
differentiation, as the most attributable
brand equity to shareholder value.
Keywords: Brand Equity, Brand
Value, Shareholder Value, Market to
Book Ratio
Introduction - In the past 15
years, Kerin (1998) found that there
is a fairly strong positive statistical
relationship between brand value and
shareholder value, while researches
by Raggio (2006) and Lhotakova
(2012) found the relevance and
impact of leveraging brand equity
to maximize brand value. Based on
the previous researches, the strong

Author correspondence to Dwinta Astiarini;
Email: dwinta.astiarini@sbm-itb.ac.id
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linkage between brand equity and
shareholder value might be suspicious.
Using brand equity as the aspect that
affects shareholder value would give a
practical research since it will simplify
the valuation process by focusing only
on particular brand equity factor that
may give the most contribution to
shareholder value, instead of measuring
the aggregate factor.
However, the empirical evidence
of correlation among brand equity,
brand value, and shareholder value,
are still insufficient for managers and
practitioners to regard brand equity
as the significant matter to company
and to consider the measurement
as a complex and time consuming
process. Therefore, this study will give
an explanationon how to leverage
brand equity to increase shareholder
value with more insight in the most
attributable brand equity dimension
to shareholder value and the company
could focus on building the most
attributable brand equity dimension to
achieve shareholder value target.
Theoretical Relationship
of Brand Equity-Brand
Value-Shareholder Value
- Brand equity is a set of assets (and
liabilities) linked to a brand’s name
and symbol that adds to (or subtract
from) the value provided by a product
or service to a firm and/or that firm
customers (Aaker, 1996).While Brand
value is the economic or monetary
value of the brand where the situation
of a brand is being securitized,
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merged or acquisitioned by another
corporate or house of brand, and other
conditions that requires the brand
value measurement.Both variables
have a relationship proven by most of
brand valuation in income approach
beginning with brand equity as a
customer perception measurement.
Brand value, as the major aspect
of intangible asset would have an
economic value in the sense that a
firm will be worth more, and like any
asset, could generate more future cash
flow that would be attractive to the
investors and will increase the market
value of the company’s stock resulting
in higher Market-to-Book ratios and
enhance shareholder value.
The correlation among brand
equity with brand value and brand
value with shareholder value generate a
hypothesis of whether the relationship
between brand equity and shareholder
value exist, which is strengthened by
Gezerma et al. (2009) who stated that
one-third of the total estimated effect
of brand equity on corporate values is
reflected in current earnings.
RESEARCH METHODS - This
study requires survey for brand equity
in customer’s perception whose value
will identify the multiplier to measure
brand valueof each company financial
reports and stock prices to calculate
shareholder value based on formula in
literature review to provide findings
based on the following research
model:
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Perceptual Value
Brand Differentiation

Brand Relevance
Brand Equity

Brand Value

Shareholder
Value

Brand Esteem

Brand Knowledge

Figure 1. Research Model

In order to measure aggregate and
dimensional brand equity performance,
500 questionnaires are distributed to
male and female respondents in age of
20-45 years old in high economic level,
who have experience the brandand have
an investment in stock market, towards
ten consumer goods companies listed
in stock market as the research object;
Mayora, Unilever, Indofood, Ultrajaya,
Siantar Top, Mustika Ratu, Gudang
Garam, Sampoerna, Kalbe Farma,
and Kimia Farma, due to consumer’s
familiarity and their IPO date. The
survey results are then mapped in
BrandAsset Valuator Power Grid to
find the multiplier to calculate Brand
Value by using BrandEconomics. This
research uses Path Analysis to find
the relationship among Brand Equity,
Brand Value, and Shareholder value
which its calculation is using 4 years
company financial report compared to
their current stock prices.

Powerful Practices:

Research Result - Power Grid
Brand Health, known as BrandAsset®
Valuator Power Grid, is used to measure the performance based on all four
brand equity dimensions that capture the relationship between Brand
Strength, consist of Brand Differentiation and Brand Relevance, in vertical
axis (y) and Brand Stature, consist of
Brand Esteem and Brand Knowledge,
in horizontal axis (x) that will identify
the strategic direction to maximize
brand performance. It is divided into
four quadrants, started from lower left
corner as New/Unfocused brand which
are classified in this quadrant. The upper left corner is an Unrealized Potential quadrant, where the brand has
a high brand strength but low brand
stature. When brand is considered as
the Leadership brand, it is moved to
upper right quadrant whose brand
strength and stature are also high. The
brand can stay in Leadership quadrant,
but when it is not consistently in an
appropriate management, it might
move to the bottom right, an eroding potential who failed to maintain
its differentiation and relevancy to the
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customers.Brand equity performances
in BrandAsset® Valuator Power Grid
are measured separately for each subsector; Food Beverage and Cosmetic,
Tobacco, and Pharmacy, of which the
brand performance will be compared
among the brands within its sub-sector.
The graph below shows BrandAsset®
Valuator Power Grid mapping for Food
Beverage and Cosmetic sub-sector,
Tobacco, and Pharmacy Sub-Sector.
It shows that in Food Beverage and
Cosmetic, Brand Stature centerline
point in x-axis is (3.63,0) and Brand
Strength centerline point in y-axis is
(0,3.49). Compared to its centerline,
Unilever, Indofood, and Ultrajayaare
placed in Leadership quadrant, Mustika
Ratu (3.87, 3.35), is mapped in the
bottom right quadrant, and refers as
Eroding quadrant, while Mayora and
Siantar Top are in Unfocused Brand
Quadrant.

In Tobacco sub-sector, Brand
Stature centerline point in x-axis is
(3.35,0) and Brand Strength centerline
point in y-axis is(0,3.14). Compared
to its centerline, Sampoerna is
placed in Leadership quadrant and
its competitor; Gudang Garam is in
the Unfocused Brand quadrant. For
Pharmacy sub-sector, Brand Stature
centerline point in x-axis is (3.407,0)
and Brand Strength centerline point
in y-axis is (0,3.2). Kalbe Farma is in
Unfocused Quadrant while Kimia
Farma is placed in upper right quadrant
as a Leadership brand that has high
Brand Differentiation and Relevance as
their Brand Esteem and Knowledge.
Brand Value - Brand position
in Power Grid Brand Health will
determine its multiplier to calculate
brand value by using Brand Economics
Model.
Brand-Economics
carry

Figure 2. Industry Performance in BrandAsset® Valuator Power Grid
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out a study of 400 mono-brands to
determine the relationship between
brand strength (BAV) and intangible
values whereits results become Brand
Value Multiplier regarding brand
position in Power Grid Brand Health
express in the following figure:

Figure 3. Brand Value Multiplier. Source:
BrandEconomics (2002)

Brand’s multiplier which is based
on its position in Power Grid Brand
Health map is then multiplied by
company’s annual sales to find Brand
Value.
The summary of Brand
Valuation for each brand is explained
in the following table:
Table 1. Company Brand Value

The table shows that Indofood has
the highest value on brand based on
its annual sales and position in Power
Grid that determine its multiplier. It
is followed by Sampoerna, Unilever,
Gudang Garam, Kalbe Farma, Mayora,
Kimia Farma, Ultrajaya, Siantar Top,
and Mustika Ratu as the lowest Brand
Value in Consumer Goods sector.
Shareholder Value - Shareholder values for ten companies in Consumer
Goods Sectorare calculated by using
Discounted Cash Flow model, which
its result reflects the fair price of shareholder value in stock market. The market value of stock price (M) might be
above or below the measured shareholder value, refer as book value (B),
due to the market adjustment. Company will generate value for shareholder
if stock market price exceeds the value
of shareholder, considered as overvalued, and will destroy shareholder value
when market stock price is less than
the measurement of shareholder value.
In other words, the company will create value if Market/Book> 1, destroys
value if Market/Book< 1, and sustains

Power Grid
Position

Multiplier

Annual Sales

Mayora

Unfocused

0.9

Rp10,510,625

Rp9,459,562.50

Unilever

Leadership

2.5

Rp23,469,218

Rp58,673,045.00

Siantar Top

Unfocused

0.9

Rp1,283,736

Rp1,155,362.67

Indofood

Leadership

2.5

Rp50,059,427

Rp125,148,567.50

Ultrajaya

Leadership

2.5

Rp2,809,851

Rp7,024,628.25

Brand

Brand Value

Mustika Ratu

Eroding

0.7

Rp458,197

Rp320,738.11

Gudang Garam

Unfocused

0.9

Rp49,028,696

Rp44,125,826.40

Sampoerna

Leadership

2.5

Rp38,344,674

Rp95,861,685.00

Kalbe Farma

Eroding

0.7

Rp13,636,405

Rp9,545,483.64

Kimia Farma

Leadership

2.5

Rp3,734,241

Rp9,335,602.75
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it if Market/Book = 1.The table below
represents the summary of shareholder
value (Book Value),current stock prices
(Market Value), and its comparison by
Market to Book Ratio in consumer
goods sector.

The Brand Equity-Brand ValueShareholder Value Relationship - The
relationship of Brand Equity, Brand
Value, and Shareholder Value must be
determined in dimensions in order to
identify the most attributable brand
equity dimension to shareholder value.
Since the value of shareholder can also
be determined by Market to Book val-

Table 2. Company Shareholder Value, Stock
Price, and Market to Book

Shareholder
Value

Stock
Prices

Comparison

M/B Ratio

IPO Date

Mayora

Rp20,791

Rp19,472

Undervalue

0.937

4-Jul-90

Unilever

Rp6,430

Rp21,004

Overvalue

3.266

11-Jan-82

Siantar Top

Rp3,449

Rp1,140

Undervalue

0.331

Indofood

Rp7,569

Rp5,723

Undervalue

0.756

16 Des
1996
14-Jul-94

Ultrajaya

Rp1,617

Rp1,380

Undervalue

0.853

July, 1990

Mustika
Ratu
Gudang
Garam
Sampoerna

Rp2,669

Rp476

Undervalue

0.178

27-Jul-95

Rp38,113

Rp55,193

Overvalue

1.448

27-Aug-90

Rp18,540

Rp58,234

Overvalue

3.141

15-Aug-90

Kalbe Farma

Rp9,522

Rp1,017

Undervalue

0.107

30-Jul-91

Kimia
Farma

Rp455

Rp716

Overvalue

1.575

4-Jul-01

The table shows that Unilever,
Gudang Garam, Sampoerna, and
Kimia Farma stock prices are
overvalue, which is good for the
growth of generating shareholder value
with Market to Book>1, while the rest
remain undervalue with Market to
Book<1. These results will be associated
to brand equity performance in order
to find the relationship between them.
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ue, as the indicator of generaing, sustaining, or destroying shareholder value, it is more appropriate to measure
the relationship with Market to Book
ratio rather than the actual shareholder
value as it also reflects the market condition that is created by customer and
affects company’s market value. The
finding will help companies not only
to attain shareholder value, but also
tohelp the investors in choosing the
best stock for investment regarding to
the most attributable brand equity to
shareholder value.
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The total effects of each brand
equity dimension to shareholder value
is measured by the sum of direct and
indirect relationships based on its Path
coefficient. Direct effects are the effects
that go directly from one variable to
another.While indirect affects occur
when the relationship between two
variables is mediated by one or more
variables. Therefore, the Path equations
for Dimensional Brand Equity Total
Effects are as follows:
Brand Differentiation
= D-MB
+ [(D-BE-BV- MB)+(D-BVMB)+(D-BE- MB)]
= PDMB+[(PDBE x PBEBV xPBVMB)+(PDBV
xPBVMB)+(PDBE xPBEMB )]
Brand Relevance = R-MB + [(R-BEBVMB)+(R-BV-MB)+(R-BEMB)]

= PRMB+[(PRBE xPBEBV xPBVMB)+(PRBV
xPBVMB )+ (PRBE xPBEMB )]
Brand Esteem		
= E-MB +
[(E-BE-BV- MB)+(E-BV-MB)+(EBE- MB)]
= PEMB+[(PEBE x PBEBV xPBVMB)+(PEBV
xPBVMB)+(PEBE xPBEMB )]
Brand Knowledge = K-MB + [(K-BEBVMB)+(K-BV-MB)+(K-BEMB)]
= PKMB+[(PKBE xPBEBV xPBVMB)+(PKBV x
PBVMB )+(PKBE xPBEMB)]
This Path Equation resulting in
the following calculation which shows
dimensional brand equity total effect
to shareholder valueis presented with
Market to Book ratio:

Table 3. Brand Equity Total Effect to Shareholder Value

Direct

Indirect
Total Effect

PBMB

PBBE x PBEBV x
PBVMB

PBBV x PBVMB

PBBE x PBEMB

BD-M/B

0.701

0.298

0.333

0.602

1.934

BR-M/B

0.597

0.302

0.184

0.611

1.693

BE-M/B

0.632

0.301

0.103

0.607

1.643

BK-M/B

0.420

0.272

0.052

0.550

1.294
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The table shows that among
other brand equity dimensions,
Brand Differentiation (1.934) has the
highest score of total effect to Market
to Book value compared to the three
other dimensions, followed by Brand
Relevance (1.693)., Brand Esteem
(1.643), and Brand Knowledge
(1.294).
Brand Differentiation shows the
highest total effect to both, shareholder
value and Market to Book ratio compare
to other brand equity dimensions.
It indicates that brand difference,
uniqueness, and distinctiveness affect
investor’s decision in choosing stock
for investment. Brand differentiation
will make the brand to stand up in
the market and stays in customer’s
and investor’s mind.Thus, they will
be more familiar and attracted when
the brand is listed in stock market. It

also represents that if a brand has been
successfully differentiatedby itself and
retained its authenticity compared
to competitors in the same industry,
market and investors will be more
attractive to the brand’s stock since its
significant difference creates the brand
as the center of attention in the news
or even experts opinion and projection
towards stock prices that will affect
investment decision in stock market.
An industry analysis is also
conducted in this research to find
more insight of the characteristic in
relationship between brand equity and
shareholder value within each subsector. The total effect calculations of
dimensional brand equity to market
to book ratio, as the indicator of
shareholder value, in Food Beverage
and Cosmetic Industry is in the
following table:

Table 4. Food Beverage & Cosmetic Brand Equity Effect to Shareholder Value

Direct

Indirect

PBMB

PBBE x PBEBV
PBBV x PBVMB PBBE x PBEMB
x PBVMB

Total
Effect

BD-M/B 0.574

0.195

0.187

0.612

1.568

BR-M/B

0.691

0.193

0.125

0.606

1.614

BE-M/B

0.596

0.196

0.073

0.615

1.480

BK-M/B 0.582

0.196

0.045

0.615

1.438
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The research found that in Food
Beverage and Cosmetic Sub-Sector,
Brand Relevance becomes the most
attributable dimension to actual
shareholder value, that shows the
highest total effect and even higher
when using Market to Book ratio as
shareholder value indicator. It explains
that as the relevance of brand level is
increasing, the customers and investors
experience more benefit from brand’s
performance since the brand can
fulfill their actual needs and tend to
believe more to the brand and lead
to their assurance that the brand will
remain as a good stock as long as they
continuously give a good performance
like they have experienced.
Besides Food Beverage and
Cosmetics sub-sector, Tobacco and
Pharmacy are the other sub-sectors to
be analyzed. Those two sub-sectors are
analyzed within the same calculation
since they have a similar type of sector
and customer behavior. The table below
is the calculation of path equation for
the total effect of dimensional brand
equity to shareholder value in Tobacco
and Pharmacy industries.
Table 5. Tobacco & Pharmacy Brand Equity
Effect to Shareholder Value

Tobacco and Pharmacy SubSector show a different characteristic
with the previous sector where
Brand
Differentiation
becomes
the most attributable brand equity
dimension to shareholder value. Brand
Differentiation through product and
marketing communication is the key
aspect for Tobacco industry since
they have a similar product to make
the customer attracted, experience,
and lead to their loyalty to the
brand. Meanwhile, in Pharmacy, its
differentiation in product efficacy
and convenience of the store makes
brands as customer’s top of mind in the
industry. These familiarity and loyalty
will affect the demand when the brand
is listed in stock market.
Based on the result of the research,
investors in stock market should choose
more stocks with high differentiation
if they have an intention to have a
portfolio in Consumer Goods sector,
high relevance for Food Beverage
and Cosmetics Sub-Sector, and high
Brand Differentiation for Tobacco and
Pharmacy Sub-Sector, as companies
should also focus on generating those
dimensions for particular industry in
order to generate shareholder value.

Direct

Indirect

Total
Effect

PBMB

PBBE x PBEBV x
PBVMB

PBBV x PBVMB

PBBE x PBEMB

BD-M/B

0.956

0.117

0.862

0.368

2.303

BR-M/B

0.417

0.180

0.219

0.565

1.381

BE-M/B

0.797

0.184

0.113

0.579

1.673

BK-M/B

0.524

0.186

0.057

0.585

1.352
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Since this research is limited to
Consumer Goods Sectoronly, further
researchesare suggested to find the
relationship in another sector and to
discover whether there are different
characteristics among them. Crosssector research should also be conducted
in order to generate the general result
to be applied for every segment.
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Title: The Important of Total
Quality Management and
Sustainability Herbs Industry
Business in Malaysia
Mazita Binti Mokhtar and Noor Azlinna Binti Azizan
Faculty of Technology, Universiti Malaysia Pahang, Malaysia

Abstract - This paper discusses the
importance of quality management
in confirming the success of every
herbs industry business in Malaysia.
The research paper is focused on the
issues of identifying and removing the
causes of errors in the production line.
The reason in choosing this topic is to
ensure the product can be marketed
successfullythroughout Malaysia and
globally. There will be lot of activities,
systems, procedures and regulationsthat
need to be fulfilled. Many things need
to be done by entrepreneurs to produce
quality products. Besides, theDeming’s
theory management which especially
stresses in improving quality for
sustainability in productivity will
be used in the research. This paper’s
concept will benefit to all Malaysian
entrepreneurs who are involved in
herbs industry.

Keywords: Quality, Quality
Management, Sustainability, Business
Competitivenessand Marketing
INTRODUCTION - The pharmaceutical products that are produced by
the Malaysian pharmaceutical industries can be broadly categorized as:
•
•
•
•

Prescription
Over-the-counter (OTC)
Traditional medicines
Health and Food supplements
This
paper
discusses
the
importance of quality management in
confirming the success of Traditional
Medicine(TM) in Malaysia as
Malaysian government has identified it
as a strategy in industry that should be
promoted.

Author correspondence to Mazita Binti Mokhtar;
Email: mazita@ump.edu.my
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Although Traditional Medicines
may be sold by non-professional
outlets and public but they are still
bound to the procedures, regulations
and restrictions. It is very crucial to any
firm that intends to expand its business
locally and overseas as there are the
International Standard regulations
and restrictions that have been drafted
in accordance to the rules given
in the ISO Directives, Part 2. ISO
(The International Organisation for
Standardization) which is a worldwide
federation of national standard bodies.
A quality management system could
become the strategic approach for
an organization to sustain in TM
business. It is always implemented as
a written document which is specified
in the International Standard as
the requirements of the products.
According to EU/PICS cGMP, the
principles of Quality Control are:

laboratory operations, but must be
involved in all decisions which may
concern to the quality of the product.
The independence of quality
control from production is considered
fundamental to the satisfactory
operation of Quality Control.
It is most effective when it is an
integral component of firm strategy,
defining how the organization will
successfully engage customers’ needs,
prospects, and competitors in the
market arena.
The main customers for TM
industry in Malaysianare National
Pharmaceutical
Bureau
Control
(NPBC) and public users. Every
product needs to pass the relevant tests
before they get the registration number
from NPBC.

Quality Control is concerned Research Focus
with
samplings,
Research
specifications, and
Focus
testings as well as
the organization,
Traditional
documentation and
Medicine
release procedures
(TM)
which ensure that
Industry
the necessary and
Finished product
relevant tests are
registered to
carried out, and
National
Pharmaceutical
the materials are
Committee Bureaue
not released for use,
nor products are
released for sale or
Meet
Do not meet
supply, until their
quality standard
quality
quality has been
requiremen
t/standard
judged satisfactory.
Quality Control
is not confined to
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Cannot market

Finished
product not
registered
to NPCB

Create the
problems

Reduce profit
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DRUG REGULATION IN MALAYSIA - As reported by Pacific
Bridge Medical(Ames Gross and Rachel Weintraub, 2005),the value of
healthcare industry in Malaysia is
around RM4 billion and growing at
a steady rate of 6-8 percent annually.
However, Malaysia still imports more
than half of its pharmaceuticals and
medical equipment, with U.S, Japan
and Germany as its largest importers.
Malaysian government considers the
country’s healthcare industry as one of
its priorities, and continually strives to
implement new schemes to help boosting the country’s medical sector.
Drug Control Authority (DCA)
is the regulator for Pharmaceuticalsin
Malaysia,under the Control of
Drugs and Cosmetics Regulations
of 1984.DCA is managed by the
Director General of Health, Director
Pharmaceutical Services, Director of
the National Pharmaceutical Control
Laboratory, and seven other appointed
members. The DCAmain responsibility
is to ensure safety, quality and efficacy
of pharmaceuticals in Malaysia.
DCA’s duties include (1) reviewing
registration applications for drugs
and cosmetics,(2) licensing importers,
manufacturers and wholesalers,(3)
post-marketing safety surveillance,
and(4) adverse drug reaction (ADR)
monitoring.
POPULATION AND SAMPLING
- The sample for this PILOT
study included quality works and
professionals from Malaysian herbal and
manufacturers throughout Malaysia.
Thirty (30) people have been selected
to answerthe research questions. All
Powerful Practices:

respondents are working in herbal
andpharmaceuticals
manufacturers
related to medicine and registered to
MIPO experience. The data is collected
using survey method. Creswell (2003)
defines a survey method as a “numeric
description of trends, attitudes, or
opinions of a population by studying
a sample of the population. Leedy and
Ormrod (2005) stated that the goal of
survey research is to learn information
about a large population by surveying a
sample of that population. The present
research has been conducted on survey
method to examine the hypothesis
and the model of modification on the
Deming path analysis model. The data
and results of a quantitative approach
can provide a general picture of the
research problem (Creswell, 2005).
The surveys, in terms of questionnaires,
are distributed to the respondents.
The questionnaires are printed on
papers andpencils or pensare used as
the instruments for the respondentsto
complete the questionnaires.
This pilot study questionnaire was
divided into eight(8) parts by analyzing
the result of original Deming Model.
Part 1 was used to obtain demographic
information about the respondents.
Part 2 was used to characterize the
company’s
visionary
leadership.
Part 3 characterized the company’s
internal and external cooperations.
Part 4 contained questions focusing on
learning organization. Part 5 was used
to ask about the managementprocess.
Part 6 was talking about the continued
improvement. Part 7 was about the
employee’s fulfillment. Part 8 was
the internal evaluation on customer’s
satisfaction.
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THE PATH ANALYSIS RESULT
OF ORIGINAL DEMING MODEL
AND CONCLUSION - The model
was tested using model fit indices.
The model fit showed that the original
Deming model was acceptable where
all hypothesis paths were significant at
p< .05 levels. As conclusions, the used
questionnaires allowed feedback from
a large number of employees and it
gives each employee the opportunity
to provide anonymous feedback
on their experience. The structured
questionnaires being used in this
research allowed the exploration of
patterns and trends which help to
describe what is happening in the real
context of traditional medicine business
in Malaysia and alsoto provide a
measurement of respondents’ opinions,
attitudes, feelings, and perceptions
about the issues of particular concern
to the evaluator. They also help to
identify patterns and trends that merit
further exploration using qualitative
methods (Cohen, 2000).
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Determining the Optimal
Parameter Combination of
Moving Average Convergence
Divergence and Lunar Phase
Cycle for Stock Trading Strategy
Kevin Giarto and Achmad Herlanto Anggono
School of Business and Management Bandung Institute of Technology, Indonesia
Abstract - Indonesia is one of the
most prospective countries in terms of
growth. Therefore it possesses a very
good potential in every economic
aspect, including investment potential.
With recent condition of stability,
Indonesia managed to attract many
foreign investors to contribute in this
country growth in terms of investment
needs. This was really visible in the
capital market of Indonesia, since the
capital market can also be used as an
aggregator of fund or investment in
most of the huge companies, it can be
one of the measurements of a country’s
prosperity. It was shown from the
number of the company listed in IDX,
the traders and investors, and also the
method of majority investment rolls.
These days, investment in the banks
is outdated due to the small returns
given, therefore people in Indonesia

and mostly all over the world started to
shift their money into other financial
instruments, like capital market.
However, anxiety remains because the
proposed risk of the capital market
is much higher than the banks. To
eliminate that kind of anxiety, it is
required for investors to learn how to
study the indicators of the stocks by
using technical analysis method.
This paper will explain and analyze
about the usage of the combination
of Moving Average Convergence
Divergence and Lunar phase cycle in
determining the optimal stock trading
strategy. The objectives of this study
is designed to find whether there are
correlations regarding the Lunar Phase
Cycle in trend changes in a certain
period of time of the LQ 45 stocks.
Furthermore, this research also use to
find the best combination that can be
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used generally and be applied for all
stocks in all market situation, to test
the effectiveness of those indicators
combination in making decisions and
profits for the most Lunar Phase Cycle
affected stocks in the LQ 45 list, to
measure the profit or loss generated,
and to determine which LQ 45 stocks
is most affected by the Lunar Phase
Cycle.
The method adopted will be
started with the collection of LQ 45
stocks, then those stocks will be filtered
using the lunar phase criteria where it
will be sorted according to the lunar
phase cycle occurrence happened each
months, and accumulated in a year, it
will be tested for each LQ 45 stocks.
Then those stocks will be selected into
5 most influenced stocks, next it will
be simulated in terms of projecting the
return of each stocks using the buying
and selling signals provided from the
combination of MACD and the lunar
phase cycle in the selected period
of 1,3, or 6 months. Then the result
will be adjusted and analyzed in order
to determine the best stock trading
strategy in a specified list of stocks that
was affected heavily on the lunar phase
cycle in order to help early investors to
obtain profits.
Keywords: Stock, Technical
Analysis, Indicator, Lunar Phase
Cycle, LQ 45, MACD, Leading
Indicator, Lagging Indicator
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Introduction - Lunar aggression - For so long, there have been
widespread beliefs that moon cycles affect human behavior, and to be more
specific, following the full moon, usually abnormal people behavior peaks.
Therefore, increasing the propensity
for psychotic disorders, violence, and
other deviant behavior. Considering
to the existing evidence of lunar effects
on sporadic and extreme behavior,
stock prices are powerful aggregators of
regular and recurring human behavior.
This phenomenon had occurs in many
place in the world for a very long time,
and one of those places is Indonesia.
With the growing evidence that behavioral biases influence investor decisions
and the resulting stock prices and returns, so it seems natural to do some
research on Indonesia as one of the
emerging economic power in Asia and
analyze how does Lunar phase affects
the industries, as it eventually affect
how the information related on Investing become on of many people interest
these days.
Capital Market Investment - From many investment instruments, Capital market is the most
volatile media and has the highest risk
compared to other investment instruments. Many people develop their own
analysis in dealing with the volatility of
price movement in the capital market. Each of them has their own way
in gaining profit gain. However, Bill
William, a trader that develop the alligator theory stated once, traders loses
because they rely on different types of
analysis, which are useless in nonlinear dynamic models. Most new invesPowerful Practices:
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tors were afraid in investing in capital
market because they sought that it’s
fluctuation and volatility can’t be measured and therefore expose them with
unmanageable risk.
Related Research - There
have been several studies regarding
lunar phases that affecting investors
behavior in the trading activities.Lu
Zheng, Kathy Yuan, and Qiao Zhu
has run a preliminary research on how
the Lunar phases affect stock returns
in 48 countries around the world. The
result of this research was astonishing,
where the fact is that returns are lower
on the days around a full moon than
on the days around a new moon.
The magnitude of the difference is
around 3% to 5% per annum based on
analyses of two global portfolios. The
data from their research shows that
the lunar effect is not explained away
by announcements of macroeconomic
indicators, nor is it driven by major
global shocks. Moreover, the lunar
effect is independent of other
calendar-related anomalies such as
the January effect, the day-of-week
effect, the calendar month effect, and
the holiday effect (including lunar
holidays). Furthermore, strengthening
the background of this approach
being adopted in this research was by
a supporting research done by David
Hirshleifer in 2001, speaking about
the contradictory point of view of
the Efficient Market Hypothesis, and
the Capital Asset Pricing Model. This
research further induces the Deranged
Anticipation and Perception Model by
Bill Blunte into the research, in which
proxies for market misevaluation are
used to predict security returns.
Powerful Practices:

Methodology - The data used
in this research is mainly revolves on
the LQ 45 stocks that was listed in
the period of February 2013-June
2013. This data was used because
LQ 45 stocks were selected in regards
of its representation of 70% market
capitalization in a certain period. This
stocks then be sort into the top 5
most volatile stocks in order to see the
probability of stock price sensitivity
towards the decision making process,
this will be held using standard deviation
sorting method. The data used to sort
up these stocks were from the period
of January 2007 until December 2012,
around 5 years period will be taken
measure. After the top 5 most volatile
stocks were collected, the simulation
will run by having a calculation of
the MACD selected period, which in
this case is 12-day,26-day, and 9-day
signal line combination. These data
then being simulated, with also the
combination of the lunar phase data
from the meteorologist faculty in ITB,
which apparently help this research in
focusing in the data collection of lunar
phases since 1900 until 2100.
By combining the MACD and the
lunar phases, this research then go on
in determining the best combination
of those indicators. The combination
that provides the highest return will
be acknowledged and analyzed further,
seeking its correlation towards the
index movement, and its relevance
towards the previous research
hypothesis. The aim of this research
in the end is to obtain the coherence
between each and every selected stocks
towards the index, which later on may
help investors in determining their
stock trading strategy using the lunar
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phases as one of the mispricing proxies
that happen to be a strong predictor of
future returns.
Standard
Deviation
Standard Deviation exists in order
to depict the dispersion of data from
its mean. The higher the standard
deviation, the more spread is the data.
In this term, the connotation that
this research used is the stock price.
The higher the standard deviation
from a stock, it indicates how volatile
that stock is.This standard deviation
method was used to rank the LQ 45
stocks into the classifications: most
volatile. The result of this process is the
top 5 most volatile stocks from LQ 45
that will then be processed further.
Exponential Moving Average - This is one of the types of a
Moving Average. Similar to the Simple
Moving Average, Exponential Moving
Average put more weight to the latest
data. It is more sensitive to the latest
updates on the market data. The 12
and 26-day EMAs are the most favorite
because they provide signals for shortterm averages. Moreover, they were
usually used to create another indicator
of the Moving Average Convergence
Divergence. The Exponential Moving
average result from each of the selected
stocks will then be used to structure
the Moving Average Convergence Divergence. This process is a perquisite of
the method called the MACD.
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Moving Average Convergence Divergence - MACD
or usually called as the Moving Average
Convergence Divergence is one of the
simplest and most effective momentum indicator available. The MACD
convert the moving averages into a
momentum oscillator by subtracting
the longer moving average from the
shorter one. MACD shows trends happening in the trend line with those features, and usually only changes when
reversal occurs. There are 3 main line
components in the MACD; the 12-day,
the 26-day, and the 9-day EMAs. The
MACD line is the 12-day Exponential
Moving Average (EMA) less the 26-day
EMA. These lines were obtained from
the closing price of the historical data
of a stock. The 9-day EMA will take
the role as the signal line. The EMAs
period can be adjusted as long there are
a pair of short-term coverage and long
term coverage of the EMAs.
Traders also watch for a move
above or below the zero line because
this signals the position of the shortterm average relative to the long-term
average. When the MACD is above
zero, the short-term average is above
the long-term average, which signals
upward momentum. The opposite
is true when the MACD is below
zero. The MACD was used because it
determines the momentum of trend
of reversal that makes it easier for
investors to follow.
Results - The process of sorting
by using standard deviation will be
done in the first place. After that, the
processing using the simulation of the
prices average on MACD will be held.
Powerful Practices:
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Combining the reversal momentum
with the lunar phases, the output is
the decision to buy and sell. The total
output then calculated for each of the
combination, seeking for the ones
that gives off the best profit margin
in scenario of the selected top 5 most
volatile stocks.
The next step is determining the
best combination of MACD and lunar
phase for each of these selected stocks
in order to be adopted in future stock
trading strategy. The combination will
revolves only on the scope of 12-day,
26-day, and 9 day signal line, with
the probability mix of 4 lunar phases
including New Moon phase, Full
Moon phase, First Quarter phase, and
Last Quarter phase.
NO

STOCKS STANDARD
CODE DEVIATION

INFORMATION

1

KLBF

0.106132654

NO
STOCK
SPLIT

2

BHIT

0.045704472

NO
STOCK
SPLIT

3

IMAS

0.086621043

STOCK
SPLIT 2:1
7 JUNI
2012

4

EXCL

0.047821463

NO
STOCK
SPLIT

5

SSIA

0.069031629

STOCK
SPLIT 4:1
7 JULY
2011

Table 1 Top 5 Most Volatile Stocks from LQ
45 listed in February 2013 until June 2013

A negative correlation shows
inverse results. The best combination
for KLBF, BHIT, IMAS, EXCL, and
SSIA are shown below.The detail for
combinations for each of the stocks can
Powerful Practices:

be seen in the appendices, including
the buying and selling simulation for
the combination that generates the
highest return.
The fact is that apparently one of
the correlations did not match the
hypothesis. EXCL best combination
is the New Moon Confirming a Death
Cross, and a first Quarter confirming
a Golden Cross. The scenario that
supposes to happen in the EXCL is
that it will have a negative correlation
with the IHSG to explain the situation.
Instead of having a negative correlation,
the correlation shows a positive value.
This occurrence perhaps happen
because of the First Quarter part of
the combination, where the Golden
Cross confirmed by the first quarter
lunar phase in EXCL stock give bigger
impact to the market compared to
the new moon phase. Besides EXCL,
There are also anomalies in the BHIT
stocks, where the best combination
did not totally follow the hypothesis
regarding the correlation of the stocks
with the JKSE. If the correlation
shows a negative value, then the first
quarter period should’ve signal a Death
Cross, not a Golden Cross. Seeing this
correlation, it enhance the coherence
in how new investors can use this stock
trading strategy in generating profit
in the future on the selected stocks,
by putting this correlation analysis in
front of the research. However, the
inconsistencies in the stock trading
strategy are inevitable. Especially
when observing the fact that there are
several flaws in the correlation that
was predicted in the early phase of the
research. All of the stock analyzed in
this research happens to be suitable
only for investors in long term period,
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because the trading period for each
of these stocks is in average more
than 300 days, around 1 year. So the
conclusion is the stocks is only suitable
for investors, not traders.
The illustration of the buying and
selling momentum of the stocks will
be depicted below using the price
movement of each and every top 5
most volatile LQ 45 stocks, compared
with the JKSE price Movement

Figure 2. KLBF Price Movement in the
period of 2007 until 2012

The combination that produces the
highest return is the combination of
MACD-Full Moon DC, New Moon
GC, which provide high amount of
profit from the combination. The
combination itself did not produce any
losses during the trading period of 1st
January 2007 until the 31st December
2012. Moreover, the higher profit
were given by the realized ones, which
means that the profit resulted by these
combination majorly manifested in
the early or mid period of the trading
period mentioned before. The net profit
of the highest profit resulted from the
specific combination of Full Moon
DC and New Moon GC resulting a
major return of 1833.41% on KLBF
P. 338

Net Profit. The result shown that in the
bearish period, a transaction occurs,
and it resulted in a loss for the owner
of the stock. However, a different
outcome happens if the investor only
do some buying action on the KLBF
stocks. The buying action happens in
the 7th May 2008, 30th October 2008,
and 16th July 2009 acummulates into a
low base trading resulting a huge profit
margin when it was sold in the 18th of

April 2011, in fact, the profit margin
contributes around more than 1700%
of return for the investors in 1076 days
deviation. So seeing the result, it can be
assume that in this KLBF stock, Bearish
period is not suitable for selling action
regarding the price that keeps falling
down, but it may be very profitable
if investors dare to invest huge capital
in these low base price. Furthermore,
in this combination resulting a major
return of 1842.50%, there happens to
be only 8 buying signal and 5 selling
signal. Seeing this result, it indicates
that having Lunar Phase and MACD
Combination still holds the long term
position, which is most suitable for
investors compared to traders.
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Figure 3. BHIT Price Movement in the
period of 2007 until 2012

The best combination is resulted
by the combination of the Death
Cross-confirmed by the New Moon,
and the Golden Cross confirmed by
the First Quarter moon phase. As
the result was obtained, the research
shown that the highest profit resulted
in this combination is around 66.67%.
Furthermore, there also happens to
be a loss in mid 2008 buying signal
– early 2009 selling signal. All of the
profit were given by the realized ones,
meaning that most of the transaction
happens in 2011 and in 2012. The net
profit of the highest profit resulted from
the specific combination of New Moon
DC and First Quarter GC resulting
a return of 238.44% on BHIT Net
Profit. The result shown that there are
no significant uptrend happened in the
bullish period. It eventually resulted in
the absence of a buying signal in that

period. The fact is the transaction that
gives the highest profit return happens
to happen in the 2011 or 2012, Not
in the 2009. However, one of the
biggest loss in the combination occurs
in the bearish period, which is in the
July 2008 and October 2008 that
indicates lower higher buying signal
compared to the 24th June 2009 selling
signal price. Even in the 2011 and the
2012 price incline did not as much
as the KLBF inclining result. So it is
obvious that the profit resulted from
the bounce back of BHIT stocks is not
as much as KLBF. There happens to be
many buying and selling signal occurs
during the 5 years period, a 11 buying
signal and 12 selling signal. This shows
that the one and only factor that
affecting the amount of return is the
momentum of inclination of the price,
not the amount of buying and selling
signal.

Figure 4. SSIA Price Movements in the Period of 2007-2012
Powerful Practices:
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The highest profit resulted from
the combination is around 1046.11%
from the combination of Death Cross
Occurrence by the First Quarter phase
with the Golden Cross Occurrence by
the Full Moon Phase. The biggest profit
was resulted in the period of 20102012. Each of the transaction resulted
in a very huge profit margin. This
means that the signal is accurate in these
terms, providing exact momentum in
buying and selling that generates profit.
However, these occurrences happen on
the bullish period. The net profit of the
highest profit resulted from the specific
combination of First Quarter DC and
Full Moon GC resulting a return of
1036.95% on SSIA Net Profit.The
graph shown that the bearish period
happens to last longer than the Index
downtrend. Any transaction happens
in the 2008 and 2009 period falls apart
and resulting in a loss more than 150%.
The strategy regaining it’s power again
in the 2010 until 2012 period, where
the actual bullish period happens for
the SSIA stocks. The transaction in the
2010 result outcome comes around
400% returns, and the transaction
in the 2011 resulting around 700%
return. There are 14 buying signal and
5 selling signal.

The combination that produces
the highest return is the combination
of Death Cross confirmed by the New
Moon phase and the Golden Cross
confirmed by the Last Quarter phase.
There has been a major uptrend for
IMAS stocks in the period between
2010 and 2011. It was so astonishing
so that the buying signal produces in
the late 2009 and early 2010, create an
outcome that gives very high in profit
margin when the strategy indicates
the selling signal in the 4th of January
2011. If it is possible maybe the
indicator could give an earlier signal if
there are no suspension of the trading
on IMAS stock regarding the unusual
market activity produces by this stock
in the late July of 2009 until the
early January of 2010. Apparently, in
the major downtrend of the index in
the 2008 period, the trading strategy
only produces few buy and sell signal,
there are only 4 transactions in 2008,
resulting a small profit, not loss. It is
a good sign because luckily, the stock
price declining process is not as steep
as the Jakarta Composite Index. The
net profit of the highest profit resulted
from the specific combination of New
Moon DC and Last Quarter GC
resulting a return of 3993.86% on

Figure 5. IMAS Price Movement in the period of 2007-2012
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IMAS Net Profit. As the chart shows,
that there are a unique shape at the
right part of the chart. That anomali
happens because in this IMAS stock,
there happens to be a market suspension
in the late July of 2009, creating a gap
in the stock price movement. Based
on the law of supply and demand in
economics, when there are a lot of
demand of one stock, but the stock did
not have the capabilities to fulfill all
of that demand (Suspended) the price
will go out of the roof after the suspend
is release. The fact is that it does goes
off the roof. Around 70% from the
total 3900% return was using that
momentum to rise and gain a killing
on the profit margin. There are 13 buy
signal and 11 sell signal along the 5
years period.

at the lowest price at the early November
2008 until the early February in 2010.
The return from this scenario comes
up in average greater than 180% each,
and there happens to be 4 transactions
around that caliber, resulting a huge
major return in 5 years period in
accumulation. The net profit of the
highest profit resulted from the specific
combination of New Moon DC and
First Quarter GC resulting a return
of 978.31% on EXCL Net Profit. The
bearish period did happen according
to the Jakarta Composite Index
movement. However, there are two
main movements in the EXCL price
especially from the September 2008
to November 2008, where the price
plunges down resulting a huge loss,
or in other point of view, a very cheap
price. On the contrary, there is also

Figure 6. EXCL Price Movements in the
Period of 2007-2012

major increase in the price movement
of EXCL stocks in late September 2009
until the late November 2009, creating
a good momentum to sell the stocks.
The strategy uses the momentum
created when the price plunges and
still collected the stocks until February
2010 with 5 buying transactions. Later,
the strategy sold those collections of

The best combination comes from
the Death Cross confirmed by the
New Moon phase, and the Golden
Cross confirmed by the First Quarter
phase. 2008 and 2009 become the
momentum set by this stock trading
strategy combination to buy the stocks
Powerful Practices:
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stocks in 15th march 2010 resulting
a profit margin more than 1000 %.
Therefore, the bearish period was
used as a buying point, and it can be
classified as a very suitable strategy in
using momentum like that to buy the
price in a very low price. There are 13buy signal and 8 selling signal produce
along the period of trading of 5 years,
and from that the strategy resulted in
an astonishing 900% return within
that period.

Conclusion - Based on the
research and analysis, there are several
things to be conclude:
•

Comparison between the Lunar
Phase strategy and the Lunar PhaseMACD Strategy.
To create an explicit overview
between two strategy, the table below
will show the by the highest return
created by both strategy using the
combination assigned:
No Stock
Code

Return
from Lunar Phase
only

Return from
the combination Lunar
Phase+MACD

1

KLBF

88.08 %

1842.50 %

2
3

BHIT
SSIA

218.65 %
-26.27 %

263.34 %
1046.11 %

4

IMAS

287.88 %

4001. 74%

5

EXCL

125.94 %

1004.24 %

From the results, it shows that the
Lunar phase strategy only did result an
outstanding return for each and every
stock KLBF, BHIT, SSIA, IMAS,
EXCL respectively 88.08%, 218.65%,
-26.27%,
287.88%,
125,94%.
However, The return resulted from
the combination of Lunar Phase and
MACD resulted a much bigger return
as it can be seen in the table.
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From the top 5 most volatile
stocks chosen; KLBF, SSIA, IMAS,
EXCL, BHIT the ones that gives
the biggest return is the stock that
fulfill these 2 criteria:


Have a significant growth
following the uptrend of the
Jakarta Composite Index in
the Bullish Period after 2008
Bearish Period.



Have combinations that
generates buying signal in
the early period of the bullish
period, which happens to
be around the period of 5th
December 2008 or in the
Bearish period between the
period of 7th January 2008
until 28th October 2008.

•

The First Quarter phase and the
Last Quarter phase nature follows
the Full Moon and the New
Moon indicator, which means the
first quarter phase tends to be an
uptrend following the New Moon,
while the Last quarter tend to be
on a downtrend, following the Full
Moon

•

Most of the selling signal in the
bearish period always resulting a
loss in profit.

•

In the combination that generates
highest return in each of the top
5 most volatile stocks, always give
many buying signal in the bearish
period, which proven to give off
high profit margin when those
combination later on confirm a
selling signal.
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•

This method is applicable for
investors, not daily or fast trading
system, since 90% of the transaction
always happen in a long period,
where the range of time between
buying and selling signal have an
average more than 300 days.

•

Small moving averages trend reversal
results in small profit margin, or
sometimes none. Trading in these
periods will mostly result in a deficit
from the transactional cost.

•

Correlation between the Index
and the specific selected stocks
can be used to narrow the option
of combination in using the
Lunar phase and Moving Average
Convergence Divergence. If the
correlation indicates a (+) result,
then the option that can generate
highest return will only be between
the full moon confirming a DC,
New Moon Confirming a GC,
First Quarter confirming a GC, and
Last Quarter confirming a DC, the
same goes otherwise. Investors can
cross out the option if it did not fit
the requirement.

•

The amount of Buying and Selling
signal did not determine the
amount of return.

•

The strategy still shows some
inconsistencies, especially in the
term of correlation.

•

The Lunar Phase-MACD strategy
generates higher return compared
to the Lunar Phase strategy alone.

Powerful Practices:
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ABSTRACT - This paper presents a
study of supply chain risk management
in Indonesian Aerospace. The aim of
the study is to analyze the risk along its
supplyand product line, to recognize
how strong the impact of probable
risks, and to matchplans to counter the
supply chain and production line risks.
The study is focused on the analysis of
risks of the company’s supply chain.
The methods and tools used during
the study are supply chain and process
mapping, Monte-Carlo simulation,
and risk score matrix to help analyzing
the supply chain risks. The study itself
is focused on the Airbus A380’sInboard
Outer Fixed Leading Edge (IOFLE)
product line. The structure of the study

consists of supply chain mapping,
risk management that is composed
of risk identification, measurement,
risk valuation, and risk treatment
plan.The research found that there
are risks in the supply chain of the
product that may burden the company
with unnecessary cost in the long run
should no mitigation plan can be
implemented and risks that may threat
the sustainability of the company’s
business.
Keywords: supply chain, risk
management, Monte Carlo simulation,
aerospace industry
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Introduction - Businesses
worldwide are on the phase where
every single entity is interconnected
and interdependent on each other. As
the chain becoming more and more
strained and crowded, the risks of
business is also there to cripple the
unprepared. That is why companies
must change and adapt with the current global competition both to face
the heat of the competition and also to
face the uncertainty that come along
with the new business opportunities.
Aerospace industry is no exception. As
global aerospace industries rely even
more on the capabilities of many parties involved throughout the design,
technology, production, and delivery.
IndonesianAerospace, a state owned
enterprise moving in strategic industry,
is one of few aerospace industries in
Asia region that is also bracing itself for
the competition in the aerospace sector
by implementing risk policy and decisions in its business. The research itself
is focused to the Airbus A380’s Inboard
Outer Fixed Leading Edge (IOFLE).
The product is a wing-part components being produced by Indonesian
Aerospace (IAe) for Spirit Aerosystem,
a supplier of the Airbus Consortium.
The product itself is ordered at a steady
rate of 33 ship-sets annually. One
ship-set is composed of 2-wing counter parts, the port and the starboard.
As the demand of the product itself is
fixed, it is able to provide IAe with a
steady stream of revenue significantly
compared to other products. The aim
of this research is to provide analysis
about the risks in the supply chain OF
A380’s IOFLE product and also to
give insight about managerial decisions
necessary in coping with the risks.
P. 346

Theoretical Review - Risk
and Uncertainty - Sitkin and Pablo
(1992) explain risk as ‘the extent
to which there is uncertainty about
whether potentially signiﬁcant and/
or disappointing outcomes of decisions will be realised. Zsidisin et al
(2004, p 397) provide a useful operational deﬁnition that ‘risk is perceived
to exist when there is a relatively high
likelihood that a detrimental event can
occur and that event has a signiﬁcant
associated impact or cost.’ Further,
Christopher and Lee (2004) conclude
that ‘there are many unexpected and
unpredictable disruptions that add
to the risks of a supply chain.We can
mention that risk is the potentiality of
negative gain or loss that may occur
along the whole business process that
is accompanied with certain probability of occurrence and magnitude of impact. An important measure of management performance is the ability to
successfully manage such risks.
Supply Chain - Christopher (1992)
describe a supply chain as a network
of organizations that are involved,
through upstream (i.e supply sources) and downstream (i.e distribution
channels) linkages, in the different processes and activities that produce value
in the form of products and services
in the hands of the ultimate consumers. In general, a supply risk management process by Hallikas is composed
fromfour components. The framework
steps are: (1) risk identification, (2) the
risk assessment, (3) risk management
decisions and implementation, (4) risk
monitoring.
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The framework above will be used
to define the structural border of the
research.The risks are treated with
four considerations according to their
class of treatment(Dorfman, 2007)
which are: (1) accept the risksthatgive
little impact and have small rate of
occurrence to company, (2) transfer the
riskswith low chance of occurring but
with threatening effect to company,
(3) control risks with likely occurrence
but with weak effects, they can be
treated with company policy and
improvement and (4) avoid risk with
quite high chance of occurrence and
dangerous repercussions.
Monte Carlo Simulation - Monte
Carlo simulation performs risk analysis
by building models of possible results
by substituting a range of values—a
probability distribution—for any factor that has inherent uncertainty. It
then calculates results over and over,
each time using a different set of random values from the probability functions. The use of computerized Monte
Carlo simulation also helps in the accounting of risk in various variables
(Riddlehoover, 2004). By using probability distributions, variables can have
different probabilities of different outcomes occurring.
Methodology - The research data
used in this paper were obtained mainly
from year 2012 for the production
non-conformance, shipment data,
and maintenance history data. The
methodology itself is explained as: (1)
risk identification, (2) risk assessment,
and (3) risk management decision,
Powerful Practices:

Analysis - Risk Identiﬁcation
Analysis - Analyzing the supply chain
model of the company will show where
probable uncertainty can happen along
the supply chain and which entity is
burdened by the risk. The analysis will
include what materials are supplied
to IAe and who supply them.It can
be explained that IAe is actually the
tier-2 class supplier of the whole A380
project. Thus, risks of supply chain to
IAe may come from All Metal Services
as the supplier of raw materials for
production In short, this stage is first
to select the parts that encompass the
highest risk threat in the product. The
risk sorting is done by comparing the
value contribution of the components.
The same names of components
but with different part number
denote their port and starboard wing
placement. Annual production is
steady at 33 ship-sets or 66 pieces of
wings, which count up to production
of 66 same components mentioned
above per year.The process sequences
for the components mentioned above
are in generally similar, as the resources
and machines required doesn’t differ to
each components. The differences of
the process sheets are in the production
time only.
Product Delivery Risk - The risks that
may come from supply network product delivery itself are:
Late type I, the production of IAe
itself that lag behind with consequence
of the shipment must be sent by air
resulting in high delivery cost, that
reach five times from normal shipping
by sea.
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Late type II, late material shipment
from All Metal Services, this may
lead to rushed production and the
consequence of ship-set shipping by
air instead of regular shipping by sea.
The cost of shipping by air in this case
is shared both by IAe and AMS (All
Metal Services).
Scrap Risk - Some risks that may cause
production to be scrapped are NC
errors, human errors, and machinecaused errors.NC error represents the
production of a component to be rejected because of defects in the numerical controls used to adjust and set the
milling machine as the primary heavy
equipment used in production. The
machineries used in the production are
commonly controlled by a set of computer programs who in turn move the
actuators of the machines. The control
system doesn’t always work accordingly
due to the glitch in the computer system. These errors may cause defects in
the production.
Human error also sometime
happen and may cause a manufactured
component to be rejected. Human
error caused scrap is the rejection of
a manufactured component caused
by the mistakes from the technicians
in the production line whether
due to poor skills, work fatigue, or
miscommunication between the
technicians.

the product on the machine become
intolerable in the term of quality.
Machinery Breakdown - Beside of
the production defective risk, other
risk that may occur is the breakdown
of machineries. This kind of risk strikes
loss in form of repair and maintenance
cost, as withholding the repair is not
preferred because it may hinder the
entire production process. The historical data of cost incurred from this risk
range from zero (IDR 0) up to IDR
82,690,981.
Risk Measurement Analysis - Shipping and Delivery Risk - The shipping risk is accounted from historical
data of 39 shipment of IOFLE shipsets done by IAe classified into their respective cost. The suitable probability
distribution model used in the modeling is discrete model, as the values are
specified to their occurrence. As the
starting point for discrete simulation
with the software, a detailed impact
and probability is required.
The normal distribution simulation
is able to show the dispersion of the
simulated total cost incurred annually
from the lowest probable value to the
highest probable cost to occur in a year
in the figure below:
Figure 1 Shipping Simulation

Meanwhile, a machinecaused error is the rejection
of a component production
that root its source to the
misalignment of the machinery
in an on-process work, thus
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Figure 2 Shipping Cost Simulated Distribution histogram
Mean
St. Dev.

$ 212,241.19
$ 16,317.95

From the mean and the standard
deviation above, we can find the likely
range of how much annual shipping
cost will occur.That is between
$204,454.26
and
$220,028.12
with a 95% confidence level.The
approximation for the severity rate
then can be made by inputting the
Mean and Standard deviation from the
above simulation to the 1.5 standard
deviation approach which results is
the actual total cost spent from 39
shipmentsof company’s year 2012 data
is $212,124.64, thus by referencing
from the table above we can conclude
that the delivery risk impact level is
moderate. The probability for risk
occurrence itself is 72% of higher-up
cost to occur thus the probability level
is highly likely.
Machinery Breakdown Risk - As
explained above, the cost due to
a machine breakdown is irregular
in nature. The probability distribution suited for this simulation
modeling is random Uniform
distribution. This kind of distribution simulates the values in according
to their minimum and maximum limit. The values used are the minimum
value (zero cost), up to the maximum
year 2012 cost of IDR 82,690,981.00.
From the uniform distribution, we can
get the mean and the standard deviation as the following:

Powerful Practices:

Figure 3 Result of Machinery Breakdown
Losses with Uniformed Distribution

Mean
St. Dev.

IDR 41,772,874.11
IDR 23,738,746.87

The figure from the simulation
above show the mean of the annual
loss and the standard deviation in with
a condition of all the probable losses to
occur has a close or similar probability
of occurrence. It can be said that the
machinery breakdown risk may range
from zero up to more than IDR
80,000,000.
Figure 4 Machine Breakdown Losses Simulation with Normal Distrubution

Mean
St. Dev.

IDR 42,680,072.20
IDR 23,582,843.14

From the figure above, with a 95%
confidence level and we are able to find
that the average loss in an occurrence
will cost the company between
IDR 31,426,339.45 up to IDR
53,933,804.95.The severity rate then
can be solved with the 1.5 standard
deviation approach by inputting the
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mean and standard deviation from
table above.
The actual total cost spent by
the company from year 2012 data of
machinery breakdown for year 2012
is IDR 2,474,394.70;it means that
the severity of the risk is very low.
The rate of the occurrence itself can be
traced by comparing the frequency of
the machines breakdown divided by
normal 250 working days annually.
There are 69 days with machine
breakdowns, then the rate is equal
to 27.6% or can be classified as low
likelihood.The score of the risk then
can be calculated with the catastrophic
impact is 1 (one), and probability rate
of low likelihood is 2 (two).
Product Rejection Risk - Product
rejection risk is divided to three types
according to their respective cause. They are
Numerical Control error risk, Machine error
risk, and Human error
risk. The damage caused
by those risk depend on
what component being
scrapped as he result of
the production error. Thus, the damage that they cause is represented by
discrete distribution simulation in the
Monte Carlo simulation as the effect is
specific to certain parameter.
Numerical Control Risk - From historical data, the Numerical Control
(NC) risk is known to ever occur to
HR1 component in which it cause a $
21,161 loss each time the risk occurs.
The record of 2012 itselfnotes two ocP. 350

currencesof damage from 66 pieces of
a year production. Thus the discrete
parameter is in the table:
Table 1 Discrete Simulation Parameter for
NC Risk

Loss

Probability

$21,161.00

3%

$0.00

97%

The simulation is formed to
represent a production of 66 wing
parts with specific NC risk damages.
The total simulated risk cost then put
into truncated normal simulation with
1000 iterations. Truncated normal
distribution is used to limit the result
from less than zero cost result from
appearing in the simulation. The
histogram of the simulation is as in the
following figure:

Figure 5 NC Risk Simulation with Truncated
Normal Distribution

Mean
St. Dev.

$
$

47,110.12
26,333.14

From the figure above, with a 95%
confidence level and we are able to find
that the annual loss of NC error a will
cost the company from$34,543.94up
to $59,676.29annually.The severity rate
can also be solved with the 1.5 standard
deviation approach by inputting the
mean and standard deviation from
Powerful Practices:
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table above. The actual total cost spent
by the company from year 2012 data of
machinery breakdown for year 2012 is
$42,322.00; it means that the severity
of the risk is moderate. The rate of
the occurrence itself can be traced by
comparing the frequency of NC error
occurrence in two productions divided
by 660 components produced
annually or 0.3% in comparison to
total. Thusit can be classified as a
very low likelihood risk. The score
of the risk then can be calculated
with with the catastrophic impact
is 3 (three), and probability rate of
very low likelihood is 1 (one).

normal distribution simulation with
1000 iterations. Truncated normal
distribution is used to limit the
result from negative cost result from
appearing in the simulation. The
histogram of the simulation is as in the
following figure:

Figure 6 Human Error Truncated Normal
Distribution Simulation

Human Error Risk - From historical data, human error risk is known
to ever occur to HR1 component and
Drive Rib 4 Inboard (DR4I) in which
it causes $ 21,161 and $ 2422.13 of
losses respectively each time the risk
occurs. The record of 2012 data itself
notes one occurrences of damage from
66 pieces a year in the HR1 production and two from 66 production of
DR4I. Thus the discrete parameter is
shown in the table below:

Mean

$ 30,923.38

St. Dev.

$ 18,420.58

From the figure above, with a 95%
confidence level and we are able to
find that the annual loss from human
error will cost the company between $
22,133.08 up to $ 39,713.68 annually.
The severity rate can also be solved with
the 1.5 standard deviation approach
by inputting the mean and standard
deviation from table above. The actual
total cost spent by the company
Table 2 Human Error Risk Discrete Loss
from year 2012 data of machinery
and Probabilty table
breakdown for year 2012
is $37,805.54; it means
HR1
DR4I
that the severity of the risk
Loss
Probability
Loss
Probability
is moderate. The rate of
the occurrence itself can
$0.00
98.48%
$0.00
97%
be traced by comparing
$21,161.00
1.52%
$2,422.13
3%
the frequency of human
error occurrence in 2012
The simulation is formed to that is 3 rejected components out of
represent a production of 66 wing parts 660 in a year or 0.45%l. Thus it can
with specific NC risk damages as in be classified as a very low likelihood
appendixTable 10. The total simulated risk. The score of the risk then can be
risk cost then put into truncated calculated with the catastrophic impact
Powerful Practices:
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is 3 (three), and probability rate of very
low likelihood is 1 (one).
Human Error Risk - From historical
data, human error risk is known to ever
occur to Hinge Rib 4, Drive Rib 2 Inboard, Drive Rib 4 Inboard, and Drive
Rib 4 Outboard in which it causes $
2386.40, $ 6714,
$ 8322.27, and $
2725.34 of losses respectively each time
the risk occurs. The
record of 2012 data
itself notes one occurrences of damage from 66 pieces a year in the HR4
production, one from 66 production
of DR2I, three being scrapped from
DR4I, and two DR40 being scrapped
. Thus the discrete parameter is shown
in the table below:
Table 3 Machine Error Scrap Risk Discrete
Loss and Probability

HR4

DR2

1000 iterations. The function used is
[=RANDTRUNCNORMAL(mean,
st_dev,min,max). Truncated normal
distribution is used to limit the
result from negative cost result from
appearing in the simulation. The
histogram of the simulation is as in the
following figure:

Figure 7 Machine Error Loss Truncated
Normal Distribution Simulation

Mean

$

38,569.46

St. Dev.

$

15,307.52

From the figure above, with a 95%
confidence level and we are able to
find that the annual loss from machine
DR4I

DR4O

Loss
0

Prob
0.985

Loss
0

Prob
0.985

Loss
0

Prob
0.954

Loss
0

Prob
0.970

$
2,386.40

0.015

$
6,714.00

0.015

$
8,322.27

0.045

$
2,725.34

0.030

The simulation is formed to
represent a production of 66 wing
parts with specific machine error
risk damages. The total simulated
risk cost then put into truncated
normal distribution simulation with
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error will cost the company between $
31,264.71 up to $45,874.21 annually.
The severity rate can also be solved with
the 1.5 standard deviation approach
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by inputting the mean and standard
deviation from table above, the result
of the calculation is shown in the
following table:
Table 4 Machine Error Risk Severity Rate
Lower
Upper
Severity
limit
limit
Very
Actual
$
high
loss> 61,530.75
$
≤ Actual
$
High
46,223.23
loss≥ 61,530.75
Moder$
≤ Actual
$
ate
30,915.70
loss≥ 46,223.23
$
≤ Actual
$
Low
15,608.18
loss≥ 30,915.70
Actual
$
Very low
loss< 15,608.18

The actual total cost spent by
the company from year 2012 data of
machinery breakdown for year 2012 is
$ 39,517.89, it means that the severity
of the risk is moderate. The rate of
the occurrence itself can be traced by
comparing the frequency of human
error occurrence in 2012 that is 7
rejected components out of 660 in a
year or 1.06% in percentage. Thus it can
be classified as a very low likelihood

risk. The score of the risk then can be
calculated with the catastrophic impact
is 3 (three), and probability rate of very
low likelihood is 1 (one).
Risk Plotting - As the risk value of the
risks have been calculated, we can now
plot them into the risk score matrix to
help in making decision about the risk
treatment, the risks and their value respectively as in the table below:
Table 5 Risk Value Scores

Risk

Description

Risk
Value

Shipping and
12
Delivery Risk
Machine
RV2
2
Breakdown Risk
NC Error Scrap
RV3
3
Risk
Human Error
RV4
3
Scrap Risk
Machine Error
RV5
3
Scrap Risk
The mapping of the risk to the
Figure 2 Risk Score Matrix will put the
risks into their appropriate treatment
by using the impact and probability as
the coordinates as in the figure below:
RV1

Figure 8 Modified risk diagram for risk mapping and risk management decision (Hallikas,
2004)

Probability

Risk Score Matrix

5

10

15

20

25

Likely

4

8
Control

12

16
Avoid

20

Medium

3

6

9

12

15

Unlikely

2

4
Retain

6

8
Transfer

10

Very
Unlikely

1

2

3

4

Moderate

High

Insignificant

Low

Impact
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Risk Management Decision - By
plotting the risks to the risk score matrix, the appropriate general mitigation
plan for each risk can be determined.
The shipping and delivery should either be controlled or avoided at all at it
gives quite an impact to the company
along with a likely chance to happen
as it is also the risk with highest risk
value. The machinery breakdowns turn
out to be not so threatening and can be
retained as long the disruptions doesn’t
falter the production capability of the
company. The component reject risks
all should either be retained or transferred to other party in order to share
the risk of losses caused by the product
not passing quality check. In overall,
the risk to be concerned by the company is the risk of shipment and delivery problems.
Conclusion - IAe is steadily
growing with the demands from
abroad requesting manufactures of
aerospace products. However, some
risks may hamper the growth of IAe
by threatening the sustainability of
the company with unnecessary costs.
The risks were found in the supply
line and production line of the IAe’s
A380 IOFLE product. There are
shipping and delivery risk, machinery
breakdown risks, and the risks of
finished product components being
scrapped due to errors in the control
systems, human, and machineries.The
machinery breakdown risk for example,
need to be controlled in the term of
providing more maintenance hour
outside production hour to prevent
unwanted cost spending to repair the
machines. The shipping and delivery
P. 354

risk should be avoided or controlled
by bonding a contract with AMS to
ensure timely delivery of the materials,
requesting other suppliers, or transfer
the risk by altering the previous deals
of shared extra cost for shipment of the
components to Spirit Aero system. The
risks of the products being scrapped
may be retained or transferred by
outsourcing and sharing the risks of
production to other party.
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Appendix
Table 1 IOFLE Main Components
No.

Current Part
Number

DESCRIPTION

Qty per
wing

Cost (in US
$)

1

L574-53117200.01

Drive Rib
3 I/B

1

2,913.11

2

L574-53117201.01

Drive Rib
3 I/B

1

2,913.11

3

L574-52631200.01

Drive Rib
2 I/B

1

5,788.73

4

L574-52631201.01

Drive Rib
2 I/B

1

5,788.73

5

L574-52470200.01

Drive Rib
1 I/B

1

6,964.14

6

L574-52470201.01

Drive Rib
1 I/B

1

6,964.14

7

L574-52268200.01

Drive Rib
4 I/B

1

2,422.13

8

L574-52268201.01

Drive Rib
4 I/B

1

2,422.13

9

L574-52474200.01

Drive Rib 2
O/B

1

6,714.47

10

L574-52474201.01

Drive Rib 2
O/B

1

6,714.47

11

L574-52471200.01

Drive Rib 1
O/B

1

8,322.27

12

L574-52471201.01

Drive Rib 1
O/B

1

8,322.27

13

L574-52269200.01

Drive Rib 4
O/B

1

2,725.34

14

L574-52269201.01

Drive Rib 4
O/B

1

2,725.34
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Material
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)

Cost contribution
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.02
0.02
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15

L574-52468200.01

Hinge Rib 4

1

2,386.40

16

L574-52468201.01

Hinge Rib 4

1

2,386.40

17

L574-52466200.01

Hinge Rib 3

1

5,125.48

18

L574-52466201.01

Hinge Rib 3

1

5,125.48

19

L574-52464200.01

Hinge Rib 2

1

6,891.25

20

L574-52464201.01

Hinge Rib 2

1

6,891.25

21

L574-52462200.01

Hinge Rib 1

1

21,161.00

22

L574-52462201.01

Hinge Rib 1

1

21,161.00

Total

142,828.66
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ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1029
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1030
(7010/7050T7651)
ABM3-1030
(7010/7050T7651)

0.02
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.15
1.00
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Portfolio Risk and Return Analysis
on 2008 – 2013 LQ45 Indices and
Risk-Free Asset Against the Inflation
Factor Using Markowitz Efficient
Frontier Theory
Pramadipta Anggana and Budhi Arta Surya
School of Business and Management Bandung Institute of Technology,
Bandung, Indonesia

ABSTRACT - Recently, people needs
are increasing along with the inflation.
Investing in financial investment instrument like stocks or bonds is one
option for investors to seek income,
as it offers a great return potential and
also could reduce the inflation impact
for one’s money. However, both risk
and return are come along with the asset, represented by the volatility of the
price. Diversification of portfolio asset
may reduce the risk factor, specifically
the unsystematic risk. To be successful
in investing, investors should be selective and having a good analysis for selecting the assets with the best potential return and risk.
Harry Markowitz, Nobel Prize
winner, develops a theory on selecting
optimal portfolio, known as Modern
Portfolio Theory (MPT). The results of

this research are the optimum portfolio,
consisting of stocks and bonds that
gives proper risk-adjusted return
through portfolio asset distribution
and diversification. In addition, it also
provides information about the impact
of inflation to the optimal portfolio.
Keywords: Inflation, Stocks,
Government Bonds, LQ45 Index,
Portfolio Optimization, Risk and
Return, Markowitz Efficient Theory,
Modern Portfolio Theory
INTRODUCTION - On the recent
years, inflation has played a big role
in increasing the product pricing,
and become a major reasoning for
individuals to seek for other means of
income. Investment is one of many

Author correspondence to Pramadipta Anggana;
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ways to suppress the effect of inflation,
specifically by investing in financial
instrument, namely stock, bond,
mutual fund, property, commodity,
and deposits.
By constructing a portfolio
consisting of investment assets,
investor could beat inflation and gain
profit in the future. However each
asset in portfolio also gives risk along
with the return, those two factors are
directly proportional, sometimes refer
as “High Risk High Return, Low Risk
Low Return”.
Through portfolio diversification,
the risk –the volatility of asset value
– could be reduced, specifically the
unsystematic risk. Harry Markowitz,
Nobel Prize winner, develops a theory
on selecting an efficient and optimal
portfolio, known as Modern Portfolio
Theory (MPT). MPT helps investor to
choose the optimal portfolio that gives
a proper risk-adjusted return.
LITERATURE
REVIEW
Investment - According to Bodie
et al. [1], an investment is the current
commitment of money or other resources
in the expectation of reaping future
benefits. The investor – the one who did
the investment – sacrifice something of
value now, expecting to benefit from that
sacrifice later.
Stock - Referring to Bodie et al. [2],
stock or common stock represents the
ownership shares of a company. Particularly, there are two main risks in the
stock market, namely unsystematic
risk and systematic risk. The unsystemP. 360

atic risk, or unique risk, is a type of risk
can be reduced through diversification
of portfolio assets.
Bond - Based on Bodie et al. [1], a
bond is a security that is issued in connection with a borrowing arrangement.
Bond has two main risks, which is default risk and interest risk. Default risk
is the risk that a bond issuer unable to
pay the principal amount of its debt.
Government bond tends to has a lower
default risk, as the issuer (government)
would attempted many ways to pay
the principal amount, so that makes
the government bonds nearly become
known as the risk-free asset in the investment world.
Inflation - According to Bodie et al.
[1], inflation is the rate at which the general level of prices for goods and services
is rising. High rates of inflation often are
associated with “overheated” economies,
that is, economies where the demand for
goods and services is outstripping productive capacity, which leads to upward pressure on prices.
Portfolio Theories - According to
Brigham, and Ehrhardt book [6], the
purpose of constructing a portfolio is
commonly to maintain the portfoliorisk and return in a proper level, by
doing the diversification of asset. Based
on Bodie et al. [1], Diversification can
be defined as spreading a portfolio over
many investments to avoid excessive exposure to any one source of risk.
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Markowitz Efficient Theory (Modern Portfolio Theory) - According to
Bodie et al. [1], Modern Portfolio Theory is a principle underlying analysis and
evaluation of rational portfolio choices
based on risk-return trade-offs and efficient diversification.Refer to Chen et al.
[4] Markowitz Portfolio states that by
investing in the form of portfolio, investor could lower the risk without return is being set aside.For this research,
a portfolio consists of short sell asset
will be stated, while if no short sell is
allowed in portfolio, this consideration
used as constraint in computing the
frontier
Risks and Return - Rate of return
(ROR) or also known as return on
investment (ROI) is simply the ratio
of money gained or lost on an investment, relative to amount of money invested, it could be in positive or negative value. This ROR includes single
period, multi period, real return,

broad market is represented by IHSG.
A beta value that higher than 1.00
indicate that the asset (stock) is more
volatile than the market, while if the
beta value is lower than 1.00 it means
that the asset is less volatile.
Risk and Return Bonds - Risk and
return bonds cover price and yield to
maturity, duration, and bond portfolio
return.
Risks and Return Portfolio:
1) Portfolio Return
Basically, the expected return of a
portfolio is the weighted average of
each individual expected return of
assets included in that portfolio.
2) Portfolio Risk

Standard Deviation - Every investment asset has a risk factor, along with
the return given, which is commonly
measured by standard deviation that
represents the volatility of investment
value. By having a big standard deviation value, it means that investment asset is more risky due to high volatility
of the value or price.
Beta - Referring to Bodie et al. [1],
beta is defined asthe measure of the systematic risk of a security. The tendency
of a security’s return to respond to swings
in broad market. In this research, the
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2.1 Standard Deviation
The approach to calculate the
portfolio risk is different from the
calculation of portfolio return.
The purpose to use the standard
deviation as the risk is because the
risk of an investment asset comes
from the fluctuating price or value
over time, standard deviation
measures the changes in the value
in percentage level.
2.2 Portfolio Beta
Another way to calculate the
risk of portfolio is using the beta
approach. Portfolio beta is defined
as the relative volatility of portfolio
performance relative to the
market.
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Measuring Portfolio Performance Measuring Protfolio Performance can
be done by using many methods such
as Sharpe Ratio, Jensen’s Alpha, and
Treynor Measure.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
- Initial Observation - Initial
observation is the first step in this
research. Observations made related
to the performance of the investment
instruments such as stocks and
bonds. Besides, inflation also become
important factor that needs to be
observed in this research due to its
important role in the investment
world.
Problem Identification - Problem
identification is the second phase performed in this research. In this stage,
the problem that the author is trying to
analyze is the performance of the risk
and return of investing in stocks and
bonds, also seek the impact of diversification in the portfolio. Moreover,
the author also wanted to analyze the
effect of inflation on the portfolio performance that consists of stocks and
bonds.
Research Objectives - In short, the
objective of this research is to construct an optimal portfolio from stocks
(Selected LQ45 members) and bonds
(Fixed coupon government bond), and
to measure how the optimal portfolio
performs compared to IHSG, LQ45
indices, and Inflation. In addition, the
objective sought through this research
is to measure how far the impact of
diversification performed on perforP. 362

mance of risk and return of the optimal portfolio.
Literature Study - Before doing further research, the next step is literature
study, in which the author tries to gain
basic theories and knowledge as the
guideline to analyze and process the
data further. The author focus in the
literature related to investment, portfolio theories, and also risk and return
theories from both stocks and bonds.
The literature resources are taken from
books, papers, articles, and online
data.
Data Collection - The data collected
were taken from website and parties associated with this research. The monthly price data of LQ45 stocks are collected from http://finance.yahoo.com
and http://duniainvestasi.com, while
the for the daily yield and price data of
the 10 government bonds are obtained
from the Indonesian Bond Pricing
Agency (IBPA).For the inflation, the
data collected include monthly inflation rate of consumer price index in
Indonesia, retrieved from http://bps.
go.id.The period of investment is from
November 2008 to June 2013
Data Analysis - In doing data analysis, portfolio optimization models are
used as the main reference. This paper
provides guides on how to construct
an efficient frontier from selected
stocks and bonds to find the optimal
portfolio. To find the final conclusion
of this research, this phase is divided
into several stages, including (1) filter-
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ing the ‘sustain’ stocks, (2) selecting for
‘diverse’ bonds, (3) calculating risks
and returns of individual stock and
bond against the inflation, (4) creating
an optimal portfolio using Markowitz Efficient Frontier, (5) constructing
optimal ‘diversified’ portfolio, and (6)
measuring how the three optimal portfolios constructed perform compare to
the ,arket and inflation.
Conclusion - This chapter
summarizes objectives and result of the
overall analysis.
ANALYSIS - Data Collection - In
this analysis phase, monthly-adjusted
close price of the stock is used as the
representation of the actual price
that had been adjusted to stock split,
dividends, and other corporate action.
With the guidance from Indonesia
Stock Exchange website, 94 stocks
ever been in LQ45 index during the
investment period.For bonds data,
yield and coupon of each bond is used
for the calculation of the bond return.
There are10 fixed coupon government
bonds received from
IBPA.

were recorded as the sustain stocks
from the frequent turnover.
B) Selecting the “Diverse” Bonds
The 10-fixed coupon government
bonds from IBPA are selected
based on different characteristics,
to make the bond diverse to each
other,as already mentioned before.
As a result, four selected fixed
coupon government is chosen.
C) Risk and Return of Individual Stock
and Bond against the Inflation
The risk and return of each stock is
calculated using the logarithmic single
period return, and arithmetic multi
period average return approach. The
calculation of risk and return is done
using Microsoft Excel, the average
return of each stock shows that ASII
has the highest average return compare
to other. There is no stock experience a
loss in average from those periods, but
ANTM has the smallest average return.
The graph also shows the comparison
of each asset return with the market
return.

Data Analysis:
A) Filtering the “Sustain”
Stocks
To minimize the
frequent turnover and also
eliminate stocks that haven’t IPO
(Initial Public Offering) from that
period, a screening and filtering
must be done. As a result, 14 stocks
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Figure 1: Risk and Return of Stocks

The table above shows that the price
volatility of each stock is different. As
seen above, INCO has the highest risk
compare to other, but it also has the
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smallest return, that because the high
volatility of INCO prices make the
return become small. For additional
information, the global crisis in 2008
makes the stock price in Indonesia
to drop along with the global market
condition, and in 2009 stock price
start to climb up to along with the
market recovery.
As concluded from the results,
FR0037 has the highest return, while
FR0026 is the lowest among others.
Nevertheless, FR0037 also has the
highest risk others. If the risk of
each bond is compared to stocks, it
has nearly the same percentage level
of volatility. This happened because
on June 1, 2009 a global economic
crisis happen in which the trigger
was the collapse of Lehman
Brothers, an investment services
firm in US, on 30 May 2009.
In investment world, inflation
becomes a discount factor, the
investment or return obtained has to
be discounted to the inflation rate to
get the real return of asset. The table
below shows the real return along with
risk,
As seen from the table and graph
above, each of the return is decreased
compared to the return before it is
discounted to inflation. However,
no significant change in the asset
risk after being adjusted. From
this part, the real return of any
asset will be used as the return to
construct a portfolio.
Optimal
Portfolio
using
Markowitz Efficient Frontier - Using
the data from previous step, the optiP. 364

mal portfolio – indicates by the highest Sharpe Ratio – of the4 stocks and
4 government bonds could be generated. The solver is used to generate the
portfolio return, risk, and weight proportion of each assets, with a given of
certain objectives to the portfolio, such
as minimizing risk and maximizing
Sharpe Ratio. The table and graph below shows the graph for stock portfolio
composition for different objectives,

Figure 2: Stock Portfolio Minimum Risk
Figure 3: Stock Portfolio Maximum Sharpe

It is clearly stated from the results
that each objectives of portfolio
represented the actual result, such as
minimizing risk objectives has the
result of lowest risk level compare to
other portfolio. This data could be
further analyzed by making an efficient
frontier curve to show the performance
of the portfolio in a risk-return graph.

Figure 4: Efficient Frontier of Stock
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For the minimizing risk objectives,
the constructed portfolio would only
consist of 100% FR0026 Bond, while
for the maximizing Sharpe Ratio
objectives, the composition turns to has
100% FR0027 Bond in the portfolio.
Due to the 100% composition
of single asset in minimum risk and
maximum Sharpe Ratio objectives, the
portfolio risk and return is the same
as the risk and return of asset. From
this data, an efficient frontier could be
computed, represented in the graph
below,

Construct Optimal “Diversified”
Portfolio - Referring to the previous
calculation of the two optimal portfolios of stock and bond, another portfolio is constructed based on the combination of both portfolios. The optimal
stock portfolio gives a return of 4.24%
with risk of 8.74%, while theoptimal
bond portfolio give return for 1.04%
with risk 4.67%. The bond portfolio has high risk because the volatility
of bond market is increased after the
global crisis.

Figure 5: Efficient Frontier of Bond

The efficient frontier formed in
a small curve between the two main
objectives, because the risk and return
between those objectives is nearly the
same.

Figure 6: Diversify Portfolio Minimum RiskFigure7: Diversify Portfolio Maximum Sharpe
Ratio
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As seen on the graph
below, the portfolio weight
for minimizing risk has the
biggest proportion in the
FR0026 because it gives the
lowest risk in portfolio, while
for maximizing return the ASII
has the biggest proportion.
The diversified portfolio also
offers a lower risk compare to
stock portfolio, but still with
a high return. This is because
the volatility of the price in one sector
can be cover by another asset from
another sector, for example when the
stock market is drop the bond market
can cover the loss from stock market,
vice versa.

Figure 8: Efficient Frontier of Diversify
Portfolio

Besides, unsystematic risk from the
stock can also be cover by diversification
not only from stock, but also from
other investment instrument. The
performance of the optimal diversified
portfolio against the inflation can be
seen in the graph below,
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Figure 9: Comparison of Efficient Frontier

As seen above, the efficient frontier
of inflation adjusted return is shifted to
the bottom a bit, compare to portfolio
that has not been discounted to
inflation.
Portfolio Comparison to
Market and Inflation Sharpe Ratio - This method
is used previously to find the
optimal portfolio point in
the efficient frontier graph.
The result of Sharpe Ratio
of each portfolio has resultedthe Sharpe Ratio of Diversify Portfoliothat is higher
compare to the market, and compare
to other 2 portfolios, means it has the
highest risk-adjusted performance.
Treynor Measure - As seen from the
Treynor Measure calculation, the Stock
portfolio has the highest Treynor measure compared to the market. It means
the optimal portfolio outperforms the
market, based on Treynor’s assumptions.
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Jensen Alpha - The last portfolio performance measurement is Jensen’s Alpha method. It acts as the indicator of
the portfolio excess return fromthe risk
premium. According to the results, the
alpha value of all optimal portfolio is
positive, which means the portfolio
has outperforms the market, and has a
good risk-adjusted performance.
Inflation - The goal of every investment in the world is to beat the inflation. If the investment return can’t pass
the inflation rate, the investment will
be useless. The graph below represented the comparison of portfolio that
not discounted to inflation to portfolio
that discounted to inflation.

CONCLUSION - Doing investment
to gain a huge return is really
interesting, but will the return obtained
is proportional to the risks that exist
in every percentage of profits earned?
For example, investing in stock has a
higher return compared to investment
in bond, but it has a greater risk also.
An optimal portfolio indicate by the
high Sharpe Ratio value, it is proved by
the total amount of portfolio return in
the same periods compare to portfolio
proportion with different objectives,
represented with the graph below,

Figure 10: Total Return Comparison against
Inflation

It can be seen above, that for a long
period of investment, inflation could
grind our money, and this situation
can be handled by rebalancing
or reshuffling the composition of
investment portfolio, to adjust the
return that suits the inflation rate in
Indonesia.
Figure 11: Total Diversify Portfolio Return
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Through this research, it is proven
that portfolio consisting of stocks
(risky asset) gives a higher return,
but also has a high risk or volatility
of the value. This is because stock has
an unsystematic risk, which depend
and measure by company action and
performance along with the economic
condition.
In fact, that factor is very dependent
on the economic conditions, as
happened in this research. Supposed
the bond gives a small risk in the theory,
but in this research the risk is almost
the same with the risk by the stocks.
It happened because in the period of
calculation, the economic crisis in
2008 and 2009 makes the bond return
drop significantly.
Besides,
diversification
of
unsystematic risk from stock can be
made not only by choosing other
stocks from different sector, but also by
choosing other investment instrument
like bond in the portfolio. This is
because of the synchronization of
return in each asset, for example if in
a period of investment, the stock falls
as crisis happened, loss from the stock
could be cover by the other asset that
not affected by the crisis, as it comes
from different sector or investment
instrument.
The combination portfolio of
stocks and bonds will gives a lower risk
compare to stock portfolio. Although
bond donate a small return in portfolio,
but it small risk suppress the great risk
from stock in portfolio, while maintain
the return in a proper amount, which
shows by the graph below,
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Portfolio
Diversify
Risk 8.7359% 4.6712% 8.2832%
Return 4.2429% 1.0383% 4.0579%
Stock

Bond

Table 4: Risk and Return Comparison of
Portfolio

In long term, inflation will consume
one’s invested money. Therefore, a
portfolio management technique must
be done; by rebalancing or changing
the composition of asset proportion
in portfolio to adjust with the current
market or economic condition.
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in Merger and Acquisition
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Abstract
Nowadays
in
business activities, merger and
acquisition becomes a tool to expand
business coverage. Commonly these
activities initiated by requirement
of new strategy plan, more efficient
economic of scale and scope, market
expansion, technological change, and
globalization. The force of business
environment
make
shareholder
considers merger and acquisition
activity to avoid performance declining.
Thus the merger and acquisition
activity hoped could create a synergy
and add new company value and also
form integration between two merged
companies.
Synergy motives have been driven
most of merger and acquisition
activities. But some of activities instead
are not provide any synergies after
merger or acquisition activity done.
Those might be happened because
many factors in process of merger or
acquisition or post-merger activities.
The purpose of this research is to
analyze synergy added from acquisition
activity. The result of this research will

be presented in form of synergy value
for combined firm and feasibility
analysis of merger activity. The result
of merger or acquisition itself could be
either positive or negative value. It is
only considered as synergy if merger or
acquisition provides positive value for
combined firm.
Keyword: Synergy, Merger,
Acquisition, Takeover, Restructuring,
Indosiar, and SCTV
Introduction - Nowadays
in business activities, merger and
acquisition becomes a tool to expand
business coverage. Commonly these
activities initiated by requirement
of new strategy plan, more efficient
economic of scale and scope, market
expansion, technological change, and
globalization. The force of business
environment
make
shareholder
considers merger and acquisition
activity to avoid performance decline.
Otherwise the merger and acquisition
activity hoped could create a synergy
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and add new company value and also
form integration between two merged
companies. Furthermore in this
research, researcher will analyze the
impact of acquisition PT. Indokarya
Media Tbk. by PT. Surya Citra
Media Tbk. This activity potentially
unfolds synergy value that created
through acquisition activity. PT. Surya
Citra Media Tbk and PT. Indosiar
Karya Media plan to execute merger
in middle 2013. With acquisition
activity the combinedfirm will cover
all segments because PT. Surya Citra
Media Tbk and PT. Indosiar Karya
Media reach different segment through
each subsidiary which both running in
Free to Air Television.
Research objective - The objective of
this research is to analyze economic
impacts from merger activities for the
combined firm. The analysis of this
research will be provided by (1) identifying the potential synergy from the
acquisition activity for combined firm,
(2) estimating synergy from acquisition and its feasibility and (3) giving
subsequent recommendations related
to merger activity: How the acquisition is conducted.
Literature Review - Merger,
Consolidations,
and
Holding
Company - A merger occurs when
two or more firms combined and
resulting the acquiring firm retains its
name and identity while the acquired
firm merged into acquire firm. While
consolidation is occurs when two or
more firms combined and resulting a
form of completely new corporation. A
holding company is a corporation that
has control of one or more corporation.
Commonly the holding company has
ownership large share of outstanding
stock. The company that controlled by
P. 372

holding company usually referred as its
subsidiaries.
Acquiring and Acquired Companies - The corporate mergers involve
two sides that are acquiring company
and acquired company. The acquiring company initiates the negotiation,
evaluate with the management of acquired company or can be called Target Company.
Friendly, Hostile, Strategic, and Financial Merger - Friendly merger
transaction supported by the management and stakeholder of acquired
company. The friendly merger can be
easily accomplished because it supported by two sides. Different with
friendly merger, hostile merger transaction the acquired company does not
support and the way acquire company
can gain control by buy share in marketplace. Despite based on way of
transaction merger also differentiate by
its purpose.
Objective of Merger - Merger activities initiated by corporate importance
to expand company coverage by collaborate with other. The common merger
motives can be summarized into four
that are (1) growth or diversification,
(2) synergy, (3) increase managerial
skill and technology, (4) tax consideration.
Company Valuation - Once company initiated merger plan, naturally
company will do valuation of acquire
company. The result of its value will
be used to negotiate of future transaction that makes valuation process become important process during merger
process. Valuation role is also used in
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calculating pre-merger value and postmerger value of merged companies.
What Is Synergy - According to Damodaran’s book, the source of synergy
arrivesfor two groups that are operating and financial synergies. Operating
synergies affect the operation activities
of combined firm consist of economic
of scale, increased pricing power, and
higher growth potential. Operating
synergies generally unfold potential of
expected cash flow growth. And financial synergy comes in form of higher
cash flow or lower discount rate, or
both.Financial synergies also can arise
in form of debt capacity. Post-merger
and acquisition activity firms come as
larger firm with higher cash flow and
higher value than individual firm.
Valuing Synergy - The main question
about synergy is about how it is valued.
The firms that are willing to do merger
or acquisition have to be estimated value of synergy. Generally the acquiring
firm may pay larger amounts to obtain
synergy, but before do the transaction
the firm should estimating the value
of synergy in order avoid paying too
much or overbidding. Therefore the
valuation becomes an important process during merger and acquisition.
Evidence on Synergy Value Created
and Added - Synergy can have various
considerable values in many merger
and acquisition activities, either by increasing expected firm of a firm or low-
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ering discount rates. In addition to the
value added to combined firm as result
of merger and acquisition process, the
price that should be paid for the synergy become the critical point for the
acquirer side. Source and form of synergies that commonly become motives
of merger or acquisition can be summarized as the following diagram.
Methodology - This research is
conducted in systematically steps. The
steps conduct in this research are (1)
problem identification, (2) literature
review, (3) data collection, (4) data
processing and analysis, (5) conclusion
and recommendation. In conduct this
research data collection is the most
crucial part. The data used in this
research are secondary data that consists
of: (1) historical data of PT Surya
Citra Media’s financial performance
between year 2008 to 2012, (2) Future
plan of combined firm post-merger
activity based on news in media that
drive synergies and (3) historical data
of PT Indosiar Karya Media’s financial
performance between year 2008 to
2012
Data Analysis - Sources of
Synergy - Post-acquisition of PT.
Indosiar Karya Media Tbk., PT.
Surya Citra Media Tbk. as Acquirer
Company could obtain potential
synergy that come up from various
source of synergy. Following are the
sources of synergy post acquisition
activities.
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No.

Date

News

Economic Implication

21/2/13

Increase capitalization of
combined firm

The market capitalization of
combined firm will increase worth
Rp. 32,359,378,000,000 post
acquisition activity

5/4/13

Combined firm will
distribute dividend to their
shareholders

Post-acquisition of IDKM, SCMA
as parent company will distribute
dividend Rp.48 per share which
worth Rp.701,836,000,000

3

5/4/13

After acquisition, SCMA
subsidiaries will operate
independently

4

5/4/13

Streamlined governance
arrangements achieved
through the acquisition

5

19/2/13

The value of debt of
acquirer firm will increase

1

2

6

7

19/2/13

22/6/13

There is no economic implication of
this activity as SCMA subsidiaries
operate independently before
acquisition.
Acquisition will potentially cut
off salary Rp.2,344,079,150 due
restructuring of commissioner and
board director post acquisition
Post-acquisition activity, acquirer
firm will have value of debt
Rp.497,700,000, 000. This will
increase opportunity to extract
synergies from operating two
television stations.

Potentially extract strong
cash flow of acquired firm

The acquisition will increase growth
rate to 5.3% that will potentially
increase revenue each year worth Rp.
2,806,644,986,840 for combined
firm

Combined firm will have
broadcasting right of
Barclay Premier League

The combined firm will broadcast
Barclay Premier League match
through its subsidiaries. With
assumption lowest rate of television
advertising fee and legal term
proportion 20% advertising
appearance in television program
broadcasting, combined firm will
potentially receive revenue Rp.
50,160,000,000 for each season of
broadcasting Barclay Premier League

Table 1
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Value Added of Acquisition - The values of synergies depend on its source
and period of synergies itself. Therefore
the value of synergies will diverse and
can be positive or negative value. Following are the value of synergies for
each source of synergy.
Market Capitalization - The acquirer
firm market capitalization will increase
to Rp.32,359,378,000,000 post acquisition activity. Although acquisition activity increases market capitalization of
acquirer firm it is too broad to define
synergy. The synergy often shows up
in other form and takes some period
to generate synergy. Therefore on the
table above market capitalization does
not add value added for combined firm
post acquisition activity.
Dividend Distribution - Post-acquisition activity, acquirer firm will
distribute dividend to its shareholders. The dividend that will be distributed post acquisition activity is Rp.
701,836,859,232. From the perspective of the shareholders, this action will
added value of synergy worth the value
of dividend distributed. Meanwhile for
the combined firm it will decrease the
value of equity, as firm should pay cash
dividend for its shareholders.
Subsidiaries Operate Independently
- Post-acquisition activity the subsidiaries of combined firm will operate
independently to reach different segmentation of viewer. This action will
not add any economic impact both for
firm value and shareholders perspective. Before acquisition process, acquirer and target firm have been work
independently and reach different segment thus there will be no any synergy
generated.
Powerful Practices:

Streamlined Governance Arrangements - Post-merger activityfor combined firm does restructuring in board
and commissioner arrangement. This
action will potential extract synergy
value Rp.2,344,079,150. The synergy
value comes up from cost saving during growth period. In this research synergy will be analyzed during five years
growth period. Therefore with assumption perpetuity growth represent by inflation rate at 5.9%, the present value
of synergy is 10,485,194,809.
Value of Debt - The acquirer
firm value of debt will increase to
Rp.497,700,000,000 post acquisition
activity. Although acquisition activity
increases debt value of acquirer firm it
is too broad to define synergy. Similar
reason with market capitalization, the
synergy often shows up in other form
and takes some period to generate
synergy. Therefore on the table above
value of debt does not add value added
for combined firm post acquisition
activity.
Additional Cash Flow - Through
acquisition, combined firm could extract more cash flow than both firms
operate separately. The potential value
of synergy matches with cash flow
growth of combined firm. Based on
the historical data of both firm, the
compound growth rate for combined
firm will be 5.3% and after projecting
five years growth it will unfold future
value of potential synergy amount Rp.
2,806,644,986,840 with the net present value Rp. 2,275,016,959,452
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Broadcasting Right of Barclay
Premier League - Post-acquisition
activity, PT. Surya Citra Media will
extract potential synergy from own
broadcasting right of Barclay Premier
League. This action will generate
future cash flow for combined firm
during three season of Barclay Premier
League. Some assumptions are made to
calculate future cash flow of this action
that are lowest rate of advertising
price, 20% proportion allowance of
advertising during television program.
Furthermore this action will generate
future cash flow each season amount
Rp.50,160,000,000 with net present
value of three season broadcast is
Rp.142,252,010,475.
Analysis of Acquisition - Synergy of
the acquisition only occurs if value of
combined firm (VAT)is greater than sum
of acquirer (VA) and target (VT) firm
value independently. Based on Pierson
2006, following the logic of equation
above and assuming for the present
cash is used to buy target firm thus
the cost of acquisition. The difference
between gain from acquisition and net
cost of acquisition is defined as value
of synergy.
Net Cost - Net cost of acquisition will
be the maximum price for acquirer
firm should pay for premium. Therefore the lower value of net cost would
potentially extract greater synergy for
acquirer firm. Based on the closing
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price of Rp. 2,250 for SCMA on 18
February 2013 the implied price for
IDKM is Rp. 1,082 per share, which
represents a premium of 9.3% for
IDKM shareholders relative to the
closing price of Rp. 990 per share.
Then the net cost of acquisition will
be Rp. 931,782,356,740. Therefore,
PT. Surya Citra Media Tbk as acquirer firm should pay no more than Rp.
931,782,356,740 to unfold potential
synergy from acquisition.
Value of Synergy - As mention before,
the value of synergy post acquisition is
the difference between gain from acquisition and net cost of acquisition.
Therefore the synergy of acquisition
PT. Indosiar Karya Media Tbk. by PT.
Surya Citra Media Tbk. will be Rp.
2,197,808,667,229. There are still exist other source of synergies involved
in acquisition activity that cannot be
analyze in this research due limited of
time and lack of data. Therefore with
the absence of other potential synergy
the acquisition still has positive value
from seven future operations plan then
this acquisition activity can be considered as a feasible acquisition.
Synergy Implication - The synergy
from acquisition will affect combined
firm value by adding new value for its
assets and equity. Following are the
summary of synergy implication from
acquisition activity.
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Instrument

SCMA (in
trillion)

IDKM (in
trillion)

SCMA Post
Synergy
Merger (in (in trillion)
trillion)

Increase capitalizaMarket
tion of combined Capitalizafirm
tion

21,937.5

10,026.788

31,964.288

-

109.502

335.088

701.836

-

-

-

(225.937)

(594.419)

2.344

247.00

497.00

-

1,037.418

3,451.211

2,806.644

1,037.418

3,315.123

50.160

No
1

2

3

4

5
6

7

News

Combined firm
will distribute
Cash
927.422
dividend to their
shareholders
After acquisition,
SCMA subsidiar- Diversification
ies will operate
independently
Streamlined governance arrangeOperating
(370.826)
ments achieved
Expense
through the
acquisition
The value of debt
Debt
250.00
of acquirer firm
will increase
Potentially extract
Net Rev2,240.084
strong cash flow of
enue
acquired firm
Combined firm
will have broadNet Rev2,240.084
casting right of
enue
Barclay Premier
League

Table 2

Acquisition Summary and Method In this acquisition process, the acquirer
firm use script offer method to takeover
target firm’s equity. In this transaction
process, its shareholders proposed that
each 1 IDKM share shall be swapped
into 0.481 SCMA shares. The ratio
used it stock swap is based on the
independent appraised values of Rp.
2,171 per share for SCMA and Rp
1,044 per share for IDKM.
The acquisition activity is effective
since 1st May 2013 and as acquisition
process done PT Indosiar Karya
Media Tbk will voluntary delisting
from Jakarta Stock Exchange. PostPowerful Practices:

merger activity the combined firm
is expected to extract synergy value
Rp 2,197,808,667,229 based on the
calculation in previous subchapter.
Cash Offer and LBO - As already
mention before, in cash offer method
acquirer firm use cash as tools to
pay acquisition cost in merger and
acquisition activities. Therefore if
PT Surya Citra Media Tbk would
like to apply cash offer method in
dealing acquisition process, the firm
should prepare required cash. Based
on the number of share outstanding
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which are 10,128,069,095 shares
and share dealing price at Rp.1,082
the firm should have available cash
Rp.10,026,788,404,050. Based on
PT Surya Citra Media Tbk’s balance
sheet 2012, the firm only has Rp.
927,422,915,000. Therefore PT Surya
Citra Media Tbk cannot pay PT
Indosiar Karya Media Tbk acquisition
cost through cash offer method unless
firm use debt to purchase PT Indosiar
Karya Media Tbk shares. Based on
firm’s annual report year 2012, PT
Surya Citra Media Tbk only generate
Net Income Rp.913,012,762,000
and based on firm’s historical data
the annual compound growth rate
during 5 years growth period only
5.3% that still below average debt
interest premium in Indonesia. Due
this condition, PT Surya Citra Media
Tbk is unlikely to dealing acquisition
transaction through cash method.
Script
Offer
In
script
offer
method,
the
acquirer
firm
propose
outstanding
share as the
replacement of
cash in dealing
transaction
process. The most
appropriate transaction method in
acquisition depends on the merger
motives itself. As already mention
before, PT Surya Citra Media Tbk has
limited cash to proceed acquisition
process. Therefore makes script offer
more reliable method in dealing
transaction process. Based on the
acquisition cost of PT Indosiar Karya
Media Tbk which is Rp.1,082 per
shares the proposed conversion ratio
is 1 PT Indosiar Karya Media Tbk
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shares shall be swapped into 0.481 of
acquirer shares. Furthermore script
offer transaction method would affect
the earning per share of combined
firm. The earning per share of PT
Surya Citra Media Tbk and PT
Indosiar Karya Media Tbk at the end
of year 2012 respectively are Rp.93.98
and Rp.25.38.
Transaction Method Decision Tree
- As have been reviewed before that
method of transaction in acquisition
could be cash offer or script offer.
Each method will involve different
cost treatment on acquisition in many
factors. Due limited resource and time,
in making decision tree of transaction
method researcher only analyze cost
of transaction based on the way of
acquirer providing cash. Following is
the decision tree of acquirer to choose
transaction method.

Figure 1

Based on the decision tree above
the most reliable method is script offer.
In script offer acquirer firm propose
ratio 1:0.481, which every 1 share of
IDKM will be swapped into 0.481
share of SCMA. This action will create
4,871,601,234 new SCMA shares.
Regarding the acquisition activity,
based on the public release combined
firm will distribute dividend Rp. 48
per shares to all shareholders including
Powerful Practices:
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old shareholders and new shareholders
from acquisition.
Although in script offer method
acquirer firm does not pay any cash
regarding transaction process, from
the perspective of acquirer firm there
is another transaction cost. As script
offer create new shares, the acquirer
firm should pay more dividend
cost to new shareholders. With the
dividend Rp. 48 per shares and
number of shares is 4,871,601,234
then the cost of script offer method
will be Rp. 233,836,859,232. With
the potential synergy amount Rp.
2,197,808,667,229.
Therefore
with the net present value Rp.
1,963,971,807,997 the script offer
method can be considered as feasible
and appropriate transaction method.
Conclusion and Recommendation - Conclusion - Based
on the research that has been conducted, researcher is estimating synergies in acquisition PT. Indosiar Karya
Media Tbk. by Pt. Surya Citra Media
Tbk. that effective 1st May 2013. Furthermore in acquisition activity there
is should be premium paid to takeover
target company. Therefore the net cost
will be the cost to obtaining control of
Target Company. Based on the calculation in previous chapter the net cost of
acquisition is Rp. 931,782,356,740.
After the gain and net cost value obtained, synergy of acquisition can
be estimated. Based on the calculation in previous chapter acquisition
activity resulted synergy amount
Rp. 2,197,808,667,229. Beside the
amount of synergy that has been calculated there are other potential synergies from acquisition that cannot
be calculated due limited resources.
The synergy generated have value Rp.
2,197,808,667,229 and based on the
Powerful Practices:

existence of synergy, the acquisition
activity can be categorize as a feasible
acquisition. Furthermore the subsequent recommendation of related to
acquisition activity will be reviewed in
next chapter.
Recommendation - This acquisition
activity can be stated as feasible acquisition as the activities provide synergies
that add value to combine firm and its
shareholders. The existence of synergies would increase the opportunities
of combined firm to sustain and compete with other firm in multimedia
industry. Following are the recommendations for combined firm to enhance
more synergies from acquisition:
As the net cost of acquisition is
depend on market price of target
firm, the acquirer should pick right
timing to buy target firm shares. Right
timing would unfold more synergies
generated. So lower the price acquirer
pay, higher synergy value generated.PT
Surya Citra Media Tbk have already
buy PT Indosiar Karya Media Tbk in
quite low price with closing price at
Rp. 990 on 18th February 2013.
Since the acquirer and target
firm running in same industry, the
combined firm could do resource
sharing in order to reduce operating
cost and unfold other potential
synergies that not yet generated. Postacquisition the combined firm will
have operating expense worth Rp.
596,763,938,615. This cost potentially
reduce due combined firm have similar
cost structure as they running in same
industry.
Based on Ficery, Herd and Pursche
journal of business strategy there are
six common mistakes in achieving
synergistic values. One of the common
mistakes is not involving right people
in acquisition process. To avoid this
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mistake, acquirer firm ought to hire
M&A consultant to supervise and
manage the process in order to achieve
synergistic values.
Acquisition activity will involve
restructuring activity during the
process. This issue could probably boost
or demotivate morale of employee due
layoff treat as have been done in many
M&A activity. In order avoid this
problems, combined firm should give
an incentives if the acquisition success.
Based on the previous chapter,
the researcher have been analyzed the
most appropriate transaction method.
The result show that script offer
transaction method is the most reliable
and appropriate method in dealing this
acquisition activity.
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Strategic Marketing
For Restaurant Business
(Case Study of Warung Taru)
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Indonesia

ABSTRACT - This research discusses
the relationship between Service
Quality and Restaurant Strategy
toward customer satisfaction. The
relation between restaurant strategy
and level of service given will be used
to determine the restaurant strategy for
better performance.
WarungTaru is an Indonesian
food restaurant located in North
Bandung that established in 2010.
Since it is a young restaurant, it would
be appropriate to conduct research
to determine restaurant strategy to
fulfil what customer want. In order
to achieve the standard quality of the
restaurant, the research was undertaken
with the aim to measure the service
and food quality to measure the level
of customer satisfaction which will
be shown by the differences between
what customers expect and customer
perceived.

Restaurant is considered as service
product, both service quality and food
quality are important which affect
the customer overall evaluation. The
customer satisfaction is the result form
overall evaluation of their experience of
the restaurant. This research final result
will make sure that the restaurant
strategy for service and food are suitable
to what customer want.
Keyword: service quality, food
quality, customer satisfaction,
restaurant strategy
Introduction - There are many
restaurants that sell different kind of
food, which have their own uniqueness
such as different concept and
atmosphere to attract the people. The
taste of the food, the atmosphere of the

Author correspondence to Erik LumbanTobing;
Email: erik.lumban@sbm-itb.ac.id
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restaurant or café, and the price of the
product itself become the important
factor determine the consumer of
the restaurant. Warung Lela (WaLe)
is one of many famous restaurants
in Bandung that has unique concept
and atmosphere that become the
destination of many people who seek
for great atmosphere and taste. This
restaurant located on Jalan Kupa no
6 Rancakendal Dago Pakar Bandung.
WaLe marketing only depends by its
performance because the owner believes
that quality is everything. She said that
this restaurant become famous because
“word of mouth” from every customers
that visit her restaurant.
This research will analyze what
Warung Taru should do to perform a
good restaurant service. The researcher
will reveal the position of Warung
Taru by analyzing the internal factors
and see what the customer reason in
visiting Warung Taru. There will be a
measurement between the customer
expectation of restaurant service and
the service they feel from Warung Taru.
This research also wants to measure the
food that Warung Taru sells. Strategy
that will be conducted in this research is
the corporate, business, and functional
strategy for Warung Taru.
Theoretical Foundation
- Service Quality Theory - Made
by Parasuraman, Zeithaml and
Berry in1985, this theory will reveal
the differences between customer
expectation towards the the service that
given by the service provider lead to
become a gap. To satisfy the customer,
the service provider must deliver
the services that fulfil the customer
P. 382

demand. Based on the model above
there are a five dimension of service
quality that show 5 area that customer
generally consider important when they
using some services, which are RATER
(Reliability, Assurance, Tangible,
Empathy, and Responsiveness).
External and Internal Analysis
Theory - The second theory is the
External and Internal Analysis theory.
This theory found by Hitt, Ireland,
and Hoskisson in 1985 which
explain that there are 2 factors affect
the company which is external and
internal factors. External factors are
how the surrounding environment
affect the company performance while
the internal factors are come from
inside the company that also affect the
company performance. External factors
are: Demographic, Political, Economic,
Technological, Legal, and Social
while internal factors are: Resource,
Capabilities, and Competencies.
Porter`s Five Forces Theory - The
third theory this research will use is the
Porter`s Five Forcestheory. This theory
found by Michael E. Porter in 1980
which contain 5 factors that affect the
company development in doing its
business. These five factors will measure
the competition environment and
formulating the best strategy toward
competition from other company.
The five factors involved are: Threat
of Entry of New Entrants, The threat
of substitutes, the bargaining power
of suppliers, the bargaining power
of buyers, and the degree of rivalry
between companies.
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SWOT Analysis Theory - The next
theory is the SWOT Analysis theory.
This theory founded by Albert S.
Humprey in 1970. SWOT stands
for Strength, Weakness, Opportunity,
and Threat which are the factors to
find company current performance.
Strength and weakness are the internal
factors while opportunity and threat
are external factors. By combining
those two factors we can create company strategy for future performance.
Corporate Strategy (using Grand
Strategy Matrix) - According to
Wheelen and Hunger (2006),
Corporate strategy is about the company
know the position and direction of the
company itself.According to David F.
(2010), Grand Matrix Strategy diagram
has four quadrants as the result of
company position. Those diagrams
are: Quadrant 1: {Positive, Positive
(Growth)}, Quadrant 2: {Positive,
Negative (Stability)}, Quadrant 3:
{Negative, Positive (Retrenchment)},
Quadrant 4: {Negative, Negative
(Diversification)}.
Business Strategy (Using Porter`s
Competitive Strategy) - According
to Wheelen and Hunger (2006),
business Strategy is used to reveal the
suitable way how the company should
positioned their product in the market.
The company should concern about
the target market and the features
of its product. Michael Porter in
1980 creates competitive strategies
to overcome other competitors in
industry that can be applied for any
type and size of business.
Powerful Practices:

Functional Strategy (Using TOWS
Matrix and Value-Chain Analysis) Functional strategy is the strategies that
will focus on the internal condition of
the company and develop the strategy
for each division exist. After that,
the strategy option will come from
the development of SWOT which is
TOWS Matrix. TOWS matrix will
combine all the factors in the SWOT
analysis to find the best solution
in finding the best strategy for the
business. The suitable result from the
TOWS matrix will be chosen for the
functional strategy.
Methodology
Research
design breakdown the process all
the methods used to gather the data
required to solve the problem that in
the end will become the conclusion
and recommendation for the research
object. There are 6 steps that this
research used which are problem
identification, exploratory research,
descriptive research, data collection,
data analysis, and conclusion and
recommendation. Next step is SWOT
Analysis which will determine what kind
of strategy needed to run the restaurant
business.Strategy Formulation will be
done later in order to determine how
to implement the strategy into real
business formulation. The last step
is conclusion will show the result of
whole research process and will be used
as the based for conduct the suitable
strategy for increasing the WarungTaru
performance. Recommendation will
show what factors need to be develop
after the strategy is complete to become
a great restaurant for its owner and its
target market.
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Data Analysis - Questionnaire
- The questionnaire is spread to 100
respondents who have at least visited
WarungTaru once. The questions in
the questionnaire separate in to 5
sections which are demography, gap
between customer expectation toward
service given by WarungTaru, food
quality of WarungTaru, customer
behavior, and their recommendation
for WarungTaru.
Validity and Reliability Test - To ratify
the data gathered, the questionnaire
result will be tested using validity and
reliability test which is SPSS program.
For the validity test, the test will be done
by using Pearson product moment
validity test. The standard of the index
is 0.30, so if the question validity
index is below 0.30, the question must
be remove or modified. As for this
research, the entire questions are valid
which the result of the validity index.
For this reliability test, the method
used is Alpha Cronbach Method. By
using this method, the questionnaire
reliability index minimum standard is
0.7 which means if the result is below
0.7 than the result is not reliable enough.
This research contains different section
of questionnaire which the reliability
index are 0.824, 0.953, 0.870, and
0.837 which can conclude that the
result are reliable enough.
Demography - Demography analysis
used to know who the customer of
WarungTaru is. There are 7 questions
that contain in this section which are
gender, age, job, domicile, income,
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consideration in choosing a restaurant,
and the existence of the restaurant.
Gap between Customer Expectation
toward Given Service by WarungTaru
- From the data, the Responsiveness
dimension (0.67) has the biggest gap
from all of the six dimensions. Which
means that when conducting the marketing strategy for WarungTaru, Responsiveness dimension become the
first priority need to be develop to satisfy the customer.
Food Quality of Warung Taru - This
research found that 7 from 10 of the
food in the menu have big neutral answer wich bigger than 40%. The food
that have neutral answer less than 35%
and has been satisfiying food are Nasi
Kuning, Tempe Mendoan and Pisang
Goreng menu. Which means that
Warung Taru need a further explenation about the food in the menu itself.
The menu explenation can be put on
the menu so the customer can have
better understanding about all kind of
food that Warung Taru sells.
Customer Behaviour - This part will
reveal the respondent’s behaviour in
visiting WarungTaru. From the data,
the majority of the respondent (33%)
takes neutral in how often they visit
WarungTaru. The second majority is
rare in visiting WarungTaru (29%).
In reason in visiting WarungTaru, the
majority (48%) choose comfortable
atmosphere as their reason. The second
majority take taste of the food as their
reason.
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From the data, most of the
respondents (51%) will recommend
Warung Taru to their friends, while
the second majority (25%) are strongly
agree in recommend WarungTaru. This
means, that Word of mouth is one of
good strategy in promote the existence
of Warung Taru.
Interview - This research will use
interview to get the data from the
internal management. There are 3
sources for data which are the owner of
WarungTaru, Ms. VeranikaWijaya, her
assistant Ms. Maya, and WarungTaru
senior employee Mrs. Euis.
Ms.Veranika Interview Result Ms.Veranika established WarungTaru
three years ago. WarungTaru has
4 employees that each of them has
their own responsibilities which are
responsible for kitchen, responsible
for restaurant service and hygiene,
responsible from stock and finance.
Ms.Veranika said that her restaurant
has weakness. The first weakness is
the small parking lot where her place
cannot accommodate many cars for the
customers. The second is her restaurant
is a new restaurant where her restaurant
is not much known. The last weakness
is the variety of the food. Ms.Veranika
said that most of her restaurant food
is a breakfast menu Ms.Veranika
also doesn’t believe in social media
for her marketing. She is afraid, that
when people have a bad experience in
visiting her restaurant, it will be easily
affected if she use media social. So she
prefers not to use any of media social
at all. She believes that quality of her
Powerful Practices:

restaurant will be the weapon to attract
the market. She only believes in word
of mouth.
Ms. Maya Interview Result - Ms.
Maya is the assistant of Ms. Veranika
that also conrol the management of
WarungTaru. Ms. Maya has controlling
role and also considering decision
made by the owner. Globalization
play strong effects that make many
of Indonesian people tend to forget
the original food of Indonesia. Many
Indonesian people preferring foreign
cuisine than Indonesian own food.
WarungTaru is the restaurant that has
Indonesian food as main product with
good service and great atmosphere.
The atmosphere itself is fresh and
green. People can enjoy the freshness
of Bandung atmosphere and also enjoy
the view. For media social marketing,
Ms. Maya has the same opinion with
the owner, that WarungTaru best
marketing is word of mouth that can
be achieved by good performance and
control. WarungTaru must maintain
the food quality and service. Ms. Maya
not recommend Internet and wifi. Wifi
make customer stay in WarungTaru for
too long that the next customer cannot
have their seat and table.
Mrs. Euis Interview Result - Ms. Euis is
the senior employee of Warung Taru.
She has been working for Warung Taru
since Ms. Veranika established her
restaurant. Ms. Euis role in WarungTaru
is the person that controls everything
happen in WarungTaru kitchen. She
is the person that knows every recipe
of all the food and drink in the menu.
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She is also the person that manages
everyday stock for Warung Taru.
Strategy Formulation - External
Analysis - Conditions that affect the
business from the outside of the
company called the external factors.
External factors cover social, legal,
economic, technology, and political.
First is the social factor. Social
factor relate to the change in social
structures and society. Those changes
will affect the lifestyle of the customer
and it will affect the purchase rate
of WarungTaru. The second one is
legal factors. Legal factor relate with
law and regulations that affect how
business must behave. The third one
is economic factors. Economic factors
relate with the business opportunity
to make profit. When the economy
condition is well, there will be customer
that willing to pay for the service and
product provide by WarungTaru.The
fourth is technology. Technology relate
with the business opportunity to get
innovations.
The last one is political. Political
relate the impact that affected by the
decision made by the government
through government policy. The
increasing level of subsidize fuel
for example affect the price level of
commodity that WarungTaru need.
If the price of fuel is steady than the
commodity price will be the same.
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Internal Analysis - Internal factors
contain resource, capabilities, and core
capabilities. The strong internal factors
will support business better performance.
Resource is the capital, material
needed, staff, and assets that needed
so the company will perform properly.
To established WarungTaru resource
needed is capital like money and land,
restaurant concept and interior, product
innovation, employee, and system. For
WarungTaru the land and money come
from the owner together with concept
and interior, product innovation,
and system. The second factor is the
capabilities, which is the capability of
WarungTaru that other places doesn’t
have. The capabilities of WarungTaru
are the product uniqueness, the strategic
location, and the coziness of WarungTaru
decoration. The last internal factors are
the core capabilities which are the main
product that WarungTaru sells to its
customer. WarungTaru core capabilities
are selling the high quality of Indonesian
food with breakfast specialty. Those core
capabilities selected by the owner since
the owner believe that the product is the
uniqueness of the business itself.
Porter`s Five Forces - Porter`s 5 Forces
will describe how the competitiveness level of the industry which is WarungTaru
case is in restaurant industry. They are:
(1) low bargaining power of customers,
(2) low bargaining power of suppliers,
(3) high intensity of rivalry, (4) high
threat of substitute products, (5) and
high threat of new competitors.
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SWOT Analysis
Table 4.3. SWOT of WarungTaru

STRENGTHS
WarungTaru product uniqueness
which is original Indonesian food
especially in breakfast type.
Strategic location on Jl. Ir. Juanda
which pathway often by passed
by cycler and people who want to
enjoy beautiful scenery in North
Bandung
The coziness of WarungTaru
decoration that become the reason
people visit WarungTaru
WarungTaru sells quality products
at reasonable price

WEAKNESSES

A new and young restaurant that
still need more marketing power to
improve their existence as restaurant
Small parking lot available
Long-time production capacity
Limited human resource in serving
customers

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Current lifestyle of teenagers
that like to hanging out is café or
restaurants
Fast market growth in Bandung
restaurant industry
Current healthy lifestyle which ride
bicycle as sport
Only a few restaurant that sells
Indonesian food with good place
and service

WarungTaru serve less varieties of
food
High level of substitute product like
Japanese or Western food
The increasing cost of subsidized fuel
also increase the price of commodity
needed
Traffic jammed often happened in
North Bandung

Grand Strategy Matrix - To
reveal the condition of the business and
determine what kind of strategy need
to be conduct to support the performance of WarungTaru, the researcher
will analyzed the matrix that contain
the IFAS (Internal Factors Analysis
Summary) and EFAS (External Factors Analysis Summary). The IFAS
and EFAS will show the Warung Taru
condition by revealing the position in
Powerful Practices:

SWOT quadrant of Grand Strategy
Matrix with (x,y) axis. There are four
quadrants as the result of SWOT analysis that has their own condition.
EFAS - This section conducted by the
discussion between the researcher and
the WarungTaru owner. The table will
show the weight, rating, and weight
score to show the comparison between
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company opportunity (O) and threat
(T). For the weight, this research
will score based on the important of
the factor. Range 1.0 show the most
important factor and 0.0 show the
most unimportant factors for weight
section. The total of weight section
must be equal to 1. For the rating,
this research uses 1-5 rating with 1 as
the lowest and 5 as the highest rating.
The total score of measurement of
EFAS is 0.2. It can be concluded that
the company opportunity factors has
bigger affect than the threat factors.
IFAS - This section conducted by the
discussion between the researcher and
the WarungTaru owner. The table will
show the weight, rating, and weight
score to show the comparison between
company strength (S) and weakness
(W). For the weight, this research
will score based on the important of
the factor. Range 1.0 show the most
important factor and 0.0 show the
most unimportant factors for weight
section. The total of weight section
must be equal to 1. For the rating, this
research uses 1-5 rating with 1 as the
lowest and 5 as the highest rating.
The total score of measurement
of EFAS is 0.7 It can be concluded
that the company strength is bigger
that the weakness. So WarungTaru is
allowed to grow the business since they
have a good capability in doing their
business.
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Figure 1.WarungTaru Grand Strategy Matrix

Based in the Grand Strategy Matrix,
the position of WarungTaru is on
quadrant 1 which is “Growth” where
the x coordinate fall in 0.2 and the y
coordinate fall in 0.7. This situation
means that growth strategy is the
suitable strategy for WarungTaru since
there are a lot of business opportunities
and WarungTaru has the capability to
grow.
Business
Strategy
Porter’s
Competitive Strategy - Porter`s
competitive strategy is the theory used
to known and decide which position
that the business want to deliver to
the market. By using this theory the
business will make decision what kind
of strong point their product they will
aim, either they will have a strong point
in the cheapness of the product or the
uniqueness and strong features of the
product. They will also have to choose
the target market for their product,
either they will aim for broad market
or they will aim to narrow and selected
target market.
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From the advantages aspect or
the strong point of the product,
WarungTaru provides Indonesian food
that has more quality than the other.
This means that WarungTaru is aim for
the uniqueness of the product which is
quality since WarungTaru also charged
higher price than the Indonesian
food seller in traditional market or on
Indonesian food stall.
From
the
target
market,
WarungTaru aims for all the people
that prefer Indonesian food as their
choice which WarungTaru aim for
broad target that including teenagers,
adult, student, or even employee.
The price charged for WarungTaru
menu is higher from the traditional

market price, but the price itself is still
affordable by the college student and
teenagers.
As the conclusion, WarungTaru
competitive
strategy
is
the
Differentiation
Strategy
where
WarungTaru aims for the product
uniqueness. They charged a higher
price than the traditional market as
they have good quality and they aim
for broad target.
Functional Strategy - TOWS Matrix
- To combine a good strategy for
business combination of the external
opportunities and threats with the
company internal strength and
weakness is needed.

Table 4.4.WarungTaru TOWS Matrix
IFAS/EFAS
Opportunities
O1. Teenagers lifestyle
O2. Fast restaurant market growth
O3. Bicycle lifestyle
O4. Sells Indonesian food with good
place
Threat
T1. Less varieties of food
T2. High level substitute product
T3. Increasing commodity price
T4. Traffic jammed in North Bandung
IFAS/EFAS

Strength
S1. WarungTaru product uniqueness
S2. WarungTaru strategic location
S3. WarungTaru coziness decoration
S4. WarungTaru reasonable price
SO Strategies
1. Product development to serve its existing markets
(S1,S4,O1,O3)
2. Maintain the restaurant decoration (S3,O4)
ST Strategies
1. Product diversification (S1,T1)
2. Maintain the product reasonable price (S4,T3)
3. develop the product uniqueness (S1,T2)
Weakness
W1. WarungTaru Small market share
W2. Lack of parking lot
W3. Long-time production
W4. Limited human resource
WO Strategies
1. Increase WarungTaru promotions (W1,O1,O3)
2. Establish good operation and service flow (W3,W4,O4)

Opportunities
O1. Teenagers lifestyle
O2. Fast restaurant market growth
O3. Bicycle lifestyle
O4. Sells Indonesian food with good
place
Threat
WT Strategies
T1. Less varieties of food
1. make efficient ways to promote the restaurant (W1,T2)
T2. High level substitute product
T3. Increasing commodity price
T4. Traffic jammed in North Bandung
Powerful Practices:
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Functional Strategy Another thing need to be concern
is the way WarungTaru promotes
itself. As one of the main segments of
WarungTaru is teenagers, they can be
attracted by promotion from media
social. But, as the interview said that the
owner of WarungTaru only believes in
Word of Mouth marketing and do not
trust media social. The operation flow
and the number of employee exist to
help the customer will determine how
good service perform. This research
concludes that WarungTaru is lack of
responsiveness dimension from the
other dimension. So WarungTaru needs
to improve their operation and human
resource capability in order conduct an
excellent service. That excellent service
will develop a good perception of
customer and will conduct good word
of mouth marketing. Warungtaru need
to established good operation flow
and service flow. WarungTaru need
to hire new employee that capable
doing service and also can manage the
kitchen. This employee will cut the long
time operation flow of WarungTaru by
helping the existing employee in assist
the customer.
Conclusion and Recommendation Conclusion - The analysis of all data
will be used to conduct the conclusion
and the summary that intended to answer the research questions. Warung�Taru decoration and atmosphere become the main point why people visit
that restaurant. The result shows that
most of the people take Warung Taru
food variation is still not complete. As
the interview result with the owner,
Warung Taru still needs more new
P. 390

variety of food that suitable for diner.
This result means that Warung Taru
has a great opportunity in the market
to growth if they can understand and
fulfil what is the customers want.
The recommendation is as the
EFAS and IFAS result, Warung Taru
is located in quadrant 1 which is
growth. This means that Warung Taru
has the capability and the opportunity
enough to develop their self and grow
in the market. For the competitive
strategy, the Warung Taru competitive
advantage is Differentiation, since the
target customer for Warung Taru is
also a broad target. The differentiations
from Warung Taru located on the
products based on its high quality as
an Indonesian food. The high quality
got from the high quality and fresh raw
material that Warung Taru used in the
process of making the food.
TOWS Matrix used to analyzed the
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
and the Threat of Warung Taru. That
analysis will become the strategy that
Warung Taru need. The results of
TOWS which fall to the functional
strategy are product development to
serve its existing markets, maintain
the restaurant decoration, product
diversification, maintain the product
reasonable price, develop the product
uniqueness and increase WarungTaru
promotions. To perform well, Warung
Taru need to develop a better operation
flow by adding new employee that
capable of doing everything including
serve the customer and make the
food as order. By adding the human
resource, Warung Taru will have a
better performance to conduct a good
customer perception.
Powerful Practices:
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Recommendation - From the
Grand Strategy matrix, WarungTaru
is located in the “Growth” quadrant
which means that this restaurant has
the capability to grow and develop
more in the market. As a service provider, they should know what customer
expect of them so they can satisfy the
customer that come to WarungTaru.
The recommendations are:
•

Responsiveness dimension contain
the willingness of service provider
to help the customers when
the customers need assistant.
To overcome this problem, this
research recommends WarungTaru
to hire more employees. More
employee means there are more
people to serve and help customer
visiting WarungTaru. WarungTaru
needs to hire new employee that
capable of doing both serve and
manage the food in the kitchen to
make the production faster.

•

For the quality of the food, this
research recommends WarungTaru
to add the explanation of every food
in the menu. By putting the food
explanation, so the customer can
have better understanding about
all kind of food that Warung Taru
sells. Warung Taru also need to
improve more in their food and the
variety. This research recommend
Warung Taru to have more menu
especially menu that suitable for
dinner, which is the same with the
owner perception. Warung Taru
need to add more menu in their
restaurant to give new attraction
point for the customers. The
quality and the taste also need to be
improve as the majority 48% from
Powerful Practices:

100 respondent`s reason in visiting
Warung Taru is the comfortable
atmosphere.
•

For the promotion since the
owner doesn’t believe in media
social, WarungTaru need to
promote them by word of mouth
marketing. To have a good word
of mouth, WarungTaru needs to
develop a good perception from
the customer toward the restaurant
itself. That good perception
will generate by how well the
restaurant serve its customers. So,
by improving the service, they
will automatically have good word
of mouth marketing. To attract
more customers, the researcher
recommends WarungTaru to have
some event or some promo. For the
event, it can be like the event for
celebrating birthday.
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ABSTRACT - The main purpose of
this research is to do a valuation for PT
MitraAdi Perkasa Tbk and the result
of the valuation will be used as the
suggestion to the company to increase
the firm’s value. The methodology
of valuation used in this research is
discounted cash flow to estimating
the value of the company. The result
shows the estimating value of the
company for 1 January 2013. There
are 3 scenarios that involved in the
discounted cash flow method. For the
most likely scenario, the value of the
company is IDR 96,723,302,774,161.
For the optimistic scenario the
value of the company is IDR
125,756,543,187,313, and for the
pessimistic scenario the value of the
company is IDR 84,236,041,438,698.
Moreover, these results also show the
suggestion for the company to increase
its value.

Key Words: Valuation, Retailer,
public listed company, discounted
cash flow method
BODY - Introduction Nowadays, improving the company is
one of the goals for every business and
company around the world. One of the
measurements of improvement is too
look from the value of the company
itself. When improving the company,
there is lot of decisions involved.
Among those decisions are the financial
decisions. Financial factors and
decision are important because it can be
useful as a measurement of company’s
performance. Valuation is a method to
find the market value of a company.
Company value has a close relationship
with the investment. The amount of
investors and investment that invested
by the investor really depends on
company value. If there is something
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wrong and the company becomes
undervalued or overvalued, it could
affect the investors and the company
negatively.Based on condition above,
in this research, the author will make
a valuation of PT. MitraAdi Perkasa
Tbk and the result of the valuation will
be used as the recommendation to the
company to increase its value. Also,
because PT MitraAdi Perkasa Tbk is a
listed company in Indonesia, the result
of valuation is also used to compare
with its share price on the stock market.
PT MitraAdi Perkasa (MAP) is one of
the largest retailers in Indonesia. PT
MitraAdi Perkasa Tbk is incorporated
in 1995. Until today, it has brought
many foreign retailers to Indonesia,
such as Zara, Sogo, Starbucks, Adidas,
Burger King and many more. In 2013,
it has more than 1000 retail store with
more than 100 brands in Indonesia.
The company has been listed in
Indonesia Stock Exchange since
October 2004. In 2012, the company
has won awards from SWA Indonesia,
including number 1 of best retailer
company in Indonesia and top 100
best public companies in Indonesia.
Literature Review - In
finance, valuation is a process to
measure how much is something
worth. It is interpreting things into
the form of numbers. Everything has
its own values, whether it’s tangible or
intangible. For example, valuations on
asset in a company are investment in
fixed assets such as plants, buildings,
and equipment or intangible assets
such as patents. For an example of a
valuation in liabilities is bonds issued
by the company.
P. 394

Valuation is one of the players
to determine the continuity of a
company. Valuation can be used in
portfolio managements, mergers and
acquisition, and corporate finance. In
portfolio management, valuation is one
of the key for fundamental analysis and
a peripheral role for technical analyst.
In mergers and acquisition, valuation
will help to determine the fair value of
the target firm, so the bidding firm or
individual have value of the target firm
to bid based on that value. The last is
corporate finance, in corporate finance;
valuation has a goal to maximize its
firm value.
The valuation of a company based
on corporate finance will be the focus in
this research. The valuation in corporate
finance it’s related to decision and plan
regarding on project, investment, and
its dividend policy. This research will
used Discounted Cash Flow model as
the main method.
According to Damodaran (2006)
The discounted cash flow valuation is
a method to calculate the value of the
company by using the discount of the
future net cash flow of the company.
Then, the result of present value from
that future net cash flow is representing
the value of the company. This method is
considering the future condition of the
company by estimating the future cash
flow and condition for the company.
Also, the discounted cash flow method
measures the intrinsic value of an asset
by discounting the future cash flow of
the firm. This approach gets the most
play in industry and comes with the
best theoretical qualifications
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Methodology - Free Cash
Flow - Gitman (2009) seeing that,
basically the free cash flow represents
the cash left in the company. The
cash left can be used by the company
to expand their business or turning it
into some investment. Those cash left
are calculated by operating activities
minus net fixed asset investment and
net current asset investment, therefore
the equation for Free Cash flows as
follows
FCF = OCF – NWC – CAPEX
Where
FCF = Free NWC = Net Working
cash flow
Capital
OCF = Op- CAPEX = Capital Exerating cash penditure
flow

To get the operating cash flow,
net operating profits after taxes and
depreciation must be summed up.
Free Cash Flow Valuation Model To get the value of the company using
free cash flow, the basic is first, the
free cash flow is calculated for years
ahead. Second, the free cash flow in
the future must be discounted in order
to get the present value of the total free
cash flow itself. The amount of total
present value of the free cash flow will
represent the value of the company.
The discount rate will be used as a risk
of the estimated cash flow, with higher
rates for riskier assets and lower rates
for lower risk. The formula for free
cash flow valuation is:

Powerful Practices:

In discounted cash flow (DCF)
valuation, the value of an asset is the
present value of the expected cash
flows on the asset, discounted back
at a rate that reflects the riskiness of
these cash flows. (Damodaran, 2006)
DCF model is the common model
that people use and comes with the
best theoretical credentials. According
to AswathDamodaran, the formula of
discounted cash flow valuation is
Value of firm = Value of Operating
Assets + Cash & Non-Operating
Assets
According to Damodaran, Since you
cannot estimate cash flows forever, you
generally impose closure in discounted
cash flow valuation by stopping your
estimation of cash flows sometime
in the future and then computing a
terminal value that reflects the value
of the firm at that point. (Damodaran,
2006)
There are 3 Approaches to
calculate the terminal value which are:
liquidation value, multiple approach,
and stable growth model. The method
that will be used is the stable growth
model because, the author assume that
the company has a lifespan, so it must
be liquidated at the end of its life.
The formula for terminal value for
valuing a company is :
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Results and Discussion Valuation Analysis - To calculate the
valuation using the discounted cash
flow, there are some components of
calculation that needed. First, the expected cash flow for the next 5 years
using the CAGR. Also the author
must find the Weighted Average cost
of capital that will be used as the discount rate for discounting the future
value.For sales projection, this research
projected the future earning of PT MitraAdi Perkasa Tbk. for 5 years period.
This sales projection is made by an assumption of the author about the sales
expectation using the stable growth.
There are three conditions or
scenarios that used in this research,
which are pessimistic, most likely,
and optimistic. For the most likely
scenario, the assumptions are made by
the author. The author calculates the
sales projection growth of PT MitraAdi
Perkasa using the Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) calculation.
There are three components
that need to be calculated which are
the weighted average cost of capital
(WACC), Net Working Capital and
Capital Expenditure. In this research,
Weighted Average Cost of Capital is
used as the discount rate to calculate
the estimated value of the firms. The
amount of weighted average cost of
capital is calculated as below.
WACC = (we x (re x (1 – T)) + (wd
x rd)

Net Working Capital is calculated
by summed up accounts on current
assets and then substract it with
account on current liabilities. Capital
Expenditure (CAPEX) computed by
find out difference between increases
on fixed assets.
Most Likely Scenario - For the most
likely scenario, the assumptions are
made by the author. The author calculates the sales projection growth of
PT MitraAdi Perkasa using the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
calculation. The formula of the CAGR
is provided below.
CAGR =
The ending value is the net sales
from 2012 and the beginning value
is the net sales from 2008. The net
sales of PT MitraAdi Perkasa Tbk.
For 2012 areRp 7,585,085,252,000.
And for the net sales in 2008 is Rp
2,853,956,784,000.
The
author
calculates the growth for the next 5
years. Using the formula above the
result for CAGR is 21.591%.
The Pro Forma Balance Sheet
and Pro Forma Income Statement are
calculated by compounding historical
data with CAGR. This table below will
show the calculation of value of the
firm (in thousands IDR).

WACC = (65.68% x 15.882% x (1
– 25%)) + 34.32% x 8.789%
WACC = 10.84%

P. 396
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EBIT (1-T)
Depreciation
Operating Cash Flow
Ending Fixed Assets
Beginning Fixed Assets
Capital Spending / Capital Expenditure

Ending ∆ (Current Assets-Current Liabilities)
Beginning ∆ (Current Assets - Current Liabilities)
Change in Net Working Capital
Free Cash Flow
Terminal FCF
Present Value
Terminal FCF Present Value
Total Present Value

2012
448,228,351
1,775,589,737
2,223,818,088
2,011,107,593
1,486,580,902
2,300,116,428
579,848,767
91,105,529
(488,743,238)
412,444,898

2013F
545,006,820
2,158,963,206
2,703,970,026
2,445,332,503
1,807,553,515
2,796,742,194
705,045,837
110,776,426
(594,269,411)
501,497,243
452,451,094

2014F
662,681,050
2,625,112,111
3,287,793,162
2,973,312,353
2,197,828,388
3,400,596,076
857,274,622
134,694,531
(722,580,091)
609,777,176

2015F
2016F
2017F
805,762,714
979,737,614 1,191,276,011
3,191,908,773 3,881,084,382 4,719,062,182
3,997,671,487 4,860,821,995 5,910,338,193
3,615,290,084 4,395,879,356 5,345,008,246
2,672,368,805 3,249,368,816 3,950,950,813
4,134,830,053 5,027,594,922 6,113,119,615
1,042,371,629 1,267,433,544 1,541,089,324
163,776,874
199,138,482
242,135,133
(878,594,755) (1,068,295,062) (1,298,954,191)
741,436,189
901,522,135 1,096,172,769
20,379,674,917
496,337,797 544,481,409
597,294,840
655,231,050
12,181,834,992

14,927,631,182

Figure 1 Discounted Cash Flow Valuation
Most Likely Scenario

From the calculation above, the
result after sum all of the present value
the company value for PT MitraAdi
Perkasa Tbk in Most Likely scenario
is14,927,182 (in thousand IDR)

From the calculation above, the
result after sum all of the present value
the company value for PT MitraAdi
Perkasa Tbk in Pessimistic scenario is
11,875,120,011 (in thousand IDR)

Pessimistic Scenario - The same
method is applied same as the most
likely scenario, the calculation can be
seen from the table below.
EBIT (1-T)
Depreciation
Operating Cash Flow
Ending Fixed Assets
Beginning Fixed Assets
Capital Spending / Capital Expenditure

Ending ∆ (Current Assets-Current Liabilities)
Beginning ∆ (Current Assets - Current Liabilities)
Change in Net Working Capital
Free Cash Flow
Terminal FCF
Present Value
Terminal FCF Present Value
Total Present Value

2012
448,228,351
1,775,589,737
2,223,818,088
2,011,107,593
1,486,580,902
2,300,116,428
579,848,767
91,105,529
(488,743,238)
412,444,898

2013F
522,595,403
2,070,183,719
2,592,779,122
2,344,777,123
1,733,224,469
2,681,736,373
676,053,399
106,221,149
(569,832,249)
480,874,999

2014F
609,300,939
2,413,654,765
3,022,955,704
2,733,806,872
2,020,789,489
3,126,672,148
788,219,660
123,844,653
(664,375,008)
560,658,564

2015F
710,392,079
2,814,112,232
3,524,504,311
3,187,381,836
2,356,065,375
3,645,428,693
918,995,798
144,392,130
(774,603,669)
653,679,286

433,845,693

456,356,925

480,036,211

2016F
2017F
828,255,585
965,674,215
3,281,010,925 3,825,374,328
4,109,266,509 4,791,048,544
3,716,210,927 4,332,779,807
2,746,967,995 3,202,726,565
4,250,253,857 4,955,427,570
1,071,469,439 1,249,240,487
168,348,707
196,279,999
(903,120,732) (1,052,960,488)
762,133,384
888,581,462
15,840,873,981
504,944,160
531,144,524
9,468,792,498

11,875,120,011

Figure 2 Discounted Cash Flow Valuation
Pessimistic Scenario
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Optimistic Scenario - The last one is
the optimistic scenario, also using the
same process as the method above. The
calculation is on the table below.
EBIT (1-T)
Depreciation
Operating Cash Flow
Ending Fixed Assets
Beginning Fixed Assets
Capital Spending / Capital Expenditure

Ending ∆ (Current Assets-Current Liabilities)
Beginning ∆ (Current Assets - Current Liabilities)
Change in Net Working Capital
Free Cash Flow
Terminal FCF
Present Value
Terminal FCF Present Value
Total Present Value

2012
448,228,351
1,775,589,737
2,223,818,088
2,011,107,593
1,486,580,902
2,300,116,428
579,848,767
91,105,529
(488,743,238)
412,444,898

2013F
567,418,238
2,247,742,692
2,815,160,930
2,545,887,883
1,881,882,560
2,911,748,015
734,038,276
115,331,702
(618,706,573)
522,119,488
471,056,494

2014F
718,302,303
2,845,447,406
3,563,749,710
3,222,873,373
2,382,300,192
3,686,020,587
929,228,828
145,999,938
(783,228,890)
660,958,013

2015F
2016F
2017F
909,308,451 1,151,105,677 1,457,200,005
3,602,089,762 4,559,933,397 5,772,480,409
4,511,398,214 5,711,039,074 7,229,680,414
4,079,878,319 5,164,772,294 6,538,154,022
3,015,785,537 3,817,723,070 4,832,906,473
4,666,182,545 5,906,982,620 7,477,727,959
1,176,323,147 1,489,123,136 1,885,100,808
184,823,265
233,970,233
296,186,033
(991,499,882) (1,255,152,903) (1,588,914,774)
836,715,550 1,059,209,357 1,340,867,230
25,954,064,130
537,997,251 614,450,804
701,768,995
801,495,775
15,513,894,500

18,640,663,819

Figure 3 Discounted Cash Flow Valuation
Optimistic Scenario

From the calculation above, the
result after sum all of the present value
the company value for PT MitraAdi
Perkasa Tbk in Optimistic scenario is
18,640,663,819 (in thousand IDR).
Conclusion - Based on above
calculation, there are 3 estimation of
the company value. For the most likely
scenario, the estimated value of the
company is IDR14,927,182(in thousand IDR). For the pessimistic scenario, the estimated value of the company
is IDR 11,875,120,011 (in thousand
IDR). And the last one, for the optimistic scenario, the estimated value of
the company is IDR 18,640,663,819
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(in thousand IDR). For all of the
scenario and the estimated value calculation, PT Mitra Adi Perkasa Tbk
is a good company because the value

is rather high. This shows that PT MitraAdi Perkasa Tbk is a favorite company for the future shareholders. PT
MitraAdi Perkasa also should increase
its sales and strategy to have better performance in the future.
References:
Damodaran, A. 2006. INVESTMENT
VALUATION:
SECOND
EDITION. Wiley Finance.
Gitman, L.J. 2009. Principles of
Managerial Finances: Twelfth
Edition. Pearson P
White, Gerald I. 2002. The use of
financial statement and analysis.
Courier/Westford
Methods of Corporate Valuation
Prof. Ian H. Giddy, New York
University
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APPENDIX
Key Assumption
No
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Description
Cost of Equity (re)
Risk-free rate (rf )
Risk Premium (Rm-Rf )
Beta (β)
Cost of Debt (rd)
Perpetuity growth
Corporate tax
Wd ( Debt Proportion)
We ( Equity Proportion)
WACC

Value
15.882%
7.480%
9.60%
0.87524
8.789%
4.30%
25%
34.32%
65.68%
10.84%

Proforma Income Statement for 3 scenarios

Pro Forma Income Statement
PT Mitra Adi Perkasa Tbk (Most Likely Scenario)
For the Year Ended 2013-2017 In IDR

Pro Forma Income Statement
PT MitraAdi Perkasa Tbk (Optimistic Scenario)
For the Year Ended 2013-2017
In IDR
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Pro Forma Income Statement
PT Mitra Adi Perkasa Tbk (Pessimistic Scenario)
For the Year Ended 2013-2017
In IDR

Proforma Balance Sheet for 3 scenarios
Pro Forma Balance Sheet
PT MitraAdi Perkasa Tbk (Most Likely)
For the Year Ended 2013-2017
In IDR
ASSET

2012

2013F

2014F

526,324,881,000

639,965,431,543

778,142,490,229

1,427,811,000

1,736,094,408

2,110,940,309

Trade Accounts Receivables

218,200,460,000

265,312,844,952

322,597,421,180

Other Accounts Recievables

65,171,421,000

79,242,798,640

96,352,374,093

Inventories

1,917,927,291,000

2,332,033,332,952

2,835,550,383,749

Advances

157,943,369,000

192,045,445,599

233,510,614,652

Prepaid Taxes

38,487,823,000

46,797,856,504

56,902,136,900

Prepaid Expenses

337,137,654,000

409,930,162,948

498,439,543,909

3,262,620,710,000

3,967,063,967,546

4,823,605,905,021

Long-term portion
of prepaid rent

64,166,847,000

78,021,323,737

94,867,166,492

Investment in associate

17,224,024,000

20,942,920,143

25,464,775,486

Current Asset
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Other Financial Assets

Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
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2015F

2016F

2017F

946,153,815,900

1,150,441,024,085

1,398,836,560,881

2,566,720,432

3,120,909,553

3,794,755,485

392,250,500,239

476,942,606,592

579,920,866,498

117,156,134,724

142,451,704,305

173,208,924,203

3,447,783,470,832

4,192,205,834,137

5,097,358,898,681

283,928,665,868

345,232,645,728

419,772,971,185

69,188,065,987

84,126,690,767

102,290,763,566

606,059,278,843

736,915,547,653

896,025,427,430

5,865,086,652,824

7,131,436,962,819

8,671,209,167,928

115,350,251,024

140,255,906,266

170,539,024,128

30,962,959,611

37,648,274,905

45,777,038,796
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Other financial assets-noncurrent

29,203,323,000

35,508,709,318

43,175,512,507

Deferred tax assets

27,131,554,000

32,989,617,802

40,112,515,588

Investment properties

95,044,387,000

115,565,735,799

140,517,917,074

2,011,107,593,000

2,445,332,502,977

2,973,312,353,316

Deferred license fee

50,751,171,000

61,709,024,640

75,032,824,800

Refundable deposits

194,150,192,000

236,069,803,828

287,040,418,067

Advance for purchases

180,692,133,000

219,705,970,678

267,143,415,432

Goodwill

57,968,193,000

70,484,297,794

85,702,796,283

526,776,000

640,513,953

778,809,445

2,727,966,193,000

3,316,970,420,669

4,033,148,504,489

Property, plant and equipment

Others
Total Non-Current Assets
Total Assets

Rp 5,990,586,903,000 Rp 7,284,034,388,215

Rp 8,856,754,409,510

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Bank Loans

954,540,989,000

1,160,639,099,544

1,411,236,536,632

Trade Accounts Payable

800,261,968,000

973,049,183,474

1,183,143,459,666

Others Account payable

406,050,646,000

493,722,387,591

600,323,625,661

Taxes Payable

119,727,308,000

145,578,028,130

177,010,262,974

Accrued expenses

168,851,441,000

205,308,715,600

249,637,601,264

Unearned Income

75,261,170,000

91,511,058,808

111,269,515,000

155,833,333,000

189,479,824,729

230,391,042,071

0

0

0

589,610,000

716,914,650

871,706,070

1,665,478,000

2,025,076,878

2,462,317,943

0

0

0

Current Maturities of Long term Liabilities
Bank Loans
Bonds Payable
Finance Lease obligations
Others
Derivative financial instrument
Total Current Liabilities

Rp 2,682,781,943,000 Rp 3,262,030,289,404

Rp 3,966,346,067,281

Non-Current Liabilities
Long-term Liabilities
Tenants Deposits
Post-employment benefits
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864,989,338,000

1,051,752,054,590

1,278,839,328,693

9,430,397,000

11,466,545,291

13,942,325,112

195,747,700,000

238,012,235,078

289,402,246,090
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52,497,680,598

63,832,628,917

77,614,943,519

48,773,341,856

59,304,155,847

72,108,712,810

170,857,606,559

207,748,039,017

252,603,607,091

3,615,290,084,117

4,395,879,355,810

5,345,008,245,875

91,233,410,839

110,931,919,137

134,883,597,689

349,016,266,663

424,373,526,265

516,001,421,699

324,823,236,204

394,956,898,366

480,233,352,115

104,207,171,251

126,706,887,185

154,064,591,403

946,964,775

1,151,427,080

1,400,035,519

4,903,958,973,497

5,962,789,018,795

7,250,234,570,643

Rp 10,769,045,626,321

Rp 13,094,225,981,614

Rp 15,921,443,738,571

1,715,941,297,436

2,086,435,873,657

2,536,925,162,527

1,438,599,887,782

1,749,212,760,479

2,126,891,088,626

729,941,490,571

887,545,578,555

1,079,178,487,848

215,229,135,884

261,699,972,391

318,204,481,324

303,537,683,643

369,075,511,561

448,763,829,252

135,294,084,994

164,505,879,570

200,024,889,590

280,135,536,025

340,620,528,641

414,165,036,603

0

0

0

1,059,919,019

1,288,769,649

1,567,032,178

2,993,965,176

3,640,402,126

4,426,413,422

0

0

0

Rp 4,822,733,000,529

Rp 5,864,025,276,629

Rp 7,130,146,421,370

1,554,957,769,253

1,890,693,858,024

2,298,919,839,145

16,952,658,765

20,612,963,540

25,063,576,858

351,888,044,808

427,865,359,552

520,247,188,292
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Deferred tax liabilities

45,582,833,000

55,424,773,642

67,391,720,329

Decommissioning cost

19,379,522,000

23,563,818,865

28,651,561,142

1,135,129,790,000

1,380,219,427,467

1,678,227,181,366

Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities

Rp 3,817,911,733,000 Rp 4,642,249,716,871

Rp 5,644,573,248,647

EQUITY
Capital stock - Rp 500 par
value per share, Authorized
- 4,000,000,000 shares,
sbuscribed and paid up
1,660,000,000 shares

830,000,000,000

1,009,208,052,585

1,227,109,510,124

Additional paid-in capital - net

46,947,040,000

57,083,531,100

69,408,625,610

Difference in value of restucturing transactions among entitels
under common control

(53,536,989,000)

(65,096,337,843)

(79,151,504,030)

Other comprehensive income

(6,257,058,000)

(7,608,040,143)

(9,250,717,322)

Appropriated retained earnings

36,000,000,000

43,772,879,389

53,224,026,945

Unappropriated retained earnings

1,319,507,055,000

1,604,406,199,216

1,950,818,862,489

Equity attributable to the owners
of The Company

2,172,660,048,000

2,641,766,284,303

3,212,158,803,815

15,122,000

18,387,041

22,357,048

Non-controlling interests
Total Equity

Rp 2,172,675,170,000 Rp 2,641,784,671,344

Rp 3,212,181,160,863

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY Rp 5,990,586,903,000 Rp 7,284,034,388,215

Rp 8,856,754,409,510
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81,942,490,160

99,634,964,962

121,147,480,674

34,837,814,727

42,359,762,840

51,505,799,715

2,040,578,777,713

2,481,166,908,918

3,016,883,884,684

Rp 6,863,311,778,242

Rp 8,345,192,185,547

Rp 10,147,030,306,054

1,492,058,794,001

1,814,214,156,429

2,205,927,151,544

84,394,872,150

102,616,848,880

124,773,193,037

(96,241,367,761)

(117,021,160,646)

(142,287,587,527)

(11,248,070,378)

(13,676,678,556)

(16,629,655,580)

64,715,803,113

78,688,806,785

95,678,768,019

2,372,026,632,721

2,884,178,769,504

3,506,911,372,625

3,905,706,663,846

4,749,000,742,396

5,774,373,242,119

27,184,233

33,053,670

40,190,398

Rp 3,905,733,848,079

Rp 4,749,033,796,067

Rp 5,774,413,432,517

Rp 10,769,045,626,321

Rp 13,094,225,981,614

Rp 15,921,443,738,571
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Pro Forma Balance Sheet
PT Mitra Adi Perkasa Tbk (Optimistic)
For the Year Ended 2013-2017 In IDR
ASSET

2012

2013F

2014F

526,324,881,000

666,281,675,593

843,454,845,586

1,427,811,000

1,807,484,958

2,288,119,278

218,200,460,000

276,222,867,952

349,674,206,825

Current Asset
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Other Financial Assets
Trade Accounts Receivables
Other Accounts Recievables

65,171,421,000

82,501,369,690

104,439,582,510

Inventories

1,917,927,291,000

2,427,929,697,502

3,073,548,535,272

Advances

157,943,369,000

199,942,614,049

253,110,017,634

Prepaid Taxes

38,487,823,000

48,722,247,654

61,678,142,108

Prepaid Expenses

337,137,654,000

426,787,045,648

540,275,404,338

3,262,620,710,000

4,130,195,003,046

5,228,468,853,551

Long-term portion of prepaid
rent
Investment in associate

64,166,847,000

81,229,666,087

102,829,715,983

17,224,024,000

21,804,121,343

27,602,127,560

Other financial assetsnoncurrent
Deferred tax assets

29,203,323,000

36,968,875,468

46,799,391,746

27,131,554,000

34,346,195,502

43,479,306,253

Investment properties

95,044,387,000

120,317,955,149

152,312,101,622

Property, plant and
equipment
Deferred license fee

2,011,107,593,000

2,545,887,882,627

3,222,873,372,596

50,751,171,000

64,246,583,190

81,330,605,192

Refundable deposits

194,150,192,000

245,777,313,428

311,132,773,930

180,692,133,000

228,740,577,328

289,565,742,833

57,968,193,000

73,382,707,444

92,896,146,545

526,776,000

666,852,753

844,177,780

2,727,966,193,000

3,453,368,730,319

4,371,665,462,039

Rp 5,990,586,903,000

Rp 7,583,563,733,365

Rp 9,600,134,315,589

Bank Loans

954,540,989,000

1,208,366,148,994

1,529,686,799,059

Trade Accounts Payable

800,261,968,000

1,013,062,281,874

1,282,449,032,934

Others Account payable

406,050,646,000

514,024,919,891

650,710,991,035

Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets

Advance for purchases
of property, plant and
equipment
Goodwill
Others
Total Non-Current Assets
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
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2015F

2016F

2017F

1,067,740,720,782

1,351,667,196,865

1,711,093,503,809

2,896,560,663

3,666,794,715

4,641,844,258

442,657,234,810

560,365,688,133

709,374,386,643

132,211,458,255

167,368,245,581

211,873,690,819

3,890,846,019,303

4,925,473,787,771

6,235,222,857,359

320,415,341,829

405,618,047,990

513,477,288,309

78,079,181,424

98,841,475,495

125,124,740,039

683,941,828,858

865,811,068,772

1,096,041,761,417

6,618,788,345,923

8,378,812,305,323

10,606,850,072,653

130,173,506,781

164,788,375,673

208,607,799,147

34,941,900,838

44,233,417,570

55,995,672,330

59,243,973,209

74,997,734,600

94,940,630,927

55,041,032,772

69,677,176,333

88,205,265,367

192,813,917,687

244,085,705,981

308,991,345,536

4,079,878,319,336

5,164,772,293,607

6,538,154,022,483

102,957,496,140

130,335,265,384

164,993,148,042

393,867,121,676

498,601,634,209

631,186,448,308

366,565,129,816

464,039,679,150

587,434,009,158

117,598,468,951

148,869,467,829

188,455,841,725

1,068,655,893

1,352,825,726

1,712,560,101

5,534,149,523,099

7,005,753,576,061

8,868,676,743,125

Rp 12,152,937,869,022

Rp 15,384,565,881,383

Rp 19,475,526,815,778

1,936,450,888,801

2,451,378,966,625

3,103,233,277,314

1,623,469,308,354

2,055,171,416,159

2,601,668,863,134

823,743,708,658

1,042,788,130,064

1,320,079,379,998
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Taxes Payable

119,727,308,000

151,564,393,530

191,867,384,057

Accrued expenses

168,851,441,000

213,751,287,650

270,590,601,427

75,261,170,000
Current Maturities of Long term Liabilities

95,274,117,308

120,608,773,806

Bank Loans

155,833,333,000

197,271,491,379

249,728,607,876

0

0

0

Unearned Income

Bonds Payable
Finance Lease obligations
Others
Derivative financial
instrument
Total Current Liabilities

589,610,000

746,395,150

944,871,560

1,665,478,000

2,108,350,778

2,668,989,326

0

0

0

Rp 2,682,781,943,000

Rp 3,396,169,386,554

Rp 4,299,256,051,079

864,989,338,000

1,095,001,521,490

1,386,177,007,497

9,430,397,000

11,938,065,141

15,112,555,634

195,747,700,000

247,799,620,078

313,692,838,848

45,582,833,000

57,703,915,292

73,048,154,775

Non-Current Liabilities
Long-term Liabilities
Tenants Deposits
Post-employment benefits
obligation
Deferred tax liabilities
Decommissioning cost
Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities

19,379,522,000

24,532,794,965

31,056,391,833

1,135,129,790,000

1,436,975,916,967

1,819,086,948,588

Rp 3,817,911,733,000

Rp 4,833,145,303,521

Rp 6,118,342,999,667

830,000,000,000

1,050,708,052,585

1,330,105,315,382

46,947,040,000

59,430,883,100

75,234,346,320

(53,536,989,000)

(67,773,187,293)

(85,794,980,287)

(6,257,058,000)

(7,920,893,043)

(10,027,163,981)

36,000,000,000

45,572,879,389

57,691,314,884

1,319,507,055,000

1,670,381,551,966

2,114,558,250,048

2,172,660,048,000

2,750,399,286,703

3,481,767,082,365

EQUITY
Capital stock - Rp 500 par
value per share, Authorized
- 4,000,000,000 shares,
sbuscribed and paid up
1,660,000,000 shares
Additional paid-in capital
- net
Difference in value of
restucturing transactions
among entitels under
common control
Other comprehensive
income
Appropriated retained
earnings
Unappropriated retained
earnings
Equity attributable to the
owners of The Company
Non-controlling interests

15,122,000

19,143,141

24,233,557

Total Equity

Rp 2,172,675,170,000

Rp 2,750,418,429,844

Rp 3,481,791,315,923

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
EQUITY

Rp 5,990,586,903,000

Rp 7,583,563,733,365

Rp 9,600,134,315,589
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242,887,476,454

307,474,490,822

389,236,052,375

342,544,245,630

433,631,321,988

548,939,664,899

152,680,252,832

193,279,965,206

244,675,681,741

316,134,770,188

400,199,215,348

506,617,515,909

0

0

0

1,196,125,490

1,514,191,186

1,916,834,786

3,378,709,129

4,277,152,878

5,414,504,785

0

0

0

Rp 5,442,485,485,535

Rp 6,889,714,850,276

Rp 8,721,781,774,940

1,754,779,932,633

2,221,399,284,015

2,812,098,934,604

19,131,185,421

24,218,422,382

30,658,423,395

397,107,941,947

502,704,231,746

636,379,981,161

92,472,631,866

117,062,336,079

148,190,770,087

39,314,699,980

49,769,002,234

63,003,242,670

2,302,806,391,847

2,915,153,276,456

3,690,331,351,918

Rp 7,745,291,877,382

Rp 9,804,868,126,732

Rp 12,412,113,126,859

1,683,798,030,914

2,131,542,349,407

2,698,347,844,516

95,240,160,854

120,565,787,879

152,625,836,374

(108,609,008,023)

(137,489,589,534)

(174,049,902,253)

(12,693,520,409)

(16,068,896,518)

(20,341,830,081)

73,032,203,750

92,452,439,251

117,036,773,979

2,676,847,446,971

3,388,656,829,005

4,289,745,804,437

4,407,615,314,057

5,579,658,919,490

7,063,364,526,972

30,677,583

38,835,161

49,161,947

Rp 4,407,645,991,640

Rp 5,579,697,754,651

Rp 7,063,413,688,919

Rp 12,152,937,869,022

Rp 15,384,565,881,383

Rp 19,475,526,815,778
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Pro Forma Balance Sheet
PT MitraAdi Perkasa Tbk (Pessimistic)
For the Year Ended 2013-2017 In IDR
ASSET

2012

2013F

2014F

526,324,881,000

613,649,187,493

715,461,759,277

1,427,811,000

1,664,703,858

1,940,900,396

Trade Accounts Receivables

218,200,460,000

254,402,821,952

296,611,637,835

Other Accounts Recievables

65,171,421,000

75,984,227,590

88,591,022,782

Inventories

1,917,927,291,000

2,236,136,968,402

2,607,141,868,681

Advances

157,943,369,000

184,148,277,149

214,700,928,514

Prepaid Taxes

38,487,823,000

44,873,465,354

52,318,570,807

Prepaid Expenses

337,137,654,000

393,073,280,248

458,289,371,749

3,262,620,710,000

3,803,932,932,046

4,435,056,060,041

Long-term portion of prepaid
rent
Investment in associate

64,166,847,000

74,812,981,387

87,225,451,236

17,224,024,000

20,081,718,943

23,413,543,531

Other financial assetsnoncurrent
Deferred tax assets

29,203,323,000

34,048,543,168

39,697,649,882

27,131,554,000

31,633,040,102

36,881,382,693

Investment properties

95,044,387,000

110,813,516,449

129,198,954,462

Current Asset
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Other Financial Assets

Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets

Property, plant and equipment

2,011,107,593,000

2,344,777,123,327

2,733,806,872,001

Deferred license fee

50,751,171,000

59,171,466,090

68,988,800,263

Refundable deposits

194,150,192,000

226,362,294,228

263,918,813,164

Advance for purchases of
property, plant and equipment
Goodwill

180,692,133,000

210,671,364,028

245,624,548,697

57,968,193,000

67,585,888,144

78,799,286,986

526,776,000

614,175,153

716,074,990

2,727,966,193,000

3,180,572,111,019

3,708,271,377,905

Rp 5,990,586,903,000

Rp 6,984,505,043,065

Rp
8,143,327,437,946

Bank Loans

954,540,989,000

1,112,912,050,094

1,297,558,979,150

Trade Accounts Payable

800,261,968,000

933,036,085,074

1,087,839,196,239

Others Account payable

406,050,646,000

473,419,855,291

551,966,513,517

Taxes Payable

119,727,308,000

139,591,662,730

162,751,778,431

Others
Total Non-Current Assets
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
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2015F

2016F

2017F

834,166,392,493

972,565,705,074

1,133,927,306,588

2,262,921,617

2,638,370,448

3,076,111,238

345,823,458,341

403,200,175,192

470,096,453,418

103,289,453,172

120,426,548,893

140,406,916,999

3,039,701,422,355

3,544,028,366,106

4,132,029,865,627

250,322,671,591

340,277,090,194

60,998,918,398

291,854,530,5
6,197
71,119,451,244

534,325,681,272

622,977,427,072

726,337,678,020

5,170,890,919,239

6,028,810,580,225

7,029,070,537,342

101,697,315,122

118,570,253,940

138,242,637,993

27,298,162,186

31,827,290,806

37,107,862,174

46,284,018,626

53,963,153,651

62,916,359,435

43,000,495,207

50,134,849,973

58,452,889,197

150,634,781,468

175,627,097,621

204,765,971,832

3,187,381,836,443

3,716,210,927,457

4,332,779,806,753

80,434,960,907

93,780,192,023

109,339,574,692

307,706,458,708

358,759,057,740

418,281,962,786

286,376,932,153

333,890,678,697

389,287,588,504

91,873,138,017

107,116,115,031

124,888,104,912

834,881,366

973,399,302

1,134,899,208

4,323,522,980,204

5,040,853,016,241

5,877,197,657,488

Rp 9,494,413,899,443

Rp 11,069,663,596,467

Rp 12,906,268,194,830

1,512,841,292,564

1,763,841,808,551

2,056,486,652,555

1,268,326,204,962

1,478,758,411,863

1,724,104,124,081

643,545,108,298

750,317,811,448

874,805,527,875

189,754,465,735

221,237,258,441

257,943,465,693
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Accrued expenses

168,851,441,000

196,866,143,550

229,528,858,307

Unearned Income

75,261,170,000

87,748,000,308

102,306,562,044

155,833,333,000

181,688,158,079

211,832,642,930

0

0

0

589,610,000

687,434,150

801,488,630

1,665,478,000

1,941,802,978

2,263,973,950

0

0

0

Rp 2,682,781,943,000

Rp 3,127,891,192,254

Rp
3,646,849,993,198

864,989,338,000

1,008,502,587,690

1,175,826,596,579

9,430,397,000

10,995,025,441

12,819,246,575

Post-employment benefits
obligation
Deferred tax liabilities

195,747,700,000

228,224,850,078

266,090,391,832

45,582,833,000

53,145,631,992

61,963,200,047

Decommissioning cost

19,379,522,000

22,594,842,765

26,343,628,061

1,135,129,790,000

1,323,462,937,967

1,543,043,063,094

Rp 3,817,911,733,000

Rp 4,451,354,130,221

Rp
5,189,893,056,292

830,000,000,000

967,708,052,585

1,128,263,704,865

46,947,040,000

54,736,179,100

63,817,640,100

(53,536,989,000)

(62,419,488,393)

(72,775,712,719)

(6,257,058,000)

(7,295,187,243)

(8,505,555,953)

36,000,000,000

41,972,879,389

48,936,739,006

1,319,507,055,000

1,538,430,846,466

1,793,677,010,205

2,172,660,048,000

2,533,133,281,903

2,953,413,825,505

15,122,000

17,630,941

20,556,149

Total Equity

Rp 2,172,675,170,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
EQUITY

Rp 5,990,586,903,000

Rp
2,533,150,912,844
Rp
6,984,505,043,065

Rp
2,953,434,381,654
Rp
8,143,327,437,946

Current Maturities of Long term Liabilities
Bank Loans
Bonds Payable
Finance Lease obligations
Others
Derivative financial instrument
Total Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Long-term Liabilities
Tenants Deposits

Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities
EQUITY
Capital stock - Rp 500 par
value per share, Authorized
- 4,000,000,000 shares,
sbuscribed and paid up
1,660,000,000 shares
Additional paid-in capital - net
Difference in value of
restucturing transactions
among entitels under common
control
Other comprehensive income
Appropriated retained earnings
Unappropriated retained
earnings
Equity attributable to the
owners of The Company
Non-controlling interests
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267,610,752,390

312,010,939,815

363,777,709,583

119,280,583,039

139,070,820,149

162,144,521,130

246,978,499,234

287,955,521,113

335,731,176,587

0

0

0

934,466,267

1,089,506,664

1,270,270,328

2,639,597,376

3,077,541,731

3,588,146,886

0

0

0

Rp 4,251,910,969,865

Rp 4,957,359,619,775

Rp 5,779,851,594,719

1,370,911,886,691

1,598,364,424,260

1,863,554,366,652

14,946,130,288

17,425,892,331

20,317,079,918

310,238,331,195

361,711,001,588

421,723,673,428

72,243,720,059

84,229,915,241

98,204,779,816

30,714,386,757

35,810,312,524

41,751,720,235

1,799,054,454,990

2,097,541,545,944

2,445,551,620,050

Rp 6,050,965,424,855

Rp 7,054,901,165,718

Rp 8,225,403,214,769

1,315,457,677,877

1,533,709,623,754

1,788,172,473,776

74,405,836,412

86,750,755,488

101,143,861,028

(84,850,172,567)

(98,927,946,092)

(115,341,409,709)

(9,916,740,948)

(11,562,060,326)

(13,480,360,099)

57,055,995,667

66,522,345,127

77,559,288,019

2,091,271,911,460

2,438,241,769,717

2,842,778,547,837

3,443,424,507,900

4,014,734,487,667

4,680,832,400,852

23,966,688

27,943,081

32,579,210

Rp 3,443,448,474,588

Rp 4,014,762,430,748

Rp 4,680,864,980,062

Rp 9,494,413,899,443

Rp 11,069,663,596,467

Rp 12,906,268,194,830
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Value at Risk in the Optimum
Portfolio of Indonesian BasedStocks
Kemal Sandi Rahman and Budhi Arta Surya

School of Business and Management Bandung Institute of Technology, Bandung,
Indonesia
Abstract - This paper explains appropriate guidelines in creating an optimum portfolio with minimum risk
approach. It choosescompanies’ stocks,
constructs optimum portfolios, and
computes.How much risk is exposed?
It also conducts an appropriate stop
loss action and estimates how much
money available to cover the expected
loss.
Keyword: Value at Risk, VaR,
Risk, Return, and Portfolio.
Introduction - An investment
is commonly associated to risks and return. A risk has been well known as the
cause of loss in an investment. However, return on an investment cannot

be generated if the investment does not
consist of risk (risk-free investment).
In
financial
asset
investment,Markowitz method (1952) is
commonly used to construct optimum
portfolio with smallest risk factor. Value
at Risk (VaR) popularized by riskmetrics in 1993 defines the component
as a risk factor of the portfolio. All
of the historical data are taken from
yahoo finance regarding to stocks price.
VaR is a tool that measures maximum
expected loss experienced by particular
portfolio.
To create an optimum portfolio,
Investment managers should be
aware about the risk in his investment
decision. A benchmark should be
created in order to realize maximum
expected loss experience by portfolio.
Investment managers, in order to hedge

Author correspondence to Kemal Sandi Rahman;
Email: www.kemal.sandi@sbm-itb.ac.id
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their portfolio, should prefer portfolio
in minimum risk rather than maximum
mean-variance. Therefore, the portfolio
with minimum volatility or standard
deviation should be constructed. Then,
the maximum loss of particular stock
must be forecasted.
A wise portfolio manager, who has
a deep understanding related to timing
whether or not to stop the loss, must
be experienced. Therefore, he knows
risk contained by his particular stock
and his portfolio until the sensitivity
of changing in portfolio position.
For instance, an investment manager
constructs a portfolio which consists
of several stocks from different sectors.
Then, his portfolio is constructed in
order to minimum risk on trading.
Obviously, the optimum portfolio
is constructed through minimum
volatility optimization.
To forecast the maximum loss,
which is experienced by portfolio, Value
at Risk (VaR) method is computed to
estimate its maximum expected loss. By
using VaR an investment manager has
picture about maximum expected loss
whether in particular stock, portfolio,
or sensitivity of changing asset value
position.
VaR is now being used to manage
control risk actively. Investors can
estimate how much Rupiah risk in
their portfolio, and thus allocate a sum
of capital to recover impact if stress loss
occurred.
Based on previous study referred
to Dai Bo from National University
of Singapore, the report is related
to Value at Risk study. The result is
VaR tools are extremely useful to risk
P. 416

management, which includes marginal
VaR, incremental VaR and component
VaR. These tools can be used to diversify
the portfolio and hence reduce the risk
encountered (Dai Bo, 2000).
Rate of Return - In the financial
observation of the stocks risk, rate of
return on a financial asset is taken as
the random variable. The interval of
possible outcome on an asset can be
described by its probability distribution
function.
Time horizon should be defined
clearly by determining whether daily,
weekly, or monthly. For instance, we
measure rate of return on daily basis.
Returns are measured from the end of
the previous day, denoted by t – 1 to
the end of the current day, denoted by
t. Return is the capital gain of an asset
plus interim payment.
To focus on long terms investment,
the investor uses log rate of return
(logarithmic return). Log return
computes return and compounds it in
every micro second. The rate of return
is not straightforward by adding all of
daily return up. The log rate of return
is denoted by:
Rt =
Vt

: Value at day t

Vt-1

: Value at day before

Dt

: Dividend payment
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Portfolio Rate of Return
- In the financial observation of the
portfolio consisting of stocks, rate of
return on the portfolio is the rate of
return gain or loss on portfolio given
a holding period multiply by
portfolio composition. Rate of
return on portfolioRpat time t + 1
equals the sum of assets proportion times rate of return on asset
at time t + 1, denoted by
Rp,t + 1 = Ri,t + 1

to the other assets on the portfolio.
Variance-covariance matrix involves
correlation between each asset on the
portfolio. To measure risk related to
correlation and hedge effect.

Defining w as the portfolio
composition and S as the covariance
matrix, the variance can be denoted
by:

The portfolio is written using
matrix notation.
Rp = w1R1 + w2R2 + . . . + wNRN =
=w’R

In finance, Standard deviation is
applied to measure volatility on the
rate of return of stocks. High standard
deviation describes high volatility, and
thus it means high risk. Denoted by
portfoliostandard deviation is square
root of portfolio variance.

The
Expected
returnE(Rp)
portfolio Rpat equals the sum of assets
proportion times denoted by mean
rate of return on asset ,
E(Rp) =
Portfolio Risk - In statistical
measurement dispersion definitely exists from the expected value, or average
(mean). Dispersion describes variation
of the data and it is displayed by variance. In finance dispersion has been
well-known as a risk factor.
Variance-covariance
matrix
describes covariance between an asset
Powerful Practices:

Markowitz Portfolio Optimization - Modern portfolio
was introduced by harry Markowitz in
1952. The original idea is about how to
get asset proportion in order to generate
maximized return in minimum risk, or
vice versa. People know it as the portfolio optimization. Harry Markowitz
creates the function that maximizes
value of earning on the portfolio subtracts to its minimum risk. The function describes the first derivatives of
average return subtracts by the volatil-
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ity on the portfolio. Mean- variance
function denoted by:
		

a finite variance. If we have a large
enough sample of historical returns,
it is not realistic to assume that the
returns of any given fund follow a
normal distribution.

		

(2)

The Portfolio optimization using
minimum value at risk approach or
minimum risk optimization function
is denoted by:

which yields:
(3)

Value at Risk - Analytical VaR
is also called Parametric VaR because
one of its fundamental assumptions
is that the return distribution belongs
to a family of parametric distributions
such as the normal or the lognormal
distributions (Romain BerryJ.P.
Morgan Investment Analytics and
Consulting). Analytical VaR can
simply be expressed as:

where:
VaRα is the estimated VaR at the
confidence level 100 × (1 - α)%.
xα is the left-tail α percentile of a
normal. xα is generally negative.
W is the market value of the portfolio.

The Central Limit Theorem states
that the sum of a immense number of
independent & identically distributed
random variables will be about
normally distributed (i.e., following a
Gaussian distribution, or bell-shaped
curve) if the random variables have
P. 418

zα is the left-tail α percentile of
a standard normal distribution.
Consequently, we can re-write as:
(4)

MarginalVaR - Marginal VaR measures
the effect of changing position on
portfolio risk. It computes risk margin
to provide sensitivity analysis as a ratio
of the dollars amount. Marginal VaR
consists of contribution of one asset to
total portfolio risk. It is nearly related
to β. β is the systematic risk of an asset
to its portfolio. The vector b can be
measured using matrix notation.

�: variance-covariance matrix

w:Asset proportion on its portfolio
Marginal VaR measures marginal
portfolio risk by including systematic
risk. The relationship between b and
marginal VaR is summarized following
this formula.
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IncrementalVaR - Incremental VaR
is a product from marginal VaR.
Incremental VaR measures the impact
of small changes in position weighting
scaled by the portfolio weighting.
The incremental VaR may be used to
calculate percentage contribution to
risk.
VaRp represents VaR at the initial
position and then VaRp+a represents
VaR at the new portfolio position.
Incremental can be obtained by
subtracting VaR at the new position
to its initial position. As described in
(Jorion 2002, pp.156), it is as follows:

Component VaR - Component VaR
would be significantly useful in order
to manage risk. It is because of the
component VaR reflects risk decomposition of the current portfolio. Adding
all individuals VaR, and then computing their percentage is absolutely
wrong because the portfolio volatility
is a highly non-linear function.
Adding all individuals VaR is
not useful because it clearly ignores
diversification.
To
recognize
diversification effect, we involve
marginal VaR because it completely
includes correlation. Multiply marginal
VaR by the current dollar position in
asset, or risk factor, i: (Jorion 2002,
pp.159),

Incremental VaR = VaRp+a – VaRp
We can implement marginal VaR
since marginal VaR is a ratio, which
measures sensitivity of the change
on portfolio. Then times amounts of
exposure added. The Incremental VaR
denoted as (Jorion 2002, pp.157),
			
Incremental VaR = ∆VaR x a
 VaR :marginal VaR

a: amount of return or loss

Application - Assets Selection
- For simulation purposes, the following assets are used: 6 Indonesian-based
stocks. The stocks are chosen Indonesian-based blue chip companies which
are:
1. ADHI (Adhi Karya persero), dominated in IDR
2. INDF (Indofood Sukses Makmur),
dominated in IDR
3. ACES (ACE Hardare Indonesia),
dominated in IDR
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4. LPCK (LippoCikarang), dominated in IDR
5. TLKM (Telekomunikasi Indonesia), dominated in IDR

�=

0.0007 0.0001

0.

0.0003 0.0001

0.0003 0.0001

INDF
ACES
LPCK
TLKM
PNLF
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0.0009

� is following variance-covariance
matrix of the six stocks, and is the
matrix of the stocks’ weight in
portfolio.
By following minimum risk
optimization approach, the weight of
the six stocks can be determined. The
weights of the six stocks are
1.

ADHI = 11%

2.

INDF = 37%

3.

ACES = 11%

4.

LPCK = 10%

0.0007

5.

TLKM = 24%

0.0010

6.

PNLF = 7% Total = 100%

0.0003

This portfolio is the minimum risk
portfolio at the best return. It generates
0.19% return (µp), and 1.22% standard
deviation (σp).

Table 1: Assets’ average daily return and
variance taken from 250 trading days.

ADHI

0.0001 0.0001

0.0009 0.0001 0.0002

The six stocks are highly liquid
stocks in Jakarta Stocks Index which
consist of low liquid and high liquid.
High liquid stock is stock that is traded
with high-volume of trading everyday,
and low liquid stock is vice versa.

µ
0.49%
0.11%
0.15%
0.41%
0.10%
0.25%

0.

0.0007 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

6. PNLF (Panin Life Insurance),
dominated in IDR

Portfolio Optimization - To allocate
money in several stocks efficiently, a
portfolio optimization model is an appropriate model to solve a capital allocation. The Portfolio optimization
using minimum risk approach is an
optimization that focuses on creating
a portfolio with minimum expected
downside risk. This approach allocates
assets to create a portfolio with minimum risk (min portfolio standard deviation).

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

σ2

0.0007
0.0003

0.0009
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Figure 1: Minimum risk portfolio position in
efficient frontier.

Value at Risk (VaR) - Risk is always
contained in every investment. An
investment that consists no risk means
no return earned. However, a portfolio
has been set with minimum volatility
(risk). Value at risk estimates how
much maximum expected money
lost in an investment decision. In this
paper, the author makes scenario that
allocates 100 billion IDR to create a
portfolio.
Individual VaR - Investing in a stock
will have a bigger maximum expected
loss than investing in several stocks
(portfolio). The investor will face enormous risk if he merely invests in individual stock. The hedging effect causes
risk reducing in a portfolio. It creates
an investment portfolio well diversified.

Individual VaR
Stock

Confidence level
99%

Confidence level
95%

ADHI

Rp5, 825,398,969

Rp3, 964,651,046

INDF

Rp3, 737,812,285

Rp2, 606,501,742

ACES

Rp5, 992,566,280

Rp4, 182,500,223

LPCK

Rp6, 914,153,517

Rp4, 755,089,752

TLKM

Rp4, 153,165,146

Rp2, 902,347,879

PNLF

Rp6, 674,424,688

Rp4, 632,971,323

Table 2 shows Individual VaR.
This part explains how much value
exposure in individual stock. The VaR
is computed in 99% and 95% level
of confidence. By looking at table 2,
investor can see how big difference
maximum expected loss if he puts all
his money merely in individual stock.
Portfolio VaR - To forecast maximum
expected loss on portfolio, VaR is
used in this forecasting. This VaR is
variance-covariance matrix method
or analytical VaR. The original idea
of variance-covarianceVaR came from
modern portfolio theory created by
Harry Markowitz. Analytical VaR
multiplies its variance-covariance
matrix to assets’ weight to generate its
standard deviation.

Value at Risk
Portfolio
VaR99%
Portfolio
VaR95%

Min risk portfolio
Rp2, 570,146,996
Rp1, 753,674,895

Table 3: represents maximum expected
loss (VaR) in min risk portfolio.
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This Value at Risk means in 99%
confidence level the maximum expected
loss is Rp2, 570,146,996 or there is 1%
chance the portfolio experiencing loss
more than Rp2, 570,146,996. On the
other hand, this Value at Risk means
in 95% confidence level the maximum
expected loss is Rp1,753,674,895
or there is 5% chance the portfolio
experiencing loss more than Rp1,
753,674,895.
VaR can be created as a benchmark
for guidance of stop loss action if loss
continuously occurs, or VaR can be
a tool to forecast how much money
should be provided to cover loss in
order to avoid bankruptcy risk.

Stock

Risk Reduction
Confidence Confidence
level 99%
level 95%

ADHI

56%

56%

INDF

31%

33%

ACES

57%

58%

LPCK

63%

63%

TLKM

38%

40%

PNLF

61%

62%

Table 4: Risk reduction by making portfolio
with minimum risk approach.

From Individual VaR and
portfolioVaR, it can be estimated that
diversificationcan reduce risk level to
51% for 99% confidence level, and
52% for 95% confidence level.

Figure 2: Efficient frontier graphics Rupiah
return against Value at Risk.

Individual VaR vs. Portfolio VaR
- Diversification of assetsdirectly depends on the conventionalwisdomthat
advises toavoidputtingalltheir eggs in
onebasket. It reduces risk significantly.
Making portfolio is a diversification
strategy. By making portfolio, the
amount of money for maximum expected loss is declined.
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Marginal VaR - Risk causes dilution
or increasing on amount of money in
portfolio. Return on portfolio is a reward toward risk. Thus, the return will
not be earned if an investment does
not have a risk. The dilution or increasing on amount of money in portfolio
means changing in portfolio position.
The changing in portfolio position obviously causes risk faced by portfolio
which changed directly.
To measured risk, since the
portfolio position intensively change,
marginal VaR measures the sensitivity
of changing in portfolio position.
The sensitivity comes from the stocks
beta. The beta is relationship between
stocks with its portfolio. The beta
Powerful Practices:
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reflects sensitivity movement towards
portfolio’s price movement. The
beta also gives hedging effect in the
portfolio. The marginal VaR computes
the sensitivity as a percentage of the
portfolio VaR divided by total amounts
of money in initial investment.

Stock

Incremental VaR
Stock

Marginal VaR
Confidence Confidence
level 99%
level 95%

ADHI

0.027

0.019

INDF

0.026

0.018

ACES

0.027

0.018

LPCK

0.025

0.017

TLKM

0.025

0.017

PNLF

0.023

0.016

Table 5: Marginal value at risk of the stocks
in min risk portfolio at 99% and 95% confidence level.

Incremental VaR - Incremental VaR
measures how much money is increasing or decreasing in portfolio’s assets.
Portfolio VaR changes its assets’ position. The original idea is because the
value of an asset varies over time. The
value of an asset is reflected in any information. Change of asset’s value in
a portfolio has an impact to the portfolio VaR. Incremental VaR measures
how much contribution of an asset
through its portfolio if its value varies
over time.
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Confidence level
99%

Confidence level
95%

ADHI

Rp27, 301,835

Rp18, 628,718

INDF

Rp26, 013,103

Rp17, 749,384

ACES

Rp26, 748,052

Rp18, 250,858

LPCK

Rp25, 166,962

Rp17, 172,041

TLKM

Rp24, 833,093

Rp16, 944,234

PNLF

Rp23, 498,631

Rp16, 033,697

Total

Rp153, 561,677

Rp104, 778,932

Table 6: Incremental value at risk of the
stocks in min risk portfolio at 99% and
95% confidence level.

Component VaR - Component VaR
calculates how much asset’s VaR in
its portfolio’s VaR. The total amount
of components VaR in a portfolio is
equal to portfolio VaR. It measures
how much contribution of an asset to
its total portfolio VaR. An investor can
recognize which one of his asset that
has the biggest maximum expected
loss, even the smallest.The component
VaR may be used to calculate percentage contribution to risk. The sum of
component VaR will be equal to the
portfolio VaR.
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Component VaR
Stock

ADHI
INDF
ACES
LPCK
TLKM
PNLF
Total

Confidence
level 99%
Rp305,
535,668
Rp967,
832,063
Rp297,
092,254
Rp242,
149,140
Rp595,
975,346
Rp161,
562,524
Rp2,
570,146,996

Confidence
level 95%
Rp208,
474,547
Rp660,
375,766
Rp202,
713,397
Rp165,
224,351
Rp406,
648,727
Rp110,
238,108
Rp1,
753,674,895

Table 7: component value at risk of the
stocks in min risk portfolio at 99% and
95% confidence level.

Conclusion - The purpose this
paper is to test optimization model to
create portfolio with minimum risk at
the best return. Thus, the capital allocation in this portfolio is used to protect value of assets rather than make
aggressive investment strategy.
Value at Risk (VaR) method is
utilized to measure how much money
expected to loss in the portfolio. VaR has
several functions, which are forecasting
maximum expected loss, portfolio
benchmarking, measuring portfolio’s
sensitivity towards maximum expected
loss if value of assets changing, and how
many percentageof an asset contributes
to total portfolio’s risk.
Diversification is proven to be able
to reduce risk sharply. The calculations
in this paper have shown risk reduced
until 51% if a portfolio with minimum
risk is constructed.

Component VaR
Stock

Percentage risk to
total Contribution

ADHI

12%

INDF

38%

ACES

12%

LPCK

9%

TLKM

23%

PNLF

6%

Total

100%

Recommendation - For the
future research, the methods can
be broadened. Therefore, it will
be more comprehensive. The next
research can examine Skewness and
Kurtosis. Thus, the investors know the
asymmetric distribution, and degree to
whichthe value ofthe higherrevenuesor
lowerthanthe average valueis often the
case.

Table 8: component value at risk of the
stocks in min risk portfolio percentage
contribution to risk.
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The Determinant
of Capital Structure:

Empirical Study of Contractor and
Building Sub-Industry that Listed
in Indonesia Stock Exchange for
the Period 2008 – 2012
Muhamad Sami Rachman and Achmad Herlanto Anggono
Bandung Institute of Technology School of Business and Management, Bandung,
Indonesia.
ABSTRACT - This paper intended to
analyze the determinants that affect the
capital structure, which represented
by financial ratio in construction and
building sub-sector. The multiple regression analysis is used as to shows the
relation between factors and the capital
structure. Moreover, the population in
construction and building companies
that listed in Indonesian Stock Exchangefor the period 2008-2012 become the object in this research. The
result of this research can be used to
help the companies in determines the
source of capital and show the significant factors in capital structure that
companies have to concern.

Introduction - Starting on
2008, most of all countries in the world
have to deal with the huge problem,
which is economic crisis. United State
and European Countries, the major
role of the world economic, cannot
find the best solution to solve it. It
leads to the continuity crisis up until
now. Fortunately, Indonesia is not one
of them. Indonesia seems can solve the
economic crisis in 2008 in appropriate
way. Construction and building
sector, which categorize as sub sector
in property, real estate, and building
construction industry becomes one of
the pillars that contribute to support
development of Indonesia’s economy.
As developing country, Indonesia tries
hard to develop its infrastructure in

Author correspondence to Muhamad Sami Rachman;
Email: sami.rachman@sbm-itb.ac.id
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order to support the economy activities
in the country. In fact, infrastructure
becomes one of the determinant
aspects in attracting the investor
to invest in one country. Further,
the crisis that hampers economy in
America and Europe evidently does
not give significant affect to Indonesia’s
economy, especially in this case is
property, real estate, and building
construction. Moreover, as the positive
economy trend that Indonesia had,
foreign investor also sees this industry
as one of the fascinating sector to
be investing. The vast market from
domestic and foreign investment
makes this industry growing to reach
its peak performance.
Moving to the type of the capital
structure, The Modigliani and Miller
(1956) examined the optimal capital
structure and the result said that the
financing decision was irrelevant in
valuing the firm. It is become the
premise that every industrial sector has
its own way to decide the financing
activity differently. Further, there
are some factors that affecting the
company in reaching its optimal capital
structure. This paper examine what is
the determinant of capital structure
in the construction and building sub
sector, more specifically:
What is the most significant
determinant that affecting capital
structure decision in construction and
building sub-industry?
Which of the variable that is affect
capital structure that proxy as debt to
equity ratio? Which one is not?
What are the recommendation that
can be useful for the reader, companies
P. 428

related, and also investor regarding the
capital structure that author has analyzed?
The paper consists of five sections,
starting with the introduction as the
section one. Section two provides brief
literature review that relate with the
topic that author choose. Section three
covers the methodology that used and
data collection as well. Sections four
discuss the regression result, and the
last section will provides the conclusion
from the whole research.
Capital Structure Review
- Capital structure defined as the
composition of the source of fund that
used by the company. It becomes the
determinant component in operating
the company because capital structure
is the overall financial activities
in the company that related with
other activities that occur within the
company. The capital structure is the
mix of the debt and equity that suitable
in order to achieve the growth for the
company.
The manager also has to consider
about the cost of capital, the cheaper
the cost the more optimal the capital
structure will be. In a so-called
optimal capital structure condition,
the manager has to find the balance
composition of debt to equity ratio
whilst minimize the firm’s cost of
capital as well.Internal sources of fund
tend to be the first fund that company
prefers to use.Internal source of fund
can be obtained from profit or retained
earning that available in the company.
On the other hand, many cases occur
when the company cannot fulfilled
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the fund requirement solely from the
internal sources, which the company
needs additional sources of fund that
can be derived from external funding
of sources. Debt and equity categorize
as the external sources of fund. The
explanation inline with the hierarchy
in the pecking order that depends on
the cost that embedded in the source
of capital.
For such firms, the benefits of
debt (e.g. tax shields or contracting
benefits) may be greater and/or the
costs of debt (e.g. financial distress)
may be lower (Faulkender, Michael;
Petersen, Mitchell A, 2004). Another
understanding was explained through
trade-off theory. It gives the probability
that company will get by increasing
the debt either will enjoying the tax
advantage from increasing debt or the
bankruptcy cost that would hamper
from it. It is okay for the company
to increase the debt as long as the
tax-shield give the higher advantage
than the financial distress cost (cost of
bankruptcy).
The paper investigates the
determinant that might affect the
capital structure by using one dependent
variable and five independent variables.
Debt to equity ratio, proxy to capital
structure, becomes the dependent
variable that used to measure the
company’s financial leverage. The
independent variables are return on
assets, return on equity, growth of
assets, firm size, and tangibility.
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Reserach Methodology Sample set - The sample that author
used is limited for construction and
building sub-industry in Indonesia for
period 2008 – 2012. Those companies
that chosen were the company that has
announce its Initial Public Offering
(IPO). There are eight companies that
recorded as the company that has IPO
predicate. The sample that author uses
has a different year of the IPO date, the
following is the summary of the list of
companies and they listing date.

No

Name of Companies

Listing Date

1

PT. Adhi Karya Tbk

18-Mar-2004

2

PT. Duta Graha Indah Tbk

19-Dec- 2007

3

Jaya Konstruksi Manggala
Pratama Tbk

04-Dec-2007

4

Surya Semesta Internusa Tbk

27-Mar-1997

5

Total Bangun Persada Tbk

25-Jul-2006

6

PT. Wijaya Karya Tbk

29-Oct-2007

7

PT. PP Tbk

09-Feb-2010

8

PT. Wakita Karya Tbk

19-Dec-2012

Figure 3.1 List of companies

In gathering the data the author
used the secondary data that provide
the information that needed in this
research. Annual report becomes
the first source that author uses in
gathering the data. Moreover, others
source, as financial data from Indonesia
Stock Exchange (IDX) and Bloomberg
become the supporting source for
author to complete the research.
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Variables - For this research, there
are two variable, which are dependent
and independent variable. Dependent
variable is the output from research
that tested to picture if there is the
effect toward capital structure, in this
case debt to equity ration (DER).
Independent variable is the input
from the research that has a role to test
the dependent variable. Independent
variable is the causes of the effect
toward the dependent variable. In
this research, the author uses five
independent variables, which are;
return on assets (ROA), return on
equity (ROE), growth of assets, firm
size, and assets tangibility.
Classic assumption test - The classic
assumptions that will investigate are
normality test, heteroscedasticity test,
multicollinearity test, and autocorrelation test.Normality test is one of the
classic assumption tests that
have a role to prove that the
data is normally distributed.
Heteroscedasticity has been
assumed that the variance
of the error is not constant
(Chris Brook,2008). From
that statement, it can be
said that even the mean is
roughly constant; the variance is increasing systematically in heteroscedaticity
condition.
Ragnar
Frisch
said
that
multicollinearity is the existence of
an exact linear relationship among
some or all independent variable
of regression model. According to
the ordinary least square estimation
(OLS), the assumption stated that
P. 430

there is no correlation between
one independent variables with the
others.Autocorrelation assumes that
the condition will not occur in the
error, the error terms relating to any
observation is not affected by the error
from any other observation. The term
of autocorrelation may be defined as a
correlation between members of series
of observations ordered in time series
data or cross-sectional data (Gujarati,
2004).
Regression model - Multiple regression linear become the method that
author used in this research. The author try to prove that one dependent
variable depends on more than two
independent variables. The condition
leads this research to use the multiple
regression models in finishing the research.The model of the multiple regressions is as follow:

In order to answer the problem that
has identified, the author use three tests
to help reach the research objective in
the proper way. Those three tests are the
coefficient of multiple determinations
(R2), F-test, and T-test. The coefficient
of multiple determinations shows how
the containing independent variables in
the research can explain the dependent
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variable.By doing this F-test, the author
wants to check whether independent
variables simultaneously influence
dependent variable or not.For T-test,
the objective is to test whether every
single independent variable has partial
influence against the dependent
variable.

Table 1 Descriptive results
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

DEBTEQUITYRATIO
0.395887
0.359101
1.025445
0.015288
0.335453
0.478052
1.841624

Jarque-Bera
Probability

3.289956
0.193017

Sum
Sum Sq. Dev.

13.85606
3.825979

Observations

35

Result - Descriptive analysis

Figure 1 Debt to equity ratio

In general, most of company use
less long-term debt and use more
equity to finance their operational. By
seeing the five periods that described of
the graph above, the debt equity ratio
peaking in 2009 with the ratio 0.48.
On the other hand, in 2010 and 2011
the debt to equity ratio was shown
decreasing trend, with the value 0.36
and 0.26, respectively. On 2011, the
debt to equity ratio becomes the lowest
point in the graph compare to the rest
of the years.
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According to the descriptive
analysis, the mean of the debt to
equity ratio in general is 39.59% and
the median of this ratio show the
35.91%. In other words, it indicates
that construction and building
companies use lower long-term debt
in the combination of their assets. The
highest debt to equity ratio has been
reach the point of 102.54%, which is,
indicates at that time one company has
borrow more long term debt compare
to its equity to finance the operation.
For the minimum of the debt to equity
ratio is 1.53% The tendency of using
the preferable capital structure in
construction and building sub sector
will be affected by others determinants.
For the further explanation about the
determinant will be elaborate in the
next section.
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Classic assumption test analysis with
five variables
12

Series: Standardized Residuals
Sample 2008 2012
Observations 35

10
8
6
4
2
0

-0.4

-0.2

-0.0

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

1.76e-16
0.013215
0.341128
-0.409074
0.161099
-0.230051
3.380956

Jarque-Bera
Probability

0.520365
0.770911

0.2

Figure 2 Normality result with five variables

According to the normality test
result, we can see that the Jarque-Bera
value is 0.520365 that is smaller than
value of the X2statistical table (0.05;
5) with 11.0705. Other than that, the
p-value of the Jarque-Bera is 0.770911,
which is higher than the 0.05 that
represent the error than might happen
in this research. Based on these two
perceptions, the data in this research
was normally distributed.
Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey
F-statistic
0.714402 Prob. F(5,29)
0.6177
Obs*R-squared
3.838277 Prob. Chi-Square(5) 0.5729
Scaled explained SS 3.137022 Prob. Chi-Square(5) 0.6789

The Obs*R-squared value above is
3.838277 and the X2 statistical value
from the table is (0.05; 5)11.0705.
This condition shows that Obs*Rsquared value is smaller than the X2
statistical value from the table, which
indicates there is no heteroskedasticity
problem in this data.
ROA
ROE
GROWTH
FIRMSIZE
TANGIBILITY
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To investigate the multicollinearity
issue, the author uses the correlation
matrix to show the correlation between
one variable with others. Based on the
matrix above, the variable that has
higher correlation is ROA and ROE
with 0.770788 value of correlation.
The formula to obtain the ROA is net
income divided by the total assets,
while ROE is net income divided by
total equity. The existence of the net
income in both formula may cause
this coefficient correlation is high.
In fact, if the value of the correlation
matrix equal or higher than 0.8, it can
indicate that there is a multicollinearity
issues in the data. In this case, all of the
data is free from the multicollinearity
because all of the value correlation are
lower than 0.8.
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
F-statistic

0.743965 Prob. F(2,27)

0.4847

Obs*Rsquared

Prob. Chi1.828056
Square(2)

0.4009

To detect the autocorrelation that
might exist in this data, the author used
Bruesh-Godfey serialcorrelation LM
test. The result of this autocorrelation
test obtained the p-value Obs*Rsquared is 0.4009, which is higher
than 0.05 than comes from the
author’s confidence level. In other
words, this result stated that there is no
autocorrelation in the error term of the
model.

ROA

ROE

GROWTH

FIRMSIZE

TANGIBILITY

1.000000
0.770788
0.258400
-0.097728
0.088858

0.770788
1.000000
0.389226
0.390335
-0.187998

0.258400
0.389226
1.000000
0.424650
-0.024929

-0.097728
0.390335
0.424650
1.000000
-0.299326

0.088858
-0.187998
-0.024929
-0.299326
1.000000
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4.3 Regression results with five variables
Dependent Variable: DEBTEQUITYRATIO
Method: Panel Least Squares
Date: 07/31/13 Time: 14:56
Sample: 2008 2012
Periods included: 5
Cross-sections included: 8
Total panel (unbalanced) observations: 35
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.  

C
ROA
ROE
GROWTH
FIRMSIZE

-1.858749
-13.48497
4.328931
0.232610
0.066526

2.007574
2.419331
0.832879
0.186475
0.070565

-0.925868
-5.573843
5.197553
1.247409
0.942767

0.3622
0.0000
0.0000
0.2222
0.3536

TANGIBILITY

2.895097

0.446737

6.480539

0.0000

R-squared

0.769365

    Mean dependent var

0.395887

Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.729601
0.174435
0.882403
14.74510
19.34801
0.000000

    S.D. dependent var
    Akaike info criterion
    Schwarz criterion
    Hannan-Quinn criter.
    Durbin-Watson stat

0.335453
-0.499720
-0.233089
-0.407679
1.550925

From the table above, the author
can sum up the result of the regression
model by plug in the number into the
formula:

0.066526X4 + 2.895097X5

relationship toward debt to equity
ratio. The return on assets tells the
other story with shown the negative
but significant relationship toward the
dependent variable. For the return on
equity and tangibility indicates the
positive and significant relationship
toward the debt to equity ratio.

The result shown that, by using the
significant level 5%, there are two
variable that not significant to the
debt to equity ratio. The variables are
growth and firm size; those variables
have positive but not significant

For the F-test, the result stated
that the value is 19.34801, which is,
greater that F-table with (0.05; 29)
2.545. It shown that, at least there
is one simultaneous significant on
independent variable toward debt to

Y=-1.858749-13.48497X1+
4.328931X2 + 0.232610X3 +
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equity ratio. Moving to the R-squared
number, the table above was showing
that the value is 0.769365, which
is considerably high. Throughout
this research the 76.94% has been
explained, and the rest 23.06% the debt
equity ratio affected by others variable
that not includes in this regression
model. By using the stepwise model,
this research has to take off the variable
that is not significant toward the debt
to equity ratio one by one.
Classic assumption test with four
variables
7

Series: Standardized Residuals
Sample 2008 2012
Observations 35

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

-0.4

-0.2

-0.0

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

4.66e-18
0.002419
0.335466
-0.408695
0.163550
-0.222868
3.204322

Jarque-Bera
Probability

0.350624
0.839195

0.2

Figure 3 Normality result with four variables

From the table above, there is a
difference in term of the shape of the
graph. Other than that, the Jarque-Bera
value is also changing with 0.350624.
That value is smaller from the X2
statistical table (0.05; 4) with 9.488.
Moreover, the p-value that obtained
by this analysis is 0.839195 which also
higher than 0.05. By comparing this
number, the data indicates normally
distribution.
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Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey
F-statistic

1.101533 Prob. F(4,30)

0.3739

Obs*R-squared 4.482185 Prob. Chi-Square(4) 0.3447
Scaled explained
3.629453 Prob. Chi-Square(4) 0.4585
SS

The statistical result is obtaining
the Obs*R-squared that stated from
the table above with 4.482185,
smaller than the X2 statistical value
from the table is (0.05; 4)9.488. This
condition indicates that there is no
heteroskedaticity problem in this data.
In other word, the regression model
has homoskedaticity error term.
ROA
ROA

ROE

1.000000 0.770788

TANGIGROWTH BILITY
0.258400

0.088858

ROE
0.770788 1.000000 0.389226 -0.187998
GROWTH 0.258400 0.389226 1.000000 -0.024929
TANGI0.088858 -0.187998 -0.024929 1.000000
BILITY

Similar to the multicollinearity
in the previous section, the ROA and
ROE correlation is still considerably
high with. On the other hand, the other variables have relatively low correlation value, which is lower than 0.8.
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
F-statistic

0.724315Prob. F(2,28)

0.4935

Obs*R-squared 1.721712Prob. Chi-Square(2) 0.4228

According the table above, the
p-value of the Obs*R-squared is
0.4228. This number is very high if
compare to the p-value of 0.05 with
the confident level 5%. By knowing
this, the data can be said free from the
autocorrelation error.
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Regression result with four variables
Dependent Variable: DEBTEQUITYRATIO
Method: Panel Least Squares
Date: 07/31/13 Time: 21:55
Sample: 2008 2012
Periods included: 5
Cross-sections included: 8
Total panel (unbalanced) observations: 35
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.  

C
ROA
ROE
GROWTH
TANGIBILITY

0.032612
-14.99655
4.850178
0.298448
2.883091

0.074624
1.808398
0.621739
0.172584
0.445727

0.437026
-8.292727
7.800983
1.729291
6.468286

0.6652
0.0000
0.0000
0.0940
0.0000

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.762297
0.730603
0.174112
0.909447
14.21681
24.05195
0.000000

After removing the firm size from
the analysis, the author obtains the
new result of the regression model that
pictured in the table above.
Y = 0.032612 -14.99655X1+4.85017
8X2+0.298448X3+2.883091X5
Return on assets seems consistently
has negative correlation but significant
toward the debt to equity ratio. For the
return on equity and tangibility have
positive but significant correlation
toward the dependent variable. On the
other hand, there is still one variable
that shown positive but not significant

Powerful Practices:

    Mean dependent var
    S.D. dependent var
    Akaike info criterion
    Schwarz criterion
    Hannan-Quinn criter.
    Durbin-Watson stat

0.395887
0.335453
-0.526675
-0.304482
-0.449974
1.591706

correlation toward the debt to equity
ratio, the variable is growth.
For the F-test, the result stated
that the value is 24.05195, which is,
greater that F-table with (0.05; 30)
2.696. It shown that, at least there
is one simultaneous significant on
independent variable toward debt
to equity ratio. The R-squared in
this result is considerably high with
0.762297. This result indicates that
the independent variable that includes
in this research has explained the
determinant of the capital structure
by 76.23%. The other 23.77% was
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explained by independent variable that
has not included in this research.

Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey
F-statistic

2.476713 Prob. F(3,31)
Prob. ChiObs*R-squared 6.766951
Square(3)
Scaled explained
Prob. Chi5.649291
SS
Square(3)

The author have to run another
analysis by taking off the growth in
the statistical calculation, it is because
the growth variable is not significant
toward the debt to equity ratio.

0.0797
0.1300

The statistical result is obtaining
the Obs*R-squared that stated from
table above with 6.766951, smaller
than the X2 statistical value from the
Classic Assumption test with three table is (0.05; 3) 7.815. This condition
variables
indicates that there is no
heteroskedaticity
problem
Series: Standardized Residuals
in this data. In other word,
Sample 2008 2012
Observations 35
the regression model has
Mean
-1.52e-16
homoskedaticity error term.
Median
0.012862

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.0798

-0.4

-0.2

-0.0

0.2

Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

0.393008
-0.409146
0.171507
-0.100599
3.128353

Jarque-Bera
Probability

0.083059
0.959321

0.4

Figure 4 Normality result with three
variables

The first classic assumption test
investigates the normality of the data.
By using three independent variables,
the shapes of the graph above shown
the better bell shape compare to the two
previous normality tests. Moreover, the
Jarque-Bera value from the statistical
calculation is 0.083059, which is
smaller than the X2 statistical table
(0.05; 3) with 7.815. The p-value of
the statistical result is 0.959321 which
is also higher than 0.05, so the data in
this analysis normally distributed.
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ROA
ROA
ROE
TANGIBILITY

1.000000
0.770788

TANGIBILITY
0.770788 0.088858
1.000000 -0.187998
ROE

0.088858 -0.187998

1.000000

The high correlation in this data
analysis happens in the two variables,
which are return on assets and return on
equity. Other than that, the tangibility
correlation with other variables is
considerably low, lower than 0.8.
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Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared

0.370901     Prob. F(2,29)
0.872949     Prob. Chi-Square(2)

0.6933
0.6463

To investigate the autocorrelation
error term, the author take into account
the p-value of the Obs*R-squared that
stated in the table above, which is
0.6463. That number is considerably
high, if the author compare with the
p-value 0.05 with the confidence level
5%. By doing this, the data that used
in this research can be said as free of
the autocorrelation issue.
Regression result with three variables
Dependent Variable: DEBTEQUITYRATIO
Method: Panel Least Squares
Date: 07/31/13 Time: 22:41
Sample: 2008 2012
Periods included: 5
Cross-sections included: 8
Total panel (unbalanced) observations: 35
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.  

C
ROA
ROE
TANGIBILITY

0.048663
-15.30319
5.189940
2.949581

0.076384
1.856561
0.608522
0.458100

0.637076
-8.242761
8.528761
6.438725

0.5288
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.738602
0.713306
0.179615
1.000103
12.55395
29.19772
0.000000

    Mean dependent var
    S.D. dependent var
    Akaike info criterion
    Schwarz criterion
    Hannan-Quinn criter.
    Durbin-Watson stat
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The statistical result after removing
growth, can be summarized through
the formula that has been plug in the
number into it; the following is the
details of the result:
Y= 0.048663 - 15.30319X1 +
5.189940X2 + 2.949581X5
According to the result above
the return on assets has negative but
significant relationship toward the debt
to equity ratio. The two other variables,
which are return on equity and
tangibility, have positive and significant
toward the dependent variable. By
removing two not significant variables,
the R-squared result in this research is
still high with 0.738602. It means that
throughout this research, 73.86% of
the independent variable was explained
in this research. The others 26.14%
independent variable that might affect
dependent variables has not included
into the research.
For the t-test, by using the degree
of freedom of 31 and significant level
5%, to be accepted the H0 the result
of the t-test for each variable has to in
the range between -2.040 and 2.040.
The T-statistical value of the return on
assets is -8.242761, which is no in the
acceptable range. In other words, there
is negative but significant relation
towards to the debt to equity ratio. For
the return on equity, the t-statistic is
8.528761 which is, higher than the
range of the t-table. It indicates that
this variable haspositive and significant
relation toward to the debt to equity
ratio. Moreover, for the tangibility the
t-statistic is 6.438725, which is the
tangibility haspositive and significant
relation toward the dependent
variable.
P. 438

F-value from the statistical test is
29.19772, which is higher than F-test
(0.05; 31) 2.911. In other words,
this result urges the author to reject
null hypothesis. The three variables
simultaneously have a significant
relation towards to the debt to equity
ratio.
Conclusion and Recommendation - Conclusion Throughout this research, the multiple
regression models was using to investigate the determinant of capital structure of eight Indonesia’s construction
and building companies that listed in
Indonesian Stock Exchange for the period of 2008 – 2012. The research result has important picture of the construction and building sub-industry
rely heavily from the external funding
to support their operational activity.
The tendency of the capital structure
in this sub-sector tends to use more
equity instead of long-term debt. The
descriptive analysis stated that most
of the companies in construction and
building, the total assets consist of considerably low ratio in terms of debt to
equity ratio.
After the descriptive analysis, the
author continues with the classical
assumption test for 5 independent
variables that used in this research. All
of the five variables have passed this
classical assumption test, which means
that the variables are able to proceed to
next step of the analysis. The hypothesis
test of the five variables stated that
there are two variables that are not
significant toward the debt to equity
ratio. By applying the stepwise method,
the firm size has to be removed first
Powerful Practices:
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because the p-value is highest compare
to other variables.After removing the
firm size, the rest of the variable has
passed the new classical assumption
test. Further, the second hypothesis
test, said that the growth variable is not
significant toward the debt to equity
ratio, the rest of the variables shown
the significant relationship towards the
dependent variable. The last analysis
has to be done by removing the growth
variable. By using three variables, the
normality test seems better compare to
the last two tests. Moreover, the latest
hypothesis test stated that all variable
is significant towards to the debt to
equity ratio.
Return on assets has negative but
significant correlation toward the debt
to equity ratio, which is in line with
the pecking order theory that stated
more profitable firm tend to use source
of fund that less costly. Inversely,
return on equity has positive and
significant relationship toward debt to
equity ratio, which indicates the higher
the return on equity, will increase the
level of debt to equity as well. For the
tangibility, it is shown the positive and
significant relationship toward the debt
to equity ratio, this condition describe
that there is a strong relationship
between tangibility and long-term
debt. Construction firms tend to
use fixed assets as collateral for their
long-term debt; this urged with the
condition to match their assets with
their liabilities.
To sum up, the capital structure of
Indonesia’s construction and building
companies most determine by return on
assets, return on equity, and tangibility.
This variables explained 73.86% of
Powerful Practices:

the capital structure determinant,
and 26.14% was explained by others
independent variables that not included
in this research.
Recommendation
By
finishing this result, the author hopes
that it can be useful for the companies
in construction and building sub sector.
The determinants of the significant
variables that resulted in this research,
should take into account for the
people that responsible to make the
decision of the capital preferable. In
order to choose the preferable capital
structure, the author suggest that the
by considering the cost of the capital.
For the next research, the author
suggests to add more variable to the
research so that the other variable that
has not been explained in this research
can be proved. Furthermore, the next
research could also include more
dependent variable that can be proxy
into capital structure. In addition, the
next research could also analyze the
property industry as a whole, so that
the result can give the bigger picture
for the analysis.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Capital Structure
Calculation

Determinant

Debt to Equity
Ratio

Return on
Assets

Return on
Equity

Growth of
Assets

Firm Size

Tangibility

2008 0.962584495
ADHI 2009 0.73346983

0.016192857

0.142045724

0.182822663

29.26522355

0.032545871

0.02894131

0.2228171

0.098351131

29.35903363

0.02276034

2010 0.765421634

0.036693562

0.209977811 -0.124658287 29.22589269

0.037827287

2011 0.251223946

0.029797459

0.185191962

0.24052972

29.44143118

0.036130045

2012 0.714204678

0.026920986

0.180492027

0.287769246

29.69434263

0.023810389

2008 0.05886263
DGIK 2009 0.044552648

0.043655204

0.069556421

0.138205501

27.95178453

0.042835997

0.044045005

0.071840203

0.084612753

28.03300755

0.036415738

2010 0.015288225

0.035633988

0.071974341

0.310710348

28.30357679

0.04256015

2011

0.07175994

0.005387579

0.008340721 -0.241755805

28.026827

0.052136814

2012

0.07170654

0.027015058

0.047157371

0.183348145

28.19517483

0.054929279

2008 0.066180401
JKON 2009 0.056210626

0.074715884

0.176193553

0.176037948

27.94521045

0.115450002

0.081275836

0.188367129

0.123834207

28.06195668

0.130062336

2010 0.053563697

0.059070857

0.15527678

0.269242088

28.30037663

0.134268895

2011 0.106448555

0.061134518

0.160686935

0.130149895

28.4227269

0.137734326

2012 0.069136344

0.070895249

0.185594578

0.158834593

28.57014174

0.136776654

2008

0.96142080

-0.005198711 -0.01588898

0.460912565

28.44255976

0.270390224

2009

0.97835935

0.007872549

0.023214331

-0.00707475

28.43545987

0.28433153

2010

0.78024117

0.048512608

0.133000534

0.065848304

28.49923088

0.275539381

2011

0.55921631

0.087640069

0.234079792

0.233059191

28.70872911

0.156168074

2012

0.87716039

0.145686081

0.442339571

0.652394752

29.21095471

0.125182443

2008
TOTL 2009

0.15031465

0.012995607

0.039047986

0.02426735

27.92192098

0.044380233

0.14495475

0.040345348

0.105782652 -0.035945536

27.8853135

0.043848765

2010

0.14692822

0.05073072

0.1443874

0.232485048

28.09434599

0.038531597

2011

0.03927374

0.06579328

0.197142905

0.193833396

28.27151546

0.044429832

2012

0.04897840

0.08510444

0.266616499

0.087830267

28.35570059

0.048278256

SSIA
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2008 0.493586213
WIKA 2009 0.410566466

0.030261738

0.126136154

0.396403256

29.38393993

0.058196704

0.036228371

0.134723981 -0.012269106 29.37159493

0.058275732

2010 0.403808048

0.045324272

0.158147442

0.1027418

29.46939456

0.064512695

2011 0.471332937

0.042592775

0.171126427

0.323985982

29.75004143

0.090490243

2012 0.622972727

0.041831791

0.17787300

0.315059027

30.02392298

0.048278256

0.0304035

0.126733217

0.635309086

29.75522616

0.028678774

2008
PTPP 2009 1.025444811

0.039572944

0.297916475

0.482341566

29.0482208

0.019115479

2010 0.359101008

0.037039892

0.159804292

0.31959909

29.32554878

0.014167133

2011 0.289017611

0.034647474

0.168525655

0.273559785

29.56736474

0.010961034

2012 0.520977068

0.036216612

0.187023589

0.233292146

29.77705187

0.008510897

2008
WSKT 2009
2010
2011
2012 0.531790082

P. 442
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Appendix B
Classical Linear Regression Model
Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey Test Heteroskedasticity (Five Variables)
Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared
Scaled explained SS

0.714402
3.838277
3.137022

    Prob. F(5,29)
    Prob. Chi-Square(5)
    Prob. Chi-Square(5)

0.6177
0.5729
0.6789

Test Equation:
Dependent Variable: RESID^2
Method: Least Squares
Date: 07/31/13 Time: 22:12
Sample: 1 40
Included observations: 35
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.  

C
ROA
ROE
GROWTH
FIRMSIZE
TANGIBILITY

0.018449
0.007851
0.151038
0.001902
-0.000705
0.040830

0.464113
0.559303
0.192546
0.043109
0.016313
0.103277

0.039752
0.014038
0.784426
0.044125
-0.043199
0.395342

0.9686
0.9889
0.4392
0.9651
0.9658
0.6955

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.109665
-0.043841
0.040326
0.047160
66.00453
0.714402
0.617678
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    Mean dependent var
    S.D. dependent var
    Akaike info criterion
    Schwarz criterion
    Hannan-Quinn criter.
    Durbin-Watson stat
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0.025212
0.039470
-3.428830
-3.162199
-3.336789
1.959317
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Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test For Autocorrelation (Five Variables)

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared

0.743965
1.828056

    Prob. F(2,27)
    Prob. Chi-Square(2)

0.4847
0.4009

Test Equation:
Dependent Variable: RESID
Method: Least Squares
Date: 07/31/13 Time: 22:15
Sample: 1 40
Included observations: 35
Presample and interior missing value lagged residuals set to zero.
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.  

C
ROA
ROE
GROWTH
FIRMSIZE
TANGIBILITY
RESID(-1)
RESID(-2)

-0.693896
0.467020
-0.235519
0.035403
0.023883
0.172554
0.188964
0.147635

2.104987
2.476125
0.868798
0.193950
0.073883
0.478266
0.199424
0.224491

-0.329644
0.188609
-0.271086
0.182539
0.323255
0.360790
0.947550
0.657646

0.7442
0.8518
0.7884
0.8565
0.7490
0.7211
0.3518
0.5163

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.052230
-0.193488
0.175996
0.836315
15.68387
0.212561
0.979468

P. 444

    Mean dependent var
    S.D. dependent var
    Akaike info criterion
    Schwarz criterion
    Hannan-Quinn criter.
    Durbin-Watson stat

-2.65E-16
0.161099
-0.439078
-0.083570
-0.316357
1.955749
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Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey Test for Heteroskedasticity (Four Variables)

Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared
Scaled explained SS

1.101533
4.482185
3.629453

    Prob. F(4,30)
    Prob. Chi-Square(4)
    Prob. Chi-Square(4)

0.3739
0.3447
0.4585

Test Equation:
Dependent Variable: RESID^2
Method: Least Squares
Date: 07/31/13 Time: 22:23
Sample: 1 40
Included observations: 35
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.  

C
ROA
ROE
GROWTH
TANGIBILITY

-0.002609
0.034592
0.155541
-0.001060
0.043976

0.016677
0.404137
0.138945
0.038569
0.099610

-0.156465
0.085596
1.119441
-0.027474
0.441481

0.8767
0.9324
0.2718
0.9783
0.6620

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.128062
0.011804
0.038910
0.045420
66.66227
1.101533
0.373941
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    Mean dependent var
    S.D. dependent var
    Akaike info criterion
    Schwarz criterion
    Hannan-Quinn criter.
    Durbin-Watson stat

0.025984
0.039142
-3.523558
-3.301366
-3.446857
1.976464
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Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation Lm Test For Autocorreation (Four Variables)

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared

0.724315
1.721712

    Prob. F(2,28)
    Prob. Chi-Square(2)

0.4935
0.4228

Test Equation:
Dependent Variable: RESID
Method: Least Squares
Date: 07/31/13 Time: 22:28
Sample: 1 40
Included observations: 35
Presample and interior missing value lagged residuals set to zero.
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.  

C
ROA
ROE
GROWTH
TANGIBILITY
RESID(-1)
RESID(-2)

-0.011745
0.055403
-0.092818
0.056400
0.158557
0.144191
0.177625

0.076020
1.839331
0.641611
0.182118
0.471092
0.191334
0.215250

-0.154500
0.030122
-0.144664
0.309688
0.336572
0.753609
0.825203

0.8783
0.9762
0.8860
0.7591
0.7389
0.4574
0.4162

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.049192
-0.154553
0.175734
0.864710
15.09956
0.241438
0.958786
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    Mean dependent var
    S.D. dependent var
    Akaike info criterion
    Schwarz criterion
    Hannan-Quinn criter.
    Durbin-Watson stat

-8.25E-17
0.163550
-0.462832
-0.151762
-0.355451
1.915792
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Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey Test Heteroskedasticity (Three Variables)

Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared
Scaled explained SS

2.476713
6.766951
5.649291

    Prob. F(3,31)
    Prob. Chi-Square(3)
    Prob. Chi-Square(3)

0.0798
0.0797
0.1300

Test Equation:
Dependent Variable: RESID^2
Method: Least Squares
Date: 07/31/13 Time: 22:37
Sample: 1 40
Included observations: 35
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.  

C
ROA
ROE
TANGIBILITY

-0.008626
0.231804
0.151255
0.047625

0.016918
0.411210
0.134782
0.101465

-0.509847
0.563710
1.122221
0.469376

0.6138
0.5770
0.2704
0.6421

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.193341
0.115278
0.039783
0.049063
65.31210
2.476713
0.079792
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    Mean dependent var
    S.D. dependent var
    Akaike info criterion
    Schwarz criterion
    Hannan-Quinn criter.
    Durbin-Watson stat

0.028574
0.042295
-3.503549
-3.325795
-3.442188
1.999304
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Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation Lm Test For Autocorreation (Three Variables)

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared

0.370901
0.872949

    Prob. F(2,29)
    Prob. Chi-Square(2)

0.6933
0.6463

Test Equation:
Dependent Variable: RESID
Method: Least Squares
Date: 07/31/13 Time: 22:38
Sample: 1 40
Included observations: 35
Presample and interior missing value lagged residuals set to zero.
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.  

C
ROA
ROE
TANGIBILITY
RESID(-1)
RESID(-2)

-0.006653
-0.075539
0.034263
0.082390
0.162445
0.039394

0.078460
1.911376
0.630234
0.487905
0.194939
0.204102

-0.084793
-0.039521
0.054365
0.168864
0.833315
0.193012

0.9330
0.9687
0.9570
0.8671
0.4115
0.8483

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.024941
-0.143172
0.183374
0.975159
12.99596
0.148360
0.978934
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    Mean dependent var
    S.D. dependent var
    Akaike info criterion
    Schwarz criterion
    Hannan-Quinn criter.
    Durbin-Watson stat

-1.04E-16
0.171507
-0.399769
-0.133138
-0.307728
1.869428
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A Study of the Relationship
Between an Extensive Voluntary
Disclosure and Capital Market
in Indonesia
Lailan Natasha Putri and Achmad Herlanto Anggono
School of Business and Management Institute Technology Bandung, Bandung,
Indonesia
ABSTRACT - Voluntary disclosure is
important information for investors,
shareholders and other users in making
investment decisions because the
mandatory disclosure is adequate in
providing information for the parties
outside company. Therefore, that
condition supports the existence of
information asymmetry between the
company and investors that can be
seen in its stock prices. However,
there is no study that shows the
relationship between those variables in
banking sector.

is calculated using linear regression
analysis.

The purpose of this study is to
determine whether extensive voluntary
disclosure affects the stock prices. In
this study, the statistical samples consist
of all banking companies listed on
the Indonesia Stock Exchange which
have provided initial data needed for
5 consecutive years start from 2008
until 2012. The hypothesis testing

Keywords: Voluntary Disclosure,
Capital Market, and Information
Asymmetry.

In order to generate the result,
this study is using disclosure index as
a basis of calculating disclosure quality
for each company to know the level of
voluntary disclosure. The outcomes
of this research suggest that there is
a positively significant relationship
between the extensive voluntary
disclosure and stock prices in Indonesia,
especially in banking sector.

Background - Financial statements and annual reports are information that must be published by each
company that has go public as a

Author correspondence to Lailan Natasha Putri;
Email: lailan.natasha@sbm-itb.ac.id
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means of management responsibility
in managing the company each year.
The annual report is very useful as a
reference for outside company parties
such as creditors, partners, consumer,
customer, and shareholder to determine the financial and non-financial
conditions. Moreover, the amount of
information obtained depends on the
level of disclosure of the report.
Financial statements are grouped
into two parts, namely mandatory
disclosure and voluntary disclosure.
Mandatory disclosure is the minimum
disclosures required by Bapepam
according to accounting standards
applicable in Indonesia. On the
other hand, voluntary disclosure is
accounting information and other
information that are considered to be
relevant by the company as a reference
for its annual report’s user (Suripto,
1999).
Each public company must prepare
annual financial statements audited
by an independent public accounting
firm. These financial statements should
be given adequate disclosure in order
to be understood by the readers. The
completeness of voluntary disclosure
in financial statements is affected by
certain characteristics owned by the
firm (Subiyantoro, 1997 in Noer Indah
Permatasari, 2010). The difference of
characteristics in company will lead to
the differences of financial statement
disclosure among companies.
Over the time, voluntary disclosure
has been receiving a great attention in
the accounting research because its
existence is very important for investors
and other parties. This phenomenon
occurs because the existence of
P. 450

mandatory disclosure has not been
providing sufficient information for
investors, shareholders, and other
parties.
Voluntary disclosure is information
that has important role in attracting
investors and shareholders, therefore
every company vying to provide
private information that will gain
great demand by parties outside the
company, especially if the information
is good news. In addition, management
will also convey private information
that can improve the success and
credibility of the company even
though the information is not required
by accounting standards.
The existence of voluntary
disclosure for outside parties is an
analysis tool in monitoring the
performance of the company's
management. Voluntary disclosure
is needed because the condition and
quality of the company in the future
are uncertain. Hence, investors and
shareholders need a voluntary disclosure
in order to assess the performance of
the company. Moreover, investors and
shareholders are trying to find as much
information which eventually used
as a consideration and guidance in
making investment decisions.
The objectives of this study are
determine the effect of extensive
voluntary disclosure to investors'
reactions as seen through the
movement of share prices of banking
firms in Indonesia Stock Exchange
and provide an empirical evidence
whether
the extensive voluntary
disclosure affect its share price.

Powerful Practices:
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Theoretical Foundation
- Asymmetry of Information - The
company’s management knows more
about the private information and its
future prospects than outside parties,
which is a shareholder. Therefore, the
management is obliged to provide a
signal about the state of company to
shareholders and prospective shareholders. The signal can be a disclosure
of accounting information such as financial statement.
The financial statement is important
for outside parties because they are in
a position of the greatest uncertainty.
The internal users (management)
know significant events that occur, so
that the level of dependence on private
information is not as big as external
users (outside the company). This
situation will lead to the emergence of
information asymmetry.
Information asymmetry is a
condition where there is an imbalance of
information between the management
as a provider of information and
shareholders or other parties outside
the company as the information users
(Great Star Abrams, 2011).
Disclosure Practice - In simple terms,
disclosure practice can be classified
as a information delivery (Hadi and
Sabeni, 2002). Therefore, the financial
statement is a very important tool for
the management to communicate
with the parties outside the company.
The level of disclosure practice plays
an important role on the amount
of information received by financial
statement users.

Powerful Practices:

Financial statement disclosure is
divided into two, namely mandatory
disclosure and voluntary disclosure.
Mandatory disclosure is a disclosure
of all information required by
government regulations. Meanwhile,
voluntary disclosure is all disclosures
beyond those required by government
regulations.
Voluntary Disclosure - Voluntary
disclosure is a disclosure of company
condition that
made
by
the
management beyond of what is
required by accounting standards.
This disclosure is a free choice for
company’s management to provide
private information and accounting
that are considered to be relevant for
investor’s decision making.
Management
considers
the
voluntary disclosure is based on cost
and benefit factors. Management will
disclose the information voluntarily
if the perceived benefits greater than
the costs. That caused the voluntary
disclosure for each company is different.
These benefits obtained because the
company’s voluntary disclosure helps
shareholders, investors, and creditors
to understand the investment risk.
Voluntary disclosure is useful to
reduce information asymmetry in
capital market. The more extensive
voluntary disclosure, the level of
information asymmetry between
management and the parties outside
company would be lower. Voluntary
disclosure, which contains financial
condition and results of operations of
company, can reduce the information
asymmetry between investors and
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the management (Spence, 1973 and
Grossman, 1981 in A Star Abrams,
2011).
Capital Market - In general, capital
market is a meeting place for sellers
and buyers to make transactions in
order to raise capital. Sellers in the
capital market is companies that need
capital issuers, thus they attempted to
sell their stock in the capital market.
While investors are those who want
to buy stock in companies that they
think profitable (Kasmir, 2002).
In the capital market banking
sector has a very big role in order to
develop capital market. Banking sector
supports any existing activities for the
smooth of capital market transactions
in the stock exchange (Kasmir, 2002).
Investors desperately need a
reference to help them in making
investment decisions. One of the
references that is easily obtained and
used each year is financial statement.

P. 452

Each disclosure would lead the
investor to reexamine the estimated
value of stock and make a decision in
buying and selling stocks. In addition,
with a wider disclosure, the company
can attract the analyst and increase the
accuracy of market expectations.
Stock Return - The motivation of the
investors to invest is the expectation
to obtain appropriate return. Without
the return, the investors would not
be willing to invest. Therefore, it can
be concluded that return is a reward
expected by investors that will be
obtained on the investments made
in a company. Return is the most
important in determining investment.
Assessment of the received return
should be analyzed through the analysis
of the received returns in previous
period or called historic return. Based
on that analysis, the result is used to
analyze the expected return (Dul
Muid, 2011).

Powerful Practices:
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Previous Research
Table 1 Previous Researches

No

1

2

3

Author and
Research
Period

Samples

Result

Noer Indah
Permatasari
2010

152 manufacture
companies listed in BEI
(2006-2008)

Extensive voluntary disclosure
practice affects the stock prices,
whereas it does not affect the trade
stock volume

Dul Muid
2011

68 annual reports of
manufacture company
(2008-2009)

Corporate Social Responsibility
as one of voluntary disclosure
items positively affects the stock
return.

Moein Zareian
2012

Lack of relationship between
disclosure quality and stock
returns. The result can be attributed
to following reasons, such as
subjectivity of the disclosure
quality measurement, Investors
all firms in Tehran Stock
may not rely on financial accounts
Exchange (2004-2008)
for decision making, and limited
voluntary information items
provided by the firms resulting
from disclosure culture in Iran.

Hypothesis - In this research, the hypothesis that proposed by the author is
listed as follow:
Hypothesis 1: Extensive voluntary
disclosure affects stock prices.
Methodology - Data - In
order to develop and finish this study,
the author gathers the required data
from Indonesia Stock Exchange’s
Powerful Practices:

website (http://www.idx.co.id/) and
Yahoo Finance (http://www.finance.
yahoo.com/). The data that needed
are historical stock prices and annual
report of all banking companies, listed
on the Indonesia Stock Exchange,
which have provided initial data
needed for 5 consecutive years start
from 2008 until
2012. As the data limitation, the
author use 28 go public banking firms
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in Indonesia that still exist during the
year 2008 until 2012.
Variables - Dependent Variable The dependent variable in this research
is stock prices that measured by abnormal return of stock. Abnormal return
is the difference between the actual
return with the return expectations. In
order to calculate the abnormal return,
the author uses the formula listed below (Dul Muid, 2011).

index. Voluntary disclosure index value
is obtained from the disclosure scoring
for 30 voluntary disclosure items. The
index valuation is done by giving each
item a score of 2 if it is full-disclosed,
a score of 1 if it is disclosed but not
detail and given a score of 0 if it is not
disclosed. In order to calculate the
voluntary disclosure index, the author
uses the formula listed below.

Notes:
VIndi: Score of company’s
voluntary disclosure items.
SumVInd: Maximum score of
voluntary disclosure item.

Notes:
ARit : Abnormal return of company
i in t period. Rit:
Return of
company i in t period.
Rm: Return of IHSG in t period.
IHSIt: Return index of company i
in t period. IHSIt-1: Return index
of company i in t-1 period. IHSGt:
Return index of IHSG in t period.
IHSGt-1: Return index of IHSG
in t-1 period.
Independent
independent
research is
P. 454

Variable
The
variable
of
this
voluntary disclosure

Data Analysis - Normality Test - This
phase is the first step that has to be
done in every multivariate analysis.
There are several ways to observe the
normality between data, such as residual value observation, and variables
distribution. The normality of variable
can be detected by statistic test, and
graphical method. The analysis for
each method will be described below.
a. Graphical Method (P-P Plot and
Histogram Graph) - The first step
to check normality of the data is by
detected the p-p plot and histogram
graph. The bad side of this method is
charts can be misleading because the
data distribution may looks normal,
but it is not actually statistically
Powerful Practices:
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normal (Imam Ghozali, 2006). The
graphs and description are listed
below.

Figure 2 Graphic Analysis Using Histogram

Figure 1 Graphic Analysis Using P-P Plot
Graph

Based on the graph of normal p-p
plot above, there are some data that do
not lie on the diagonal axis. However,
the data does not spread far away from
the diagonal. Therefore, it can be said
that the data is meet the assumption
of normality. The next stage, the
author tends to double check the data
normality using histogram graph as it
listed below.

Powerful Practices:

Based on the histogram graph
above, the distribution pattern shows
a normal data distribution that can be
seen from its symmetric form, which
does not deviate either to the left or
right.
b. Statistic Test (KolmogorovSmirnov Test) - In this test, the
author tends to know whether the
data distribution for each variable is
normal.
The hypothesis tested is expressed
as follows:
Ho: The data is normally
distributed. | Ha : The data is
not normally distributed.
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One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
Unstandardized Residual
N
Normal Parametersa,b

78
0E-7
1.04858162
.123
.073
-.123
1.090
.186

Mean

Std. Deviation
Absolute
Most Extreme Differences Positive
Negative
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
a. Test distribution is Normal.
b. Calculated from data
Figure 3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

As can be seen on the table, the
K-S value is 1,090 with 0,186 for the
significance probability, which has
higher value than level of significance
0,05, so the Ho is accepted or the
residual data is normally distributed.
Until this phase, the result of the tests
before is consistent and show that the
data is normally distributed.
Heteroscedasticity Test - The aim of
heteroscedasticity test is to determine
the existence of same variance between
residual data in several observations
(Imam Ghozali, 2006). The desired
result is no heterescedasticity in the
regression model. In order to ensure
the desired result, the author observes
the test by scatterplot graph and glejzer
test.

so it indicates that there is a heteroscedasticity in the regression model. The
regression result is listed below:

Figure 4 Scatterplot Analysis

Based on the scatterplot graph
above, it can be said that there is no
heteroscedasticity in the regression
model. In fact, scatterplot analysis
has significant weakness because the
number of sample gives impact to the
plotting result.

a. Scatterplot Graph - In order to determine the heteroscedasticity in this
graph, the author detects whether there
is particular pattern in the scatterplot
graph. If it shows a particular pattern,
P. 456
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b. Glejzer Test - The objective of this
test is to regress the residual absolute
value towards independent variable
(Gujarati, 2003). The result is listed
below:

Model Summaryb
a. Predictors: (Constant), X_INDEX
b. Dependent Variable: Y_ABRET

Coefficientsaa

Model

R

1

.374

a. Dependent Variable: AbsResLn

Model
Model

StandardStandardUnstandardized ized
ized
Unstandardized
oefficients
Coeffioefficients
Coefficients
cients
BB

.808
.808
(Con(Constant)
stant)
11
.101
.101
LnINDEX
LnIN-

Std.
Std.
Error
Error

.531
.531

tt

.189 .850
.850
.189

Figure 5 Glejzer Test

The SPSS output clearly shows
that the independent variable does not
give significant impact to the residual
absolute value. It can be shown by the
significance probability of independent
variable, which is greater than 0,05
level of significance. In conclusion,
this regression model does not contain
heteroscedasticity.
Autocorrelation Test - The purpose of
this test is to examine the existence of
correlation between the residual value
in t period and the residual value in
before t period. The hypothesis tested
is expressed as follows:
Ho: There is no autocorrelation.
Ha: There is an autocorrelation.

Powerful Practices:

.140

.133

.00795557

Sig.
Sig.

2.302 .024
.024
2.302
.022
.022

a

Std. Error
Durbinof the
Watson
Estimate

Figure 6 Durbin Watson Test (Basic)

Beta
Beta

.351
.351

R
Adjusted
Square R Square

|

As can be seen from the table, the
Durbin Watson value is 1.659 then
the value will be compared by Durbin
Watson’s statistic table with 0,05 level
of significance. The desired result
is dU < d < 4 – dU, which indicates
no autocorrelation either positive or
negative. The total sample of data is
135 (n) and the amount of independent
variable is 1 (k’), hence the author
acquires the dL and dU from Durbin
Watson table as follows. There are the
data from Durbin Watson table, dL
value is 1,654, dU value is
1,694, 4- dL value is 2,346, and 4dU value is 2,306. Unfortunately, the
desired result does not come out well
because the d score is lower than dU,
whereas we need the opposite.
The next stage, the author gives
treatment for the autocorrelation
problem. Based on SPSS Application
Book made by Imam Ghozali in 2006,
there is one way to cure Durbin Watson
problem by transform the basic data
into the logarithmus naturali or ln
form. Afterward, compute the ln form
variables into the linear regression, and
then the result is listed as follow:
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b

Model Summary

Model
Adjusted R
Model Summaryb
R
R Square
Std. Error of the Durbin-Watson
a. Predictors: (Constant), LnINDEXSquare
After Estimate
the
treatment
of
a
autocorrelation,
the Durbin Watson
b.
Variable: LnABRET
1 Dependent.430
.185
.174
1.05546
1.883
value is 1,833, which is greater than
a. Predictors: (Constant), LnINDEX
upper limit (dU) and lower
Std. Error
b. Dependent Variable: LnABRET
Adjusted
Durbin- than 4- dU value, so it can be
of the
Model
R
R Square
R Square
Watson concluded that we accept Ho
Estimate
it has been approved
Figure 4.7 Durbin Watson Testbecause
(After Treatment)
to be no autocorrelation either
a
1
.430
.185
.174
1.05546
1.883
or negative.
Based on the SPSS output above, the Durbin positive
Watson
value is 1,883. The desired
Test either
- Mul-positive or
result is dU < d < 4 – dU, which indicates Multicollinearity
no autocorrelation
Figure 7 Durbin Watson Test (After Treat-

ticollinearity test is aim to determine

negative.
If we compare to the Durbin Watson’s
table
new-total
sample is 78
whether
therewit
is ha the
correlation
among
ment)
independent variable in the regression
model. In this test, the author observes
the tolerance value and variance inflation factor (VIF). The desired result
is no correlation among independent
variable in the regression model. The
result of calculation is listed as follow:

(n) and the amount of independent variable is 1 (k’), then the author obtained some
Based on the SPSS output above,
the Durbin Watson value is 1,883. The
desired
d
: 1,883result is dU < d < 4 – dU, which
indicates no autocorrelation either
dL
: 1,611or negative. If we compare to
positive
the
Durbin Watson’s table wit h the
dU
: 1,662
new-total sample is 78 (n) and the
4- dU amount
: 2,338 of independent variable is 1
(k’), then the author obtained some
4- dL data
: 2,389
as follows:

data as follows:

d
dL
dU
4- dU
4- dL

: 1,883
: 1,611
: 1,662
: 2,338
: 2,389






































   
Figure 8 Durbin Watson GraphFigure 4.8 Durbin Watson Graph

After the treatment of autocorrelation, the Durbin Watson value is 1,833, which is
P. 458
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Coefficientsa
a. Dependent Variable: LnABRET

Model

(Constant)
1
LnINDEX

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B

Std. Error

-3.421

.501

3.149

.758

Figure 9 Tolerance and VIF Test

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

Beta

.430

-6.821

.000

4.153

.000

Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance

VIF

1.000

1.000

Linearity Test - The purpose of using
linearity test is to determine whether
the model specification that used by
author suits with the research. This
test produces information the best
empirical models are shaped linear,
quadratic, or cubic. Here are the results
of the calculation:

Based on the table above, the
result of tolerance value is 1,0 and
the VIF value is 1,0. IF we look at
the requirement for no correlation
condition, the tolerance value should
to be higher than 0,10. Afterward, the ANOVA Table
VIF value should be
lower than 10. Based
Sum of
Squares
on those requirements,
the result of tolerance
(Combined)
65.527
and VIF value are
LnABRET Between Linearity
19.209
show there is no *
correlation
among
Groups Deviation
46.318
from
independent variable LnINDEX
Within Linearity
in the regression
38.346
Groups
Total
model.

103.873

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

21

3.120

4.557

.000

1

19.209 28.053

.000

20

2.316

.000

56

.685

3.382

77

Figure 10 Linearity Test Output

Based on the linearity test above, it
can be seen that the linearity significance
value is 0,000. The rule of thumb in
this test is the significance value should
be lower than 0,05. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the extensive voluntary
disclosure index linearly related to the
Powerful Practices:
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stock price. By this result, the linearity
assumption fulfilled.
Simple Linear Regression - Before we
go further to analyze the data through
Simple Linear Regression method,
the author tends to conclude the
Classic Assumption Test that has been
calculated by SPSS application. Overall,
the regression model that fulfills the
requirement of Classic Assumption
Test is the data in logarithmus naturali
(ln) form. Furthermore, the next step
will be analyzed the regression result as
described below.
Coefficient
Determination
Coefficient
Determination
Test
examines the goodness-fit of regression
model. The author concentrates to
the adjusted R Square value because
it explains the descriptive level of
independent variable to dependent
variable.
Model Summaryb
a. Predictors: (Constant), LnINDEX
b. Dependent Variable: LnABRET
Model

R

R Square

Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error
of the
Estimate

1

.430a

.185

.174

1.05545764

Based on the table above, the
adjusted R Square value is 0,174,
which means the dependent variable’s
variability that can be explained
by independent variable as much
as 17,4%, whereas the rest 82,6%
explained by other variables that not
included in the regression model.
However, it should be noted that
the time series data’s explanation
capabilities is limited and the ideal
adjusted R Square value is lower than
around 45%.
Significant Test of Individual
Parameter (t-Test) - The aim of this
partial test is to find out the influence
of independent variable towards
dependent variable. The author
compares the t result with t table, while
the t result should be higher than t
table in order to identify the result and
also the significance value is lower than
the level of significance (0,05).
The hypothesis tested is expressed as
follows:
Ho: The independent variable
gives insignificant explanation
towards the dependent variable.
DurbinWatson
1.883

Ha: The independent
variable gives significant
explanation towards the
dependent variable.

Figure 11 Coefficient Determination Test
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Figure 12 T-Test Output

As can be seen from the table
above, the t result is 4,153 then it has
to be compared with t table value for
0,05 level of significance, and residual
degree of freedom is 76. Afterward, the
value of t table is 1,9917, which is lower
value than the t result. Furthermore, the
number of significance of independent
variable is 0,00, which is lower than
the level of significance (0,05). As a
conclusion, we accept the alternative
hypothesis (Ha) or the independent
variable gives significant explanation
towards the dependent variable. In
the end, the author concludes that
Abnormal Return variable is affected
by Voluntary Disclosure Index with
regression equation:
Conclusion - Based on all
analysis in the previous chapter, the
result shows that extensive voluntary
disclosure of annual report affects
the stock prices in significant. This
impact is due to potential investor’s
assumption about the benefit of
voluntary
disclosure.
Investors
assume voluntary disclosure is one
of information that will be taken as
a consideration in making decision.
Those decisions reflected by the firm’s
stock prices, so it can be concluded that
more extensive voluntary disclosure
practice, the more it will describe the
company’s stock prices.
Powerful Practices:

R e c omm e nda tion - The limitations
of this research are the
total sample that used
by author is 27 companies and concentrated
in one sector, which
is banking sector. Second, the voluntary disclosure index as an independent variable tends to be a subjective
sample. The existence of subjectivity is
caused by the difference in the point of
view of each reader when evaluate the
disclosure practice in annual reports.
Regarding the result that says the
extensive voluntary disclosure practice
affects the company stocks return
positively, the author recommend
the public company to extend their
voluntary disclosure practice. That
statement happened because the more
extensive voluntary disclosure given
by the company, it will provide more
extensive information to investors so
that the investors' interest and respect
for the company will be growing.
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Study Comparison between Xl
Axiata and Indosat Telecomunication
Service Provider in Term of Twitter
Based Customer Service and Brand
Switching
Dion Sandria Rahmaditya
School of Business and Management Institute Technology Bandung, Bandung,
Indonesia
Abstract - Customer care has an
important role in the telecommunication
services company. Besides serving as
public relations, it is also a media where
consumers can complain the services
they use. Nowadays, social mediabased customer care is growing rapidly,
especially Twitter. In Indonesia, XL
Axiata and Indosat are example of
operators who already apply Twitterbased customer care. However, there
is no study that compares the level
of customer satisfaction on those two
customer services which affect the level
of brand switching of each provider.
The purpose of this study is to
conduct a comparative level of customer
satisfaction on customer care service
of those providers, as well as observe
the level of brand switching of both
providers. Research framework using a
sampling method will be used as the
research methodology. There are four
main parts of data that will be analyzed;

including complaints of respondents,
type of response, the paradigm of the
customer about customer service, and
brand switching activity. The scope of
this research is limited to the provider
users that have tweeted complaints to
each of their customer care within June
21th – July 4th 2013.
Keywords: Marketing, Social
Media, Customer Service, After Sales
Service, Customer Recovery, XL
Axiata, Indosat
BACKGROUND - In today’s
digital world, social media have
become an increasingly important
communications channel for building
a connection between companies and
the public. Unfortunately, despite
the vast potential social media
bring, many companies seem
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focused on social media primarily
as a one-way promotional channel
and have yet to use them effectively.
(DiStaso&McCorkindale, 2012)
Through online interviews, DiStaso,
McCorkindale, and Wright (2011)
found the most common challenge
for public relations professionals who
had yet adopted social media was
accepting the lack of control and not
knowing what people might say or do.
While this lack of control still exists,
most companies have come to terms
that it provides more advantages than
disadvantages. In fact, Barnes, Lescault,
and Andonian (2012) found that the use
of social media continues to increase.
In a longitudinal study of Fortune 500
companies, they found that the use of
Twitter increased 11% since 2011 to
73% adoption and Facebook increased
8% to 66% adoption, with an 8%
decrease in the number of companies
with neither social media (fro m 31%
to 23% in 2012). Also, they found that
in 2012, 28% had blogs, 62% were
using YouTube, and 2% were using
Pinterest. (DiStaso&McCorkindale,
2012)
XL Axiata and Indosat intensively
responses to the complaining
customers through their Twitter
account, @XLCare and @IndosatCare.
However, an issue which required to be
identified is whether it provides correct
and precise response for the customers.
At first, both providers need to know
their customer characteristics in the
social media. After that, whether the
account has significant influences to
the customers.
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Literature Review - Company Profile - Company Profile of XL
Axiata - PT XL AxiataTbk. (XL) was
established on 6 October 1989. XL
Axiata stands under the ownership of
Axiata Group Berhad, one of the largest mobile service providers in Asia Pacific, and is now 20% shares are owned
by the public openly. XL Axiata began
its commercial operations in 1996,
and currently become one of the leading mobile telecommunications service
providers in Indonesia, with caters for
up to 31.4 million customers throughout the country by the end of 2009 (Xl
Axiata, 2013).
XL Axiata continues proved
to be a pioneer in providing
leading edge technologies for the
telecommunications
market
in
Indonesia, which is by launching a top
speed internet access with 3G-HSDPA
(High-Speed
Downlink
Packet
Access) for the first time, and offers
a variety of packages and innovative
BlackBerry applications. In order to
serve international markets, XL Axiata
has developed strong partnerships
with more than 357 international
telecommunications service providers
in more than 140 countries (Xl Axiata
Administrator, 2013).
Company Profile of Indosat - PT
Indosat Tbk was established by the
Government on November 20, 1967 as a
foreign investment company to provide
international
telecommunications
services in Indonesia and began
commercial operations in September
1969 to build, transfer and operate
an International Telecommunications
Satellite Organization, or Intelsat,
Powerful Practices:
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earth station in Indonesia to access
Intelsat’s Indian Ocean Region satellites
for a period of 20 years. As a global
consortium of international satellite
communications
organizations,
Intelsat owns and operates a number of
telecommunications satellites (Indosat,
2012).
Theoretical Foundation - Three Levels of Product - Based on Armstrong
and Kotler (An Introduction: Marketing, 2009), there are Three level
of Product. The most essential is the
core benefit, it is the value and function that required by customers toward
the product. The second is the actual
product, which includes Brand Name,
Quality Level, Features, Design, and
Packaging. It is the aspects that form
the product. The last is the Augmented
Product; it is the added value or advantages from the company in order to
have competitive advantage than competitors. Include Delivery, installation,
Warranty, and After-Sale Services as
the focus of this research.
Based on figure above XL Axiata
and Indosat role are providing network
to customer. Both of operators needs to
answer and respond all the complaint
from all customers in all of product
and services, even though actually
that is not really those both operators
responsible. The problem is di they
response match with the complaint
form customer. Furthermore the
response from both operators also built
customer experience in all of area of
product and service.
The focus of both twitter based
customer care is on Augmented Product
Powerful Practices:

area, which is based as customer role.
Customer service is based on customer
voice, in this case is customer voice in
social media. The objective is to get the
most positive customer voice in social
media. So with all the problem of XL
Axiata and Indosat Core Product, and
Actual Product the impact can be
reduce by focused in Augmented Area.
After Sales Service - Based on
Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler (Service
Marketing, 2009), there are several
characteristics of Effective Guarantees
for Services which are unconditional,
meaningful, easy to understand, and
easy to evoke.
AISAS Theory - The theory invented
by Dentsu, a Japanese Brand and Ad
Agency, that makes “Psychological
Change” elements in AIDMA
to AISAS. The theory change
from Attention – Interest – Desire
– Memory – Action to Attention –
Interest – Search – Action – Share.
The main focus of new theory is that
the consumer change from individual
decision process into group decision
process. Consumers tend to share their
experience and the information will
be search by other customer (www.
dentsumedia-network.com).
That concept shows that in the end
of the process customer will produce
customer voice, either positive or
negative. Benefited customer will
produce positive thoughts. Such
condition is the nature of complaining
customers that need to be concerned
by any service.
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Types of Complaining Customers - Based on Zeithaml, Bitner, and
Gremler (Service Marketing, 2009),
there are 4 types of complainers, that
are (1) passives, (2) voicers, (3) irates,
(4) activists.
All of complainers in this research
are not Passives complainers, because
this research only gather data from an
actual complainer, which passives is a
silent complainer. Furthermore there
is no categorization of Voicers, Irates,
and Activists complainers because of
less dialogue to decide a certain type
of complainer.
Service Recovery Strategies - Based on
Bitner, Gremler, and Zeithaml, there
are 8 strategies to respond complaining
customers and conduct service recovery
(Service Marketing, 2009) that are:
(1) making the service fail-safe, (2)
encourage and track complaints, (3)
provide adequate explanation, (3)
treat customers fairly, (4) cultivate
relationship with customer, (5) learning
from recovery experiences, (6) learning
from lost customers.
Hypothesis - The hypothesis for this
research is listed as follows:
Hypothesis 0: The quality of @
XLCare is equal to @IndosatCare.
Hypothesis 1: The quality of
@XLCare is better than @
IndosatCare.
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Methodology - Collecting
Complaints - All of the data is
gathered from 100 respondents. The
first data is customer’s complaints
both subjected to @IndosatCare and
@XLCare. Afterwards, the author
divided the complaints based on
the type of complainers. The second
data is @IndosatCare and @XLCare
responses subjected to their customer.
Furthermore, the author categorizes
those responses into 3 types, such
as direct message, detail answer, and
replied by question. The third data is
the customer expressions based on both
providers. Regarding those positive
and negative expressions, the author
describes whether the customers are
satisfied on not after the response of
both providers. In the next chapter, all
of the data will be expressed in category
percentage.
Respondents Interview - Samples
were taken using the interview method; interview method is carried out
by sending a tweet to the user 2 pieces
each provider who did complain via
Twitter.
Sampling Method - The sampling
method that applied for this research is
using cluster sampling method. Cluster
sampling is a sampling technique in
which the population is divided into a
number of clusters and a sample taken
at random in each cluster. In this study
represents the cluster in every week.
The sampling in each cluster is
divided into two kinds, to customers
who do complain are not taken; the
samples were taken every day in every
Powerful Practices:
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cluster. As for the customers who do
complain and responded to by the
operator, the sampling carried out
following information following chart.

only on Sunday through Thursday for
24 hours.
Sample Size - The
author uses Slovin
theory to determine
the number of required
sample. Where the
calculation is stated
below:
Sample Size
=
Population / (1 +
(Population (error ^
2)).
Sample Size for XL
is 97,22531, and the
detail calculation is stated below.

Figure 1 Tweetonomy Graph of @XLCare

97,22531 = 3.504 / (1 + (3.504
(0,1 ^ 2)).

The graph above shows the number
of responses to customer care XL
customers who complain, based on
these data, the samples were taken on
each day at 10 am to 12 midnight.

Sample Size for Indosat is 97,09977,
and the detail calculation is stated
below.
97,09977 = 3.348 / (1 +
(3.348 (0,1 ^ 2))

Figure 2 Tweetonomy Graph of @
IndosatCare

The graph above shows the number
of responses to customer care Indosat
customers who do complain. Based on
the chart above, samples were taken
Powerful Practices:

Data Analysis - Respondent
Complaint Topics - Based on
the data, most of complainers
complain about XL Signal
Problem,
the
problem
includes certain area. As the
example, one of complainer
@dwitacinta28
complains
about signal problem in Way Lima,
Lampung. The second is XL NonSignal Problem. This problem include
text message failure, Blackberry
Messenger subscribe failure, top-up
failure, etc. The third topic is quite
different with the previous ones because
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it is not a negative problem. People
ask about the package of XL Axiata.
This is also shows that XL package
information was not clear enough for
the customer. Direct message means
that the customers tell the @XLCare
to look at its direct message inbox so
they could have conversation without
seen by anybody. The other complains
include Fraud Case, Asking the account
for follow the customer’s account, and
XL Center Question. Protected means
the account are private so only people
followed by can see the message.
In the other hand, most of Indosat
complainers complain about Indosat
Signal Problem with 37%. This is
exactly same case with what XL Axiata
customer is faced. The second one is
Indosat Non-Signal Problem. This
problem include unreasonable charge
truncated, SIM card problem, internet
package subscribe failure, top-up
failure, etc. Just like in the XL Axiata,
in the third on is people ask about the
package of XL Axiata. Again, this is also
shows that Indosat package information
was not clear enough for the customer.
Direct message here also means that
the customers tell the @IndosatCare
to look at its direct message inbox so
the customer could have conversation
without seen by anybody. The other
complains include Fraud Case;Phone
Setting Question, and Indosat Gallery
Question. Protected here also means
the account are private so only people
followed by can see the message. The
top 3 of complain topic between
XL Axiata and Indosat customer
in Twitter is exactly same, which are
Signal Problem, Non-Signal Problem,
and Package Question.
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Provider Responses - Responses
Categories - As can be seen from data
above, 41% of @XLCare answered in
direct message so public can’t see it.
The direct message answer method has
both positive and negative impact. It
could be positive because @XLCare
and complainers can have personal
conversation about the problem so
it will be a focused conversation to
solve the problem. It could be negative
because public can’t see the answer of
previous answer of @XLCare. 28%
answered publicly and most of them are
detail answer to solve the complainers’
problem. 27% answered by asking
back question to make complain more
clearly. 4% was not answered by @
XLCare.Contrary to @XLCare, data
shows 49% @IndosatCare answer the
complainers by detail answer. As well
as direct message, it also contained
positive and negative impact. It could
be positive because @IndosatCare can
directly provide the solution of what
the customers are faced. By doing that,
the satisfied customer will easily spread
the good influence about IndosatCare
account. In other hand, it could be
even very negative if the customer
care couldn’t find any solution and
leave the complainer without any
solution. The worst thing that could
happen is unsatisfied customer will
easily spread the bad influence and
the people could see the evidence.
Followed by 33% answered by direct
message, 16% answered by asking back
question to make the complaint more
clearly and 2% was not answered by @
IndosatCare.
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Respondent Final Thoughts

Figure 3 Respondent Final Thoughts

The biggest percentage for final
thought is for satisfied, 35%. Followed
by No Response with 23% and Not
Satisfied with 20%. Neutral thought
has 14% of all complainers, and the
rest is asking second question with 7%,
and protected account with 7%. Based
on the data, 76% of complainers
give final thought about @XLCare
(rest of No Response complainers.
So it shows people like to share
the experience of XL customer care.
Whether positive, negative, or the
neutral thought, the share activity
makes name of XLCare more popular
because more people will read and
mention it.
In the terms of Indosat, the biggest
percentage for final thought is for
satisfied, 27%. The next is by Not
Satisfied with 23% and Not Response
with 20%. Neutral thought has 19%
of all complainers, and the rest is
asking second question with 10%,
and protected account with 1%. Based
on the data, 79% of complainers give
final thought about @IndosatCare
(rest of No Response complainers.
Powerful Practices:

This number is slightly bigger than the
XL customer. So it shows
Indosat customers also like
to share the experience of
Indosat customer care.
This share activity makes
name of IndosatCare
more popular because
more people will read and
mention it.
Brand Switch Activities
- Most of people don’t do
Brand Switch (83%), with the rest do
it (17%).Those data shows that even
with high number of complainers and
quite large number of not satisfied
complainer (20%) people are not
switch to another service providers.
People are loyal to brand of XL Axiata
and do not have any plan to switch. XL
Axiata should see this condition not
only as a reason to give better service.
Further, they really need to give more
attention to gain brand loyalty of their
customer instead of persuade non-XL
Axiata customer become XL Axiata
customer.
Most of Indosat customers don’t do
Brand Switch (79%), with the rest do
it (21%).Those data shows that even
with high number of complainers and
quite large numbers of not satisfied
complainer (23%) people are not
switch to other service providers. The
number of customer who does the
Brand Switch for Indosat is slightly
higher compared with the XL Axiata
customer. It could be seen from the
higher number not satisfied customer
compared to XL Axiata one.
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“No” Reason - Most XL customer
do not switch in matter of already
comfortable reason with 25%, most
of them state directly they are already
feel comfortable and fall in love with
XL Axiata. 15% of complainers stated
that XL Axiata is the providing the
best signal quality in their living area.
14% of complainers stated that XL
Axiata has very good services. The
good services they stated include fast
respond customer service in replying
their complain via Twitter, customer
convenience in making a complaint
through @XLCare account, and lack of
a network outage. Keeping number as
identity, already have other numbers,
good promo, cheap, family number,
and exclusive are the least reasons of
not to do brand switch. Exactly same
reason with XL Axiata but different
number, most Indosat customer
does not switch in matter of already
comfortable reason with 38.7%. Most
of them show how they are already
comfortable using the Indosat as their
provider. 14% of complainers believe
that people already knew the number
so it will be a problem to have new
number. Good Signal Quality, Cheap,
Good Promo Family Number, already
have other number, and good service
are the least reasons of not to do brand
switch.
“Yes” Reason
Figure 4.5 Yes Reasons Categories
Most of Customer that stated do
the brand switches has the problem
with signal quality with 44%. The bad
signal is still a problem with that most
complaint. After that, feel harmed and
cheated, and bad service with 17%,
P. 470

expensive with 11%, No reason with
6%, and quick to Expire with 5%. The
bad signal quality should be the main
focused of XL Axiata for their better
development of the product because
it is main reason compared to others.
Signal quality is also their core product
so it shows they have problem with
their main product.
As well as Indosat,its customer that
stated to do the brand switch has the
problem with signal quality with 50%.
The bad signal is again become a
problem with that most complaint.
The next followed by Bad Service with
18.2%, Expensive with 13.6%, Feel
Harmed and Cheated with 13.6% and
unclear promo with 4.5%. In Indosat,
t he bad signal quality should be the
main focused of Indosat for their
better development of the product
because it reaches more than half of the
respondents. Signal quality is also their
core product so it shows they also have
problem with their main products.
Conclusion - As the result, we
can see that @XLCare showed 35%,
8% were above the satisfaction of
customer care @IndosatCare which
only reaches 27%. Similarly, the level of
dissatisfaction @IndosatCare shows the
number of 23%, 3% above @XLCare.
This shows that @XLCare as customer
care from XL Axiata has more qualities
that make the complainer feel satisfied
with their performance in comparison
with the handle @IndosatCare
complainer from Indosat.
In addition, the level of customer
satisfaction
on
customer
care
performance XL Axiata can also be
seen from figure 4.5. As much 14.4%
of customers who say they will not
Powerful Practices:
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do the brand switch reasoned XL has
good service especially fast response
of customer care and their twitter
in response to complaints. Contrast
with Indosat which only reached.
5.4% consumer satisfaction for their
performance. On the other hand,
amounted to 18.2% of Indosat
expressed their dissatisfaction over the
performance of @IndosatCare. Still
higher than the level of dissatisfaction
of @XLCare, which only reach
16.7%.
This achievement of satisfaction
is supported by strategies such as the
use of XL in reply to direct messages
from the customer complaints. While
this strategy has not been implemented
by Indosat in order to see a lot of
customers are likely to want to switch
brand activities.
Recommendation:
a. Based on the conclusion above, the
authors suggest @IndosatCare as
Indosat’s twitter-based customer
care to be able to use a similar
strategy with XL, which uses Direct
Message in a reply to the customer
complaint. By using the direct
message, the customer care can
save conversations complaints from
customers that the conversation
will be a reference for subsequent
problems in the future. This is in
accordance with point of encourage
and track complaints based on
Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler
(Service Marketing, 2009).
b. Use of the reply feature in replying
a complaint is also a small thing
but worth noting in reply to
Powerful Practices:

complaints from customers. Using
the reply feature in twitter, the
conversation of two people can be
recorded as a set of conversations
that can be evaluated in the future.
This feature is used by the majority
of XL customer care in reply to
complaints from customers that
greatly simplify the author in doing
track and recap of the conversation
between the complainer and
customer care. On the other hand,
the use of this feature is still very
minimal undertaken by Indosat,
so the author really have problem
in doing track and recap the
conversation.
c. Based on the observations
that have been made, both
providers customer complained
of discrepancies promised service
through their media campaign
with what they get. Conformity
media campaign with the service
obtained by the customer is a
significant thing. Expectations of
all the people who watched the
promo ad from a provider bias
practically the same. Whereas in
fact, the promo is back again quite
dependent on the strength of the
signal providers in an area. Like
one customer who complained
about the discrepancy XL ads that
promote speed and generosity in
communicating but in the end he
still cannot feel the facility because
the customer may indeed be in
areas that are difficult to reach
by XL. That's where the role of
customer care as part of Public
Relations is to be able to provide
information that can answer the
disappointment of those who did
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not get their expectations. In this
case the basic honesty is much
needed by a Public Relations.
Honesty here does not mean that
the company dropped the bias.
But the Public Relations here can
provide a solution that is easy to
understand and can give a good
impression so that customers will
not feel disappointed (Zeithaml,
Bitner, and Gremler; 2009)
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Industry and Trading Company Tbk
in Comparison with other Local
Companies in Food and Beverages
Industries
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Bandung Institute of Technology Jl. Ganesha 10 Bandung Indonesia

Abstract - The production value
in food and beverages industry in
Indonesia has grown for 8% from 2011
to 2012 and the production capacity
also has growth for 5%. PT Ultrajaya
Milk Industry and Trading Company
Tbk. is a famous food and beverages
company that has positive growth in the
last 5 years (2008-2012). In 2008, the
company sold one of its top products
called Buavita, but it didn’t make the
company financial performance weaker
indeed the financial condition trend is
in a positive trend since 2008.
This paper is made for assessing PT
Ultrajaya Milk Industry and Trading
Company Tbk. financial performance
with other companies in food and
beverages industry, which are PT
Unilever Indonesia Tbk., PT Indofood

SuksesMakmurTbk.,
PTTigaPilar
Sejahtera Food Tbkand PT Mayora
Indah Tbk. as the comparison.
The used methods are financial
ratios analysis, DuPont analysis and
Moody’s Global Packaged Goods
Industry Measurement as the scoring
rating framework. The results are used
for the recommendation and suggestion
for company strategy to enhance
company’s financial performance in
order to be the leader in the local food
and beverages industry.
Keywords: financial performance,
financial ratios analysis, DuPont
analysis, food and beverages company,
Ultrajaya
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Introduction - In recent years
Indonesia’s economic condition has
been improving significantly and based
on the World Bank data, Indonesian
economy will be growth with estimated
GDP growth for 6.2% in year 2013.
In the year 2013, Ministry of Industry
Indonesia predicts that the trend in the
Food and Beverages Industry will be
the same with year 2011 and 2012. The
target of growth in this industry is 8%
in 2013. Even the industry has been
growing, but companies in this sector
especially company in mature stage
face problems from the competitors
both from local and international.
The companies in the industry must
prepare strategies in order to maintain
the existence of the company from the
competitors.
PT Ultrajaya Milk Industry
and Trading CompanyTbk.is an
Indonesia’s leading producer of aseptic
dairy products, beverages and healthy
drink products with UHT (Ultra High
Temperature) Technology and aseptic
packaging. The company offers its
shares to the public and has been listed
on the Indonesia Share Exchange since
1990 with the code of ULTJ. Now, PT
Ultrajaya Milk Industry and Trading
Company, Tbk. is the leading UHT
Milk Company in Indonesia based on
the Top Brand Award 2012, besides
that PT Ultrajaya Milk Industry and
Trading Company, Tbk. and owns the
most sophisticated beverage processing
machinery in Southeast Asia.
The objective from this research is
to analyze the financial performance
of PTUltrajaya Milk Industry and
Trading
CompanyTbk.compared
to other listed local food and
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beverages companies. The result from
the data analysis will be used for
recommendations and suggestions that
can be implemented to maintain and
improve PT Ultrajaya Milk Industry
and Trading CompanyTbk.financial
performance in the future.
Literature Review - Financial
Statement Analysis - Financial
statement is used as a report on
financing, investing and operating
activities in the company at a certain
period of time. There are several time
period which is used in financial
statement are monthly, quarterly and
yearly. The financial statements give
the overview of the company financial
condition whether in healthy condition
or not.
Financial Ratio Analysis - In this report,
author uses financial ratio analysis to
know the financial performance of the
company after analyzing company’s
financial statement. The result can be
used to determine the condition of the
company whether it well performs or
not.
Time Series Analysis Time series analysis compares the
company’s financial ratio over time.
The comparison is between the current
condition with the past performances
and it should be done with multiyear
comparisons. The result from this
analysis is the company’s progress
overtime. CAGR (Compounded
Annual Growth Rate) will be used for
measuring the company’s year-over-
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year growth rate over a specified period
of time.
Cross-Sectional Analysis
- Cross-Sectional analysis compares
many different companies current
financial ratios at the same point in
time. The comparison can be made
with the other companies in the same
industry and also with the industry
average and it is called benchmarking.
The financial ratios that will be used:
Liquidity Ratios - Liquidity ratio is
an indicator of company’s capability to
pay its short-term financial obligations
at maturity using its available current
assets. The ratios for liquidity ratios are:
(1) current ratio, (2) quick (Acid Test)
ratio, (3) activity ratios, (4) inventory
turnover ratios, (5) average collection
period, and (6) total assets turnover.
Debt Ratios - This debt ratio indicates
the ability of the company to pay off
its financial obligation both short and
long-term if the company is liquidated.
The company is solvable if the company
has enough assets or wealth to pay its
debts. The ratios for debt ratios are: (1)
debt ratios, (2) times interest earned
ratio, (3) debt to equity ratios, and (4)
debt to capital ratios.
Profitability Ratios - “Profitability
ratios measure company profits compare
to ta given level of sales, the owners’ investment and a certain level of assets in
a certain period of time. It shows the efficiency of the assets usage and operations
management. “(Gitman, at.al: 2012:
Powerful Practices:

79). The ratios for profitability ratios
are: (1) gross profit margin, (2) operating profit margin, (3) net profit margin, (4) Earnings Per Share (EPS), (5)
Return on Total Assets (ROA), and (6)
Return on Common Equity (ROE).
Market Ratios - “Market ratios relate
a company’s market value, as measured
by its current share price, to certain
accounting values.” (Gitman, at.al:
2012: 82). The ratios for this market
ratio are: (1) Price per Earnings Ratio
(P/E), (2) Book Value per Share of
Common Stock, and (3) Market per
Book ratio (M/B).
Market/Book Ratio (M/B) - “Market/
book ratio provides an assessment
of how investors view the company’s
performance.” (Gitman, at.al: 2012:
83) Market/Book ratio can be used
to determine whether the company
is overvalued or undervalued in the
market.
DuPont System of Analysis - The
DuPont system analyze the net profit
margin, which measures the company’s
profit from sales, total asset turnover,
which indicates the efficiency of assets
usage for company’s sales, and financial leverage multiplier (FLM), which
indicates the ratio of company’s assets
to the common stock equity.
Moody’s Global Packaged Goods
Industry Measurement - The Moody’s
rating grid is used to give a reference
instrument that might be utilized
to approximate credit profiles inside
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the packaged goods sector in most
cases. The gird gives summarized
guidance for the elements that are for
the most part generally essential in
assigning ratings to these companies.
The framework contains five factors
that are keys analytical considerations
for ratings in the packaged goods
industries. The five factors are scale and
diversification, franchise strength and
potential, profitability, financial policy
and leverage and coverage.
Methodology - In this research,
there will be several steps that will be
implemented in order to finish it successfully. The steps are: (1) problem
identification, (2) literature study, (3)

data collection, (4) data analysis, and
(5) conclusion and recommendation.
Data Analysis - In this chapter,
financial performance of PTUltrajaya
Milk Industry and Trading Company
Tbk. (Ultrajaya)will be analyzed
with financial ratio analysis, which
is consisted of time series and cross
sectional analysis, DuPont analysis
and Moody’s Global Packaged Goods
Industry Measurement framework.
There will be comparison with
companies in the same industry, such
as PT Mayora Indah Tbk. (Mayora),
PT Indofood SuksesMakmurTbk.
(Indofood), PT TigaPilar Sejahtera
Tbk. (TigaPilar) and PT Unilever
Indonesia Tbk. (Unilever).

Time Series Analysis
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

CAGR

Current Ratio

1.90

2.12

2.00

1.48

2.02

1.55%

Quick (acid-test)
Ratio
Activity

1.23

1.12

1.25

0.91

1.45

4.34%

Inventory Turnover

3.88

3.11

3.60

4.01

5.71

10.17%

Average collection
period
Total assets
turnover
Debt

40.50

40.28

35.19

47.83

39.43

-0.67%

0.79

0.93

0.94

0.96

1.16

10.00%

33.95%

31.23%

35.16%

35.64%

30.75%

-2.45%

Liquidity

Debt Ratio
Times interest
earned ratio
Debt to equity

9.07

8.84

5.78

6.59

33.73

38.86%

51.41%

45.41%

54.78%

55.38%

44.39%

-3.60%

Debt to capital

20.45%

18.50%

21.41%

21.68%

18.16%

-2.92%

19.13%

26.14%

31.50%

29.76%

32.09%

13.80%

Profitability
Gross profit margin
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Operating profit
margin
Net profit margin
Earning per share
(EPS)
Return on total
assets (ROA)
Return on
common equity
(ROE)
Market
Price/earnings ratio
Book value per
share of common
stock
Market/book ratio

-4.92%

7.87%

9.86%

8.66%

15.28%

32.77%

22.29%

3.79%

5.70%

4.82%

12.58%

13.33%

105.00

21.00

37.00

35.00

122.00

3.82%

17.67%

3.53%

5.34%

4.65%

14.60%

-4.66%

26.75%

5.13%

8.23%

7.22%

21.08%

-5.78%

7.62

27.62

32.70

30.86

10.90

9.37%

393.07

412.54

445.84

485.55

580.44

10.24%

2.04

1.41

2.71

2.22

2.29

3.01%

Ultrajaya time-series analysis
above shows that overall the company
performance from year 2008 to 2012
had positive growth trend especially
from year 2011 to 2012. The liquidity
ratios were increased since 2008, but in
2011 there were significant decrease. It
was mostly because of the significant
trade payables increment, which was
around 70% from both domestic and
foreign suppliers in order to fulfill
company’s raw materials..As stated
above, the activity ratio has risen
especially in inventory turnover and
total asset turnover with around 10%
of rising. The inventory in 2009 was
the highest among other years, but
the cost of good sold was the second
lowest. As the result the inventory
turnover in 2009 was the smallest
among other years. The debt ratio was
in stable condition from 2008 to 2012,
but it was slightly declining from 2010
to 2012. The smaller debt ratio means
the company is solvable. The escalating
retained earning in 2012 impacted the
lowered debt to equity ratio. It means
Powerful Practices:

that the company had enough wealth
to pay all the owed debts and it was a
positive sign for investors.
The increasing sales in the last five
years made the gross and operating
profit margin constantly escalating.
2008 operating profit margin was in
negative condition, because of the low
sales and high cost of good sold. At
that year Buavita, which was one of the
company main products, acquired by
Unilever with price of Rp400 billion.
This was the reason why the net profit
margin was positive but the operating
profit margin was negative. The fresh
money positively impacted not only to
the net profit margin ratio but also to
the EPS, ROA and ROE. Net Profit
Margin, EPS, ROA and ROE ratio in
2009 have decreased excessively due to
the much lower net income compared
to 2008. P/E ratio had fluctuating
growth since 2008, but in 2012 the
P/E ratio was significantly decreased
from 2011. Market/book ratio in
2010 was the highest, because of the
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incredible high market price of ULTJ.
In 2010, ULTJ was categorized as the
stock with unusual market activity
because the market price had sharply
risen until 152%. Bursa EfekIndonesia
suspended the sales of ULTJ stock. The
market price had lowered in 2011, but

increased again in 2012. Since 2008
the market price was bigger than the
book value, it means the company was
in overvalue condition and it shows
that the investors interested in ULTJ
stock.

Cross Sectional Analysis
Ultrajaya

Unilever

Indofood

Mayora

Tiga Pilar

Industry
Average

Current Ratio

2.02

0.67

2.00

2.76

1.27

1.74

Quick (acid-test)
Ratio
Activity

1.45

0.39

1.41

1.98

0.77

1.20

Inventory Turnover
Average collection period
Total assets
turnover
Debt

5.71

6.51

4.69

5.45

3.55

5.18

39.43

35.65

26.38

71.24

74.40

49.42

1.16

2.28

0.84

1.27

0.71

1.25

Liquidity

Debt Ratio

30.75%

67.29%

42.45%

63.05%

47.42%

50.19%

Times interest
earned ratio
Debt to equity

33.73

3.97

4.49

5.37

6.49

10.81

44.39%

202.01%

73.75%

170.63%

90.20%

116.20%

Debt to capital

18.16%

50.48%

26.94%

46.04%

31.08%

34.54%

32.09%

50.87%

27.10%

22.32%

22.03%

30.88%

15.28%

23.80%

13.72%

11.00%

16.73%

16.11%

12.58%

17.72%

6.51%

6.94%

9.23%

10.60%

122.00

634.00

371.00

952.00

72.18

430.24

14.60%

40.38%

5.50%

8.79%

6.56%

15.16%

21.08%

121.94%

9.55%

23.78%

12.47%

37.77%

Profitability
Gross profit
margin
Operating profit
margin
Net profit margin
Earning per share
(EPS)
Return on total
assets (ROA)
Return on
common equity
(ROE)
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Market
Price/earnings
ratio
Book value per
share of common
stock
Market/book
ratio

10.90

32.89

15.77

21.01

14.96

19.11

580.44

520.10

3888.50

4001.98

694.96

1937.19

2.29

40.09

1.50

5.00

1.55

10.09

In this analysis, there will be 5
financial ratios analysis of year 2012
from 5 different companies, which
are Ultrajaya, Unilever, Indofood,
TigaPilar and Mayora. The objective
from this analysis is to give the overview
of Ultrajaya strength and weakness in
financial performance comparing with
other companies in 2012. Ultrajaya
had bigger liquidity ability compared
to the industry average; it means that
the company already had enough
current assets in 2012 to cover the
current liabilities.
Inventory of the industry average
was 5.18 and three companies had
bigger inventory turnover include
Ultrajaya. This indicates these three
companies had good inventories
management. The lowest inventory
turnover was TigaPilar with 3.55.
It was caused by the big amount
of inventory, that couldn’t be sold
in 2012. The leader of this ratio is
Unilever with 2.28, which left behind
the other companies.
The debt ratio of Ultrajaya was
30.75% compared to the industry
average 50.19. It means that Ultrajaya
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had the biggest portion of total equity
to total liabilities. The debt to equity
ratio of Ultrajaya was 44% compare
with industry average 116%. On the
other hand, Unilever was the most
insolvable company with very high
level of indebtedness.
The biggest EPS in 2012 from 5
companies was Mayora with Rp952/
share. EPS of Ultrajaya was under the
industry average with just Rp122/
share. Ultrajaya should enhance its
company’s performance and profit to
get more EPS.
Unilever was the leader in ROA
with 40.38% and the only company
with bigger then industry average
ROA, which was just 15.16%. As
the result, the UNVR price was
superior compared to other food and
beverages companies’ market price. All
of companies’ ROE were bigger than
bank interest rates in 2012, which was
5.75%. Ultrajaya was the company
with the lowest P/E ratio that was
10.9. The industry average was 19.1.
This phenomenon can lead into the
stagnancy of UNVR market price.
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DuPont System Analysis - ROA will
be diagnosed to find the relationship
between operating efficiency (net profit
margin) and asset utilization (total asset
turnover), meanwhile equity multiplier
(financial leverage) will be highlighted
in in ROE. (CFA Institute, 2009)

Unilever was still the company
with the highest not only in ROA but
also ROE. The ROE was 121.94% that
was an incredible number. It shows
that the earning available for common
stockholders was much bigger than the
invested common stock equity. This

Based on the table above, Unilever
had the best ROA in 2012, with mostly
40.38% compared to others. The total
asset and turnover of Unilever was
very high, so it means that the assets
were effectively utilized by in order
to generate sales by the management.
High ROA indicates that the company
was able using its total assets to earn
big profit.

attracted the investors to invest more
in the company

Net profit/ sales of Ultrajayawas
quite high compared to other companies.
It indicates that Ultrajaya was more
profitable than TigaPilar, Mayora, and
Indofood, but Unilever was the most
profitable.The second analysis is ROE
analysis. ROE is consisted of financial
leverage multiplier and ROA. Financial
leverage multiplier can be used to
measure company’s debt ratio. High of
financial leverage multiplier means the
bigger debt of its company is.
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DuPont analysis shows that
Ultrajaya ROA and ROE were good
enough compared to other industries,
especially its ROA. The ROA that
was bigger than interest rate and it
attracts potential investors to invest
and supported by quite good ROE.
Ultrajaya could maximize its asset
and efficiently manage its operation
to generate profits that can be shared
to stockholders. Based on the ROE,
Ultrajaya had the lowest portion of
debt that was used for financing its
assets.
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Moody’s Global Packaged Goods
Industry Measurement - Moody’s
Global Packaged Goods Industry Measurement will be used to rate the five
companies. This rating methodology
assesses credit risk for companies in
food and beverages industry. Moody’s
analysis of the packaged goods industry focuses on five broad factors, which
are scale and diversification, franchise
strength and potential, profitability, financial policy, leverage and coverage.

According to the table above,
Unilever became the market leader in
this industry with aggregate weighted
total score 4.18 and obtained Aa3 rating.
The second position was Indofood that
obtained A3 rating. Mayorathat got
aggregate weighted total score 9.27 was
in third position. Ultrajayaobtained
Ba2 and TigaPilargot Ba3.
Scale and Diversification - Scale
and Diversification factor is the most
important factor with 44% factor
weightings. It is divided in to three
rating sub factors, which are total
sales, geographical diversification and
segmental diversification. Indofood
shifted Unilever leading position in
terms of total sales after earning revenue
of $5 billion. Indofood got grid-rating
Baa. Ultrajayanet sales in 2012 was
$281 million and TigaPilarearned $275
million, as the result both Ultrajaya
Powerful Practices:

and TigaPilar shared a same score of 18
and achieved grid rating Caa.
Franchise Strength and Potential The major components of franchise
strength are: attractiveness of categories; quality of product offerings; brand
equity; and exposure to changes in
consumer demand. There are two sub
factors, which are market share and category assessment. In 2012, Ultrajaya
had limited
innovation
potential.
The products
were
very vulnerable to higher degree of
price elasticity.
Profitability - Unilever EBIT margin was 23.8 % with grid rating Aa
due to the efficient and optimal operating management, good pricing
flexibility and high market share.
Ultrajaya,Indofood and TigaPilar
had the same Baa grid rating, which
was lower than Unilever, but bigger
thanMayora Ba grid rating. Mayora
got 11% of EBIT margin in 2012.
Financial Policy - Three companies,
which are Unilever, Indofood and
Mayora had A grid rating in this factor.
It reflects that these companies had
strong commitment to a solid credit
profile. Beside Indofood, Mayoraalso
rated by Pefindo and got AA. Mayora
credit profile was weaker compared
to Unilever and Indofood and mostly
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its financial policies that balance the
interest of creditors and shareholders,
so that the firm obtained Baa grid
rating. TigaPilar and Ultrajaya obtained
Ba grid rating. Both companies should
increase its capital structure.
Leverage and Coverage - Ultrajaya
and Unilever had lower than 0.75
times of debt/ EBITDA margin. Both
of the company earned big amount
of EBITDA compare to its debt. Ultrajaya had the biggest RCF/ net debt
margin with 181%, it means that the
company owned more than enough
cash for covering net debt. Along
with Ultrajaya, Unilever also got Aaa
grid rating in this factor. Indofood and
Mayora had a mediocre RCF/net debt
margin and both of them received Baa
grid rating. TigaPilar RCF/ Net debt
was the weakest with only 5.2%, the
management through larger portion of
retained cash flow and generating more
cash must correct this.
EBIT/ interest margin is the
indicator of firm’s ability to fund the
cost of its capital loan. Ultrajayaand
Unilever were the companies that had
very high EBIT to finance its interest
expense.
Conclusion and Recommendation - Conclusion - This
report assesses Ultrajaya financial
performance with other companies
in food and beverage industry, which
are Unilever, Indofood, Mayora and
TigaPilar as the comparison. The used
methods are financial ratio analysis, which is consisted of time series
and cross sectional analysis, DuPont
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analysis and Moody’s Global Packaged
Goods Industry Measurement analysis
as the scoring rating framework.
Based on cross sectional analysis,
Ultrajaya mostly had ratios that
are better than other companies. It
shows Ultrajaya had strong financial
performance, but the EPS was quite
low compared to others. Even Ultrajaya
market price has been increasing, but
company’s market/ book ratio was
smaller than industry average. Ultrajaya
net sales should be increased to attract
more investors in order to enhance its
financial performance.
In DuPont analysis, Ultrajaya ROA
and ROE were quite good compared
to other companies. The ROA was
bigger than interest rate and all
companies except Unilever. Ultrajaya
sales/total asset ratio wasn’t very high,
so Ultrajaya should maximize its assets
and efficiently manage its operation
to generate more profits. Based on the
ROE, Ultrajayahad the lowest portion
of debt that was used for financing its
assets. It could be increased to provide
more capital for enhancing its sales.
According
to
Moody’s
Global Packaged Goods Industry
Measurement, Ultrajaya obtained
aggregated weighted total score of 11.61
and awarded grid-indicated rating Ba2.
Based one thgrid-indicating rating
of all companies, Ultrajaya was in 4th
position and the best was Unilever.
In conclusion, the financial
performance of Ultrajaya was
relatively good. If it compared to other
companies, it shows that Ultrajaya net
sales was lower than other companies.
It impacted the negative growth trend
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net profit margin, ROA and ROE. The
company products were limited and
less attractive than other companies
with limited distribution coverage.
Recommendation - Based on
the data analysis, there are 3 main
problems, which are low sales, limited
distribution coverage and limited
segmental diversification. To decrease
these problems, there are several
recommendations.
•

•

•

Maximize asset utilization
The company had positive growth
of total assets. The main reason
was high cash and cash equivalent.
Ultrajaya should improve its asset
by buying new farms to increase
its production in dairy products.
To support asset utilization, the
cooperation between the company
and farmers should be strengthened
and expended to produce bigger
quantity with better quality.

•

Develop new products
Based on the Moody’s analysis,
Ultrajaya had a stagnant product
segment develop especially after
Buavita acquisition. Ultrajaya
should finance more in research
and development expenses, because
the development expenses weren’t
enough to expand and develop its
new products. Ultrajaya should
develop new products not only in
dairy products, but also in other
segments.

Increase total sales
Ultrajaya had positive growth
trend in total sales, but compared
to other companies the total asset
wasn’t so high. In order to enhance
its financial performance, the total
asset should be increased either
price or products quantity. Based
on the current condition, the best
solution is to increase products
quantity due to the increasing
competitors.

•

sales, but based on the data from
top brand survey Ultramilk market
share has been decreasing due to
the new competitors. Ultrajaya
promotion expenses compared to
other companies weren’t optimal,
so it should improve its promotion
through brand campaign.

Expand distribution coverage
Ultrajaya export in 2012 was just
10% from total sales and relatively
lower than other companies. The
export should be expanded due to
the increasing milk consumption
internationally. This is a big
opportunity, because Ultrajaya is
one of top milk brands in Indonesia.
Currently Ultrajaya exports to
several countries in Asia and the
quantity should be increased in
international and local market,
due to the growing potential target
market. Ultrajaya should add more
export destination.

Higher promotion
Ultramilk, which is Ultrajaya
product, had increasing growth of
Powerful Practices:
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Abstract - The stability and economic growth in Indonesia show that
a lot of companies had grown well.
Indonesian capital market is also
growing well; gives the opportunities for companies to get an extra
fund from issuing their stock. Then
optimal capital structure becomes the
biggest issues in companies’ management.
Optimal capital structure theory
is one of the most unsolved issues in
the corporate finance theory. Market
Timing Theory which had been
proven by Baker and Wurgler (2002)
being what we want to prove in this
study. The purpose of this study is:
First, to examine how the market
timing theory which proxy by market
to book ratio affects Indonesian
companies capital structure (proxy by

leverage) which IPO in 2008-2010;
second, to examine the other variables
(such as asset tangibility, profitability,
non-debt tax shield, and size) give an
influence to capital structure (proxy by
leverage).
Key words: Market Timing Theory,
Capital Structure, Market Leverage,
Book Leverage.
INTRODUCTION - Indonesian
economy has grown rapidly, and
become stronger, it shows that America
and Europe economic crisis don’t give
any impact to Indonesian economic
condition. This condition coupled
with an increasing number of investors
in Indonesia, which suggests t hat the
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capital market in Indonesia has grown
well. Firms’ stock prices are become
higher along with their performance.
Each company which grows needs
long term capital for their financials
life-cycle. They also should determine
appropriate capital structure in order
to maximize the value of company
and provide the most benefit to
stockholder. Capital structure theories
help to determine the right proportion
of debt and equity for company. The
capital structure theories include
the following Modigliani and Miller
(1958), and the other modern theories
such as Pecking Order Theory (POT),
Static Trade Off Theory (STT) have
not given satisfied answer. Then
Baker and Wurgler (2002) suggest
a new research about the persistent
effect theory of capital structure named
“Market Timing Theory and Capital
Structure”. Baker and Wurgler define
the market timing is a “cumulative
outcome of past attempts to time the
equity market” and find that current
capital structure is strongly related
to historical market values. (Baker &
Wurgler, Feb 2002)
Market timing helps managers to
identify whether the times is right or
not to issue an equity and also help
to compared with the other sources of
external financing so the cost of equity
would be costly lower. By lowering the
cost of capital of the firm, the firm
value firm will be increasing. It can be
implied when firm’s market values are
high relative to book and past market
value; firms will raised fund through
issuing equity and vice versa. The
market timing theory based on timevariation in the relative cost of equity
P. 488

provides a better explanation for the
year-to-year fluctuations in the use of
debt and external equity. (Huang &
Ritter, 2004)
This theory already being proven
by numerous researches, such as:
Baker and Wurgler (2002); Huang
and Ritter (2005); Hovakimian, A.
(2005); however there are pros and
cons for this theory. The pros side
including: Welch (2004); Kayhan
and Titman (2005); Lemmon, et.al.
(2005), while the cons side are: Leary
and Robert (2005); Alti (2005);
Hogfeltf and Oberenko (2005).
Although a lot of pro and
contra about market timing theory,
this theory is still interesting to be
proved in Indonesia market. It can
be proved by the presence of more
than 6 studies about market timing
by Dahlan (2004), Kusumawati and
Danny (2006), Ali Angi Givari (2007),
Susilawati (2008), Saad (2010), IR.
Setyawan (2011), etc.
Based from the studies, Dahlan
(2004) focusing on the presence
of
Market Timing indication
in Indonesia’s capital structure,
Kusumawati and Danny (2006)
emphasizes the persistence of the
effects of long-term capital structure
with MTT method and OCS (optimal
capital structure / STT), Ali Anggi
Givari (2007) emphasize the relation
and significance of ratio market to
book with the change of leverage
in 30 Indonesian companies, while
I.R. Setyawan (2011) examine the
validity of Market Timing theory in
Indonesia using OLS model which
already modified.
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Then this study want to continue
I.R Setyawan and Ali Anggi Givari
research, the author want to examine
the persistence of market timing
theory in 38 companies which listed in
Indonesian Stock Exchange using OLS
model. If market timing theory gives
an impact on 38 companies it can
be implied to the other companies
who want to keep their company
performance and company’s value for
investor.
The main objective of this research
is analyze the influence of market
timing theory (which proxy by market
to book ratio) in Indonesia companies’
capital structure (proxy by leverage),
therefore also find out the evidence of
indication of Market Timing Theory
that affect Indonesian companies’
capital structure decision to do IPO,
using the assumption when company
in a high growth phase (proxy by
market to book ratio), the company
would raise fund by issuing stock and
reduce the use of debt. (Setyawan,
2011). While the second objective
is to find out does the other variable
(such as asset tangibility, profitability,
non- debt tax shield, and firm size) have
significant influence to Indonesian
companies’ capital structure (proxy
by leverage). So the author can give
recommendation based on the analysis
result and facilitate advice about time
to issuing equity.
In this study there are some
limitations, first; the author only use
data from 38 companies who done
their IPO between 2008 to 2010, and
comparing the result up to two years
after IPO while the other Market
Timing Theory research in USA using
Powerful Practices:

long run data (above 20 years). Second;
the author continuing previous
research model from Setyawan (2012)
using OLS model and panel data
regression.
LITERATURE REVIEW - According
to Ross, Westerfield and Jordan (2010,
p.2) said firm’s capital structure is the
proportions of the firm’s financing
current and long term debt and equity
uses to finance its operations. While
Gitman (2010) said that capital
structure definition is all of the items
on the right-hand side of the firm’s
balance sheet, excluding current
liabilities, are sources of capital.
Basically, firms can use either debt
or equity to finance its investments
depends on their strategies in order
to meet the goal and maximize
stockholder interest. Capital structure
is applied to long-run capital which
funds company’s operations. Ross,
Westerfield and Jordan said that
managers from each firm should
choose the capital structure that they
believe will have the highest firm value
because capital structure will be the
most beneficial for stockholder.
In 1958, Modigliani and Miller
stated a theory of finance that become
very well-known, named as MM
Theory with a preposition Theory I and
II, include tax and no tax assumptions.
Capital structure theory becomes well
known after the publicity of Modigliani
and Miller (1958) research. Then the
other modern theories such as Pecking
Order Theory (POT), Trade Off
Theory (TOT) are come up. Pecking
Order Theory by Stewart Myers (1984)
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explain the pattern of firm’s financing
decision which is based on company’s
preference to use internal financing
rather than external financing. They
will begin with very safe debt, next is
risky debt, then convertible securities,
preferred stock, and common stock
as the last choice (Megginson 1997 :
339). While Trade Off Theory views
the cost and benefit of debt, MM
explain that by increasing more debt,
it can lower the tax paid for company.
But the reality, if the amount of debt is
increasing, the amount of interest also
higher, so there is a trade off between
bankcruptcy cost and tax saving.
The practical applications of the
theories are less than fully satisfying.
No exact formula is available for
evaluating the optimal debt-equity
ratio, it will make this theories will
continue updating.
Baker and Wurgler (2002) state
that market timing has a large and
persistent effects on capital structure of
US companies for long run period and
find that current capital structure is
strongly related to historical market
values. Baker and Wurgler do their
research in 2 measure, one short
term and one long term measure.
They conclude that capital structure
is the cumulative outcome of past
attempts at equity market timing.
Low leverage public companies tend
to issue equity when their valuations
are high and conversely high-leverage
public company tend to issue debt
when their valuations are low.
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METHODOLOGI - Data - Since
2008 till 2010, there are 43 companies who done their first initial
public offering or IPO in Indonesian
Stock Exchange. Using purposive
sampling, this study use data from 38
companies, 9 companies who done
their IPO in 2008, 8 companies who
done their IPO in 2009 and the rest
in 2010. We use those 38 companies
to examine the behavior of leverage
around IPO up to IPO+2.
The criteria that used for
purposive sampling are: first, exclude
the financial companies, due to the
different length of debt that they
used and the leverage structure will be
different than the common companies;
second, the companies didn’t delisted
from Indonesian Stock Exchange;
third, each companies must have
complete data from the IPO year
till IPO+2.
Companies’ data are obtained
from Indonesian Stock Exchange
Website (www.idx.co.id) and Yahoo
Finance
(www.finance.yahoo.com),
then using EViews 7 for statistic and
regression analysis. Variables which
define of dependent variables and
independent variables, in this study the
author use leverage as the dependent
variables. There are two types of
leverage that being used in this paper,
first is book leverage which is the ratio
of total debt divide by total asset, and
the second is market leverage which
is the result of total debt-total equity
multiply by market capitalization
divided by total asset. This variables
already being used in some of study
such as from (Setyawan, 2011) and
(Dahlan, 2004)
Powerful Practices:
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Then the 5 independent variables
that we used in this study are market
to book ratio, asset tangibility,
profitability, net debt tax shield and
size. Market to book ratio is the result
of market capitalization plus total debt
divided by total asset. Asset Tangibility
is determine by the result of property,
plant, and equipment divided by Total
Asset. Profitability is the result of EBIT
divided by Total Asset, Non Debt tax
shield is depreciation divided by total
asset and Size is the result of logarithm
of net sales.
Based on those variables, the author
identified 5 hypotheses:
H1 : market to book ratio give a
negative influence on leverage. When
the value of market to book ratio is
high, it will make the companies to
issue more equity and reduce debt
financing. H2 ; Asset tangibility give a
negative influence on leverage because
of IPO process, fixed assets will not
serve as collateral for financing.

Methodology - This study uses the
same model which use in the previous study by Setyawan (2011) which
become the benchmark of this study.
So it is use the same model as Setyawan
(2011) and Dahlan’s model (2004).
Using the OLS model it will be simpler
and more suitable for short run data.
The estimation model is:
ΔBL t = β0 + β1(MTB)t-1 + β2
PPE/A t-1 + β3 EBIT/A t-1 + β4
Depreciation/A t-1+ β5 log
Net sales + e

ΔML t = β0 + β1(MTB)t-1 + β2
PPE/A t-1 + β3 EBIT/A t-1 + β4
Depreciation/A t-1+ β5 log
Net sales + e

(2)

Keterangan:

H3 : Profitability give a negative
influence on leverage because IPO
firms will experience increasing profits
so that the proportion of the use of
debt will decrease.
H4: Non Debt Tax Shield give
a negative influence on leverage too
because IPO firms will experience
increasing profits so that the proportion
of the use of debt will decrease.
H5 : Size give a positive influence
on leverage, due to the bigger
companies usually have a low potential
to bankrupt.
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ΔBL
= delta book leverage =
book leverage t – book leverage t-1
ΔML = delta market leverage =
market leverage t – market leverage
t-1
M/B

= market to book ratio

PPE = profitability = net property,
plant & equipment/ Total asset
EBIT = earning before interest
and tax
Size

= Log Net Sales
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND
REGRESSION ANALYSIS - Descriptive Statistics - There are more
than 470 companies in Indonesia already going public and 43 companies
done their IPO in 2008-2010. Then
the author choose 38 non-financial
companies who done their IPO in
2008-2010. Then the result of descriptive statistic that we calculate is:
Table 1. Mean of Total Equity, Total Debt,
and Total Asset

in Billion rupiah
Total Equity

Table 1 and figure 1 shows that at
the year of IPO, total equity increase
164%, total asset increase 37%, and the
total debt decrease 17%. It indicates
that the public-listed companies tend
to lower the proportion of debt and
use more equity financing. As shown
by the graph, the total equity has an
increasing trend each year, due to
several factors, including IPO factors
and increasing in retained earnings.
The total asset and total debt of
companies also increasing each year,
due to increasing their asset and capital
Total Debt

Total Asset

Year

Mean

Std.Dev

Mean

Std.Dev

Mean

Std.Dev

PRE IPO

818

2,248

1,540

2,911

2,797

3,941

IPO

2,162

3,677

1,285

2,421

3,823

4,879

IPO+1

2,283

3,202

1,777

2,493

4,467

5,546

IPO+2

2,952

3,791

2,091

3,578

5,676

6,449

Mean of Total Equity , Total Debt, and
Total Asset






























  

Figure 1 Mean of Total equity, Total Debt, and Total Asset
for operation activities. The graphic

Figure 1 Mean of Total equity, Total Debt,
shows that after IPO, all of them will
Total4-1
Asset
Table 4-1 and and
figure
shows that at the year of IPO, be
total
equityup
increase
164%, total asset
increase
to IPO+2.

increase 37%, and the total debt decrease 17%. It indicates that the public-listed companies
tend to lower the proportion of debt and use more equity financing. As shown by the graph,
the total equity
has an increasing trend each year, due to several factors,
including
Powerful
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Table 2 Mean of Dependent Variables
Book Leverage

Year

Mean

Std.Dev

PRE IPO

57.92%

IPO

44.62%

IPO+1
IPO+2

Market Leverage

Min

Max

Mean

Std.Dev

Min

Max

23.56%

2.76%

101.42%

18.75%

16.12%

80.06%

43.10%

26.67%

3.67%

99.12%

44.55%

21.16%

16.93%

82.28%

37.58%

25.93%

5.56%

99.41%

45.06%

22.21%

16.28%

88.46%

38.58%

25.13%

3.55%

99.38%

Mean of Dependent Variables
70,00%

Axis Title

60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%

Book Leverage

20,00%

Market Leverage

10,00%
0,00%
PRE
IPO

IPO

IPO+1 IPO+2

Figure 2 Mean of Dependent Variables
Figure 2 Mean of Dependent Variables

Table 4- 3 Mean of Delta Book Leverage and Market Leverage
 Market Leverage
Mean
43.1049%
Δ Market
Leverage
-5.5233%
Mean

 Book
Table 3 Mean of Delta
Book Leverage
andLeverage
Year
Market Leverage
Mean
-13.3016%
ΔIPO
Book Leverage
Year

IPO+1
Mean-0.0650%

IPO

-13.3016%

43.1049%

Table
and graphic-0.0650%
above shows that in general
mean of book leverage at IPO time declin
IPO+1
-5.5233%

23%
rather
mean above
of bookshows
leverage45before
IPO,
it indicates
that the
proportion of debt
Table
andthan
graphic
%. The
slowly
move indicates
that
that
in general
mean
of book of
leverage
companies
proper proportion
declining
or the
proportion
total asset
is rising find
due the
to companies’
activity of issuing stock
at IPO time decline 23% rather than of book leverage.
Then ofafter
IPO
it moves
slowly
mean
book
leverage
before
IPO, tend
it to constantly at that 45 %. The slowly move indicate
The companies’ mean market
indicates
that thefind
proportion
of proportion
debt
that companies
the proper
of book
leverage
alsoleverage.
declining after IPO time
is declining or the proportion of total
due
to
the
increasing
in stock price or
asset is rising due to companies’ activity
The companies’ mean market leverageincreasing
also declining
after The
IPO time
due to the increasing i
in
equity.
maximum
of issuing stock. Then after IPO it
value
of
market
leverage
is
higher
stock slowly
price tend
or increasing
in equity.
moves
to constantly
at that The maximum value of market leverage is higher tha
than book leverage.
book leverage.
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Table 4 Table of Independent Variables

(in percentage, except size)
MTB
Year

Asset
Tangibility

Profitability

NDTS

Size

Mean

Std.
Dev

Mean

Std.
Dev

Mean

Std.
Dev

Mean

Std.
Dev

Mean

Std.Dev

PRE
IPO

56

26

10

10

38

33

8

12

26.86

2.0283

IPO

149

121

9

8

43

27

8

9

27.29

1.7611

IPO+1

165

99

10

10

36

28

9

11

27.08

2.5045

IPO+2

173

138

9

13

38

28

8

11

27.6

2.5045

their stock when the
value of market to
200,00%
book is high. Then
180,00%
160,00%
the profitability at IPO
140,00%
MTB
120,00%
time are decreasing
Profitability
100,00%
than profitability before
80,00%
Asset Tangibility
60,00%
NDTS
IPO, this variable are
40,00%
20,00%
contrast to assumption
0,00%
PRE IPO
IPO
IPO+1
IPO+2
of
pecking
order
theory
which
state
that
Figure 3 Mean of Independent Variables
companies
will
not
use
Table and graphic 4-3 shows the mean of independent variables, all of the
Figure
3
Mean
of
Independent
Variables
external
fund
if
their
profitability
is
independent variables are calculate in t-1 (one year before). The mean of market to book ratio
before IPO is 56% while the mean at IPO time is 149%, which high.
proof theThe
assumption
assetof tangibility are increase
companies
issues their
stock when 4-3
the valueshows
of market to book is high. Then the
Tablewill and
graphic
after IPO time, it shows that the
profitability at IPO time are decreasing than profitability before IPO, this variable are contrast
the
mean of independent variables, companies equity are high after the
to assumption of pecking order theory which state that companies will not use external fund
allif theirofprofitability
the independent
variables are IPO
decrease again in
is high. The asset tangibility are increase after IPO
time, ittime,
shows that and
the
calculate
in
t-1
(one
year
before).
IPO+1
that
maybe
because of stock
companies equity are high after the IPO time, and decrease again in IPO+1 that maybe
becausemean
of stock buyback
activity. While
size of the
companiesbuyback
are increasingactivity.
after IPO While the size of the
The
of market
to thebook
ratio
time.
before
IPO is 56% while the mean at companies are increasing after IPO
IPO4.2 time
is Analysis
149%, which proof the time.
Regression
assumption
ofregression
companies
will using
issues
The classical linear
model assumption
book leverage as the dependent
in percentage

Mean of MTB, Profitability, Asset Tangibility, and
NDTS

variable and five independent variables shows the result:
Table 4- 5 Result of Regression Model
Variable
MTB
Asset Tangibility
Profitability

 Book Leverage
-0.07557
0.036953
0.621512

 Market Leverage
-0.06848
0.017151
-0.201253
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Regression Analysis - The classical
linear regression model assumption
using book leverage as the dependent variable and five independent
variables shows the result:
Table 5 Result of Regression Model
Variable

Δ Book
Leverage

Δ Market
Leverage

MTB

-0.07557

-0.06848

Asset Tangibility

0.036953

0.017151

Profitability

0.621512

-0.201253

NDTS

-0.00416

0.070664

Size

0.004457

0.007712

R2

0.125854

0.29419

Adj-R2

0.085384

0.232816

D-W

1.762993

1.954909

error of regression is only 0.1412
which shows that this regression model
is precisely predict the dependent
variable.
For the overall F-test, F-value
from statistical test is 3.109, which
is greater than F- value from table (5;
108) 2.298.
For the T-test, this research using
significance level 5% and degree of
freedom 112 the H0 will be accepted
if the t-value from the statistical result
above is between -1.659 and
1.659. Therefore the variables
that be accepted in T-Test are asset
tangibility, non-debt tax shield, and
size, while the variables that have
significant impact only market to
book ratio and profitability.

Regression model using delta book
leverage as dependent variable:

Regression model using delta market
leverage as dependent variable:

Δ BL = -0.02908 - 0.07557*MTB
+
0.03695*Asset_Tangibility
+
0.62151*Profitability -

Δ ML = -0.2571 - 0.0684*MTB +
0.0171* Asset_Tangibility - 0.2012*
Profitability +

0.0041*NDTS + 0.0044*Size
In this research, the author use 5%
significance level, regression model
2
above shows that the R is quite low,
which indicates that only 12.59%
delta book leverage are explained by
independent variables included in
this regression model and 87.41%
are explained by the other variables
not included in the regression model.
2
Although the R is low, the standard
Powerful Practices:

0.0706*NTDS + 0.0077*Size
0.0928*MTB_LAG

+

Based from the table above that
2
the R is low, which indicates that
only 29.42% delta market leverage are
explained by independent variables
included in this regression model and
70.58% are explained by the other
variables not included in the regression
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2
mo del. Although the R is low, the
standard error of regression is very low
only 0.13709 which shows that this
regression model is precisely predict
the dependent variable.
For the overall F-test, F-value
from statistical test is 4.7933, which
is greater than F- value from table (5;
108) 2.298. While for the T-test, this
research using significance level
5% and degree of freedom 112
the H0 will be accepted if the t-value
from the statistical result above is
between -1.659 and 1.659. Therefore
all of variables are accepted in T-Test
except market to book ratio, while the
variables that have significant impact
only market to book ratio.
CONCLUSION - Through the
empirical study of market timing
in 38 companies which listed in
Indonesian Stock Exchange and done
their IPO between 2008-2010, the
author conclude that first, there is
an indication of market timing in
Indonesian companies, explain by
the market to book ratio which have
significant impact to leverage (both
market and book); second, the other
variables that tested in this research
are not significant with the leverage
of Indonesia’s companies,
only
profitability which has influence
to book leverage. Then the result
2
of statistical R show that there are
another variables that not included
in this research which can give more
explanation and significant.
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APPENDIX
List of companies which be the sample in this research.
No.

Emiten Code

Company’s Name

Date of
Listing

1

KOIN

PT. Kokoh Inti Arebama Tbk

4/9/2008

2

GZCO

PT.Gozco Plantations Tbk

5/15/2008

3

BSDE

PT.Bumi Serpong Damai Tbk

6/6/2008

4

INDY

PT.Indika Energy Tbk

6/11/2008

5

PDES

PT.Destinasi Tirta Nusantara Tbk

7/8/2008

6

KBRI

PT Kertas Basuki Rachmat Indonesia Tbk

7/11/2008

7

HOME

PT.Hotel Mandarine Regency Tbk

7/17/2008

8

BYAN

PT.Bayan Resources Tbk

8/12/2008

9

TRAM

PT.Trada Maritime Tbk

9/10/2008

10

AMRT

PT. Sumber Alfaria Trijaya Tbk

1/15/2009

11

TRIO

PT. Trikomsel Oke Tbk

4/14/2009

12

INVS

PT. Inovisi Infracom Tbk

7/3/2009

13

MKPI

PT. Metropolitan Kentjana Tbk

7/10/2009

14

BWPT

PT. BW Plantation Tbk

10/27/2009

15

GDST

PT. Gunawan Dianjaya Steel Tbk

12/3/2009

16

DSSA

PT. Dian Swastatika Sentosa Tbk

12/10/2009

17

BCIP

PT. Bumi Citra Permai Tbk

12/11/2009

18

NIKL

PT. Pelat Timah Nusantara Tbk

12/14/2009

19

EMTK

PT. Elang Mahkota Teknologi Tbk

1/12/2010

20

PTPP

PT. PP (Persero) Tbk

2/9/2010

21

BIPI

PT. Benakat Petroleum Energy Tbk

2/11/2010
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22

TOWR

PT. Sarana Menara Nusantara Tbk

3/8/2010

23

ROTI

PT. Nippon Indosari Corpindo Tbk

6/28/2010

24

GOLD

PT. Golden Retailindo Tbk

7/7/2010

25

SKYB

PT. Skybee Tbk

7/7/2010

26

GREN

PT. Evergreen Invesco Tbk

7/9/2010

27

IPOL

PT. Indopoly Swakarsa Industry Tbk

7/9/2010

28

BUVA

PT. PT Bukit Uluwatu Villa Tbk

7/12/2010

29

BRAU

PT. Berau Coal Energy Tbk

8/19/2010

30

HRUM

PT. Harum Energy Tbk

10/6/2010

31

ICBP

PT. Indofood CBP Sukses Makmur Tbk

10/7/2010

32

TBIG

PT. Tower Bersama Infrastructure Tbk

10/26/2010

33

KRAS

PT. Krakatau Steel (Persero) Tbk

11/10/2010

34

APLN

PT. Agung Podomoro Land Tbk

11/11/2010

35

WINS

PT. Wintermar Offshore Marine Tbk

11/29/2010

36

MIDI

PT. Midi Utama Indonesia Tbk

11/30/2010

37

BRMS

PT. Bumi Resources Minerals Tbk

12/9/2010

38

MFMI

PT. Multifiling Mitra Indonesia Tbk

12/29/2010
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Data Final 38 Companies

Year

IPO

Companies

Δ book
leverage

Δ market
leverage

MTB

profitability

asset tangibility

NTDS

size

BSDE

-0.1181

0.95712

0.553

0.09404

0.341947

0.0116

27.958

BYAN

-0.1937

0.91561

0.8191

0.02981

0.285016

-0.174

29.216

GZCO

-0.1014

0.59135

0.6033

0.06884

0.7283

0.0762

26.396

HOME

-0.0084

0.7092

0.6281

0.00682

0.953012

0.1155

24.182

INDY

-0.2596

0.75807

0.5305

0.01415

0.011155

0.0059

28.344

KBRI

0.02493

0.39882

1.3879

-0.0301

0.970074

0.1215

25.802

KOIN

-0.0309

0.96233

0.7682

0.02749

0.031967

0.0146

27.28

PDES

-0.0712

0.80541

0.475

0.05302

0.534072

0.0868

25.991

TRAM

-0.3864

0.67768

0.3956

0.04825

0.544418

0.0746

26.483

AMRT

-0.0427

0.52684

1.3185

0.07353

0.340134

0.1949

29.988

BCIP

-0.2158

0.10144

1.8829

0.08835

0.054845

0.0147

25.027

BWPT

-0.2901

0.25664

1.7401

0.15949

0.616659

0.0486

27.093

GDST

-0.4058

0.27452

1.863

0.28167

0.290964

0.1928

28.127

INVS

0.07682

0.1072

3.4381

0.01179

0.184376

0.0029

25.209

MKPI

-0.1216

0.17216

1.8584

0.19706

0.714294

0.2276

27.246

NIKL

-0.3813

0.59149

0.528

0.11004

0.043932

0.1564

27.797

GOLD

0.035

0.00291

0.2303

0.08182

0.024323

0.1841

24.524

GREN

0.01468

0.00458

1.2155

0.02403

0.590372

0.1595

26.235

GTBO

-0.1562

-0.4673

3.3902

0.20584

0.404477

0.1231

26.491

HRUM

-0.0327

0.01884

4.2159

0.49909

0.23202

0.0604

29.618

ICBP

-0.0022

0.0019

2.2961

0.17137

0.170141

0.1579

16.779

IPOL

0.05575

0.22937

0.9092

0.02828

0.664369

0.2508

28.229

KRAS

0.0582

0.15756

1.136

0.01667

0.262376

0.2045

30.517

MFMI

-0.0588

0.0384

1.4019

0.09093

0.362312

0.298

24.65

MIDI

0.01727

0.01767

1.6292

0.05863

0.343461

0.1073

28.563

PTPP

0.02619

0.18193

1.1331

0.0829

0.014365

0.004

29.461

ROTI

0.09565

-0.2556

4.7143

0.20184

719.3677

0.1435

27.424

SKYB

0.24404

0.30791

1.1852

0.05238

0.007815

0.0041

27.977

TBIG

0.05855

0.07902

2.1816

0.10283

0.055771

0.0077

27.601

TOWR

0.02217

0.09871

2.0135

0.12604

0.811856

0.0454

28.132

WINS

-0.0098

0.06451

0.9407

0.07874

0.734336

0.1117

27.655
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IPO+1

BSDE

-0.1245

-0.1615

0.6786

0.07443

0.355341

0.0312

28.538

BYAN

-0.0017

-0.1373

1.3715

0.15621

0.22133

-0.205

29.8

GZCO

-0.0202

-0.1415

0.7208

0.12786

0.605066

0

26.843

HOME

-0.0040

0.00586

0.5593

0.00716

0.904194

0.2085

24.234

INDY

0.06893

-0.1328

1.1212

-0.0463

0.038288

0.1757

22.514

KBRI

-0.3307

-0.0145

0.5157

-0.0217

0.929797

0.0262

25.058

KOIN

-0.0204

-0.0382

0.8612

0.03662

0.060748

0.0356

27.319

PDES

0.06592

-0.0406

0.594

0.03762

0.625445

0.1306

26.302

TRAM

0.14102

0.13812

1.2326

0.07307

0.682825

0.0838

26.729

AMRT

-0.0380

-0.0347

3.4178

0.0697

0.332711

0.207

30.275

BCIP

0.0305

-0.0568

3.9591

0.03644

0.503379

0.021

24.737

BWPT

0.02933

0.09739

1.869

0.13457

0.639465

0.0372

27.513

GDST

-0.1469

-0.0659

1.2785

0.14308

0.259841

0.439

28.37

INVS

0.11504

0.11635

1.3746

0.05133

0.098972

0.0139

27.023

MKPI

0.0102

0.02372

1.5894

0.18925

0.733072

0.2566

27.44

NIKL

0.04972

0.1379

1.2443

-0.0159

0.219203

0.0933

27.866

TRIO

0.0705

0.07634

1.7536

0.15338

0.020722

0.0159

29.592

APLN

0.04658

0.09113

1.0818

7.2E-05

0.449825

0.0061

29.176

BIPI

-0.0031

0.004

1.7209

0.00199

0.008802

0.0008

26.601

BRAU

0.13328

0.22465

1.2327

0.00069

0.076949

-0.034

30.265

BRMS

0.08394

0.27295

0.5873

-0.0338

0.277023

0.0029

26.046

BUVA

-0.0284

-0.0064

1.7717

0.0707

0.388248

0.0702

26.137

EMTK

-0.1046

-0.0173

2.3939

0.13393

0.138582

0.0002

29.175

GOLD

-0.0238

-0.0004

0.2064

0.07684

0.207219

0.1986

24.594

GREN

0.00321

0.1156

0.688

0.02929

0.695296

0.185

25.732

GTBO

-0.0478

-0.0435

6.1926

0.72142

0.140332

0.0621

27.413

HRUM

-0.0300

0.00379

3.4408

0.39546

0.227562

0.0738

29.887

ICBP

0.02965

-0.0057

2.633

0.16008

0.216282

0.1492

30.703

IPOL

-0.0591

0.03658

0.7727

0.03241

0.686151

0.0382

28.418

KRAS

0.05139

0.10759

1.0107

0.00622

0.292331

0.0002

30.652

MFMI

-0.0588

0.0384

1.4019

0.09093

0.362312

0.298

24.65

MIDI

0.01727

0.01767

1.6292

0.05863

0.343461

0.1073

28.563

PTPP

0.02619

0.18193

1.1331

0.0829

0.014365

0.004

29.461

ROTI

0.09565

-0.2556

4.7143

0.20184

719.3677

0.1435

27.424

SKYB

0.24404

0.30791

1.1852

0.05238

0.007815

0.0041

27.977

TBIG

0.05855

0.07902

2.1816

0.10283

0.055771

0.0077

27.601

TOWR

0.02217

0.09871

2.0135

0.12604

0.811856

0.0454

28.132

WINS

-0.0098

0.06451

0.9407

0.07874

0.734336

0.1117

27.655
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IPO+2

BSDE

-0.1245

-0.1615

0.6786

0.07443

0.355341

0.0312

28.538

BYAN

-0.0017

-0.1373

1.3715

0.15621

0.22133

-0.205

29.8

GZCO

-0.0202

-0.1415

0.7208

0.12786

0.605066

0

26.843

HOME

-0.0040

0.00586

0.5593

0.00716

0.904194

0.2085

24.234

INDY

0.06893

-0.1328

1.1212

-0.0463

0.038288

0.1757

22.514

KBRI

-0.3307

-0.0145

0.5157

-0.0217

0.929797

0.0262

25.058

KOIN

-0.0204

-0.0382

0.8612

0.03662

0.060748

0.0356

27.319

PDES

0.06592

-0.0406

0.594

0.03762

0.625445

0.1306

26.302

TRAM

0.14102

0.13812

1.2326

0.07307

0.682825

0.0838

26.729

AMRT

-0.0380

-0.0347

3.4178

0.0697

0.332711

0.207

30.275

BCIP

0.0305

-0.0568

3.9591

0.03644

0.503379

0.021

24.737

BWPT

0.02933

0.09739

1.869

0.13457

0.639465

0.0372

27.513

GDST

-0.1469

-0.0659

1.2785

0.14308

0.259841

0.439

28.37

INVS

0.11504

0.11635

1.3746

0.05133

0.098972

0.0139

27.023

MKPI

0.0102

0.02372

1.5894

0.18925

0.733072

0.2566

27.44

NIKL

0.04972

0.1379

1.2443

-0.0159

0.219203

0.0933

27.866

TRIO

0.0705

0.07634

1.7536

0.15338

0.020722

0.0159

29.592

APLN

0.04658

0.09113

1.0818

7.2E-05

0.449825

0.0061

29.176

BIPI

-0.0031

0.004

1.7209

0.00199

0.008802

0.0008

26.601

BRAU

0.13328

0.22465

1.2327

0.00069

0.076949

-0.034

30.265

BRMS

0.08394

0.27295

0.5873

-0.0338

0.277023

0.0029

26.046

BUVA

-0.0284

-0.0064

1.7717

0.0707

0.388248

0.0702

26.137

EMTK

-0.1046

-0.0173

2.3939

0.13393

0.138582

0.0002

29.175

GOLD

-0.0238

-0.0004

0.2064

0.07684

0.207219

0.1986

24.594

GREN

0.00321

0.1156

0.688

0.02929

0.695296

0.185

25.732

GTBO

-0.0478

-0.0435

6.1926

0.72142

0.140332

0.0621

27.413

HRUM

-0.0300

0.00379

3.4408

0.39546

0.227562

0.0738

29.887

ICBP

0.02965

-0.0057

2.633

0.16008

0.216282

0.1492

30.703

IPOL

-0.0591

0.03658

0.7727

0.03241

0.686151

0.0382

28.418

KRAS

0.05139

0.10759

1.0107

0.00622

0.292331

0.0002

30.652

MFMI

-0.0260

0.0081

1.1399

0.09295

0.62755

0.2877

24.75

MIDI

0.07281

-0.0532

2.0671

0.05555

0.345936

0.1319

28.985

PTPP

0.01194

-0.0693

1.2764

0.08313

0.023389

0.0037

29.711

ROTI

0.14949

0.00957

6.2269

0.16549

0.741858

0.1243

27.806

SKYB

-0.0027

0.07993

1.0532

0.01277

0.005535

0.0044

28.173

TBIG

0.10226

-0.0077

2.6205

0.08943

0.006083

0.0046

28.171

TOWR

-0.0746

-0.1038

2.4545

0.11388

0.76462

0.0027

28.449

WINS

0.01226

-0.0377

1.0453

0.08403

0.730657

0.1224

27.741
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Delta Book Leverage as Dependent Variable
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C

-0.029080

0.583212

-0.049862

0.9603

MTB2

-0.075571

0.023431

-3.225299

0.0017

ASSET_TANGIBILITY

0.036953

0.052098

0.709307

0.4797

PROFITABILITY2

0.621512

0.183928

3.379100

0.0010

NTDS

-0.004159

0.137368

-0.030276

0.9759

SIZE2

0.004457

0.175834

0.025350

0.9798

R-squared

0.125854

Mean dependent var

0.033506

Adjusted R-squared

0.085384

S.D. dependent var

0.147709

S.E. of regression

0.141263

Akaike info criterion

-1.025196

Sum squared resid

2.155155

Schwarz criterion

-0.881185

Log likelihood

64.43615

Hannan-Quinn criter.

-0.966750

F-statistic

3.109830

Durbin-Watson stat

1.762993

Prob(F-statistic)

0.011603

Delta Market Leverage as Dependent Variable
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C

-0.257162

0.200903

-1.280033

0.2048

MTB

-0.068480

0.019041

-3.596504

0.0006

ASSET_TANGIBILITY

0.017151

0.059564

0.287935

0.7743

PROFITABILITY

-0.201253

0.187603

-1.072764

0.2871

NTDS

0.070664

0.147614

0.478710

0.6337

SIZE

0.007712

0.007185

1.073432

0.2868

MTB_LAG

0.092899

0.019363

4.797892

0.0000

R-squared

0.294190

Adjusted R-squared

0.232816

S.D. dependent var

0.149330

S.E. of regression

0.130796

Akaike info criterion

-1.142765

Sum squared resid

1.180432

Schwarz criterion

-0.928093

Log likelihood

50.42508
4.793347 DurbinWatson stat
0.000386

Hannan-Quinn criter.

-1.056972

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
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Mean dependent var

-0.022605

1.954909
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Market Orientation of Male
and Female Entrepreneurs:
A Preliminary Study in Malaysian
Halal Food Industry

Madam Ida Rizyani binti Tahir, Madam Hajah MazitaMokhtar,
Noor Azlinna Azizan and Shariman Mustafa
Faculty of Technology Universiti Malaysia PAHANG Malaysia

ABSTRACT - This paper examines
the relationship between market orientation and firm performance for male
and female entrepreneurs among small
and medium firms in the Malaysian
halal food industry. In this preliminary
study, results indicated that market
orientation had a positive impact on
the sales growth of men and womenowned firms. The relationship was investigated using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. There was
a weak, positive correlation between
the two variables. An independent
sample t-test was conducted to compare the market orientation scores for
males and females. There was no significant difference in scores for males
and females.

Keywords: market orientation,
halal food, male and female
entrepreneurs.
INTRODUCTION - Halal food
consumption is compulsory for Muslims as being stipulated in Al Quran
(Al Baqarah: 172). Halal is an Arabic
word which means lawful or permissible by Islamic Law (An Nahl: 114)
and is not only suitable to Muslims
but to everyone including non Muslims. Halal foods have a huge market
not only in Malaysia, but also overseas.
The food sector contributes over 60%
of the global market for Halal products
(Corporation, n.d). This includes primary meat, processed goods, bakery
food and confectionary, with processed

Author correspondence to Madam Ida Rizyani binti Tahir;
Email: rizyani@ump.edu.my
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goods contributing around 35% of the
total (Corporation, n.d).
The great demand of food will
generate
growth
opportunities
throughout the agri-food industry
(Halal, 2012) . The Muslims are
compulsory to consume halal products
to be healthy and fit (Al Baqarah: 172).
Presently, with the advancement of
food technology industry, all types of
ingredients had been utilised in foods
which is complicated and difficult
to be understood by the consumers
(Fadzlillah, Man, Jamaludin, &
Rahman, 2012). Hence, in this
situation it causes difficulties to the
consumers to assess whether the food
is Halal or non-Halal. Consumers
are the victims when inappropriate
halal certification is being granted.
With these emerging trends, there is
a pressure for the producers to obtain
halal certification to gain trust and
confidence (Abdul, Ismail, Mustapha,
& Man, 2011) from the consumers.
Halal aspect is now accepted as a
quality system worldwide requested by
world consumers (Halal.com).
The Halal Industry has been one
of the lucrative and profitable areas
of business. It is regarded as one of
the engines of growth for Malaysia’s
economy as visualized under the third
Industrial Master Plan to promote
the country as a global halal hub. It is
anticipated that halal industry to add
5.8% to the country’s gross domestic
product by 2020 from less than 2%
currently (Seong, 2011).
In 2009, the Malaysian halal food
market was worth RM 41.5 billion
or contributed 6.3% of its nominal
gross domestic products (Admin,
P. 504

2011). Malaysian Halal Food Industry
is no longer merely an industry that
conforms to religious obligations, yet
it is becoming one of the significant
contributors to economic performance
(Corporation, n.d.). Recent data states
that the market size of halal industry
is estimated to be RM15 billion and
ninety percent is contributed by the
food industry that is worth RM13.5
billion (Jamali, 2011).
MARKET ORIENTATION - Generally, market orientation is a business
philosophy that focuses on identifying
and fulfilling the needs of the customers through its own or acquired products. Market orientation which refers
to an organization, has the capacity in
gathering customers’ needs, and distributes the obtained customers and
market information within the organization in order to react to the market timely (Narver & Slater, 1990).
Market orientation is being practiced
by the organizations if they adopt the
marketing concept whereby the customers’ satisfaction is the focal point of
their business strategy. In other words,
employees are dedicated to the continuous creation of greater value for
customers.
Kohli & Jaworski (1990) define
market orientation as a set of three
activities related to generation of
market intelligence, dissemination
and responsiveness to it. They further
explains that market intelligence
involves gaining information regarding
current and future customer needs.
Dissemination
activity
includes
distributing
intelligence
across
departments
and
responsiveness
Powerful Practices:
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consists of developing plans based on
intelligence and executing the plan.

term. However, by adopting this scale,
customer orientation is being ignored.

Narver & Slater (1990) propose
market orientation comprises of three
behavioural elements that are related
to customer orientation, competitor
orientation
and
interfunctional
coordination. Customer orientation
reflects
essential
activities
for
obtaining and distributing customers’
information
while
competitor
orientation refers to the gathering and
circulating information on competitors
throughout the organization. The
third component, which is called
interfunctional coordination, implies
that the efforts of business units are
synchronized to produce continuous
greater value to customers.

To examine that training system
supports market oriented strategy,
Ruekert (1992) investigated SBUs of
high technology firms in the United
States. He confirmed that the degree of
training is positively related to market
orientation. The result also supports
that market orientation is significantly
related to business performance.

A meta-analysis study regarding
market orientation and business
performance from five continents by
Cano, Carrillat & Jaramillo (2004)
confirmed a strong correlation
between those two constructs in nonprofit service industry compared to
manufacturing and profit oriented
industry. Market orientation concept
is beneficial irrespective of the
organizational objective. The study
indicated that the relationship of
market orientation and performance
is stronger in non-profit organizations.
In a study of 153 small-sized
business owners in the United States,
by using MARKOR scale adopted from
(Kohli, Jaworski, & Kumar, 1993),
Kara, Spillan, & Oscar W. DeShields
(2005) found that market orientation of
small-sized service retailers is positively
related to business performance. This
implies that organization with market
orientation performs better in the long
Powerful Practices:

Slater & John C (1994) in an
extended study of Narver & Slater
(1990) investigated the role of the
environment as a moderator for market
orientation-performance relationship.
The findings indicated that market
orientation is positively related to
sales growth and new product success.
They also proposed that being market
oriented is the foundation to produce
superior value for buyers.
The findings by Mahmoud (2011)
in a survey among Ghanaian SMEs are
consistent whereby market orientation
is significantly and positively related to
business performance. Interestingly, he
found that organizational commitment
is directly related to market orientation.
This leads to an increasing in generating,
disseminating and respond to market
intelligence among SMEs.
Using MARKOR scale to assess
the applicability of market orientation
scale in the European setting, Pitt,
Caruana, & Berthon (1996) examined
the samples from Malta and UK.
Their findings support the significant
relationship
between
market
orientation and business performance.
However, the study focused on service
firms and the weakness identified is
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whether the comparison can be made
with other service firms.
Mostly, the empirical evidence
related to a link between market
orientation
and
performances
was obtained from United States
(Ruekert, 1992; Selnes, Jaworski, &
Kohli, 1996) and other countries in
Europe (Hooley, et al., 2000; Pitt,
et al., 1996). Therefore, adding to
the literature in Asian context, (Ngai
& Ellis, 1998) performed a study
among local manufacturers in textile
and garment industry of Hong
Kong. They confirmed that there is a
positive relationship between market
orientation and performance.
With relation to the above findings,
this study is intended to cover the
research gaps by investigating market
orientation and business performance
in the Asian context among SMEs in
halal food industry by focusing on
these research questions:
RQ1: Is there any significant
relationship
between
market
orientation and sales growth?
RQ 2: Is there any significant
difference in the mean market
orientation scores for males and
females?
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY This preliminary study utilised a field
survey to gather primary data from
30 entrepreneurs of SMEs in Malaysia that engage in halal food industry.
Key informants in the survey were the
owners since they are knowledgeable
about their organizations’ orientaP. 506

tions and business performances. The
data collected was then analysed using SPSS. Structured questionnaire
was the primary research instrument
for this particular study. The questions
were adopted and modified from several previous related studies in order to
match the research objectives. Specifically, this research questionnaire was
developed based on modification and
combination of previous studies on
market orientation (Narver & Slater,
1990)
Questionnaire items were adapted
and modified from (Narver & Slater,
1990) and the constructs of the
study, which were originated from
the established scales, measured on a
7-point Likert-type scale anchored by
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”,
Using a 7-point Likert-scale
(Sekaran, 2009), business performance
was measured based on financial
measures which were adopted and
modified from (Ahmad, Wilson, &
Kummerow, 2007). One performance
measure that is widely used among
small businesses, as a subjective
indicator of overall performance, is the
degree of owner/ manager satisfaction
with the business performance.
This study only adopted subjective
measure as examining objective success
in the context of SMEs which was
rather difficult because SMEs refused
to reveal their financial statement to the
public. As no readily financial reports
of SMEs, scholars and advocates are
using the owners’ self reported data to
measure success of SMEs (Chandler &
Hanks, 1993). Thus, it is proposed to
adopt subjective measures as they are
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more flexible and constructive (Covin
& Slevin, 1989).
FINDINGS - The findings indicated
that market orientation had a
positive impact on the sales growth
of men and women-owned firms. The
relationship was investigated using
Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient. There was a weak, positive
correlation between the two variables.
The instrument which is reliable as

coefficient alpha for market orientation
is 0.749.
The weak relationship might be
due to a small sample involved in the
preliminary analysis. Further study
should be carried out to identify whether
the hypothesis developed is supported
or not supported. An independent
samples t-test was conducted to
compare the market orientation scores
for males and females. There was no
significant difference in scores for males
and females as depicted in Table 1.

Table 1

Independent Samples Test
Levene’s
Test for
Equality of
Variances

I am
committed to my
customers

Equal
variances
assumed

t-test for Equality of Means
Mean
Difference

Std.
Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower Upper

F

Sig.

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

4.970

.034

1.083

28

.288

.161

.148

-.143

.465

1.060 23.489

.300

.161

.152

-.153

.474

1.507

.143

.232

.154

-.084

.548

1.470 22.610

.155

.232

.158

-.095

.559

1.507

.143

.232

.154

-.084

.548

.155

.232

.158

-.095

.559

Equal variances not
assumed

Equal
I focus on variances 9.694
customer assumed
satisfac- Equal varition
ances not
assumed
Equal
variances 9.694
I underassumed
stand
Equal
customer
variances
needs
not
assumed
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I create
customer
value

Salespeople
share
competitor information

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed

.820

.055

.373

.816

Equal
variances
not
assumed

I respond
rapidly
to competitors’
actions
Top
managers
discuss
competitors’
strategies
Share
resources
with other
business
units

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed
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3.075

2.425

.219

.090

.131

.643

.118

28

.907

.027

.227

-.439

.492

.116

24.465

.909

.027

.231

-.450

.503

1.476

28

.151

.366

.248

-.142

.874

1.461 25.905

.156

.366

.251

-.149

.881

1.009

28

.321

.411

.407

-.423

1.244

.976

20.325

.341

.411

.421

-.466

1.288

.494

28

.625

.161

.325

-.505

.827

.514

23.448

.612

.161

.313

-.486

.807

1.016

28

.319

.304

.299

-.309

.916

.320

.304

.299

-.311

.918

1.014 27.250
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CONCLUSION - The finding suggests
that the sales growth aspirations
for men and women-owned firms
are driven by market orientation. It
shows that market orientation is an
important determinant to improve
business performance in Malaysian
halal food industry. Based on the
preliminary analysis above, it provides
some important implications to future
investors with certain limitations. The
limitations include the use of selfreported performance measures and
small sample size. Firstly, the initial
findings highlight the importance of
market orientation possessed by the
entrepreneurs in running the business.
Secondly, with excellent market
orientation,
the
entrepreneurs
are sensitive towards customers’
preferences in consuming halal foods.
The investors may easily identify global
market opportunities as global Muslim
population is increasing tremendously.
The need for halal food is absolutely
available. The opportunities are widely
open for investors to capitalize in
Malaysian halal food industry as this
industry is being supported by the
Malaysian government. The market
value is always increasing and readily
infrastructure is being improved
frequently.
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Comparative Study between
Capital Asset Pricing Model
and Arbitrage Pricing Theory
in Indonesian Capital Market
during Period 2008-2012
Leo Julianto and Anggoro Budi Nugroho
Bandung Institute of Technology, Bandung, Indonesia

Abstract - For decades, there were
many models explaining the returns
earned emerged in order to fulfil the
curiosity had by human. Since then,
various studies and empirical findings
in many countries’ stock market
showedthat the empirical findings of
market return explanation and the return
of assets meet the different results in
both clarify of model and identification
of significant determinant variables.
Therefore, many comparative studies
between models were accomplished.
In this study, the author attempts
to do comparative study between
two models, APT and CAPM, in
Indonesian Capital Market during
period 2008 until 2012. Besides, the
author also attempts to find how much
inflation, interest rate, and exchange
rate describe the returns earned in each
sector existed in Indonesia Capital
Market. As the result, the author find
out that CAPM has bigger explanation

power than APT in Indonesian
Capital Market during period 20082012. . Besides, the author also found
that among macroeconomic factors,
there are only two macroeconomic
factors that can affect certain samples
significantly. They are change in BI
rate, which affect AALI, ANTM,
ASII, TLKM, UNTR, and change in
exchange rate, which affect INDF and
TLKM significantly.
Keywords: Indonesian Capital
Market, APT, CAPM, Inflation,
Interest Rate, Exchange Rate.
Introduction - For decades,
financial knowledge has been trying
to codify various findings and scientific efforts with the aim to explain the
return earned by human from investment activities for both its dynamics
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and determinant. Markowitz (1952)
pioneered the efforts to explain the
acquisition of return by defining portfolio theory and asset optimization
constraint limit. Different framework
was developed in another time by Eugene F. Fama (1970) who found that
events and public news affected the return earned. Appearance of William F.
Sharpe (1964) via his finding, Capital
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) opened
a new horizon of thinking for investment. He comprehensively tried to
describe return as a function of sensitivity against changes of risk expectations in market. Unlike Sharpe (1964),
Ross (1976) attempted to describe
return as an output from dynamics of
macroeconomic variables through its
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) model.
Various studies and empirical findings
about comparative studies between
APT and CAPM in many countries’
stock market showedthat the empirical findings of market return explanation and the return of assets meet the
different results in both the clarify of
model and the identification of significant determinant variables. Likewise,
in this study, the author attempts to do
comparative study between those two
models, APT and CAPM, and to identify how much inflation, interest rate,
and exchange rate describe the stock
price movement in nine sectors of Jakarta Stock Exchange in Indonesian
Capital Market during period 2008
until 2012.
Literature Review- Capital
Asset Pricing Model - Capital
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is a
model introduced by Jack Treynor
P. 512

(1961,1962) and William Sharpe
(1964). This model described return
of an asset as a function of risk-free
asset plus beta multiplied by the
market premium. Mathematical way
of describing CAPM is as follow
The advantage point of this model
is this model can be used easily because
it simplifies the complicated systematic
risk, which describes the whole market
risk, into risk premium while the
disadvantage point of this model is that
this model has too many unrealistic
assumptions.
Some Proposing View of CAPM Some researchers have found that
CAPM can explain the returns
phenomenon significantly in their
own countries.Margellos, Athanasios S
(1998) attempt to test the conditional
version of CAPM model ability, which
allowed β to vary overtime, to explain
the cross-sectional variation of monthly
returns data on 25 portfolios sorted
of Canadian stock exchange during
the period June 1965 to December
1992. For methodology, the author
employed the method recommended
by Wang (1996) to test the conditional
CAPM while Fama and French (1992)
methodology was used to test the
unconditional CAPM. The result of
this study showed that conditional
CAPM model could explain the
returns earned quite good (R2 of
38.99%). As for the result of this study,
theresearchers found that CAPM can
explain the returns earned well in the
small Icelandic Stock Market and the
beta coefficientcould explain returns
better than on larger foreign stock
markets.
Powerful Practices:
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Disadvantaging View of CAPM - Due
to too simplified and too unrealistic
assumptions, many researchers opposed
CAPM and believed that CAPM wasn’t
an accurate model in explaining return
in a country’s market. Theriou et al.
(2005) attempted to study the ability
of CAPM to explain the cross-sectional
relationship between stock return and
risk in Athens Stock Exchange (ASE).
The data used in this study were
obtained from Athens Stock Exchange
Data Bank during period 1993 to 2001.
These data didn’t include dividend,
but adjusted to stock split. For the
methodology, Fama and French (1992)
method was used. The findings of this
study contrast with the researchers’
prediction of the CAPM. It is shown
that β couldn’t explain cross-sectional
relationship of average return and risk
for non-financial companies listed in
Athens Stock Exchange (ASE).
Arbitrage Pricing Theory - Arbitrage
Pricing Theory (APT) was introduced
after CAPM. APT was firstly proposed
by Ross (1976) and it was tested by
Gehr (1978), Roll and Ross (1980),
and Chen, Roll and Ross (1986).
APT model is said better than
CAPM model by several researchers
such as Dhankar et al (2005). At least,
APT brings more macroeconomic
factors into considerations in
predicting the return while CAPM
just add one macroeconomic factor
into consideration, the excess market
premium. Since APT has more factors,
meaning that this model take one step
closer to reality.

Powerful Practices:

Proposing View of APT - Many
researchers found that Arbitrage
Pricing Theory can explained return
in a country significantly, even
there are researchers found that
APT had better explaining power of
return than CAPM. After APT was
introduced by Ross (1976), Chen,
Roll, and Ross (1986) tried to test
whether asset pricing was influenced
by macro-economic variables or not.
In their research, they used many
macro-economic factors, which are;
inflation, industrial production, risk
premium, term structure, market
indices, consumption, oil price. As the
conclusion, the researchers found that
stock returns were exposed to systematic
economic news, that they are priced in
accordance with their sensitivities with
macro-economic variables.
Disadvantaging View of APT - Even
though many researchers believed that
APT has closer to reality assumptions
than its predecessor model, CAPM,
there are still researchers who found
that APT couldn’t explain the return
earned significantly. Mauri (2006)
attempted to study the application
of APT in Russia Stock Market. In
this study, researcher used 20 biggest
equities of the year 2005 in Russia.
For the samples, researcher used
the observation data during period
January 1999 to March 2006 in
form off monthly basis data. The
macroeconomic variables used were
unanticipated shocks to money supply,
unanticipated inflation, unanticipated
change in oil price, unanticipated
changes to the exchange rate and
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unanticipated shocks to industrial
production.
Methodology - In this study,
the author attempts to do comparative study between those two models,
which are APT and CAPM, in Indonesian Capital Market during period
2008 until 2012. This objective can’t
be made into hypothesis since it doesn’t
use statistical tools directly. The author
use R2 comparison between APT and
CAPM in each nine sectors.
Sampling method employed in this
study is purposive sampling. Purposive
sampling is a sampling method that
gives freedom to the author to decide
which one taken to be his/her sample
with several criteria made. Sample
taken in this study are 9 stocks
which represent 9 sectors existed in
Indonesia. Criteria used for selecting
the stock represented each sector is
the stock must be included in LQ 45
index, which consist of 45 biggest
capitalization and highest transaction
in Indonesian Capital Market, during
2008-2012 continuously. The list of
sample taken will be presented in the
following table.

In this study, the author employed
regression analysis under OLS in
order to find out which model that
can describe returns earned in all
samples better. For CAPM, simple
regression is used since there is only
one independent variable conducted
in CAPM, which is market premium.
For the APT, the macroeconomic
variables used are change in inflation
rate, change in GDP rate, and change
in foreign exchange rate denominated
in rupiah.
In this study, within regression
analysis, the author employed F-test
and T-test statistic in order to find
out whether CAPM or APT that can
explain assets significantly and to find
how much change in inflation, BI
rate, and exchange rate affect assets
in all nine sectors existed in Indonesia.
Besides, since regression is used,
assumption tests must be done in
order to avoid type 1 and type 2errors.
Assumption tests done in this study are
multicollinearity, autocorrelation, and
heteroskedasticity test.

Figure 2. Samples
No.

Sector

Stocks

Stocks code

1

Aggriculture

Astra Argo Lestari

AALI

2

Mining

Aneka Tambang

ANTM

3

Basic Industry and Chemicals

Holcim Indonesia

SMCB

4

Various Industries

Astra International

ASII

5

Consumer Goods Industry

Indofood SuksesMakmur INDF

6

Property and Real Estate

KawasanIndustriJababeka KIJA

7

Infrastructure, Utility, and Transportation Telekomunikasi Indonesia TLKM

8

Finance

Bank BCA

BBCA

9

Trade, services, and investments

United Tractor

UNTR
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Findings - For assumption test, this
study has passed all three assumption
test, which are multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity, and autocorrelation.
CAPM F-Test - For this test, F-test
is employed in order to know if market return within CAPM framework
can explain asset return significantly.
Besides, R2 is also employed in order
to know how much market returns
within CAPM framework affect the assets. Below is the result of the regression analysis between market return as
the independent variable and the assets
return as the dependent variable
Figure 3. CAPM F-test

34.3%, is still caused by indeterminate
factors which are not tested in this
research. The smallest R2 is shown by
TLKM which has 0.312 R2. It means
that market return can only explain
31.2% of TLKM return while the
rest, which is 68.8%, is still caused by
indeterminate factors which are not
tested in this research.
APT F-Test - In this research, three
macroeconomic variables, which are
change in inflation rate, change in
BI rate, and change in exchange rate
in base of how rupiah a value of one
US dollar, are used to explain the re-

CAPM
No. Asset

Adjusted
R2

Significant

Equation

1

AALI

0.413

0.00**

RAALI = Rf + 0.65 (Rm-Rf )

2

ANTM 0.516

0.00**

RANTM = Rf + 0.724 (Rm-Rf )

3

SMCB 0.548

0.00**

RSMCB = Rf + 0.746 (Rm-Rf )

4

ASII

0.613

0.00**

RASII = Rf + 0.787 (Rm-Rf )

5

INDF

0.657

0.00**

RINDF = Rf + 0.814 (Rm-Rf )

6

KIJA

0.565

0.00**

RKIJA = Rf + 0.757 (Rm-Rf )

7

TLKM 0.312

0.00**

RTLKM = Rf + 0.569 (Rm-Rf )

8

BBCA

0.332

0.00**

RBBCA = Rf + 0.586 (Rm-Rf )

9

UNTR 0.638

0.00**

RUNTR = Rf + 0.802 (Rm-Rf )

**) Significant at 5%
***) Significant at
1%CAPM is concluded can explain
the return significantly in all nine
sectors represented by nine assets
because all nine regression shown 0.00
F-test significant result. In terms of
R2, the highest R2 is shown by INDF
which has 0.657 R2. It means that
market return can explain 65.7% of
INDF return while the rest, which is
Powerful Practices:

turns pattern of nine stocks chosen as
samples. In this APT test, F-test is also
used. F-test is used in order to find out
the relationship between the dependent
variable, which is each of assets chosen
as samples, and the three independent
variables simultaneously. The purpose
of simultaneous analysis is to check if
there is at least one independent variable that is related strongly with the
dependent variable. Below are the
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results of the simultaneous regression
using F-test.
Figure 4. APT F-test

APT
No.

Asset

Adjusted
F-test
R2
significant

Equation

1

AALI

0.192

0.002**

RAALI= -0.11- 2.793 BIt +0.042 IRt+ 0.692 ERt

2

ANTM

0.103

0.03**

3

SMCB

0.015

0.284

RANTM= -0.017-1.838 BIt - 0.115 IRt– 0.265
ERt
RSMCB=0.016- 1.294BIt -0.136 IRt- 0.041 ERt

4

ASII

0.085

0.048**

RASII=0.032- 1.504BIt -0.099 IRt- 0.585 ERt

5

INDF

0.125

0.016**

RINDF=0.017- 1.158BIt -0.02 IRt-1.209 ERt

6

KIJA

0.041

0.152

RKIJA=0.009 -1.071BIt -0.202 IRt– 0.676 ERt

7

TLKM

0.085

0.049**

RTLKM= -0.002-1.033BIt +0.023 IRt- 0.582 ERt

8

BBCA

0

0.399

RBBCA=0.02- 0.0647BIt -0.126 IRt+ 0.45 ERt

9

UNTR

0.093

0.039**

RUNTR=0.008- 2.465BIt +0.04 IRt+ 0.18 ERt

**) Significant at 5%
***) Significant at 1%
APT in this study is concluded can
only explain the return significantly
in six assets. They areAALI, ANTM,
ASII, INDF, TLKM, and UNTR.They
can be concluded have a significant
relationship with three macroeconomics
variable because their F-test significant
values are less than the critical value,
which is 0.05
In terms of R2, among the assets
that have significant relationship with
three macroeconomic factors, AALI
has the highest R2, which is 0.192,
while TLKM and ASII has the lowest
R2, which is 0.085. It means that
the three macroeconomic variables
can explain AALI return by 19.2%
and the rest, which is 80.8%, is still
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caused by indeterminate factors that
are not tested in this research while
macroeconomic variables can explain
TLKM and ASII return only by 8.5%
and the rest, which is 91.5%, is still
caused by indeterminate factors that
are not tested in this research.
APT T-Test - For answering the research question no. 2 in this research,
which is how much do the change in
inflation, interest rate, and exchange
rate describe the stock price movement
in all of Indonesian sectors, t-test is
used to measure how significant each
of the three macroeconomics variables
tested explain each of samples tested.
Results for the t-test are shown in figure 5
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Figure 5. APT T-test

No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Assets
AALI

ANTM

SMCB

ASII

INDF

KIJA

TLKM

BBCA

UNTR
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BIt

IRt

ERt

Significant

0.01***

0.78

0.128

Std. Error

0.763

0.151

0.448

t-test

1.546

0.281

-3.66

Significant

0.023**

0.464

0.569

Std. Error

0.788

0.156

0.463

t-test

-0.573

-0.738

-2.332

Significant

0.179

0.475

0.942

Std. Error

0.95

0.188

0.558

t-test

-0.073

-0.72

-1.362

Significant

0.061**

0.53

0.21

Std. Error

0.787

0.156

0.462

t-test

-1.268

-0.632

-1.912

Significant

0.134

0.897

0.009***

Std. Error

0.762

0.151

0.447

t-test

-2.703

-0.13

-1.519

Significant

0.294

0.319

0.26

Std. Error

1.012

0.201

0.594

t-test

-1.138

-1.005

-1.058

Significant

0.041**

0.819

0.049**

Std. Error

0.493

0.098

0.582

t-test

2.013

0.23

-2.097

Significant

0.912

0.274

0.189

Std. Error

0.577

0.114

0.339

t-test

1.329

-1.104

-0.111

Significant

0.007***

0.82

0.728

Std. Error

0.877

0.174

0.515

t-test

0.35

0.229

-2.811
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Based on Figure 5, analysis that can be
made are as follow,
•

In agriculture sector, which is
represented by AALI, only BI rate
that affect AALI significantly.

•

In mining sector, which is
represented by ANTM, only BI rate
that affect ANTM significantly.

•

•

•

•

Figure 6. Comparative Analysis

CAPM
No Asset

Ad- F-Test
Ad- F-test
justed Signifi- justed signifiR2
cant
R2
cant
0.413

0.00**

0.192

0.002**

2 ANTM 0.516

0.00**

0.103

0.03**

In various industries, which is
represented by ASII, only BI rate
that can affect ASII significantly.

3 SMCB 0.548

0.00**

0.015

0.284

4 ASII

0.613

0.00**

0.085

0.048**

5 INDF

0.657

0.00**

0.125

0.016**

In consumer goods sector, which
is represented by INDF, only
exchange rate that can affect INDF
significantly.

6 KIJA

0.565

0.00**

0.041

0.152

7 TLKM 0.312

0.00**

0.085

0.049**

8 BBCA 0.332

0.00**

0

0.399

In infrastructure, utility, and
transportation sector which is
represented by TLKM, only BI rate
and exchange rate that can affect
TLKM significantly.

9 UNTR 0.638

0.00**

0.093

0.039**

In trade service and investment
sector, which is represented by
UNTR, only BI rate that affect
UNTR significantly.

Comparative Analysis between APT
and CAPM - The main purpose of
this research is to answer the question
which models can describe the expected return of stocks in Jakarta Stock
Exchange better? Is it CAPM or APT?
To answer this question, the author
use coefficient of determination as a
tool to analyze which model that could
explain the returns earned pattern in
all nine asset samples which represent
the nine sectors existed in Indonesia.
Following table is a combine of table
4.5 and 4.6 which is needed to make
comparative analysis easier.
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1 AALI

APT

**) Significant at 5%
***) Significant at 1%
Based on figure 6, the author
found that Capital Asset Pricing Model
outperformed Arbitrage Pricing Theory
model in all nine samples representing
nine sectors in Indonesia in terms of
both R2 and significant level. In terms
of F-test significant value, CAPM
has significant effect in all samples
whereas APT has significant effect
only in several samples, which are in
UNTR, TLKM, INDF, ASII, ANTM,
and AALI.In terms of R2, R2 value of
CAPM exceed R2 value of APT in all
nine samples, which mean that CAPM
could explain the return of the nines
samples better than APT.
Finding, which is shown above in
table, shows that Capital Asset Pricing
Model outperform Arbitrage Pricing
Theory model in all samples which
represent all sector in Indonesia. In
terms of F-test significant value, based
Powerful Practices:
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on both R2 and F-test significant,
CAPM is concluded better than
APT in explaining the returns earned
pattern ofthe entire nine asset samples
representing nine sectors existed in
Indonesia Capital Market.
Conclusions and Recommendations - Conclusions - In
this study, the author aim to identify the most suitable model between
CAPM and APT that can describe the
stock returns better in nine sectors of
Jakarta Stock Exchange during period
January 2008 until December 2012.
Based on the result founded in this
study, the author find out that CAPM
outperformed APT in all nine samples
in terms of both APT and CAPM,
which represent nine sectors in JKSE,
in terms of both R2 and F-test significant. Besides, the author also found
that among macroeconomic factors,
there are only two macroeconomic
factors that can affect certain samples
significantly. They are change in BI
rate, which affect AALI, ANTM, ASII,
TLKM, UNTR, and change in exchange rate, which affect INDF and
TLKM significantly.
Recommendations - Here are some
recommendations regarding further
research,
•

Due to limited time, the
macroeconomic factors used in
this study are only three factors,
namely, change in GDP rate, BI
rate, and inflation rate. Further
research can add additional
macroeconomic factors to ensure
more how much APT’s explaining
Powerful Practices:

power in describing returns earned
is.
•

In this research, the author only use
nine stocks chosen, which represent
nine sectors in JKSE, in order to
give big picture how much APT
and CAPM describe the returns
earned. For further research, it can
use more samples to give a real
prediction to each nine sectors in
Indonesia.

•

In this research, the author only
do comparative between APT and
CAPM. For further research, it
can test other models such as fama
three factor and five factor models
in JKSE.
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Appendix
Multicollinearity
Coefficientsa
Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
VIF
.912
1.096
.912
1.096

Model

Inflation rate
Change in Exchange rate
a. Dependent Variable: BI rate
Coefficientsa
Collinearity Statistics
Model
Tolerance
VIF
Inflation rate
.219
4.576
1
BI rate
.219
4.576
a. Dependent Variable: Change in Exchange rate
Coefficientsa
Collinearity Statistics
Model
Tolerance
VIF
Change in Exchange rate
.937
1.068
1
BI rate
.937
1.068
a. Dependent Variable: Inflation rate
1

Autocorrelation
0
0.554
3.446
3.002
0.998

-

0.554
0.998
4
3.446
3.002

Positive autocorrelation
no conclusions
negative autocorrelation
no conclusions
no autocorrelation

0
0.279
3.721
2.125
1.875

-

0.279
1.875
4
3.721
2.125

Positive autocorrelation
no conclusions
negative autocorrelation
no conclusions
no autocorrelation

Regressions

Durbin Watson

Regressions

Durbin Watson

CAPM-AALI
CAPM-ANTM
CAPM-SMCB
CAPM-ASII
CAPM-INDF
CAPM-KIJA
CAPM-TLKM
CAPM-BBCA
CAPM-UNTR

2.055
2.413
2.084
2.554
1.811
2.187
1.881
2.117
2.28

APT-AALI
APT-ANTM
APT-SMCB
APT-ASII
APT-INDF
APT-KIJA
APT-TLKM
APT-BBCA
APT-UNTR

2.098
2.113
1.879
2.007
1.981
2.108
1.962
2.118
2.057
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Initial Public Offering
and Underpricing in Indonesian
Equity Market Period 2012
R. Yayu Nadya Fitria Dewi R. and Anggoro Budi Nugroho

School of Business and Management Institute Technology Bandung, Bandung,
Indonesia

ABSTRACT - Basicly, every profit
seeking companies wants to expand
their business. One way to expand
their business is by doing Initial Public
Offering. Initial Public Offering
or IPO is the first time stock sales
transaction occured in primary market
to achieve their goals, to get additional
funds. When Initial Public Offering,
the stock price usually get underpriced.
Underpricing itsef is phenomenon
when the stock price that offer in IPO
is below the closing price on first day in
secondary market. Price difference can
also called initial return. Those stocks
that recently IPO made investors
interested because can give them initial
return. Underpricing case not only
happen in Indonesia but also happen
in China, Malaysia, Brazil, Korea,
and may more. This phenomenon

happen based on Winner Curse theory,
Ibbotson and Ritter theory, and
Signaling Equilibrium Phenomenon.
The purpose of this research is to analyze
how depth the underpricing level that
occured in Indonesia in 2012.Then,
the author also wants to analyze the
character profilization of underpricing
companies based on some factors:
Return on Asset, Return on Equity, and
company sectors. The author will using
contingency table to plot the company
into those factors. Population used is
the companies listing on the Indonesia
Stock Exchange by taking a sample of
firms that go public in 2012. With
considering all companies that doing
IPO and have complete data, the
author get 21 companies. Analysis tools
that the author used in this research is
Discounted Cash Flow method. The

Author correspondence to R. Yayu Nadya Fitria Dewi R.;
Email: yayu.nadya@sbm-itb.ac.id
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result of this study is the underpicing
depth that happen in Indonesia in 2012
is 75,9% while the companies that
experienced underpricing is company
that have Very High ROA, Very High
ROE, and from Trade, Services, and
Investment sectors.
Keywords: Underpricing, Initial
Public Offering (IPO), Return on Asset,
Return on Equity, Company Sectors
Introduction - Basicly, every
company have several specific purposes,
there are profit seeking and increasing
shareholder’s value. One of the ways
in order to maximize the company’s
capital from external financing is by
doing an Initial Public Offering or
IPO. Initial Public Offering is the first
time stock sales transaction occured
in primary market. Based on Graham
Peirson, Rob Brown, Steve Easton, Peter
Howard, and Sean Pinder in “Business
Finance” books, “The flotation of a
company generally involves a public issue
of ordinary shares, often referred to as an
IPO”. The purposes of doing IPO is to
achieve their goals, to get an additional
funds. The additional funds gain from
public or external investor and use it
for expand company’s business.
IPO itself provides access to public
equity capital and so could lower
the cost of funding the company’s
operations and investment activities.
It also provides a venue for trading
the company’s shares, enabling its
existing shareholders to diversify their
investment and to crystallize their
capital gains from backing the company.
At the same time, the company acquires
P. 524

new obligations or responsibilities
in the form of transparency and
disclosure requirements and becomes
more accountable to a larger group
of relatively anonymous shareholders
who will tend to vote by selling the
shares rather than assist the company’s
decision-makers.
Parties involved in IPO are
the company itself (usually called
emiten), investors, underwriter and
market regulator (in this case Bursa
Efek jakarta). The settlement price of
shares listed in IPO is very important
to the company because it determines
wheter the IPO will success or fail. The
initial offer price formed when there
are agreement between the company
and the underwriter. Their interest
differences wil determine the final
settlement price in IPO and other
considerations related to the going
concern matter of the company.
As a party that looks for fund, the
company wants a high price for its
stocks at the IPO. But in the other hand,
the underwriter wants to minimize its
risk as low as possible by lowering the
initial offer price at the IPO. In a full
commitment type underwriter, it has
an obligation to buy all the left over
stocks in the primary market. This
situation makes the underwriter avoid
a high price shares at IPO and try to
negotiate with the company so may
the initial offer price could be settled
at a low price.
According to Ibbotson (1975) and
Ritter (1985), on average, when Initial
Public Offering, the stock price usually
get undepriced. Underpricing itsef
is phenomenon when the stock price
that offer in IPO is below the closing
Powerful Practices:
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price on first day in secondary market.
Price difference can also called initial
return. Those stocks that recently IPO
made investors interested because can
give them initial return. Underpricing
can also be measured by the amount
of money ‘left on the table’. Meaning
as the differences between the
aftermarket-trading price and the offer
price, multiplied by the number of
shares sold in IPO.
The underpricing case become a
worldwide phenomenon because not
only happen in Indonesia but also
happen in US, China, Britain, and
many more. According to Professor
Jay Ritter (1984) research, the average
underpricing for IPO’s in US was
14,8% from 1990 to 1998, 51,4%
from 1999 to 2000, and 12% from
2001 to 2009. Over the last 50 years,
IPO’s in the US have been underpriced
by 16,8% on average. Then, based on
the article made by Steven M. Davidoff
(2011), in China, the underpricing
has been severe, averaging 137,4%
from 1990 to 2000. Those average
underpricing amount compares with
16,3% in Britain from 1959 to 2009.
This phenomenon happen based
on Winner Curse theory, Ibbotson
and Ritter theory, and Signaling
Equilibrium Phenomenon.
This
remarkable
empirical
regularity inspired a large theoretical
studies and researches trying to
rationalize why IPO’s are underpriced
and of course they are clearly costly to
a firm’s owner; share sold to personal
account are sold at to low a price, while
the value of shares retained is diluted.
The firm could have got more money
if the share listed or sold in IPO is not
Powerful Practices:

under-priced. But from the buyer’s
point of view, underpriced IPO has
become a profitable benefit since the
buyer could buy the share at low price
and they could get capital gain (initial
return) if they sell the company shares
at a higher price.
In Indonesia where the capital
market can be categorized as a less
developed capital market and the
level of contribution to the company’s
financing source is assumed quite
low, it would be very interesting and
challenging to use it as the object of
observation. Many issues or rumors
like monetary crisis, taxation, and
many others are very related to the
Indonesia’s capital market. Up until
now, there are still assumptions that
many company tend to avoid doing
IPO as their source of capital financing,
and choose other alternatives of
financing. The writer would try to
analyze the depth of underpricing level
in Indonesia to give an insight for all
parties involved in IPO. Then, what
types of company that have character
profilization experienced underpricing
price in IPO.
The settlement price of IPOs is very
important because it will determine
the IPO will success or fail. This
research will study and explain deeper
about the underpricing phenomenon
in Indonesia. The author will calculate
the depth of undepricing level that
occured in Indonesia in 2012 will
be calculated. The data used is only
the company that did IPO in 2012.
There are 22 companies listing and
published in Bursa Efek Jakartabut
only 21 companies that author used
for this research. Then, the author
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will identify which certain company’s
Return on Asset and Return on Equity
experienced the worst and the least
underpricing in IPO. Furthermore,
this research will try to identify from
what company sectors that experienced
underpricing in IPO.
Literature Review
1. Initial Public Offering
Every private company has the
same chance to go public; sell their
ownership (shares) to public and
list them in the capital market. The
decision to go public is a business
strategy with all the benefits and
the consequences. The common
questions occured are whether is it
necessary to go public is a business
and when is the right time to go
public. There is no exact answer for
that questions because it depends
on the company itself and it has
to consider all variables within the
company.
Benefit of IPO:
1. Get a new source of financing
By doing IPO, the company
could get a big amount of
fund from public to finance
their investment. At the same
time they could lower the cost
of fund compare to the debt
financing.
2. Get competitive advantage for
business expansion
By going public, the company
would have an opportunity
to offer ownership for its
staleholders for example; the
P. 526

supplier and the buyer to
elaborate futher about the
business expansion and make
a more profitable and loyal
commitment among them.
3. Increase the company going
concern capability
Going concern capability
means the company capability
in surviving event in difficult
situations that may lead to
bankruptcy, that payment
failure, or even could not
adapt to market dynamic
change. By going public, those
problemsand difficulties will
become all the stakeholder’s
issue to be solved. They would
help, give advices and solutions
to overcome the problem.
4. Increase
image

company’s

brand

By going public, the company
would get more attention
from the media and finance
community, especially for
a small to medium young
company that needs immediate
recognition from public to
increase its business coverage.
5. Increase company’s value
As a listed company, its valuation
of the performance could be
retrieved at any particular time.
Every company’s progress and
financial performance would
have an impact in overall
company’s value and its share
price.
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model where underpricing arises
as an equilibrium condition to
encourage investors to participate
in the IPOs market. Because IPOs
stocks are not matured yet, there is
a certain level of risk for the investor
bidding for the stocks, where the
risk can reflect the uncertainty level
of either technological or valuation
risk.

2. 	Underpricing
There are several theory of
underpricing that will be explain.
First, there is Asymmetric
Information Models.This model
assume that one of this parties
knows more than the others.
There are several theories related
to the asymmetric information
models; they are the winner’s
curse, principal-agent models,
and underpricing as a signal of
firm quality. The best-known and
the most popular asymmetric
information model is Rock’s
(1985) ‘winner’s curse’ theory.
Rock told that some investor are
better informed about the true
value of the shares on over than
are investor in general, the issuing
firm, or its underwriting bank.
Informed investors would bid only
for IPOs with attractive price,
and in contrast the uninformed
investor bid unselectively. This
circumstance creates a ‘winner’s
curse’ on uninformed investor
where in unattractive offerings,
they receive all the shares they have
bid for, while in attractive offerings,
their demand partly crowded out by
the informed so may underpricing
happens in attractive offerings. “...
underpricing is lower if information
is distributed more homogeneously
across investor group” (Rock, 1985).

Data and Methodology
1. Data Collection
In this research, there are five sets
of data. The first set is the IPO
price of company that did listing
in 2012, the second set of data is
Return on Asset of the companies,
the third set is Return on Equity
of the companies, the fourth set of
data is Size of IPO, and the last, the
fifth set of data is company sectors.
All the data collected from internet
references and also report of the
company, both annual, financial,
and prospectus report. The period
of the data will be taken from 2008
until 2012.
2. Methodology

Another theory is Changing Risk
Composition Hypothesis. This
hypothesis is introduced by Ritter
(1994), assumes that riskier IPOs
will be underpriced by more than
less-risky IPOs. This model of
hypothesis came from a prediction
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1. Underpricing Depth
Underpricing is the situation when
the IPO price of the stock is lower
than its fair price. The underpricing
depth can be calculated by doing
several steps. First, the author need
to collect all the data from the
annual, financial, and prospectus
report. There are 22 companies that
used in this research as variables.
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1. 	Compounded Annual Growth
Rate
Compound Annual Growth
Rate is formula to measure
periodic growth of value
in a company with specific
period of time (in this case
author used 4 years). Based on
http://www.wikiinvest.com/
wiki/Compounded_annual_
growth_rate_-_CAGR:
“In general, Compounded Annual
Growth Rate is used to measure
how quick the investment or
certain aspects of it, such as net
income, have been growing.”
CAGR can also used to
compare a specific company’s
rate of growth with that of
competitors or with industry
as a whole. Net income of the
company become the cash flow
variable, so the author used
Compounded Annual Growth
Rate formula to calculate the
the expected cash flows for
the next four years. It can be
calculated as:

Equation 1
2. Discounted Cash Flow Valuation
The author used discounted
cash flow approach to estimate
the company value. Based on
website http://pages.stern.nyu.
edu/~adamodar/pdfiles/acf3E/
ch12.pdf¸ by using discounted
P. 528

cash flow valuation, we can
estimate the value of any asset
by discounting the expected
cash flows on that asset at a rate
that reflects their riskiness. In
the other words, the expected
cash flows become the future
benefits of the company.The
formula can be written:

Equation 2
** The author used BI rate amount
6,5% as r.
After calculate the value of the
firm, the author can get the fair
price of the stock. The formula
used to calculate the fair price
of the stock is:

Equation 3
Then, by comparing the IPO’s
price with the fair price of
the stock, we will know that
the IPO’s price is underprice
or overprice. If the price is
underprice, it means the
total price of the stock that
the company gained is not
maximum. In the other hand, if
the price is overprice, it means
the total price of the stock that
the company gained is higher
than the firm value.
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2. 	Company Profilization
The company that has good
financial performance can be
determined by several financial
ratios. Based on Gerald I. White,
Ashwinpaul C. Sondhi, and Div
Fried from the book “The Analysis
and Use of Financial Statement”
“Financial ratios are used to
compare the risk and return of
different firms in order to help
equity investors and creditors make
intelligent investment and credit
decisions”
The author choose two kind of
ratios such as Return on Asset and
also Return on Equity to know
the financial performance of the
company. Not only large firm that
can has good Return on Asset or
Return on Equity but small firm can
also shows its good performance.
Good financial performance can be
shows by achieved the target sales,
generate maximum profit, and etc.
In the other hand, differentiation
between large and small firm shows
from the size of IPO. The industry
that the company involved also can
differentiate the company between
one to another.

The return on total assets is
calculated as follows:

Equation 4
The percentage of ROA
indicates that the company
earned x cents on each Rupiah
of asset investment. The higher
the firms return on total assets
is better.
2. Return on Equity (ROE)
Based on “Principles of
Managerial Finance” book by
Lawrence J. Gitman and Chad
J. Zutter
“Return on Equity (ROE)
measures the return earned on the
common stockholders’ investment
in the firm”
The return total stockholders’
equity (ROE) excludes debt
in the denominator and uses
either pretax income (after
interest costs) or net income:

1. Return on Asset (ROA)
According to the book
“Principles of Managerial
Finance” by Lawrence J.
Gitman and Chad J. Zutter
“Return on Assets (ROA)
measures the overall efectiveness
of management in generating
profits with its available assets”
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Equation 5
The percentage of ROE
indicates that the company
earned x cents on each Rupiah
of common stock equity. The
owners are better off the higher
is this return.
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3. Company Sector
Based
on
http://www.
investopedia.com/terms/i/
industry.asp, industry means
classification for a group of
companies that are related in
terms of their primary business
activities. There are dozens of
different industry classifications,
which are typically grouped into
larger categories called sectors.
In capital market, each sector
have different performance.
For example, in 2012, Mining

sector have a good performance
compare with other sector. In
this research, the author used 8
company sectors such as:
1. Property, Real Estate, and
Building Construction
2. Consumer Goods Industry
3. Infrastructure, Utilities, and
Transportation
4. Mining
5. Agriculture
6. Finance
7. Trade, Services, and Investment
8. Miscellaneous Industry

Empirical Result - First of all, there are 22 companies that IPO in 2012.

No. Stock Code
1 WSKT
2 WIIM
3 ASSA
4 BSSR
5 TAXI
6 NELY
7 PALM
8 NIRO
9 IBST
10 BJTM
11 GAMA
12 ALTO
13 GLOB
14 MSKY
15 TOBA
16 KOBX
17 TRIS
18 RANC
19 BEST
20 ESSA
21 TELE
1
22Table
PADI
P. 530

Company Name
Waskita Karya (Persero) Tbk
Wismilak Inti Makmur Tbk
Adi Sarana Armada Tbk
Baramulti Suksessarana Tbk
Express Transindo Utama Tbk
Pelayaran Nelly Dwi Putri Tbk
Provident Agro Tbk
Nirvana Development Tbk
Inti Bangun Sejahtera Tbk
Bank Pembangunan Daerah Jawa Timur Tbk
Gading Development Tbk
Tri Banyan Tirta Tbk
Global Teleshop Tbk
MNC Sky Vision Tbk
Toba Bara Sejahtra Tbk
Kobexindo Tractors Tbk
Trisula International Tbk
Supra Boga Lestari Tbk
Bekasi Fajar Industrial Estate Tbk
Surya Esa Perkasa Tbk
Tiphone Mobile Indonesia Tbk
Minna Padi Investama Tbk

Listing Date
December 19, 2012
December 18, 2012
November 12, 2012
November 08, 2012
November 02, 2012
October 11, 2012
October 08, 2012
September 13, 2012
August 31, 2012
July 12, 2012
July 11, 2012
July 10, 2012
July 10, 2012
July 09, 2012
July 06, 2012
July 05, 2012
June 28, 2012
June 07, 2012
April 10, 2012
February 01, 2012
January 2, 2012
January 09, 2012
Powerful Practices:
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After that, the author collect all the
data that related to this research such
as Net Income, Total Asset, and Total
Equity of all companies from 2009
until 2012. The author also collect
IPO Price and Number of Shares
Outstanding of each company. By
using Equation 1; CAGR Formula and
Equation 2; Value of Asset Formula,
the author get the table below:
No. Stock Code
1 WSKT
2 WIIM
3 ASSA
4 BSSR
5 TAXI
6 NELY
7 PALM
8 NIRO
9 IBST
10 BJTM
11 GAMA
12 ALTO
13 GLOB
14 MSKY
15 TOBA
16 KOBX
17 TRIS
18 RANC
19 BEST
20 ESSA
21 TELE
22 PADI

only use 21 companies for the research.
After get the Present Value of Forecast
Net Income from 2013 until 2016, the
author calculate the fair price of stock
using the Equation 3. Then the author
compare the fair price of the stock with
the IPO price. From that, the author
can classify the stock price is underprice
or overprice. The calculation:

Company Name
Waskita Karya (Persero) Tbk
Wismilak Inti Makmur Tbk
Adi Sarana Armada Tbk
Baramulti Suksessarana Tbk
Express Transindo Utama Tbk
Pelayaran Nelly Dwi Putri Tbk
Provident Agro Tbk
Nirvana Development Tbk
Inti Bangun Sejahtera Tbk
Bank Pembangunan Daerah Jawa Timur Tbk
Gading Development Tbk
Tri Banyan Tirta Tbk
Global Teleshop Tbk
MNC Sky Vision Tbk
Toba Bara Sejahtra Tbk
Kobexindo Tractors Tbk
Trisula International Tbk
Supra Boga Lestari Tbk
Bekasi Fajar Industrial Estate Tbk
Surya Esa Perkasa Tbk
Tiphone Mobile Indonesia Tbk
Minna Padi Investama Tbk

CAGR

PV

49,63% Rp2.552.495.777.858,82
44,30%
Rp699.516.470.277,81
59,50%
Rp357.278.138.555,34
57,29% Rp1.095.546.682.144,83
129,35% Rp3.038.585.231.165,69
13,98%
Rp284.651.653.857,14
25,50% -Rp532.296.252.862,62
342,29% Rp9.837.150.393.315,20
221,92% Rp70.754.417.341.025,60
8,82% Rp3.059.609.466.163,36
73,45%
Rp106.711.949.782,90
400,70% Rp70.055.171.953.353,40
-6,33%
Rp239.998.552.757,65
4,15%
Rp434.511.090.450,08
20,33%
Rp273.180.375.960,03
72,09%
Rp677.555.928.236,84
43,82%
Rp326.792.189.166,25
44,77% Rp4.296.133.369.906,30
-3,68%
Rp157.040.628.478,84
144,78% Rp9.698.250.007.760,63
-25,42%
Rp39.637.043.685,25

Table 2

From the data above, we can see
that the author not use ALTO as the
variables anymore because the data of
the company is not valid. So the author
Powerful Practices:
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Table 3

1 WSKT
2 WIIM
3 ASSA
4 BSSR
5 TAXI
6 NELY
7 PALM
8 NIRO
9 IBST
10 BJTM
11 GAMA
12 ALTO
13 GLOB
14 MSKY
15 TOBA
16 KOBX
17 TRIS
18 RANC
19 BEST
20 ESSA
21 TELE
22 PADI

No. Stock Code

Waskita Karya (Persero) Tbk
Wismilak Inti Makmur Tbk
Adi Sarana Armada Tbk
Baramulti Suksessarana Tbk
Express Transindo Utama Tbk
Pelayaran Nelly Dwi Putri Tbk
Provident Agro Tbk
Nirvana Development Tbk
Inti Bangun Sejahtera Tbk
Bank Pembangunan Daerah Jawa Timur Tbk
Gading Development Tbk
Tri Banyan Tirta Tbk
Global Teleshop Tbk
MNC Sky Vision Tbk
Toba Bara Sejahtra Tbk
Kobexindo Tractors Tbk
Trisula International Tbk
Supra Boga Lestari Tbk
Bekasi Fajar Industrial Estate Tbk
Surya Esa Perkasa Tbk
Tiphone Mobile Indonesia Tbk
Minna Padi Investama Tbk

Company Name
49,63%
44,30%
59,50%
57,29%
129,35%
13,98%
25,50%
342,29%
221,92%
8,82%
73,45%
400,70%
-6,33%
4,15%
20,33%
72,09%
43,82%
44,77%
-3,68%
144,78%
-25,42%

CAGR
Rp2.552.495.777.858,82
Rp699.516.470.277,81
Rp357.278.138.555,34
Rp1.095.546.682.144,83
Rp3.038.585.231.165,69
Rp284.651.653.857,14
-Rp532.296.252.862,62
Rp9.837.150.393.315,20
Rp70.754.417.341.025,60
Rp3.059.609.466.163,36
Rp106.711.949.782,90
Rp70.055.171.953.353,40
Rp239.998.552.757,65
Rp434.511.090.450,08
Rp273.180.375.960,03
Rp677.555.928.236,84
Rp326.792.189.166,25
Rp4.296.133.369.906,30
Rp157.040.628.478,84
Rp9.698.250.007.760,63
Rp39.637.043.685,25

PV

Number of Shares
Fair Price
Outstanding
3.082.315.000
Rp828,11
629.962.000 Rp1.110,41
1.360.000.000
Rp262,70
261.500.000 Rp4.189,47
1.051.280.000 Rp2.890,37
350.000.000
Rp813,29
659.151.000
-Rp807,55
6.000.000.000 Rp1.639,53
154.247.000 Rp458.708,55
2.983.537.000 Rp1.025,50
4.000.000.000
Rp26,68
300.000.000
111.112.000 Rp630.491,50
1.412.776.000
Rp169,88
210.681.000 Rp2.062,41
272.500.000 Rp1.002,50
300.000.000 Rp2.258,52
312.897.500 Rp1.044,41
1.765.000.000 Rp2.434,07
250.000.000
Rp628,16
1.350.000.000 Rp7.183,89
300.000.000
Rp132,12

Rp380,00 Underprice
Rp650,00 Underprice
Rp390,00 Overprice
Rp1.950,00 Underprice
Rp560,00 Underprice
Rp168,00 Underprice
Rp450,00 Overprice
Rp105,00 Underprice
Rp1.000,00 Underprice
Rp430,00 Underprice
Rp105,00 Overprice
Rp210,00
Rp1.150,00 Underprice
Rp1.520,00 Overprice
Rp1.900,00 Underprice
Rp400,00 Underprice
Rp300,00 Underprice
Rp500,00 Underprice
Rp170,00 Underprice
Rp610,00 Underprice
Rp310,00 Underprice
Rp395,00 Overprice

IPO Price Classification
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Company Name
Waskita Karya (Persero) Tbk
Wismilak Inti Makmur Tbk
Adi Sarana Armada Tbk
Baramulti Suksessarana Tbk
Express Transindo Utama Tbk
Pelayaran Nelly Dwi Putri Tbk
Provident Agro Tbk
Nirvana Development Tbk
Inti Bangun Sejahtera Tbk
Bank Pembangunan Daerah Jawa Timur Tbk
Gading Development Tbk
Tri Banyan Tirta Tbk
Global Teleshop Tbk
MNC Sky Vision Tbk
Toba Bara Sejahtra Tbk
Kobexindo Tractors Tbk
Trisula International Tbk
Supra Boga Lestari Tbk
Bekasi Fajar Industrial Estate Tbk
Surya Esa Perkasa Tbk
Tiphone Mobile Indonesia Tbk
Minna Padi Investama Tbk

ROA 2012
3,04%
6,40%
1,40%
7,02%
4,45%
13,87%
-2,64%
0,93%
26,64%
2,49%
0,55%
4,98%
10,98%
1,66%
4,56%
3,57%
12,12%
6,40%
20,58%
6,44%
14,99%
5,40%

ROE 2012
12,66%
11,78%
4,02%
11,86%
11,55%
18,91%
-9,74%
1,37%
45,99%
13,21%
0,66%
8,56%
27,21%
3,62%
10,76%
12,87%
18,30%
10,15%
26,57%
10,07%
18,38%
6,24%

From the table above, we can
conclude that from 21 companies, there
are 16 companies that experienced
underprice when
IPO because the
IPO price is lower
compare to the fair
price of the stock. In
the other hand, there
are 5 companies
that
experienced
overprice such as
ASSA,
PALM,
TOBA, MSKY, and
PADI.

Sectors
Property. Real Estate, and Building Construction
Consumer Goods Industry
Infrastructure, Utilities, and Transportation
Mining
Infrastructure, Utilities, and Transportation
Infrastructure, Utilities, and Transportation
Agriculture
Property. Real Estate, and Building Construction
Infrastructure, Utilities, and Transportation
Finance
Property. Real Estate, and Building Construction
Consumer Goods Industry
Trade, Services, and Investment
Trade, Services, and Investment
Mining
Trade, Services, and Investment
Miscellaneous Industry
Trade, Services, and Investment
Property. Real Estate, and Building Construction
Mining
Trade, Services, and Investment
Finance

Then,
the
author
calculate
the
differences
between the fair
price and IPO
price and find that
underpricing depth
of IPO companies in
Indonesia is 75,90%
in 2012. After that,
the author calculate
ROA and ROE
of 21 companies
in 2012 and also
classify them into
several
industry/
sectors.
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Table 4

No. Stock Code
1 WSKT
2 WIIM
3 ASSA
4 BSSR
5 TAXI
6 NELY
7 PALM
8 NIRO
9 IBST
10 BJTM
11 GAMA
12 ALTO
13 GLOB
14 MSKY
15 TOBA
16 KOBX
17 TRIS
18 RANC
19 BEST
20 ESSA
21 TELE
22 PADI
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The author sort the ROA and ROE data from smallest to largest and divide
them into 4 classification, Low, Medium, High, and Very High. Then the author
also classify all companies into 8 sectors.
1. Return on Asset
Low
Medium
High
Very High
Total

Underpricing Overpricing
1
4
5
0
4
1
6
0
16
5

Total
5
5
5
6
21

Low
Medium
High
Very High
Total

Underpricing Overpricing
1
4
4
1
5
0
6
0
16
5

Total
5
5
5
6
21

Property. Real Estate, and Building Construction
Consumer Goods Industry
Infrastructure, Utilities, and Transportation
Mining
Agriculture
Finance
Trade, Services, and Investment
Miscellaneous Industry
Total

Underpricing Overpricing
3
1
1
0
3
1
3
0
0
1
1
1
4
1
1
0
16
5

Total
4
1
4
3
1
2
5
1
21

Table 5

2. Return on Equity

Table 6

3. Company Sectors

Table 7

From the table above we can conlude
that the company that experienced
underpricing is the company with Very
High ROA (company that have ROA
between 10,98% and 26,64%), Very
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High ROE (comapny that have ROE
between 18,30% and 45,99%), and
from Trade, Services, and Investment
sector.

Powerful Practices:
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Conclusion - In this research,
several findings which have been
discovered are:
1. The underpricing level that occured
in Indonesia is 75,90% in 2012.
2. Company’s that have Very
High Return on Asset (between
10,98% and 26,64%) experienced
underpricing in IPO.
3. Company’s that have Very High
Return
on
Equity(between
18,30% and 45,99%) experienced
underpricing in IPO.
4. Company from Trade, Services,
and Investment sectors experienced
underpricing in IPO.
The result data of the calculation
will give an insight for company that
doing IPO, they should consider these
findings to be able to determine the
IPO price better, meaning that the
IPO price set based on right calculation
and result oriented considering the
company’s performance and goals by
doing IPO. Then, for the underwriter,
this research become the guidelines
and consideration of deciding stock
price in IPO so it will also help the
capital market players and investors
who interested in investing their
money in IPO’s stocks by looking from
the companies character profilization
perspective.

Powerful Practices:
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Sellers and Buyers Relationship
in Fashion Industry
Albert Riyandi Wibisana and Hari Mukti Wandebori
ABSTRACT - During past decades, a
relationship between sellers and buyers
for various kinds of activities experiences growth and setback dynamically.
Due to fast and dynamic changes in
fashion industry, the subjects, sellers
and buyers have important effects for
the business transaction and communication. The process of creating, managing and maintaining relationship for
long term period, various obstacles appear. Deep interview as one of important steps in this research will implicate four fashion buyer expertise in not
only retail yet also wholesale scale. The
research will focus more on how Indonesian buyers are dealing with sellers in
Hong Kong and China.
This research figures out that
different types of buyers’ category will
affect the business process. Sellers’
determinant related to the quality of
products, price and people are the main
point of buyers. Maintaining sellers
and buyers relationship is influenced by
key success. First step, creating trust by
repetitive transaction, bounding into

commitment, and the two processes
personal characters will be appraised in
order to avoid any obstacles and have
good long term relationship. The result
provides new insights about the nature
of sellers and buyers relationship in
fashion industry business market.
Keywords: personal character, trust,
commitment, long term relationship,
deep interview .
Background Information
- During past decades, relationship
between sellers and buyers for various
kinds of activities undergo up and
down dynamically (Cannon and
William 1999). It causes the fashion
industry has fast change characteristic,
particularly with customer’s demands.
Today, in terms of business to
business market, there are intense
movements, pressures, and efforts to
improve efficiency and effectiveness
of not only procurement yet also
marketing strategy. Firms everywhere

Author correspondence to Albert Riyandi Wibisana;
Email: a.r.wibisana@gmail.com
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are seeking ways to perform these
critical functions better while reducing
costs in the value-adding process
(Dertzousas, Lester, and Solow 1989).
The phenomena of maintaining good
relationship is always influenced by
various factors either the fundamental
as trust or the advance things such as
legal contracts (Cannon and William
1999). Based on the Indonesia buyer’s
sources interview, some of them have
serious problems during transactions.
Most of the problems are caused
by misunderstanding of sellers in
interpreting what their buyers’ wants
and human errors escalating from
their employees. In this observation,
the researcher will involve two types of
buyers in import fashion industry. First
category is retail market’s buyer having
simple relationship with international
sellers from Hong Kong and China.
Unfortunately, Indonesia’s fashion
industry characteristic shows some
differences such as the timing, design,
speed and delivery services. The buyer
in terms of Indonesia’s customers have
as potential demand power in fashion
industry, especially apparel segments,
yet the occurring fact is not running
as expected. The Indonesia’s fashion
industry position is in some steps
behind the leading fashion countries
due to various factors, such as the
season for the brief instance. Compare
to other countries with four seasons,
such as spring, summer, autumn, and
winter, Indonesia only has two seasons
sunny and rainy. Countries with four
seasons create the fast and flexible
dynamism change of fashion industry.

P. 538

This paper observes more deep
about how the process between sellers
and buyers in import fashion industry
can run smoothly due to business
transaction for long term period and
the type of distribution channel taken.
Literature Review - Distribution Channels - Distribution channels
are network that conjunct the business
actors to build an interdependent that
have banded together for any purposes
of trade (Rosenbloom, 2004) and mutual advantage (Kotler& Keller, 2009).
They need to function effectively as an
integrated system, not only for goals
achievement, yet also for reducing
both the burden and obstacles of work
effort and the possibility of efficient
misallocations of distribution task and
even the main function of the channel participants (Ridgeway, 1962). For
more specific things, they also guide
business actors or organizations to
achieve the development of long-term
relationship.
Fashion industry wholesaler’s characteristics - Wholesaler is defined as
a person or a firm purchasing large
quantities of products from various
producers or vendors, warehouses and
reselling them to retailers and for those
taking only non-competing goods
or lines called distributors (business
dictionary, 2013). Wholesaler is also
engaged in wholesaling merchandises
generally without transformation and
rendering services incidental to the sale
(NAICS 42).

Powerful Practices:
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Fashion
industry
retailer’s
characteristics - Basically, the
characteristic of fashion industry
retailers, especially the one in apparel
industry was dominated by some larger
retailers increasing the competition
level of the market in the late 1980s
(Barnes and Lea Greenwood 2006).
Right now, the fact still performs the
similarity, yet the rapid progress of
changes in customers’ demands makes
the number of scale retailer grow
tremendously.

of sellers and buyers will reflect the
success of every business process.
Personal character of seller will provide
a significant impact to a number of
business activities, particularly in
fashion industry. Generally, sex appeal
of the seller, attitude, behaviour, and
offering way, are the seller’s services
with significant impact to be the
success. Good personal character will
guide the business process in gaining
trust between sellers and buyers for a
long term business relationship.

Retailer and the Market - In retail
market, consumers are reluctant to
spend on discretionary items and they
will dragoon the supplier with their expectation, quality and low cost items
(Zhenxiang and Lijie 2011). The dynamism of rapid fashion changes lately
is believed to be a contemporary term
used by fashion retailers as the history
to acknowledge the fashion occurrence in term of moving design from
catwalks to stores in the fastest period.
This condition will capture the trends
in the market and be conducted by collaborating with supplier productions
with a large number of quantities to
press the price in to the minimum cost.
It will impose suppliers to provide the
latest collection with low price in good
quality; consequently retailer can allow their mainstream consumers to get
some benefits of latest clothing styles
with such a price level.

METHODOLOGY - Exploratory
research conducted for this research is
defined as “a type of research design that
has as its primary objective the provision of insights into and comprehension
of the problems situation confronting
the researcher.” (Malhotra and Peterson, 2006).In order to acquire more
detail and specific information about
the research, a face to face interview
is undergone with several boutiques as
retailer sources in Bandung and stores
as wholesaler sources in Jakarta. Interview process is divided into three sessions based on the time and the level of
questions and conducted by interviewing the source directly with formerly
prepared question guidelines. The hypothesis analysis is conducted in order
to guide the research based on theoretical framework as representing the analytical model by the researcher.

Personal Character - People have
a strong influence to be determined
in creating long-term relationship
in the business. Personal character
Powerful Practices:

By implementing multiple sources
of evidence on this research, the
researcher can be responsible to the
accuracy of data and information. Then,
the multiple source of evidence will be
compared to view the convergence of
evidence as lines of inquiry to conclude
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reliable facts.Next step of the method
is composing individual case study
database from each source.Tabular
materials are a type of database data
with organized documents prepared
by the researcher before the steps of
survey and gathering data information.
The fourth step is Narrative produced
by the case study investigator, and also
may be considered as a formal part of
the database yet not part of the final
case study report.
DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH &
ANALYSIS - Individual Cases 1 “Queeny Boutique Case”, source: Mrs.
HellyWidianingsihSuarly

The fundamental factors involved in
making relationship - First of all, having good preparation, both physically
and mentally is a compulsory since we
are strangers in other people’s countries.
Mrs.Helly has a point of view about
making good relationship with sellers
or suppliers in Hong Kong and China.
Understanding the type and character
of each person by communicating and
having conversation will certainly assist us to know them properly. Personal
character that belongs to sellers has to
be judged either intentionally or not in
order to prevent any bad things.Experiences are the other fundamental factors
to determine what kind of seller we
want to build up the relationship.

How to determine new sellers:
In Mrs.Helly’s opinion, the
determinant to catch new seller as
supplier in Hong Kong and China
depends on three categories: (1) the
quality of products; (2) the price of
products; and (3) people (Personal
Character)
The quality of products becomes
the principal priority in choosing
sellers due to the consumers’ demands
of her fashion goods with various
model and collection in this segment.
In addition, she said that every seller,
both in Hong Kong and China, has
their own good’ designs and fashion
character. Proceeding determinant is
the price which will specify the order’s
quantities for each design. The next
step is searching for the character of the
sellers justified observing his/her body
gesture, speaking style, confidence,
expression, and mimic.
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The key success for having long term
relationship - Mrs.HellyWidianingsih
said that the key success for having
long term relationship with Hong
Kong and Chinese sellers depends on
us. However, as described analysis of
key success, the first thing as a crucial
factor is trust. “Giving own trust to
new people who had known before is the
most difficult situation,” She said when
giving trust to the sellers, preliminary
observation and judgment had to be
performed as already mention above.In
this case, Mrs.Helly just needs to trust
the expedition agency for checking the
orders and pay the rest of payment. It
will make a linkage among Mrs.Helly
as the buyers, sellers, and expedition
agency about the trust. In developing
the trust, she just uses limitation orders’
quantities and by times goes by the
trust will be fostered and it will be seen
after two or three times of transaction.

Powerful Practices:
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Creating and maintaining the relationship - The case of Mrs.Helly sellers and buyers relationship affirms is
not a fixed long term relationship. She
believes that, when starting the business good business intention should be
implemented. There are some reasons
why she does not get involved in such
a relationship, first she is a retailer seeking the various design and model with
good quality, therefore she can’t just depend on several sellers in order to meet
her customer’s demand in Indonesia.
Each seller has their own uniqueness
and types of model design.
Individual Cases 2
“Cloth for Sis and Lavender Boutique”,
source: Ms.WinnyKusumaWijaya
How to determine new sellers: - In
Ms.Winny’s opinion, the determinant
to catch new seller as supplier in Hong
Kong and China depends on three categories: (1) the quality of products; (2)
the price of products; (3) people (Personal Character)
Chose as the primary category by
her as a reseller, the quality of products
is significant because of the model and
design of products as the determining
factors to survive in the fashion
business in the future. The dynamic
changes in fashion industry lead the
seller to create new innovative design
rapidly, especially for apparel products.
Second category is the price when it
is imperative to find same products
with possible lowest price and to sell
them with possible highest price for
a better profit margin. Third category
in determining her seller partner is
personal character of each seller. The
Powerful Practices:

reason why she decides to arrange these
priorities is due to her payment in cash
for all of her products as a retailer.
The fundamental factors involved
in making relationship - Mental
preparation is the most important
things before starting sellers and buyers
relationship because she believes that
she is a stranger in other country, then
information both demographical and
social characters should be known
generally in order to prevent any bad
things. Financial capital also has an
important impact in making good
relationship due to a seller’s better
acceptance or response while buying
big quantity in a store.After several
times conducting the business, she
records various things as personal
experiences.
The key success for having long
term relationship - The ability to
speak national language will make
communication easier and build
the relation closer and faster, even if
speaking in a local language such as
Cantonese in Hong Kong. Developing
trust by conducting repetitive transaction
with specific quantities in order to
know precisely what kind of way
the sellers do will provide benefit for
buyers in terms of giving the trust in
the future. Trust is not always built
by the repetitive transaction yet it
depends on how we try to agree with
some payment regulations each other,
such as term of payment and form that,
the personal character of sellers also will
be revealed by itself. The next key is
our capacity for a commitment to each
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other, usually unconfirmed a letter of
agreement yet only in words.
Creating and maintaining the
relationship - The first step before
creating new relationship with sellers
is developing positive faith for longterm orientation and after several
times conducting communication and
business transaction, we will reveal the
typical of seller characteristic. When
meeting and creating relationship
with new sellers, we should realize
that gambling factors is a very common
thing faced. Ms Winny has agreed to
it since she experienced both good
and bad situations about trust. For
maintaining a long term relationship,
the trust will be improved automatically
into commitment over time. The
commitment has to be obeyed by
both of them for a better and longer
business relationship, yet sometimes
some misconduct ions of commitment
in the business process came into view.
In that situation, the tolerance with
a business partner will be the best
solution to solve all matters
Individual Case 3
Sie

“New Ritan Case”, source: Mrs. Sofia

How to determine new sellers: - In
Mrs. Sofia’s opinion, the determinant
to catch new seller as supplier in Hong
Kong and China depends on three categories: (1) people (Personal Character); (2) the price of products; and (3)
the quality of products
The first priority as the determinant
of sellers chosen by Mrs. Sofia is
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personal character. It is believed
because she has personal thought and
feeling that people is the number one
of the business success. She said that,”
I believe if the seller’s personal character
is good, the products that she bought will
be resell easily, yet if the sellers are not
good, for instance talkative, cunning,
and sly the product will be hard to
sell in home country.” The criteria of
good personal character based on
Mrs. Sofia perception are the seller’s
consequences, punctuality delivery,
on schedule productions. Then after
selecting people by her own judgment,
the second determinant is price of
products. The quality of products will
be followed by the rate of product’s
price. Thus for the second and third
determinant, she argues that they are
linked each other.
The fundamental factors involved in
making relationship - Conducting
fashion industry business will involve
some factors particularly during the
proses of establishing seller and buyer
relationship. Mental preparation is the
first fundamental factors that Mrs.
Sofia chooses. After that, physical
preparation has to be fit in every
business process. She states both of two
categories with reason if the body and
spirituality preparation are not settled
very well, no matter how much money
we have it will mean nothing. Personal
character that belongs to sellers and
buyers also will affect the relationship
that will be made well or not. Based on
Mrs. Sofia’s point of view, sellers from
Hong Kong are more consequent than
the ones from China, most of who
often tell lie.
Powerful Practices:
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The key success for having long term
relationship - In order to have a long
term relationship, it is imperative
for us to do the first appraisal of
seller’s personal characters. In the first
phase of relationship process, not
only sellers yet also buyer will judge
each other by making some contacts
and communications. There are two
significant factors in appraising new
sellers, such as feeling and analysing.
Feeling is difficult to be explained
because of being gained from both
fundamental human instinct and
personal experiences. Therefore, the
analysing from the experiences, yet it
looks insight the speaking languages,
mimic, gesture and body languages
are able to be learned formerly. Then,
trust, consequences, and commitment are
the key success for having long term
relationship. Besides all of the criteria,
the basic thought of mutual benefits is
always supposed to be remembered in
order to have good relationship
Creating and maintaining the relationship - Creating relationship with
new sellers in Hong Kong and Chinas
has already been described above based
on Mrs. Sofia point of view the process beginning with appraising personal
character, selecting price and quality of
products. In this part, the developing
of trust is conducted by limiting the
number of orders for the first phase
of business. However, gambling factors
also influences in the business process
particularly in the first time creating
relationship with new sellers. The sellers’ consequences and commitment will
be appraised precisely by her in order
Powerful Practices:

to have a long term relationship. The
trust and commitment can be seen
after 1-2 year contact with more than
3 times transactions. During the business transaction, there is not any letter
agreement, yet it is just a simple receipt
from the sellers and for the rest of it
depends on trust and commitment.
Therefore, it is important to always
keep contact and have tolerance with
sellers frequently for maintaining the
relationship.
Individual Case 4
“TokoAmeng Case”, source: Ms. Erna
Tjang
How to determine new sellers: - In
Ms. Erna’s opinion, the determinant
to attract new sellers as suppliers in
Hong Kong and China depends on
three categories: (1) the quality of
products; (2) the price of products;
and (3) People (Personal Character).
The quality of products such as the
model, designs, cutting and material
is the first prioritized determinant in
choosing the business partners. In
the first transaction, she never cares
about the type of sellers due to all cash
paid transaction. After having one
to two times transaction, Ms. Erna
tried to make an order for certain
products. In this step, she unwittingly
made an appraisal of sellers’ personal
character through some talk and
communication.
The fundamental factors involved in
making relationship - As a business
woman, a pioneer of importer fashion
good in Jakarta, she should consider
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the first fundamental factors Strong
mentality preparation is the internal human capability of responding any kind
situations. Then, being supported by
good physical preparation will make
Ms. Erna preparation completed. Financial factor as funding capital for
doing the business is not an important
thing in Ms. Erna’s point of view. As a
business woman with a lot of challenging adventure, she admits that having
bravery and positive faith is needed. For
the long term communication and relationship, personal character of sellers
will be revealed itself. As a wholesaler,
trust and strong business commitment
will influence the quality of sellers and
buyers relationship.
The key success for having long term
relationship - Ms. Erna describes
some key success in her business
journey especially in having long term
relationship. First of all, her business
journey is beginning with individual
mentality, physic, and positive faith
to establish good purpose in the
business process. Some significant
factors appear, such as developing
trust periodically by having repetition
transactions while recognizing the
seller’s personal character in the second
step. Proceeding, the commitment
between Ms. Erna in form of punctual
payment, and the seller in delivery and
accuracy of orders, all of which are
believed to settle long term business
relationship. Then, having tolerance
with sellers must be performed by
buyers for any simple incident.
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Creating and maintaining the
relationship - Before having relationship
with Hong Kong and China’s sellers,
Mrs. Erna conducts a selecting process
as the basic step. The selecting process
for new sellers consists of several steps.
Communicating actively and giving
particular questions will discover the
sellers’ ways of thinking. Analyzing
the speaking style, mimic, and the
confidence of their statement are the
thing assisting Ms. Erna to appraise
precisely any seller’s personal character.
Moreover, the commitment of a word
of statement is a fundamental bound
between Ms. Erna and her sellers.
Commitment between sellers and
buyers will be revealed in the quality
of products and the payment. Based on
Ms. Erna’s experience as a regular good
payment will make a bargaining power
for her as a buyer. Sellers, especially
in China will be concerned and be
respectful with good payment.
Cross Cases Analysis - The last part as
the crucial analysis section is cross cases
analysis, since the four individual cases
will be preferable and analysed in order
to generate proper result. Fundamental factors occurring with one source
to another might be different. The
level importance with the same factors
can also be different depending on its
experiences. However, in wholesaler
category, the level is in important. Last
but not least, faith is related to positive business faith or orientation. Most
of sources show it is important and a
source, Ms. Erna Tjang said the same
since she is a good business woman,
conducting clean and fair business is
compulsory in maintaining not only
Powerful Practices:
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the business yet also their relationship
with the sellers.
Source's Name
Mrs. Helly Widianingsih Suarly
Ms. Winny Kusuma Wijaya
Mrs. Sofia Sie
Ms. Erna Tjang

The Fundamental Factors in Sellers and buyers Relationship
Mentality

Physical

Communi
cation

Experienc
es

Informat
ion

Capital

Faith

5
5
5
5

5
4
5
5

4
4
4
4

5
5
3
2

2
3
2
2

2
4
2
2

3
3
3
4

Description of level :

that personal character is the less
important among the others. However,
3 = Important
trust is extremely important for Mrs.
2 = Neutral
Helly and followed by commitment.
1 = Not important
This condition prevail the opposite
with
considering that
Table 4.1 – The fundamental Factors in
SellersMs.Winny,
and buyers Relationship
Table 4.1 – The fundamental Factors
in Data Processing
commitment is the extremely
Sources:
Sellers and buyers Relationship
important and trust only takes place
Sources: Data Processing
quite importantly.
5 = Extremely important
4 = Very important

Continued with next step analysis
is a comparison of the sequential seller’s
determinants such as what kinds of
factors are contemplated by buyers in
selecting and choosing Hong Kong
and Chinas’ sellers.Majority of sources
have same sequential determinants,
beginning with the quality of products,
price, and ends of people in term
of sellers’ personal character. Some
reasons why they chose the sequence is
due to model, design, and the material
quality of fashion products particularly
apparel gas fast and dynamic changes
for retailers.
Based on the summary analysis
of Indonesian buyers’ import fashion
goods, there are some differences of trust,
commitment, and personal character
importance level among the sources.
In the first retail category represented
by Mrs HellyWidianingsihSuarli and
Ms.WinnyKusumaWijaya it shows
Powerful Practices:

Proceedings, in wholesale category
are represented by Mrs.SofiaSie and
Ms. Erna Tjang. The table shows that
personal character and commitment
are considered extremely important
by Mrs. Sofia Sie since it is based
on the interview, She has belief
that good seller will impact good
business in the future. The condition
is more interesting with the other
wholesalers Ms. Erna Tjang. Trust and
Commitment are in extremely level
of importance in sellers and buyers’
relationship can run well. Personal
experiences and buyer’s characters
make some perspective differences in
fashion industry business.
The result shows that both retail
and wholesale buyer categories choose
and conduct the tolerance almost in
every occurrence obstacles. Based on
interview, the sources are also asked
about the opposite point of view of
Hong Kong and China’s perspective
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based on their observation. Interesting
facts shows that they are also tolerant
with their customers especially
Indonesia’s buyers since they are a big
and favourite buyer after all. Tolerance
helps both sides avoid contentions.
The fact of there is no legal solution
in overcoming any kind problems
including losses and tricked is a new
sight of business process. A simple
reason for that is there will be more
difficulty if the solutions are made
from other party’s involvement. The
other reason is that they have already
had personal appraisal and strategy to
prevent big quantities loss.

will change or grow to commitment.
The consequences during the business
process such as the payment, delivery,
and products’ accuracy, are parts of
fundamental in commitment. The
third key success is sellers’ personal
character appraised by buyers before
they set the relationship. Obstacles in
sellers and buyers relationship usually
emerge either in the beginning or after
several periods. Misunderstanding is
the most common obstacles occur in
this business. Lateness and expedition,
missing size, scolded deceit and tricked
by Hong Kong and China sellers are the
type of fashion industries’ obstacles

Conclusion - Based on analysis
summary, the categories of buyers
affect the process of sellers and buyers
relationship. Retail category shows
that they have more difficulties,
complication
and
short
term
relationship. The retailer’s interviews
provide some reasons why they have
more difficulties than wholesalers. Since
retails category are driven by dynamic
changes and the number of customers
is bigger, providing various model and
design of fashion products especially
apparel segment is compulsory. On the
other hand, wholesalers’ point of view
has some big differences. Maintaining
sellers and buyers relationship is
influenced by key success. Beginning
with trust is a dependency level of
faith with people. Normally both
retailer and wholesaler start creating
trust by repetitive transactions and
orders. Trust is also influenced by their
perceptions itself and there are some
processes of judgments before giving
it to others. After several times, trust

Recommendation - For the
further research, collecting more sources
information in order to strengthen the
validity data and gaining more multiple
sources evidence will help this research
and other similar researches generate a
fix qualitative result.
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Enhancing Employees Performance
Through Performance Appraisal
and Employees Job Satisfaction
(A Study in Employees of the Faculty
of Economics and Business, University of
Brawijaya, Malang, Indonesia)
Noermijati and Misbahuddin Azzuhri
Faculty of Economics and Business, Brawijaya University, Malang, Indonesia
ABSTRACT - The purpose of this
study was to examine the direct
effect of the performance appraisal
on employee performance and job
satisfaction, as well as indirect effect on
job satisfaction performance assessment
through
employee
performance.
Using the questionnaire as a research
instrument, the population were
all civil servants (PNS) at Faculty
of Economics and Business (FEB),
University of Brawijaya (UB). Using
Slovin formula obtained a sample of
50 employees, with a simple random
sampling technique. The data were
processed using path analysis.
The results showed that the
performance appraisal has influence
on employee performance directly
and significantly. Then, employee
performance has impact on job
satisfaction directly and significantly.
Performance appraisal has no effect on
job satisfaction directly and significantly.
Powerful Practices:

Finally, performance appraisal has
impact on job satisfaction through
employee performance indirectly. In
doing so, performance appraisal can
contribute to the improvement of
job satisfaction, if only it is related
to leaders effort to ensure employee
performance improvement.
Limitations of this study did not
examine the effect of job satisfaction
on employee performance. Therefore,
future researchers need to explain the
performance in mutual influence on
employee job satisfaction and also
employee job satisfaction on employee
performance. The research location
only took place on employees of
the FEB UB, therefore generality is
limited.
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INTRODUCTION - Human resources that have high performance is
one of the determinants of the components, achieved or not predetermined
organizational goals. Therefore, organizations must improve the attention for employee performance. Many
things that must be taken to ensure human resource in the organization have
high performance. Functional managers should pay attention to the performance appraisal system and procedures
which are applied within the organization and also job satisfaction for
all employees. An employee who has
competencies, among others, can be
demonstrated by achievement of his/
her job performance. If a company has
employees that have high performance,
it will be able to encourage efficiency as
competitive business organization.
Efficient firms will eventually have
a competitive edge in their field, so
the company is able to survive and
even grow and thrive. Employees with
high performance are associated with
high level of job satisfaction as well
(Noermijati, 2008). Performance of
individual employees is affected by
job satisfaction. Job satisfaction is an
individual feeling towards the job. This
feeling is a result of an assessment of
how much the work is able to satisfy
their needs. In this case an evaluation,
which was later known as performance
appraisal. There are significant
relationship between performance
appraisals and job satisfaction and
also job satisfaction with employee
performance. Performance assessment
will be carried out with good effect
on job satisfaction, employees who
have high job satisfaction will have
a peak performance (Ristika et al.,
P. 550

2003; Arnold and Bosshoff, 2001;
Visser and Coetzee, 2005). Therefore,
organizations should pay attention to
employee job satisfaction involved the
operations, including within the scope
of this primarily job satisfaction of
civil servant (PNS) as administrative
employee within the Faculty of
Economics and Business at UB.
Performance
appraisal
was
conducted in order to produce
an accurate information about
employee behavior and performance
within the organization, as well as
evaluation material for consideration
to the policies in the field of human
resource management in the future.
Performance appraisal is not only
looking for employees aspects about
what is lacking, but also it can
help employees to achieve expected
performance-oriented
organization
and employee development in
achieving employee satisfaction. This
is personal reason who works in a
company to obtain job satisfaction
(Sutermeister, 1976). Savery (1987)
states that low job satisfaction also
lead to lower employee productivity.
Job satisfaction is also referred to as
work attitude (Carmeli and Freud,
2004), Yousef (2002) described job
satisfaction as an unpleasant emotional
state resulting from the assessment
of work experience. Related with job
satisfaction, there are three important
dimensions to be considered. First, job
satisfaction is an emotional response to
work situation. Second, job satisfaction
is often determined by how well the
work meets expectations. Third, job
satisfaction describes some related
attitudes (Luthans, 2002).
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In this study can be defined that job
satisfaction is the result of employee
perceptions of the extent to which their
work can provide a positive emotional
state or fun for them. Individual
employee performance is affected by
job satisfaction. Job satisfaction is
individual feelings towards the job.
This feeling is an assessment results of
how much the work is able to satisfy
their needs. In this case, which was later
known as performance appraisal. When
properly implemented performance
appraisal, the employee will be
satisfied. Furthermore, Noermijati
(2009) states that it is very important
for managing organization to pay
attention to employee job satisfaction
in order to achieve efficiency and
effectiveness of the organization
through employee satisfaction and
high performance. Management has to
bend over backwards moving towards
achieving efficiency and effectiveness
of the organization, one of which is
regarding to job satisfaction of human
resources involved in the organization.
Similar to this statement, Werther and
Davis (1996) state that main challenge
facing organizations today is how the
organization conducts continuous
improvement effectively and efficiently.
This study aims to examine (1) the
performance impact on employee
job satisfaction, (2) the influence of
performance appraisal on employee
performance, (3) the job satisfaction
influence on employee performance,
and (4) the indirectly influence of
performance appraisal on employee
performance through job satisfaction.

Powerful Practices:

Performance Appraisal - To
determine the level of performance of
employees within a company or organization, performance appraisal needs to
be done. Performance appraisal should
relate to the job, which means that the
assessment truly assesses the behavior
or activities of the organization that
supports the work where the employee
works. Lack of a standard implementation of the work means a scale used
for assessing the performance cannot
work well when dealing with the desired results in every jobs. Jarrel (1993)
expresses that evaluates the employee
performance is part of performance appraisal of their work today. Performance
assessment is an activity to evaluate the
performance of the employee in the
current or past compared to the standard performance (Dessler and Huat,
2009). Furthermore, the performance
appraisal can be defined as a procedure
that includes standard-setting work,
assessing the employee performance
compared with the performance standards, as well as providing feedback to
employees in order to motivate them
to achieve high performance. Kessler
(2011) states that most organizations
use the annual performance appraisal
processes to see anything that has been
achieved by the employee and how to
achieve it. It is very important to conduct performance appraisal with appropriate and objective manner so that
employees are motivated to achieve
maximum performance.
Job Satisfaction - Organization
can be defined as success in achieving
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its goals when the organization is able
to fulfill the employee job satisfaction
(Dharma and Akib, 2005). Many
researches also indicate strong belief
that satisfied employees is a productive
employee (Lawler III, 1973; Staw,
1991). In other words, employees will
have job satisfaction, when they are
able to achieve high performance as
a result of high productivity. Locke
gives a comprehensive definition of
job satisfaction as a pleasurable or
positive emotion resulting from an
assessment of a person’s employment
or work experience. Job satisfaction
is the result of employee perceptions
of the extent to which their work can
provide such an emotional state. There
are three important dimensions of
job satisfaction. First, job satisfaction
is an emotional response to work
situation. Second, job satisfaction is
often determined by how well the
work outcomes to meet expectations.
Third, job satisfaction describes some
related attitudes. Locke also states that
job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction
is a function of perceived relationship
between what are people are wanted
from work and expected was actually
available (Lawler III, 1973; Luthans
2002). Baron and Greenberg (1990)
also argue that job satisfaction involve
individual positive and negative
attitudes towards his work.
Meanwhile, according to Robbins
(2003), job satisfaction refers to an
individual’s general attitude toward
his work. Someone with a high job
satisfaction usually has a positive
attitude towards work while someone
who is not satisfied with his work
usually has a negative attitude toward
his job. When talking about the attitude
P. 552

of the employees, it is often referred to
their job satisfaction. It is also attached
to this concept; work order can be
executed either by the individuals
involved also requires interaction
with peers, superiors, comply with
regulations and company policies,
performance standards. However, living
with working environment is often not
able to be ideal, such as thinking about
the safety and security of employment,
salary, other than the work itself, and so
on. Therefore, to gauge whether or not
employees are satisfied with their jobs,
many elements must be considered or
considered to be an indicator measuring
job satisfaction.
Carmeli and Freud (2004) use 6
items of questionnaire to measure job
satisfaction, including satisfaction with
the work done, and satisfaction with
the work situation using five scale of
Likert. Ernst et al. (2004) measures
job satisfaction of nurses using a
13 item questionnaire “professional
job satisfaction instrument”, with
five Likert scale. While Ruyter et al.
(2001) uses 8 items of questionnaire
to measure job satisfaction with 9
Likert scale from strongly disagree to
strongly agree. Yousef (2002) uses 5
items, from the question about “I am
very satisfied with my job” to “I often
think to come out of this work”, and
they are measured by using five scale
of Likert. Ellicson (2002), using 1 item
to measure overall job satisfaction,
Manisera et al. (2005), also uses 1 item
to measure overall job satisfaction and
13 items to measure various aspects of
the job with 7 scale. Noermijati (2008)
in her research, operations manager
job satisfaction overall job satisfaction
was measured using 5 items statements
Powerful Practices:
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which were used by Yousef (2002). To
measure employee satisfaction FEB
UB, the researchers used overall job
satisfaction referring to Noermijati
(2008) and Yousef (2002) studies.
Employee Performance Griffin (2004) mentions performance
as a collection of total job performance
of an employee. Arnold and Bosshoff
(2001) use the term employee job performance in research, Chirumbolo and
Areni (2005) also use the term refers to
the term of job performance. According to Walker (1992), the employee’s
performance is affected by how a person’s response to a condition that affects their work. Mathis and Jackson
(2000), states the performance is essentially what is done and not done by
employees. Also how much they contribute to the organization among others which is included: the quantity of
output, quality of output, time frame
of generating output, the presence in
the workplace, and cooperative attitude. However, certain types of work
may be more appropriate to be used
in other dimensions because each job
has different criteria for different jobs.
Referring to the Porter-Lawler Model
(1967) that one achieves performance
within an organization can also affect
work satisfaction after going through
the intermediate variable, the intrinsic
rewards and extrinsic rewards (Noermijati, 2008.
Performance is one of the
measurements of the effectiveness or
achievements of organizational goals. In
measuring the employee performance,
it requires the standard measurement
which needed to determine whether
Powerful Practices:

the employee’s performance in
accordance with the intended target,
as well as see the magnitude of
performance deviation, by comparing
the actual results of the work with
the expected results. To evaluate the
performance of employees, there are
three criteria that must be addressed
(Robbins, 2003). Those are the results
of individual tasks, work habits, and
individual characteristics, whereas the
effectiveness of a person in the work can
be explained by the six aspects of value;
they are quantity, quality, timeliness,
cost effectiveness, need for supervision,
and interpersonal influences (Bernardin
and Russell, 1995; Gomes, 2002).
Performance
Measurement - Setting criteria in performance measurement is the most basic
problem (As’ad, 1996), whereas according to Jessup and Jessup (1975)
the most important one is a measure
of the success, and which parts are
considered important in a job. Maier
(1965) in As’ad (1996) states that performance measurement is generally
regarded as a measure of performance
criteria; they are quality, quantity, time
spent, positions held, attendance, and
safety in performing their duties. Furthermore, Flippo (1988) mentions
that the method for measuring scale
of the graph, which measured factors
such as quality of work, quantity of
work, skills, and attitudes. Nevertheless, what will be the dimensions and
size of which are more important. The
difference between work with one another and this is largely determined by
the characteristics of the work itself
as well as the purpose of performance
measurement is performed. Several
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research conducted emphasized more
to observe the impact of performance
appraisal on employee performance
and job satisfaction as well as the effect
of performance on job satisfaction.
Referring to the opinion of Aprianto
and Jacob (2013), an objective assessment of performance will be able to
create a positive work environment so
that they are satisfied with the work.
Additionally, based on the theory of
Porter-Lawler (in Moorhead and Griffin, 1992), performance will affect the
job satisfaction mediated by intrinsic
and extrinsic rewards. Moreover, referring to a previous study by Noermijati
(2008), performance of operational
manager has negative effect on work
satisfaction significantly. al Badaineh
and Sonnad (2006) conducted in Jordan, shows that there was not positive
effect on nurse job satisfaction by their
performance in all government and
private hospitals significantly. While
Norris and Niebuhr (1984) states high
level of performance will increase job
satisfaction.
Further influences among the
variables in this study was formulated
in the following research hypothesis:
1) H1: performance appraisal has
direct effect on the employee
performance.
2) H2: employee performance has
direct effect on complacency work.
3) H3: performance appraisal has
direct effect on job satisfaction.
4) H4: employee performance has
indirect effect on job satisfaction
through
the
performance
appraisal.
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METHOD - The research was
conducted at the Faculty of Economy
and Business, University of Brawijaya,
Malang, East Java, Indonesia. The
respondents in this study were all the
civil servants. The numbers of sample
were 100 employees and work units
spread across the Faculty Office,
Economics Department, Management
Department,
and
Accounting
Department. Determination of samples
used was Slovin formula with 10%
error tolerance and had designation by
simple random sampling technique.
Research instrument used was
questionnaire with 5 Likert scale, from
level 1 as strongly disagree to level 5 as
strongly agree.
There were three variables as follows:
employee performance appraisal (X)
with valuation methods, appraisal,
assessment standards, and period as the
indicators. Employee performance (Y)
with quantity, quality, and timeliness
as the indicators. As well as employee
satisfaction (Z) with overall job
satisfaction indicators. Besides, the 5
following statements were also used:
(a) employees like the current work,
(b) feedback given by employees for the
problem, (c) employees did not move
to a new job, (d) employees satisfied
with the work that has been done,
(e) employees can take a work-related
decisions. Moreover, the data analysis
technique used was path analysis.
RESULTS - Results showed that the
instrument validity of all items in the
study variables declared invalid by the
value of the correlation coefficient of
each item was statistically significant
(0.005). Reliability test was determined
Powerful Practices:
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by the value of Cronbach’s alpha. An
instrument to be reliable if it had a
reliability coefficient at 0.60 point or
more (Nunnally in Ghozali, 2005).
Reliability test results showed that all
indicator variables declared reliable
with Cronbach alpha values for each
construct or variable were greater than
0.60.

Table 2. Result of Regression Analysis for
Equation 1

Path Analysis Results - Path
analysis was used to assess causal relationships between variables (causal
models) that have been previously
defined by the theory. Path analysis
is an extension of the multiple linear
regression analysis in order to answer
the basic problem of the influence of
variables used in the calculation of
multiple linear regression method and
for hypothesis testing. Meanwhile, the
beta coefficient has seen from standardized beta coefficients for the path
analysis. There are two equations to explain the results of path analysis.

Source: Primary data processed, 2012

First equation was made to
determine the direct effect of the
performance appraisal on employee
performance. It was done through
correlation analysis and multiple linear
regression as follow on Table 1 and
Table 2.
Table 1. Summary of Regression Model for
Equation 1
Model

1

R

R
Square

0.647 0.418

AdjustStd.
ed R Error of
Square the Estimate
0.406

Independent
Variables
1 Constant
Performance
Appraisal
(X)

Unstandard- Standardized Coef- ized Coefficients
ficients
Std.
B
Beta
Error
2.001 0.236
0.435 0.074

t

8.482 0.060
0.647

5.873 0.000

Multiple regression analysis in Table 2
yields the following models:
Employee Performance = 2.001
+ 0.435 Performance Appraisal; R
Square = 0.418
or
ZEmployee performance
ZPerformance appraisal

=

0.647

The effect of error in the model was
determined as follows:

Pei = 1 − R i2

Pe1 = 1 − R12 = 1 − 0.418 = 0.762
Second equation was developed
to determine the direct effect of the
performance appraisal and employee
performance on job satisfaction. It
was done through correlation analysis
and multiple linear regression. The
complete result can be seen on Table 3
and Table 4.

0.42954

Source: Primary data processed, 2012
Powerful Practices:
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= 0.101 ZPerformance appraisal + 0.567 ZEmployee performance

The effect of error in the model is determined as follows:
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Pe 2 = 1 − R22 = 1 − 0.406 = 0.770
Based
of both
the model canof
be arranged
Table 3. Summary of Regression Model
foron the influence
Based
onequations,
the influence
both track called
Equation 2
equations,
the
model
can
be
arranged
as path analysis:

Model

R

R
Square

track called as path analysis:
Adjust- Std.
ed R Error of
Square the Es1
timate

2

0.762

1

0.637

0.406

0.381

0.64804

Performance
Appraisal (X)

0.647
(0.000)

Source: Primary data processed, 2012

Employee
Performance
(Z)
0.101 (0.497)

0.770

0.567
(0.000)

Job
Satisfaction

(Y)

TS

Figure 1. Path Analysis Model Results

Table 4. Result of Regression analysis for
Equation 2

Figure 1. Path Analysis Model Results

Independent Variables
1

Constant
Performance Appraisal
(X)
Employee Performance
(Z)

Unstandardized
Standardized
t
Sig.
Coefficients
Coefficients
Based on the
is subsequently made the following equation:
Std.path analysis model
B
Beta
Error
ZEmployee performance
= 0.647 ZPerformance appraisal + 0.762 ε1
0.233
0.563
0.414
0.681
ZJob satisfaction

0.100

= 0.101 ZPerformance appraisal + 0.567 ZEmployee performance + 0.770 ε2

0.146

0.101

0.684

0.497

0.838
0.567as follows: 3.848
The results0.218
above were interpreted

0.000

1) Performance appraisal has direct influence on employee performance with

Source: Primary data processed, 2012

coefficient 0.647.
Based

Multiple regression analysis in Table
4, produces the following models:
Job Satisfaction = 0.233 + 0.100
Performance Appraisal + 0.838
Employee Performance; R Square =
0.406
or
ZJob satisfaction
= 0.101 ZPerformance
+
0.567
Z
appraisal
Employee performance
The effect of error in the model is
determined as follows:

Pei = 1 − R i2

on the path analysis
model
is
subsequently
made
15
the
following
equation:
ZEmployee performance = 0.647 ZPerformance
+ 0.762 ε1
appraisal
ZJob satisfaction
= 0.101 ZPerformance
+ 0.567 ZEmployee performance + 0.770

appraisal

ε2

The results above were interpreted
as follows:
1) Performance appraisal has direct
influence on employee performance
with coefficient 0.647.
2) Performance appraisal has direct
influence on job satisfaction with
coefficient 0.101.

Pe 2 = 1 − R22 = 1 − 0.406 = 0.770
P. 556
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with a significance at level 0.000
(<0.05). These results indicate
that statistically rejected H0-1.
H1 means that the statement
“performance appraisal has direct
effect on employee performance”
can be verified and the hypothesis
can be accepted.

3) Employee performance has direct
influence on job satisfaction with
coefficient 0.567.
4) Performance appraisal has indirect
effect on job satisfaction through
performance with indirect effect
coefficient (IEC) as follows:
IEC = P2 x P3

2) Second Hypothesis

IEC = 0.647 × 0.567 = 0.366
5) The
total
effects
performance
appraisal
employee
performance
0.101 + 0.366 = 0.467

t test showed that t count on 3.848
was greater than t table (1.66)
with a significance at level 0.000
(<0.05). These results indicate that
statistically rejected H0-2. It means
that the hypothesis of “employee
performance has direct effect on
job satisfaction” can be verified and
the hypothesis can be accepted.

of
on
are;

To see more comparison between
the effects of direct and indirect effects
of the results of path analysis clearly
can be seen on Table 5.

3) Third Hypothesis
t test showed that t count on 0.684
was smaller than t table (1.66)

Table 5. Direct and Indirect Influence of
Path Analysis
Dependent
Variables
Employee
Performance (Z)
Job Satisfaction
(Y)
Job Satisfaction
(Y)

Independent
Variables
Performance
Appraisal (X)
Performance
Appraisal (X)
Employee
Performance

Beta Coefficients
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Coefficient
Cefficient
(DEC)
(IEC)
0.647*
0.101

0.467

0.567*

Source: Primary data processed,
2012
Note: * = significant at level 0.05
Hypothesis Testing
1) First Hypothesis
t test showed that t count on 5.873
was greater than t table (1.66)
Powerful Practices:
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with a significance at level 0.497
(>0.05). These results indicate
that statistically H0-3 is accepted.
It means that the hypothesis of
“performance appraisal has direct
effect on job satisfaction” cannot
be verified and the hypothesis is
rejected.
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4) Fourth Hypothesis
The multiplication coefficient of
performance appraisal indirect
pathway (X1) on job satisfaction
through employee performance
(IEC) was 0.467 and was greater
than the direct coefficient effect
(DEC) of performance appraisal
on job satisfaction (0.101). It
means that the hypothesis of
“performance appraisal has indirect
effect on job satisfaction through
employee performance” can be
verified and the hypothesis can be
accepted.
Generally, the results of hypothesis
testing can be seen on Table 6 below:

Table 6. Hypothesis Testing Results
DepenIndependent
dent
Variables
Variables
Employee
Performance
(Z)

Testing
Standard

Performance tcount (5.873)
Appraisal (X) > ttable (1.66)

Employee
Performance
Job Satis- (Z)
faction
Performance
(Y)
Appraisal (X)
Performance
Appraisal (X)

tcount (3.848)
> ttable (1.66)
tcount (0.684)
< ttable (1.66)
PTL (0.467)
> PL (0.101)

Rm2 = 0.657 indicates that data

diversity which can be explained by
path analysis model was equal to 0.657.
In other words, information contained
in the data, 65.7% of total, can be
explained by model. While remaining
34.3% was explained by other variables
(which is not contained in the model)
and error.
DISCUSSION - Direct Effect of
Performance Appraisal on Employee
Performance

Information

H1 accepted

H2 accepted
H3 rejected
H4 accepted

Sources: Primary data processed, 2012
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Model Validity - Validity testing
of the path analysis model is needed in
order to know whether or not a valid
analysis has been performed. The
accuracy of path analysis depends
on whether or not their underlying
assumptions fulfilled (Solimun, 2003).
Total coefficient of determination

Performance
appraisal
measurement in this study is based
on four indicators: assessment
methods, assessment, assessment
standards, and time period. The
results revealed about significant
effect on performance appraisal
on
employee
performance
directly. It was based on statistical
findings, which amounted to
5.873 t value at a significance
level of 0.000 (α = 0.05). While
the beta coefficient of 0.647
indicates that performance
appraisal practices in the Faculty
of Economics and Business UB
notice for assessment methods,
assesor, assessment standards and
assessment period may actually
enhance employee performance.
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Generally it was understandable,
given the results of the previous distribution frequency of respondents shows
that average employee gives a fair appreciation of performance appraisal
practices at the Faculty of Economics
and Business UB. It was evident from
the average value for this variable response which reached 3.08. The highest item was “standardized assessment”
of 3.74. These items were included
in the standard indicator assessment.
However, it has not been on the scale
scores for good category. In doing so,
it is important to consider the concept
of performance assessment that better
meet the assessment indicators. The results also reinforce notion of Aprianto
and Jacob (2013), which states that an
objective assessment of performance
will be able to create a positive work
environment so that they are satisfied
with the work.
The Direct Effect of Employee
Performance on Job satisfaction
Measurement
of
employee
performance variables in the study
was based on indicators of quality,
quantity, and timeliness. In terms of
quality, it can be viewed into two sizes,
namely: (1) the ability of resolving the
work in accordance with the target
set and (2) the ability to complete the
work exceeds the target set. As for the
quantity indicators, it can be adjusted
to three sizes, namely: (1) have the
knowledge possessed to complete the
task (2) the ability to complete work
in accordance with the standards, and
(3) the level of accuracy in completing
work. Meanwhile, the timeliness
indicator is expanded into two sizes,
Powerful Practices:

namely: (1) the ability to complete
task within time available, and (2)
the optimum utilization of time to
complete the task.
The results showed that the
performance of the employees has a
significant effect on job satisfaction, it
can be stated that the creation of forms
of employee performance in measures
of quality, quantity, and timeliness was
found to increase job satisfaction.
In general, this condition can
be understood. Every organization
wants their employee to have a high
performance in work. Moreover, the
items contained in the employee
performance were potential for an
attempt to bring a sense of awareness
and high spirits to the organization
achievement. Both of these can
empower each employee to work more
optimally, effectively and efficiently.
It was evident from the average value
for this variable response which reaches
3.34. Interestingly, respondents viewed
items “task mastery” as the most
important things for the organization.
Results of feedback score for this item
was 4.06 and is the highest. These
items are included in timeliness. Thus,
the employee performance is the most
important factor for performance
improvement to ensure the target
job and the benefits of a job to do.
Of course, it is also related to the
employees’ age composition which
ranged from 34 to 49 years. It reflects
the maturity of the policy in thought
and is supported by sufficient work
experience.
The results also reinforce PorterLawler (1967) theory. Employee
performance will affect job satisfaction
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mediated by intrinsic and extrinsic
rewards. Then, the results also support
the study done by al Badaineh and
Sonnad (2006) which showed that
there is significant and positive effect of
nurses performance on job satisfaction
in all government and private hospitals.
Finally it has supported Norris and
Niebuhr (1984) where a high level
of performance will enhance job
satisfaction. The results are not in line
with the results of Noermijati (2008).
In that case, the performance of
operational managers were significant
but it gave negative impact for job
satisfaction.

yet. Results of this study reinforce the
study of Kai et al (2011:271) which
stated that an objective assessment of
performance will be able to improve
employee performance.

Direct Effect of Performance Appraisal on Job Satisfaction - The influence of performance on job satisfaction was also using the same indicators
with the influence of performance
appraisal on employee performance.
The results showed that the performance appraisal has no significant effect
on job satisfaction directly. This indicates that the concept of performance
appraisal was not able to provide direct
impact on increasing job satisfaction.
New performance appraisal will affect job satisfaction when employees
are able to achieve high performance.
Keep in mind that the measurement of
performance appraisal variables in this
study is based on four indicators: assessment methods, assessment, assessment
standards, and time period. Indirectly,
influential performance appraisal on
job satisfaction which can be derived
from the subjectivity of assessor and/
or appraiser, appraisal methods, and
standards of judgment have not been
understood very well by the employees

Indirect Effect of Performance
Appraisal on Job Satisfaction
Through Employee Performance The previous part of discussion revelaed
that performance appraisal has direct
influence on employee performance
and job satisfaction. To get the result of
performance appraisal influence on job
satisfaction also used same indicators.
The results showed that performance
appraisal has indirect effect on
job satisfaction through employee
performance significantly. It was based
on the indirect effect coefficient (IEC)
which is about 0,467. The coefficient
value is greater than the direct effect
coefficient (DEC) on job satisfaction
performance assessment which is only
about 0,101. These results confirm
that the performance of the employee
contribution in improving job
satisfaction is huge. Therefore efforts
to increase job satisfaction through
improved performance assessment
methods alone will not suffice, without
being followed with measures of
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Based on frequency distribution,
the respondents considered employee
performance appraisal as one variable
which does not directly intersect with
job satisfaction as good as it intersects
with the efforts to encourage employees
in order to achieve high performance.
It appears that the employees believe
that job satisfaction and sense of pride
of the job was important thing in their
work.
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performance and the achievement of
clear performance.
IMPLICATIONS - This research
has managed to explain a number of
phenomena related to performance
appraisal, employee performance
and job satisfaction. In terms of
performance appraisal, employee
appraisal is likely to require more
relevant concepts to the employment
conditions. Employees also did not
dismiss that current assessment
standards were implemented relatively
fit as employment status as civil
servants. However, efforts to renew
methods and assessment measures
need to be improved in the future.
In terms of employee performance,
it appears that the understanding of
the performance was still focused
on completion of work, although
in some cases need to sacrifice time
deadlines. This condition did not
only purely come from the employee
components itself, but also all elements
of the organization. The facts indicate
that employees still require efforts to
improve their performance in terms of
quality and timeliness.
The findings of the study in terms
of performance appraisal influence
on employee performance and job
satisfaction shows that leadership
of the organization (FEB UB) has
sought an assessment of performance
in accordance with the employees
characteristics. However, as happens in
most organizations, it still needs serious

Powerful Practices:

treatment, because it was related with
cultural and work ethic. This situation
requires
management,
especially
the leadership at FEB UB to give
specific guidance towards transition
of culture and work ethic desired.
By looking at the situation, it seems that
future research should be developed
to incorporate elements of culture
and work ethic. It was based on the
appearance of both of these implicit
roles in explaining the influence of
performance appraisal on employee
performance and also significant
contribution of employee performance
appraisal in moderating influence on
job satisfaction.
LIMITATIONS - The study is in
several ways still has limitations
as follows. First, the study has not
entered other trajectory influence in
pathway analysis as organizational
culture influences both in moderating
or intervening paths. Research has not
included other relevant variables yet.
Second, generally, the method
of data collection used only
questionnaires with the question about
like or dislike. It was associated with
pleasure feelings and fun, seriousness
and other situational factors when
respondents give answers result in the
emergence of subjectivity. Finally, this
study was cross-sectional and local
terms, therefore the generalization/
transferability is limited and can only
be applied to populations with similar
cases.
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Knowledge-Based Urban
Development for Green
City Concept
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Universitas Darwan Ali, Sampit, Indonesia

Abstract - A sustainable city,
or green city is a city designed with
consideration
of
environmental
impact, inhabited by people dedicated
to minimize the required inputs of
energy, water, food, waste output of
heat, and pollution. Basic requirements
such as clean water, fresh air and food
supply depend on a functioning and
balanced natural environment. This
paper reviews how knowledge city and
knowledge-based urban development
concepts may be correlated to the
principles of a green city.
Knowledge is shaped by cultures
and most cultures which are generating
knowledge are centered in cities.
However, each city is unique and
characterised by different geographic,
socio-cultural, economic, and political
conditions. Therefore, customised
knowledge-based urban development
(KBUD) strategies for green city
should be developed for the unique

urban circumstances, competencies,
opportunities, and challenges of that
particular city.
Keywords: Green city, Knowledge
Based Urban Development.
Introduction - Scholars and
practitioners from variety of fields
are challenging the separation of
humanity and nature and exploring
the possibilities of a greener urbanism.
The Green City Guidelines are
designed to provide practical guidance
for planners and developers about
how to integrate biodiversity into new
developments, specifically medium to
high-density housing developments
in urban areas. As we grow in
awareness of how our activities affect
the natural environment, we must
rethink how our basic requirements of
sanitation, transportion and housing
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are provided. As a result, best practice
measures are constantly evolving to be
better to facilitate the incorporation
of biodiversity into development.
The Kyoto protocol, signed by
160 countries, pledged to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by
at least 5% in relation to 1990 levels
(UNFCCC, 1998).
In the last two decades, it has
become apparent that knowledge is a
foremost factor of modern production.
In the globalization era, knowledge and
information remain currently perceived
as keys to economic wealth. Cities in
the worldwide have experienced most
important transformations in the 21st
century, an era in which the role of
knowledge in wealth establishment
turns into a critical matter for
conurbations. Urban governments
need to find out new approaches to
tie together the considerable chances
of knowledge production for global
order.
Knowledge is shaped by cultures
and most cultures which are
generating knowledge are centered in
cities. To participate nationally and
internationally, cities need to have
good infrastructure for knowledge
development (universities, R&D
institutes, etc.); a concentration of
well-educated knowledge workers;
technology,
mainly
electronic,
infrastructure; and connections to the
global (knowledge) economy.
Within cities, knowledge-based
urban development (KBUD) has
become an emerging area of research
awareness that links interests of
planners, economists, geographers,
and other social researchers. In spite
P. 566

of this growing interest, knowledgebased urban development remains in
its infancy. As the finite opportunities
of globalized production are taken up
on wide scales in some other places,
there is an exigent necessity for wideranging research into the current stateof-play and the future prospective of
knowledge-based urban development.
(Yigitcanlar et al. 2008)
In the last few years, the rise
of knowledge-based economy was
perceived as the main triger of global
and local economic development. The
twenty-ﬁrst century has been identiﬁed
as the ‘‘Century of knowledge cities’’
since creative urban regions and
knowledge cities have turned into centres
of knowledge generation, knowledgebased economy and knowledge-based
development, Carrillo (2006). In the
future, knowledge will manage the
world since it gives a power to people/
states to direct governmental and nongovernmental organizations. Therefore,
as starting in the last quarter of 20th
century, leaders, bureaucrats, policy
makers, education experts, scientists,
local managers and people who are in
the conscious of this reality have tried
to draw the vision of their countries
(Akca et al., 2007 )
The theoretical debate on KBUD is
like a hefty arena, where heterogeneous
approaches
and
contributions
approaching from different disciplines,
ﬂow into deprived of converging
on a conjoint vision. The growing
awarness on an increasing percentage
of the world’s population living in
urban areas makes the organization
of this space a crucial issue for global
sustainable development. In order
Powerful Practices:
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to acquire this challenge, urban
studies need to overcome conceptual
oppositions, looking for new integrated
responses to implement the principle
of sustainability at urban scale. This
effort requires a new managerial
approach of science and policy, which
can be based on a trans disciplinary
vision to knowledge creation. We need
to review the theoretical literature
on urban sustainability and explore
the conceptual relations between
knowledge and knowledge production
in urban governance processes. (Maiello
et al., 2011)
Research Method - This paper
is a review paper. The literature review is
research method itself. It took raw data
(the annotated bibliography) which
then was converted into information
(a critical appraisal). This paper will
overview the topic of Knowledge-based
urban development and its relation to
green city concept and succinctly review
recent progress in the topic, which
perhaps will be organized historically,
and some will be organized by different
methods of problems connected to the
topic and summarized the current state
of knowledge of the topic.
The contribution of a review paper
is the manner in which it synthesizes
and presents important material
in a field. The researcher aimed at
gathering an in-depth understanding
of human behavior and the reasons
that govern such behavior. It created
an understanding of the topic for
the reader by discussing the findings
presented in recent research papers.
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Connections
between
Knowledge Creation, Creative Environments and
Urban Development - It is essential to identify how the knowledge
creation, creative environments and urban development are comprehensively
connected. Van Wezemael’s, 2008, is
dealing with the debate of knowledge
creation as the most important challenge to urban futures understanding
and the way in which modern urban
planning pacts with the uncertainties
of knowledge-based urban development. He argues that knowledge creation in the context of run through is
one strategy for urban development
with the purpose to run into the density of changing milieus as put forward
in the relation of urban characteristics.
Furthermore, he points to the topics
fronting urban planning practice when
planning realities change from linear
sense to non-linear wisdom as it is likely to be the case with knowledge-based
urban development. The substantial
ideas made by van Wezemael facts are
needed for significant improvement
in both academic and empirical studies focusing on knowledge-creation in
spatial planning, as shorn of such contributions the current knowledge-gap
that plagues research in this area will
continue.
Perry, 2008, thinks through
knowledge-based urban development
in England and inquires how we should
theorize the relationship between
knowledge-based development and
space specified the ambiguities that
happens amongst academic approaches
and planning practice. Using case
study in Manchester city area, Perry
2008, begins to recognize prospective
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policy tensions, particularly in relation
to the equilibrium between different
scales of policy applications. In setting
out her argument, Perry notes that the
experience illustrates the contradiction
that surroundings knowledge-based
urban development at the local level,
this contradiction is the result of multilevel policy environment.
Baum, et al., 2008, asks what
creative commerce growth pattern
that can be successful. As a part of a
comprehensive agenda of knowledgebased urban development, creative
commerce and arguments surrounding
creative and knowledge workers have
revived the fore. Assuming that the
considerable nature of the work by
academic has not been shocking
which numerous developers have well
thought-out in the direction of the
creative prototypical as a framework for
city and local economic development.
With a series of indicators, Baum, et
al., 2008, describes that the economic
topography of creative industries in
Australia is spatially concentrated in
specific areas and sectors of big cities
and it is extremely unlikely changing
significantly. In short-term, creative
industry development as a subcategory
of knowledge-based urban development
is not a realistic development pathway
meant for all places. They point out
that planners and region development
practitioners need to have another look
at the capability of lower-order regions
to have a successful knowledge-based
urban development position.
Wong, 2008, offers a theoretical
approach
to
the
knowledgebased economy that efforts on
the developmental collaborations
P. 568

between technologies, culture, and
place as uttered in the innovative
and creative environment of the
metropolitan of Singapore. Wong,
2008, draws on exploration in the
management of change as Singapore
transits from a knowledge-based
economy to a creative economy.
Wong’s examination of the knowledgebased economy recommends that
competitive advantage is gradually
more derived from investment in
intangibles, particularly information
and knowledge-based capabilities.
The objective of Wong’s research
emphases on exploratory the types of
competencies that empower firms in
the industry to join competitive era in
the modern knowledge-based economy
in the bright of technological advances.
Wong tries to find and to shed light on
what matters for the industry and the
role that government has in shaping
the creative economy.
Wilson and Corey, 2008, on
their research “The alert model:
a planning-practice process for
planning knowledge-based urban
and regional development” centers
on two interrelated topics. First, they
give consideration to new planning
methods to foster urban needed
and regional development designed
for knowledge-based development,
and second, it promotes the need to
organize the strategic planning of
effective intelligent enlargement by the
primary stakeholders of city-regions
throughout the global knowledge
economy.
Wilson and Corey, 2008, present a
framework that countenances routine
development which runs through
Powerful Practices:
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to catch up with new economic
actualities. Specifically, they forge
an considerate requirement for
comprehensive reconciliation between
three group, planning as an theoretical
field, as a profession, and as an applied
practice. In order to plan to embrace
knowledge-based urban development,
they argue about academic practitionerplanners to center their efforts on the
connection of theoretical and basic
urban and regional development study,
and empirical exploratory planning
research and planning practice.
The other academic focuses on
developing knowledge cities were in
Germany. Franz, 2008, questions the
essential starring role that universities
have as a prerequisite for knowledge
city (KC) development in Germany.
Gathering on the role of institutional
code of practice, Franz thinks through
numerous case studies to find the ways
in which regulations and institutional
specialties in Germany act as difficulties
for deciding on and implementing
knowledge city strategies. Franz, 2008,
argues that, even though clearly German
university towns are prospective sites
for knowledge zones to be developed,
the impediments have acted to reduce
this likely outcome.
Yigitcanlar and Velibeyoglu, 2008,
on their further research, focus on the
Smart State initiative introduced by
the Queensland State Government
in Australia and confidently place
the Smart State Policy within the
framework of knowledge-based urban
development. In their inquiries,
Yigitcanlar and Velibeyoglu, 2008, start
from the proposition that knowledge
cites are multifarious entities in addition
Powerful Practices:

to attempts to transform cities into
knowledge cities need to be directed by
comprehensive strategic visions, being
necessary broad social and political
support, being financially sustainable
and socially inclusive. It is surrounded
by this framework that they consider
the Queensland Government’s Smart
State Policy and the Brisbane Smart
City Policy finding, as represented by
the State and Local governments and
in light of their primary stage, have
significant potential to bring Brisbane
to a globally competitive knowledge
city.
Another strategy tool in KBUD,
the Metropolitan Strategy Plan for
Melbourne, namely ‘‘Melbourne
2030’’, builds on a similar vision by
focusing on nine key directions, where
one of the key direction is a greener
city to provide directions for a strong
and innovative economy, based on the
view that all sectors of the economy are
critical to economic prosperity, where
knowledge clusters play a critical role
in the success of KBUD of Melbourne
(DoSE, 2003).
In
Malaysia,
Sarimin
and
Yigitcanlar, 2011, summarise the
key success factors and achievements
of KBUD’s four central domains
in Sepang Municipal Council.The
third policy area concerns of envirourban development and policies,
which focuses on the development of
sustainable infrastructure for green
industries to flourish in the region
and improve the liveability and
sustainability urban development.
The
County
Development
Plan is one of the most influential
instruments in the planning process. It
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has capacity to provide a strategic and
legal framework for KBUD planning
within the wider landscape. Strategic
planning tools based on the green city
can be used and implemented directly
or indirectly to protect biodiversity at
the landscape-scale of developed city.
Yigitcanlar et al., 2008, of a KC is
a long and complicated process, but
it is evidently a path to follow for the
most sustainable urban development.
Melbourne and other KC good
practices can be used as guidance for
cities that are willing to pursue KBUD.
However, each city is unique and
characterised by different geographic,
socio-cultural, economic, and political
conditions.
Resume - Overviewing the planning
and development process can highlight
the key instruments within the
planning process that can be used to
identify and incorporate all party into
new development and to consider the
inclusion of all the party within the
development management process.
Planning for KBUD at the wide
area means considering the overall
connectivity of many groups within
the wider landscape.
Sustainability
has
become
a core value in scheduling and
decision-making process. Describing
sustainability and incorporating its
principles into new development has
presented many challenges to society.
In the broadest definition, sustainable
development includes three strands:
economic, social and environmental.
The key issue in achieving sustainable
development is finding a balance
P. 570

between competing interests and giving
the appropriate value or weighing to
each strand. Greener cities provide
more attractive centres for people to
live and work, which indirectly support
our economic viability.
The restorative effects of nature
and psychological benefits are generally
acknowledged. Beyond our own
benefit, there is an intrinsic value to all
life and we have an ethical obligation
to respect the living organisms with
which we share the planet. Therefore,
customised KBUD strategies for green
city should be developed for the unique
urban circumstances, competencies,
opportunities, and challenges of that
particular city.
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ABSTRACT - This research aims to
analyze and comprehend financial
flexibility implementation in Prima
Alloy Steel Universal Tbk. in
Indonesia as an export-oriented firm
which is determined by financing and
investment decision making of the
firm. It is expected that the results are
useful for firms of being flexible in
facing unfavorable situation such as
global financial crisis 2008. Case study
method is used in this research by
employing documentation, in-depth
interview, and direct observation.
In analyzing the data, this thesis
uses narrative data analysis and the
results are used to figure out the firm’s
financial flexibility. The results find
some facts that financial flexibility is
defined by an ability of the firm in
facing global financial crisis, which
is described by financing decision
making and investment decision
making. In financing decision
making, debt restructuring and quasireorganization have become options as
financial flexibility in surviving from
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decreasing export performance. High
level of debts enforces the firm to deal
with high financial distress costs as
well. The firm prioritizes external debts
than internal source. For investment
decision making, the firm’s free cash
flow remains in negative amount,
meaning that the firm needed more
fund for stockholders importance.
Other is related to the low ability of
the firm in present cash holdings in
order to acquire some investments as
financial flexibility. A major challenge
for this research is the subjectivity of
the author in conveying some data and
wrapping up some propositions. The
innovation of this thesis is to provide
some new perspective about financial
flexibility of a large manufacturing
firm which faced crisis moments in
Indonesia.
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Keywords: global financial crisis,
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INTRODUCTION - Indonesian
Commercial Newsletter (December
2010) also reported that in 2010, the
country’s manufacturing industry
and exports of manufactured goods
began to show signs of recovery after
being in the doldrums as a result of
the global financial crisis in 2009.
The crisis created deep slump in
export markets especially in advanced
economies which have been the main
market destination of manufactured
goods from Indonesia. As a result
the manufacturing industry which is
largely export oriented suffered badly.
A big blow hit the sector of non-oil or
gas manufacturing industry in 2009
marked with shrinking exports of
manufactured commodities other than
oil and gas. In the first nine months
of 2009, exports of manufactured
commodities other than oil and gas fell
25.5 percent from the previous year.
Financial flexibility occurs as
a strategy in facing the decreasing
performance. The problem happened
in PT Prima Alloy Steel Universal
Tbk. is needed to be analyzed because
its export performance decreased and
it seems to be necessary to analyze the
use of financial flexibility in this firm.
That is why this study is conducted in
order to perceive the objectives.
The research gap related to financial
flexibility that has been exposed such
as Bancel, Byoun, Campello and Denis
and also the current situation happened
in the firm provoke to do this study. In
order to figure out the measurement of
financial flexibility applied in exportoriented firm to cope with the global
financial crisis and some explanation
about some phenomena happens in
P. 574

the firm, a study titled “Financial
Flexibility Analysis of ExportOriented Firm (Case Study in PT
Prima Alloy Steel Universal Tbk.)” is
going to be accomplished in particular
to find the empirical evidences to
answer the issues above.
The focus of this study is to
comprehend the financial flexibility
done by PT Prima Alloy Steel
Universal Tbk. The financial flexibility
is explained by the issues happened in
the firm. Regarding to the explanation
above, the processes of decision making
of firm’s financing and investment
decision making are the description
and sources of the financial flexibility
in this qualitative study. Hereby, the
processes are related to global financial
crisis and the difficult situation the
firm had to deal with.
Based on some background above
and to analyze the use of financial
flexibility of PT Prima Alloy Steel
Universal Tbk. in coping with the global
financial crisis, this study addresses
the following research question by
complementing Bancel and Mittoo
(2011) study is how PT Prima Alloy
Steel Universal Tbk. applied financial
flexibility of financing decision making
and investment decision making in
facing the global financial crisis 2008
(during 2007-2010).
The research objective is about to
answer the research question above,
which is formulated on the basis of
the problem discussion. In concern
practical matter,
the deciding
the financial flexibility should be
experienced by the firm and the
possibility of improvements. Therefore,
the research objective is to analyze and
Powerful Practices:
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comprehend how PT Prima Alloy
Steel Universal Tbk. applied financial
flexibility (determined and sourced
by financing and investment decision
making) in facing the global financial
crisis 2008 (during 2007-2010).

capital structure conveyed by Ehrhardt
and Brigham (2011, p. 599) include
trade-off theory, pecking order theory,
and some factors that influence capital
structure decision that are explained
below.

LITERATURE REVIEW - Theoretical Review - Theoretical review is as
the basic theory financial flexibility.
Many arguments about financial flexibility seem need to be informed since
financial flexibility is actually as the
influencing factor of deciding optimal
capital structure (Brigham and Houston, 2011).

Financial Flexibility of Investment
Decisions Making - Investment decisions making is the decisions concerning with the asset side of firm’s balance
sheet, such as the decision to offer a
new product or have capital expenditure of property, plant, and equipment
(Almeida, Campello, Laranjeira, and
Weisbenner, 2009). The theories as basic consideration for these decisions are
free cash flow theory and the modified
pecking order theory (Ehrhardt and
Brigham, 2011, p.66).

Financial Flexibility of Financing
Decision Making - Financing decision making is concerned to be decisions concerning the liabilities or debts
or leverages and stockholders’ equity
side of the firm’s balance sheet, such
as the decision to issue bonds (Junior,
2000, p. 55) .
Financial flexibility occurs as a
new terminology, starting from the
traditional capital structure theories
and developed into wider frame of
financial matters. Here, it can be
concluded that financial flexibility is
useful in describing firm’s behavior as
the ability of an entity in minimizing
the cost of being adjustable in
managing financial activities. These
activities include in various scopes as
leverage financing, investment growth,
and cash flows. Some grand theories
about financing decision making of
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Empirical Review - This study examines financing and investment decision
making as the determinants of financial flexibility. It can be questioning
about the close link between financing and investment decisions making.
Other than because of the problems
happened in PT Prima Alloy Steel Universal Tbk., which are closely related
to those decisions making, some studies have shown the connection (Denis,
2009; Marchica and Mura, 2010; and
Gdala, 2009). Most of researches had
been done convey that financial flexibility firm has high debt level and result high impact, is able to lower the
cost of capital and to attempt to fund
the firm when crisis happens.
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Financial Flexibility and Financing
Decision Making - The main finding
research of Bancel and Mittoo (2011)
is that firms with high financial flexibility suffer lower impact from the
crisis. The results show that firms with
greater internal financing are likely to
have lower leverage, higher cash ratios,
and suffer a lower impact from the crisis on their business operations.
Financial Flexibility and Investment
Decision Making - Some researchers
define financial flexibility as “untapped
borrowing power” and use low leverage as a proxy for financial flexibility to
examine its effect on investment decisions (e.g. Marchica and Mura, 2009).
However, whether low leverage is an
adequate proxy for financial flexibility
is unclear because of several reasons.
Firms those are financially flexible
prior to the crisis: (1) have a greater
ability to take investment opportunities, (2)rely much less on the availability of internal funds to invest, and (3)
perform better than less flexible firms
during the crisis.
Manufacturing Industry - Manufacturing industry as the object of this research has many definitions. Economy
Watch (2010) refers manufacturing
industries to those industries which
involve in the manufacturing and processing of items and indulge in either
creation of new commodities or in
value addition. Manufacturing firms
are also defined as those establishments
engaged in the mechanical, physical, or
chemical transformation of materials,
substances, or components into new
products (Annual Survey of Manufactures, 2006).
P. 576

RESEARCH METHOD - This
study uses the explorative approach,
since there are already exist knowledge
about financial flexibility and the next
step of gathering the data is about to
understand the issue in depth Berg
(2001, p.230). In collecting data, this
study does the fieldwork based on
some guidance from several authors.
This sub chapter introduces data
collection method, research venue in
order to be informed what firm has
been chosen, and unit of analysis as
well describes the informants of which
are the main sources for this study.Case
study has some ways in collecting the
data as evidence. For this study, the
data collecting techniques used are
documentation, interviews, and direct
observations.
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS Overall Conclusion - Based on the
explanation above, it can be concluded
that there was a very strong bond
between leverage or debt, investment
decision making, and cash flow of
the firm. This research done in the
firm has shown the applications of
financial flexibility of investment
decision making the firm could do
which were done by enhancing free
cash flow in order to and optimizing
cash holdings.
1. Some research as done by Marchica
and Mura (2010), Gdala (2009),
Arslan, Florackis, and Ozkan
(2010) have same statement that
a financial flexibility firm is a firm
which is has capacity borrowing
power as back up when crisis hit.
PT Prima Alloy Steel Universal
Tbk. has fulfilled this situation;
Powerful Practices:
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it enhanced its borrowing power
when the firm needed more funds
in running the firm. Next, they say
that a firm with greater free cash
flow (FCF) will help the firm to
gain higher level of investment.
The firm was still in the recovery
situation, so that when they held
more cash, investment decision
making had to be considered more,
as if it had to purchase equipment
and some fixed assets (they did not
mention explicitly about investment
activities). They also conveyed
about high leverage means high
capital expenditure and it increased
abnormal investment. The firm
showed even it held high leverage,
it did not increase abnormal
investment. Yet, the investment
decision making became lower
and the firm was really careful in
using the funds, since the losses
made it consider deeply when they
were doing capital expenditure for
investment. From this point of
view, it can be concluded that the
firm has hardly applied financial
flexibility of investment decision
making.
2. If potential new investments,
although risky, have positive net
present values, then high levels of
debt can be doubly costly—the
expected financial distress and
bankruptcy costs are high, and
the firm losses potential value
by not making some potentially
profitable investments when a
firm is unable to provide high
cash holdings (Marchica and
Mura, 2010). On the other hand,
if a firm has very few profitable
investment opportunities then high
Powerful Practices:

levels of debt can keep managers
from wasting cash holdings by
investing in poor projects. For
such companies, increases in the
debt ratio can actually increase the
value of the firm. Thus, in addition
to the tax, signaling, bankruptcy,
and managerial constraint effects
discussed previously, the firm’s
optimal capital structure is related to
its set of investment opportunities.
So that, if PT Prima Alloy Steel
Universal Tbk. has with many
profitable opportunities, it should
maintain the ability to invest by
using low levels of debt, which is
also consistent with maintaining
reserve borrowing capacity and
increase cash holdings. From this
point of view, it can be concluded
that the firm has hardly applied
financial flexibility of investment
decision making.
IMPLICATIVE RECOMMENDATION - Discovering Propositions
- The conclusions come to the fact,
based on the interview as primary data
and documents as secondary data,
shows that the firm, PT Prima Alloy
Steel Universal Tbk., has difficulties in
applying financial flexibility. Financial
flexibility findings for this study were
about the ability of PT Alloy Steel Universal Tbk. had several ways in adjusting uncertain condition, hereby was
the global financial crisis 2008.
1. Proposition 1: In loss condition,
PT Prima Alloy Steel Universal
Tbk. has difficulty in applying
financial flexibility of financing
decision making by lowering
reserve capacity borrowing and in
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consequence, it increases financial
distress cost.
2. Proposition 2: In loss condition,
PT Prima Alloy Steel Universal
Tbk. has difficulty in applying
financial flexibility of financing
decision making by prioritizing
some external financing sources in
providing funds.
3. Proposition 3: In loss condition, PT
Prima Alloy Steel Universal Tbk.
has difficulty in applying financial
flexibility of financing decision
making by increasing business and
financial risk.
4. Proposition 4: In loss condition,
PT Prima Alloy Steel Universal
Tbk. is likely to do some financial
flexibility strategies of financing
decision making by reengineering
the debt/ leverage and equity
of capital structure, which are
debt structuring and quasireorganization.
5. Proposition 5: In loss condition, PT
Prima Alloy Steel Universal Tbk.
has difficulty in applying financial
flexibility of investment decision
making by generating negative free
cash flow.
6. Proposition 6: In loss condition, PT
Prima Alloy Steel Universal Tbk.
has difficulty in applying financial
flexibility of investment decision
making by providing less cash
holdings and in consequence, it
lowers to acquire more investment
opportunities.
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Implicative Recommendation - Management should identify the optimal
mix of financing, which means to result a capital structure with maximum
value. Internal financing source such as
equity is less risky with respect to cash
flow, nevertheless, it has strong relation with share ownership, control and
earnings. Then, management has also
attempted to match long-term financing mix to the assets being financed
as closely as possible, in terms of both
timing and cash flows. Other than
those, it will be better if the firm do
not add some more debts since its return on invested capital does not show
good performance compared to the
cost of capital.
In 2007, the firm should have
realized about anticipating difficult
situation that would happen. When
it gained more profit, it should
prioritize which one would be more
urgent. Based on financial flexibility
determination, debt would be more
urgent to be handled, so that the
firm might repay the highest interest
on debts. Other findings said that
the firm should prevent to do some
investment activities which was
acquiring some fixed assets (such as
machine, plant, and equipment) when
the crisis occurred. The board directors
conveyed about the strength of having
latest technology of their fixed assets,
yet, if the financial situation did not
allowed then the firm would use the
remaining fixed assets and delay to buy
the new ones. This would help the firm
to manage its financing and investment
decision making.
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Building Business Strategy
through CSR Implementation

(Study at Bank Jatim and BTPN Malang)
Rofiaty
Economics and Business Faculty, Brawijaya University, Malang, Indonesia

Abstract - This objective of this
study is to find out the CSR of PT
Bank Pembangunan Daerah Jawa Timur
(Bank Jatim) and PT Bank Tabungan
Pensiunan Negara (BTPN) as business
strategy. This study also aims to find
out the role of the CSR implementation toward business activity achievement and CSR’s role in corporate image
building of Bank Jatim and BTPN.
The method used in this study is descriptive qualitative method; furthermore, the study’s objectives are to explain the CSR business strategy and its
implementation toward firm business
activity achievement. This study uses
primary and secondary data; besides,
it also uses internal and external data
as its data sources. In this study, the
internal data are obtained by conducting interviews with the management of
Bank Jatim Surabaya and the management of BTPN Malang. The external
data are derived from journals, books,
annual report, CSR report, articles,

and websites that contain complete
information concerning Corporate Social Responsibility of the companies.
In practice, the CSR’s implementation
programs of Bank Jatim includes Social, Education, Culture and Health.
Those fields were considered as highly
important fields since it is expected to
be helpful for people in East Java, and
increasing their knowledge about Bank
Jatim. The CSR implementation of
BTPN is integrated into one program
called as Daya; it consists of three pillars
as follow: Daya Sehat Sejahtera, a program that focuses on consumer’s health
improvement; Daya Tumbuh Usaha, a
program that includes training and
business opportunity to improve business performance of consumer; and
Daya Tumbuh Komunitas, a program
that targets low-income serve consumers. CSR programs that are integrated
with the firm business strategy have led
Bank Jatim and BTPN to reach very
good performance. Fund increase on
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CSR program in 2010 has rejected the
assumption that CSR is considered as
cost. On the contrary, fund exerted by
Bank Jatim in CSR program at 2010
could be considered as a long term
investment of the company. This is
showed by the improvement in business revenue and its market share.
This study showed that theory revelation concerning positive role of CSR
implementation has been proven. It
concluded that CSR implementation
should not be considered as unnecessary cost; yet, it should be assumed as
long term investment of the company.
Keywords: Corporate Social
Responsibility ( CSR,) Business
Strategy of PT Bank Pembangunan
Daerah Jawa Timur and BTPN.
Along with the turning of era,
firm awareness toward environment
has become one firm measure to be
able improving consumer’s loyalty
and goodwill. Current world trend
has imply that Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) strategies has no
longer assumed as cost for the firm,
but it might be assumed as long term
investment of the firm.
CSR can be linked integrally with
strategy, and highlights an approach
to consider CSR across six dimensions
of firm strategy. Corporate executives
acknowledge that CSR is an important
consideration for driving success.
Similarly, from a scholarly perspective,
much has been written to suggest that
CSR is vital to competitive success;
however, efforts have predominately
focused on conceptual and theoretical
P. 584

advancements and empirical tests
between CSR and firm performance.
If an assumption is made that CSR
is important to competitiveness,
and if strategy serves as a foundation
for a business firm’s creation, while
establishing its position in the market,
its competitiveness and its on-going
existence, then placing CSR within
the context of strategy seems vital
(Galbreath, 2008 and 2010). In other
hand, Lantos (2001) concludes that
CSR is good for business and society.
CSR or social responsibility of the
firm has reflected the idea that this
particular firm is responsible to serve
stakeholder and financial interest of
their shareholder. CSR generally used
in early 1970s, after there were lots of
multinational firm established. There
were lots of pro and cons toward this
CSR activity. Proponent suggested that
CSR could help the firm to create long
term profit, while other critics suggest
that CSR contradict general objective
of the firm, that is obtaining as much
profit with as efficient cost as possible.
Until now, firms who conduct CSR
program has quite numerous. Type and
how the applied CSR is quite different
to one another. At international level,
for instance, there are involvement
of Shell Foundation in Flower Valley,
South Africa by establishing Early
Learning Centre to help educating
people, children and developing new
skill for adult. Marks and Spencer has
an active role in community of trade
network development toward society
by guaranteeing fair exchange standard.
Within Indonesia, cigarette company
PT Djarum in 2010 has optimizing
its service toward community along
Powerful Practices:
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with their efforts in focused on its
CSR program. Its program was Bakti
Olahraga which conducted since
1969. Bakti Lingkungan related
with reforestation program has been
done since 1979. Bakti Pendidikan
all over Indonesia concerned with
72 universities has been done since
1984. Other than that, there are more
Indonesian firms who already conduct
CSR program.
What is CSR benefit for the firm?
Does it has any relation with future
firm’s reputation? According to Dr.
AB Susanto (2009), there were six
benefit as follows: (1) reducing risk
and accusation toward inappropriate
treatment received by the firm, (2)
functioned as protection and helping
the firm to minimize bad impact that
resulting from a crisis, (3) encouraging
involvement and pride of employees,
(4) improving and strengthened
relationship between firm with its
stakeholders, (5) improving sales, and
(6) increasing possibilities in obtaining
others incentives such as tax incentive.
However, CSR implementation is not
as easy as turning your palm upside
down, there are a lot of challenges
and obstacles that could affects firm
decision so they didn’t use CSR. Such
as, this decision could result from
management problems. CSR, could
become complicated when the firm
decided to be multinational since it is
quite hard to reach consensus in what
is considered to be social responsibility
in a culture, also to determine general
ethics values among culture. Other
obstacle is reporting method and
inconsistent financial data, also lack
of CSR research organization within a
country. Apart from all those difficulties
Powerful Practices:

in its implementation, CSR is one
business strategy that could be used to
shape positive image of a company in
the eye of their stakeholder.
CSR program of a firm could
demonstrate their concern toward
surrounding
community
and
environment, thus allowed harmonious
relationship between firm with its
community. Several firms has become
quite pro-active in their approach
toward CSR, until sometimes made
CSR as the main reason why a firm
was established in the first place. Other
firms has become quite reactive, by
adopting social responsibility behavior
only when it is necessary to do so. This
could be seen in Indonesia. Lots of
business actor has assumed that CSR
is only a necessity, since government
already passed formal regulation,
therefore its implementation could
be seen as simple necessity and didn’t
come from firm awareness concerning
how CSR could be used as long-term
investment of the firm.
Banking sector whose already
conduct CSR activity were Bank Jatim
and BTPN. As bank pembangunan
daerah (regional development bank),
Bank Jatim is always try to give benefit
toward its environment by helping
to shape better future generation of
the nation. Social responsibility form
of Bank Jatim is trying to improve
education and health care of the
community, together with its facilities,
while implementation in social field
is by giving social assistance toward
calamity strike regions and other
concerns.
In firm slogan statement: “Bank
Jatim Banknya Masyarakat Jawa Timur
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– Bank Jatim as the Bank of East Java
People” means that Bank Jatim has
an intention to welfare all its owner,
consumers, employees and people
of East Java in general together with
responsibility, dedication, integrity,
and high professionalism from each
personnel.
Concerns toward community and
environment is a commitment that
put into program Tanggung Jawab
Sosial dan Lingkungan Perusahaan
(Firm Social and Environmental
Responsibility). This was conduct
to create sustainable economic
development, life and environmental
quality improvement that bring benefit
for Bank Jatim itself, local community
and people in general.
Implementation
of
program
Tanggung Jawab Sosial dan Lingkungan
Perusahaan year 2010 and 2011 was
concentrated in social, education and
health care field. This was done to help
in building community by improving
welfare and assisting those students
who can’t afford to study.
Fund increase for CSR that is
quite significant in year after year had
showed management commitment in
improving life quality that beneficial
for the people. Thus, not only the firm
felt the need to held this program, but
the people also assumed that CSR is
highly beneficial for all stakeholder.
Different with Bank Jatim, BTPN
has larger coverage which contain all
part in Indonesia. Through their Daya
program, BTPN has the commitment
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to implement social responsibility
synergized with firm business activity.
Daya program consists of three pillars,
that is: (1) Daya Sehat Sejahtera, a
program focused on improving health
of consumers, (2) Daya Tumbuh
Usaha, a program consists of training
and venture opportunity to improve
venture performance of consumers,
and (3) Daya Tumbuh Komunitas, a
program targeted to serve consumers
with low income.
Though Daya program is officially
released in 2011, each pillars integrated
within this program has been done
several years earlier. BTPN paid
attention to the health of its consumers
and welfare of its stakeholder. In
relation with taking care of the health
of its stakeholder, BTPN provide free
health care examination service and
interactive dialogue concerning health
issue implemented in each BTPN
branch office all over Indonesia.
BTPN also care about its consumers’
welfare in the future time, particularly
for consumers who categorized as prewelfare and purnabakti. BTPN has
provided entrepreneurship training and
committed to help providing venture
capital aid, also monitoring business
development of its consumers.
In the year of 2010, BTPN has
transferred Rp. 528 million for CSR
fund and in 2011 they transferred Rp.
3,26 billion. There was a significant
increase in CSR fund between 2010
and 2011. This showed that BTPN has
commitment to operate CSR better
than before.
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Literature Review - Based
on Galbreath (2008), strategy is
conceptualized as:
1. What is a firm trying to achieve in
the long-term (mission)?
2. What internal and external issues
impact on the firm’s ability to
achieve its mission (strategic
issues)?
3. Which markets should a firm
compete in (markets)?
4. What products/services are needed
to offer customers in the chosen
markets (customer needs)?
5. What internal resources (assets,
skills, competencies, relationships,
finance, and facilities) are necessary
in order to compete (resources)?
6. How can a firm perform better
than the competition (competitive
advantage)?
CSR implementation in Indonesia
has increasing either in quantity or
quality. Other than various activity
and its management, being seen from
financial contribution, its amount is
becoming larger. PIRAC research in
2001 has showed that CSR fund in
Indonesia is reaching over 115 billion
rupiahs or about 11.5 million US
dollar from 180 firms expense for 279
social activities covered by mass media.
Although this is quite small compared
with CSR fund in United States, seen
from this cumulative figures, CSR
development in Indonesia is quite
uplifting. Average number of company
contribute their fund for CSR activities
is about 640 million rupiahs or about
413 million per activity. As comparison,
United States has CSR contribution
Powerful Practices:

fund reaching 21.51 billion dollar in
1998 and in 2000 reaching 203 billion
dollar or about 2.030 trillion rupiahs
(Saidi, 2004: 64).
There were three phase in CSR
paradigm, that is corporate charity,
corporate philanthropy, and corporate
citizenship. Below were explanation for
each phase:
1. First phase is corporate charity, that
is charity encouragement based on
religious motivation.
2. Second
phase
is
corporate
philanthropy, that is humanity
encouragement usually originated
from universal norms and ethics
in helping others and struggle for
social even distribution.
3. Third phase is corporate citizenship,
that is citizenry motivation for social
justice based on social involvement
principle (Saidi, 2004: 69).
Carrol (1979) suggested that
corporations have four responsibilities
to fulfill to be good corporate citizen
that is economic, legal, ethical and
philantropic. Lantos (2001) believe
that much of the uncertainty about the
legiitimacy and domain of CSR stems
from failure to distinguish the ethical
and philantropic dimensions as well as
from the misguided notion that it is
somehow objectionable for business to
prosper drom good works.
Excerpt from Triwadiantini Yanti
Koestoer (2007), Motive explained
that to be able socially responsible for
internal reason take a good look at
firm intention in improving business
with good feeling to become part of
people development. Consistent with
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vision and mission of the firm, firm
also expected some financial gains,
good image and reputation, also obtain
support in its operation (social license
to operate) also becoming general
motivation of firms in Indonesia. In
addition, some firms started their CSR
strategy from their bad experience /
their failure in the past, where they
probably still paying for it currently.
In the context of vision and mission,
most part of multinational firms has
determine clear objective and their
values was put in Business Principles
or Ethical Codes. However, lots party
argued that this Ethic Codes would
determine the success of CSR practice,
unless they consistent in implementing
Guidelines
through
continuous
internal maintenance (Kemp, 2001).
Genuine motivation of CSR
started from individual value of firm
employees. Individual mindset should
shift from self interest to self interest
and others. Employee should use their
‘heart’ by multi-perspective awareness,
and not only dictated by their ‘mind’
and work structure. Moral reasoning
and emotion maturation were also
important values needed by popular
firm citizen (Waddock, 2006). Yanti
Triwadiantini
Koestoer
(2007),
explained that there were several
external environment that affecting
CSR continuity, such as government
sector, consumers and people factor,
also civic community effect.
In its development, CSR cannot
develop by itself, government role in
a country is highly needed, given that
CSR is one that could affect the life of
many people. People as stakeholder is
needed as supervisor and actor of CSR
P. 588

itself. According to Suhaimi (2007:
239), a firm would need reference
from government related with CSR.
By finding reference, firm tend to
conduct similar activity. Such as, one
firm decided to go in education, and
other firm would follow the similar
track, whereas there are other field that
need attention.
Concerning CSR implementation
in Indonesia, it is arranged in several
statute and minister official statement,
that is UU No. 25 year 2007 concerning Abroad Capital Investment No. 67
TLN No. 4274, UU No. 40 year 2007
concerning Perseroan Terbatas and
BUMN Minister Official Statement
No: Kep-236/MBU/2003 concerning program Kemitraan Badan Usaha
Milik Negara dengan Usaha Kecil and
program Bina Lingkungan (PKBL).
Mandating CSR as one government effort in balancing economy growth and
economy even distribution.
In accord with this, based on
Article 1 clause (3) UU No. 40 year
2007 concerning Perseroan Terbatas,
Tanggung Jawab Sosial dan Lingkungan
Perusahaan defined as commitment
of the firm to actively involved in
continuous economic development
to improve beneficial quality of life
and environmental, for itself, local
community or people in general.
Other than statutes already passed,
global level also contribute with ISO
26000 in year 2010. Made the first
time with the objective consumers
protection, and then being expanded
to become protection toward all
stakeholder with 7 main subjects (issue
cluster). It was released in November 1st,
2010, after 93% votes of ISO member
Powerful Practices:
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country, including Indonesia. Its nature
is guidelines, thus it could be made into
management standard. It is believed
as the most important standard in the
next decades. Definition and coverage
of CSR in ISO 26000 is as follows:
“Responsibility of an organization
for the impacts of its decisions
and activities on society and the
environment, through transparent and
ethical behavior that contributes to
sustainable development, health and
the welfare of society; takes into account
the expectations of stakeholders; is in
compliance with applicable law and
consistent with international norms of
behavior; and is integrated throughout
the organization and practiced in its
relationship” (ISO 26000, 2010 in
Lingkar Studi CSR, 2011).
And then, in March 23rd, 2011,
Standard Disclosure GRI G3.1 was
released, first time in Singapore
within CSR Asia forum Sustainability
Disclosure. The most important shift lies
in (1) human rights aspect, which gain
two additional indicator concerning
assessment and remediation, (2) people
aspect, which added information
concerning negative impact of the
firm and effort to minimize it, also
(3) gender sensitivity addition. Partial
change is always being done and will be
collected to become GRI G4, released
in December 2012.
In August 2010, GRI and The
Prince’s Accounting for Sustainability
Project has shaped International
Integrated Reporting Committee (IIRC)
– which aimed to integrate annual
report and sustainability report. Its
initiative was released in G20 Summit
2011, in June. As the member of G20,
Powerful Practices:

this initiative clearly would create
impacts in Indonesia, and firms should
keep monitoring its development.
There were also AA1000, this is a
standard set, consist of 3 documents:
accountability principle, development
of relationship with stakeholder
engagement, and assurance standard.
These three is standard in best practice
adopted by best CSR performance
firms.
Social responsibility of firms has
reflected ideas that firm is responsible
to serve people in general, other
than serving financial interest of
shareholders. Objective of each firm is
to maintain its survive through longterm profitability. However, before
all cost and benefit is accountable,
profit cannot be claimed. In social
responsibility case (corporate social
responsibility – CSR), benefit, and
cost is economic and social nature.
Proponent of this concept argued that
CSR cost is compensated in long-term
period by improving firm image and
improving firm reputation in the eye
of the people (Pierce and Robinson,
2008: 76).
Pierce and Robinson in their book
(2008: 77) argued that currently CSR
has become priority in American
business world. Other than general
belief that firm should “succeed in
good deed”, at least there were three
general trend that encourage firm to
adopt CSR framework: resurgence of
environmental lovers, increase in buyer
power and business globalization.
The similar matters also explained
by A.B Susanto (2009;14), benefit of
CSR implementation is first, reducing
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risk and accusation in inappropriate
behavior received by the firm. Second,
CSR could function as protection
and helping firm to minimize bad
impacts resulted from a crisis. Third,
involvement and pride of employees.
Fourth, CSR consistently implemented
would be able to improve and
strengthened relationship between firm
and its stakeholder. Fifth, improving
sales. Sixth, increasing opportunity in
receiving other incentives such as tax
incentive and other special treatment.

Study Method - This study
used descriptive, qualitative method
and tend to analyze with inductive
approach. Process and meaning (subject
perspective) were more prominent
in qualitative study. Theoretical
foundation was used as guidance so
that focus of this study is in accord
with facts in the field. Other than
that, theoretical foundation was also
beneficial in giving general description
concerning study background and as
discussion material of study results.

In Britain, a survey has proven
that 86% consumer would see positive
image of a firm if this firm truly do
something to make the world become
better place to live (Access Omnibus
Survey, 1997). The same thing occurs
in America at 1999, Environic survey
stated that one third consumers in
America likes products of firm with
business vision of better community
development. Other than this,
magazine SWA in Indonesia at 2006
has conducted research toward 45
companies concerning the benefit of
CSR. Result showed that CSR has the
benefit to maintain and improving firm
image (37,38%), good relationship
with community (16,82%) and
supporting firm operational (10,28%)
(Supratono, 2007: 295-308).

There are basic difference in
theoretical foundation of quantitative
study with qualitative study. In
quantitative study, study started
from theory to data, and end up in
accepting or rejecting theory; while in
qualitative study, authors would start
from the data, using existing theory
as clarified material and end up with
somewhat a “theory”. This is clarified
by Sugiyono (2008: 16) in which in
qualitative method, possibility of study
result could be said as “transferability”
which means that this result could
implemented in other places if it has
similar condition.

Several benefit of CSR has been
revealed, and all party also argued as
the one who gains. For the firm it is
righteously to suggest that CSR is
part of firm business strategy, since
Roper Search Worldwide research
has conclude that consumers prefer
products produced by consistent firm
who run social responsibility thus it
had good reputation (A.B Susanto,
2009: 15).
P. 590

This study was conducted in the
office of PT Bank Pembangunan
Daerah Jawa Timur – Bank Jatim,
located in Surabaya, in 2011.
Data used in this study were:
primary data, that is data or information
gained from first source, technically in
the study was called as respondents.
Primary data consists of quantitative
and qualitative data. In this study,
primary data is data obtained from
interview with management of PT
Bank Pembangunan Daerah Jawa
Timur – Bank Jatim, Surabaya.
Powerful Practices:
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Other than this, study was also use
secondary data, that is data processed
and presented by primary data
collectors or other party such as in the
form of tables, graphics or diagrams. In
this study, secondary data was general
description of PT Bank Pembangunan
Daerah Jawa Timur–Bank Jatim,
Surabaya.
In this study, author use data
analysis model introduced by Spradley
(1980), and Glaser and Strauss (1967)
in Raharjo (2010) each qualitative
author could develop it by herself, in
general, analysis model was describe as
follows:
1. Domain Analysis - Domain
analysis is authors effort to obtain
general description concerning
data to answered study focus by
reading data script in general and
overall to gain domain or other
domain existing in this data.
In this phase author shouldn’t
read and comprehend data in
details because its target is to
gain domain. This analysis result
would only knowledge in “surface”
level concerning all conceptual
domain. In this reading, there were
important matters in word, phrase
or even sentences to be made
marginal note.
2.	Taxonomy Analysis - In taxonomy
analysis, author tried to comprehending certain domains in accord
with problematic focus or study
target. Each domain should be
deeply comprehended, and divide
it into sub-domain, and from each
sub-domain should be divided into
more particular parts until there
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were nothing left (exhausted). In
this phase of analysis, author could
deeply comprehend important
domain and sub-domain through
consultation with literature to gain
more understanding.
3.	Componential Analysis - In this
phase, author try to contrast each
component in particular domain.
Contrast components is separated
and then categorized into relevant
parts. Depth of comprehension is
reflected in ability to cluster and
detailed member of a domain, also
to understand certain characteristic
associated with related domain. By
finding out citizen of a domain,
understanding similarity and its
internal relationship, also difference
between citizen in a domain,
we could gain overall and deep
understanding concerning main
issues.
4. Discovering Cultural Themes
- Discovering Cultural Theme is
analysis by understanding typical
symptoms from previous analysis.
This analysis tried to collect lots of
theme, cultural focus, values and
cultural symbols existing in each
domains. Other than this, this
analysis tried to found relationrelation exist in analyzed domain,
therefore it would shape one
holistic unitary, which eventually
would reveals which is dominant
theme and which is less dominant
theme.
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(2) giving code to important
topics,
(3) establishing tipology,
(4) reading literature related with
problems and context of the
study.
Based on all analysis, author is
conducting reconstruction in the
form of description, narration, and
argumentation and then resulting
conclusion.
Study Result and Discussion - Business Strategy of Bank
Jatim - Business strategy of Bank Jatim has main target, that is to improve
intermediation function by encouraging credit growth so that LDR become
75,10%. Credit distribution was targeted to grow as much as 25,00% from
previous year with main priority given
toward UMKM and cooperatives that
is 80,00% from total credit while the
remain 20,00% was given for corporation venture. This credit distribution
target has already paid attention in
carefulness principle and bank health
rate, that is by maintaining NPL ratio
below 2%, Productive Assets Quality
below 3% and CAR above 12%.
Other target were to increase third
party fund 15,59%, profit before tax
becoming Rp 780 billion, improving
venture efficiency by determining
BOPO ratio maximum 70,00% and
improving bank performance by
implementing GCG.
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Business strategy determined to
reach target of Bank Jatim were;
1. Improving program prima service
toward community;
2. Stabilizing firm cultural toward all
employee;
3. Improving promotion program
to support more aggressive
marketing;
4. Improving institution relationship
with agency and other institute;
5. Improving office network amount
in East Java region and other region
if necessary;
6. Developing Unit Usaha Syariah to
improve its contribution toward
banking business;
7. Improving personnel ability and
its management to become more
professional;
8. Creating various banking products
and conducting existing product
evaluation;
9. Cooperation in service with other
banks outside East Java Province;
10.Conducting approaches toward
Regional Government to increase
capital;
11.Preparing Information Technology
system
supporting
product
development and banking service;
and
12.Maintaining high level of trust by
elevating corporate image.
Business Strategy BTPN - Focus
in firm strategy of BTPN is in mass
market share. Determination of firm
strategy focus is one main strategy in
managing and risk maintenance at the
bank. BTPN focus in mass market
share create evenly distributed credit
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portfolio. In general, focus BTPN in
four area, were:
1. Maintaining qualified growth in all
business unit of BTPN.
2. Searching new venture growth
opportunities,
organically
or
inorganically.
3. BTPN would keep building ‘Daya’
by improving integration from all
components and activities under
this initiative.
4. Keep investing in network
infrastructure and human resources,
service and risk management.
Below were several business strategy
conduct by BTPN:
1. BTPN released initiative ‘Daya’
reflecting
concept
‘corporate
shared values’. The objective of this
concept so that firm in its efforts to
produce economic value, could also
bring welfare in community and
maintain environmental preserve
in which firm operated thus this
would sustain venture continuity.
Daya initiative from BTPN consist
of three pillars that are Daya Sehat
Sejahtera, Daya Tumbuh Usaha,
and Daya Tumbuh Komunitas.
This program is designed to give
opportunity for BTPN stakeholder,
including funding consumers and
employees to take part in giving
positive contribution for the
community.
2. BTPN supervise so that loaned
money would not being use for
activities which brought bad
impacts toward environment.
Reflected from credit policy
determination which give attention
Powerful Practices:

in environmental preserve aspect
such as guidelines in credit given
to venture who didn’t elicit high
risk impact toward environment.
Environmental awareness was
conducted toward all employees
through internal communication
media or toward BTPN consumers
through training program.
3. In repairing and improving quality of good firm management
implementation, in accord with
statement from Bank Indonesia,
BTPN periodically conduct Self
Assessment toward sufficiency of
Good Corporate Governance, thus
if there is still disadvantage, corrective action could be implemented.
4. Directors is committed to keep
repairing in control internal
system integrated and assuring
effective implementation of ethic
code maintenance and values
implementation as behavioral
guidelines all party in BTPN.
5. BTPN keep trying to improving
service quality delivered toward
consumers, opening new branch
offices and organizing room interior
to bring comfort for consumers.
6. BTPN bring itself nearer toward
community to dig what is
needed by the community. This
would become input for BTPN
management in designing business
strategy in the future.
7. BTPN would grant credit for prewelfare community and give them
entrepreneurship training.
8. BTPN would give trainings for
employees with the objective to
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improve employees ability. Firm
would also held out-bond activity
in order to strengthened teamwork
of employees.
9. BTPN would cooperate with all
party in order to expand its market
share.
By the year of 2010, BTPN has
succeeded in managing its cost and start
to gain benefit from its branch network
expansion occurring in 2009. BTPN
also succeeded in reaching satisfactory
performance during 2011 and releasing
program ‘Daya’ as social responsibility
of BTPN, which is an integral part of
its firm strategy. This program helped
in government effort to increase and
evenly distributed economy. Daya
has offered access concerning market
information, thus helping consumers
to make better decision.
In 2011, BTPN has succeeded in
obtaining loan growth above average
credit growth of banking sector, that
is grow for as much 30% becoming
Rp 30,3 trillion. Kredit Pensiun
(Retirement Credit) has reaching Rp
22,8 trillion or about 75% from total
credit BTPN, and becoming the main
contributor of this growth. UMK
Credit has reach higher growth with
46% becoming Rp 6,8 trillion or
reaching 22% of total credit of BTPN.
This year, BTPN projected syariah
business growth, along with their
program release Tunas Usaha Rakyat.
BTPN also maintain tight cost
management, which able to reduce
ratio cost-to-income from 59% in
2010 becoming 54% in 2011. Credit
quality assurance was maintain and
P. 594

troubled credit ratio has decrease into
0,7% from 1,1%, also maintaining
preserve load of credit loss in 1,6%.
Growth in third party fund also
being supported by issued Rupiah
obligation in first semester, which able
to reach long-term fund as much Rp
500 million to increase its harmony
with long-term asset of BTPN. As a
result, liquidity level still maintained,
with loan-to-funding ratio reaching
76%. With capital sufficiency ratio
in 20%, BTPN has solid balance
sheet to support its growth. Top
management of BTPN has keep
investing in distribution network
expansion, information technology,
funding product and human resources
to improve consumers service and to
build sustainable funding franchise.
CSR Bank Jatim - Bank Jatim has
implemented its Tanggung Jawab Sosial dan Lingkungan Perusahaan (Firm
Social Responsibility and Environment) with 4 program which become
its implementation focus, which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Social program
Cultural program
Health care program
Education program
In 2010, market share of Bank
Jatim in banking sector of East Java
has increased compared with 2009.
This improvement has showed that
trust level among East Java people to
use banking service of Bank Jatim was
growing.
In study, it reveals that there were
several field taken by Bank Jatim as
its CSR realization such as in Social,
Education, Cultural and Health care.
Powerful Practices:
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These fields was considered to be able to
help people of East Java, and increasing
knowledge concerning Bank Jatim.
CSR program and other business
activity of Bank Jatim which has been
implemented has led Bank Jatim into
the best achievement in comparison
between 2009 and 2010.

skill of BTPN consumers. This
pillar contain venture information,
practical venture training and
giving new venture opportunity.
•

The role of CSR implementation as
business strategy, in this case concerning corporate image formation of Bank
Jatim, as we can see in achievement of
firm business activities in 2010, one of
it was market share.
The increasing fund amount
expense on CSR program at 2010 has
skimmed assumption that CSR was
considered as cost within firm. On the
contrary, large fund transferred from
Bank Jatim toward CSR program in
2010 could be considered as the firm
long-term investment. This is indicated
by large improvement in revenue until
market share.
CSR BTPN - Since 2011, all social
program (CSR) BTPN has been joined
in one platform, that is “Daya”, which
could be used by all stakeholder. Daya
has officially released and consists of
three main pillars:
•

Daya Sehat Sejahtera, this pillar has
the objective to encourage healthy
lifestyle for all stakeholder of
BTPN. This pillar contain health
information and welfare, also
consultation program.

•

Daya Tumbuh Usaha, this pillar has
the objective to create new venture
opportunity, developing venture
knowledge and improving venture
Powerful Practices:

Daya Tumbuh Komunitas, this
pillar was still under development.
The objective of this pillar is to
enlarging community through
activity designed to improve skills
and practical knowledge and health,
also access toward potential market.
Included in this pillar is UUS
(Unit Usaha Syariah) BTPN which
has program Tunas Usaha Rakyat
(TUR), aimed to empowered low
income families so that they could
obtain better life through two ways:
women empowerment and Paket
Masa Depan program.

By implementing good and
integrated CSR program within firm
business strategy, BTPN could obtain
several advantage, such as:
a. Increase in Funding Business of
BTPN.
b. Increase in Consumers satisfaction
indices.
c. Significant growth in Retirement
Business Loan.
d. By its commitment, BTPN
were capable in conduct vast
cooperation so that it could increase
its consumers numbers (among
retirement and micro credit, also
pre-welfare consumers).
e. BTPN able to expand its service
coverage.
CLOSINGS - For firm management
it is expected for them to realize the
importance of CSR implementation
within firm, and become more
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motivated in implementing CSR as
the shaper of good corporate image,
for implementing Good Corporate
Governance (GCG) consistently in the
future.
For all party particularly firm
marketing party, it is expected for them
to be able in using positive impact of
CSR implementation, therefore it
would bring significant effect for firm
revenue.
This study also expected to be able
in increasing stakeholder awareness
concerning the importance of CSR
within firm. CSR is not only as business
strategy which could benefiting the
firm, but also could bring benefit for all
stakeholder. Implementation of CSR
could be assumed as a win-win solution
for firm and all firm stakeholder.
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Consumer’s Enthnocentric
Tendency, Attitude, and
Intention in Buying Shoes
Products Made by Small and
Medium Enterprises (Smes)
Nanang Suryadi, Dimas Hendrawan and Taufiq Ismail
Faculty of Economics and Business, Brawijaya University
Malang, East Java Indonesia
Abstract - This research aims to
identify the ethnocentric tendency, attitudes, and intentions of consumers in
buying shoes product made by Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) using
the concept of ethnocentrism. Ethnocentrism is a sociological concept that is
initially introduced by Sumner (1906)
which refers to attitudes, beliefs, standards, and the excessive behavior of a
person for something in the environment. Shimp and Sharma (1987) say
that consumers who are ethnocentric
have views about the suitability and
moral in buying behavior of foreign
products. The sample for this research
is 232 students Faculty of Economic,
University of Brawijaya. Descriptive
statistical methods using frequency
distribution, cross tabulation method
(crosstabs), and chi-square test of in-

dependence are used to analyze the
data. From this research, it is found
that there is an ethnocentric tendency
among students of the Faculty of Economics, University of Brawijaya in
purchasing a product. The results also
show that students who have non ethnocentric, moderate ethnocentric and
ethnocentric tendencies have positive
attitude toward SMEs-made products.
This is proven by the students’ intention to buy SMEs-made shoes product;
however, they still consider some factors such as affordable prices, product
qualiy, attractive models which are up
to date, as well as their income.
Keywords: ethnocentric tendency,
attitudes, intentions
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Small and Medium Enterprise
(SMEs) is one of the business sectors
that is highly considered in Indonesia.
SME provides significant contribution
toward the economy situation in
Indonesia, particularly to fulfill the
needs of the population and to provide
job opportunity. Business that is
developed by SME sector expands to
several sectors including goods and
service sectors as well as its marketing.
Business environment that is
faced by industry in general is also
encountered by SMEs. The change
on business environment such as
regulation that provides a chance to
import a product which is produced
locally (including by SME) is one
of the challenges that should be
overcome. Hence, it is not surprising
if there is a concern on SME to face
global competition that comes to freetrade competition.
Local entrepreneurs are aware of
the consumer’s tendency to purchase
imported products. For instance, it is
revealed in Kompas Online and other
sources as follows:
“Traditional shoes and sandal SMEs
at Mojosantren Village, Krian Distrct,
Sidoarjo Regency, East Java state that
the market value of the shoes and
sandals they produced if it is branded
as “made in Indonesia” will decrease.
To make it marketable in international
market, they often posted “Made in
Singapore” or “Made in Japan.”

To Contact the Author:
Nanang Suryadi, Faculty of Economics and Business,
Brawijaya University, Malang Jl. MT. Haryono 165
Malang, East Java Indonesia.
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“Ironically, during the campaign
of “100% Cinta Indonesia” in Jakarta
Convention Center Senayan, there
was a very long consumers queue
to purchase “Crocs” shoes, the U.S.
brand made in China which was sold
one-third from its normal price.”
“It seemed that it was caused by
local garments that choose foreign
brand name to attract local consumers’
interest. The Executive, Hammer, Nail
are some of the local brands that are
quite well-known in Indonesia.”
Change on recent and future
business environment is a necessity
that is unavoidable. Competition
in local market even gets tighter as
the imported products are legal to
freely enter the local market. Local
entrepreneurs should find a solution
to win the competition due to the
change on the business environment.
Comprehension
on
consumer’s
characteristic which will be the target
market is one of the key strategies. The
manufactured products aim to fulfill
consumers’ needs. Different characters
among each consumer segment will
shape various preferences to purchase.
One of the consumers’ characteristics
that should be comprehended by the
producers to face the competition
with imported products is consumers’
ethnocentric tendency. Consumer
ethnocentrism
causes
different
perspectives on a particular product.
Ethnocentric consumers prefer local
product and perceive responsibility to
support local products; furthermore,
they also think that purchasing foreign
product will hinder the economics
development of their country and
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cause unemployment. Ethnocentrism
is a concept in sociology which
initially is introduced by Summer
(1906) referring to attitude, beliefs,
standard, and behavior of an individual
which exaggeratedly responds to his
surrounding environment. Shrimp
and Sharma (1987) mention that
an ethnocentric consumer is a
consumer who has a perception on
the appropriateness and moral in
purchasing a foreign product. Shimp
and Sharma also find CETSCALE
(Consumer’s Ethnocentric Tendencies)
to measure purchase behavior of
a consumer toward “made in The
U.S.” products and “made in” other
countries.
In Terence A. Shimp and Subhash
Sharma’s research (1987), they discuss
the concept of ethnocentrism in
The United States among American
consumers toward local and foreign
automobile products. Initially, there
were 225 question items which
then were simplified to 17 question
items which represent consumer’s
ethnocentric tendencies. The research
location was divided into four clusters
such as Carolina, Denver, Detroit, and
Los Angeles. The proposed hypothesis
is CETSCALE score has a negative
correlation with belief, attitude, and
purchase intention of consumers
towards foreign product, CETSCALE
score has a negative correlation with
consumer purchase behavior since
consumer’s reason to define his choice or
purchase either local or foreign product
is also determined by factors other than
ethnocentrism. Moreover, consumer’s
ethnocentric tendency is affected
by environment quality and foreign
product oriented economy. From this
Powerful Practices:

research, CETSCALE has a negative
correlation with belief, attitude, and
purchase intention; and, there is age,
as the factor other than CETSCALE
which has a negative correlation with
CETSCALE, and purchase behavior.
Indeed, consumer’s ethnocentric
attitude is affected by environment
quality and foreign product oriented
economy. This result also shows that
by using ethnocentrism concept, it can
develop the comprehension on how a
consumer and firm compare between
local and foreign products. Besides,
ethnocentrism concept can be used to
study a country’s native (its social and
cultural aspects).
Malang City as one of the education
centers in Indonesia has relatively
high business opportunites for SME
practitioners. It is due to the abundant
number of consumers, such as college
students, both from Malang city and
other cities. Student market segment
becomes a promising market for SME
practitioners due to their demand and
various needs such as food, stationary,
apparel, technology, etc.
One of the critical needs for college
students is shoe. In daily activities,
they always wear shoes both in formal
(course) and non formal situations.
Types of shoes, affordable prices,
attractiveness or up-to-date model
may become the considerations for
college students to purchase shoes.
At one side, students are critical and
smarter in choosing shoes based on
what they need. There is even a shift
on their thought which initially is
foreign minded then becomes local
minded; it opens better opportunity
for SME business. Additionally,
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some years ago, there was an issue on
intellectual property piracy related to
the Indonesia’s arts by other nation. It
also encouraged the occurrence of localminded orientation for consumers
particularly for college students.
The SME practitioners need to have
good marketing strategy to improve
consumption satisfaction; hence,
SME practitioners should understand
consumers’ attitude towards their
products and consumers’ ethnocentric
tendency towards local products,
especially the SME’s products. Shimp
and Sharma develop a concept called as
CETSCALE that is utilized to measure
consumer’s ethnocentric tendency
towards foreign product. The utilization
is considered better than the prior scale
called as California Ethnocentrism
Scale from Adorno et.al. (1950) since
the concept did not directly correlate
to consumers’ behavior.

Table 1. CETSCALE Item
Item
1. People from particular country
should always buy local-made
product instead of import
2. Only those products that are
unavailable in particular country
should be imported from other
countries
3. Buy local products Keep local
citizens work
4. Local product first, last, and
foremost
5. Purchasing foreign-made products
is un-citizen of the his particular
country
6. It is not right to purchase foreignmade products, because it puts local
citizens unemployed
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7. Real citizens of particular country
should always buy their local
products
8. We should purchase products
manufactured locally instead of
letting other countries get rich
because of us
9. It is always best to purchase local
products
10. There should be very little trading
or purchasing of goods from other
countries unless it is needed
11. Consumers from particular country
should not buy foreign products
because it hurts their countries’
business and causes unemployment
12. Barriers should be put on all imports
13. It may cost me in long run but
I prefer to always support local
product
14. Foreigners should not be allowed to
put their products in our markets
15. Foreign products should be taxed
heavily to reduce their entry into
particular country
16. We should buy from foreign
countries only when those products
cannot be obtained within our own
country
17. Consumers of a particular country
who purchase products made in
other countries are responsible for
putting their fellow citizens jobless

Source: Shimp and Sharma (1987)
In other words, the seventeen
variables
of
CETSCALE
are
meaningful to measure consumers’
purchase behavior. In this research, it
focuses on the CETSCALE’s variables
which are able to reveal the description
of the student’s ethnocentric tendency
and attitude toward local and foreign
shoes product as well as student’s
intention toward shoes product made
by SME.
Powerful Practices:
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Based on the described research
background, it leads to the research
objective. This research aims to
identify the ethnocentric tendency,
attitude, and intention of the students
of Faculty of Economics and Business,
Brawijaya University in shoes purchase
made by SME.
METHOD - This is a descriptive
research which reports the existing
condition as it is. Descriptive research
aims to know the attitude, opinion,
demographical information, condition,
and procedure (Sigit, 2003).
The population of this research is
the students of Faculty of Economics
Brawijaya University, Malang who
come from four departments:
Management, Accounting, Economics,
and Accounting Diploma Program.
The sample of this research is the
students of Faculty of Economics,
Brawijaya University, Malang which
involves 232 respondents. The
numbers are divided in detail as follow:
50 are the students of Economics, 73
are students of Management, 96 are
the students of Accounting, and 13
are Accounting Diploma students.
The respondents are the primary data
sources, as they are asked to fulfill the
self-administered questionnaire.
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The observed variables in this
research are:
Table 2 Research Variables
No.

Variable

1.

X1

Description

X2

Indonesian people should always buy Indonesian-made products
instead of imports
Only those products that are unavailable in Indonesia should be
imported

3.

X3

Buy Indonesian-products. Keep Indonesia work

4.

X4

Indonesian products, first, last and foremost

5.

X5

Purchasing foreign-made products is un-Indonesian

6.

X6

It is not right to purchase foreign-made products because it puts
Indonesian unemployed

7.

X7

A real Indonesian should always buy Indonesian-made products

8.

X8

We should purchase products manufactured in Indonesia instead
of letting other countries get rich because of us

9.

X9

It is always best to purchase Indonesian products

10.

X10

11.

X11

There should be little trading or purchasing of goods from other
countries unless it is needed
Indonesians should not buy foreign products, because it hurts
Indonesian business and causes unemployment

12.

X12

Barriers should be put on all imports

13.

X13

14.

X14

15.

X15

16.

X16

17.

X17

18.

Y

It may cost me in long run but I prefer to support Indonesian
product
Foreigners should not be allowed to put their products on our
markets
Foreign products should be taxed heavily to reduce their entry into
Indonesia
We should buy from foreign countries only when those products
cannot be obtained within our own country
Indonesian consumers who purchase products made in other
countries are responsible for putting their fellow Indonesians
jobless
Consumers’ intention to purchase local shoes product made by
SME

2.
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In this research, the data analysis
method utilizes descriptive statistic
using frequency distribution, cross-tab,
and chi-square independence test.
RESULT - Consumer’s ethnocentric
tendency is grouped into three categories; it is categorized based on the total
score of the answers in the provided
CETSCALE.
1. First category is the non
ethnocentric group as this group
gains the lowest score. This group
is a group of respondents who have
low ethnocentric tendency.
2. The second group is moderate
group which obtains average total
score. This group is a group of
respondents who have moderate
ethnocentric tendency.
3. The third group is the group
that gains the highest total score.
Respondents in this group have
high ethnocentric tendency.
X1 Variable (Indonesian people
should always buy Indonesianmade products instead of imports) Among the three groups, each of them
has different opinion in answering
the question whether Indonesian
should purchase local products rather
than imported product. It is also
confirmed by the Pearson Chi Square
significance which scores 0.000. Non
ethnocentric group mostly chooses to
agree with the statement as there are 47
respondents who state their agreement.
In moderate group, they mostly say
agree; 53 respondents express their
agreement on this statement. Also, in
Powerful Practices:

ethnocentric group, dominantly they
agree with the statement as there are 50
respondents who express the same idea.
Eventhough some of the ethnocentric
group members mention that
Indonesian people are not necessarily
to purchase local products, most of
them express their idea conversely
since local products can compete with
imported product.
X2 Variable (Only those products
that are unavailable in Indonesia
should be imported) - Each group,
among those three groups, comes
with different opinion in answering
the question whether only goods
which are not available/produced in
Indonesia allowed to be imported from
other country or not. It is confirmed
by the score of Pearson Chi Square on
X2 variable which is 0.000. Among
non ethnocentric group, mostly,
34 respondents say agree with that
statement; in moderate ethnocentric
group, most of them, 52 respondents
agree with the statement. Meanwhile,
in high ethnocentric group, 34 of
them strongly agree while 34 others
say agree.
X3 Variable (Buy Indonesianproducts. Keep Indonesia work)
- Among the three groups, each
of them has different responses on
the statement whether purchasing
local product means that they keep
Indonesian work. It is proven by the
Pearson Chi Square which scores
0.000. The non ethnocentric group
mostly, 49 respondents, say that they
agree with that statement. In moderate
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ethnocentric group, most of them,
59 respondents, strongly agree with
the statement. Furthermore, in high
ethnocentric group, 57 respondents,
most of them, express strong agreement
as well.
X4 Variable (Indonesian products,
first, last and foremost) - Non
ethnocentric group mostly say disagree
with that statement, as there are
57 respondents in this group who
express their disagreement. Most of
the moderate ethnocentric group,
67 respondents, also chooses to
disagree. The ethnocentric group, 37
respondents which represents most
of the group members, mentions that
the members of this group disagree as
well. This is due to the respondents’
perception that some particular
imported products have better quality
than local products.
X5 Variable (Purchasing foreignmade products is un-Indonesian) Among non ethnocentric group, there
are 42 respondents who say that they
strongly disagree with the statement.
In moderate ethnocentric group, 48
of them say that they disagree with the
statement; most of the ethnocentric
group members, 43 respondents say
disagree as well. It is because most of
the respondents still want to tolerate
Indonesian consumers who purchase
imported
products;
Indonesian
consumers who purchase imported
product do not absolutely forget or
leave their nationalism.
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X6 Variable (It is not right to purchase
foreign-made products because it
puts Indonesian unemployed). - Each
of three groups has different response
on the statement that purchasing
foreign product is wrong since it
will eradicate job opportunity for
Indonesian people. Non ethnocentric
group mostly chooses to disagree as
53 of them respond in such a way.
Moderate ethnocentric group, which
there are 67 respondents from this
group, expresses that they disagree as
well. For ethnocentric group, as many
as 40 respondents, who are most of the
group members, say that they disagree
with that statement. The respondents
state that purchasing foreign products
is not a mistake but the rights of
every consumer. They also mention
that Indonesian people actually have
outstanding skills to be able to compete
with foreign competitors.
X7 Variable (A real Indonesian
should always buy Indonesianmade products) - Non ethnocentric
group mostly choose to disagree
with that statement. There are 62
respondents from this group who say
that they disagree with it. Mostly, in
moderate ethnocentric group, there
are 67 respondents who state that they
disagree. Whereas, most respondents of
ethnocentric group say that they agree
with that statement; those who agree
with that statement are 40 respondents
from this group. Non ethnocentric and
moderate ethnocentric groups state
that to be legitimated as an Indonesian
citizen, it is not only due to purchasing
local products but also from other
proofs; meanwhile, ethnocentric group
Powerful Practices:
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expresses that by purchasing local
product, it has an evidence of our
nationalism to Indonesia country.
X8 Variable (We should purchase
products manufactured in Indonesia
instead of letting other countries get
rich because of us) - Non ethnocentric
group mostly says agree with that
statement which is represented by 37
of them. In moderate ethnocentric
group, most of them as represented by
68 respondents in this group agree with
this statement as well. Ethnocentric
group mostly also says agree with that
statement since there are 49 respondents
that express their agreement. It implies
that even other countries obtain many
benefits, Indonesian consumers still
purchase local products to maintain
the market share and sustainability of
Indonesian entrepreneurs.
X9 Variable (It is always best to
purchase Indonesian products) Most of the non ethnocentric group’s
members, 34 respondents, say that
they agree with that statement.
Moderate ethnocentric group mostly
agree with that statement since there
are 60 respondents who respond in
such a way. There are 46 respondents
from ethnocentric group say agree with
that statement. An interesting thing is
that, among non ethnocentric group
members, they still tend to choose
local products even the percentage
between those who disagree and those
who agree is not quite far. Some of the
moderate ethnocentric group members
who agree and strongly agree are almost
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in equal number with those who come
from ethnocentric group.
X10 Variable (There should be little
trading or purchasing of goods from
other countries unless it is needed)
- Non ethnocentric group mostly
agree with the statement; there are 46
respondents of this group who respond
in such a way. Most of moderate
ethnocentric
group
members,
represented by 57 respondents,
also agree with that statement. In
ethnocentric group, 38 respondents
state that they agree as well. It
implies that even the respondents are
ethnocentric, they purchase foreign
product only for particular products in
specific occasions.
X11 Variable (Indonesians should
not buy foreign products, because
it hurts Indonesian business and
causes unemployment) - Non
ethnocentric group mostly choose
to disagree with that statement; it is
represented by 57 respondents from
this group. The moderate ethnocentric
group mostly mentions that they
disagree as well; among this group,
there are 53 respondents who show
their disagreement. In ethnocentric
group, 42 of them say that they agree
with that statement. Respondents
from non ethnocentric and moderate
ethnocentric groups perceive that
if there is a business detriment in
Indonesia and the occurrences of
employment are caused by several
other factors, not only due to foreign
product purchase.
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X12 Variable (Barriers should be put on
all imports) - Non ethnocentric group
mostly say agree with that statement as
there are 45 respondents who respond
in such a way. Most of the moderate
ethnocentric group members that are
46 of them say agree. Meanwhile, the
majority of the ethnocentric group
members say strongly agree. There 42
respondents who say strongly disagree
with that statement in ethnocentric
group. It reflects that all of the three
groups have similar opinion. They say
that there should be import restriction
particularly for products which can
hinder the development of SME
performance. The restriction indeed
aims to protect local market.
X13 Variable (It may cost me in long
run but I prefer to support Indonesian
product)-In non ethnocentric group,
the majority of the group members,
which are 45 of them, say agree with
that statement. Moderate ethnocentric
group members mostly agree with that
statement as well since there are 61
respondents in this group express their
agreement. Most of the ethnocentric
group members, 48 of them, say
that they strongly agree with that
statement. It implies that the three
groups of respondents tend to have
similar opinion that they are willing
to sacrifice some particular expenses to
protect local market.
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X14 Variable (Foreigners should not be
allowed to put their products on our
markets) - In non ethnocentric group,
most of them, numbered as many as 54
respondents, say that they disagree with
that statement. Moderate ethnocentric
group and ethnocentric group mostly
disagree with that statement; they are
74 and 52 respondents who express
their disagreement from each group
respectively. All of the three groups
of respondents disagree with that
statement since they think that foreign
products should still be imported to
maintain the existing competition
atmosphere and to encourage local
products’ improvement. However,
some of the respondents also mention
that even we need to import some
products; there should be a restriction
for particular products.
X15 Variable (Foreign products should
be taxed heavily to reduce their
entry into Indonesia) - Among non
ethnocentric group members, there
are 45 respondents representing most
of them who say that they agree with
that statement. Most of the moderate
ethnocentric and ethnocentric groups
share the same idea as they agree
with the statement as well; there are
45 and 48 respondents from each
group respectively who express their
agreement on that statement. The three
groups agree with that statement since
tax is one of the steps that can reduce
the flow of imported goods which may
cause unbalance competition with local
products. Import tax is also one of the
alternatives to protect local product
and local market.
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X16 Variable (We should buy
from foreign countries only those
products that cannot be obtained
within our own country) - Non
ethnocentric group mostly disagree
with that statement as there are 32
respondents express their disagreement
from this group. Most of the moderate
ethnocentric and ethnocentric group
members say that they agree with the
stamen as well. Respectively, there are
52 and 37 respondents who represent
each group member responding by
showing their agreement on that
statement. Non ethnocentric group
states that it is everyone’s rights to
choose either local or foreign product;
this group also mentions that they
have some reasons to purchase foreign
products which are manufactured
by local entrepreneurs. One of their
reasons is the product quality.
X17 Variable (Indonesian consumers
who purchase products made in
other countries are responsible for
putting their fellow Indonesians
jobless) - Among non ethnocentric
group members, 41 respondents, as
the majority of the group, say that they
disagree with that statement. Most of
the non ethnocentric group members,
63 of them, also express the same
thing. Ethnocentric group members
mostly mention that they disagree as
well as there are 37 respondents from
this group who responds by showing
their disagreement. In general, all of
the three groups have similar response
since it is too early to judge someone
who purchases foreign product as the
party who mostly is responsible for
Indonesian people who are fired from
Powerful Practices:

their job. Certainly, there are many
factors that cause someone to get fired
from his job.
Y Variable (Consumer Intention to
Purchase Shoes Product Made by
SME) - From the analysis result, it
reveals that the consumers’ intention
among those three groups is quite
different towards shoes purchase made
by SME. Their intention is clearly
different when they are asked whether
they have an intention to purchase
shoes made by SME. Non ethnocentric
group, as many as 63 respondents
among them, mostly mentions that
they are willing to purchase shoes
made by SME. From the analysis
result, it reveals that the respondents
have quite different intention toward
shoes product purchase made by
SME. Among the three groups, each
has different opinion related to the
statement which says whether or not
they have any intention to purchase
shoes product made by SME or not.
Non ethnocentric group members
mostly say that they have an intention
to purchase shoes product made by
SME, as reflected in 63 respondents
from this group who express such idea.
Furthermore, moderate ethnocentric
and ethnocentric groups, mostly also
state that they have the intention to
purchase the shoes product made by
SME as each of the group is represented
by 62 and 57 respondents respectively
who show their intention to purchase
the product. It means that generally
the respondents of the three groups
have the intention to purchase local
shoes product (made by SME). The
respondents think that there are some
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factors which cause local product to be
still competitive as compared to foreign
product. Quality, price, respondents’
income, and model are the infuences
of purchasing decision towards the
shoes product. The respondents who
do not have any intentions to purchase
the local product made by SME mostly
come from non ethnocentric product.

CONCLUSION - The analysis
result demonstrates that there is an
ethnocentric tendency among the
students of Faculty of Economics and
Business, Brawijaya University, in
perceiving a product. Even some of the
students perceive that foreign products
have a better quality, price, model, and
other aspects, they still support SME’s
product. However, some of them like
foreign product.

DISUCSSION
In
general,
respondents who are the students
of Faculty of Economics, Brawijaya
University, have a positive attitude and
accept local products, particularly for
shoes product made by local SME.
Respondents say that local products
are still competitive towards imported
product in some aspects. Consumers
even feel proud to purchase and
possess local products. It is supported
by the fact that the consumers have
good intention to purchase local shoes
products made by SME; respondents
tend to be non ethnocentric toward
local products. The respondents who
tend to be non ethnocentric also
purchase particular products which
are made in other countries for specific
occasions. The respondents consider the
price that is quite affordable compared
to the money they have. Attractive
model and design of the shoes, as well
their quality (comfort, material, sewing
technique, etc.) become the factors
that are considered before purchasing
shoes product.

The analysis result also reveals
that even the students have nonethnocentric, moderate ethnocentric,
and ethnocentric tendencies, they still
have a positive attitude toward shoes
product made by SME. It is proven by
the purchase intention of the students
towards shoes product made by SME
for they highly consider its affordable
price, quality, attractive and up-to-date
model, and the money they have.
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SUGGESTION - Based on the results
and conclusions of this research, it is
suggested that the SME entrepreneurs of
shoes product should offer the products
that are attractive and marketable;
thus they should continuously create
innovative and quality product that
is still competitive as compared to
foreign product, particularly related to
its model for youth consumers. SME
shoes manufacturer needs to explore
new ideas related to the product
concept that is going to be offered.
It can be about its attractive product
design and up-to-date fashion trend.
For instance, SME may build good
relationship with consumers and look
for information about the trend of
fashion and product design during next
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year through printed and electronic
media.
Besides, SME practitioners should
consider the pricing strategy. It is
needed due to consumers from college
students consider the price during
their purchase decision that should be
adjusted to the money they have.
Further research is expected to be
able to utilize and develop this result by
using different variables or indicators.
This research was conducted on SME
sectors in Malang city which produce
shoes; thus, further research may
observe wider scope of research in other
cities, particularly on similar products
and other business sectors.
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Brand Personality Influence,
Brand Personality Congruity
(Bpc) on Brand Loyalty:
A Literature Review

Siti Zuhroh and Djumilah Zain
STIE PGRI Dewantara Jombang, Indonesia

Abstract - Constructing brand
loyalty in the competitive business
world is vital. Yet, the accessible competition only focuses on product performance which particularly has same
attributes. Thus, advanced technology
and resource ability make product differentiation performance difficult
to distinguish. There are arguments
in measuring personality content in
a brand and limited studies focusing
psychological values as well. Further
research gap in brand personality influence and brand personality congruity on brand loyalty is worthy to study
within Indonesian context. The innovation of study relates brand personality and brand personality congruence
to brand loyalty mediated by integrated value and trust. The study focused
on developing relationship between
psychological value and loyalty. This
study uses a literature method.

Keywords: Brand personality,
Brand personality congruity, Loyalty,
Smartphone.
Introduction - Enterprise
which long-term profit-oriented, market will be the focus of the attention.
Hoping that customers loyal to the
brand makes marketers must understand their behavior. Based on the literature search, several researchers to focus on building brand loyalty focused
on the function of the performance
of products and services (Fred Selnes,
1993; Zhaohua, 2009; Mohamad
Amin, 2012).
Competition in today's business
world, building strong brands by
using psychological values inherent in
the brand is very important, because
if the company's products depend on
the performance of the function of
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technological progress and performance
capabilities make the resources become
difficult to distinguish from brand
differentiation as stated Passikof (2006),
the product looks the same, it is easy
to get the goods as well, competitive
prices andthe customer able to control
information (promotion) that affect it,
which means that customer retention is
very prone to easily switch to another
product. Rangkuty (2009) shows the
difference between the brand based
on the attributes of the function to be
difficult, because most companies are
almost the same activity.
Mowen (2002) found by symbolic
interaction, people often buy products
not for functional benefits but more for
symbolic benefits, so that the product
is a symbol consumers and personality
can be defined by the products they
use. Symbolism products and brands
can exceed the objective assessment
easier to measure (Engel, 2002).
When a strong brand personality is
perceived by consumers, will be very
difficult to replicate. (Kim, 2010).
On the personality of the brand is a
set of human personality trait that
can be used and relevant to the brand
(Adzoulay & Kapferer,2003).
Consumers reflects through brand
personality used. Huang (2012).
Rangkuti (2009) suggested when the
brand has become a reflection of the
personality of the brand is not only a
function of the customer is a picture
of the product. Brand is the personal
representative of the current user, the
value of the brand has changed from
instrumental to symbolic brands
can express the wearer. Motivation
to express themselves often driving
P. 612

consumers to buy products and
services. Self-congruity contribute to
the research based on the theory of selfconcept. Based on the theory of selfconcept, people choose a brand that has
match with the individual's perception
of self-concept (Sirgy, 2006). Brand
personality congruity shows the match
and not match between consumer
perception of brand personality and
consumers' perceptions of his/her
personality. (Wee, 2004).
Recently, It is still not a lot of
studies have found that the use of
the brand and BPC variables. This is
in line by Sung (2010) that although
this research for the brand personality
is important but still limited and
more studies focus on the structure
and scale. Parker (2009) suggests that
for many current studies focus on
the development of personality of the
brand and size of construction, rather
than on the relationship between the
variables salient. Liu (2012) propose
the study found more brand personality
congruity as an independent variable,
so it is important to BPC related to
other variables.
This study focused on the
psychological values and brand loyalty.
Contribution to research on brand
personality and brand personality
congruity (BPC) literature include;
First, Much research on brand
personality and self-congruity on
destination (tourism) and restaurants
(eg Kim, 2010 ; Beerly, Sparks,
Beverley, 2010; Kam, Hung, et.al,
2011, Beerly, Asuncion, et al, 2007
), research has not found much on
consumer goods. This study focuses
on the effect of brand personality and
Powerful Practices:
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brand loyalty BPC in the context of
the Blackberry smartphones Second;
previous research suggests that the
influence of consumer personality
and BPC to brand loyalty assessed
separately, This study established
relationship brand personality and
BPC to loyalty integrates and expands
the research to develop a model that the
brand personality and BPC effects on
brand loyalty mediated customer trust
and value. Finally, differences in the
implementation of brand personality
measurement, in particular researchers
are adopting Aaker brand personality
measurement (2007), a consideration
for researchers to use new measurement
Geuens (2009) which uses the all
of human personality traits in the
measurement of brand personality.
Literature Riview - The
Big Five Personality Trait - The
concept of personality has a variety
of theoretical perspectives and levels
of study widely John, Hampson,
& Goldberg, (1991); Mc.Adam,
(1995) at John & Srivastava (1999).
Each has a different contribution in
understanding individual differences
in behavior and experience. One of the
studies conducted are personality traits
(John & Gosling, in press), personality
theory (theory of personality) is a
model to identify the basic traits
necessary to describe personality.
Nature is defined as a permanent
dimension of personality characteristics
that distinguish individual to another
(Fieldman, 1993). However, the
number of personality traits and
personality scales designed relentless
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but in the end is still unclear Goldberg
in John and Srivastava (1999).
Require a descriptive model of
personality psychology or taxonomy
on the personality of its own. One
of the main objectives in the science
of taxonomy to simplify definitions
overlap. Therefore, in personality
psychology, taxonomy will allow
researchers to examine the personality
characteristics of primary sources not
only examine thousands of different
attributes that make each individual is
different and unique (John & Srivastava,
1999). After several decades, personality
psychology branch acquire taxonomic
approach is generally accepted that the
personality dimensions of the "Big Five
Personality".
Measurement of the five properties
using single words as an item, which
was developed by Paul T. Costa and
Robert R. McCrae. The tools used for
this measure is called the NEO-PI-R is
Neuroticism-Extraversion-Openness
(NEO) Personality Inventory (PI)
Revision (R) (Costa & McCrae,
(1987), (1989).
Factors in the top five by Costa and
McCrae (1997, 1989) are as follows:
1. Neuroticsm (N), those with high
scores tend to be full of anxiety,
anger, self-pity, very conscious of
itself, emotional, and prone to
stress-related disorders.
Those who have a low N score
is usually calm, not angry, selfsatisfied, and not emotional.
2. Extraversion (E), those with high
scores tend to be dear, cheerful,
happy berbacara, happy and
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enjoyable meeting. Conversely,
those with low scores E normally
closed, quiet, solitary, passive,
and do not have enough ability to
express strong emotions.
3. Openness (O), people with
high scores tend to be creative,
imaginative, curious, open, and
more variation. While those who
score low are usually conventional
O, humble, conservative and not
too curious about something.
4. Hospitality (A), those with higher
scores tend to believe, generous,
conquerors, receptive and have
good behavior. While those with
low scores tend to be suspicious,
stingy, friendly, easily annoyed, and
full of criticism of others.
5. Awareness (C), those with high scores
are usually hard-working, careful,
timely, and able to survive. Instead
of people who have low scores tend
to be irregular C, sloppy, lazy, do
not have goals and are more likely
to give up when I started to have
difficulty in doing something.
The five factors of the Big Five,
each dimension consists of several
aspects. A facet is a particular trait,
the components of the 5 main factors.
Components of the five major factors
in the NEO PI-R was developed Costa
& McCrae (1997), (1989)
a. Neuroticism
• Anxiety (Anxiety)
• Anger (Anger)
• Depression (Depression)
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•

Awareness of self (selfconsciousness)
• Lack
of
self-control
(immoderation)
• Fragility (Vulnerability)
b. Extraversion
• Interests friend (Hospitality)
• Interest groups (gregariousness)
• Ability assertive (assertiveness)
• The level of activity (Activitylevel)
• Looking for fun (excitementseeking)
• Happiness (Joy)
c. Openness to Experience
• Ability imagination (Imagination)
• Interest in art (Artistic flower)
• emotionality (emotionality)
• Interests adventure (adventurousness)
• intellect (mind)
• Freedom (Liberalism)
d. Hospitality
• Trust (Trust)
• Morality (Morality)
• Behave help (altruism)
• Ability cooperation (Cooperation)
• Humility (Modesty)
• Sympathy (Sympathy)
e. Conscientiousness
• Adequacy of self (self-efficacy)
• regularity (regularity)
•
Sense
of
responsibility
(dutifulness)
• Desire to excel
• (achievement-striving)
• Self-discipline (self-disciplin)
• Prudential (Cautiosness)
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Brand Personality and
Debate - Rakocevic (2011) found in
the literature about the brand, a new
study appearing in the Journal of marketing and consumer research journal
in 1970. The first journal to focus specifically discussed brand in building
understanding in brand choice, brand
switching, brand loyalty and brand
extension. Only after that, Aaker J.
(1997) were the first to learn about the
personality of the brand, developing a
brand personality measurement scale,
defines brand personality as a set of
human characteristics associated with
a brand.
Geuens, Wejters, de Wulf (2009)
uses the basics of human personality
and develop a new scale of brand
personality without including non
human personality traits . This study
shows that human personality traits
that are relevant and appropriate to
the brand. New brand personality
measurement developed contains 12
indicators and five factors (Activity,
Responsibility,
Aggresisveness,
Simplicity, and Emotional) (table 1).
Table 1
Brand Personality Geuens
Responsibility
Down to
Earth, Stable,
Responsible

is a set of human nature associated with
the brand, but contrary to the concept
of human personality is expressed by
a psychologist, characteristics Aaker
(2007), which is derived from the
item Big Five Human Personality
characteristics include items such
as non-human social demographic
characteristics (eg, feminine, upscale
and younger), the Big Five personality
researchers (McCray & Costa, 1997)
has eliminated gender, and social class.
Bosnjak (2007) using the Big Five
of human personality. However, several
other studies that adopted the definition
of personality Aaker not all items using
the human personality, The study of
Siguaw (1999) using the dimensions
of sophistication and ruggedness to
the overall item personality Aaker,
while items non human personality
such as good looking, healthy, old,
new, heavy, and is used by (Sung &
Tikham, 2005). Even as 'mixed', the
brand can be functional as well as
symbolic, personality is also associated
with gender and color (Schiffman
and Kanuk, 2001) as shown Volvo as
a safety representative, Levi 501 jeans
brand personality that are reliable and
robust, China was coffee and pasta
products tooth is a masculine product,

Activity

Agressiveness

Simplicity

Emotionality

Active, Dynamic,
Innovative

Aggressive,
Bold

Ordinary,
Simple

Romantic,
Sentimental

Developing a brand personality
scale, some studies have found no overall
always contain the personality traits of
the big five, as proposed Geuens (2009)
definition of Aaker's brand personality
Powerful Practices:

while the shampoo and soap products
are considered feminine products,
Coca-cola is associated with the color
red connotes joy.
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Differences in brand personality
measurement scale that is based on the
theory of the big five personality studied
in Azoulay and Kapferer (2003), the
concept of brand personality has
evolved and become more broad-scale
measurement and its application does
not lead to a single mind, especially
in academic fields. The important
issues that should be highlighted is the
need for a precise definition of brand
personality so it will not lose the distinct
brand personality to the brand identity.
Further definition of brand personality
Azoulay and Kapferer (2003) current is
the sum of all human characteristics are
applicable and relevant to the brand in
the 'scope the word' personality.
Debate and differences in the
concept of personality has been
described above in this study uses the
concept of brand personality Geuens
(2009) because of the structure of
brand personality has consistently
raised the overall human personality
traits.
Brand Personality Congruity - Construcs of brand personality congruity adopted from concept
self brand congruity . Its based on the
theory of self-concept that is supported
by the self-congruity theory.
Sirgy (1996) showed that selfcongruity is how it macth and not
match the concept of self-image of the
object, person, which is determined by
cognitive, evaluation and information
about the phenomenon. Liu (2012)
suggested Recently, growing concern
that adopting the theory of selfcongruity in research on the brand (for
P. 616

example research conducted by Sirgy
(2005) and Kressmann et al., (2006).
Liu (2012) argues there are
three concepts that are important
to self brand congruity; (1) brand
personality congruence, (2) brand
user imagery congruity (3). Brand
usage imagery congruity. While Parker
(2009) suggested study using the
brand personality congruity (BPC) is
infrequently. Wee (2004) suggested that
brand personality congruence shows
the relationship between consumer
perception of brand personality and
consumers' perceptions of ownself
personality. Personality and brand
so that customers are increasingly
approximated the value of the brand
is owned by the reflection of the
customer.
By using the conceptual framework
of Sirgy, this study emphasizes brand
personality congruity defined how
its macth and not macth between
consumer evaluation of the personality
ownself and brand personality.
Customer Value - Consumers
often face confusion faced with a variety of products or services arranged on
the shelves with a wide range of appeal
in the offer. Consumers make choices
based on their perceptions of purchase
value attached to the products offered.
Kotler & Armstrong (2009) suggested
that customers choose the products
and services offered through many expectations and satisfaction will be given a variety of market supply and buy
based on expectations. In other words,
if the value given by the company in
accordance with the expectation that
Powerful Practices:
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the buyer will buy again and tell others
about their good experiences, and vice
versa. Peter Druker in Kotler (2001)
suggested that customers select marketing offers that they believe will provide the highest value.
Kotler and Keller (2009) suggested
that the value reflects a number of
benefits, both tangible and intangible
costs and perceived customer. Value is
a combination of quality, service and
price ("QSP"), also known as the three
elements of customer value.
Meanwhile Robinette and Brang in
Hurriaty (2005), divides the customer
value into two types: rational values
and emotional value. Rational value
identifies customers who value low
price. It is translated by the company
by doing a variety of rebates on every
quote. In general, commodities have
little differentiation except the price.
Despite the low price can influence
purchasing decisions, but this does
not create long-term customer loyalty.
Understanding customer care means
understanding their feelings and
emotions and ultimately the company
can give a more emotional (emotional
value) compared with only rational
values, the value for the customer.
While Kotler and Armstrong (2008)
propose an evaluation of customer
value is about the difference between all
the benefits and costs compared with
competitors' offer. Heskett et al. (1994)
Expressed as a ratio of weight to 'get'
attributes and 'accept' attribute. Peter
& Olson (1999) shows that consumers
in addition to having knowledge of
the consequences of the two products,
namely functional and psychosocial
consequences also have knowledge of
Powerful Practices:

personal and symbolic value that can
be satisfied or satisfied with the product
or brand. Functional consequences
is the real impact of the use of an
experienced consumer products (eg
drinking pepsi relieve thirst) while
referring to the psychological impact
of the psychosocial consequences (eg,
feeling more attractive after using
Pantene shampoo products) and the
impact of the use of the product (eg,
friends feel more appreciated when
using the brand Furla). The next is a
very useful way to identify the level of
personal value and symbolic value of
the instrument is a pattern of behavior
and Desired terminal value is the
desired state of being.
Some opinions about the value, as
noted above, there is clear value concept
is understood as a construction that
includes several dimensions, as well
as it should. In this study using the
concept of the value proposed by Peter
and Olson (1999) because it covers the
entire value of the desired component
by researchers.
Customer Trust - Peter (1999)
suggested that during the integration
process, Consumer combining multiple knowledge, meanings, beliefs
about a product or brand to establish
a comprehensive evaluation. Through
experience, consumers gain confidence
in their products, and other objects in
the environment.
According Luarn and Lin (2003)
trust is a certain confidence in
the integrity (honesty and ability
of those who believe in keeping
promises), benevolence (concern
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and motivation is believed to act in
accordance with the interests of their
beliefs), competence (the ability of
the parties to carry out credible needs
trusts ) and predictabiliry (behavioral
consistency trusted party). Gurvies
and Korchia (2003) confidence (trust)
has 3 dimensions: trust in the brand
associated with credibility, integrity,
and good works for the brand.
Peter (1999) showed that, in
principle, the main consumers can
have confidence about the various types
and levels of meaning associated with
the product or brand. For example,
consumers with a complete chain of
product knowledge to enable the meansend beliefs about the characteristics
of the product, the functional
consequences, or if the value of using
the product. The view of consumers
believe the brand is a psychological
variable reflecting the accumulation
of a number of initial assumptions
involving credibility, integrity, virtue,
which is attached to a particular brand
(Gurviez & Korchia, 2003). Trust is a
key variable in developing a long-term
desire to continue to maintain a longterm relationship, a particular brand
(Morgan and Hunt, 1994) As noted
Delgado (2004) is the expectation
reliability of brand trust and goodwill
of the brand.
Brand Loyalty - Business organizations in the era of globalization will
continue to face the challenge of facing
the competition. The company which
can provide the best value for consumers will create a very satisfied customer
and will remain faithful. Loyalty can
only be achieved by a company which
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is able Attractive customers through
product and brand. Customers have a
degree of loyalty and commitment are
different (Zaltmann, 1979). Consumers who have purchased consistently
and preferences of a particular brand
so that consumers have brand loyalty.
Consumers who buy the brand not
because of a preference for the brand
but because it is only available where
the consumer does not have a high loyalty. The researchers not only have to
consider one measure of brand loyalty
behavior but also consider the attitude
of loyalty towards the brand.
Definition of brand loyalty much
vary of some researchers and writers.
Jacoby has a fundamental role in
defining loyalty in the early days. It
was he who built the foundation of
loyalty. Jacoby and Chestnut (1978),
defines brand loyalty as a response bias
consumer behavior, taking decisions in
relation to one or more of the various
alternative brands.
Mowen (2002) defines brand
loyalty as the extent to which customers
show a positive attitude towards a
brand, is committed to a particular
brand, and want to continue to buy in
the future. There are two approaches in
the measurement of brand loyalty, first,
behavioral approach that measures the
actual buying behavior of consumers.
In this approach, the method is a
measure of the proportion of the
purchase of brand loyalty, meaning
all brands purchased in a particular
product category is determined for
each customer and brand purchase
setian proportion identified. Secondly,
the attitude, the approach, in this
approach distinguishes repeat purchases
Powerful Practices:
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(repeat purchase behavior) means that
consumers purchase repeatedly without
consumers having a feeling for what
they buy, if the concept of consumer
brand loyalty has a real preference on
brand. Brand loyalty is defined as an
emotional relationship/psychological
feelings/ in product class. Overall, the
most common brand's commitment
to high-involvement products that
symbolize self-concept, values and
needs of consumers.
Engel et al. (2002) suggested that
brand loyalty reflect motivated behavior
that is difficult to change because it is
rooted in the high involvement reflects
the purchasing habits while inertia with
little or no involvement of involvement
as consumers feel the product looks
like and she does not have a special
incentive to switch brands to switch
brands but may 'll do if prices are
lowered or he saw something labeled
"new".
Therefore, this practice does not
reflect little or no brand loyalty.
Brand loyalty of some of the
concepts that have been described
above, basically have in common,
however, in this study uses the concept
of brand loyalty proposed by Mowen
(2001) is considered the most relevant
in this research context.
Discussion - In high business
competition today, it's important for
brands to understand the rapid changes that occur and compete in different
ways. Differentiation can be done now
is to give the charge of psychological
value to the brand. Ferrinadewi, (2008)
mentions by providing emotional valPowerful Practices:

ues of target customers. Gobe (2001)
there are key differences in the emotional aspects and distribution. Question is how the brand arouse emotional
feelings and emotions of consumers,
how the brand to life and deep relationships formed and durable.
To create a feeling of depth to the
brand that is important for marketers
to brand personification (Schiffman &
Kanuk, 1991) by trying to pour back
consumer perception of human nature
in the brand. Solomon (2009) with
arthromophize object, consider the
object (product or brand) has human
characteristics. The idea gave birth
to the concept of brand personality.
Brand personality is a set of human
characteristics to the brand as if it was
a human brand. Aaker J. (1997) were
the first to learn about the personality
of the brand and develop a brand
personality measurement scale.
Geuens (2009) criticized the Aaker
brand personality scale development,
the definition of the Aaker brand
personality is a set of human nature
associated with the brand, but contrary
to the concept of human personality,
characteristics Aaker (2007), which
is derived from the five major items
including items human personality
characteristics of non humans such as
socio-demographic characteristics (eg,
feminine, upscale and younger), the Big
Five personality researchers (McCray
& Costa, 1997) has eliminated gender,
and social class. Geuens, Wejters,
de Wulf (2009) back to the basics of
personality and develop a new scale
based on the precise definition of
brand personality without including
non human personality traits. This
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study shows that human personality
traits that are relevant and appropriate
to the brand. New brand personality
measurement developed contains 12
indicators and five factors (Activity,
Responsibility,
Aggresisveness,
Simplicity, and Emotional).
Although it is not easy to do, the
success of building a strong brand
personality is the key to brand loyalty
(Solomon, 2009). Venkanteswaran
(2011) says that the ability to define
brand personality accurately and easily
recognizable is the key to the success of
a brand. Some of previous study found;
Kim (2010) conducted a study on fast
food restaurants, the results showed
no positive effect of brand personality
on brand loyalty attitude. Studies
conducted Venkanteswaran (2011) on
the Raymond brand is synonymous
with trust, heritage and excellence
offering premium formal wear. Study
found slightly different results, the
dimensions of brand personality;
sincerity, excitemen, competence,
ruggedness, and sophistication, only
ruggedness that has meaning tough and
rough, outdoor, and frequent washing,
no significant effect on brand loyalty
because in the context of consumer
expectations is a brand Raymond has
comfortable, style, quality, perceived
differently, fashionable, reliability, classy
and improve the user's personality.
Lin Yi (2010), conducted a study on
video game buyers brand personality.
Study did not result in overall brand
personality dimensions have a positive
effect on brand loyalty. Studies show
there is a significant positive effect
only between the dimensions of
brand personality of competence and
sincerity towards affective brand loyalty
P. 620

and significant negative effect of the
dimension of excitement, peacefull
and sophisticasion brand personality
on brand loyalty. Explained the
significant negative results that may be
so far in building the brand personality
more emphasis on competence and
sophisticasion less on excitement,
peacefull and sincerity that do not
provide support for customer loyalty.
Parker (2009) suggested studies
using self-congruity with the brand
personality congruence (BPC) is relative
rarely done. Helgeson & Supplehen
(2004) suggested studies that focus
on symbolic brand benefits, there are
two streams of studies found in the
literature: (1) study of self-congruity,
for example, research conducted by
Dolich (1969); Sirgy (1982); Sirgy et
al. (1991), and (2) brand personality
research as practiced by Plummer
(1985), Aaker (1997). Liu (2012)
suggested that up to now growing
concern that adopting the theory of
self-harmony in research on the brand
(for example research conducted by
Sirgy (2005) and Kressmann et al.,
(2006).
Wee (2004) suggested that brand
personality congruence shows the
relationship
between
consumer
perception of brand personality
and consumers' perceptions of
his/her personality. If customers’s
personality and brand are increasingly
approximated, the value of the brand
is owned by the reflection of the
customer. For example, the perceived
brand personality smarthphone active
and aggressive. Potential consumers
are expected to consider if it is active
and aggressive personality that matches
Powerful Practices:
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their personality is the brand of
smartphone. Based on empirical study,
Liu (2012) examined the luxury brand
Calvin Klein (CK) results showed that
positive significant the effect BPC on
brand loyalty despite weak support.
Results Asperin study (2007) showed
that positive significant the effects of
BPC on brand loyalty, but the result is
higher when these effects are mediated
by trust.
Strong brand is a brand that
provides the best value for the
customer, its supported by Kotler
and Keller (2009) that in a highly
competitive economy, with more and
more buyers are confronted with a
myriad of rational choice, companies
can only achieve the win by delivering
value good and choosing, providing
and communicating superior value.
Further said that maximize customer
value means developing customer
relationships for the long term. For
example, a smartphone brand to build
a strong brand personality, it means
that the brand has made delivery of
value to customers, so hopefully will be
able to build long-term relationships.
Supports advanced by Southgate in
Rangkuty (2009), a good brand is not
just for show either functional value,
but also can provide certain value in
the minds of consumers. Rangkuty
(2009) shows the difference between
the brand based on the attributes of the
function to be difficult, because most
companies are almost the same activity.
To differentiate the product from
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competitors' products, the company
makes value-added to the personality
of each brand. Mowen (2009) suggests
that trust and behaviors are formed in
two different ways, namely through
the learning of cognitive and the
consumer experience. Formation
of trust through cognitive learning
when consumers perform information
processing activities (eg advertising)
about the benefits of the product,
and then develop an attitude of trust,
finally bought it. While the creation of
the experience occurs when consumers
make product buying activity, eating,
and then establish confidence in the
product. Referring to the proposed by
Mowen, for example, on a smartphone,
if consumers feel the brand personality
is strong. Its means that the value
delivered to consumers high. This
will improve customer trust that will
eventually be able to build brand
loyalty.
Emprical study found by Suliyanto
(2012) results showed significant effect
on the value of trust and brand loyalty.
Others, Lau study (1999); Sahin et al,
(2011) shows the influence sigifikan
between brand trust and brand loyalty.
While Mohammad (2012) showed
a significant effect of trust and brand
value in building loyalty.
Based on the above research
proposes the development of a
conceptual model, by adding variable
values and trust as a mediating effect of
brand personality and BPC on brand
loyalty.
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The Role of Leadership and
Entrepreneurial Characteristic
of Kyai in Developing
Entrepreneurship (An Ethnography Study
at Pesantren Sunan Drajat Lamongan)

Muhamad Ahsan, Armanu Thoyib, Achmad Sudiro
and Nur Khusniyah I
Department of Management, Faculty of Economics and Business, Brawijaya
University-Malang, Malang, Indonesia
Abstract - Purpose-this research
aims to reveal the role of leadership
and entrepreneurial characteristic of
Kyai in developing entrepreneurial
spirit comprehensively at Pondok
Pesantren (Islam Boarding School)
that the Kyaileads. The values that are
intended to be revealed are leadership
style, entrepreneurial characteristic,and
utilized
strategy
to
develop
entrepreneurial spirit. It is expected
that Kyai will be able to answer the
challenge in creating young muslim
entrepreneurs that affect the economy
growth and shrink the number of
unemployment.
Design/ methodology/approach–it
utilizes ethnography approach to observe the history of the role of Kyai’s
leadership and entrepreneurial characteristic in developing entrepreneurship starting from the Sunan Drajat
era up to the recent day (Kyai Abdul
Ghofur).
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Findings
–There
is
a
(huge) opportunity to develop
entrepreneurship at Pondok Pesantren
Sunan Drajat Lamongan that is able to
encourage young muslim entrepreneur
in the futures. Through the role of
Kyai’s leadership and entrepreneurial
characteristic (recently), this expectation
can be achieved by utilizing the existing
business units as the learning process
on entrepreneurship.
OriginalityExploration
to
comprehend and reveal a big question
about the role of a Kyai figure to develop
and encourage entrepreneurial spirit at
Pondok Pesantren Sunan Drajat.
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Introduction
Pondok
Pesantren Sunan Drajat (abbreviated
as PPSD, an Islam Boarding School
of Sunan Drajat) located in northern
coastal region of Java Island, is a
well-known Islam Boarding School,
particularly for the local citizens of
Lamongan Regency, East Java. The
boarding school led by Kyai Abdul
Ghofur has more than 7,000 students
(santri) (Hasan, 2012) and fourteen
business units that continue to develop.
The fast development of the Islam
Boarding School perceived from the
number of students and the developed
business units is inseparable from the
role of Kyai related to his leadership
and entrepreneurial characteristics.
Sunan Drajat, adopted as the name
of the Islam Boarding School located
in Banjarwati, was one of the wali
songo (nine saints) members that was
famous at that age. The heritage of
Sunan Drajat is still well maintained
until today, including the philosophy
he taught in verse below’:
“...asid(e)
qahabaparinawengi,
anandur sadengan gawe amal agawe
wot marga gedhe, lan agaweya sumur
pinggir marga, lan aweh b(m)ukti
ing wong kaluwen ika,lan aweha
payung,mangke punang kepanasan.
meaning:
“...bersedekahlah bapak siang dan
malam,
mnanam apa saja sebagai amal,
membuat jembatan di jalan besar,
dan membuat sumur di pinggir
jalan,
dan berilah kenikmatan (mukti)
kepada orang yang lapar,
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dan berilah payung, kepada orang
yang kepanasan
To adapt to the environment
condition at that time, Sunan Drajat
compressed his lesson into four
lessons:
Paring teken marang kang kalunyon
lan wuta
(Givestick/direction to them who
step on slippery road and blind)
Paring pangan marang kang kaliren
(Give some foods for those who are
famished)
Paring sandang
kawudan

marang

kang

(Give clothes for those who are
naked)
Paring payung kang kodanan
(Give an umbrella for those who
are soaking wet because of rain)
Local society recognizes his lesson
as catur piwulang (four lessons). The
versesof Sunan Drajat became the
philosophy of life among the local
citizens during his era (Roesminingsih,
2012). Catur piwulang itself is the part
of pepali pitu (seven basic lessons); it
is the seventh lessson (Sunyoto, 2012).
In addition, the spirit of Sunan Drajat’s
lesson still becomes the philosophical
foundation of the PPSD until recent
time.
The Kyai of PPSDis known as
entrepreneurial kyai(Rofiq:2011). The
Kyai often spends his own money to
fund those poor santri in quite huge
amount (Salim, 2007). It is due to the
Kyai has businesses or profit generator
Powerful Practices:
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units in the form of business units
owned by PPSD such as a 10 acres of
mengkudu(Morinda Citrifolia) yard,
mengkudu juice development labeled
as Sunan Drajat, compoundfertilizer
production labeled as Guano Phospat,
cattle feed production made of fish,
bottled drinking water production
branded as Aidrat, cow and goat/sheep
feeding, Persada 97.2 FM preachradio,
Sunan Drajat Persada Television
channel, Sunan Drajat trading
business, Cooperative and Baitul Mal
wa Tanwil (BMT) of Sunan Drajat,
Hajj and Umroh Travel Agency, and
Car Rent (PPSD Profile, 2012).
With the determination to prevent
unemployment santri (students),
PPSD continues to develop its business
units as a place to learn for those santri
to achieve particular competence
before leaving pondok pesantren.
Besides, PPSD Kyai also well-known
as a healer that can cure several diseases
and illnesses. There are a lot of visitors
who want to be healed by the Kyai, not
only common local population but
also important figure and government
officials. The kyai figure is recognized
by the surrounding environment and
the Lamongan Regency population;
even, in national scale, the kyai once
took his position as the chairman
in Himpunan Pesantren Agrobisnis
Indonesia (Indonesian Agriculture
Pesantren Association)
The development of PPSD as
an organization is inseparable from
the role of Kyai and his leadership.
Empirical evidence proves that the
development of pesantren depends on
the role of its Kyai in quickly adapting
to environment change. It is mentioned
by Suryadi and P3M as cited by Fatchan
Powerful Practices:

(2011:214) as they said that there is a
shift on the discourse of pesantren in
East Java. The percentage to learn and
study knowledge and skill increases.
This phenomenon indicates that there
is a shift on the discourse of pesantren
to be more practical and worldliness.
This statement is also supported by
Sukamto’s finding (1999:17) as he said
that change and adaptation occurring
in pesantren are the proof that a
Kyai is able to adapt to development
of the society, particularly related
to the national education system
development. It also implies that
pesantren is able to make a renewal on
tis education system even though it has
been implemented in years. Kyai is also
willing to review their comprehension
on religion matters including in social
realms; besides, a Kyai is willing to
search new pattern in leadership
regeneration for the pesantren.
In the context of organization, the
role of a leader in an orgainization
influences the progress of the
organization itself. The finding of
Elenkov (2002) demonstrates that
transformational leadership directly
and positively affects organizational
performance of a business; it also
influences manager’s performance
in achieving the objectives of the
organization; furthermore, it also
provides a support on innovation and
team solidity. Kim (2007) also found
leadership with “fatherly” style is able
to cultivate communication and strong
relationship between the business
owner and his employees in a small
business enterprise. It has motivated
the employees to be more productive.
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As an organization, the business
units owned by PPSD have grown
and developed due to the role of its
leader and the leadership of the Kyai.
Entrepreneurship development at
PPSD is important since it is able to
encourage new entrepreneurs which
are often tied to the issue of economy
awakeningof a nation or a country.
Entrepreneurship is a function
of entrepreneur; in other word,
entrepreneur growth is due to
e n t re p re n e u r s h i p ( L i c h t e n s t e i n ,
Dooley, and Lumpkin, 2006). Greater
number of entrepreneur in a nation
results in better economy growth of
the nation (Carsrud and Brannback,
2007:5). Entrepreneurship is called as
the driver of a nation’s economy growth
(Fayolle, 2007:14-15). In addition,
entrepreneurship is also the trigger to
create economy growth (Hodgetts and
Kuratko, 1995; Li et.al., 2012:948961; Casson and Wadeson, 2007:239262), competitiveness and job vacancy
(Thurik and Wennekers, 2004: 140149). An important thing to notice is
that even small business enterprises,
if it is in abundant amount, are not
doubtful for their role to build world’s
economy (Bygrave, 1994; Timmons,
1994). From economics perspective,
entrepreneurship is the function of
economy driver (Schaper and Volery,
2004). The linear logic pattern
becomes a reference to conclude the
reason why a nation always encourages
its number of entrepreneurs to get
elevated. Thus, it needs a convergence
of vision among the overall elements
of a nation to improve the number
of entrepreneurs through education
realm. Education under the regulation
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of Ministry of Education and Culture
as well as Ministry of Religious Affairs
should be the leading sector to spread
out entrepreneurship. Creativity,
innovation, and courage to take a risk
are the core of entrepreneurship that
should be shared to youth generation
as earlier as possible.
Meanwhile, the fact demonstrates
that the unemployment rate in
Indonesia increases from year to
year; there are 1.3 million of new
unemployments annually (www.
republika.co.id.:2012). In February
2012, the number of unemployment
reaches 7.6 million people by which
6.5% among the number are openunemployment
(www.beritasatu.
com/ 2012). To reduce the number,
growing and developing the number of
entrepreneurs are the answers on that
problem. Mentioned by Van Praag and
Versloot (2007), entrpreneur has very
important and very specific contribution
toward economy. That answers create
more job vacancy and contribute to
productivity growth, production and
commercialization of innovation, and
conducive environment creation.
As a nation, Indonesia has more
than 237 million population (www.
bps.go.id, 2011) which most of them
are muslim (86%) that has potential
to encourage economy growth as the
number of entrepreneurs is elevated.
The number of entrepreneurs is only
0.18% from its total population (www.
ciputraentrepreneurship.com,2011).
Ideally, Indonesia should have 2%
entrepreneurs from its total population
to achieve good economy growth and
reduce unemployment rate (Ciputra,
2011). Thus, the discrepancy or gap
Powerful Practices:
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can be shrinked (Khairi,2013:www.
suarapengusaha.com)
The distribution of population
which dominantly is muslim (86%)
mostly live at rural area (50.21%, BPS
data, Population Census in 2010).
In East Java, the total population
almost reaches 37.5 million people; 52
percent among them live at rural area
(based on the population census in
2010). The data show that population
in East Java is centralized at rural areas;
and this is correlated to education at
pesantren as the root of the genuine
education in this country as the origin
of the Nusantara Malay civilization
(Dhofier, 2011).The number of pondok
pesantren in East Java spreads over
several regencies and rural areas. Based
on the data of Ministry of Religious
Affairs in 2011, there are more or less
4,404 pondok pesantren in East Java
(www.kemenag.go.id., 2011). Pondok
Pesantren has become the choice for
school-age children as a place to learn.
Other obstacle to encourage
entrepreneur growth massively is about
mental state to be an entrepreneur.
Furthermore, there is a debate on
whether an entrepreneur is born
or created (Akola and Heinonen,
2006). The argument group tends to
question whether entrepreneurship
is a science or an art (Saee, 1996;
Shepherd and Douglas, 1996; Jack
and Anderson, 1998; in Henry, Hill
and Leitch, 2005). On the other hand,
group which supports the concept
of entrepreneurship comments that
entrepreneurship can be developed
and advanced through education and
training (Vesper, 1982; Clark, et.al.,
1984; Kantor, 1988; Saee, 1996; Henry
Powerful Practices:

et.al., 2003 in Henry, Hill and Leitch,
2005). The other research finding
shows that 81% of graduate students
in Malaysia dream about having their
own business. The dominant barrier
to be an entrepreneur is lack of social
network (Sandhu, Sidique, and Riaz,
2011). Conversely, Oosterbeek, Praag,
and Aukeljsselstein (2010) mentioned
that entrepreneurship education does
not deliver expected impact and greatly
depends on the student’s interest.
Among the debate between those two
groups, the opportunity to encourage
the interest to be an entrepreneur
through education is still open, though
it indeed depends on the interest of
each student himself.
Though it is still on debate,
entrepreneurship course for the
students of non-business program is
important as a trigger to create new
entrepreneurs in streaming the ideas
and creating entrepreneur community
(Otto, 1999 in Fayolle, 2007: 54).
Entrepreneurial spirit becomes the
trend in 21st century (Kuratko, 2007)
that can be learned and introduced
since early age. Just like reported in
World Economic Forum in Switzerland
in 2009, the target of entrepreneurship
learning group for youth will be better
for 6-22 years old (Anonymous,
2009:26). That age is the age of youths
as they enter elementary school until
college. The report from the World
Economic Forum in Switzerlandhas
been acknowledged by The United
States as a country since this country
has presented entrepreneurship in
more than 1,600 schools and more
than 2,200 programs (Katz, 2003 in
Landstorm, 2005:4).
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Another
phenomenon,
the
establishment of entrepreneurshipbased pesantren nowadays continues to
grow, such as Nurul Hayat Foundation
(East Java) which plans to establish
entrepreneurial pesantren and Holy
Qur’an recite (www.surabayapagi.
com:2010). It is followed by Ad Duha
entrepreneurial pesantren at Blosing
Pajangan Village, in Bantul, Special
District of Yogyakarta (www.ansor.
org, 2012). In East Java itself, there
are some well-known entrepreneurial
pesantren such as Sidogiri pesantern
in Bangil-Pasuruan, Modern Pesantren
of Darussalam Gontor in Ponorogo,
and etc. The determination to establish
entrepreneurship-based
pesantren
is aimed only to create independent
characteristic among youths and
expect them to be entrepreneurs like
exemplified by Muhammad saw.
(Kamaludin, 2007; Kelana, 2008) and
his wife, Siti Khadiah ra. (Zain, 2010).
It is not only needed by developing
country, it is also becomes an important
global
economic
phenomenon
(Lingelbach, De La Vina, and Asel,
2005).

How is the relationship between
pesantren and entrepreneurial
spirit?

The education model at pesantren
actually teaches autonomy or
independence, full of entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship issue at pesantren is
not a new thing since pesantrenitself
initially was an entrepreneurial
institution as presented by Haedari
(2012):

Based on its origin, pesantren was
indeed a place for entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurship. I do not know
why it changes. If it is restored to
the original function, pesantren is
a place for entrepreneurs. Santri
mostly were not a government
officer or public servant. The Kyai
always stayed at that place: reading
the holy book and utilizing the
land he had. Even, during the early
time Islam entered Indonesia, as it
established several pesantren, there
were several trading activities at
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“Actually, the true characteristic
of a pesantren is autonomous
or
independent,
full
of
entrepreneurship.
Thus,
entrepreneurship issue is not a new
thing in pesantren since pesantren
itself was an entrepreneurial
institution. Formerly, there were
several pesantrens in some areas of
this region; then, the Kyai had some
acres of land and made the santri
indirectly involved to manage the
land, cultivate some plants.
That is the way the Kyai educates his
santri. Thus, when they return to
the society, they can do gardening,
farming, breeding livestock/cattle,
and etc. It was due to the Kyaihad
some acres of land. I remember
when I was little, thosesantri went
to farmland, cultivating plants, fish
pond for cultivating fish so that
when they returned to the society
they would be able to cultivate
crops and nurture fish.
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the coastal region; it was all also a
business.”
Why does it change? - “Recently,
pesantren gets more and more in
its number. Pesantren used to have
a wide area of land; as the family
members got wider, the land
was then splitted to each of the
descendant (family). The land used
to be farm land, but not now. They
are not able to run farming business.
It changes. Actually they should be
able to run business other than
farming as entrepreneurship is not
only about farming or agriculture.
In other field of skills, the chance
is still widely open. Like in
industrial field, skill in mechanical
engineering, welding, or other skill
which does not require wide area
of land is still possible. Service
industry also has an opportunity
to be entered. High technology
agriculture such as using hydroponic
agriculture also requires small area
of land as the technology even gets
more advanced. Pesantren should
follow such advancement.”
The quotation from interview above
describes that entrepreneur is not a
new thing for pesantren; furthermore,
it is a challenge for Islamic Boarding
School (pesantren) to encourage
entrepreneurial spirit. In fact, Islam has
Muhammad saw.as the role model of
entrepreneur and in entrepreneurship.
In his life stage, Muhammad saw.had
built and determinedbusiness world
since he was 12 years old. Moreover,
his apostolic taskwas shorter (23
years) than his age to run and conduct
Powerful Practices:

business (25 years) (Antonio, 2011:12).
Therefore, it implies that we need to
deliver entrepreneurial motivation to
the muslim generation as young as
possible in this recent time.
To enable their role in
entrepreneurship realm, the santri
(students) who enroll in Islam Boarding
School should have entrepreneurship
education session. Entrepreneurship
will not be constructed easily if the
pesantren leader and managers do not
take their role in facing competition
era in the near future. Considering
that Kyai is the role model in every
single activities the santri have,
strong leadership and entrepreneurial
characteristics should also be attached
to the Kyai in order to make the santri
have reliable mentor. As the final
consequence, after they graduate from
the pesantren, santri have sufficient
skill and ability to start up new life as
true entrepreneurs.
The Role of Leadership in
Entrepreneurship - Leadership in
entrepreneurship becomes pivotal
spot of the organization development
during the process of entrepreneurial
spirit distribution. Creative and
innovative leader will deliver and drive
his organization progressively; since
a leader is in fact the driver of the
organization itself, even for a religionbased organization.
Research result demonstrates
that operation advantage in a business organization is not only affected
by managerial leadership but also by
other factors such as empathy toward
customers, continuous innovation,
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and the commitment of organization
members (Darling, Gabrielsson and
Seristo, 2007).
In the context of Islam, leadership
has two roles: as a “servant” and as a
”guardian.” Leader as a servant is called
as servant leadership who serves his
followers and directs his followers to
the right direction as well as elevates
their welfare. Leader as a guardian is a
leader who protects their community
from a tyrant and oppression, as well
as fight forjustice (Beekun and Badawi,
1999).
The Role of Characteristic in
Entrepreneurship - Characteristic is
defined as a combination of emotion,
intellectuality, and moral quality
which differentiate between a person
from another. In other words,
characteristic is a trait embedded
within someone-self and appeared
in his natural behavior, not fake
behavior. Hence, characteristic
is able to bring positive influence
on other aspects which results in
reputation and goodwill (Klann,
2007).
Characteristic possessed by a
leader also has strong relationship with
the organization’s journey and the
achievement of its planned program.
Creativity, innovation, precision in
making a decision, dare to take a risk,
and others are the characteristics which
have to be owned by a leader and an
entrepreneur.
According to Meredith, cited
by Suryana (2008), entrepreneurial
characteristic
consists
of
selfconfidence, optimistic, task-and-goal
P. 634

oriented, dare to take risk, and prefer
to a challenge, leadership, originality,
and future-oriented. Zimemer and
Scarborough (1996) in their study
found that values characteristic which
underlied proactive, initiative, workoriented, efficient, quality priority, and
high commitment are the success keys
of business.
In the context of Islam, Muhammad
saw.had provided a role model for
an entrepreneur into four stages of
characteristic described as follow:
Figure 1
Four Stage of Entrepreneur Characteristic

Source: Adopted from Kelana (2008)
Integrity is the main standard
and foundation characteristic of an
entrepreneur which is an honesty
that fully covers other positive
characteristics. Muhammad saw. since
his childhood had developed his honest
characteristic, known as al-amin or the
trusted person. The prophet kept his
Powerful Practices:
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behavior, speech, and commitment
on honesty so that he radiated charm
and strength. Loyalty is a supporting
characteristic which strengthens other’s
trust. Loyalty is related to long term
commitment. In business, Muhammad
saw. always practiced loyalty to his
customers by providing excellent service
to everybody that caused the customers
be loyal to him. Professionalism is a
capacity to run a profession based on
standardized measurement and best
quality. Muhammad saw.entered his
professionalism stage when he was
hired by Khadijahra. as her business
partner. After getting married with
Khadijah ra., Muhammad saw.
became the manager of their business
organization. Spirituality is reflected
on his empathy on akhlaq (moral)
issues (Kelana, 2008).
Strategy - The term of “strategy”
comes from Greek “strategos”, referring
to “art” in general. Strategy is strongly
rooted from military term in 500 years
B.C., introduced by Sun Tzu, a Chinese
military strategy expert. Sun Tzu’s wellknown lesson in war strategy is “know
your-self, know your enemy, do a
hundred of battles and win a hundred
of glories.” The military strategy is then
adopted in business competition which
is known as management strategy or
called as strategy (Peng, 2009).
Some definitions of strategy as
summarized by Peng (2009) are
divided into three parts: strategy as
plan, strategy as action, and strategy as
inegration.
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Table 1.
Strategy Definition
Source

Definition

Strategy as Plan:
Von Clause- Concerned with drafting the plan of
war and shaping the individual camwitz, 1976
paigns and within these, deciding on
the individual engagements
Oster, 1994 A set of concrete plans to help the
organization accomplish its goal
Strategy as Action:
Liddle Hart, The art of distributing and applying
military means to fulfill the ends of
1967
policy
Mintzberg,
A pattern in a stream of actions or
1978
decisions
The creation of a unique and valuable position, involving a different
Porter, 1996 set of activities ... making trade-offs
in competing ... creating fit among a
company’s activities
Strategy as Integration:
The determination of the basic
long-term goals and objectives of
Chandler,
an enterprise, and the adoption of
1962
course of action and the allocation of
resources necessary for carrying out
these goals
Hitt, Ireland, An integrated and coordinated set of
and Hoskis- commitments and actions designed
to exploit core competencies and
son, 2003
gain competitive advantage
Dess, Lump- The analyses, decisions, and actions
and organization undertakes in order
kin and
Eisner, 2008 to create and sustain competitive
advantages

Source: Adopted from Peng (2009)
To grow and develop, both profitbased and non-profit based organizations
need strategic management. Strategic
management is tightly related to
organization resources in managing
challenge and utilizing chance.
Strategic management involves strategy
development and policy formulation
to achieve the goal and objective of an
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organization. In its process, it should
consider two strategies: external
strategy and internal ability. Strategic
management also offers framework to
where an organization should adapt
to the uncertainty of the environment
and future (Steiss, 2003).
In
global
context,
Peng
(2009) provided five strategies for
entrepreneurship: growth, innovation,
network, financing/governance, and
harvest/exit. During the growth
stage, organization should observe the
amount of resources they can utilize. At
the growth stage, the resources can be
vision, motivation, and leadership of the
organization. At this stage, commonly,
strategy is often emphasized on more
action but less analysis. Organization
grows due to utilizing chance with
less analysis. Innovation is the core of
entrepreneurship thought. Innovation
strategy has become a specific part
in differentiation strategy since it is
able to create competitive advantage.
By innovation, organization can be
widely well-known by its uniqueness.
The empirical evidence proves that
owner, manager, and employees in
small and medium enterprises tend to
be more innovative than those larger
enterprises. More importantly, there
is a positive relationship between
innovation and greater profit. Network
in the context of strategic management
refers to building, connecting, and
bindingindividuals or organizations
in an attached-unity. There are
two kinds of network: individual
network and organization network
which are both equally important.
The true essence is on the process of
interpreting the network that is built
individually becomes a value-added
P. 636

for organization. Other important
attributes in the context of building
network are on its urgency, intensity,
and its role on organization since a
successful on building a network will
be able to enhance the performance of
an organization (Peng, 2009).
The Role of Leadership in Strategy Leadership and strategy are inseparable;
as we discuss a change, we actually talk
about strategy and leadership (Abell,
2006). EFQM, quality assurance
institution in Europe, gave its
comment as follow: “the behaviour of
an organization’s leaders (should) create
… clarity and unity of purpose within
the organization, and an environment
in which the organization and its
people can excel’ (EFQM, 1999)”. It
indicates that leadership is the key in
strategy, source of value, and source
of competitive advantage. It has been
agreed that leadership role is to build
and retain organization vision and keep
the commitment to attain achievement
(Morden, 2007). Leadership becomes
long term leading issue in strategy,
stability retention, and survival in
the business that is managed. Also,
leadership is responsible for the focus
strategy in the future and developing
values, culture, as well as knowledgebased ideology, form and relationship,
core competence, finance and resource,
value-added, and competitive advantage
including
strategic
management
process (Morden, 2007: 331).
To achieve organization’s objective
by utilizing strategy surely requires a
process. Oster (1995:12) presented
a scheme of strategic management
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process that can be used to understand
non-profit organization as follow:
Figure 2. Strategy Process for Non-Profit
Organization

Source: Adopted from Oster (1995)
According to Oster (1995), for
most of the non-profit organization, the
question started from “what business”
and ended up on the mission statement
of the organization. For a non-profit
organization, a question related to the
values commonly is only at the level of
management which is much different
from a world-class organization. Like
Drucker said, a nonprofit
organization
starts from showing its
performance through
its mission.
In
global
context,it is difficult
to retain a non-profit
organization
which
only relies on funding
organization to finance
its programs. It is the
time for a non-profit
Powerful Practices:

organization to think about and act
for making its own money generator
to finance the programs that the
organization offers. Studying and
developing strategy are aimed to
maintain organization sustainability as
well as to build the business and
develop its own money generator
in running humanity mission.
The shift on the perspective of
the non-profit organization is
due to the willingness to make a
leap progressively and the strong
intention to be independent.
Entrepreneur and Leadership
- In the start-up process, an organization, which continuously
grows and develops, needs balance pillars such as entrepreneur, opportunity, and resources. During the
growth process, there are three driving
forces including leadership, the opportunity domain, and organizational
resources and capability. It can be described as follow:
Figure 3. Driving Force of Growth

Source: Adopted
Zacharakis (2011)
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The synergy between entrepreneur
and leadership is greatly needed during
the introduction and growth stage,
since those stages are the important
moments for a business to keep
sustainable in the future. It can be
analoged by business cycle and the
devoted time of an entrepreneur; at
that stage, abundant devoted time
to the business that has just been
started is greatly needed. Leadership
will take important role in keeping
and developing the sustainability of a
business.
Entrepreneurship in Islam - Islam
had introduced entrepreneurial spirit
before Muhammad saw.was raisedas
the messenger. In his childhood,
Muhammad saw.had worked hard since
he was 12 years old. The independence
of Muhammad as a child is perceived
as the root of entrepreneurship in
Islam perspective. In his encyclopedia,
Antonio (2011) described that apostolic
ageofMuhammad is even shorter than
his time to determineentrepreneurship.
It is presented in the following table.
Table 2. Age and the Life Stage of Muhammad saw.
Life Stage of Muhammad saw.

The Age of Muhammad saw.

23 years carrying
apostolic task
Contemplation
age
25 years bind up
in business

40 – 63

Childhood

1 – 12

Source: Antonio (2011)
P. 638

37 – 40
12 – 37

The description above implies
that Islam actually has provided basic
entrepreneurship for the followers.
Hard working, independent, do not
rely on other people, and good and
right way of trading exhibited by the
prophet is the true entrepreneurship.
Islam provided role model of
entrepreneurship on the way of trading
and distributing goods from one to
another region. The history notes that
the merchants (Al-Faruqi and Al Faruqi,
1986; Madjid, 2012) were also one of
the factors that spreaded Islam around
the globe. It is in resemblance with the
citation of Surah Al-Ahzab verse 21
mentions “Indeed in the Messenger
of Allah (Muhammad saw.) you have
a good example to follow for him who
hopes in (the Meeting with) Allah and
the Last Day and remembers Allah
much”The verse implies to the Islam
followers that in entrepreneurship,
Muhammad SAW. had provided a
good role model as he was an honest
and trustable merchant.
Entrepreneurship spirit in pesantren
- Entrepreneurialspirit refers more to
human activities, spirit, and enthusiasm like the attributes described by
business practitioners or entrepreneurs (Nandram and Samson, 2006).
Entrepreneur is a figure which is able
to quickly adapt to change and a fast
learner (Pitts, 2008). According to
Klein, cited by Strong (2009), the term
of “spirit” in entrepreneur is a soul, a
strength energy or animation that activate human potentials to create, innovate, search, endeavour, in enthusiasm
for achieving vision even they have to
face challenges, obstacles, and risks.
Powerful Practices:
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Bygrave and Zacharakis (2011) mentioned that organization greatly needs
entrepreneurial spirit to grow.
In Islam, entrepreneurial spirit is
demonstrated in Muhammad hadith,
narrated by Bukhari and IbnuMajah:
“Someonewhotakes a string, and
thencut thetree branchandtie itwiththe rope, and thensell itforthe
necessities of lifeandcharityisbetter thanbeggingon others. Neitherthe person heasked for wasto
giveorrefuse.”(HR. BukhariandIbnuMajah).
The
hadith
describes
that
entrepreneurial spirit in Islam
perspective is much valued. Islam firmly
asks the followers to independently
endeavor for their life; and, it is more
respectable. It is a proof of recognition
to the entrepreneurship in Islam.
In its historical path, pondok
pesantren was actually independent,
full of entrepreneurship. Issue on
entrepreneurship in pesantren is not a
new thing since the origin of pesantren
was entrepreneurial institution. Years
ago, pesantren institution in several
regions used to have some acres of land.
Pesantren indirectly involved its santri
(students) in agriculture, farming some
plants. In that way, Kyai educated his
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santri; so that as the santri returned in
the society, they were able to gardening,
farming, livestock/cattle breeding, etc.
The condition changes as not all of
Kyai have wide acres of land as they
used to. Nowadays, entrepreneurship
is not only in agriculture but also in
service sector which does not require
wide area of land (Haedari, 2012).
In some pondok pesantren, the
spirit has clearly appeared; whereas, it
does not appear yet in several others of
pondok pesantren. The knowledge and
understanding transfer as well as its
teaching and learning pattern on the
entrepreneurship context is still narrow
and need to be examined. Meanwhile,
the potential of a pondok pesantren to
develop by using its own economics
potentials is huge just like what has
been discussed earlier.
Discussion - Leadershipis one
of the oldest concepts in the globe.
It is as old as the existence of human
being. Philosophically, leadership has
been described in hieroglyph during
Egypt era, 5,000 years ago. There are
leadership (seshemet), leader (seshemu),
and follower (shemsu) concepts which
are described as follow:
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Figure 4. Leadership in Hieroglyph during
Egypt Era

Source: Adopted from Bass (1990)
There was a Pharaoh concept during
2,300 years B.C; Confucius and Tao
concept during the early 6 century B.C.;
and Plato concept during the golden
age of Greece. Ibn Khaldun (Sidani,
2008) in 1377 wrote about leadership
in bedouin ethnic. During Europe
renaissance era, Machiavelli wrote The
Prince (Bass, 1990). There are several
information related to leadership
study. Leadership term itself initially
appeared in Webster’s dictionary in
1927 (Burns 1978, in Eckmann,
2013). Leadership study actually has
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been started since 1990’s or 70 years
before the famous Great Man Theory
(Bolden et.al., 2003).
The role of leadership
in organization is not
doubtful. Its role is crucial
for an organization. The
growth and decay of an
organization and the
successfulness to achieve
the planned program
greatly require the role
of leadership and heavily
depend on the leadership
of the organization leader
(Klann, 2007) no matter
the organization is,
including manufacturer,
service,
education,
formal and non-formal
education, and etc.
A
leader
with
entrepreneurial leadership
and characteristic such as
in PPSD is one in unity
of an individual which
is inseparable. If he is a
spiritual leadership such as a Kyai, then
the role will overlap. It describes that
between leadership and entrepreneurial
characteristic are one in unity. According
to Goldberg and Martin (2008), to be
a successful entrepreneurial leadership,
there are seven elements to consider:
communication, controlling growth,
setting goals/ solving problems, time/
schedule management, team building,
delegation and motivation. What
Goldberg and Martin said must be
further examined in the field, whether
a Kyaipossesses all of those elements.
During the preliminary interview,
it revealed that leadership capability
Powerful Practices:
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and entrepreneurial characteristic
of a Kyai is very strong. He is so
enthusiastic in discussing business.
He is high nationalism and wants his
santri to be empowered in economic.
Thus, the Kyai always gives his
advice and suggestion about how
great an entrepreneur is to his santri.
Furthermore, he also exemplifies by
showing his hard-working ethic which
can be seen from his busy acitivities; the
Kyai also provides chance for his santri
to do internship at the business units
owned by PPSD (Ghofur, 2012).
Indeed, to encourage the number
of entrepreneurs massively is not easy;
however, it can be achieved and has
widely open opportunity. At PPSD
the spirit to develop entrepreneurship
is observable from the growth of
business unit. It is inseparable from
the entrepreneurial spirit of the Kyai
who leads the pondok pesantren.
Soriano and Martinez (2007) research
had examined the important role of
entrepreneurship and leader behavior
in Spain at small and medium business;
they found that tem leader is able to
influence the attitude and behavior of
the team members, create a condition
or a situation of common relationship
in making an effort, and spread
entrepreneurial spirit to the team.
The role of leadership in developing
entrepreneurship between business
enterprise and Islamic boarding
school (pondok pesantren) is certainly
different. Not all of the leaders in
Islamic boarding school, with their
entrepreneurship, are able to predict
change due to differences in their
orientation. Business organization
indeed has profit orientation to retain
Powerful Practices:

its sustainability; whereas, pondok
pesantren tends to be more religious.
Therefore, it is often found that most
of the pondok pesantren heavily rely
on donation of the santri’s parents in
covering up its operating costs. Thus,
those kind of pondok pesantren merely
stand behind the great charm of its
leader or its Kyai.
Another finding, the role of
parents in encouraging entrepreneurial
spirit of their children also influences
the decision of the children whether
they want to be entrepreneur or not.
There are two main differences noted
from the role of parents toward their
children. First, it is related to how a
child is differently affected by either
his mother or father. Father takes
the leading role in decision making
to start a new business. Second, the
difference between son and daughter in
describing how their parents influence
them. Mostly, female entrepreneurs ask
their parents for suggestion, support,
and encouragement; meanwhile,
male entrepreneurs require greater
independence from their parents
(mainly from their father) to run a
business or compete. Kirkwood’s (2007)
research had provided a description
that decision to start a business is very
complex and various. However, the
finding showed that the role of parents
is very strong. Yet, parent’s role is not
the only factor influencing to startup
a business, there are other factors
that affect entrepreneurs’ motivation;
however, family is the factor that is still
considered.
What Kirkwood mentioned is
different from what Arcand found
in his research in Montreal-Canada.
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Arcand interviewed immigrant children
who were 18-35 years and their parents
were entrepreneurs. Arcand focused his
research on how the entrepreneurship
perception of those immigrant
children is. According to Arcand,
parents do not have direct influence on
the entrepreneurial spirit development
of those children; but open culture
has greater role than identity and
ethnic background on entrepreneurial
spirit (Arcand, 2012). Even the results
proposed by Kirkwood and Arcand are
contradictory; the role of environment
is significant on the entrepreneurial
spirit spreading. The geographical
condition of the research location
among those two researches can be the
cause of the contradictory conclusion.
Kirkwood made his research in New
Zealand; meanwhile, Arcand was in
Montreal Canada.
At pondok pesantren with its unique
culture, it will result in different finding
with what Kirkwood and Arcand
found. At pondok pesantren, boarded
santri come from several ethnic
background. Santri at Pondok Sunan
Drajat do not only come from the
surrounding region such as Lamongan,
Gresik, Bojonegoro, Tuban, and other
cities in Java Island; they also come
from Kalimantan, Sumatera, Sulawesi,
Papua, and even Malaysia. The diversity
on the ethnic background may result
in new understanding among those
santri related to their culture and their
daily interaction. However, no matter
what their ethnicity is, all of the santri
comply with their Kyai; and, this
factor can be considered in accelerating
the process of entrepreneurial spirit
spreading. At pondok pesantren, Kyai
becomes the representative of the
P. 642

boarded santri’s parents. It is not a false
if the concept studied by Kirkwood
(2007) may be able to be developed
at Pondok Pesantren. The obstacle
that may be found is the Kyai as the
representative of the santri’s parents
cannot intensely and continuously
communicate to those huge numbers
of santri. However, santri can see
the spirit from their role model in
developing business which can alter
their motivation to do business.
Islam, as the religion that is taken by
most of the population in Indonesia, the
spreading is mediated by entrepreneurs
(merchant); it does not reflect the
number of entrepreneurs in Indonesia
recently. Dewi and Dhewanto (2012)
research, which wanted to fill the gap in
family business from Islam perspective,
had concluded that the success key in
muslim family business is guided by
The Holy Quran and Hadith including
Islam values such as honesty in
business, charity, good intention, and
positive thinking toward the appeared
business problem. Even the described
data indicate the gender of the
organization’s manager, the researcher
does not discuss the difference between
the role of leadership that is led by male
and female managers. This research
does not discuss the leadership style of
the manager, how the transformation
process from former generation to the
next generation, and how the transfer
of the entrepreneurial spirit.
Pondok Pesantren Sunan Drajat
(PPSD) is one of the pondok pesantren
which has a progressive and visionary
leader. Pesantren environment which
is identical with Islam values and
santri compliance toward their Kyai
Powerful Practices:
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has a potential to born new muslim
entrepreneurs in the future. The
business unit that has been developed by
the Kyai at pesantren can be a medium
to motivate the entrepreneurial spirit
of the santri. Santri will also be able
to directly eyewitness how a business
grows; they also experience the growth
of the business. A religious preach
and advice about the importance of
entrepreneurial spirit, entrepreneurial
development can be one of the
advantages if the santri environment is
filled with the exemplary of the Kyai
in developing the business, other than
religious knowledge. It does not matter
whether they are Malay or Javanese,
or etc.; it also motivates the researcher
to explore how the role of a Kyai with
his leadership and entrepreneurial
characteristic is in spreading and
developing entrepreneurial spirit.
Research Design Implication - To answer the curiosity on the
questions of how is the role and style
of Kyai leadership in spreading and
developing the entrepreneurial spirit at
PondokPesantrenand its surrounding
environment? And, how is the role of
the entrepreneurial characteristic of the
Kyai in affecting entrepreneurial spirit
spread and development at PondokPesantren and its surrounding environment?, Even, how the strategy adopted
in spreading and developing entrepreneurial spirit at Pondok Pesantren
and its surrounding environment?The
researcher chooses ethnography approach.
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In a usual use, ethnography term
refers to a research method in cultural
anthropology and written text.
Ethnography is indeed often referred
as cultural anthropology (Patton,
2002:132). Ethnography approach is
not only about observation, but more
than that, it is also about participation
level during daily activities (Silverman,
2000; in Neergaard and Ulhhoi,
2007:97) which takes six month up
to three years (Fetterman, 2010:8;
Muhadjir, 1996:98). Since the utilized
theory is general and open, then other
social science adopts it as the research
medium (Sarwono, 2011:18).
The reasons to uses ethnography (case
study) design are:
1. Kyaiat PPSD has been widely wellknown as a “unique” and multitalented figure. He is not only a
business/entrepreneur Kyai but
also a “healer” as the leader of the
PPSD.
2. He is much enthusiastic when
he involves in discussion about
business (preliminary research
interview with the caretaker of the
pesantren in November, 12th 2012);
moreover, the PPSDhas more than
ten business units.
3. PPSD has more than 7,000
santri (students) which makes it
strategic to develop and spread
entrepreneurship “virus.”
4. A research about leadership
which develops and spreads
entrepreneurial spirit at pesantren
has not yet much developed so far.
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Besides, ethnography approach is
holistic and contextual since there is
an involvement or participation during data observation and interview in
greater perspective (Morse, 1994:162;
Lyons & Doueck, 2010:100) and effort to explain and reveal individual
behavior based on conscience and
rationale in society living (Miles and
Huberman, 1994:6). Sparingga (2000)
in Fatchan (2011:49). Ethnography is
able to describe culture through the
mentioned statement, both implicitly
or explicitly, through short and long
statement since language is the main
instrument to spread culture from one
generation the next generation; mostly,
it is written in linguistic form (Spradley, 2007:12; Murchison, 2010:4;
Alwasilah, 2011). Furthermore, the researcher also gets involved observation
and recording data in the forms of dialogue, ritual, performance, ceremonial,
artifact, humor, and narrative (Vanderstoep and Johnston, 2009). Ethnography is also perceived as a unique way
to observe something (Wolcott, 1999).
Ethnography research sometimes is
compared to fieldwork terminology; it
also sometimes is compared to cultural
studies (Willis, 2007:235). Hence, it
can be concluded that this research design enables a researcher to explore and
study culture and society as the important parts of human experience.
The next reason to employ
ethnography research and choose PPSD
case is the willingness to reveal the ways
or the models of entrepreneurship
which has existed since SunanDrajat
era until nowadays (Kyai Ghofur).
Thus, this approach is perceived to be
more appropriate.
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